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The period included within the third volume of the AMERICAN BIBLIOGRAPAY finds the
art of printing, after one hundred and twenty- five years from its introduction , in 1639 , finally
established in all of the thirteen original States of the American Union ; and it may be of interest
to briefly summarize by whom the first presses were founded , and the times and places where the
introduction of printing occurred in the several American Colonies. In chronological order this
record is as follows : First, Massachusetts, at Cambridge, by Stephen Daye, in 1639. Second,
Pennsylvania , at Philadelphia, by William Bradford , in 1685. Third, New York, at New York
City , by William Bradford , in 1693. Fourth, Connecticut, at New London, by Thomas Short, in
1709. Fifth , Maryland, at Annapolis, by William Parks, in 1726 , Sixth, Rhode Island , at
Newport, by James Franklin , in 1727. Seventh, Virginia , at Williamsburgh, by William Parks,
in 1730. Eighth, South Carolina, at Charleston , by Eleazer Phillips, junior, in 1732. Ninth ,
North Carolina, at Newbern, by James Davis, in 1751. Tenth, New Jersey, at Woodbridge, by
James Parker, in 1755. Eleventh, New Hampshire, at Portsmouth , by Daniel Fowle, in 1756 .
Twelfth , Delaware, at Wilmington, by James Adams, in 1761. Thirteenth , Georgia, at Savannah,
by James Johnston, in 1762. How closely connected in interests the communities in each
Province were may be inferred from the fact that during the century and a quarter the printing
press had been established in only twenty - three centres, of which Pennsylvania had six ; Con
necticut three ; Massachusetts, Rhode Island , and North Carolina, two each ; and the remaining
Provinces only the centre where printing was begun. How populous these communities were
may be estimated from the statement of Ezra Stiles, in his sermon on Christian union, in 1760 ,
that : “ Four thousand British planters settled New -England, and in one hundred and twenty
years their posterity are increased to five hundred thousand souls . ”
The introduction of printing during the eighteenth century was usually begun , or
followed soon after, by the publication of a newspaper. Up to the close of the present volume
about sixty newspapers had been established and continued for varying periods of publication.
Of this number, four were established in Connecticut ; one in Delaware ; one in Georgia ; two in
Maryland ; eleven in Massachusetts ; one in New Hampshire ; thirteen in New York ; three in
North Carolina ; fifteen in Pennsylvania ; three in Rhode Island ; four in South Carolina ; and one
in Virginia. Of all the Colonies, New Jersey alone was without a newspaper, and , it may be
added , without a common centre for one, for Woodbridge, where James Parker had established
his press, was chosen as his birthplace, and not for its availability as a centre for publication.
A phase of their publication, worthy of more extended notice, is the adaptability shown by the
mothers and wives in assuming the duties of editorship of these journals when death or disaster
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overcame their husbands or sons. Such women as Cornelia Bradford at Philadelphia ; Catherine
Zenger at New York ; Margaret Draper at Boston ; Anne Franklin , and Ann Barber at Newport;
Sarah Goddard at Providence ; Mistress Watson at Hartford ; Anne Catharine Green at Annapolis ;
and Elizabeth, and Anne Timothy at Charleston, illustrate the high type of Colonial womanhood
and the mutual interdependence of the family relations in pioneer times. While the trial of
John Peter Zenger in New York , in 1735, had established the principle of the freedom of the
press in that Colony, the experiences of the Reverend Dr. William Smith in Pennsylvania, in
1758 ; of Daniel Fowle in Massachusetts, in 1754 ; and John Wilkes in London , in 1763, shows
that the principle was not yet of universal application .
Up to this time the different governments in the Colonies may be said to have been
constituted and governed upon foundations which rested upon the teachings of religion, severe
but salutary, and the progress of the people was, on the whole, peaceful and progressive; but the
literary record shows a gradual weakening of this wholesome restraint, and a disposition to
substitute for the law of God, the law of man . The growing preponderance of the work of legis
lative bodies shows that the representatives of the people had begun with that cheerful alacrity
which animates the makers of laws which are presumed to be binding on everyone, but the
makers, to manufacture that conflicting body of laws which is at once the pride and vexation,
the amusement and despair of a law -abiding, law -ridden people, inextricably bound with chains
of their own forging, and with no Lycurgus in sight to codify and release them from their
inconsistencies. The natural result of living under laws which sounded as well as the laws of
Moses followed in course . Wars followed naturally upon them. The people grew restive under
them ; and the native Indian was made to feel the full force of the civilizing influences which
powerful nations are always ready to bestow upon the weak . There is abundance of evidence in
this and the preceding volumes to show that up to the time of the death of George the second,
in 1760, the Colonies were one in thought and feeling with the Mother Country. Her triumphs
were bailed as the triumphs of her Colonies. Her griefs they regarded as their own . The
declaration of war with France, in 1756, found ready response in the Colonies, who gave as a
sacrifice thirty thousand of their men, and a half million pounds of treasure, to uphold the power
of England in America. The Old French War, while it sapped their resources, also developed
and showed them the powers latent in themselves. It shows a people thoroughly alive to the
dangers of French and Indian aggression, and to the need of union of the Colonies to oppose
them . During the struggle, the attitude of the ministry developed lots of the old Adam under
the clerical garb, and, as in the later Revolutionary War, the soldiers did not want for scriptural
authority, or personal example, to counsel, inspire, and encourage them to deeds of valor, as
well as to welcome them back with thanksgiving at the successful conclusion of the war. That
war, however, was hardly concluded before the first mutterings of the coming storm of revolution
followed the publication of the two Acts of Parliament, one, for continuing and making per
petual an Act passed, in 1733, for “ encouraging the trade of the Sugar Colonies in America ,”
which imposed heavy duties on sugar and molasses imported into the Colonies; the other, the
celebrated “ Stamp Act, ” which went into force in the following year, 1765.
By Act of Parliament, in 1752, the old style of reckoning the year according to the Julian
Calendar, ceased with the close of the second day of September, the succeeding eleven days being
dropped , and the following day became the fourteenth of September, the month containing but
nineteen days. The American Almanacs generally adopted the Gregorian Calendar in conformity
with the Act. Perhaps it is well to state in this connection , that the general practice of this
work has been to consider the Almanac of each year printed in the year previous to the one for
which it is designed. For obvious reasons it is, and has been the custom in England for the
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publisher to have his Almanac for the new year ready for the trade on the twenty - first of Novem
ber, and so generally has this been the custom that that day is known as “ Almanack -day.” In
this country the practice has been more irregular, some issues appearing as early as October.
The literary record of the Colonies is, in the main, a record of the influences exerted by
the Colleges upon the spiritual and literary life of the people. The history of Harvard College
is coexistent with the history of printing, and presents an unbroken record of high literary
achievement from its beginning in 1636. In 1755, the first of the annual Dudleian lectures at
Harvard was delivered by President Holyoke. The Pietas et gratulatio, of 1761 , is not only the
handsomest specimen of the printer's art produced in the American Colonies, but, in a higher
sense, it is an expression of the literary culture of the oldest educational institution in the Colo
nies. In itself it represents one of the mile -stones of progress. Judged by present day standards
it is a remarkable volume, and our Universities may well ponder the question whether the scholar
ship they produce can equal, in classical learning, that produced in the first College a century
and a half ago . The destruction of the College Library by fire , in January, 1764, was a public
calamity which bibliographers and students may well deplore for the loss of the printed records
of early American literature then destroyed . William and Mary College, next founded , in 1693 ,
appears for the first time, through its Charter and Statutes, in the literary record of the year 1758.
The literary current of Yale College has been strong and steady since its founders dedicated the
College to literature by their first act in its founding, in 1700. In the present volume, Rector
Thomas Clap, who, from his firm , unyielding qualities might well be styled the last of the Puri
tans, by his Religious constitutions of Colleges, published in 1754, aroused a controversy in which
his conduct of the affairs of the College was strongly criticised , and as warmly defended . The
College of New Jersey, now popularly known as Princeton University, chartered in 1746 , first
appears, with its earliest known Theses, and the Catalogue of the Library, in the record of the
year 1760. The College of Philadelphia, now the University of Pennsylvania, originally opened
as an Academy and Charitable School in January, 1751 , received its Additional Charter in the
record of the year 1755. The College of New York , successively known as King's College, and
Columbia College, appears first in this record , through its Charter, in 1754, and its Additional
Charter, in the year 1755, although the denominational control of the new College had, pre
viously, been the subject of a spirited controversy between adherents of the Church of England
on the one side, and of the Reformed Dutch Church, and Presbyterian Church on the other , in
which Francis Makemie's Narrative of his imprisonment for preaching one sermon , in 1707 , was
reprinted at the expense of the Presbyterians as part of their controversy with the Episcopalians.
The Indian Charity School, founded at Lebanon, Connecticut, by the Reverend Eleazar Wheelock,
through whom it is considered the beginning of Dartmouth College, is represented , in the record
of the year 1763 , by the first part of the Narrative of its founding. Rhode Island College, now
Brown University, appears for the first time in the record of the year 1764, with the Act of
establishment, prepared by the Reverend Dr. Ezra Stiles. In addition, the printed records show
that an Academy was instituted at Charleston , South Carolina, in 1750 ; which was followed by
the Philadelphia Academy, as noted above, in 1751 ; and by the Germantown Academy, in 1760 .
Up to the close of the present volume, ten Libraries had issued Catalogues of their collec
tions. In chronological order these were : Harvard College Library, in 1723 and 1725. Phila
delphia Library Company, in 1733 , 1735 , 1741 , 1746 , 1757 , and 1764. Yale College Library, in
1743 and 1755. Charleston Library Society, in 1750 and 1762 . Philadelphia Union -Library
Company, in 1754. New York Society Library, in 1758. Burlington Library Company, in 1758 .
College of New Jersey Library, in 1760. Loganian Library, Philadelphia, in 1760, and Redwood
Library , Newport, in 1764.
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New England , in this period , was visited by the two evils most dreaded by its inhabitants .
The earthquake of November, 1755, was the most serious ever known in that section , and while
owing to the sparsely settled country no great material damage was done, the printed records
show how generally the pulpit was inspired by its terrors to awaken the people to their spiritual
needs. The other was a serious outbreak of smallpox in Boston , in the winter of 1751-1752 .
The medical history of New England has been largely a record of warning and instruction how
to avoid this scourge which had decimated the native Indians before the arrival of the first set
tlers. So well known was the terror of the inhabitants of New England for this disease that , in
1777 , the British Major Donkin made the vicious suggestion " such is their dread and fear of that
disorder , " that the most compulsive measure to disband the American rebels would be to “ dip
arrows in matter of small- pox, and twang” the inoculation into them . In March , 1760, the
Town of Boston was also desolated by a fire which in the short space of seven hours consumed
between three and four hundred houses. And this was followed , in January, 1764, by the
disaster of the burning of Harvard Hall and the College Library at Cambridge.
In 1754 , a Bill debated in the Massachusetts General Court, for laying an excise on wine
and distilled spirituous liquors retailed and consumed within the Province, to raise money to
prosecute the French War by means of Provincial Stamp Act, led to spirited denunciations of
the measure in a number of anonymous pamphlets which denounced the tax as a violation of the
British Constitution . One of these tracts, entitled The Monster of monsters, was especially offensive
to that legislative body, who condemned it to be burned by the hands of the common hangman,
and Daniel Fowle, who was charged with printing it, was arraigned and imprisoned for the
offence, which was really committed by his brother, Zechariah Fowle. His account of his trial
and imprisonment, entitled A Total eclipse of liberty , printed in the following year, forms another
and interesting chapter in the history of the liberty of the press in this country. His persecution
finally drove him and his press to New Hampsbire, in 1756 , where he became the first printer in
that Province. In the same year be began the publication of The New Hampshire Gazette, now
the oldest newspaper continuously published in the United States ; and , in 1761 , printed a collec
tion of the Acts and laws of the Province.
In Massachusetts, William Douglass' Summary was concluded by his death in 1752. And
in the same year Reverend John Barnard issued his New version of the Psalms. In 1753 , Samuel
Hopkins issued his Historical memoirs relating to the Housatunnuk Indians; and the controversy
between the Plymouth Company and the Proprietors of the Township of Brunswick regarding
title to lands on the Kennebeck River is a subject of public interest. In 1754 was published
Jonathan Edwards' Enquiry into freedom of the will. In 1758 , Thomas Prince edited a revised
and improved edition of The New England Psalm -book, with an interesting historical preface.
In 1757 , John Green and Joseph Russell began the publication of The Boston Weekly Advertiser ,
which was continued to the commencement of the Revolutionary War, and reprinted Governor
William Shirley's Memoirs of the principal transactions of the last war , from the London edition .
In 1760, they achieved the high -water mark of Colonial printing with the Pietas et gratulatio of
Harvard College. In the same year Benjamin Mecom printed James Otis' Rudiments of Latin
prosody. In 1763 , Stephen Sewall issued bis Hebrew grammar, designed to supersede, at Harvard
College, the Grammar of Judah Monis, which had been in use there for nearly thirty years. In
1764, Lieutenant-Governor Thomas Hutchinson issued the first volume of his important History
of the Colony of Massachusets -Bay ; William Wood's Nero-England prospect was first reprinted,
and James Otis issued The Rights of the British Colonies asserted and proced .
In Rhode Island , James Franklin printed at Newport, in 1755, Stephen Hopkins' True





failed to meet the approval of the Colonies at this time; and , in 1758, founded The Newport
Mercury, wbich bas been continuously published up to the present time ; his successor, Samuel
Hall, printing the Catalogue of the Redwood Library, in 1764. In 1762, William Goddard estab
lished the first press in the Providence Plantations, and in the same year founded The Providence
Gazette.
In Connecticut, at New London, Timothy Green, junior, founded , in 1758, The Nero
London Summary, which was continued to his death in 1763. In that year Timothy Green, tbird
printer of that name, founded the Nero - London Gazette, which was continued for more than eighty
years. In 1754 , James Parker established the first press in New Haven, and in the following
year founded the Connecticut Gazette, with John Holt as editor and partner, and continued its
publication to the year 1764, when , after a short suspension, his successor as postmaster,
Benjamin Mecom , revived it until his removal to Philadelphia in 1767. In 1758, James Parker
and Company reprinted William Livingston's Reciero of the military operations in North - America,
in vindication of Governor William Shirley's conduct in the French War. In 1759 , a spirited
controversy following the call and ordination of Reverend James Dana to the Church in Walling
ford, issued from Parker's press at New Haven . In 1764, Thomas Green established the first
press in Hartford , and in the same year founded The Connecticut Courant, which has been
continuously published to the present time.
In New York , in 1752 , Henry De Foreest printed Roger Sherman's Caceat against injustice,
of which only a single copy is known ; and James Parker printed the Laros of Neu - York, digested
by William Livingston and William Smith junior, the second volume of which was printed by
William Weyman , in 1762 ; and began to print The Independent reflector, edited by William
Livingston, which was continued into the following year. In the same year, Hugh Gaine estab
lished his press, and founded The New - York Mercury, which he continued for thirty -one years ;
printing also the first of the series of Hutchins Almanacs, which have been continued annually
until the present century. In 1759, William Weyman , who had previously been associated with
James Parker, founded The New York Gazette, which he continued to the end of the year 1767 .
In 1761 , Weyman printed the Evening service of Roshashanah and Kippur, the ritual of the Span
ish and Portuguese Jews, and the first Jewish service-book printed in what is now the United
States. In 1763 , Benjamin Mecom began printing his short - lived New - York Pacquet. In the
same year , Joba Holt printed the Laws, statutes, ordinances and constitutions of the City of Nero
York, in the mayoralty of John Cruger. And, in 1764, Hugh Gaine printed the Journal of the
votes and proceedings of the General Assembly from 1691 to 1743 , edited by Abraham Lott, junior.
In New Jersey, the still unsettled controversy with the Proprietors of the Eastern Divi.
sion continued , Parker and Weyman printing for both sides of the controversy in New York,
until James Parker established his press at Woodbridge, in 1755, when bis office printed for the
side of the settlers, and Weyman printed for the Proprietors. In 1760, Parker printed for the
College of New Jersey, the second edition of Robert Ross' Introduction to Latin , which he had
first printed in New York in 1752 ; and , in the same year, Catalogue of books in the library. Fol.
lowing these, in 1764 , with An Account of the College ofNew - Jersey, which contained an engraving
of Nassau -Hall. Leaming and Spicer's handsome edition of The Grants, concessions, and original
constitutions of the Province of Neu - Jersey was printed , in 1758 , by William Bradford , in Phila
delphia, and is the largest work printed by him, and the best printed book issued from bis press .
In Pennsylvania, Benjamin Franklin and Jo nn bm reprinted , in 1751 , Johann Arndt's
Des Hocherleuchteten Theologi, of nearly fourteen hundred pages, which was the largest book
printed in Philadelphia in the eighteenth century . In 1752, Franklin and Hall printed Samuel
Johnson's Elementa philosophica ; and, in 1755 , Geographical exsays, by Lewis Evans, containing
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A General Map of the Middle British Colonies, in America . The Poor Richard Almanack for 1758,
in which the sayings of Poor Richard were gathered , is the last of the series edited by Benjamin
Franklin , although it continued to be printed and published annually by the firm of Franklin
and Hall. In 1757 , Christoph Saur reprinted, in two volumes, John Everard's Some Gospel
treasures, which in every way is superior to the three original editions printed in London in the
seventeenth century. In 1760, Peter Miller and Company printed the second volume of A Col
lection of the laros of Pennsylvania , in continuation of John Kinsey's Collection , printed by
Benjamin Franklin in 1742 ; and the Catalogus Bibliotheca Loganianæ . In 1761 , William Brad
ford printed the first edition of James Lyon's Urania , the largest music book of its kind up to
this time. During this period there is evident efforts in the Colonies to cultivate a more system
atic use of psalmody, and the use of instrumental music in worship. In 1762, Peter Miller and
Company printed the important collection of The Charters and Acts of Assembly of the Province of
Pennsylvania, edited by Lewis Weiss and Charles Brockden ; and Henry Miller founded Der
Wöchentliche Philadelphische Staatsbote, which was continued by him to 1779. In 1763 appeared
the second edition of The Holy Bible, in German, printed by Christoph Saur, the younger , who
proudly states in his preface : “So then the Holy Writ, called the Bible, appears on the American
Continent for the second time in the German language to the renown of the German nation, no
other nation being able to claim that the Bible has been printed in their language in this division
of the globe . ” Saur also printed in this year Die Wandlende Seel, a German translation from the
Dutch of J. P. Schabalie, a Mennonite minister, in which the participants in great Biblical
events are made to tell their own stories. Noah's account of his narrow escape, of his botanical
and zoological collections, and of the good conduct of the imprisoned brutes is told in an enter
taining and pleasant manner. This German translation has been frequently reprinted. And, in
1764, began the free publication of Ein Geistliches Magazien, with possibly one exception the
first distinctively religious magazine published in the American Colonies, which be continued
irregularly to 1770. In number 12 , a poem by Alexander Mack is printed with the first German
types cast in America , which were made in Germantown. The closing year of this volume was
one of intense local excitements in Philadelphia, the principal one growing out of the still
unsettled Indian problem. There was a small settlement of semi-christianized Indians, numbering
about twenty , including women, children and old men, upon the Conestoga. They were said to
have been peaceful; but some of the young men of Paxton Township in Dauphin County, and
Donegal Township in Lancaster County , thinking otherwise, deliberately killed six of them at
the settlement, in the winter of 1763-1764 , and pursuing the rest to the Lancaster Workhouse,
where they had fled for refuge, completed their work there, sparing neither women, children nor
the aged. These were the so -called "Paxton Boys," and the fact that they were Irish Presby
terians was prominently brought forward in the controversy . Other Indians, under the teachings
of the Moravians, were taken to Philadelphia for better protection and lodged in the Barracks.
Learning of this the Paxton Boys, mounted and armed, set out for Philadelphia, and halted in
Germantown . The excitement in Philadelphia was intense, and even the Quakers, to their honor,
but to the after amusement at this violation of one of their well -known principles, armed them
selves and joined the militia called out to resist the invaders. The difficulty was finally and
peaceably settled by a conference of influential citizens with the leaders of the Paxton Boys.
Following this excitement, arose the old quarrel between the Assembly and the Proprietaries,
which culminated in the Assembly petitioning the King to abolish the proprietary system of
government and to vest the appointment of Governors directly in the Crown. This was , also,
the occasion for numerous speeches and tracts, the Germans generally siding with the Proprie
taries in the controversy. And this was followed by the election for assemblymen in the fall of
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the year. Benjamin Franklin , who had been a member of the Assembly for fourteen years, and
was a candidate for reelection had , in an unguarded moment, referred to the Germans as “ boors ."
Notwithstanding the well-meant efforts of his friends to soften the blow by saying it was bis
American pronunciation of the word Bauer, meaning peasant, which deceived them , the German
element determined to, and did accomplish his defeat. This was the occasion for a number of
pamphlets; and his appointment as agent of the Assembly to plead before Parliament for the
abolition of proprietary government met with further protest from them in the controversy
which followed .
In Delaware the first printing - press was established, at Wilmington, by James Adams, in
1761 , who founded , in the following year, The Wilmington Courant, which was soon discontinued
for want of support. In 1763 , be printed the second volume of the Laws of the government of
Nero - Castle, Kent, Sussex, upon Delaware, in continuation of the volume printed by Franklin and
Hall in Philadelphia, in 1752.
In Maryland, Jonas Green printed, at Annapolis, in 1756, Reverend Thomas Cradock's
New version of the Psalms. James Bisset's Abridgment and Collection of the Acts of Assembly of
Maryland, being printed by William Bradford in Philadelphia, in 1759.
In Virginia, William Hunter printed, in 1752, The Acts of Assembly , now in force, in Vir
ginia ; and, in 1754, The Journal of Major George Washington , now one of the rarest of American
Colonial publications, which was reprinted in London in the same year with a map.
In North Carolina, James Davis established the first printing -press at Newbern , in 1751 ,
printing in the same year, A Collection of all the public Acts of Assembly of North -Carolina ; and ,
in December, 1754 , printed the Message of Governor Arthur Dobbs, proposing a plan of union
with all the British Colonies for mutual future defense. In 1755, he founded The North -Carolina
Gazette, and continued its publication for about six years. In 1764, he founded the North
Carolina Magazine, or universal intelligencer, which was probably continued up to the revival of
the first Gazette by him in 1768. In 1764, Andrew Steuart established a printing -press at Wil
mington , styling himself, Printer to the King's most excellent Majesty, and began the publication
of The North - Carolina Gazette and weekly post -boy, which was discontinued in about three years
for want of support.
In South Carolina, Peter Timothy printed , in 1753 , John Lining's Description of American
yellow feoer, the earliest account of this disease printed in America. In 1758, Robert Wells
established a printing-press in Charleston and founded The South -Carolina and American general
gazette , which was continued by him , and by his son , to the end of the year 1792.
In Georgia, the first printing - press was established , at Savannah, by James Johnston, in
1762 ; and , in the following year, be founded The Georgia Gazette, the only newspaper printed in
Georgia until after the Revolutionary War.
The following supplemental list of subscribers to this work, received since the publication
of the preceding volume, is here recorded with a deep sense of obligation for their practical
assistance in its publication :
BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL, Paul Groussac, Director, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
NEBRASKA STATE LIBRARY, H. C. LINDSAY, State Librarian, Lincoln , Nebraska.
PATENT OFFICE LIBRARY, EDWARD WYNDHAM Hulme, Librarian, London, England.
BIBLIOTHÈQUE UNIVERSITAIRE, ALBERT Fécamp, Bibliothécaire, Montpellier, France.
KUNGL. UNIVERSITETS BIBLIOTHEK, DR. AKSEL ANDERSSON, Librarian , Upsala, Sweden .
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA LIBRARY, MALCOLM GLENN WYER, Acting Librarian, Iowa
City, Iowa.
UNIVERSITAETS -BIBLIOTHEK , RICHARD KUKULA, Bibliothekar, Prague, Bohemia.
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS LIBRARY, CARRIE M. WATSON, Librarian , Lawrence, Kansas.
GROLIER CLUB, HENRY W. KENT, Librarian , New York City.
LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA , James G. BARNWELL, Librarian , Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
NEW-ENGLAND HISTORIC GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, WILLIAM PRESCOTT GREENLAW ,
Librarian , Boston, Massachusetts.
NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY, FRANK BARNA BIGELOW, Librarian, New York City.
ADRIANCE MEMORIAL LIBRARY, John C. SICKLEY, Librarian, Poughkeepsie, New York ,
CASE MEMORIAL LIBRARY, REV. CHARLES Snow THAYER, Librarian , Hartford , Connecticut.
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY, ALICE G. EVANS, Librarian , Decatur, Illinois.
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY, ADAM JULIUS STROHM, Librarian , Trenton , New Jersey.
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AN ACCOUNT OF THE ROBBERIES COMMITTED BY JOHN MORRISON, AND HIS ACCOM
PLICES, IN AND NEAR PHILADELPHIA , 1750. TOGETHER WITH THE MANNER OF
THEIR BEING DISCOVER'D, THEIR BEHAVIOUR ON THEIR TRYALS , IN THE PRISON
AFTER SENTENCE, AND AT THE PLACE OF EXECUTION. [Cut.]
Philadelphia : Printed [ by Anthony Armbruster ) in the year 1750,1 .
pp . 16. 4to . HSP .
ADAMS, ELIPHALET 1677-1753
A SHORT DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT NEW-LONDON SEPT. 10TH, 1749 , AFTER THE
FUNERAL OF MY WIFE MRS. LYDIA ADAMS (WHO WAS, THE DESIRE OF MY EYES &
THE DELIGHT OF MY HEART,) WHO DECEAS'D SEPTEMB. 6TH, BEFORE, IN THE
65TH, YEAR OF HER AGE. [ Three lines from ] Prov . XXXI. 28.
N. London : Printed & sold by T. Green, 1751. pp. (2) , 24 ; (4), 31. 16mo.
Second title : A DISCOURSE AS IT WAS DELIVERED AT COLCHESTER JANUARY 28TH ,
1736, OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF MY DEARLY BELOVED DAUGHTER, MRS. MARY
BULKLEY, WIFE TO THE HONOURABLE , COL. JOHN BULKLEY, ESQ. , WHO DECEASED
JANUARY 24TH, BEFORE , AND IN THE 36TH, YEAR OF HER AGE. [ Seven
lines of Scripture texts.]
N. London , Printed & sold by T. Green , 1751. pp. (4), 31 .
Half- title : MR. Adam's Two FUNERAL DISCOURSES .
AGRIPPA, CORNELIUS, pseudonym .
APPENDIX TO MASSACHUSETTS IN AGONY. BY CORNELIUS AGRIPPA. L. L.
[ Boston : Printed by D. Fowle. ] 1751. pp. 20. 4to. MHS. NYPL .






THE FOLLOWING LETTER IS TAKEN FROM MR. JOSEPH ALLEINE'S BOOK ENTITULED
HIS REMAINS. A LETTER SENT BY HIM TO AN INTIMATE FRIEND .







6628 AMES, NATHANIEL 1708–1764
An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1752.
Boston , in Neu - England : Printed by John Draper, for the Booksellers.
[1751.) pp. ( 16 ) . 16mo. MHS. NYPL .
6629 APPLETON, NATHANIEL 1693-1784
THE GREAT APOSTLE PAUL EXHIBITED, AND RECOMMENDED AS A PATTERN OF TRUE
GOSPEL PREACHING : IN A SERMON PREACH'D AT ROXBURY, NOVEMBER 7, 1750.
AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. OLIVER PEABODY, JUNR.
[ Six lines of Scripture texts.)
Boston ; New - England : Printed and sold by J. Draper, in Cornhill.
1751. pp. 36. 8vo.
AAS. CHS. MHS. NYSL.
6630 ARNDT, JOHANN 1555-1621
DES HOCHERLEUCHTETEN THEOLOGI, HERRN JOHANN ARNDTS, WEILAND GEN
ERAL-SUPERINTENDENTEN DES FÜRSTENTHUMS LÜNEBURG, &C. SÄMTLICHE
SECHS GEISTREICHE BÜCHER VOM WAHREN CHRISTENTHUM, Das ist : VON
HEILSHAMER BUSSE, HERTZLICHER REUE UND LEID ÜBER DIE SÜNDE, WAHREM
GLAUBEN, AUCH HEILIGEM LEBEN UND WANDEL DER RECHTEN WAHREN
CHRISTEN . NEUE AUFLAGE MIT KUPFERN, SAMT RICHTIGEN ANMERCKUNGEN,
KRÄFFTIGEN GEBETERN ÜBER ALLE CAPITEL, UND EINEM SECHSFACHEN
REGISTER .
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und verlegt bey Benjamin Franklin und Johann
Boehm . 1751 . pp. (2) , (32). 1356 , 65 plates. 8vo.
This is the largest book printed in Philadelphia, up to this time,
and one of the rarest of Franklin imprints although the subscrip
tion list contains 512 names . The plates were imported for this
edition .
HSP.
6631 AUBORN, A. D'
THE FRENCH CONVERT: BEING A TRUE RELATION OF THE HAPPY CONVERSION OF
A NOBLE FRENCH LADY, FROM THE ERRORS AND SUPERSTITIONS OF POPERY TO
THE REFORMED RELIGION , BY MEANS OF A PROTESTANT GARDENER, HER SERV
ANT. WHEREIN IS SHEWN, HER GREAT AND UNPARALLELLED SUFFERINGS ON
THE ACCOUNT OF HER SAID CONVERSION ; AS ALSO HER WONDERFUL DELIVERANCE
FROM TWO ASSASSINS, HIRED BY A POPISH PRIEST TO MURDER HER ; AND HER
MIRACULOUS PRESERVATION IN A WOOD FOR TWO YEARS ; AND HOW SHE WAS AT
LAST PROVIDENTIALLY FOUND BY HER IIUSBAND, WHO, TOGETHER WITH HER
PARENTS , WERE BROUGHT OVER BY HER MEANS TO THE EMBRACING OF THE TRUE
RELIGION, AS WERE DIVERS OTHERS ALSO . THE ELEVENTH EDITION . TO WHICH
IS ADDED, A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE PRESENT SEVERE PERSECUTIONS OF THE
FRENCH PROTESTANTS .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1751 .
6632 AUSBUND, Das ist : ETLICHE SCHÖNE CHRISTLICHE LIEDER WIE SIE IN DEM GE
FÄNGNÜSS ZU BASSAU IN DEM SCHLOSS VON DEN SCHWEITZER -BRÜDERN UND VON
ANDEREN RECHTGLAUBIGEN CHRISTEN HIN UND HER GEDICHTET WORDEN. ALLEN
UND JEDEN CHRISTEN WELCHER RELIGION SIE SEYEN, UNPARTHEYISCH FAST
NUTZLICH .
Germanton : Gedruckt bey Christoph Sauer. 1751. pp. (10) , 812, (6) ,







6633 BALBANI, NICCOLÒ -1587
THE ITALIAN CONVERT NEWS FROM ITALY OF A SECOND MOSES : OR THE LIFE
OF GALEACIUS CARACCIOLUS, THE NOBLE MARQUESS OF Vico . CONTAINING THE
STORY OF HIS ADMIRABLE CONVERSION FROM POPERY, AND FORSAKING OF A RICH
MARQUESDOM FOR THE GOSPEL'S SAKE. ILLUSTRATED WITH SEVERAL FIGURES.
WRITTEN FIRST IN ITALIAN, THENCE TRANSLATED INTO LATIN BY REVEREND
BEZA ; AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF OUR PEOPLE PUT INTO ENGLISH : AND NOW
PUBLISHED BY W.[illiam] C.[rashaw .]
Boston : Reprinted & sold by Thomas Fleet. 1751. 16mo.
6634 BALL, WILLIAM
THE NEW -JERSEY ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1752. .
BY WILLIAM BALL, PHILOMATH .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Bradford , at the sign of the Bible
in Second - Street. [1751.] pp. (32). 8vo.
6635 BARRELL, JOHN
THE STATE OF GERRISA AND BARRELL'S ACCOUNTS AND DISPUTES DELIVERED TO
MR. ROBERT SANDERSON AND MR. NATHANIEL BETHUNE, JUNE 1751 .





A TRUE NARRATIVE OF AN UNHAPPY CONTENTION IN THE CHURCH AT ASHFORD :
AND THE SEVERAL METHODS USED TO BRING IT TO A PERIOD... [Five lines
from ] St Paul
Boston ; New -England : Printed for D. Gookin , in Marlborough - street,
opposite Dr. Sewall's Meeting -House. 1751. pp. (25) , ( 1 ) . 4to . AAS. BA. CAL . MHS.
6637 BEACH, JOHN 1700-1782
A CONTINUATION OF THE CALM AND DISPASSIONATE VINDICATION OF THE PRO
FESSORS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND AGAINST THE ABUSIVE MISREPRESENTA
TIONS AND FALLACIOUS ARGUMENTATIONS OF MR. Noau HOBART, IN HIS SECOND
ADDRESS TO THEM. HUMBLY OFFERED TO THE CONSIDERATION OF THE GOOD
PEOPLE OF NEW - ENGLAND. [One line from ] 1 Pet. III. 19 .
Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle, in Queen - Street, next to the
Prison . 1751. pp. 91 , (3). 8vo.
AAS. BA. CHS. HC. YC.
6638 BIRKETT, WILLIAM
POOR WILL'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1752 .
Philadelphia : Printed by Cornelia Bradford. (1751.]
6639 THE BOSTON EVENING-Posr. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1751 .
Boston : Printed by T. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown , in Cornhill
1751. fol.
6640 THE
BOSTON GAZETTE AND WEEKLY JOURNAL. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1751 .
Boston : Printed by Kneeland & Green . 1751. fol.
6641 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS-LETTER . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1751 .
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1751. fol.
6642 THE BOSTON WEEKLY POST - BOY. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1751 .








A SURE GUIDE TO HELL. BY BEELZEBUB. FOURTH EDITION .
Boston : Reprinted from the London edition , 1751 . pp . 62. 8v
o . MHS.
6644 The same.
New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1751 .
6645 BRECK , ROBERT, and others.
A LETTER TO THE REVEREND MR. HOBBY, IN ANSWER TO HIS VINDICATION OF THE
PROTEST, AGAINST THE RESULT OF AN ECCLESIASTICAL COUNCIL , MET AT NORTH
AMPTON &C. ( Signed by Robert Breck , Joseph Ashley , Timothy Woodbridge,
Chester Williams.] [Two lines from ] Prov. xxx. 32.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland opposite the Prison in Queen
street . 1751. pp. (2) , [26]. 4to . AAS. BA. NYPL.
6646 BRIANT, LEMUEL 1722-1754
SOME MORE FRIENDLY REMARKS ON MR. (John] PORTER & COMPANY. IN A SECOND
LETTER TO HIM AND TWO OF HIS ABETTORS, viz. MR. (John ] COTTON, APPENDIX
WRITER, AND MR. F — XCR - FT, MARGINAL -NOTER . WHEREIN THE PERSONS,
SENTIMENTS , AND ARGUMENTS OF THE TRIUMVIRATE ARE TREATED WITH THE
UTMOST DEFERENCE THAT TRUTH AND FAITHFULNESS COULD POSSIBLY ADMIT
. [Nine lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by J. Green for D. Gookin in Marlborough -street, very
near Dr. Sewall's Meeting -House. 1751 . pp. 35. 8vo . AAS. BA. MHS.
OF. . . .
6647 BYLES, MATHER 1706-1788
THE PRAYER AND PLEA OF DAVID, TO BE DELIVERED FROM BLOOD -GUILTINESS,
IMPROVED IN A SERMON AT THE ANCIENT THURSDAY - LECTURE IN Boston, May
16TH, 1751 , BEFORE THE EXECUTION OF A YOUNG NEGRO SERVÂNT FOR POISONING
AN INFANT. [Four lines from ] PSAL. XL . 9, 10.
Boston : Printed and sold by Samuel Kneeland, opposite the Prison in
Queen - street. 1751. pp. 20. 8vo. BA. BM.
6648 CANER , HENRY 1700-1792
GOD THE ONLY UNFAILING OBJECT OF TRUST : BEING A DISCOURSE UPON PSALM CXVIII,
8 , 9. PREACHED AT King's CHAPEL, IN BOSTON , MAY 22D. 1751 , UPON OCCASION
OF THE MUCH LAMENTED DEATH OF HIS LATE ROYAL HIGHNESS FREDERICK
PRINCE OF WALES &C. . . . [Six lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed and sold by J. Draper , in Cornhill. 1751. pp. 20.
8vo. AAS . BA . BM. CHS, HC.
6649 A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION , BEGINNING APRIL 20, 1751 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1751 .
6650 A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS WHICH WILL BEGIN TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION ON NOVEM
BER 25 , AT MR. VIDAL'S LONG ROOM IN SECOND-STREET.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1751 .
6651 CHURCH, BENJAMIN 1734–1776
A POEM OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF THE HONOURABLE JONATHAN LAW , ESQ .,
LATE GOVERNOR OF CONNECTICUT. (Four lines from POPE.








DISCOURSE ON JUSTIFICATION BY GRACE ; BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF TEN SERMONS
DELIVERED TO THE NEW GATHERED CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH OF CHRIST IN
BOSTON .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen - street opposite the
Prison . 1751. 8vo . BA.
6653 CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW-ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND HELD AT
NEW -HAVEN, ...OCTOBER, 1751. [ Colophon :]
Nerd - London , Printed, and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governour
and Company of his Majesty's Colony of Connecticut aforesaid , 1751. pp. 259
262. fol. CHS. CSL . YC.
6654 COOKE, SAMUEL
CHRIST, HOLDING THE STARS IN HIS RIGHT HAND, AND WALKING IN THE MIDST OF
THE GOLDEN CANDLESTICKS. A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE
REVEREND MR. NATHANAEL ROBBINS, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH
OF CHRIST IN MILTON , FEBRUARY 13TH, 1750, 1 . [ Three lines from]
MATTH . XXVIII. 20.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland in Queen -street. 1751. pp. (2) , 20.
8vo. BA.
6655 COOPER, SAMUEL 1725-1783
A SERMON PREACHED TO THE ANCIENT AND HONOURABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY,
IN BOSTON , NEW - ENGLAND, JUNE 3 , 1751 . BEING THE ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR
ELECTION OF OFFICERS .
Boston : Printed by J. Draper, for J. Edwards, in ornhill, and D.
Gookin in Marlborough -street. MDCC ,LI.
pp. 40. 8vo. AAS . BA. CHS.
. •
6656 CRISP, STEPHEN 1628-1692
A SHORT HISTORY OF A LONG TRAVEL, FROM BABYLON , TO BETHEL. WRITTEN
THE 9TH. MONTH. 1691. THE SEVENTH EDITION.
London : Printed and sold by J. Sowle, and Re- printed by Cornelia Brad
ford , in Philadelphia, 1751. pp. 23. 8vo.
HSP.
6657 DAVIES, SAMUEL 1724-1761
THE STATE OF RELIGION AMONG THE PROTESTANT DISSENTERS IN VIRGINIA ; IN A
LETTER TO THE REVEREND MR. JOSEPH BELLAMY OF BETHLEM, IN NEW
ENGLAND : FROM THE REVEREND MR. SAMUEL DAVIES, V. D. M. , IN HANOVER
COUNTY, VIRGINIA . [ Two lines from] Prov. 25. 25.
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street, opposite
the Prison . MDCCLI. pp. (44). 8vo. AAS, BA. HC.
6658 DICKINSON, JONATHAN
-1722
GOD'S PROTECTING PROVIDENCE , MAN'S SUREST HELP AND DEFENCE, IN TIMES OF
GREATEST DIFFICULTY, AND MOST EMINENT DANGER. EVIDENCED, IN THE REMARK
ABLE DELIVERANCE OF ROBERT BARROW, WITH DIVERS OTHER PERSONS, FROM
THE DEVOURING WAVES OF THE SEA ; AMONG WHICH THEY SUFFERED SHIPWRACK :
AND ALSO , FROM THE CRUEL, DEVOURING JAWS OF THE INHUMAN CANIBALS OF
FLORIDA . FAITHFULLY RELATED BY JONATHAN DICKINSON, ONE OF THE PERSONS
CONCERNED THEREIN . THE FOURTH EDITION.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford , at the Sign of the






6659 DODSLEY, ROBERT 1703-1764
THE FAMILY COMPANION ; OR THE ECONOMY OF HUMAN LIFE, ON THE PERUSAL OF
WHICH, AND FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTIONS LAID DOWN THEREIN, ALL PERSONS
MAY BE HEALTHY, WEALTHY AND WISE , EVEN FROM THE CROWN'D HEAD TO THE
MEANEST SUBJECT. EVERY MAN WILL BE HERE INSTRUCTED IN THE TRUE METH
ODS OF ATTAINING WISDOM AND HAPPINESS IN WHATEVER SITUATION OF LIFE TIE
ALMIGHTY HAS BEEN PLEASED TO PLACE HIM . CONTAINING THE SENTIMENTS OF
AN ANCIENT BRAMIN AND TRANSLATED FROM AN INDIAN MANUSCRIPT, FOUND
AMONGST THE ARCHIEVES DEPOSITED IN THE GRAND TEMPLE, IN THE PROVINCI
OF LABA, IN THE COUNTY OF THIBET. TRANSMITTED IN A LETTER FROM AN
ENGLISH GENTLEMAN , NOW RESIDING AT PEKIN IN CHINA TO A NOBLE EARL IN
ENGLAND .
Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle in Queen -street. 1751 .
6660 The same. THE ECONOMY OF HUMAN LIFE . TRANSLATED FROM AN
INDIAN MANUSCRIPT, WRITTEN BY AN ANCIENT BRAHMIN. TO WHICH IS PRE
FIXED , AN ACCOUNT OF THE MANNER IN WHICH THE SAID MANUSCRIPT WAS DIS
COVERED . IN A LETTER FROM AN ENGLISH GENTLEMAN NOW RESIDING IN CHINA ,
TO THE EARL OF ****. THE SIXTH EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed ? by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1751 .
6661 The same .





A SUMMARY, HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL , OF THE FIRST PLANTING , PROGRESSIVE
IMPROVEMENTS, AND PRESENT STATE OF THE BRITISH SETTLEMENTS IN NORTH
AMERICA. BY WILLIAM DOUGLASS, M. D. No. 15. [-No. 23.) ( TO BE CON
TINU'D ) VOL . II. [ Three lines of quotation .]
Boston : Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle in Queen -street ; where may be
had the first volume bound or stitch'd. Also some odd numbers to compleat imperfect
setts. 1751. pp. 225-368. [ With four pages of printed wrapper for each
number.] 1751. 8vo.
A SUMMARY, HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL, OF THE FIRST PLANTING , PROGRESSIVE
IMPROVEMENTS, AND PRESENT STATE OF THE BRITISH SETTLEMENTS IN NORTH
AMERICA. VOL. II, Part 1 . [ Three lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle in Queen -street; where may be
had the first volume bound or stitch'd. Also some odd numbers to compleat imper
fect setts. 1751 . pp. (2), (2) , 416. 8vo . JCB. NYPL.
Dr. Douglass died October 21 , 1752, and this year is mentioned
near the close of this volume. This title- page could not have
been prefixed by the author. In 1753 this volume was issued with
a new title-page, and , following the old sheets, pages 1-416 as
bere given , were twenty pages of new matter, 417-440, from Sal
mon's Geographical and bistorical grammar, printed in London
1757, “ in order to render this book more complete.” This pecu
liarity in publication is found in the 1753 edition of volume
two, in the copy belonging to the Massachusetts Historical Society,
and implies a later date of publication than the title indicates.
DUNBAR, SAMUEL -1783
RIGHTEOUSNESS BY THE LAW SUBVERSIVE OF CHRISTIANITY . A SERMON PREACHED
AT THE THURSDAY -LECTURE, IN Boston, May 9 , 1751 . [ Four lines of
Scripture texts.]
Boston , N. E.: Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland in Queen - street. 1751 .










6665 EDWARDS, JONATHAN 1703-1758
A FAREWEL -SERMON PREACHED AT THE FIRST PRECINCT IN NORTHAMPTON, AFTER
TIE PEOPLE'S PUBLICK REJECTION OF THEIR MINISTER, AND RENOUNCING THEIR
RELATION TO HIM AS PASTOR OF THE CHURCH THERE, ON JUNE 22 , 1750 . OCCA
SION'D BY DIFFERENCE OF SENTIMENTS , CONCERNING THE REQUISITE QUALIFI
CATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH IN COMPLEAT STANDING. [Twelve
lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland over against the Prison in
Queen -street. 1751. pp. (4 ), vii , (1 ), 36. 8vo .
Reprinted at Hartford in 1768.
BA. CH3.
6666 ELIOT, JARED 1685-1763
A CONTINUATION OF THE ESSAY ON FIELD -HUSBANDRY. WITH AN AP
PENDIX , BY
EBENEZER SILLIMAN .
New -London : Printed by T. Green . 1751. pp. (2) , 52. 8vo.
6667 ELLWOOD, THOMAS 1639-1713
DAVIDEIS : THE LIFE OF DAVID, KING OF ISRAEL : A SACRED POEM , IN FIVE BOOKS.
THE FOURTH EDITION, CORRECTED .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1751 .
6668 FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN 1706-1790
IDEA OF THE ENGLISH SCHOOL SKETCH'D OUT FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1751. ] pp. 8. 8vo.
Usually found appended to Richard Peters' Sermon on education ,
printed this year.
6669 A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1752. FITTED TO THE USE OF PENNSYL
VANIA AND THE NEIGHBORING PROVINCES. WITH SEVERAL USEFUI. ADDITIONS.
By R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall. [1751.]




Poor RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS . • FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1752 : . . By RICHAR
D SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1751.)
pp. (36). 8vo. HSP. NYPL .
6671
FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
TO THE QUARTERLY AND MONTHLY MEETINGS OF FRIENDS IN GREAT BRITAIN ,
IRELAND, AND AMERICA.




AN ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD , 1752 : BEING BISSEXTILE , OR LEAP
YEAR : WHEREIN IS CONTAINED THE LUNATIONS, ECLIPSES, JUDGMENT OF THE
WEATHER , SUN AND MOON'S RISING AND SETTING , FIXED STARS RISING, SETTING
AND SOUTHING , WITH FAIRS, COURTS, AND OBSERVABLE DAYS ; INTERSPERS'D WITH
SEVERAL REMARKABLE PRODIGRES ( sic) IN NATURE. CALCULATED TO SUIT THE
MERIDIAN (AS WELL AS THE POCKETS OF THE GOOD PEOPLE) OF LANCASTER ; BUT
MAY, WITHOUT SENSIBLE ERROR , SERVE ALL PENNSYLVANIA , AND THE NEIGH
BOURING PROVINCES. By G. G. ASTRONOMICAL PROFESSOR .
Lancaster . Printed and sold by James Chattin , at the New -Printing


















THE BEGGAR'S OPERA .
New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1751 .
GOOD NEWS FROM THE NETHERLANDS. EXTRACTS OF LETTERS FROM TWO MINIS
TERS IN HOLLAND CONFIRMING AND GIVING ACCOUNTS OF THE REVIVAL OF
RELIGION IN GUELDERLAND.
Boston : 1751 .
GRAHAM, CHAUNCEY 1731-1784
ENTHUSIASM DETECTED . A LETTER TO THOSE WHO HAVE SEPARATED FROM THE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN RUMBOUT, WHEREIN THE ERRORS THAT WERE THE
CAUSE OF THEIR SEPARATION , ARE EXPLAIN'D AND CONFUTED . [ Seven lines
from ] JOB XVI . 6-9 , 31 .
New - York : Printed by James Parker, at the New Printing - Office, in
Beaver -street, M ,DCC,LI. pp. 36. 4to.
GREAT BRITAIN. PARLIAMENT.
ANNO REGNI ANNÆ REGINÆ MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, & HIBERNIÆ, SEXTO .
AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT WESTMINSTER, Anno Dom. 1706 ,
IN THE SIXTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LADY ANNE, BY THE GRACE
or GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND, QUEEN, DEFENDER OF THE
FAITH , &c. [Arms.) AN ACT FOR ASCERTAINING THE RATES OF FOREIN COINS
IN HER MAJESTY'S PLANTATIONS IN AMERICA. INSTRUCTIONS TO THE GOVERNOUR,
BY THE LORDS JUSTICES.
London , Printed by John Basket, Printer to the Queens most excellent
Majesty, 1706. New - London, Re-printed by Timothy Green, Printer to the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in New -Eng
land. 1751. pp. (2), 4. fol.
CSL .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II, REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, & HIBER
NIÆ , OCTAVO . AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN .... . MARCH , 1714 .
AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO THE NINE
TEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1721. BEING THE EIGHTH SESSION OF THIS PRESENT
PARLIAMENT. [Arms.] AN ACT GIVING FURTHER ENCOURAGEMENT FOR THE
IMPORTATION OF NAVAL STORES ; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES THEREIN MENTIONED .
London , Printed by John Basket, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty. 1722. New -London , Re -printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Gov
ernour and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in New
England. 1751. pp. (2 ), 7-11 . fol.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, & Hi
BERNIÆ, SECUNDO . AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND
HOLDEN . 1728.
[ Arms.] AN ACT FOR BETTER REGULATION OF HIS MAJESTY'S WOODS IN
AMERICA ; AND FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE IMPORTATION OF MASTS, YARDS,
AND BOWSPRITS, FROM THAT PART OF GREAT BRITAIN CALLED SCOTLAND.
London , Printed by John Basket, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty , 1728. Nero - London , Re-printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in New - England.
1751. pp . (2) , p. 15. fol.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. Regis Magnæ BRITTANNIAE [ sic] FRANCIÆ, &
HIBERNIÆ , QUINTO. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN .. 1732.
· [Arms.) AN ACT FOR THE EASIE RECOVERY OF DEBTS IN HIS MAJESTY'S
PLANTATIONS, AND COLONIES IN AMERICA.
London , Printed by Jolin Basket, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, 1732. Neu -London, Re-printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty ': English Colony of Connecticut in Neu -England .














GREAT BRITAIN . PARLIAMENT, continued .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ , & Hi
BERNIÆ , DECIMO TERTIO . AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN
1740. . · [Arms.] [An Act for the more effectual securing, and encouraging
the trade of his Majesty's British subjects to America ; and for the encourage
ment of seamen to enter his Majesty's service.]
London , Printed by John Busket, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, 1740. Neu -London, Re-printed by Timothy Green, Printer to the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty': English Colony of Connecticut in New -England.
1751. pp. (2) , 19-32. fol. CSL .
6681
.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII 11. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ , AND HI
BERNIÆ, VICESIMO SECUNDO . AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN
NOVEMBER, 1747 , AND . CONTINUED . . . TO . No
VEMBER , 1748, ... [ Arms.) [An Act for encouraging the people known by
the name of Unitas Fratrum , or United Brethren, to settle in his Majesty's Colo
nies in America. An Act for the further encouragement and enlargement of the
whale fishery, and for continuing such laws as are therein mentioned relating
thereto ; and for the naturalization of such forein [ sic] protestants, as shall
serve for the time therein mentioned on board such ships as shall be fitted out
for the said fishery .]
London , Printed by Thomas Basket, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, 1749. Nero-London, Re-printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in Nero -England.




ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBER
NIÆ , VICESIMO TERTIO . AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN . . NOVEM
BER 1747, AND CONTINUED NOVEMBER
1749, [Arms.] [An Act for encouraging the growth and culture of raw
silk in his Majesty's Colonies or Plantations in America. An Act to encourage
the importation of pig and bar iron from his Majesty's Colonies in America ;
and to prevent the erection of any mill or other engine for the slitting or roll
ing of iron ; or any plateing forge to work with a tilt hammer ; or any furnace
for making steel in any of the said Colonies. An Act for extending and improv
ing the trade to Africa.)
London , Printed by Thomas Basket, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, 1750. New -London, Re-printed by Timothy Green , Printerto the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty': English Colony of Connecticut in New -England ,




ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ , & HIBER
NIÆ, VICESIMO QUARTO. AT THE
PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN ...
NOVEMBER 1747.. AND CONTINUED . TO .. JANU
ARY, 1750 , . · [Arms.) [An Act to regulate and restrain paper bills of credit
in his Majesty's Colonies or Plantations of Rhode Island , and Providence Plan
tations, Connecticut, the Massachusets Bay and New Hampshire in America ;
and to prevent the same being legal tenders in payments of money.]
London, Printed by Thomas Baskett, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, 1751. Nero -London, Re-printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in New - England,








. • TO .
GREAT BRITAIN . PARLIAMENT, continued .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ , & HIBER
NIÆ, VICESIMO QUARTO. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN
NOVEMBER 1747. . . AND .. . CONTINUED JANU
ARY, 1750, · [Arms.] [ An Act for continuing several laws therein men
tioned, relating to the præmiums upon the importation of masts, yards, and
bowsprits, tar, pitch, and turpentine, to British made sail cloth, and the duties
payable on foreign sail cloth ; and to the allowance upon the exportation of
British made gunpowder.]
London, Printed by Thomas Baskett, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, 1751. Neu -London, Re-printed by Timothy Green , Printer to theGovern
our and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in New - England,
1751. pp. (2), 9-10. fol. CSL .
6685
. CONTINUED . . TO ..
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS Magnæ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, & HIBER
NIÆ , VICESIMO QUARTO. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN
NOVEMBER, 1747 , . AND . . JANU
ARY, 1750 , . [Arms [An Act for encouraging the making of pott ashes
and pearl ashes in the British Plantations in America.]
London , Printed by Thomas Baskett, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, 1751. Neu - London, Re- printed by Timothy Green, Printer to the Govern
our and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in New - England,
1751. pp. (2) , 13-16 . fol . CSL.
6686 A BILL TO REGULATE AND RESTRAIN PAPER BILLS OF CREDIT IN THE BRIT
ISH COLONIES AND PLANTATIONS IN AMERICA , AND TO PREVENT THE SAME BEING
LEGAL TENDERS IN PAYMENTS FOR MONEY, DATED, SEPTEMBER 29, 1751 .
Boston : Printed by Thomas Fleet, [1751.] pp. (2). fol.
.
6687 GREW, THEOPHILUS
THE BARBADOES ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1752.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1751. Broad
side. fol.
Printed in red and black .
6688 .THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1752.
BY THEOPHILUS WEEG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter. [1751.]
6689 HAMILTON , ALEXANDER
A DEFENCE OF DOCTOR THOMsoN'S DISCOURSE ON THE PREPARATION OF THE
BODY FOR THE SMALL - POX , ETC. WHEREIN EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN YET
ADVANCED AGAINST IT IS FAIRLY EXAMINED ; PARTICULARLY DR. MEAD'S CENSURE
OF DR. BOERHAAVE'S OPINION CONCERNING A SPECIFIC ANTIDOTE , AND MR.
KEARSLEY'S REMARKS. IN A LETTER TO A PHYSICIAN IN PHILADELPHIA . By
ALEXANDER HAMILTON, PHYSICIAN AT ANNAPOLIS, IN MARYLAND .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1751 .
6690 HARVARD COLLEGE.
CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO -HARVARDINO QUOD EST CANTABRIGIÆ Nov
ANGLORUM , AB ANNO 1642, AD ANNUM 1751. ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA DONATI
SUNT.








6691 HARVARD COLLEGE, continued.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO
VIRO GULIELMO SHIRLEY ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNA
TORI . . . REVERENDO PARITER ATQUE HONORANDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE,
COLLEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE . THESES HASCE , QUAS (DIVINIO ANNU
ENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HARVARDINO DEFENDERE [ Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis Cantabrigiæ , Nov- Anglorum , Quinto
Nonarum Quintilis, M.DCC,LI. Broadside. fol.
нс.
6692 HOBART, NOAH 1706-1773
CIVIL GOVERNMENT THE FOUNDATION OF SOCIAL HAPPINESS. A SERMON PREACHED
BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, AT HART
FORD, ON THE DAY OF THEIR ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , MAY 10TH, 1750.
[Seven lines of Scripture texts.]
N. London : Printed and sold by T. Green , Printer to the Governor &
Company. 1751. pp. (4) , 52. 16mo. AAS . CHS. NYPL .
.
6693 A SECOND ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS OF THE EPISCOPAL SEPARATION IN
NEW - ENGLAND. OCCASIONED BY THE EXCEPTIONS MADE TO THE FORMER , BY
DR. JOHNSON, MR. WETMORE, MR. BEACH AND MR. CANER. To WHICH IS
ADDED BY WAY OF APPENDIX A LETTER FROM MR. MOSES DICKINSON IN ANSWER
TO SOME THINGS MR. WETMORE HAS CHARGED HIM WITH. . [Six lines of
Scripture texts.)
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle, in Queen -street. 1751. pp. 172, (2),
(1 ) . 8vo . AAS. BA. CHS. JCB, NYPL . YC.
6694 HOBBY, WILLIAM 1708-1765
A VINDICATION OF THE PROTEST AGAINST THE RESULT OF THE NORTHAMPTON
COUNCIL. IN ANSWER TO A LETTER PUBLISHED BY THE REVEREND MESSIEURS
ROBERT BRECK, JOSEPH ASHBY, TIMOTHY WOODBRIDGE, CHESTER WILLIAMS ;
INTITLED, AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONDUCT OF THE COUNCIL WHICH DISMISS'D THE
REVEREND MR. EDWARDS FROM THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE FIRST CHURCH AT
NORTHAMPTON ; WITH REFLECTIONS ON THE PROTESTATION ACCOMPANYING THE
PRINTED RESULT OF THAT COUNCIL, AND THE LETTER PUBLISHED RELATING TO
THAT AFFAIR . IN A LETTER TO A GENTLEMAN . · [One line from ] JOB. 6. 25.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , opposite the Prison in Queen





DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI
1752, ZUM VIERZEHENTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. [1751.] pp.
(36) . 4to.
With this issue began the first instalment of dialogues between a
new comer and an older inhabitant of Pennsylvania, on religion,
laws, customs, agriculture, gardening, climate, etc., which were
continued from year to year.
HSP.
6696 JERMAN , JOHN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1752.








6697 KEARSLEY, JOHN 1684-1772
A LETTER TO A FRIEND : CONTAINING REMARKS ON A DISCOURSE PROPOSING A PREP
ARATION OF THE BODY FOR THE SMALL-POX : AND THE MANNER OF RECEIVING
THE INFECTION . WITH SOME PRACTICAL HINTS RELATING TO THE CURE OF THE
DUMB AGUE, LONG FEVER, THE BILIOUS FEVER, AND SOME OTHER FEVERS, INCI
DENTAL TO THIS PROVINCE.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall, MDCCLI. pp.
16. 4to . HSP .
.
6698 KEMPIS, THOMAS (HAEMMERLEIN Latin MALLEOLUS) À 1380-1471
DER KLEINE KEMPIS, ODER KURTZE SPRÜCHE UND GEBÄTLEIN , AUS DENEN MEIS
TENS UNBEKANNTEN WERCKLEIN DES THOMÆ À KEMPIS ZUSAMMEN GETRAGEN
ZUR ERBAUUNG DER KLEINEN. VIERTE, UND VERMEHRTE AUFLAGE .
Germantown Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur, 1750. pp. 162. 1 plate.
24mo. HSP. NYPL .
6699 KENNEDY, ARCHIBALD -1763
THE IMPORTANCE OF GAINING AND PRESERVING THE FRIENDSHIP OF THE INDIANS
TO THE BRITISH INTEREST, CONSIDERED .
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker, 1751. pp . 31. 8vo . JCB.
6700 A LETTER TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY.
By A New-ENGLAND Man.
Boston : 1751. pp. 8. 8vo. BA.
6701 LORD, BENJAMIN 1694-1784
HEAVEN, A GLORIOUS RETREAT AND REST . . . A FUNERAL SERMON FOR MRS.
ANNE LORD ; WHO DIED 5 JULY, 1748 , AET. 52. DELIVERED ON THE NEXT
LORD'S DAY
Nero - London : Printed & sold by T. Green . 1751 . pp. iii , 32. 12mo.
6702 MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF TAE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 15TH OF May, 1751 .
E-June, 1751.] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
1751. pp. (52) . fol .
MHS. NYPL.
6703 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROV
INCE OF MARYLAND . [7th - 14th, December, 1751.] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province .
1752. pp. (18). fol.
NYPL .
6704 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1751 .
Annapolis: Printed by Jonas Green . 1751. fol .
6705 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE .
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF May 1750 ; AND
CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE TENTH OF JANUARY FOLLOWING .
[Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold. by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant -Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1750.






6706 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURNMENT TO
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING . [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant-Governour, Council & House of Representatives. 1751 .
pp. 405-410 . fol.
6707 The same. ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -NINTH
DAY OF MAY, 1751. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant-Governour, Council & House of Representatives. 1751 .
pp. 411-414 . fol.
6708 The same. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT WESTMINSTER,
THE TENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, Anno Dom. 1747 , IN THE TWENTY FIRST YEAR
OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF
GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING , DEFENDER OF THE
FAITH, &c. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO THE
SEVENTEENTH DAY OF JANUARY, 1750 , BEING THE FOURTH SESSION OF THE PRES
ENT PARLIAMENT. [An Act for regulating the commencement of the year ; and
for correcting the callender now in use. (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green, by order of his
honour the Lieutenant-Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1751 .
pp. 415-420 . fol.
6709 ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEM
BLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND :
BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MAY
1750 ; AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURNMENT TO WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his





The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
NINTH DAY OF May 1761. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant-Governour, Council & House of Representatives. 1751 .
pp. 347-354 . fol.
6711
The same. An Act . .. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO WED
NESDAY THE SECOND DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green, by order of his
honour the Lieut. Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1751. p.
355. fol.
6712 [ Arms.) BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS,ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK
THANKSGIVING. ... THURSDAY THE SEVENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER NEXT...
DATED , Boston 10th OCTOBER 1751. GOD SAVE THE King. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the Lieutenant








6713 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD THE
TWENTY -NINTH DAY OF May, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1751. 1-22 June, 1751.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland , Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1751. pp. 50. fol .
6714 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO THE 2D.
OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET, BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID
COURT. [-11 October, 1751.]
Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1751. pp. 51-69. fol.
6715
6716
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO THE
27TH OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET, BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF
BAID COURT. (-7 APRIL , 1752.]
Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1752. pp . 71-132. fol.
MATHER, SAMUEL 1706-1785
A FUNERAL DISCOURSE PREACHED ON THE OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF THE HIGH,
PUISSANT AND MOST ILLUSTRIOUS PRINCE FREDERICK LEWIS, PRINCE OF GREAT
BRITAIN , ELECTORAL PRINCE OF BRUNSWICK -LUNENBURGH, PRINCE OF WALES,
DUKE OF CORNWALL, &C. IN THE AUDIENCE OF THE HONORABLE SPENCER
PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, AND THE HON
ORABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
BAY : ON May 220, 1751. AT Boston , NEW - ENGLAND . [ Three lines
from ] OVID AD LIVIAM.
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the Lieutenant
Governor and Council. 1761. pp. 31. 8vo.
BA. BPL.
.
6717 MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-1766
A SERMON PREACHED AT BOSTON IN NEW - ENGLAND, MAY 26 , 1751. OCCASIONED
BY THE MUCH -LAMENTED DEATH OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS, FREDERICK , PRINCE
OF WALES, &C. &c. &C.
Boston; New - England : Printed and sold by Richard Draper in Nero




MORE, ROGER, pseudonym .
POOR ROGER'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR , 1752 . By ROGER MORE.
Nero - York : Printed by James Parker. [1751.]
MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1751 .
By Thomas MORE, PHILODESPOT.




Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall, [1751.)
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK, VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1752.
DOOR THOMAS MORE.
Niewe- York : Gedruckt en te Koop, in de Nieve Druckery in de Bever
Straat. [ 1751.]
6722 MUILMAN, TERESIA CONSTANTIA PHILLIPS 1709-1765
A LETTER HUMBLY ADDRESS'D TO THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF CHESTERFIELD .










NEDERDUYTSCHE ALMANACKE VOOR HET JAAR, 1752 .
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt by H. De Foreest, [1751.]
NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR
1752. . Zum FÜNFFTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Benj. Fräncklin, in der Buch
druckerey in der Arch - Strasse. (1751.] pp. (40). 8vo .
THE NEW-ENGLAND PRIMER ENLARGED . FOR THE MORE EASY ATTAINING THE
TRUE READING OF ENGLISH. TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES
CATECHISM.
Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in
Cornhill. [1751.] 32mo.
THE NEW -ENGLAND PRIMRE [ sic] IMPROVED, FOR THE MORE EASY ATTAINING
THE TRUE READING OF ENGLISH . To WHICH IS ADDED, THE ASSEMBLY OF
DIVINES CATECHISM.
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker in Beader - Street, 1750.
16mo.
This entry, omitted from its place in the record of the preceding
year, is here inserted for the great bibliographical interest attach
ing to the early issues of this work. This is the earliest known
copy printed in New York . A copy, supposed to be unique, is
now in the possession of Mr. E. Dwight Church of Brooklyn
New York .
6726
6727 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ , & HIBERNIÆ.
VIGESIMO QUARTO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
JERSEY SUMMONED TO BE HELD AT PERTH -AMBOY ON THE SIXTH DAY OF APRIL,
1751 , AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO THE TWEN
TIETH DAY OF MAY, 1751 , AND THEN BEGUN AND HOLDEN , BEING THE FIRST
SESSION OF THE PRESENT ASSEMBLY. THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE PASSED BY
HIS EXCELLENCY JONATHAN BELCHER, ESQ ; ON THE 6TH OF JUNE , 1751. [Arms.]
Philadelphia: Printed by W. Bradford , Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, for the Province of New - Jersey. [1751.] pp. 15. fol.
The same. VIGESIMO QUINTO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROV
INCE OF NEW - JERSEY SUMMONED TO BE HELD AT BURLINGTON , IN SEPTEMBER
AND OCTOBER 1751 , BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF THIS PRESENT ASSEMBLY.
THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE PASSED BY HIS EXCELLENCY JONATHAN BELCHER,
ESQ : ON THE 23TH OF OCTOBER, 1751 . [Arms]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of New - Jersey. [1751.]
pp. 21. fol.
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDI
NGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINC
E
OF NEW-JERSEY. HELD THE 20TH OF May, 1751. [-7 JUNE, 1751.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1751. pp. 25. fol. PRO.
6728
6729
6730 The same. VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
PROVINCE OF NEW - JERSEY. (10 September, -23 October, 1751.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1751. pp. 48. fol. PRO.
6731 The same. VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
PROVINCE OF NEW - JERSEY. [25 January, -12 February, 1751,2.]







6732 NEW YORK. PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
VIGESIMO QUARTO. AT A SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY
OF NEW-YORK, . [May - June, 1751.)
New - York : Printed by James Parker , 1751 .
. .
6733 ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
VIGESIMO QUARTO . AT A SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY
OF NEW-YORK, HELD IN NEW -YORK ; BEGUN . .. OCTOBER, 1751 , AND CON
TINUED . TO . NOVEMBER
New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1751. pp. 31. fol.
.
6734
[Arms.] By His EXCELLENCY THE HONOURABLE GEORGE CLINTON, CAPTAIN
GENERAL AND GOVERNOUR IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW YORK... . . A
PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS HIS MAJESTY'S ORDER IN COUNCIL, THE TWENTY
FOURTH DAY OF APRIL LAST, . . [Dated, 25 October, 1751.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1751.] Broadside. fol . NYSL.
6735 JOURNAL OF THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE COLONY OF NEW-YORK. [ 1 October, -25 November, 1751.] [ Colophon :]
New - York : Printed by James Parker, at the Nero - Printing - Office, in
Beaver -street. 1751. pp. 47. fol. HSP.
6736 TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE HONOURABLE GEORGE CLINTON, CAPTAIN GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-York, THE HUMBLE
ADDRESS OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK. ..
[Dated, 9 October, 1751 . With His Excellency's Answer, Dated, 10 October,
1751.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1751.] Broadside. fol.
NYSL.
6737 TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE HONOURABLE GEORGE CLINTON , CAPTAIN GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK. . . . THE HUMBLE
ADDRESS OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE COLONY OF NEW-YORK. [ Dated,
23 November, 1751. With His Excellency's Answer.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker . 1751.] pp. 4. fol. NYSL. PRO .
6738
AND DOMESTICK .
THE NEW-YORK EVENING Post. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1751 .
New - York : Printed by Henry De Foreest in Wall -street. 1751. fol . NYPL .
In May 1751 , De Foreest moved his office to King -street.
6739 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE REVIVED IN THE WEEKLY POST-BOY. WITH THE
FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1751 .
New - York : Printed by James Parker, at the Nero Printing- Office in
Beaver - Street. 1751. fol. NYPL .
6740 THE NEW-YORK WEEKLY JOURNAL . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES , FOR
EIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY - JUNE ? 1751 .
New - York : Printed and sold by John Zenger at the Printing- Office in
Stone - Street, near Fort George. 1751. fol.
John Zenger died some time before July, 1751 , and the paper was
discontinued. The latest issue of the Journal known appears to










A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE SPANISH LANGUAGE ; TO WHICH IS ADDED A VOCABU
LARY OF FAMILIAR WORDS FOR THE MORE SPEEDY IMPROVEMENT OF THE
LEARNER ; WITH A PREFACE SHEWING THE USEFULNESS OF THIS LANGUAGE PAR
TICULARLY IN THESE PARTS.
Nero - York : Printed by James Parker, 1751 .
6742 NORTH CAROLINA . PROVINCE .
A COLLECTION OF ALL THE PUBLIC ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NORTH -CAROLINA : NOW IN FORCE AND USE. TOGETHER WITH THE TITLES OF
ALL SUCH LAWS AS ARE OBSOLETE, EXPIR'D, OR REPEAL'D. AND ALSO , AN EXACT
TABLE OF THE TITLES OF THE ACTS IN FORCE . REVISED BY COMMISSIONERS
APPOINTED BY AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE, FOR
THAT PURPOSE ; AND EXAMINED WITH THE RECORDS, AND CONFIRMED IN FULL
ASSEMBLY.
Neubern : Printed by James Davis. MDCC, LI. pp. (4), xii, (2) , 353 ,
8. fol. HSP. NYPL .
The first book printed in North Carolina. The greater part of
the edition bears the date of 1752.
$75
6743 PARSONS, JONATHAN 1705-1776
MANNA GATHERED IN THE MORNING. OR CHRIST THE TRUE MANNA, TO BE
RECEIVED AND FED UPON DAILY BY YOUNG AND OLD . BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF
A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AT NEWBURY.
( Eight lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle in Queen - Street next to the Prison .
1751. pp. 37 , ( 1). 8vo.
BA. BM . MHS.
6744 PENN , WILLIAM 1644-1718
NO CROSS, NO CROWN. A DISCOURSE SHEWING THE NATURE AND DISCIPLINE OF
THE HOLY CROSS OF CHRIST ; AND THAT THE DENIAL OF SELF, AND DAILY BEARING
OF CHRIST'S CROSS, IS THE ONLY WAY TO THE REST AND KINGDOM OF HEAVEN .
Boston : Re printed by Daniel Fowle, 1751. pp. 470. 8vo.
6745
DAY OF
PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ ,
VIGESIMO QUARTO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYL
VANIA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PAILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH
OCTOBER, ANNO Domini 1750, IN THE TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF
OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN ,
FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND FROM THENCE
CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE SEVENTH DAY OF JANUARY, 1750-1 .
[Arms]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Nero - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLI. pp. (2) , 129-151 . fol. DSP .
6746
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
SIXTH DAY OF MAY, 1751 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLI. pp. (2), 155-158. fol. HSP.
6747 BY THE HONOURABLE JAMES HAMILTON ESQUIRE , LIEUTENTANT GOVERNOR ,
A PROCLAMATION .







6748 PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE, continued .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin . 1751. fol.
6749 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1751 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post -Master, and D. Hall, at the
Neu - Printing - Office, near the Market. 1751. fol .
6750 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1751 .
6751 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, OR WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEM
BER, 1751 .
Philadelphia. Printed and sold by William Bradford at the sign of the
Bible, the corner of Black Horse Alley in Second - street. 1751. fol.




NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1751 .
6753
PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE, ODER SAMMLUNG WICHTIGER NACHRICHTEN AUS
DEM NATUR -UND KIRCHEN-REICH. JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16 , 1751 .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1751. 4to. HSP
6754 PETERS, RICHARD 1704-1776
A SERMON ON EDUCATION , WHEREIN SOME ACCOUNT IS GIVEN OF THE ACADEMY,
ESTABLISHED IN THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA . PREACH'D AT THE OPENING
THEREOF , ON THE SEVENTH DAY OF JANUARY, 1750-1 . .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall, at the Post
Office. MDCCLI. pp. vii, ( 1 ), 48, 8. 8vo.
Containing : Constitutions of the Publick Academy, pages 42 to
48. Idea of the English school, sketch'd out for the consideration
of the Trustees of the Philadelphia Academy. Signed B. F. pp. 8.
BSP .
$13
6755 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA . CHRIST -CHURCH .
An AccounT OF BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST- CHURCH PARISH, IN PHILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 24. 1750, ro DECEMBER 24. 1751. BY CALEB CASH,
CLERK , AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON .
[ Philadelphia : 1751.] Broadside. fol. LCP .
6756 PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA . ST. ANDREW'S SOCIETY.
RULES FOR THE ST. ANDREW'S SOCIETY IN PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. MDCCLI. pp.
16. 8vo. BM. LCP .
6757 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA . SOCIETY FOR INSURING HOUSES.
THE DEED OF SETTLEMENT OF THE SOCIETY FOR INSURING OF HOUSES, IN AND NEAR
PHILADELPHIA.






6758 PHILELEUTHEROS, pseudonym .
AN ADDRESS TO THE FREEHOLDERS AND INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS- Bay, in NEW-ENGLAND. (Signed , Phileleutheros.]




PIERSON , JOHN 1690-1770
CHRIST, THE SON OF GOD, AS GOD-MAN MEDIATOR . A SERMON PREACHED AT
NEWARK, NEW-JERSEY, MAY 8 , 1751. BEFORE THE NEW-YORK PRESBYTERY,
IN THEIR SESSION THERE ; AND PUBLISHED AT THEIR DESIRE.
Boston : Printed by D. Foule, 1751 . pp. 29. 8vo. MHS .
PIKE, JAMES
GOSPEL -MINISTERS, CHRIST'S AMBASSADORS . A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE A CON
VENTION OF MINISTERS AT NEWINGTON, IN THE ProVINCE OF NEW - HAMPSHIRE,
OCTOBER 9 , 1750. . [ Three lines from ] LUKE X. 16 .
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle, in Queen - street next to the Prison . 1751 .
pp . 31. 8vo .
PLYMOUTH. COLONY.
A PATENT FOR PLYMOUTH IN NEW - ENGLAND . TO WHICH IS ANNEXED EXTRACTS
FROM THE RECORDS OF THAT COLONY, &C. &C.
Boston; New - England : Printed by John Draper. 1751. pp. (2) , 19 ,
(1 ) . 4to . AAS. BA. MHS. NYPL .
BA.
6761
6762 POMFRET, JOHN 1667-1703
POEMS UPON SEVERAL OCCASIONS. WITH HIS LIFE .
Boston : Re printed by 2. Forle. 1751. pp. 170. 8vo.
Thomas says: " The first book which bears the name of Z. Fowle
as printer.”
6763 POOR ROBIN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1752.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. (1751.]
6764 PORTER, JOHN 1716-1802
A VINDICATION OF A SERMON PREACHED AT BRAINTREE THIRD PARISH, DECEM
BER 25TH, 1749. BEING AN ANSWER TO A PIECE, INTITLED, SOME FRIENDLY
REMARKS ON SAID SERMON. IN A LETTER TO THE REMARKER. By JOHN
PORTER, A. M. , AUTHOR OF THAT SERMON. TOGETHER WITH AN APPENDIX BY
ONE OF THE ATTESTATORS. [ Ten lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queenstreet. 1751 . pp.
(4), 64. 8vo . AAS. BA. BPL.
The Appendix, pages 29 to 64, is dated and signed , Halifax,
Oct. 22 1750 . John Cotton .
6765 PREDIK -BEURTEN DER PREDIKANTEN, VAN DE NEDERDUITSCH GEMENTE, .
[ Printed in January, and June 1751.]
Nieuw - York : Gedruckt by Hendricus De. Foreest, 1751 .
6766 PRINCE, THOMAS 1687-1758
GOD DESTROYETH THE HOPE OF MAN ! A SERMON OCCASION'D BY THE INEX
PRESSIBLE LOSS IN THE DEATH OF HIS LATE ROYAL HIGHNESS FREDERICK , PRINCE
OF WALES, IN THE NIGHT AFTER MARCH 20 LAST, IN THE 45TH YEAR OF HIS AGE.
[ Two lines from ] Lam. v. 17.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, for D. Henchman in Cornhill. MDCCLI.






6767 PRIVATE VERTUE AND PUBLIC SPIRIT DISPLAY'D . IN A SUCCINCT ESSAY ON THE
CHARACTER OF CAPT. THOMAS CORAM , WHO DECEASED THE 29TH OF MARCH ,
AND WAS INTERR'D IN THE CHAPEL OF THE FOUNDLING. HOSPITAL, (A CHARITY
ESTABLISHED BY HIS SOLICITATION ) APRIL 3D 1751 .
London , Printed, Boston : Re- printed and sold by 8. Kneeland in Queen
street. 1751. pp. (20). 8vo. BA. MHS. NYPL .
6768 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE-PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT IN SAID COLONY, ON THE LAST DAY
OF APRIL, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -ONE : AND IN THE TWENTY
FOURTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY, GEORGE THE SECOND ,
BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE, AND IRELAND , KING , DE
FENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. IT BEING THE DAY BEFORE THE GENERAL ELECTION .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1751.] pp. 5. fol. JCB .
6769 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT IN SAID COLONY, ON THE
FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
-ONE :
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin . 1751.) pp. 6-16 . fol. JCB.
6770 The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT IN SAID
COLONY, ON THE SECOND MONDAY OF JUNE, IN THE TWENTY- FOURTH YEAR,
NEWPORT, JUNE 28, 1751. PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY THOMAS WARD,
SECRY.
[ Neroport : Printed by James Franklin , 1751.] pp. 17-30 .
fol. JCB.
6771 The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT IN SAID
COLONY, ON THE THIRD MONDAY OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND FIFTY -ONE : AND IN THE TWENTY - FIFTH YEAR, NEWPORT, AUGUST
26TH, 1751. PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1751.] pp. 31-46 . fol.
.
JCB .
6772 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT SOUTH-KINGSTOWN, IN SAID COLONY, THE
LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -ONE :
AND IN THE TWENTY - FIFTH YEAR . NEWPORT, Nov. 6 , 1751. PUBLISHED
ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1751.] pp. 47-55. fol. JCB .
6773 [ Arms.] NEWPORT, JUNE 19TH, 1751 . COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND , &C. IN
OBEDIENCE TO AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THIS COLONY, MADE AND
PAST AT THEIR PRESENT SESSION ; THE COPY OF A PETITION PREFERRED TO HIS
MAJESTY, BY SUNDRY OF THE INHABITANTS OF THIS COLONY, RESPECTING THE
PAPER CURRENCY , WITH THE PETITIONERS NAMES THERETO, TOGETHER WITH THE
RESOLUTIONS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS THEREON, AND ALSO A COPY OF THE
BILL PREPARED IN CONSEQUENCE THEREOF, AND PRESENTED TO THE PARLIAMENT,
ARE COMMITTED TO THE PRESS, BY Tuo. WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1751.] pp. [6]. fol .
RIHS.
6774 -1811
WRITTEN BY HIS SON DAVID
ROBERTS, DANIEL
SOME MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JOHN ROBERTS.
ROBERTS.







6775 ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH .
A TRUE TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH BULLS, OR A FORM OF THE POPE'S ABSOLU
TION , TRANSLATED BY GARRAT NOEL.
New - York : Printed by James Parker : Sold at the House of Benjamin
Leigh, School-Master, near the Long -Bridge, and at the House of Capt. George
Edmonds, the sign of the Bunch of Grapes near the Widow Rutgers. 1751 .
6776 RONDE, LAMBERTUS DE
DE GEKRUICIGDE CHRISTUS, ALS HET VOORNAAMSTE TOELEG VAN GODS GETROUWE
KRUISGESANTEN , IN HUNNE PREDIKING , ONDER DEN DAG, DES NIEUWE-TESTA
MENTS VOORGESTELT IN EENE KERKREEDE MIT 1 COR . 1. 23. EN TER OPWEK
KING EN ALGEMEENE STIGTING MET HET AANVAARDEN VAN HET GEWIGTIG LEER
RAARAMPT, UITGESPROOKE OP DEN 14 OCTOBER, 1750.
Nieuw - York, Gedrukt by Hendricus De Foreest, in 't Jaar, 1751. pp. 7 ,
( 1 ), 28. 4to .
$10
6777 SAUR, CHRISTOPH, JUNIOR .
EINE NUETZLICHE ANWEISUNG. ODER BEYHÜLFE VOR DIE TEUTSCHEN UM ENG
LISCH ZU LERNEN : WIE ES VOR. NEU-ANKOMMENDE UND ANDERE IM LAND
GEBOHRENE LAND-UND HANDWERCKS-LEUTE, WELCHE DER ENGLISCHEN SPRACHE
ERFAHRNE UND GEÜBTE SCHULMEISTER UND PRECEPTORES ERMANGELEN, VOR DAS
BEQUEMSTE ERACHTET WORDEN ; MIT IHRER GEWÖHNLICHEN ARBEIT UND WERCK
ZEUG ERLÄUTERT. NEBST EINER GRAMMATIC, VOR DIEJENIGEN , WELCHE IN
ANDERN SPRACHEN UND DEREN FUNDAMENTEN ERFAHREN SIND.
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur.
(2), (2 ), 285 , ( 3) , ( 4 ). 16mo. NYPL . WL .
Probably compiled by Christopher Sower, as he anglicized the
name, the younger . There is " A Short appendix of a German
Grammar. " pp (4).
1751. pp .
6778 SEWALL, STEPHEN 1704-1760
THE CHARACTER OF THE LATE HONORABLE JUDGE DUDLEY, AS IT WAS INSERTED IN
THE BOSTON -NEWS-LETTER, FEBRUARY 7TH, 1751 .
[ Boston : Printed by John Draper, 1751.] pp. 4. 8vo . BA.
6779 FROM THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS -LETTER . FEB. 7 , 1751. ROXBURY, FEB
RUARY 2D, 1750, 1. YESTERDAY, WITH GREAT DECENCY AND RESPECT, WERE
INTERR'D HERE THE REMAINS OF THE HONOURABLE PAUL DUDLEY, ESQ





SHEPHERD, JOB , pseudonym .
POOR JOB, 1752. AN ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1752. . BY JOB
SHEPHERD, PHILOM.
Newport : Printed and sold by James Franklin, at the Printing -office
under the Toron -School-House. [1751.] pp. (24). 8vo. NYPL .
6781 SHERMAN, ROGER 1721-1793
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR, AN ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1752.
New - York : Printed and sold by Henry De Foreest, .. (1751. ].
6782
The same.









MEDICINA BRITANNICA : OR A TREATISE ON SUCH PHYSICAL PLANTS ; AS ARE
GENERALLY TO BE FOUND IN THE FIELDS OR GARDENS IN GREAT- BRITAIN :
CONTAINING A PARTICULAR ACCOUNT OF THEIR NATURE, VIRTUES, AND USES.
TOGETHER WITH THE OBSERVATIONS OF THE MOST LEARNED PHYSICIANS , AS WELL
ANCIENT AS MODERN, COMMUNICATED TO THE LATE INGENIOUS MR. RAY, AND THE
LEARNED DR. SIM . PAULI. ADAPTED MORE ESPECIALLY TO THE OCCASIONS OF
THOSE, WHOSE CONDITION OR SITUATION OF LIFE DEPRIVES THEM, IN A GREAT
MEASURE, OF THE HELPS OF THE LEARNED. TO WHICH IS ADDED, AN
APPENDIX : CONTAINING THE TRUE PREPARATION, PRESERVATION, USES AND DOSES
OF MOST FORMS OF REMEDIES NECESSARY FOR PRIVATE FAMILIES. THE THIRD
EDITION. WITH A PREFACE BY MR. JOHN BARTRAM , BOTANIST OF PENNSYLVA
NIA, AND HIS NOTES THROUGHOUT THE WORK, SHEWING THE PLACES WHERE MANY
OF THE DESCRIBED PLANTS ARE TO BE FOUND IN THESE PARTS OF AMERICA,
THEIR DIFFERENCES IN NAME, APPEARANCE AND VIRTUE, FROM THOSE OF THE
SAME KIND IN EUROPE ; AND AN APPENDIX, CONTAINING A DESCRIPTION OF A
NUMBER OF PLANTS PECULIAR TO AMERICA, THEIR USES, VIRTUES, &C.
London , printed : Philadelphia : Re-printed, and sold by B.Franklin and
D. Hall, at the Post - Office in Market - Street. MDCCLI. pp. xx , 339 , 40, 7. 8vo.
Second title : DESCRIPTIONS, VIRTUES, AND USES OF SUNDRY PLANTS OF THESE
NORTHERN PARTS OF AMERICA, AND PARTICULARLY OF THE NEWLY DISCOVERED
INDIAN CURE FOR THE VENEREAL DISEASE. BY JOHN BARTRAM .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1751.] pp. 7 .
The copy in the Library of Congress has a slightly different title ,
omitting the first three words in the above.
SKINNER , THOMAS -1762
THE FAITHFUL MINISTER'S TRIALS, QUALIFICATIONS, WORK, AND REWARD DESCRIBED :
OR, A DISTINGUISHING REWARD IN HEAVEN , ONE GRAND MOTIVE CHRIST PRO
POUNDS TO HIS MINISTERS, TO ANIMATE THEM TO CONSTANT FIDELITY IN THEIR
WORK, AMIDST ALL TRIALS AND DIFFICULTIES . A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE
MA'NOR OF PEACE, IN THE COUNTY OF HAMPSHIRE, ON MAY THE 9TH, 1751. AT
THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND Mr. GRINDALL RAWSON. PUBLISHED
AT THE DESIRE, AND EXPENCE OF THE HEIRS OF THE LATE HONOURABLE JOHN
READ, ESQ ; AND OTHERS . N. B. THAT SEVERAL PASSAGES OMITTED IN THE
DELIVERY, ARE NOW INSERTED . [Nine lines of Scripture texts .]
N. London , Printed and sold by T. Green . MDCCLI. pp. (4), 49 , ( 1 ). 8vo.
SMALRIDGE, GEORGE 1663-1719
THE ART OF PREACHING. IN IMITATION OF PART OF HORACE's ART OF POETRY.
Nero - York : Printed by James Parker . 1751. pp. 16 . 8vo.
SMITH , HENRY 1550-1591
THE EXAMINATION OF USURY. A SERMON PREACHED IN THE CITY of LONDON .
[ Seven lines of quotations.]
[ Boston : ] Re-printed and sold by the Booksellers. 1751. pp. 23 , ( 1 ). 16mo.
SMITH , Thomas 1702–1795
THE GREAT DUTY OF GOSPEL MINISTERS TO PREACH NOT THEMSELVES, BY CHRIST
JESUS THE LORD ; TOGETHER, WITH THE NATURE AND PURPOSES OF THE OFFICE
ITSELF , CONSIDERED AS A SERVICE MINISTERS ENGAGE IN AND SUBJECT THEM
SELVES TO—TO THEIR FELLOW CHRISTIANS FOR CHRIST'S SAKE. A SERMON
PREACH'D AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. SOLOMON LOMBARD , TO
THE WORK OF THE GOSPEL MINISTRY AND THE PASTORAL CHARGE OF THE CHURCH
OF CHRIST IN GORHAM -Town, DECEMBER 26 , 1751. [Six lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen -street. 1751 . pp.
















THE SOUTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1751 .
Charles - Town : Printed by Peter Timothy, in King - Street. 1751. fol .
STILES, EZRA 1727-1795
ORATIO FUNEBRIS PRO EXEQUIIS CELEBRANDIS VIRI PERILLUSTRIS JONATHAN LAW
ARMIGERI, COLONIÆ CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORIS CONSUMMATISSIMI; QUI
OBIIT Nov BRIS 6TO ANNO SALUTIS 1750. ÆTATIS 77M0. HABITA AULA COLLEGII
YALENSIS Novi-PORTOS CONNECTICUTENSIUM Nov-ANGLORUM, DECBRIS 1210
1750. CORAM PRAESIDÆ ET ACADEMIÆ SOCIIS QUIBUSDAM VENERANDIS, REV
ERENDISQUE VICINARUM ECCLESIARUM PASTORIBUS CELEBERRIMÂQUE DOCTORUM
VIRORUM CORONA. ORATORE EZRA STILES A.M. ACADEMIÆ EJUSDEM TUTORE
SENIORI. SIC TRANSIT GLORIA MUNDI.
Novi- Londoni, excudebat atque vendebat Timotheus Green , MDCCLI. pp.
( 2 ), ( 12), (3). 4to .
Contains an address in English to Madame Law , by Mr. Stiles.
T. , JUNIOR.
TAE SUSPECTED DAUGHTER, OR JEALOUS FATHER . A FARCE OF THREE ACTS, BOTH
WRITTEN BY T. T. JUN .
Boston : 1751 .
This title is given solely on the authority of Haven's “ Catalogue
of ante -Revolutionary publications.” No copy is known to be
extant, and no notice or advertisement of its publication is to be
found in any paper of the time, nor has any later source from








DER FROMMEN LOTTERIE , ODER GEISTLICHES SCHATZKÄSTLEIN .
[ Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1751.]
A collection of cards, enclosed in a case , designed to turn play
into spiritual comfort.
TUCKER, JOHN 1719-1792
THE EXAMPLE OF CHRIST AS A GUIDE TO MINISTERS & PEOPLE , CONSIDERED AND
INFORCED . IN A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
EDMUND NOYES, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN SALISBURY, IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE REVEREND MR. CUSHING, NOVEMBER 20TH, 1751 .
[ Two lines from] 1 PET. II . 21. IT IS HOP'D THE GENTLEMEN WHO WERE PLEAS'D
TO ENCOURAGE THE PRINTING OF THE FOLLOWING DISCOURSE , WILL EXCUSE ITS
BEING SO LONG DELAYED , IN AS MUCH AS THE SPREADING OF THE SMALL-POX IN
Boston SOON AFTER THE NOTES COULD BE SENT TO THE PRESS, AND ITS CONTINU
ANCE THERE 'TILL LATELY, HAVE PREVENTED ITS BEING PUBLISHED SO SEASON
ABLY AS IT WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN .
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, opposite the Prison in Queen
Street. MDCCLI. pp. (4) , 40. 8vo.
WELSTEED, WILLIAM 1695-1753
THE DIGNITY AND DUTY OF THE CIVIL MAGISTRATE . A SERMON. PREACHED IN THE
AUDIENCE OF HIS HONOUR SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ., LIEUTENANT GOVERNOUR AND
COMMANDER IN CHIEF, THE HONOURABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND THE
HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS-BAY, IN New - ENGLAND, MAY 29TH, 1751. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY FOR
THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR SAID PROVINCE. [ Five
lines of Scripture texts.] MAGISTRATUS INDICAT VIRUM.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . Printer to the Honourable House of












THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
NUMB. 1 , JANUARY 3 , [ -December, 1751.)
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter, at the Post -Office. 1751. fol.
Although beginning Numb. 1 , this publication was in fact a revival
of Park's Gazette, by his apprentice, after a suspension of a few
months. It was continued up to the time of Hunter's death in
August 1761. After a brief suspension it was printed by his
foreman , Joseph Royle, who married a sister, for the joint benefit
of himself and Hunter's son William , until his death in 1765.
Alexander Purdie then continued the publication of the Gazette
for the benefit of Royle's widow, Hunter's son , and himself, until
the marriage of the widow to John Dixon , when the publication
was continued by the firm of Purdie & Dixon to 1774. Dixon and
his wife's son , William Hunter, continued the paper from 1775 to
1777 , when it was again suspended for a time, its publication
being renewed , in 1779 , by John Dixon and Thomas Nicholson.
In April 1780 , the publication office was removed to Richmond.
WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES.
THE SHORTER CATECHISM , AGREED UPON BY THE REVEREND ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES
AT WESTMINSTER, WITH PROOFS THERETO OUT OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES IN WORDS
AT LENGTH .
Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in
Cornhill. 1751. pp. 24. 8vo.
WIGGLESWORTH , MICHAEL 1631-1705
THE DAY OF DOOM ; OR, A POETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT AND LAST JUDGMENT.
WITH A SHORT DISCOURSE ABOUT ETERNITY ... THE SEVENTH EDITION , EN
LARGED . WITH A RECOMMENDATORY EPISTLE (IN VERSE ) BY THE Rev. MR. JOHN
MITCHEL: ALSO MR. WIGGLESWORTH'S CHARACTER, BY DR. COTTON MATHER.
[Seven lines of Scripture texts.)
Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in
Cornhill. 1751. pp. 104. 16mo. HC. MHS. NYPL .
WILLIAMS, SOLOMON 1700-1776
THE SAD TENDENCY OF DIVISIONS AND CONTENTIONS IN CHURCHES, TO BRING ON
THEIR RUIN AND DESOLATION . As it WAS SHEWED IN A SERMON, DELIVERED AT
THE WEST -FARMS, IN NORWICH , ON A DAY OF FASTING , FEB. 28, 1750. PUBLISHED
AT THE DESIRE OF SOME WHO HEARD IT , AND OF OTHERS.
Newport : Printed by James Franklin , at the Printing - Office, under the
Toron - School - House. [1751.] pp . 29. 16mo.
CHS . WL .
THE TRUE STATE OF THE QUESTION CONCERNING THE QUALIFICATIONS NECES
SARY TO LAWFUL COMMUNION IN THE CHRISTIAN SACRAMENTS. BEING AN ANSWER
TO THE REVEREND MR. JONATHAN EDWARDS HIS BOOK INTITLED, AN HUMBLE
INQUIRY INTO THE RULES OF THE WORD OF GOD, CONCERNING THE QUALIFICATIONS
REQUISITE TO A COMPLEAT STANDING AND FULL COMMUNION IN THE VISIBLE CHRIS
[ Three lines from LANGIUS.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen - street. 1751. pp.
( 2 ), (vi), 144. 4to . AAS . BA. CHS. HC. WL.
WOODBRIDGE, BENJAMIN 1712–1785
TAE BLESSED STATE OF THE DEAD WHICH DIE IN THE LORD, CONSIDERED . THE
SUBSTANCE OF TWO DISCOURSES, DELIVER’D TO THE SOCIETY OF AMITY, OCTOBER
28TH, 1750 , ON OCCASION OF TIE DEATH OF DEACON Isaac JOHNSON, WHO DIED
THE 230 INSTANT : WITH SOME ADDITIONS. PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF
THE RELATIVES. [Five lines of Scripture texts.]













CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS, QUOD EST IN Novo-PoRTC CON
NECTICUTENSIUM , AB ANNO 1702 , AD ANNUM 1751. ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA
DONATI SUNT . [Seven columns.] [Colophon :]
Nooi -Londini, excudebat Timotheus Green . MDCCLI. Broadside. fol .
6801 GUBERNANDIPRÆCLARISSIMO VITÆ INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FELICISSIMÈ
RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO ROGERO WOLCOTT ARMIGERO COLONIÆ CONNECT
ICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO D. THOMÆ CLAP
COLLEGII YALENSIS PRÆSIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO ANNUENTE) IN
COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE [Colophon :]





6802 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII- YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo
PORTU CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS . IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGIS
TRATIS CANDIDATIS , MDCCLI.
[ Novi - Londini, excudebat Timotheus Green . 1751.] Broadside. sm . fol.
6803 DIE ZEITUNG . No. 1. SEPTEMBER, 1751 .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Benjamin Fräncklin . 1751 .
In German and English. The first bilingual paper printed in
the United States. Its publication appears to have been soon
discontinued . No copies are known to be extant.
6804 ZUBLY, JOHANN JOACHIM 1724-1781
EVANGELISCHES ZEUGNUSS. Vom ELEND UND ERLÖSUNG DER MENSCHEN, IN ZWEY
PREDIGTEN ABGELEGT UND AUF HOFNUNG MEHRER ERBAUUNG DEM DRUCK
ÜBERLASSEN VOM JOHANN JOACHIM ZUBLIN PREDIGER BEY EINER ENGLISCHEN
GEMEINDE OHNWEIL CARLES STADE IN SUD CAROLINA.
Germanton , gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1751. pp. (2), 32. 8vo. HSP .
6805 AN ALMANACK OF ALMANACKS. COLLECTED FROM POOR JOB, AND OTHERS, FOR
THE YEAR 1752.
Boston : 1752. pp. 24. 16mo.
6806 AMBROSE, ISAAC 1604-1663.
CHRIST IN THE CLOUDS COMING TO JUDGMENT: OR, THE DISSOLUTION OF ALL THINGS.
[ Seven lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Z. Forle at the Printing Office in Back
Street. (1752.] pp. 16. 4to .
.
JCB.
6807 AMES, NATHANIEL 1708-1764.
An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST
1753.









6808 AN ANSWER TO A BILL IN THE CHANCERY OF NEW - JERSEY, AT THE SUIT OF JOHN
EARL OF STAIR, AND OTHERS, COMMONLY CALLED PROPRIETORS OF THE EASTERN
DIVISION OF NEW - JERSEY, AGAINST BENJAMIN BOND, AND OTHERS CLAIMING
UNDER THE ORIGINAL PROPRIETORS AND ASSOCIATES OF ELIZABETH - Town. To
WHICH IS ADDED ; NOTHING EITHER OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE COUNCIL OF
PROPRIETORS OF EAST NEW-JERSEY, OR OF THE PRETENSES OF THE RIOTERS ,
AND THEIR SEDUCERS ; EXCEPT SO FAR AS THE PERSONS MEANT BY RIOTERS , PRE
TEND TITLE AGAINST THE PARTIES TO THE ABOVE ANSWER ; BUT A GREAT DEAL
OF THE CONTROVERSY , THOUGH MUCH LESS OF THE HISTORY AND CONSTITUTION OF
NEW - JERSEY, THAN THE SAID BILL . .. PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION .
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker , at the New Printing Office
in Beaver - Street. 1752. pp. 48. fol .
6809 AN ANSWER TO A PAMPHLET, ENTITLED A LETTER TO THE FREEMEN AND FREE
HOLDERS OF THE CITY OF NEW -YORK : WHEREIN IS FULLY SHEWN, THE TRUE CAUSES
OF THE DEFECTION OF THE Six NatioNS OF INDIANS, WITH SOME HISTORICAL
COLLECTIONS NEVER YET MADE PUBLICK . BY A CONTEMNER OF LICENTIOUSNESS .
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker at the New Printing
Office in Beaver -street. 1752. pp. 18. 8vo.
6810 APPLETON , NATHANIEL 1693-1784
THE SERVANT'S ACTUAL READINESS FOR THE COMING OF HIS LORD, DESCRIBED, AND
RECOMMENDED . IN TWO DISCOURSES PREACHED AT LEXINGTON , DECEMBER
17TH. 1752 . BEING THE LORD'S DAY AFTER THE FUNERAL OF THEIR LATE
VENERABLE AND AGED PASTOR, THE REVEREND MR. John HANCOCK, WHO GOING
TO BED AS WELL AS USUAL THE NIGHT AFTER THE 5TH OF DECEMBER, AND
AWAKENING SOME TIME AFTER MIDNIGHT WITH A GREAT PAIN IN HIS STOMAC
H ,
DIED IN A FEW MINUTES. IN THE 82D YEAR OF HIS AGE, AND 54TH OF HIS
MINISTRY. . . PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE PEOPLE OF LEXINGTON .
[ Five lines from ] Mark VII. 35 , 36 , 87.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1752. pp. (4), 39. 8vo. BA. CH8.
6811 BALL, WILLIAM
THE NEW -JERSEY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1753.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. [1752.]
6812 BARCLAY, ROBERT 1648-1690
A CATECHISM AND CONFESSION OF FAITH , APPROVED OF, AND AGREED ONTO , BY
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PATRIARCHS, PROPHETS , AND APOSTLES, CHRIST
HIMSELF CHIEF SPEAKER IN AND AMONG THEM. WHICH CONTAINETH A TRUE AND
FAITHFUL ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPLES AND DOCTRINES WHICH ARE MOST SURELY
BELIEVED BY THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN GREAT-BRITAIN AND IRELAND, WHO
ARE REPROACH FULLY CALLED BY THE NAME OF QUAKERS; YET ARE FOUND IN THE
ONE FAITH WITH THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH AND SAINTS ; AS IS MOST CLEARLY DEM
ONSTRATED BY SOME PLAIN SCRIPTURE -TESTIMONIES (WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES OR
COMMENTARIES) WHICH ARE HERE COLLECTED AND INSERTED BY WAY OF ANSWER
TO A FEW WEIGHTY, YET EASY AND FAMILIAR QUESTIONS, FITTED AS WELL FOR
THE WISEST AND LARGEST, AS FOR THE WEAKEST AND LOWEST CAPACITIES. Το
WHICH IS ADDED AN EXPOSTULATION WITH, AND APPEAL TO ALL OTHER PRO
FESSORS . By R. B. A SERVANT OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. [ Three lines from]
JOHN 5. 39 , 40.
Newport: Printed by James Franklin , at the Town - School - House. 1752 .









BARCLAY, ROBERT, continued .
The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1752.
6814 The same.
Nero - York : 1752.
6815 BARNARD, EDWARD 1721-1774
GOODNESS CONSIDER'D AS AN EMINENT QUALIFICATION OF A CHRISTIAN MINISTER .
IN A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE Rev. MR. HENRY TRUE, TO
THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH IN HAMPSTEAD, IN THE PROVINCE OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE, JUNE 24, 1752 .
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle for J. Winter in Union - Street. 1752. pp.




NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TO THE CURIOUS, THAT AT THE HOUSE OF MRS. ABEGAL
[ sic] SMITH IN PROVIDENCE WILL BE EXHIBITED AND CONTINUED FROM DAY TO
DAY (THE WEATHER BEING FAIR), FOR A FEW DAYS, A COURSE OF EXPERIMENTS
ON THE NEWLY DISCOVERED ELECTRICAL FIRE, [Signed ] BENJAMIN BATEs.
APRIL 6 , 1752 .
[ Newport ? Printed by James Franklin ? 1752.] Broadside. fol.
BEATTY, CHARLES
A SERMON PREACHED IN WOODBURY, AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
CHESNUT THERE.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Bradford, in Second Street.






BECKWITH , GEORGE 1703-1794
MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL, THEIR CHARACTER AND DUTY, AS STEWARDS OF THE
MYSTERIES OF GOD. REPRESENTED IN A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE ORDI
NATION OF THE REv. MR. ELIJAH SILL, AT NEW-FAIRFIELD, North -SOCIETY ,
OCTOBER 7TH , 1751. AND NOW PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF A NUMBER OF THE
HEARERS . TO WHICH IS ADDED , THE CHARGE GIVEN BY THE REV. MR.
ANTHONY STODDARD, PASTOR OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN WOODBURY.
AND THE
RIGHT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , GIVEN BY THE REv. MR. DAVID JUDSON, PASTOR
OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN NEW-Town.
Nero -London : Printed and sold by T. Green . 1752. pp. (4), 46 , ( 1).
16mo.




THE HOLY BIBLE, CONTAINING THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS : NEWLY TRANS
LATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL TONGUES : AND WITH THE FORMER TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY COMPARED AND REVISED , BY HIS MAJESTY'S SPECIAL COMMAND .
APPOINTED TO BE READ IN CHURCHES.
London : Printed by Mark Baskett, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty ; and by the Assigns of Robert Baskett. M.DCC.LII. 4to .
This is said to be the first Bible printed in the English language
in the United States of America, and is given place among Amer
can printed books upon the authority of a statement madeby
Isaiah Thomas, in his History of Printing, from information
regarding its publication obtained from printers said to have






6819 BIBLIA , continued .
seven or eight hundred copies for Daniel Henchman and other
booksellers, of Boston ; who stated that it was carried through the
press as privately as possible, and bore the London imprint so
as to prevent prosecution from those in England and Scotland
who published the Bible by a patent from the Crown or cum priv
ilegio as did the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
This statement has been the subject of much controversy. George
Bancroft disputing its accuracy by declaring, in his History of
the United States, that the Bible “ was not printed here in English
until the land became free.” George Livermore, pointed to this
statement as one of the inaccuraciesof the History and defended
the accuracy of Isaiah Thomas' statement. Bancroft throwing
upon his critics the onus by stating that “ Till a copy of the pre
tended American edition is produced , no credit can be given to
the second -hand story .”
The statements of Isaiah Thomas upon matters concerning early
American literature are entitled to the highest consideration, and
should never be lightly set aside without positive evidence to the
contrary ; but it cannot be denied that his statements are usually
founded on better evidence than mere hearsay. Writing a century
ago , Thomas was unable to specify only a single copywhich was
said to have been at one timein the possession of John Hancock ,
and which at that time was merelya matter of hearsay. There
are also other inherent weaknesses in the story as told .
In 1902, at the sale of the McKee collection in New York , there
was sold, it is said for a fabulous sum , a copy of a Bible, bearing
the title and imprint as given above, for which the claim was
made that itwas the onlyknown copy of the Bible surreptitiously
printed by Kneeland and Green in 1752. This copy was pur
chased from George P. Philes, a bibliographer, and antiquarian
dealer of note inNew York, a good many years ago by Mr.
McKee, and its possession has been a secret known only to its
owner until this sale . The volume lacks the New Testament title
-in itself a serious omission in support of its claim. Whatever
critical examination of this singular issue may disclose, it can be
authoritatively stated that the name of Mark Baskett does not
appear upon any edition of the Bible printed in England before
the year 1761 , when it first appears, with differences from the
imprint given above, which should be noted, as : “ Printed by
Mark Baskett, Printer tothe King's most excellent Majesty, and
the Assigns of R. Baskett, " London 1761. If the believers in the
story told by Isaiah Thomas accept the only conclusion open to
them , in view of this fact, that from a not unnatural confusion of
dates when given from memory the publication was later than
1752 , then the whole fabric of names and date upon which the
story is built disappears, and nothing tangible remains.
In dealing with this supposed American publication two courses
seemed open to the author of this work. One to ignore the claim
of the Bible of 1752 entirely, by omitting all reference to it, as
have O'Callaghan , and Wright. The other to make a definite
statement, that no credible evidence exists of the printing of the
Bible, as a whole, or of the New Testament, in the English lan
guage, in the American Colonies before the year 1777. The
historian's position is unquestionably correct. The dishonest
transaction cannot be laid at our door. The supposed American







6820 BIBLIA . OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID ; FITTED TO THE TUNES USED IN THE
CHURCHES: WITH SEVERAL HYMNS, OUT OF THE OLD, AND NEW, TESTAMENT. By
JOHN BARNARD. PASTOR OF A CHURCH IN MARBLEHEAD.
Boston : Printed by J. Draper , for T. Leverett. 1752. pp. (4), 278.
16mo. BM. BPL . MHS. NYPL . NYSL.
With Tunes engraved by James Turner.
( 1 ) , 16 .
6821 THE BOSTON EVENING-Post. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1752.
Boston : Printed by T. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown , in Cornhill. 1752. fol.
6822 THE BOSTON GAZETTE AND WEEKLY JOURNAL . JANUARY, – 1752.
Boston : Printed by Kneeland & Green , 1752. fol.
Discontinued on the dissolution of partnership . The title was
revived by Samuel Kneeland the following year.
6823 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS -LETTER . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1752.
Boston : Printed and sold by J. Draper. 1752. fol.
6824 THE BOSTON WEEKLY POST- BOY. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1752 .
Boston : Printed for Ellis Huske, Post Master . 1752. 4to .
6825 BRIDGE, EBENEZER -1792
A SERMON PREACH'D TO THE ANCIENT AND HONOURABLE, ARTILLERY COMPANY IN
Boston , JUNE 1st. 1752. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR ELECTION OF
AND NOW PUBLISHED AT THEIR REQUEST.
Boston : N. E. Printed & sold by S. Kneeland , over against the Prison in
Queen - Street. 1752. pp. (4) , 25. 8vo.
OFFICERS .
AAS . BA. BM.
6826 BYLES, MATHER 1706-1788
GOD THE STRENGTI AND PORTION OF HIS PEOPLE, . . . A FUNERAL SERMON ON
THE HONOURABLE MRS. KATHERINE DUMMER, THE LADY OF HIS HONOUR WILLIAM
DUMMER, ESQ ; LATE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OVER
THIS PROVINCE. PREACH'D AT Boston, JANUARY 9 , 1752, THE LORD'S -DAY
AFTER HER DEATH AND BURIAL.
Boston : Printed by John Draper. 1752. pp. 25. 8vo. MHS.
6827 CHAUNCY, CHARLES 1705-1787
THE IDLE -POOR SECLUDED FROM THE BREAD OF CHARITY BY THE CHRISTIAN LAW .
A SERMON PREACHED IN Boston, BEFORE THE SOCIETY FOR ENCOURAGING INDUS
TRY AND EMPLOYING THE POOR. August 12, 1752. [ Two lines from] SOLOMON .
Boston : Printed by Thomas Fleet, 1752. pp. 26. 8vo. BA . NYPL . SGO .
The Lenox Collection of the New York Public Library has a copy
in quarto, also .
6828 CIRCULAR -SCHREIBEN DER VEREINIGTEN REFORMIRTEN PREDIGER IN PENNSYL
VANIEN AN DIE DIESIGE SAMTLICHE REFORMIRTEN GEMEINDEN DARIN SIE KURTZ
LICH DER LAGEN, WIE DER GROSSE JEHOVAH DIE VON S. E. Mich. SLATTER ,
V.D.M. AN UNSERE CHRISTI KIRCHENREITER ÜBERNOMMENEN COMMISSION ZU
IHRER KULTUNG UND HÖLFE IN GNADEN GESEGNET UND WIE SOLCHES VON
SOLCHEN GEMEINEN SOLLE GEBÜHREND ERKANT MIT DENKFAGUNG AN GENOMMEN
IN ALLGEMEINEN NACHRICHT HERAUS GEGEBEN VON J. M. Maiss,
J. P. LEYDICK, J. LEPPY.







6829 CLARK, PETER 1694-1768
A DEFENCE OF THE DIVINE RIGHT OF INFANT BAPTISM . . . BEING IN REPLY TO
DR. JOHN GILL'S BOOK, INTITLED, THE DIVINE RIGHT OF INFANT - BAPTISM
EXAMINED AND DISPROVED. AND IN VINDICATION OF THE LATE MR. JONATHAN
DICKINSON'S BRIEF ILLUSTRATION AND CONFIRMATION OF THE DIVINE RIGHT OF
INFANT -BAPTISM .
Boston, New England : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1752. pp. vi, 453 ,
(6). 8vo. BM. HC. MHS. YC.
6830 CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD AT HARTFORD, ON THE SECOND THURSDAY OF MAY, IN THE TWENTY -FIFTH
YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE SECOND , OF GREAT
BRITAIN , &C. KING, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1752. [ Colophon :]
New - London , Printed , and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governour,
and Company of his Majesty's Colony of Connecticut, aforesaid. 1752. pp. 263




The same . BEGUN, AND HELD AT NEW-HAVEN ON THE SECOND THURS
DAY OF OCTOBER, IN THE TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN
LORD GEORGE THE SECOND, OF GREAT- BRITAIN &C. KING. ANNOQUE DOMINI,
1752. [ Colophon :]
N. London Printed & sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Goo. &
Comp. 1752. pp. 267-268. fol. CES. CSL . HSP. YC.
COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, COURT OF VICE-ADMIRALTY. AT A COURT OF VICE
ADMIRALTY HELD FOR THE SAID COLONY AT THE TOWN OF NEW - LONDON , ON
SATURDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF DECEMBER, IN THE TWENTY SIXTH YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF
GOD OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE
FAITH, &C. AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
FIFTY TWO; BEFORE THE HONOURABLE LEWIS MORRIS ESQ ; COMMISSARY AND
JUDGE OF THE SAID COURT. JOHN SIMSON AGAINST THE SNOW ST. JOSEPH AND
ST. HELENA, AND LADING.
[ Neu -London : Printed by Timothy Green, 1752.] pp. 35. fol .
DAVIES, RICHARD 1635-1708
AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONVINCEMENT, EXERCISES, SERVICES AND TRAVELS, OF THAT
ANCIENT SERVANT OF THE LORD, RICHARD DAVIES : WITH SOME RELATION OF
ANCIENT FRIENDS, AND THE SPREADING OF TRUTH IN NORTH-WALES, &C. THE
SECOND EDITION.
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
next door to the Pipe, in Church -Alley. MDCCLII. pp. (18) , 223, ( 1 ). 24mo.
6833
6834 DAVIES, SAMUEL 1724-1761
MISCELLANEOUS POEMS, CHIEFLY ON DIVINE SUBJECTS . IN TWO BOOKS. PUBLISHED
FOR THE RELIGIOUS ENTERTAINMENT OF CHRISTIANS IN GENERAL.
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter, at the Printing
Office. 1752.
6835 DELAWARE. COUNTIES UPON .
LAWS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW -CASTLE, KENT AND SUSSEX, UPON DELAWARE .
PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE ASSEMBLY. [ Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall at the Nero
Printing -office, in Market- Street. MDCCLII. pp. 363 , xvii. fol. HSP . JOB . $16







6836 DODSLEY, ROBERT 1703-1764
THE ECONOMY OF HUMAN LIFE . TRANSLATED FROM AN INDIAN MANUSCRIPT,
WRITTEN BY AN ANCIENT BRAHMIN. TO WHICH IS PREFIXED , AN ACCOUNT OF
THE MANNER IN WHICH THE SAID MANUSCRIPT WAS DISCOVERED . IN A LETTER
FROM AN ENGLISH GENTLEMAN , NOW RESIDING IN CHINA , TO THE EARL OF ****
THE SEVENTH EDITION .
Boston : Reprinted by D. Fowle. 1752. pp. 40. 8vo. NYSL .
6837 The
same. THE SEVENTH EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1752.
6838 THE ECONOMY OF HUMAN LIFE . PART THE SECOND . TRANSLATED FROM
AN INDIAN MANUSCRIPT, FOUND SOON AFTER THAT WHICII CONTAIN'D THE ORIGINAL
OF THE FIRST PART ; AND WRITTEN BY THE SAME HAND. IN A SECOND LETTER
FROM AN ENGLISH GENTLEMAN RESIDING IN CHINA, TO THE EARL OF
THE THIRD EDITION.
London , Printed : Philadelphia, Re- printed , and sold by B. Franklin, and
D. Hall, at the New - Printing -Office. MDCCLII. pp. viii , 112. 16mo. HSP
* * *.
6839 EDWARDS, JONATHAN 1703-1758
MISREPRESENTATIONS CORRECTED , AND TRUTH VINDICATED . IN A REPLY TO THE
Rev. MR. SOLOMON WILLIAMS'S BOOK , INTITLED , THE TRUE STATE OF THE
QUESTION CONCERNING THE QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY TO LAWFUL COMMUNION
IN THE CHRISTIAN SACRAMENTS . .. ( Five lines of Scripture quotations.]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , opposite the Prison in




ERSTER THEIL. DER THEOSOPHISCHEN LECTIONEN, BETREFFENDE DIE SCHULEN
DES EINSAMEN LEBENS.
Ephrata gedruckt im Jahre 1752. pp. (4). 432. 4to .
No second part was published. Of this publication the " Chron
icon Epbratense,” page 81 , states : “ At this time (about 1735)
the “ Lectiones ” were first instituted in the settlement; namely,
the Vorsteher,(Conrad Beissel) ordered thatweekly, on the evening
of the sixth day, every one should examine bis heart before God,
in his own cell, and then hand in to the Vorsteher a written state
ment of his spiritual condition , which he read at the meeting of
the congregation on the following Sabbath. These confessional
papers were called “ Lectiones " and several hundred of them were
afterwards published in printed form ."
6841 ESTABROOK, HOBART 1716-1766
THE BLAMELESS BISHOP OR, A GOSPEL MINISTER CONSIDERED AS A STEWARD OF
GOD, OUGHT TO BE BLAMELESS. IN A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE FIRST SOCIETY
IN EAST -HADDAM , MAY 15TH, 1751. AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
JOSEPH FOWLER, TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE THERE. . AND NOW PUBLISHED
AT THE DESIRE AND EXPENCE OF A NUMBER OF THE HEARERS. [ Three lines of
Scripture texts.]
N. London, Printed & sold by T. Green, 1752. pp. (4) , 36 , (2). 16mo.






6842 EVANGELISCHES ZEUGNUSS VON DER FALSCHEN FLEISCHES-RELIGION IN ALLEN
SECTEN DER CHRISTENHEIT, NACH IHREM URSPRUNG, EIGENTLICHEM WESEN UND
DREYFACHER STÜTZE ; IN EINER VERSAMMLUNGS-REDE AM IX SONNTAG NACH
TRINITATIS ÖFFENTLICH ABGELEGT ÜBER DEN TEXT : ACTOR XIX , 23-Fin. Biss zu
END DES CAPITELS.
Germanton Gedruckt bey C. Saur. 1752. pp. 16. 16mo. HSP
6843 FINLEY, SAMUEL 1715-1766
FAITHFUL MINISTERS THE FATHERS OF THE CHURCH. A SERMON PREACHED AT
Fogs-MANNOR. ON OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF THE REVEREND MR. SAMUEL
BLAIR , WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE JULY 5. 1752 .
Philadelphi [sic] Printed and sold by W. Bradford in Second - Street.
MDCCLII.
.
6844 FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN 1706-1790
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1753. . . By R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1752.]
pp. (24). 24mo. HSP .
6845 FOR. .
.
POOR RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1753 : . .. BY RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. (1752.]
pp. (36). 8vo. HSP. NYPL.
FRY, JOHN 1699-1775
AN ESSAY ON CONDUCT. RECOMMENDED TO THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS. A
POEM . By J. F....THE THIRD EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1752.
6846
.
6847 FÜNFF SCHÖNE GEISTLICHE LIEDER DAS ERSTE TOBIAS WAR EIN FROMMER MANN .
DAS ANDERE, KÜRTZLICH VOR WENIG TAGEN DAS DRITTE ES IST EIN WUNDER
SCHÖNE GAB. DAS VIERTE, MEIN FRÖHLICH HERTZ DAS TREIBT MICH AN. Das
FÜNFFTE ES WAR EIN GOTTESFÜRCHTIGES UND CHRISTLICHES JUNGFRÄULEIN .
[ Germantown : ] Gedruckt [ bey Christoph Saur) im Jahr 1752. pp. 40 .
16mo.
Printed as part of the supplementary matter in the 1751 edition
of the Ausbund.
ASP.
6848 GAY, EBENEZER 1696-1787
THE MYSTERY OF THE SEVEN STARS IN CHRIST'S RIGHT HAND : OPEN'D AND APPLY'D
IN A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. JONATHAN
DORBY, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE SECOND CHURCH IN SCITUATE : NOVEMBER
13 , 1751. . · [ Six lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by J. Draper, in Cornhill. 1752.
pp. 31. 8vo. AAS . BA.
6849 GOD'S VOICE CRYING TO THE INHABITANTS OF WEYMOUTH AND THE NEIGHBORING
TOWNS.
[ Boston : 1752.] 8vo . BA.
6850 GREGORY, FRANCIS 1625-1707
NOMENCLATURA BREVIS ANGLO - LATINO IN USUM SCHOLARUM . TOGETHER WITH
EXAMPLES OF THE FIVE DECLENSIONS OF NOUNS, WITH THE WORDS IN PROPRIA
QUÆ MARIBUS, AND QUÆ GENUS, REDUCED TO EACH DECLENSION . PER F. G.








THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD 1753. . By
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter. [1752.] pp. (28).
16mo. NYPL .
6852 HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE, OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO VIRO
GULIELMO SHIRLEY, ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MassacHUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI
REVERENDO PARITER ATQUE HONORANDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COL
LEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE • THESES HASCE, QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE
NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HAVRARDINO DEFENDERE




REFORMIRTER ODER HEIDELBERGER CATECHISMUS.




6854 HERVEY, JAMES 1714-1758
REMARKS ON LORD BOLINGBROKE'S LETTERS ON THE STUDY AND USE OF HISTORY,
SO FAR AS THEY RELATE TO THE HISTORY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT AND ESPECIALLY
TO THE CASE OF NOAH DENOUNCING A CURSE UPON CANAAN.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, 1752.
6855 DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1753.
ZUM FÜNFFZEHENTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN.
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. [1752.] pp.




MARRIAGE AN HONOURABLE ESTATE . A SERMON AT DIFFIELD , [ England] On
OCCASION OF THE HAPPY MARRIAGE OF GABRIEL HANGER, ESQ ., AND MRS.
ELIZABETH BOND.
Boston : 1752. 12mo.
First printed in London in 1742.
6857 HUTCHINS, JOHN NATHAN
HUTCHINS 1753 . AN ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS, FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN
ACCOUNT, 1753 .
Nero - York : Printed by H. Gaine. [1752.]
In 1746, John Nathan Hutchins, who had previously continued
the Leeds' Almanacs from 1737 to 1745 , began the series of
Nathan's Almanacs which were continued to 1751; and , in 1752 ,
published the first of the series of Hutchin's Almanacs which has
been continued yearly to 1896 , or later .
6858 JERMAN, JOHN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1753.










ELEMENTA PHILOSOPHICA : CONTAINING CHIEFLY, NOETICA, OR THINGS RELATING TO
THE MIND OR UNDERSTANDING : AND ETHICA, OR THINGS RELATING TO THE MORAL
BEHAVIOUR .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall at the Ner - Printing
Office, near the Market. 1752. pp. xxiv, 103 ; vii, ( 1 ) , 103. ( 1 ). 8vo. WL . YC.
Second title : NOETICA : OR THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE .
BEING A LOGICK , INCLUDING BOTH METAPHYSICS AND DIALECTIC , OR THE ART OF
REASONING . WITH A BRIEF PATHOLOGY, AND AN ACCOUNT OF THE GRADUAL
PROGRESS OF THE HUMAN MIND, FROM THE FIRST DAWNINGS OF SENSE TO THE
HIGHEST PERFECTION , BOTH INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL, OF WHICH IT IS CAPABLE .
TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE SCIENCES.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. 1752. pp. xxiv, 103 .
Third title : ETHICA : OR THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY; AND
ESPECIALLY THAT PART WHICH IS CALLED ETHICS. IN A CHAIN OF NECESSARY
CONSEQUENCES FROM CERTAIN FACTS . THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. 1752 . pp. vii, (1 ), 103. ( 1 ).
.
6860 The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker at the Nero Printing
Office in Beaver - Street. 1752.
6861 A JOURNAL OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF JACOB WENDELL , SAMUEL Watts, THOMAS
HUBBARD AND CHAMBERS RUSSEL, EsqR8 ; COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED BY THE
HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR AND COMMANDER IN
CHIEF , IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN
NEW - ENGLAND, TO TREAT WITH THE SEVERAL TRIBES OF EASTERN INDIANS, IN
ORDER TO RENEW AND CONFIRM A GENERAL PEACE. [Held at St. George's October
13 , 1752.]
Boston in New -England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to the honour
able the Lieutenant-Governour and Council. 1752. pp. 16. 4to . BM. MAS. NYPL . WL.
11
6862 JUDSON, DAVID 1715-1776
TIMELY WARNING AGAINST SURFEITING AND DRUNKENNESS . SHEWING THE NATURE
OF INTEMPERANCE, WITH THE SAD EFFECTS AND FATAL CONSEQUENCE OF THIS SIN,
HOW IT IS TO BE GUARDED AGAINST, AND THE IMPORTANT NECESSITY OF TAKING
HEED THERETO , WITH CONSTANCY AND DILIGENCE. IN A DISCOURSE PREACHED AT
NEW-TOWN IN CONNECTICUT. Jan. 12 , 1752. [ Six lines from ] Isai. v. 11 , 12 .
New - York : Printed by Henry De Foreest, 1752. pp. 29 . 16mo. CHS.
6863 DIE LANCASTERISCHE ZEITUNG : ODER EIN KURZER BEGRIFF DER HAUPT
SÄCHLICHSTEN AUSLÄNDISCH-UND EINHEIMISCHEN NEUIGKEITEN. DEN 29STEN
JENNER, 1752. Numb. 2. THE LANCASTER GAZETTE: OR, A COMPENDIUM OF
THE MOST MATERIAL FOREIGN AND HOME NEWS. JANUARY 29 , 1752. [-Decem
BER, 1752.]
Lancaster, Printed by H. Müller and 8. Holland, at the Neu -Printing
Office in King's- Street: where all sorts ofprinting business is done at a reasonable
rate. [1752.] fol .
Published fortnightly. Printed in German and English in paral
lel columns. Evidence of its publication ceases with the number









6864 A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN OF NEW -BRUNSWICK TO HIS FRIEND IN ELIZABETH
Town ; ON THE FIRST POINT IN CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE PROPRIETORS AND
ELIZABETH - Town, AUGUST 31 , 1752.
[ New - York : 1752.] pp. 4 . 8vo.
6865 A LETTER TO THE FREEMEN AND FREEHOLDERS OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK ; RE
LATING TO THE APPROACHING ELECTION OF THEIR REPRESENTATIVES ; WHEREIN
THE SEVERAL PAPERS THAT HAVE LATELY APPEARED ON THE SUBJECT OF POLITICKS,
ARE BRIEFLY CONSIDERED ; THE CONDUCT OF THE AUTHORS EXPOSED, AND THE
CONTROVERSY REPRESENTED IN ITS TRUE LIGHT. BY A LOVER OF LIBERTY.
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker at the New Printing
Office in Beaver - Street. 1752. pp. 24. 8vo.
6866 LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM, editor. 1723-1790.
THE INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR : OR, WEEKLY ESSAYS ON SUNDRY IMPORTANT SUB
JECTS. MORE PARTICULARLY ADAPTED TO THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK . [Vol. 1 .
No. 1. November 30 , 1752 - December 1 , 1752. ]
New - York : Printed by James Parker . 1752. fol.
Continued in the following year. Fifty -two numbers in all were
printed .
NYHS. NYSL . YC.
6867 LORD, BENJAMIN 1693-1784
THE FAITHFUL AND APPROVED MINISTER A VERY BLESSED MAN. OR, THE WORK
OF CHRIST'S MINISTERS DESCRIBED ; AND THEIR FAITHFUL APPLICATION UNTO IT
URGED , IN A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF REV JABEZ WIGHT, AT
East Norwich, OCTOBER 27 , 1726 .
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green , 1752. 12mo.
First printed in New London in 1727.
6868 RELIGION AND GOVERNMENT SUBSISTING TOGETHER IN SOCIETY, NECESSARY TO
THEIR COMPLEAT HAPPINESS AND SAFETY. A SERMON DELIVERED IN THE AUDI
ENCE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, ON THEIR
ANNIVERSARY ELECTION AT HARTFORD, May 9th, 1751. . [ Thirteen lines of
Scripture texts.)
Nero - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green, Printer to the Goo . &
Company. 1752. pp . (4) , 63. 16mo . AAS. CHS. HC. MUS. NYPL . YC .
.
6869 LUTHER, MARTIN 1435-1546
DER KLEINE CATECHISMUS DES SEL . DR. MARTIN LUTHERS NEBST DEN GEWÖAN
LICHEN MORGEN-TISCHUND ABEND -GEBETEN . WOBEY DIE ORDNUNG DES
HEILS IN EINEM LIEDE, IN KURTZEN SÄTZEN IN FRAGE UND ANTWORT, UND IN
EINER TABELLE ; WIE AUCH DER INHALT DER HEILIGEN SCHRIFT IN VERSEN
HINZUGEFÜGET ZUM GEBRAUCH DER JUGEND. NEBST EINEM ANHANG DER
SIEBEN Buss -PSALMEN, EINEM GEISTLICHEN LIEDE UND DAS EINMAL EINS.
Germantoren : Gedruckt und zu haben bey Christoph Saur. [1752. ) pp.
iii , 139 , ( 1 ). 24mo.
6870 MACSPARRAN , JAMES 1680-1757
THE SACRED DIGNITY OF THE CHRISTIAN PRIESTHOOD VINDICATED IN A DISCOURSE
ON HEB. LV, 4. DELIVERED AT ST. PAUL'S IN NARRAGANSETT ON SUNDAY THE
4TH DAY OF AUGUST A. D. 1751 . [Four lines of Scripture texts.]











MADDOX , ISAAC 1697-1759
A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE . THE PRESIDENT AND GOVERNORS OF THE
HOSPITAL FOR THE SMALL - POX, AND FOR INOCULATION , MARCH 5, 1752.
By Isaac, LORD BISHOP OF WORCESTER .
London Printed . Boston ; N. E. Reprinted by J. Draper. 1752. pp.
(2) , 15. 4to . SGO .
6872 MARYLAND . PROVINCE.
TO THE HONOURABLE BENJAMIN TASKER, ESQ. , PRESIDENT AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF
OF THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND : THE HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE UPPER HOUSE
OF ASSEMBLY. [ Dated June 5 , 1752. ] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis: Printed by Jonas Green, Printer to the Province . [1752.]
Broadside. fol. NYPL .
6873 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROv
INCE OF MARYLAND . AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD [3d-230 June, 1752.]
[Colophon :




6874 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1752.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1752. fol.
6875 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE .
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN AND
HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF May, 751 , AND
CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO FRIDAY THE TWENTY -SEVENTH DAY OF DECEMBER
FOLLOWING . ( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green by order of his
honour the Lieutenant Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1752.
pp. 421-424. fol.
6876 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT CONCORD IN THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX,
UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF May, 1752. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green, by order of his





The same. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT WESTMINSTER,
THE TENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, ANNO Dom. 1747 , IN THE TWENTY FIRST YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE SECOND , BY THE GRACE OF
GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH,
AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO THE FOUR
TEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1751 , BEING THE FIFTH SESSION OF THIS PRESENT
PARLIAMENT. [An Act . relating to the attestation of wills and codicils,
concerning real estate , in England and Colonies and Plantations in America.]
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1752.










MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF May, 1751 ,
AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO FRIDAY THE TWENTY -SEVENTH DAY OF DE
CEMBER FOLLOWING. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1752.
pp. 357-362. fol.
6879 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT CONCORD IN THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX,
UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -SEVENTH DAY OF May, 1752. (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant -Governour, Council & House of Representatives. 1752.
pp . 363-370. fol.
6880 The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT CAMBRIDGE.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1752.
pp. 371-382. fol.
6881 [Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK FAST.
THURSDAY THE TWENTY -SIXTH OF MARCH NEXT, . .. GOD SAVE THE
KING . [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper , Printer to his honour the Lieutenant
Governour and Council. 1752. Broadside. fol.
.
MHS .
6882 [ Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ; LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A GENERAL FAST .
THURSDAY THE SECOND DAY OF JULY NEXT, .. GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ Colophon :
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the Lieut. Goo
ernour & Council. 1752. Broadside. fol. MHS.
6883
A PUBLICK
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND . A PROCLAMATION FOR
THANKSGIVING . THURSDAY THE SIXTEENTH OF NOVEMBER NEXT,
GOD SAVE THE KING. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the lieut. Goo
ernour & Council. 1752. Broadside. fol . BA.
6884 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS- BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
CONCORD IN THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX, ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - SEVENTH
DAY OF MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1752 , [-5 June, 1752.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland, Printer to the honourable









MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN New -ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
CONCORD IN THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX, UPON WEDNESDAY THE 27TH DAY OF
May, Anno Dom. 1752, AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
TO WEDNESDAY THE 22D OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET AT CAM
BRIDGE , BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. (-13 April, 1753.]
(Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1752-1753 .) pp. (31 )-( 173). fol.
6886 MOONEY, NICHOLAS -1752
THE LIFE OF NICHOLAS MOONEY : WHEREIN IS CONTAINED , HIS PARENTAGE AND
EDUCATION ; AN ACCOUNT OF HIS JOINING THE REBEL ARMY AT CARLISLE , AND
THE PART HE ACTED THEREIN, 'TILL THE DEFEAT THEREOF AT CULLODEN MOOR ;
THE ADVENTURES HE MET WITH BEFORE AND AFTER THIS, 'TILL HE TOOK TO THE
HIGHWAY, WITH A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF HIS VICIOUS LIFE 'TILL HE COMMITTED THE
ROBBERY AT BRISTOL, FOR WHICH HE WAS EXECUTED ON FRIDAY, APRIL 24TH,
1752. TOGETHER WITH HIS MORAL AND RELIGIOUS REFLECTIONS UPON THE MOST
REMARKABLE PASSAGES OF HIS WHOLE LIFE ; AND AN ACCOUNT OF HIS CONVERSION
THE SUNDAY BEFORE HIS TRIAL . TAKEN FROM HIS OWN MOUTH , BY A FRIEND ;
AND PUBLISH'D AT HIS REQUEST.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1752.
6887 MORE, THomas, pseudonym .
THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1753 .
BY THOMAS MORE, PHILODESPOT.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by James Parker, at the Nero Printing
Office in Beaver - Street. (1752.]
6888 The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. (1752.]
6889 DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK, VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1753 .
. . DOOR THOMAS MORE.
Niewe- York : Gedruckt en te Koop, in den Nieve Druckery in de Bever
straat. [1752.]
6890 MUEHLENBERG , HENRY MELCHIOR 1711-1787
UNPARTHEYISCHE GEDANCKEN IN REIMEN BEY EINWEYHUNG EINER EVANGELISCHEN
KIRCHE IN GERMANTON, MITGETHEILT VON EINEM FREMDLINGE UNTER MESECH
DEN 1 OCTOBER 1752.
[ Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1752 ?] pp. 4. fol. ASP.
6891 NEDERDUYTSCHE ALMANACKE VOOR HET JAAR 1753.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt by H. De Foreest. [1752.]
6892 NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHE GESCHICHTS -CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR
1753 .







6893 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE .
THE ACTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-JERSEY, FROM
THE TIME OF THE SURRENDER OF THE GOVERNMENT IN THE SECOND YEAR OF THE
REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE, TO THIS PRESENT TIME, BEING THE TWENTY FIFTH YEAR
OF THE REIGN OF KING GEORGE THE SECOND. COLLECTED AND PUBLISHED BY
ORDER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE. WITH PROPER
TABLES ; AND AN ALPHABETICAL INDEX CONTAINING ALL THE PRINCIPAL MATTERS
IN THE BODY OF THE BOOK . By SAMUEL NEVILL, ESQ ; SECOND JUSTICE OF THE
SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE OF THE SAID PROVINCE.
[ Philadelphia :) Printed by William Bradford , Printer to the King's most
excellent Majesty for the Province of New - Jersey. MDCCLII. pp . (2) , (2) , 507. fol . $30
6894 ANNO REGNI GEORGII 11. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, & HIBERNIÆ .
VIGESIMO QUINTO . AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-JERSEY ; BEGUN AND HELD AT PERTH-AMBOY, ON THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY
OF JANUARY, 1752 ; AND ENDED ON THE TWELFTH OF FEBRUARY FOLLOWING,
BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF THIS PRESENT ASSEMBLY ; ON WHICH DAY THE
FOLLOWING ACT WAS PASSED . [ Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of New -Jersey. (1752.) pp. 27. fol.
6895 THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-JERSEY. HELD THE 14TH OF DECEMBER, 1752. [-22 December, 1752.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1752. pp. 12. fol . PRO.
6896 NEW YORK. PROVINCE.
JOURNAL OF THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLONY OF NEW-YORK. (24 October - 11 November, 1752.] [ Colophon :]
New -York : Printed by James Parker , at the New Printing-office in Beader
Street. 1752. pp. 21. fol. PRO.
6897 LAWS OF NEW-YORK, FROM THE YEAR 1691 , to 1751 , INCLUSIVE. PUBLISHED
ACCORDING TO AN ACTOF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. [Digested by William Liv
ingston and William Smith junior.] Vol . 1 .
New - York : Printed by James Parker, Printer to the Government, at the
ner Printing -office in Beaver - Street. MDCCLII. pp. (2) , (2) , (4) , iii, 488 , ( 1 ),
(8) . fol. NYPL . 24
6898 .AN ORDINANCE FOR
REGULATING AND ESTABLISHING FEES. IN COUNCIL ,
THE 19TH OCTOBER A. D. 1710 .
New - York : Printed by James Parker. MDCCLII. pp. (8) . fol.
6899 THE NEW-YORK EVENING Post. JANUARY-MARCH 30 ? 1752 .
Nero - York : Printed by Henry De Foreest. 1752. fol .
6900 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE REVIVED IN THE WEEKLY POST-BOY.
WITH THE
FRESHEST ADVICES , FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK .
JANUARY -DECEMBER , 1752.
Nero - York : Printed by James Parker, at the New Printing - Office , in









THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . NUMB. 1. AUGUST 3 , [ -December, 1752.]
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, at his Printing - Office on Hunter's
Key , next door to Mr. Walton's storehouse ; 1752. fol.
The date of publication of the first number is apparently correct
from the early numbers in the possession of the Library Company
of Philadelphia, although Gaine, in the issue of the Mercury for
October 28 , 1765 , states that the first issue was August 8th . In
May 1753 , the printing office was removed to opposite the Old
Slip Market. In May 1754, it was again removed to Queen
Street, next door to Mr. Robert G. Livingston's between the Fly
and Meal Markets, where, in October , was first displayed the Sign
of the Bible and Crown , which continued to be the distinguishing
mark of Gaine's printing-office until the close of the Revolution
ary War, when the Crown was removed from the Bible. In May
1757, the printing -office was removed, permanently, to Hanover
Square, except for a brief period, from April to October 1763 ,
when it was located in Rotten -Row , next door to that corner
opposite the Merchants' Coffee House. In November, 1765 , pub
lication was temporarily suspended while the Stamp Act was in
force. In February 1768 , the name of the paper was altered to
“ The New - York Gazette and the weekly Mercury .” From Sep
tember 21 , to November 2 , 1776 , the Gazette was printed by Gaine
at Newark, in East-New - Jersey, but receiving insufficient support
Gaine returned to New York and devoted his paper to the royal
ist cause .
When peace was established the Gazette ceased publi
cation 10 November 1783 , after an existence of about thirty -one
years under its founder.
6902 NILES, SAMUEL 1674-1762
A VINDICATION OF DIVERS IMPORTANT GOSPEL-DOCTRINES, AND OF THE TEACHERS
AND PROFESSORS OF THEM AGAINST THE INJURIOUS REFLECTIONS AND MISREPRE
SENTATIONS CONTAINED IN A LATE PRINTED DISCOURSE OF THE REV. LEMUEL
BRIANT'S INTITLED , THE ABSURDITY AND BLASPHEMY OF DEPRECIATING MORAL
VERTUE . ALSO A FEW REMARKS ON MR. John Bass'S LATE NARRATIVE.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland . 1752. pp. 120. 8vo. MHS.
.
6903 NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE .
A COLLECTION OF ALL THE PUBLIC ACTS OF ASSEMBLY, OF THE PROVINCE OF
NORTH -CAROLINA : NOW IN FORCE AND USE. TOGETHER WITH THE TITLES OF
ALL SUCH LAWS AS ARE OBSOLETE, EXPIR'D, OR REPEALED. AND ALSO , AN EXACT
TABLE OF THE TITLES OF THE Acrs IN FORCE . REVISED BY COMMISSIONERS
APPOINTED BY AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE, FOR
THAT PURPOSE ; AND EXAMINED WITH THE RECORDS, AND CONFIRMED IN FULL
ASSEMBLY .
Nerbern : Printed by James Davis, MDCCLII. pp. ( 2 ) , ( 2), xii, (2),
371 , (2) . fol. $ 40
6904 OLD IRELAND'S MISERY AT AN END ; OR, THE ENGLISH EMPIRE IN THE BRAZILS
RESTORED . BEING THE SECOND APPEARANCE OF THE INCHANTED LADY, WHO
APPEARED THE FIFTH DAY OF JUNE, 1752. IN THE FORM OF A MERMAID ON A
SAND-BANK IN THE HARBOUR OF LOUGRES, AND PARISH OF ENDESKEALE, NORTH
WEST OF THE COUNTY OF DONEGALL, IN IRELAND, AS WAS SEEN AND HEARD BY
Thomas WHITE, JOHN BROWN, AND WILLIAM CUNNINGHAM , WHO WERE COMING
UP THE CHANNEL IN A SMALL FISHING BOAT.










ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ ,
VIGESIMO QUINTO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYL
VANIA , BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA , THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF
OCTOBER, ANNO DOMINI 1750 , IN THE TWENTY - FOURTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF
OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN ,
FRANCE, AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITII , &C. AND FROM THENCE
CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE SIXTH DAY OF August, 1751. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLII. pp. (2), clxi. fol. LCP .
The same. VIGESIMO QUINTO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA, THE FOUR
TEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER ; ANNO DOMINI 1751 IN THE TWENTY - FIFTH YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT
BRITAIN , FRANCE , AND IRELAND, KING , DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. AND
FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE THIRD DAY OF FEBRUARY,
1752. ( Arms]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLII. pp. (2), 161-184. fol.
The same. VIGESIMO SEXTO AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED
BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE TENTH DAY OF AUGUST, 1752.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero- Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLII. pp. (2), 187-208. fol.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROV .
INCE OF PENNSYLVANIA. BEGINNING THE 4TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1682.
VOLUME THE FIRST. IN TWO PARTS. [ Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the Nero
Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLII. pp. xxxviii, 164 ; xxix ; (2), viii,
187. fol.
HSP .







THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1752 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post-Master , and D. Hall at the
New - Printing - Office, near the Market. 1752. fol.
NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1752 .
THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY - DECEM
BER, 1752.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford at the sign of the
Bible, the corner of Black Horse Alley in Second - street. 1752. fol.
NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1752.
PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16 , 1752.




6914 PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA. CHRIST -CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST -CHURCH PARISH, IN PHILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 24 , 1751 , TO DECEMBER 24 , 1752. By CALEB Cash ,
CLERK , AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON .











GOSPEL -MINISTERS ARE THE SERVANTS OF CHRIST-JESUS :—AND ACCORDINGLY IT
BELONGS TO THEM , TO MAKE RETURNS UNTO HIM , AS THEIR LORD AND MASTER.
A SERMON DELIVERED (MOSTLY) ON THE 13TH OF NOVEMBER, 1751. AT THE
INSTALLMENT OF THE REV. MR. SAMUEL CHANDLER , TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF
THE FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST IN GLOUCESTER . AND NOW PUBLISHED, AT THE
DESIRE OF THE REVEREND MINISTERS, AND MANY OF THE GOOD PEOPLE OF THAT
PARISH ; AND OF SEVERAL OTHER GENTLEMEN : TO WHOM IT IS HUMBLY DEDICATED ;
( Six lines of Scripture quotations.)
Boston : Printed by 8. Kneeland in Queen -street. 1752. pp . (2), 31. 8vo.
POOR ROBIN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1753.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. [1752.]
REFORMED DUTCH CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA.
GEISTREICHE LIEDER. KERN ALTER UND NEUER, IN 700. BESTEHENDER, GEISTREI
CHER , LIEDER, WELCHE SOWOHL BEY DEM ÖFFENTLICHEN GOTTESDIENSTE IN
DENEN REFORMIRTEN KIRCHEN DER HESSISCH-HANAUISCH-PFÄLZISCH-PENNSYL
VANISCHEN UND MEHRERN ANDERN ANGR NTZENDEN LANDEN ALS AUCH ZUR
PRIVAT-ANDACHT UND ERBAUUNG NÜTZLICH KÖNNEN GEBRAUCHT WERDEN. NEBST
JOACHIMI NEANDRI BUNDES-LIEDERN MIT BEYGEFÜGTEN MORGEN-ABEND-UND
COMUNION GEBÄTERN, WIE AUCH CATECHISMO UND SIMBOLIS. NACH DEM NEUES
TEN GESANGBUCH , WELCHES GEDRUCKT zu MARBURG, BEY JOHANN HEINRICH
STOCK, NUN ZUM ERSTEN MAL GEDRUCKT ZU
Germanton bey Christoph Saur. 1752. pp. 562 , ( 10) , 123. 16mo. ASP.
The first Reformed Hymn-book printed in the United States.
RELIGION OF THE ANCIENT BRACHMANS ; MANIFESTED , IN EPISTLES AND DISCOURSES
BETWEEN ALEXANDER THE GREAT, AND DINDIMUS KING OF THE BRACHMANS.
WITH A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THEIR MANNER OF LIVING : AS ALSO , OF THE RELIGION
OF THE EASTERN MAGI , AND SOME HINTS, OF THE BELIEF OF THE ANCIENT CHINESE,
AND PHILOSOPHERS CONCERNING GOD, AND THE FALL OF MAN. COLLECTED AND
PUBLISHED FOR GENERAL SERVICE..
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , next door to the Pipe,
on Church - Alley. 1752. pp . 24. 8vo.
RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS, IN NEW - ENGLAND, IN AMERICA . FROM ANNO 1745 , TO ANNO 1752.
[Arms]
Newport, Rhode- Island : Printed by J. Franklin, at the Printing - Office
under the Town - School - House . MDCCLII. pp. (2), (6 ), 110. fol. JCB . RL
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND,AND PROVIDENCE -PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN
AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT, AT SOUTH-KINGSTOWN, THE LAST
TUESDAY OF FEBRUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - TWO : AND IN
THE TWENTY - FIFTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY, GEORGE
THE SECOND , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT-BRITAIN , FRANCE, AND IRELAND,
KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. [ Dated ,] NEWPORT, March 4 , 1752 ;
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY Thomas WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1752.] pp. 57-69 . fol .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, ON THE
FIFTH DAY OF MAY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - TWO : AND IN THE
TWENTY - FIFTH YEAR, .. IT BEING THE DAY BEFORE THE GENERAL ELECTION .




















RHODE ISLAND . COLONY, continued .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, ON THE
FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY - TWO : AND IN THE TWENTY - FIFTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF
HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE SECOND, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN , &C.
[ Dated ,] NEWPORT, May 11 , 1752 . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY
THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1752.) pp . 5-20 , fol. JCB .
6923 The same. BEGUN AND HELD (IN CONSEQUENCE OF A WARRANT ISSUED BY
HIS HONOUR THE GOVERNOR) AT NEWPORT, IN SAID COLONY, ON THE FIRST DAY
OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -TWO : AND IN THE TWENTY
FIFTH YEAR . [Dated ,] NEWPORT, JUNE 8 , 1752. PUBLISHED ACCORDING
TO ORDER, BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1752.] pp. 21-38 . fol .
.
JCB .
6924 The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, ON THE
THIRD MONDAY OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - TWO : AND
IN THE TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE SECOND, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN, &C. (Dated ,] NEWPORT, SEPT. 1 , 1752 .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY THOMASWARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1752. ] pp. 39-55. fol. JCB.
6925
AND IN THE
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT PROVIDENCE, ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY
OF OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -Two :
TWENTY -SIXTH YEAR .. [Dated , ] NEWPORT, Nov. 7 , 1752 . PUBLISHED
ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.




SOME MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JOHN ROBERTS . WRITTEN BY HIS son... THE
THIRD EDITION.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1752.
6927 RONDE, LAMBERTUS DE
DE WARE GEDAGT'NIS, GELOVIGE NAVOLGING, EN SALIG UITEINDE, VAN GETROUWE
VOORGANGERS, VERKLAARTEN TOEGEPAST, IN ENE LYKREDE, UIT HEBR. 13 ,
vs. 7 . EN TER GELEGENTHEYD VAN HET SMARTELYK AFSTERVEN VAN DEN
GODVRUGTIGE EN SEER GELEERDEN HEER GUALTHERUS Du Bois. IN ZYN LEVEN
GETROUW LERAAR IN DE GEMEENTE TE NEW-YORK. UITGESPROKEN OP DEN
13 OCTOBER, 1751 .
Nieuw - York, Gedrukt by Hendricus De Foreest. In 't Jaar, 1752. pp.




6928 ROSS, ROBERT -1782
A COMPLETE INTRODUCTION TO THE LATIN TONGUE : WHEREIN IS CONTAINED , ALL
THAT IS NECESSARY TO BE LEARN'D ON THE SEVERAL PARTS OF GRAMMAR ; IN A
PLAIN , EASY , RATIONAL METHOD. COMPREHENDING THE SUBSTANCE OF WHAT
HAS BEEN TAUGHT BY SOME OF THE BEST GRAMMARIANS, VIZ. LILLY, RUDDIMAN ,
PHILLIPPS, HOLMES, BP. WETTENHALL, CHEEVER, CLARKE , READ, &C. PUB
LISHED PRINCIPALLY FOR THE USE OF THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL AT NEWARK ; AND
RECOMMENDED TO ALL WHO DESIGN TO SEND THEIR CHILDREN TO NEW JERSEY
COLLEGE.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker at the New Printing -Office in










SHEPHERD, JOB, pseudonym .
POOR JOB, 1753 . AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1753. . .
JOB SHEPHERD, PHILOM . .
Neroport: Printed and sold by James Franklin, at the Printing - Office
under the Town - School- House. (1752.] pp. (20). 16 mo. NYPL .
SHERMAN, ROGER 1721-1793
An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY. OR AN ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1753. .
New - York : Printed and sold by Henry De Foreest, in King -street.




Nero - London : Printed and sold by T. Green . [ 1752.] pp. ( 16). 8vo.
6932 The same.
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle ? [1752.]
6933 A CAVEAT AGAINST INJUSTICE, OR AN ENQUIRY INTO THE EVIL CONSEQUENCES
OF A FLUCTUATING MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE. WHEREIN IS CONSIDERED WHETHER
THE BILLS OF CREDIT ON THE NEIGHBORING GOVERNMENTS ARE A LEGAL TENDER
IN PAYMENTS OF MONEY IN THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT FOR DEBTS DUE BY
BOOK AND OTHERWISE , WHERE THE CONTRACT MENTIONS ONLY OLD - TENOR MONEY.
By PHILEUNOMOS.
New - York : Printed by Henry De Foreest in King Street. 1752. pp. 15.
16mo.
The only known copy, sold at the sale of the Brinley Library for
$100, is in the collection of the late Senator George F. Hoar, a
grandson of the author.
6934 SMITH, E.
THE COMPLEAT HOUSEWIFE ; OR, ACCOMPLISH'D GENTLEWOMAN'S COMPANION : BEING
A COLLECTION OF SEVERAL HUNDRED OF THE MOST APPROVED RECEIPTS, IN
COOKERY, PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY, PRESERVING , PICKLES, CAKES, CREAMS, JEL
LIES, MADE WINES, CORDIALS . AND ALSO BILLS OF FARE FOR EVERY MONTH IN THE
YEAR. To WHICH IS ADDED, A COLLECTION OF NEAR TWO HUNDRED FAMILY
RECEIPTS OF MEDICINES, VIZ. DRINKS, SYRUPS, SALVES , OINTMENTS , AND MANY
OTHER THINGS OF SOVEREIGN AND APPROVED EFFICACY IN MOST DISTEMPERS, PAINS,
ACHES, WOUNDS, SORES, &C. , NEVER BEFORE MADE PUBLICK IN THESE PARTS : FIT
EITHER FOR PRIVATE FAMILIES, OR SUCH PUBLICK-SPIRITED GENTLEWOMEN AS
WOULD BE BENEFICENT TO THEIR POOR NEIGHBOURS. COLLECTED FROM
THE SIXTH EDITION.
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter. 1752 .
.
6935 SOME THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION : WITH REASONS FOR ERECTING A COLLEGE IN THE
PROVINCE, AND FIXING THE SAME AT THE CITY OF NEW - YORK. TO WHICH
IS ADDED, A SCHEME FOR EMPLOYING MASTERS AND TEACHERS IN THE MEANTIME ;
AND ALSO FOR RAISING AND ENDOWING AN EDIFICE IN AN EASY MANNER. THE
WHOLE CONCLUDED WITH A POEM, BEING A SERIOUS ADDRESS TO THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker, at the new Printing-office
in Beaver - street. 1752 . pp . 9 , 32. 8vo .
The Introduction is signed Philomathes .
6936 THE SOUTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1752.










STEINER , J. CONRAD
J. CONRAD STEINER, REF. PRED. IN GERMANTOWN, WÄCHTER-STIMM AUS
VERWÜSTETEN REFORMIRTEN SION IN PENNSYLVANIEN AN DESSEN LEHRER UND
WÄCHETER INS BESONDER UND DES GESAMTE NOCH INS GEMEIN.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Chr. Saur. 1752. pp. 16. 4to .
The “ Watchman's call” is written in verse .
6938 STEVENS, BENJAMIN 1720-1754
A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF ANDREW PEPPERELL, ESQ ; ONLY SON OF
THE HONOURABLE SIR WILLIAM PEPPERELL, BART . WHO DIED MARCH THE 1ST.
1751 IN THE 26TH YEAR OF HIS AGE. PREACHED AT THE LOWER PARISH IN
KITTERY, THE LORD'S DAY AFTER HIS FUNERAL .
Boston : Printed by D. Foule. 1752. pp. 31. 8vo. BA .
6939 STITH, WILLIAM 1689–1755
THE SINFULNESS AND PERNICIOUS NATURE OF GAMING . A SERMON PREACHED BE
FORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT WILLIAMSBURG, MARCH 1 , 1752. ... PUB
LISH'D AT THE REQUEST OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES.
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1752.
6940 TENNENT, GILBERT 1703-1764
THE DIVINE GOVERNMENT OVER ALL CONSIDERED , AND THE NECESSITY OF GRATI
TUDE, FOR BENEFITS CONFERRED , (BY IT,) REPRESENTED, IN TWO SERMONS,
PREACH'D JUNE THE 7TH. 1752. IN THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH LATELY ERECTED
IN ARCH-STREET, IN THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA . ON OCCASION OF THE FIRST
CELEBRATION OF RELIGIOUS WORSHIP THERE.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford in Second Street. [1752.]
pp. 79. 8vo.
6941 VIRGINIA . COLONY.
THE ACTS OF ASSEMBLY, NOW IN FORCE, IN THE COLONY OF VIRGINIA. WITH THE
TITLES OF SUCH AS ARE EXPIRED, OR REPEALED ; NOTES IN THE MARGIN, SHOWING ,
HOW, AND AT WHAT TIME THEY WERE REPEALED : AND AN EXACT TABLE TO THE
WHOLE. PUBLISH'D PURSUANT TO AN ORDER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY .
[ Arms.)
Williamsburg. Printed by William Hunter. MDCCLII. pp. (2) , (4),
vi, 455 , ( 1 ). fol. NYPL
Contains a list of subscribers.
$17
6942 ANNO REGNI GEORGII II, REGIS ANGLIÆ , SCOTIÆ , FRANCIÆ , & HIBERNIE
VICESSIMO QUINTO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE
COLLEGE, IN WILLIAMSBURG, ON THURSDAY THE TWENTY SEVENTH DAY OF
FEBRUARY, IN THE TWENTY FIFTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND IRELAND,
KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITII, &C. AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1752.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1752.] pp . 47 , ( 1 ) . fol .
6943 JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [27 February, -20 April, 1752.)
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1752. pp. 124. fol. VSL.
6944 THE VIRGINIA
GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1752.






6945 WATTS, ISAAC 1674-1748
HYMNS AND SPIRITUAL SONGS. IN THREE BOOKS. 1. COLLECTED FROM THE
SCRIPTURES . II. COMPOS'D ON DIVINE SUBJECTS . III . PREPAR'D FOR THE
LORD'S SUPPER.
Nero - York : Printed and Sold by H. Gaine, 1752. pp. xii, 291 , xvi. 16mo.
6946 WHETEN, GEORGE
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY ; OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1753 .
Boston : [1752.] MHS.
6947 WILLIAMS, NATHANIEL 1675-1738
THE METHOD OF PRACTICE IN THE SMALL - POX , WITH OBSERVATIONS ON THE WAY OF
INOCULATION . TAKEN FROM A MANUSCRIPT OF THE LATE DR. NATHANAEL
WILLIAMS OF BOSTON IN N. E. PUBLISHED FOR THE COMMON ADVANTAGE, MORE
ESPECIALLY OF THE COUNTRY TOWNS, WHO MAY BE VISITED WITH THAT DISTEMPER .
[With preface by Thomas Prince.]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland, in Queenstreet opposite the
Prison . MDCCLII. pp. (4) , 16 , 1 plate. 12mo. AAS , BA. SGO .
6948 YALE COLLEGE.
PRÆCLARISSIMO VITÆ INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FELICISSIMÈ GUBERNANDI RATIONE
INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO ROGERO WOLCOTT ARMIGERO COLONIÆ CONNECTICUTENSIS
GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO D. THOMÆ CLAP COLLEGII
YALENSIS PRÆSIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO
YALENSIS DEFENDERE . (Colophon :)





6949 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII- YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo-PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS. IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS , MDCCLII.
[ Novi - Londini, excudebat Timotheus Green . 1752. ] Broadside. Sm. fol . yc.
6950 AARON, MARGALITHA
DER WUNDERBAHRE BUSSFERTIGE SEELENSORGER, WIS ER ZUR ERKENNTNISS
SEINER SÜNDEN KOMMEN IST, UND SIE BEREUT HAT. HERR M. AARON, PRIESTER
DER GROSSEN STADT BABEL. HERAUSGEGEBEN VON C. A. EINEM EXULANTEN
WELCHER UM DER WAHRHEIT WILLEN VERTRIEBEN.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur . 1753. pp. 36. 16mo. ASP.
6951 1672-1719ADDISON , JOSEPH
CATO . A TRAGEDY.
New York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1753 .
6952 ALLEN, JOSEPH
USEFUL QUESTIONS, WHEREBY A PERSON MAY EXAMINE HIMSELF EVERY DAY. COM
POSED BY THE REV'D JOSEPH ALLEN : AND INTRODUCED WITH THIS GENERAL
DIRECTION , VIZ. EVERY EVENING BEFORE YOU SLEEP (UNLESS YOU FIND SOME
OTHER TIME OF THE DAY MORE FOR YOUR ADVANTAGE IN THIS WORK) SEQUESTER
YOURSELF FROM THE WORLD, AND, HAVING SET YOUR HEART IN THE PRESENCE OF
THE LORD, CHARGE IT BEFORE GOD TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWIMG INTERROGA
TORIES.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford , at the sign of the






6953 AMES, NATHANIEL 1708-1764
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR AN ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1754. .
Boston, New -England : Printed by J. Draper, for the Booksellers. [1753.]
pp . (16.) 16mo. MHS. NYPL .
6954 APLIN, JOHN
AN ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF New-ENGLAND : OCCASIONED BY THE PREACHING
AND PUBLISHING OF CERTAIN DOCTRINES, DESTRUCTIVE OF THEIR RIGHTS AND
LIBERTIES, BOTH RELIGIOUS AND CIVIL IN A SERMON [by James Macsparran ),
ENTITULED, THE SACRED DIGNITY OF THE CHRISTIAN PRIESTHOOD VINDICATED.
BY A NATIVE OF NEW - ENGLAND.
Neroport : Printed and sold by J. Franklin . 1753. pp . 31. 8vo. MHS.
6955 APPLETON , NATHANIEL 1693-1784
How GOD WILLS THE SALVATION OF ALL MEN ; AND THEIR COMING TO THE KNOWL
EDGE OF THE TRUTH , AS THE MEANS THEREOF. ILLUSTRATED IN A SERMON FROM
1 TIM . II . 4. PREACHED IN Boston, MARCH 27 , 1753 , AT THE ORDINATION OF
THE REv. MR. STEPHEN BADGER, AS A MISSIONARY WITH A SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO THE INDIANS AT NATICK . PUBLISHED AT THE UNANIMOUS DESIRE OF THE
ECCLESIASTICAL COUNCIL CONVENED ON THAT OCCASION ; AND OF OTHER HEARERS.
... TO WHICH ARE ANNEXED, THE CHARGE, BY THE REVEREND DR. SEWALL :
AND THE RIGHT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , BY THE REVEREND MR. ABBOT. [Five
lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland in Queen - street. 1753. pp.
( 4 ), 34. 8vo. BA. BM. CES.
6956 TAE SERVANT'S ACTUAL READINESS FOR THE COMING OF HIS LORD , DESCRIBED,
AND RECOMMENDED . IN TWO DISCOURSES PREACHED AT LEXINGTON, DECEMBER
17TH. 1752. BEING THE LORD'S DAY AFTER THE FUNERAL OF THEIR LATE VEN
ERABLE AND AGED PASTOR , THE REVEREND MR. JOHN HANCOCK , WHO GOING TO
BED AS WELL AS USUAL THE NIGHT AFTER THE 5TH OF DECEMBER, AND AWAKING
SOME TIME AFTER MIDNIGHT WITH A GREAT PAIN IN HIS STOMACH, DIED IN A FEW
MINUTES . IN THE 820 YEAR OF HIS AGE, AND 54TH OF HIS MINISTRY. . . . PUB
LISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE PEOPLE OF LEXINGTON . [ Five lines of Scripture
texts.)
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1753.
8vo.
pp . 2, 39, BA. NYPL.
6957 ASHLEY, JONATHAN 1713-1780
An HUMBLE ATTEMPT TO GIVE A CLEAR ACCOUNT FROM SCRIPTURE, HOW THE JEWISH
AND CHRISTIAN CHURCHES WERE CONSTITUTED , AND WHAT SORT OF SAINTSHIP IS
NECESSARY IN ORDER TO BE A COMMUNICANT AT THE LORD'S TABLE. ENDEAV.
OURED IN TWO SERMONS PREACHED AT DEERFIELD JUNE 24 , 1753. [ Five
lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston ; N. E. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street, opposite




THE NEW-JERSEY ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1754 .













A CATECHISM AND CONFESSION OF FAITH APPROVED OF, AND AGREED UNTO , BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PATRIARCHS, PROPHETS, AND APOSTLES, CHRIST HIM
SELF CHIEF SPEAKER IN AND AMONG THEM. WHICH CONTAINETH A TRUE AND
FAITHFUL ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPLES AND DOCTRINES, WHICH ARE MOST SURELY
BELIEVED BY THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN GREAT BRITAIN , IRELAND, &C. WHO
ARE REPROACHFULLY CALLED BY THE NAME OF QUAKERS ; YET ARE FOUND IN THE
ONE FAITH WITH THE PRIMITIVE CHURCHES AND SAINTS, AS IS MOST CLEAKLY
DEMONSTRATED BY SOME PLAIN SCRIPTURE - TESTIMONIES (WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES
OR COMMENTARIES) WHICH ARE HERE COLLECTED AND INSERTED BY WAY OF
ANSWER TO A FEW WEIGHTY, YET EASY AND FAMILIAR QUESTIONS, FITTED AS WELL
FOR THE WISEST AND LARGEST, AS FOR THE MEANEST AND LOWEST CAPACITIES.
TO WHICH IS ADDED, AN EXPOSTULATION WITH, AND APPEAL TO , ALL OTHER PRO
FESSORS , THE EIGHTH EDITION. By R. B. A SERVANT OF THE CHURCH OF
CHRIST.
London , Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin.
in Church - Alley. 1753. pp. (2), ( 8 ), 200, (3) , (2) . 8vo.
BASS, JOHN -1762
A LETTER TO THE REv. MR. MILES, OF BRAINTREE, CONTAINING SOME REMARKS
ON HIS DYING TESTIMONY .
Boston , Printed 1753. pp. (14). 8vo. AAS. BA .
BEAVEN, SAMUEL
LAY-LIBERTY REASSERTED : IN A LETTER TO THE LATE ORTHODOX CHAMPION FOR THE
SACRED DIGNITY OF THE CHRISTIAN PRIESTHOOD [Six lines of quotations.]
Newport : Printed and sold by J. Franklin , at the Printing- Office under
the Town - School-House. 1753. pp. [39] . 12mo.
RIHS.
THE RELIGIOUS LIBERTIES OF THE CHRISTIAN LAITY ASSERTED , TO WHICH IS
ADDED A SHORT APPENDIX. ( Five lines from] Amos, 7TH CHAPTER, VER 14 , 16
AND 15TH.
Neroport : Printed and sold by J. Franklin at the Printing -Office under
the Town - School- House. 1753. pp. 21 , 2. 12mo.
BELLAMY, JOSEPH 1719-1790
THE GREAT EVIL OF SIN, AS IT IS COMMITTED AGAINST GOD. A SERMON PREACHED
IN GOSHEN, AT A MEETING OF THE CONSOCIATION OF LITCHFIELD -County, May
30TH 1753. [Four lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street. 1753.
pp. (4), 36. 8vo. BA. BM. CHS . MHS.
BENKENDORFF, HENRICO
SELIGER MARTER-STAND DER ERSTEN CHRISTEN , ODER VON DEN ZEHEN HAUPT
VERFOLGUNGEN DER ERSTEN CHRISTEN NEUES- TESTAMENTS ; IN DEN ERSTEN
DREYHUNDERT JAHREN, UNTER DEN HEIDNISCHEN KEYSERN , BIS AUF DEN ERSTEN
CHRISTLICHEN KAYSER CONSTANTINUM MAGNUM : WIE AUCH VON DEN VIEL
FÄLTIGEN MÄRTERERN UND STANDHAFFTIGEN BEKENNERN CARISTI SELBIGER ZEIT,
UND DERER SCHWERER UND GRAUSAMEN MARTER. NACH EINES JEDEN GOTTSE
LIGEN BELIEBEN WIE EIN ANMUTHIGES IM CHRISTENTHUM ZUR UBUNG DER
GEDULD MOHL DIENSAMES HAND -BÜCHLEIN , DERGLEICHEN HIEBEVOR IN UNSERER
MUTTER - SPRACHE NICHT GAR VIEL ZU FINDEN , NÜTZLICH ZU GEBRAUCHEN . AUS
DEN ÄLTESTEN SCRIBENTEN MIT FLEISS ZUSAMEN GETRAGEN , UND DEM GEMEINEN
MANN ZUM BESTEN IN DEUTSCHER SPRACHE BESCHRIEBEN . VON HENRICO
BENKENDORFF, VON ULTZEN.
Philadelphia , Gedruckt und zu finden bey Anton Armbruester wohnhafft












6965 BIBLIA . OLD TESTAMENT. Psalms.
THE PSALMS OF DAVID, IMITATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT:
AND APPLY'D TO THE CHRISTIAN STATE AND WORSHIP. By I. WATTS, D. D. THE
SIXTEENTH EDITION.
Philadelphia , Sold by J. Chattin, Printer, W. Muir, Book -binder near
Market Wharf, W. Schippius, Book -binder in Strawberry Alley; and by Garrat
Noel, Bookseller, Nero - York. ( 1753 ] pp . ( 2 ) , 320 , ( 18 ) , ( 12). 12mo .
6966 1699-1747BLAIR , ROBERT
THE GRAVE. A POEM . BY WILLIAM [ sic] BLAIR .
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1753 .
6967 The same.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker, and W. Weyman : Sold by Garrat
Noel, Bookseller in Dock - street. 1753.
6968 BOLTON , ROBERT 1572-1631
TWENTY CONSIDERATIONS AGAINST SIN, BY THE EMINENTLY PIOUS, GREATLY LEARNED,
AND VENERABLE DIVINE MR. ROBERT BOLTON . EXTRACTED FROM THAT JUDI
CIOUS, CLOSE, AND PRACTICAL TREATISE OF HIS, ENTITULED , INSTRUCTIONS FOR A
RIGHT COMFORTING AFFLICTED CONSCIENCE
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the sign of the
Bible, in Second - Street. MDCCLIII. pp. 27. 8vo . HSP. NYPL .
6969 1713-1767BOSTON, THOMAS
THE NATURE AND NECESSITY OF REGENERATION
Boston : 1763. pp . 71. 12mo .
. O
6970 THE BOSTON EVENING-Post. JANUARY- DECEMBER, 1753.
Boston : Printed by T. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown , in Cornhill. 1753.
fol.
6971 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR WEEKLY ADVERTISER. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST AD
VICES FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . NUMB. 1. JANUARY 3. [ -December, 1753.]
Boston : Printed [ by 8. Kneeland ] opposite the Prison in Queen Street
1753. 4to.
Created on the foundation of the old Boston Gazette and Weekly
Journal, by Samuel Kneeland after the dissolution of his partner
ship with Timothy Green . The paper was discontinued in two
years on account of the ProvincialStamp Act, and never revived.
6972 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS-LETTER . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1753.
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1753 . fol.
6973 THE BOSTON WEEKLY POST-BOY. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1753 .
Boston : Printed for Ellis Huske, Post Master. 1753 . 4to.
6974
HELD AT BRAINTREE ,
BRAINTREE. MASSACHUSETTS. COUNCIL.
RESULT OF THE COUNCIL OF A NUMBER OF CHURCHES
MASSACHUSETTS, DECEMBER 5, 1752 .












BRAINTREE. MASSACHUSETTS . FIRST CHURCH .
THE REPORT OF A COMMITTEE OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN BRAINTREE, APPOINTED
IN MARCH 1753. TO ENQUIRE INTO THE GROUNDS OF THOSE SLANDEROUS RE
PORTS THAT HAD BEEN SPREAD ABROAD , RESPECTING THEMSELVES, AND THE
REVEREND MR. LEMUEL BRIANT, THEIR PASTOR. [ Fifteen lines of Script
ure texts.]






An ANSWER TO THE REMARKS OF THE PLYMOUTH COMPANY, OR (AS THEY CALL
THEMSELVES) THE PROPRIETORS OF THE KENNEBECK PURCHASE, FROM THE LATE
COLONY OF NEW -PLYMOUTH, PUBLISHED BY VIRTUE OF THEIR VOTE OF 31ST OF
JANUARY LAST ; ON THE PLAN AND EXTRACTS OF DEEDS PUBLISHED BY THE PRO
PRIETORS OF THE TOWNSHIP OF BRUNSWICK. AGREEABLE TO THEIR VOTE OF
THE 4TH OF JANUARY IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING . WHEREIN , THE MANY TRIF
LING CAVILS AGAINST SAID PLAN AND EXTRACTS ARE ANSWERED, MANY ASPERSIONS
CAST ON THEM WIPED OFF ; AND THEIR ENTIRE CONSISTENCY WITH EACH OTHER
FULLY SHEWN. AND ALSO THE BOUNDARIES OF THE PLYMOUTH COMPANIES' TRACT
UPON KENNEBECK -RIVER ARE AT LARGE SET FORTH AND ASCERTAINED .
Boston in N. E.: Printed in the year MDCCLIII. pp . 34. 4to . NYPL .
THE CASE OF THE GERMAN PROTESTANT CHURCHES SETTLED IN THE PROVINCE
OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND IN NORTH AMERICA .











AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1754. By GEORGE CHRISTOPHER, PHILODESPOT.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. [1753.]
ALMANAK VOOR HET JAAR 1764. DOOR GEORGE CHRISTOPHER .
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt by Hugh Gaine. [1753.]
CLEAVELAND, JOHN 1722-1799
AN EPICEDIUM, OR A POETICAL ATTEMPT UPON THE LIFE & DEATH OF MR. JOSIAH
CLEAVELAND, LATE OF CANTERBURY.
Boston : 1753. pp. 16. 8vo.
CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN, AND
HELD AT HARTFORD, ON THE SECOND THURSDAY OF MAY, IN THE TWENTY SIXTH
YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE SECOND , OF GREAT
BRITAIN , &c. King. ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1753. [Colophon :]
New - London : Printed & sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Gov. &
Comp. 1753. pp. 269-271 . fol .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEW -HAVEN , OCTOBER, 1753 .
[ Colophon :]
Nero - London , Printed, and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Govern
our, and Company of his Majesty's Colony of Connecticut, 1753. pp. 273-279 .
fol. CHS. YC.
CHS. CSL. HSP. YC.
6982
6983 A CONSPECTUS OR CLEAR VIEW OF THE LAWS IN ANY WAY AFFECTING THE TITLES
AND CONVEYANCES OF LANDS IN THE EASTERN PART OF THE PROVINCE [of Maine ),
WHICH HAVE OCCASIONED CONTROVERSIES AND DISPUTES , BEING CLAIMED BY VIRTUE
OF ANCIENT GRANTS FROM THE NATIVE INDIANS.






6984 COOPER, SAMUEL 1725-1783
A SERMON PREACHED IN Boston, NEW - ENGLAND, BEFORE THE SOCIETY FOR ENCOUR
AGING INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYING THE POOR ; August 8. 1753. .
Boston : Printed by J. Draper, for D. Henchman , in Cornhill. MDCCLIII.
pp. (4), ( 38 ). 8vo . BA.
6985
AND
COTTON , JOHN 1691-1757
WISDOM , KNOWLEDGE, AND THE FEAR OF GOD RECOMMENDED TO RULERS & PEOPLE.
A SERMON PREACH'D IN THE AUDIENCE OF HIS HONOUR SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ;
LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR COMMANDER IN CHIEF, THE HONOURABLE HIS
MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY in New-ENGLAND, MAY 30TH. 1753. BEING THE DAY FOR
THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE PROVINCE .
Boston , N. E.: Printed by John Draper, Printer to his Honour the Lieu
tenant -Governour and Council. 1753. pp. (4) , 42. 8vo. BA. BM. NYPL. WL.
6986 CRISP, STEPHEN 1628-1692
A SHORT HISTORY OF A LONG TRAVEL, FROM BABYLON TO BETHEL. BY S. (. TAE
INTH EDITION .




A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE REVEREND PRESBYTERY OF NEW-CASTLE, OCTO
BER 11. 1752. PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE PRESBYTERY AND CON
GREGATION.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the New
Printing - Office, in Market - Street. MDCCLIII. pp . v, 38. 8vo . CHS. LOC .
6988 A DEFENCE OF THE REMARKS OF THE PLYMOUTA COMPANY, ON THE PLAN AND EX
TRACTS OF DEEDS PUBLISHED BY THE PROPRIETORS (AS THEY TERM THEMSELVES)
OF THE TOWNSHIP OF BRUNSWICK, BEING A REPLY TO THEIR ANSWER TO SAID
REMARKS, LATELY PUBLISHED, ACCORDING TO THEIR VOTE OF MARCH 28 , 1753.
Boston : N. E. Printed in the year MDCCLIII. pp. (2) , [50.] 4to. WI. $11
6989 DEVOTION , EBENEZER 1714-1771
THE CIVIL RULER , A DIGNIFY'D SERVANT OF THE LORD, BUT A DYING MAN. A SER
MON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTI
CUT, AT HARTFORD, ON THE DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , MAY 10TH, 1753 .
· [Eight lines of quotations. )
N. London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green, Printer to the Good
Company. 1753. pp. (4), 59. 16mo. AAS. BPL . CHS. HC. MHS. YC.
.
6990 THE WORK OF THE GOSPEL MINISTRY A GREAT WORK. A SERMON DELIVERED
AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. DAVID RIPLEY TO THE PASTORAL
OFFICE OVER THE CHURCH AND CONGREGATION IN ABINGTON IN POMFRET. ON
THE TWENTY-FIRST OF FEBRUARY, 1753.
New - London : Printed and sold by T. Green , 1753. pp. (4) , 39. 16mo.
.
6991 DIETRICH , PRINZ VON ANHALT- DESSAU.
DER LETZTE WYLLE DES HOCHFÜRSTLICHEN PRINTZEN DIEDERICHS VON ANHALT
DESSAU , DES ALTEN REGIERENDEN FÜRSTEN VON DESSAU UND PREUSSISCHEN
GENERAL-FELDMARSCHALL SEIN SOHN, GESCHRIEBEN IM JAHR 1753 .
[ Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur ? ] Broadside. fol.











A SUMMARY, HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL , OF THE FIRST PLANTING , PROGRESSIVE
IMPROVEMENTS, AND PRESENT STATE OF THE BRITISH SETTLEMENTS IN NORTH
AMERICA. CONTAINING I. PROVINCE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE. II . COLONY OF
RHODE-ISLAND. COLONY OF CONNECTICUT. IV. PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK.
V. PROVINCE OF NEW - JERSEY. VI. PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA AND ITS
TERRITORIES. VII. PROVINCE OF MARYLAND. VIII , THE COLONY AND DOMIN
IONS OF VIRGINIA. VOL. II.
Boston, New England : Printed and sold by D. Fowle, in Ann -Street
facing the Town - Dock. 1753 . pp . (4) , 440. 8vo . MHS.
This volume was issued shortly after the death of Dr. Douglass in
1752, with a title-page bearing date of 1751. “ In order to render
this work more compleat,” twenty pages, 417-440 , were added to
the old sheets, from Salmon's Geographical and historical gram
mar, London, 1757 , and it is a peculiarity to be noted that these
additional pages are foundin copies of volumetwo whose title
page bears the date of 1753 , as given above, indicating a date of




USEFUL MISCELLANIES: OR, SERIOUS REFLECTIONS, RESPECTING MENS DUTY
GOD, AND ONE TOWARDS ANOTHER . WITH ADVICES, CIVIL AND RELIGIOUS, TEND
ING TO REGULATE THEIR CONDUCT IN THE VARIOUS OCCURRENCES OF HUMAN LIFE .
PUBLISHED FOR GENERAL SERVICE, BY A WELL-WISHER TO ALL MANKIND.
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church - Alley. 1753. pp. 96. 8vo.
LCP .
.
6994 DUNBAR, SAMUEL -1783
THE DUTY OF MINISTERS TO PREACH THE UNSEARCHABLE RICHES OF CHRIST. A
SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. JOHN ELLIS, IN
THE SECOND SOCIETY OF NORWICH, THE 6TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1753. ALSO
THE CHARGE GIVEN UPON THAT OCCASION , To WHICH IS ADDED , THE
RIGHT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , BY THE REVEREND MR. HOBART ESTABROOK , OF
EAST -HADDAM .
New - London : Printed and sold by T. Green, 1753. pp. (4), 84. 16mo.
6995 DYCHE, THOMAS
A GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH TONGUE, IN TWO P'ARTS. THE FORTY - FIRST EDITION.




TRUE GRACE, DISTINGUISHED FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF DEVILS ; IN A SERMON
PREACHED BEFORE THE SYNOD OF NEW-YORK, CONVENED AT NEWARK IN NEW
JERSEY, ON SEPTEMBER 28 , n. 8. , 1752. TO WHICH IS ADDED, SINNERS IN THE
HANDS OF AN ANGRY GOD. A SERMON , PREACH'D AT ENFIELD, JULY 8TH. 1741 .
AT A TIME OF GREAT AWAKENINGS ; AND ATTENDED WITH REMARKABLE IMPRES
SIONS ON MANY OF THE HEARERS.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Nero
Printing - Office in Beaver - street. 1753. pp. 62. 8vo.
Second title : SINNERS IN THE HANDS OF AN ANGRY GOD. A SERMON PREACHED
AT ENFIELD, JULY 8TH, 1741. SECOND EDITION .








6997 ELIOT, ANDREW 1719-1778
AN EVIL AND ADULTEROUS GENERATION . A SERMON PREACHED ON THE PUBLICK
FAST, APRIL 19 , 1753. .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, for J. Winter , over against the King's
Arms in Union - street. 1753. pp. 26. 8vo. AAS. BA. MHS . YC .
6998 ELIOT, JARED 1685-1763
AN ESSAY UPON FIELD - HUSBANDRY, WITH ADDITIONS.
New - York : Reprinted for Garrat Noel. 1753. pp. 200. 8vo.
6999 A CONTINUATION OF AN ESSAY UPON FIELD - HUSBANDRY, AS IT IS OR MAY
BE ORDERED IN NEW - ENGLAND. PART IV.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman. 1753. pp. (2) , 33 .
12mo.
Parts one to four of Eliot's Essay upon field -husbandry were
printed in the New - York Gazette , May 14 to July 30, 1753.
7000 ELLWOOD, THOMAS 1639-1713
DAVIDEIS : THE LIFE OF DAVID , KING OF ISRAEL : A SACRED POEM, IN FIVE BOOKS.
THE FOURTH EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1753.
.
7001 FLETCHER , WILLIAM , versus WILLIAM VASSALL.
THE STATE OF THE ACTION BROUGHT BY WILLIAM FLETCHER AGAINST WILLIAM
VASSALL, FOR DEFAMING HIM : TRIED IN THE SUPERIOR COURT AT Boston ,
AUGUST TERM, A. D. 1752, AND NOW PENDING BY APPEAL TO HIS MAJESTY IN
COUNCIL
Boston : Printed in the year 1753 . pp . (4), 39. 4to. AAS. MAS.
7002
0 .
FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN 1706-1790
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1754. . By RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHIL .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1753. ]
pp. (24) . 24mo. HSP.
7003 . O • FORPOOR RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1754 : By RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1753.]
pp. (36). 8vo. HSP . NYPL .
7004 FRY, JOHN 1699-1775
AN ESSAY ON CONDUCT AND EDUCATION ; RECOMMENDED TO THE PEOPLE CALLED
QUAKERS. A POEM. By J. F.... THE FOURTH EDITION , CORRECTED . To
WHICH IS ADDED POEMS, ON SEVERAL SUBJECTS BY ANOTHER HAND.
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church - Alley . 1753 .
7005 FULLER, SAMUEL -1736
SOME PRINCIPLES AND PRECEPTS OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION , BY WAY OF QUESTION
AND ANSWER. RECOMMENDED TO PARENTS AND TUTORS FOR THE USE OF CHILD
REN.







7006 GAY, EBENEZER 1696-1787
JESUS CHRIST THE WISE MASTER - BUILDER OF HIS CHURCH. A SERMON PREACHED
AT THE INSTALLMENT OF THE REVEREND MR. EZRA CARPENTER TO THE PASTORAL
CARE OF THE PEOPLE IN KEENE AND SWANZEY IN THE PROVINCE OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE, OCTOBER 4TH, 1753. . [Seven lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queenstreet. 1753. pp.
(4), ii, 26. 8vo. CHS. MHS.
7007 GORDON , THOMAS
-1750
THE CRAFTSMAN . A SERMON FROM THE INDEPENDENT WHIG, SUITABLE TO THE
PECULIAR MALIGNITY OF THE PRESENT DAY. WITH A PREFACE, EXPOSING THE
ARTIFICES OF OUR PRIESTS AND CRAFTSMEN , BY THE AUTHOR OF A PAPER SIGNED
PHILO -REFLECTOR .
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Nero




GREAT BRITAIN . PARLIAMENT.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIE ,
AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN . JANUARY,
1727 . AND . CONTINUED TO JANUARY, 1728 ,
[ Arms.) [An Act for better preservation of his Majesty's woods in America, and
for the encouragement of the importation of naval stores from thence ; and to
encourage the importation of masts, yards, and bowsprights, from that part of
Great Britain called Scotland.]
London , Printed by the assigns of his Majesty's Printer, and of Henry
Hills deceased . 1729. New - London, Re-printed by Timothy Green, Printer to
the Governour and Company of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut in





. . . . .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII 11. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ , &
HIBERNIÆ, VICESIMO QUINTO. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN
NOVEMBER, 1747 , AND CONTINUED TO
NOVEMBER, 1751. . (Arms.) [An Act for continuing the Act for encour
aging the growth of coffee in his Majesty's Plantations in America ; and also for
continuing, under certain regulations, so much of An Act as relates to the
præmiums upon the importation of masts , yards, and bowsprits, tar, pitch , and
turpentine.]
London, Printed by Thomas Baskett, Printer to the Kings most excellent
Majesty ; and by the assigns of Robert Baskett. 1752. Neu - London, Re- printed
by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governour and Company of his Majesty's English




. . O .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ
HIBERNIÆ, VICESIMO QUINTO. AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN
NOVEMBER, 1747 , AND CONTINUED TO
NOVEMBER, 1751 , . . . (Arms.] [An Act for avoiding and putting an end
to certain doubts, and questions relating to the attestation of wills, and codicils,
concerning real estates, in that part of Great Britain called England, and in
his Majesty's Colonies, and Plantations in America .]
London, Printed by Thomas Baskett, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty ; and by the Assigns of Robert Baskett. 1752. Neu -London , Re- printed
by Timothy Green, Printer to the Governour and Company of his Majesty ': English








7011 GREEN, JOSEPH -1770
A FATHER'S CHARGE TO HIS SON, AT HIS ENTRANCE ON THE MINISTRY . A SERMON
PREACHED AT MARSUFIELD, FEBR. 21. 1753. AT THE ORDINATION OF MR.
JOSEPH GREEN, JUNR. TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE OVER THE FIRST CHURCH IN
SAID TOWN. BY HIS FATHER, PASTOR OF THE EAST CHURCH IN BARNSTABLE.
[Four lines from ] 1 CHRON. XXII, 11 , 12, 13 .
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , in Queen - street. 1753.
26. 8vo. BA. CHS. NYSL.
pp. (4) ,
7012 GREW, THEOPHILUS
THE DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE GLOBES, CELESTIAL AND TERRESTIAL ; WITH
VARIETY OF EXAMPLES FOR THE LEARNER'S EXERCISE ; INTENDED FOR THE USE
OF SUCH PERSONS AS WOULD ATTAIN TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THOSE INSTRUMENTS ;
BUT CHIEFLY DESIGNED FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF THE YOUNG GENTLEMEN AT
THE ACADEMY IN PHILADELPHIA . TO WHICH IS ADDED, RULES FOR WORKING
ALL THE CASES IN PLAIN AND SPHERICAL TRIANGLES WITHOUT A SCHEME.
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sover . 1753. pp . 60, (2) . 16mo.
.
7013 THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD God 1754. . . . By
THEOPHILUS WREG. PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter. [1753.] LOC .
7014 1516-1590HABERMANN, OR AVENARIUS, JOHANN
DAS GROSSE GEBET-BUCH .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbrüster . 1753 .
.
7015 HALL, CLEMENT
A COLLECTION OF MANY CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCES, SENTENCES, AND SEVERAL PLACES
OF SCRIPTURE IMPROVED : ALSO SOME SHORT AND PLAIN DIRECTIONS AND PRAYERS
FOR SICK PERSONS ; WITH SERIOUS ADVICE TO PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN SICK, TO
BE BY THEM PERUSED AND PUT IN PRACTICE AS SOON AS THEY ARE RECOVERED ;
AND A THANKSGIVING FOR RECOVERY . To WHICH IS ADDED, MORNING AND
EVENING PRAYERS FOR FAMILIES AND CHILDREN, DIRECTIONS FOR THE LORD's
DAY, AND SOME CAUTIONS AGAINST INDECENCIES IN TIME OF DIVINE SERVICE, &C.
COLLECTED AND COMPOSED FOR THE SPIRITUAL GOOD OF HIS PARISHONERS, AND
OTHERS. By C. H. MISSIONARY TO TIE HONOURABLE SOCIETY FOR THE PROPA
GATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS, AND RECTOR OF ST. PAUL'S PARISH ,
IN NORTH CAROLINA.
Nerobern : Printed by James Davis, MDCCLIII. pp . 51. 8vo .
Second title : SERIOUS ADVICE TO PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN SICK ; TO BE BY
THEM PERUSED AND PUT IN PRACTICE AS SOON AS THEY ARE RECOVERED : WITH A
THANKSGIVING FOR RECOVERY. WROTE BY A MINISTER OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND, FOR THE SPIRITUAL GOOD OF HIS PARISHONERS, &C.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, M.DCCLIII. pp. 25-51 .
7016 HALL, DAVID 1682-1756
A COMPASSIONATE CALL, AND HAND REACHED FORTH IN TENDER GOSPEL LOVE, TO
ALL SUCH PERSONS, AS HAVING ONCE MADE PROFESSION OF THE BLESSED TRUTH ,
YET BY SOME MISCONDUCT OR OTHER HAVE UNHAPPILY FORFEITED THEIR UNITY
WITH THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS, IN WHAT CAPACITY, POST OR STATION SOEVER IN
THE CHURCH THEY MAY HAVE BEEN ; OR IN WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES OF LIFE SOEVER
THEY NOW STAND IN THEIR PRESENT DISUNITED SITUATION .
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,









The same. THE SECOND EDITION.
London : Printed. Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin,
in Church - Alley . 1753. pp. 20. 8vo.
7018 The same. THE THIRD EDITION .
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church - Alley. 1753. pp. 20. 8vo.
7019 The same. THE FOURTH EDITION .
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church - Alley. 1753. pp. 12. 8vo
HSP.
7020 HARRINGTON , TIMOTHY -1795
A CENTURY-SERMON PREACH'D AT THE FIRST- PARISH IN LANCASTER, MAY 28TH.
1753. . . · [Nine lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland , opposite the Prison in
Queen -street. 1753. pp . (4) , 29. 4to.
.
BA. JCB. NYPL .
7021 HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO VIRO
GULIELMO SHIRLEY, ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI
REVERENDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COLLEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE
THESES HASCE , QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HAR
VARDINO DEFENDERE . · [Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis Cantabrigiæ , Nov- Anglorum , Decimo Quinto
Kalendarum sextilis. MDCCLIII, Broadside. fol.
.
C.
7022 DER HOCH -DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE KALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI, 1754
ZUM SECHZEHNTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN.





HISTORICAL MEMOIRS, RELATING TO THE HOUSATUNNUK INDIANS : OR, AN ACCOUNT
OF THE METHODS USED, AND PAINS TAKEN, FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL
AMONG THAT HEATHENISH-TRIBE, AND THE SUCCESS THEREOF, UNDER THE MINIS
TRY OF THE LATE REVEREND MR. JOHN SERGEANT : TOGETHER, WITH THE CHAR
ACTER OF THAT EMINENTLY WORTHY MISSIONARY ; AND AN ADDRESS TO THE
PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY, REPRESENTING THE VERY GREAT IMPORTANCE OF
ATTACHING THE INDIANS TO THEIR INTEREST, NOT ONLY BY TREATING THEM JUSTLY
AND KINDLY, BUT BY USING PROPER ENDEAVOURS TO SETTLE CHRISTIANITY AMONG
THEM. . • [ Two lines from] APOSTLE PETER.
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, in Queen -street, opposite
to the Prison . 1753. pp . (2), ( iv ) 182. 4to . HC. JCB, LCP . NYPL. NYSL. WL, YC. $39
7024
HUTCHINS, JOIN NATHAN
HUTCHINS, 1754. AN ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN
ACCOUNT, 1754 .
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman , at the New













A CONFERENCE HELD AT ST. GEORGE'S IN THE COUNTY OF YORK, ON THE TWEN
TIETH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, ANNO REGNI REGIS GEORGII SECUNDI, MAGNÆ
BRITANNIA FRANCIÆ ET HIBERNIÆ , VICESIMO SEPTIMO . ANNOQUE DOMINI
1753. BETWEEN SIR WILLIAM PEPPERRELL, BARONET, JACOB WENDELL, THOMAS
HUBBARD, AND JOHN WINSLOW , ESQRS., AND MR. JAMES BOWDOIN, COMMISSION
ERS APPOINTED BY HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY, ESQR. CAPTAIN GENERAL
AND GOVERNOUR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, TO TREAT WITH THE EASTERN INDIANS
ON THE ONE PART, AND THE INDIANS OF THE PENOBSCOTT TRIBE OF THE OTHER
PART .
Boston in New -England : Printed by Samuel Kneeland , Printer to the
honourable House of Representatives. 1753. pp. 26. 4to.
MAS. NYPL .
INDIANS. OHIO.
A TREATY HELD WITH THE OHIO INDIANS, AT CARLISLE, IN OCTOBER , 1753. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the Nero
Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLIII. pp. 12. fol.
LCP . MAS.
INDUSTRY & FRUGALITY PROPOSED AS THE SUREST MEANS TO MAKE US A RICH
AND FLOURISHING PEOPLE ; AND THE LINEN MANUFACTURE RECOMMENDED AS
TENDING TO PROMOTE THESE AMONG US. WITH SOME CURSORY REFLECTIONS ON
CHARITY SO FAR AS IT REGARDS OUR DISTRIBUTIONS TO THE POOR . [Two lines of
Latin .]
Boston : Printed by Thomas Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in Cornhill.
1753. pp. 15. 8vo. BA. NYPL .
JEFFRYS, JOAN
A SERIOUS ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND, IN SOME OBSER
VATIONS UPON THEIR OWN CA CHISM. TE DERLY RECOMMENDED TO THEIR
CONSIDERATION . BY JOHN JEFFRYS. TO WHICH ARE PREFIX'D, SOME PASSAGES
OF HIS LIFE , WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Re printed and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church - Alley. 1753. pp. 45, (3 ) . 8vo. HSP
JERMAN , JOHN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1754 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. (1753).
JOHNSON, SAMUEL
A SHORT CATECHISM FOR YOUNG CHILDREN , PROPER TO BE TAUGHT THEM BEFORE
THEY LEARN THE ASSEMBLY'S OR AFTER THEY [ have] LEARNED THE CHURCH
CATECHISM.










JOSEPH EMBALMED ; AN ATTEMPT TO PRESERVE THE MEMORY OF THAT EXCELLENT
AND VERY USEFUL SERVANT OF GOD, THE REV. JOSEPH MOODY, OF YORK, WHO
DECEASED MARCH 20TH, 1753. Ætat 53 .
[ Boston : 1753. ] pp. 7 , ( 1 ). 8vo .
Joseph Moody (1700–1753) wasknown as “ Handkerchief Moody'
from his practice of covering his face with a handkerchief when
he faced his congregation in prayer and turning his back to his
audience when he read his sermons. He is the original of Haw
thorne's story of “ The Minister's black veil."
This tract was reprinted in the Massachusetts monthly magazine
5 :201 .







7032 K. , M.
THE FATAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE UNSCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE OF PREDESTINATI
ON
AND REPROBATION ; WITH A CAUTION AGAINST IT. WRITTEN IN HIGH -DUTCH BY
M. K. AND TRANSLATED AN [ sic] DESIRE.





THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL COMMANDED TO BE PREACHED BY JESUS CHRIST, JUDGE
OF THE LIVING AND DEAD, UNTO ALL CREATURES, MARK XVI. 15. CONCERNING
THE ETERNAL REDEMPTION FOUND OUT BY HIM , WHEREBY DEVIL , SIN, HELL , AND
DEATH SHALL AT LAST BE ABOLISHED, AND THE WHOLE CREATION RESTORED TO
ITS PRIMITIVE PURITY ; BEING A TESTIMONY AGAINST THE PRESENT ANTI-CHRISTIAN
WORLD . WRITTEN IN GERMAN BY PAUL SIEGVOLCK , AND TRANSLATED INTO
ENGLISH BY JOHN S. Cechla .]
Germantown, Printed by Christopher Sower. MDCCLIII. pp . viii, 152.
16mo. BM. H
SP. NYPL .
7034 DIE KLEINE GEISTLICHE HARFE.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1753 .
7035 DIE LANCASTERISCHE ZEITUNG : ODER : EIN KURZER BEGRIFF DER HAUPTSÄCH
LICHSTEN AUSLÄNDISCH -UND EINHEIMISCHEN NEUIGKEITEN. JANUARY - JUNE 5 ?
1753 .
Lancaster, Printed by S. Holland , at the Post-Office, in King's Street.
1753. fol.
There is no evidence of its publication after this year.
7036 LETTER OF ADVICE FROM A FATHER TO A SON JUST SETTING OUT IN THE WORLD ;
GIVING HIM SCRIPTURAL COUNSELS AND CAUTIONS, IN ORDER TO PREVENT POVERTY.
Boston : Printed and sold by Samuel Kneeland , opposite the Prison in
Queen - street. 1753.
7037 A LETTER TO A GENTLEMAN ; CONTAINING A PLEA FOR THE RIGHTS OF CONSCIENCE ,
IN THINGS OF A RELIGIOUS NATURE . BY A DISSENTING PROTESTANT.
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , 1753. 8vo. AAS. BM.
7038 LETTERS RELATING TO THE TRANSIT OF MERCURY OVER THE SUN, WHICH IS TO HAP
PEN May 6 , 1753 .
[ Boston : 1753.] pp . [4.] plate. fol. MH
S
7039 LEWIS, JOHN 1675-1747
THE CHURCH CATECHISM EXPLAIN'D , BY WAY OF QUESTION AND ANSWER, AND CON
FIRM'D BY SCRIPTURE PROOFS : DIVIDED INTO FIVE PARTS AND TWELVE SECTIONS.
THE TWENTY -FIFTH EDITION .
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman at the New
Printing- Office in Beaver -street. 1753 .
•
7040 LINING , JOHN 1708-1760
A DESCRIPTION OF THE AMERICAN YELLOW FEVER WHICH PREVAILED AT CHARLES
TON IN SOUTH-CAROLINA, IN THE YEAR 1748 .
Charleston : Printed by Peter Timothy, 1753 .
The earliest account of this disease emanating from the American









LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM 1723-1790
A PREFACE TO THE “ INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR "
New - York : Printed (until tyrannically suppressed) by James Parker .
MDCCLIII. pp. iv, 31. fol.
7042 LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM , editor.
THE INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR ; OR, WEEKLY ESSAYS ON SUNDRY IMPORTANT SUB
JECTS ; MORE PARTICULARLY ADAPTED TO THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK. (Novem
ber 30 , 1752 -November 22 , 1753.] [Colophon :]
New - York : Printed (until tyrannically suppressed) by James Parker.
1752-53. pp. 212, 16. fol.
Edited by a triumvirate, consisting of William Livingston, John
Morin Scott, and William Smith, junior.
NYHS. NYSL. YO.
$14
7043 MARIN BEN JESSE, DAVID, pseudonym .
A LETTER TO THE INDEPENDENT REFLECTOR . BY DAVID MARIN BEN JESSE ,
PASTOR AT AQUENONKA.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Printing Office, oppo
site the Old - Slip. 1753. pp. 31. 8vo. MHS. NYHS .
7044 MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
TO HIS EXCELLENCY HORATIO SHARPE, ESQ. GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF
IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND. THE HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE
UPPER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY. [Dated , October 3 , 1753.] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis: Printed by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province. [1753.]
Broadside. fol. NYPL .
7045 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROV.
INCE OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 2D OF OCTOBER,
1753. [ -17 November, 1753.]
[ Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green . 1753.] pp . (82). 4to.
7046 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE . JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1753.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1753. fol.
7047 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT CONCORD IN THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX, UPON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY -SEVENTH DAY OF MAY 1752. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING, AND THEN
MET AT CAMBRIDGE. ( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green, by order of his
honour the Lieutenant-Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1753.
pp. 431-432. fol.
.)
7048 AND ADJOURNMENT TO
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT
Boston. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green, by order of his
honour the Lieutenant Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1753.







MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK ,
UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF May, 1753. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieut. Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1753. pp.
439-443. fol .
7050 .The same. An Act, . AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WED
NESDAY THE FIFTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of the
Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1753. pp. 445-446. fol.
7051 AN ACT, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND: BEGUN
AND HELD AT CONCORD IN THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX, UPON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY -SEVENTH DAY OF MAY 1752. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS AND
ADJOURNMENT, TO WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING ,
AND THEN MET AT Boston. ( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieutenant Governour Council and House of Representatives. 1753 .
pp. 383-389 . fol.
7052 The same. ACTS AND LAWS ... BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN THE
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MAY, 1753.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his
honour the Lieut. Governour, Council, and House of Representatives. 1753. pp.
391-400. fol.
7053 The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE FIFTH
DAY OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING AND THEN MET. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of the
Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1753. pp. 401-403 . fol .
7054 ANNO REGNI GEORGII SECUNDI, REGIS, &C. VICESSIMO -SEXTO . AN ACT PASSED
BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND ; BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , ON
WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF May 1753. [Colophon :]
Boston; New England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour
the Lieutenant -Governour and Council, 1753. pp. 8. (12.) fol.
7055 A BILL FOR ASCERTAINING THE DESCENT OF REAL ESTATES WITHIN THIS PROV
INCE. .
[Boston : 1753. ] Broadside. fol . MHS
7056 [Arms] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PAIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MassaCHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW ND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK FAST ,
THURSDAY THE NINETEENTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT, GOD SAVE THE
KING. [ Colophon :)
Boston : Printed by John Draper , Printer to his honour the Lieutenant
Governour and Council. 1753. Broadside. fol . MHS.










MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
[ Arms] BY HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOUR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND . A PROCLAMATION FOR A GENERAL THANKSGIVING .
THURSDAY THE FIRST OF NOVEMBER NEXT... GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governour
and Council. 1753. Broadside. fol. BA. MAS.
7058 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF
MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1753. [-22 June, 1753.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland , Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1753. pp. 60. fol. BA.
7059
TIVES .
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON IN TIE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , UPON WEDNESDAY THE 30TH DAY OF May,
Anno Dom. 1753. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE 5TH OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON ,
BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF THE SAID COURT. [-14 September, 1753.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1753.] pp. (61)-(93). BA.
7060
TIVES .
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , UPON WEDNESDAY THE 30TA DAY OF May,
ANNO Dom . 1753. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
TUESDAY THE 4TH OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON AFORE
SAID , BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID COURT. [- 23 April 1754.)
[Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1753-1754 .] pp. (95)-273 .
BA.
7061 MATHER, SAMUEL 1706-1785
THE WALK OF THE UPRIGHT, WITH ITS COMFORT. A FUNERAL DISCOURSE AFTER
THE DECEASE OF THE REVEREND MR. WILLIAM WELSTED WHO DIED APRIL 29TH.
AND MR. ELLIS GRAY, WHO DIED ON JANUARY 7TH PRECEEDING [ sic] it. COL
LEAGUE PASTORS OF A CHURCH IN BOSTON . PREACHED TO THEIR PEOPLE IN
THE NEW BRICK MEETING -HOUSE, On May 6 , 1753. . [Six lines of Latin
quotations.]
Boston : ... Printed for Michael Dennis, at the corner of Scarlet's wharf.
1753. pp . 34. 8vo. BA. CES.
.
7062 MELLEN, JOHN 1722-1807
THE DUTY OF MINISTERS TO PREACH DOCTRINES OF PRACTICE. A SERMON PREACH'D
AT NORTON, JANUARY 3D, 1753. AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
JOSEPH PALMER. [Six lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston, N. E.. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , opposite to the Prison .









7063 MOONEY, NICHOLAS -1752
THE LIFE OF NICHOLAS MOONEY : WHEREIN IS CONTAINED , HIS PARENTAGE AND
EDUCATION ; AN ACCOUNT OF HIS JOINING THE REBEL ARMY AT CARLISLE, AND
THE PART HE ACTED THEREIN ' TILL THE DEFEAT THEREOF AT CULLODEN MOOR ;
THE ADVENTURES HE MET WITH BEFORE AND AFTER THIS, ' TILL HE TOOK TO THE
HIGHWAY, WITH A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF HIS VICIOUS LIFE ' TILL HE COMMITTED THE
ROBBERY AT BRISTOL, FOR WHICH HE WAS EXECUTED ON FRIDAY, APRIL 24TH
1752. TOGETHER WITH HIS MORAL AND RELIGIOUS REFLECTIONS UPON THE
MOST REMARKABLE PASSAGES OF HIS WHOLE LIFE ; AND AN ACCOUNT OF HIS CON
VERSION THE SUNDAY BEFORE HIS TRIAL. TAKEN FROM HIS OWN MOUTH , BY A
FRIEND ; AND PUBLISH'D AT HIS REQUEST. THE SIXTH EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1753 .
1
7064 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1754.
By Thomas MORE, PHILODESPOT.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, at the New
PrintingOffice in Beaver - Street. (1753]
7065 The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. [1753.]
7066 DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK, VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1754. .
DOOR THOMAS MORE.
Niewe - York : Gedruckt en te koop in den Nieue Druckery in de Bever
Straat. [1753.]
7067 THE POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1754.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, at the Nero
Printing - Office in Beaver -Street. [1753. ]
7068 MORE, Sir THOMAS 1480-1535
THE COMMON -WEALTH OF UTOPIA. CONTAINING A LEARNED AND PLEASANT DIS
COURSE OF THE BEST STATE OF A PUBLICK WEAL, AS IT IS FOUND IN THE NEW
ISLAND CALLED UTOPIA. .
London . Printed . Philadelphia : Re-printed and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church - Alley. 1753. pp. (2) , 126 . 4to . HSP. NYPL.
7069 DASNEU-EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -CALENDER — AUF
JAHR 1754. . .. Zum ERSTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN.
Philadelphia. Gedruckt und zu finden bei Anton Armbrüster, wohnhaft in
der Archstrasse. (1753.]
7070 DIE NEUE ACTE ENTHALTEND , WAS EIN JEDER BEAMTER , ALS DER FELDMESSER,
SHERIFF, CONSTABEL, CORONER UND DIE ÜBRIGEN ZU LOHN HABEN SOLLEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1753.
7071 NEW HAMPSHIRE. PROVINCE .
PROVINCE OF NEW - HAMPSHIRE . THE MESSAGE OF HIS EXCELLENCY BENNING
WENTWORTH, ESQ ; TO THE REPRESENTATIVES CONVENED BY THE KING'S WRIT TO
BIT IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY JANUARY THE 3D. 1748. AT THE DISSOLUTION OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY JANUARY 4TH . 1752 .










ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANIÆ, & HIBERNIÆ, VIGESIMO
AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW - JERSEY ; BEGUN
AND HELD AT BURLINGTON ON THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF May 1753 ; AND ENDED
ON THE 8TH OF JUNE FOLLOWING, ON WHICH DAY THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE
PASSED . (Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford , Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of New -Jersey. (1753.) pp. 59 , ( 1). 2 leaves
folded . fol.
7073 THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF New - JERSEY. HELD THE 16TH OF May, 1753. [-8 June, 1753.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1753. pp. 52. fol. PRO.
7074 NEW YORK. PROVINCE .
JOURNAL OF THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLONY OF NEW-YORK. JAMAICA, IN QUEENS-COUNTY, ON Nassau-ISLAND. [30
May,-4 July , 1753.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker . 1753.] pp. 42. fol . NYSL.
7075
THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE
OF NEW - YORK . TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID
PROVINCE. [ Dated , 31 October, 1753. ]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1753.] pp. 2. fol.
PRO.
7076 TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE HONOURABLE GEORGE CLINTON, CAPTAIN GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK ... THE HUMBLE
ADDRESS OF HIS MAJESTY's COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK. (Dated,
at Jamaica , 31 May, 1753. With His excellency's Answer. Dated, Flushing 31
May, 1753.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1753.] pp. 2 . fol. NYSL . PRO .
7077 NEW YORK. City. NEW THEATRE.
NEW-YORK, NOVEMBER 12, 1753. BY A COMPANY OF COMEDIANS, AT THE NEW
THEATRE, IN NASSAU -STREET, THIS EVENING, BEING THE 12TH OF NOVEMBER,
WILL BE PRESENTED, (BY PARTICULAR DESIRE) AN HISTORICAL PLAY, CALL'D ,
KING RICHARD III.
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1753.] Broadside. fol.
The earliest known play-bill . Reproduced, in facsimile, by the
Dunlap Society , in 1896 .
.
7078 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE : OR, THE WEEKLY POST - BOY. WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK , JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1753 .
New - York : Printed by J. Parker , and W. Weyman , at the Neu -Printing
Office in Beaver -street. 1753. fol .
Beginning with the number for January 1st, 1753 , William Wey
man was admitted to partnership .
7079 ANDTHE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1753 .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, at his Printing - Office on Hunter's
Key, next door to Mr. Walton's Storehouse. 1753. fol. LCP. NYHS.
In May the Printing - Office was removed to opposite the Old -Slip.







1080 NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE .
ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH -CAROLINA, MARCH, 1753 .
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1753.




THE OCCASIONAL REVERBERATOR, NUMBER 1 FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 7 , 1753
[- October 5, 1753] [Colophon :]
New - York : Printed by J. Parker, at the Nero - Printing -Ofice, in Beaver
Street. 1753. pp . 8. fol .
NYPL .
OWEN, JOHN
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR IN THE ENGLISH TONGUE : OR A SPELLING BOOK, CONTAIN
ING MORE WORDS, AND A GREATER VARIETY OF VERY USEFUL COLLECTIONS THAN
ANY OTHER BOOK OF THIS KIND. THE THIRD EDITION. TO WHICH IS
ADDED, A PRACTICAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR. BY THOMAS DILWORTH.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin. 1753 .
O
7083 PAKINGTON, DOROTHY COVENTRY, Lady -1679
THE ART OF CONTENTMENT. BY THE AUTHOR OF THE WHOLE DUTY OF MAN, &C.
[Cut.]
Oxford : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,








THE HERMIT. A POEM.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1753.] pp. 8. 8vo .
PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVINCE
OF PENNSYLVANIA, MET AT PHILADELPHIA , ON THE FOURTEENTH OF OCTOBER ,
Anno Domini 1752 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS. (Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLIII. pp. 52. fol. HSP .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE PROV.
INCE OF PENNSYLVANIA . BEGINNING THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1707.
VOLUME THE SECOND. [Arms.]
Philadelphia Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the
Neu - Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLIII. pp . ( 2) 494. fol.
THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1753.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post- Master, and D. Hall, at the




7088 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1753 .
7089 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1753 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford at the sign of the
Bible, the Corner of Black Horse Alley in Second - Street. 1753. fol .
HSP.
7090 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.













PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER 16 , 1753 .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1753. 4to
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA. CHRISTS -CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST-CHURCH PARISH, IN PHILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 24, 1752, ro DECEMBER 24 , 1753. BY CALEB CASH,
CLERK, AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON .
[ Philadelphia : 1753.] Broadside. fol . LCP .
7093 PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY, afterwards UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
PRAYERS, FOR THE USE OF THE PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY.




TAE NECESSITY OF GOD'S DRAWING, IN ORDER TO MAN'S COMING UNTO CHRIST
ILLUSTRATED AND IMPROVED . IN A SERMON DELIVERED AT Boston , Viz . To
THE CHURCH AND CONGREGATION UNDER THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE REVEREND
MR. SAMUEL COOPER. ON LORD'S-DAY JUNE 3D P. M. 1753 . AND IS NOW
PUBLISH'D AT THE DESIRE OF MANY WHO HEARD IT : UNTO WHOM IT IS HUMBLY
OFFER'D . , .. [ Seven lines of Scripture texts.]]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite to the Prison in Queen
street. 1753. pp . (4) , 30. 8vo . BA.
7095 PREACHING PEACE BY JESUS CHRIST DESCRIB'D AND URG'D, AS TILE PRINCI
PAL DESIGN OF THE GOSPEL- MINISTRY. A SERMON DELIVERED IN THE AUDIENCE
OF THE MINISTERS, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND, AT THEIR ANNUAL CONVENTION in Boston , ON May 31st, 1753. WHICH
WAS FOLLOWED WITH A COLLECTION FOR THE PROPOGATION OF THE GOSPEL.
AND IS NOW PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF SEVERAL MINISTERS, AND OTHER
GENTLEMEN, WHO HEARD IT ; TO WHOM IT IS HUMBLY DEDICATED. · [Two
lines of Scripture texts .] N. B. SOME THINGS, FOR WANT OF TIME, WERE
OMITTED IN PREACHING, BUT ARE HERE INSERTED IN THEIR PROPER PLACES.
Boston : in New -England, Printed by S. Kneeland , for John Phillips at
the Stationer's Arms in Cornhill. 1753. pp. (4) , 42. Sm . 4to. AAS. BA. Chs. HC.
7096 THE SINNER'S REFUSAL TO COME UNTO CHRIST FOR LIFE , EVINCED AND
REPROVED. A SERMON DELIVER'D AT BOSTON VIZ. IN THE AUDIENCE OF THE
CHURCH AND CONGREGATION UNDER THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE REVEREND DR.
SEWALL AND MR. PRINCE. ON LORD'S-DAY JUNE 3D A. M. 1753 . AND IS NOW
PUBLISH'D AT THE DESIRE OF MANY OF THE HEARERS : To WHOM IT IS HUMBLY
PRESENTED. · [Six lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite to the Prison in Queen
street. 1753. pp. (4), 29. Svo. BA. CHẾ.
7097 THE PLEASANT ART OF MONEY CATCHING ; OR THE ORIGIN AND INTENTION OF MONEY.
Boston . Re-printed by 2. Fowle , 1753.
7098 PLYMOUTH COMPANY.
REMARKS ON THE PLAN AND EXTRACTS OF DEEDS LATELY PUBLISHED BY THE
PROPRIETORS OF THE TOWNSHIP OF BRUNSWICK. (AS THEY TERM THEMSELVES)
AGREEABLE TO THEIR VOTE OF JANUARY 4T 1753. N. B. BY VIRTUE OF THESE
DEEDS, THE PLYMOUTH COMPANY, ON ONE PART, AND SIR BYBY LAKE AND
OTHERS , IN OPPOSITION TO THEM, CLAIM CERTAIN TRACTS OF LAND, LYING UPON
THE RIVER KENNEBECK AT THE EASTWARD .
[Boston : 1753.) pp. 8. 4to.






7099 POOR ROBIN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1754.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. [1753.]
7100 POPISH CRUELTY DISPLAYED : BEING A TRUE AND FULL ACCOUNT OF THE BLOODY AND
HELLISH MASSACRE IN IRELAND, &C.
Boston : Re -printed & sold by T. Fleet, 1753.
7101 PTOLEMY, pseudonym.
NEW AND TRUE ÆGYPTIAN FORTUNE TELLER, DISCOVERING TO YOUNG MEN, MAIDS,
AND WIDOWS, THEIR GOOD OR BAD FORTUNES. IN TWO PARTS . By PTOLEMY,
KING OF THE GYPSIES.
Boston : Sold by 2. Fowle, 1753 .
7102 REFORMED DUTCH CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA.
NEU -VERMEHRT UND VOLLSTÄNDIGES GESANG - Buch , WORINNEN SOWOHL DIE
PSALMEN DAVIDS, Nach D. AMBROSII LOBWASSERS UBERSETZUNG HIN UND
WIEDER VERBESSERT, ALS AUCH 700 AUSERLESENER ALTER UND NEUER GEIST
REICHEN LIEDERN BEGRIFFEN SIND, WELCHE ANJETZO SÄMTLICH IN DENEN
REFORMIRTEN KIRCHEN DER HERSISCH -HANAUISCH -PFÄLTZISCHEN UND VIELEN
ANDERN ANGRENTZENDEN LANDEN ZU SINGEN GEBRÄUCHLICH, IN NÜTZLICHE
ORDNUNG EINGETHEILT, AUCH MIT DEM HEYDELBERGISCHEN CATECHISMO UND
ERBAULICHEN GEBÄTERN VERSEHEN .
Germanton , Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1753 . PP
(2) , 214 , (2), 1 plate. 16mo. HSP
A REMARKABLE ACCOUNT, OF A YOUNG LADY OF FORTUNE, WHO FELL IN LOVE
WITH A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN , AT A SHOP IN LONDON .
Boston : Re-printed and sold by 2. Foule . 1753. pp . 16. 8vo. MH8.
7103
7104 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE-ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE -PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA ; HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT PROVIDENCE, ON THE LAST TUESDAY OF
FEBRUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - THREE ; AND IN THE
TWENTY - SIXTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY, GEORGE THE
SECOND , BY THE GRACE OF GOD OF GREAT-BRITAIN , FRANCE, AND IRELAND,
KING , DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. [-27 February, 1753.] PUBLISHED IN
NEWPORT, ACCORDING TO ORDER BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1753.] pp . 69-84 . fol. JCB.
7105 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT BY ADJOURNMENT ON THE
FIRST DAY OF MAY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-THREE ; AND IN
THE TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR ... IT BEING THE DAY BEFORE THE GENERAL
ELECTION .
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin . 1753.] pp. 1-4 . fol. JCB.
7106 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT BY ADJOURNMENT ON THE
FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -THREE ;
AND IN THE TWENTY - SIXTHI YEAR. [ Dated ,] NEWPORT, May 10, 1753.
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin . 1753.] pp. 5-16 . fol. JCB .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT, BY ADJOURNMENT, ON THE
SECOND MONDAY OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - THREE :
AND IN THE TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR [ Dated ,] NEWPORT, JUNE 23 , 1753 .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.











RHODE ISLAND . COLONY, continued.
The same. AT THE GENERALASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY
OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS IN
NEW -ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT BY ADJOURNMENT,
ON THE THIRD MONDAY OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
THREE, AND IN THE TWENTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE SECOND , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN
&C. . . . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE 28TH DAY OF AUGUST, 1753 .
Tho. WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1753.] pp. 26-35. fol. JCB.
1
7109 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT SOUTH-KINGSTOWN IN SAID COLONY, ON
THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
THREE, AND IN THE TWENTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN ,
FRANCE, AND IRELAND, DEFENDER OF THE FAITII, &C. [ Dated ,] NEWPORT,
Nov. 12 , 1753. PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER BY THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1753.1 pp . 36-47 . fol.
.
JCB.
7110 A BILL TO PREVENT DISORDERLY HOUSES.
Neroport : Printed by James Franklin . 1753 .
An edition of one hundred copies was printed.
7111 RICHARDSON, WILLIAM
THE LIBERTY OF THE LAITY NOT INFRINGED BY THE SACRED DIGNITY OF THE CHRIS
TIAN PRIESTHOOD. CONTAINING SOME GENTLE ANIMADVERSIONS ON A LATE RHAP
SODY. WITH A SHORT APPENDIX . [One line from ) Phil. III . 2 .
Newport : Printed by James Franklin . 1753 .
7112 RIMIUS, HEINRICH
A CANDID NARRATIVE OF THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE HERRNHUTERS, COM
MONLY CALL'D MORAVIANS, OR UNITAS FRATRUM ; WITH A SHORT ACCOUNT OF
THEIR DOCTRINES, DRAWN FROM THEIR OWN WRITINGS. TO WHICH ARE ADDED ,
OBSERVATIONS ON THEIR POLITICS IN GENERAL , AND PARTICULARLY ON THEIR
CONDUCT WHILST IN THE COUNTY OF BUDINGEN, IN THE CIRCLE OF THE UPPER
RUINE, IN GERMANY. BY HENRY RIMIUS, AULIC COUNCILLOR TO HIS LATE
MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA, AND AUTHOR OF THE MEMOIRS OF THE HOUSE
OF BRUNSWICK .
London , Printed : Philadelphia : Re -printed and sold by William Brad
ford , at the Sign of the Bible in Second - Street. MDCCLIII. pp . 112. 8vo. HSP
7113 ROBERTS, DANIEL -18
11
SOME MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JOHN ROBERTS. WRITTEN BY HIS SON.
THE FOURTH EDITION.
Bristol : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
next door to the Pipe in Church - Alley. 1753. pp. 69 , (2). 8vo.
HSP .
7114 THE ROYAL PRIMER IMPROVED : BEING AN EASY AND PLEASANT GUIDE TO THE ART
OF READING . WITH TWENTY-EIGHT CUTS ADAPTED TO CHILDREN . THE SECOND
EDITION .








7115 A SCHEME FOR THE REVIVAL OF CHRISTIANITY.
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Printing- Office, oppo




SHAW , John 1707-1791
THE CHARACTER OF A PASTOR, ACCORDING TO GOD'S HEART, CONSIDERED . A SER
MON PREACHED IN BRAINTREE SOUTH -PARISH, AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV.
MR. MOSES TAFT, AUGUST 26 , 1752. . To WHICH ARE ANNEXED MR.
Tart's CONFESSION OF FAITH. THE CHARGE, BY THE REV. MR. NILES ; AND THE
RighT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , BY THE REv. MR. BAYLEY.
Boston : N. E. Printed by 8. Kneeland , opposite to the Prison in Queen
Street. 1753. pp. (4) , 35. 8vo. NHS.
7117 SHEPHERD , JOB, pseudonym .
Poor JOB, 1754. AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1754. . . . By
JOB SHEPHERD, PHILOM .
Newport: Printed and sold by James Franklin , at the Printing - Office
under the Toron - School- House. [1753.] 12mo.
7118 SHERMAN, ROGER 1721-1793
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR, AN ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1754. .
Neu - London : Printed & sold by 1 '. Green . [1753.) pp . ( 16). 16mo.
7119 The same.
New - York : Printed and sold by H. De Foreest, in King -street. [1753.]
NYPL .pp . (24). 8vo.
7120 SLACK, MRS.
THE AMERICAN INSTRUCTOR : OR, YOUNG MAN'S BEST COMPANION. CONTAI
NING ,
SPELLING , READING , WRITING , AND ARITHMETICK , IN AN EASIER WAY THAN ANY
YET PUBLISHED ; AND HOW TO QUALIFY ANY PERSON FOR BUSINESS, WITHOUT THE
HELP OF A MASTER. INSTRUCTIONS TO WRITE VARIETY OF HANDS, WITH COPIES
BOTH IN PROSE AND VERSE. How TO WRITE LETTERS ON BUSINESS OR FRIEND
SHIP. FORMS OF INDENTURES, BONDS, BILLS OF SALE, RECEIPTS , WILLS, LEASES,
RELEASES , &c. ALSO MERCHANTS ACCOMPTS, AND AS SHORT AND EASY METHOD
OF SHOP AND BOOK -KEEPING ; WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL AMERICAN
COLONIES. TOGETHER WITH THE CARPENTER'S PLAIN AND EXACT RULE : SHEW
ING HOW TO MEASURE CARPENTERS, JOYNERS, SAWYERS , BRICKLAYERS,
PLAISTERERS, PLUMBERS, MASONS, GLASIERS, AND PAINTERS WORK. How TO
UNDERTAKE ROCK WORK
, AND AT WHAT PRICE ; THE RATES OF EACH COM
MODITY, AND THE COMMON WAGES OF JOURNEYMEN ; WITH GUNTER'S LINE ;
AND
COGGESHAL'S DESCRIPTION OF THE
SLIDING - RULE . LIKEWISE THE PRACTICAL
GAUGER MADE EASY ; THE ART OF DIALLING, AND HOW TO ERECT AND FIX ANY DIAL
;
WITII INSTRUCTIONS
FOR DYING , COLOURING , AND MAKING COLOURS .
TO WHICH IS
ADDED, THE POOR PLANTERS PHYSICIAN : WITI INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING ON
LINNEN ; HOW TO PICKLE AND PRESERVE ; TO MAKE DIVERS SORTS OF WINES ;
AND
MANY EXCELLENT PLAISTERS, AND MEDICINES, NECESSARY IN
ALL FAMILIES . AND
ALSO PRUDENT ADVICE TO YOUNG TRADESMEN AND DEALERS
. THE WHOLE BETTER
ADAPTED TO THESE AMERICAN COLONIES, THAN ANY OTHER BOOK OF THE LIKE
KIND. By GEORGE FISHER, ACCOMPTANT. THE TENTH EDITION , REVISED AND
CORRECTED
.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall, at the Veu -Printing
Office, in Market- Street, 1753. pp. v, 384 , ( 2) , 6 plates. 12mo.
HSP.















A GENERAL IDEA OF THE COLLEGE OF MIRANIA ; WITH A SKETCH OF THE METHOD
OF TEACHING SCIENCE AND RELIGION , IN THE SEVERAL CLASSES : AND SOME
ACCOUNT OF ITS RISE, ESTABLISHMENT AND BUILDINGS. ADDRESS'D MORE IMME
DIATELY TO THE CONSIDERATION OF THE TRUSTEES NOMINATED, BY THE LEGISLA
TURE TO RECEIVE PROPOSALS, &C. RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A COLLEGE
IN THE PROVINCE OF NEW YORK.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the New Printing
Office in Beaver Street. 1753. pp . 85. 8vo. BA. JCB. NYPL
A POEM ON VISITING THE ACADEMY OF PHILADELPHIA , JUNE, 1753. .
Philadelphia : Printed [by Franklin and Hall ] in the year MDCCLIII.
pp . 16. 4to .
THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1753
Charles- Town : Printed by Peter Timothy, in King-Street. 1753 . fol.
SQUIRE, FRANCIS
AN ANSWER TO SOME LATE PAPERS, ENTITLED, THE INDEPENDENT WHIG ; SO FAR
AS THEY RELATE TO THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND, AS BY LAW ESTABLISHED. IX
WHICH, HER DOCTRINES, CREEDS, LITURGY AND ESTABLISHMENT ; HER CLERGY ,
WITH THEIR RIGHTS, DIVINE AND HUMANE, ARE MODESTLY DEFENDED ; AND THEIR
AUTHOR'S NEW NOTIONS PROV'D TO BE, NOT ONLY ABSURD AND RIDICULOUS, BU'r
ALSO DIRECTLY OPPOSITE TO THOSE VERY TEXTS OF GOD'S WORD, ON WHICH HE
PRETENDS TO FOUND THEM.
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Printing Office oppo
site the Old - Slip - Market, 1753. pp . xii , 132. 4to . NYHS
. NYPL .
STITH , WILLIAM 1689-1755
THE HISTORY OF THE FIRST DISCOVERY AND SETTLEMENT OF VIRGINIA. · [One
line of Latin from ] VIRG.
Virginia , printed : London, Re- printed for 8. Birt in Ave-Mary -Lane.
M.DCC.LIII. pp. viii , 331 ; v, 34 . 8vo.
Second title : AN APPENDIX TO THE FIRST PART OF THE HISTORY OF VIRGINIA.
CONTAINING A COLLECTION OF SUCH ANCIENT CHARTERS OR LETTERS PATENT, AS
RELATE TO THAT PERIOD OF TIME, AND ARE STILL EXTANT IN OUR PUBLICK OFFICES
IN THE CAPITOL, OR IN OTHER AUTHENTIC PAPERS AND RECORDS.
Virginia, Printed . London , Reprinted for S. Birt in Ave -Mary -Lane,
M.DCC.LIII. pp . v, 34.
This imprint is given place from the fact that no doubt can exist,
after a comparison of editions, that the body of this work is the
first impression , before the error in paging was corrected of the
Williamsburg edition of 1747 , with a change of title -page, prob
ably printed in England, only. The peculiarities of paper and










THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF CHRIST'S REDEMPTION . A SERMON PREACHED
BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMELY [sic] OF VIRGINIA, AT WILLIAMSBURG , Nov.
II TH. 1753 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1753. pp. 32 . 8vo.
T. , W.
THE COUNTERPOISE : BEING THOUGHTS ON A MILITIA AND A STANDING ARMY. By
T.
New - York : Reprinted . 1753. 8vo.
A second edition was printed in London this year.









7128 TAYLOR , JOHN 1694-1761
THE VALUE OF A CHILD ; OR, MOTIVES TO THE GOOD EDUCATION OF CHILDREN . IN
A LETTER TO A DAUGHTER.








A SERMON, OCCASION'D BY THE UNSPEAKABLE LOSS, IN THE DEATH , AND DELIVERED
AT THE FUNERAL OF BRINLEY SYLVESTER ESQ , OF SHELTER - ISLAND ; WHO
PARTED THIS LIFE, DECEMBER 24TH. 1752. IN THE 59TH YEAR OF HIS AGE.
· [ Three lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed in the year 1753. pp. (2) , ( 11 ) . 4to. AAS. BA. CH8. HC.
TURFORD, Hugh -1713
THE GROUNDS OF A HOLY LIFE : OR, THE WAY BY WHICH MANY WHO WERE HEATHENS,
CAME TO BE RENOWNED CHRISTIANS ; AND SUCH AS ARE NOW SINNERS MAY COME
TO BE NUMBERED WITH SAINTS ; BY LITTLE PREACHING. TO WHICH IS ADDED,
Paul's SPEECH TO THE BISHOP OF CRETIA ; AS ALSO , A TRUE TOUCHSTONE OR
TRYAL OF CHRISTIANITY . . THE SIXTI EDITION. WITH SUNDRY RELIGIOUS
POEMS AND PRECEPTS BY ANOTHER HAND.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , in Church - Alley. 1753 .
VIRGINIA. COLONY.
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [ 1 November, -19 December, 1753.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1753. pp. 88. fol. VSL.
THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES , FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1753 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1753. fol.
WARD, EDWARD 1667-1731
NUPTIAL, DIALOGUES AND DEBATES ; OR, AN USEFUL PROSPECT OF THE FELICITIES AND
DISCOMFORTS OF A MARRIED LIFE . . . DIGESTED INTO SERIOUS, MERRY AND
SATIRICAL POEMS. BY THE AUTHOR OF THE LONDON SPY.
Boston : Reprinted by Z. Fowle, 1753 .
WATTS, Isaac 1674-1748
DIVINE SONGS ATTEMPTED IN EASY LANGUAGE FOR THE USE OF CHILDREN . . .




7135 THE FIRST SETT OF CATECHISMS AND PRAYERS ; OR, THE RELIGION OF LITTLE
CHILDREN UNDER SEVEN OR EIGHT YEARSOF AGE . THE ELEVENTI EDITION .




An ExPOSTULATORY LETTER ADDRESSED TO NICHOLAS LEWIS, COUNT ZINZENDORFF,
AND LORD ADVOCATE OF THE UNITAS FRATRUM . By G. WHITEFIELD, A. B. LATE
OF PEMBROKE COLLEGE, OXFORD ; AND CHAPLAIN TO THE RIGHT HON . THE
COUNTESS OF HUNTINGDON. THE THIRD EDITION .
London , Printed : Philadelphia : Re- Printed and sold by William Brad
ford , at the Sign of the Bible in Second - Street. MDCCLIII. pp. 15. 8vo.
WOODBRIDGE, ASHBEL 1704-1758
A SERMON DELIVERED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CON
NECTICUT ON THE ANNIVERSARY ELECTION AT HARTFORD May 14TH, 1752.
FROM PSALM LXXVIII . 72. [ Three lines.]
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Goo. &
Company. 1753. pp. (4) , 45. 16mo .
7137











PRÆCLARISSIMO VITÆ INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FELICISSIMÈ GUBERNANDI RATIONE
INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO ROGERO WOLCOTT ARMIGERO COLONIÆ CONNECTICUTENSIS
GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO D. THOMÆ CLAP COLLEGII
YALENSIS PRAESIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO
YALENSIS DEFENDERE [Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Novo-Portu Connecticutensium , die duodecimo Septem




7139 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIA Novo-PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS . IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS MDCCLIII.
[ Novi-Londini, excudebat Timotheus Green . 1753.] Broadside. Sm . fol.
YOUNG, EDWARD 1684-1765




Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle in Queen - Street. 1753. pp. 54 .
8vo . CUS.
7141 The same. A POEM ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT. BY DR. YOUNG,
AUTHOR OF NIGHT THOUGHTS.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker, and W. Weyman : Sold by Garrat Noel,
Bookseller in Dock - Street. 1753 .
7142 ABERCROMBIE, ROBERT
AN ACCOUNT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE PRESBYTERY, WHEREOF THE Rev. MR.
JOHN MOORHEAD, &C. ARE MEMBERS, AGAINST THE Rev MR. ROBERT A BER
CROMBIE, MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL AT PELHAM. WITH SOME REMARKS ON
THEIR EXTRAORDINARY CONDUCT , IN RELATION TO HIM. IN A
LETTER TO A
FRIEND. [One line from ] JER. 5. ULT.
Boston , New -England : Printed by B. Edes and J. Giil, in King - street






An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1755. .
Boston ; New -England : Printed by J. Draper, for the Booksellers. (1754.)
pp. ( 16.) 16mo. MIIS . NYPL .
The same.
Boston : Printed : New Haven : Re-printed and sold by J. Parker. (1754.]
pp. ( 16) . 16mo. CH8.
BACKUS, ISAAC 1724-1806
ALL TRUE MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL, ARE CALLED INTO THAT WORK BY THE SPECIAL
INFLUENCES OF TIE HOLY SPIRIT. A DISCOURSE SHEWING THE NATURE AND
NECESSITY OF AN INTERNAL CALL TO PREACH THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL . Also
MARKS BY WHICH CHRIST'S MINISTERS MAY BE KNOWN FROM OTHERS, AND
ANSWERS TO SUNDRY OBJECTIONS : TOGETHER WITH SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF MANY IN THE PRESENT DAY CONCERNING THESE
THINGS. TO WHICH IS ADDED, SOME SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE EXPERIENCES AND
DYING TESTIMONY OF MR. NATHANAEL SHEPHERD,
Boston : Printed by Forle in Ann Street, near the Town -Dock . 1754 .
pp. (2), 115, (2). 12mo. BM , CHS, JCB.








THE NEW - JERSEY ALMANACK, ACCORDING TO THE NEW STILE ; FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1755. . . . BY WILLIAM BALL, PHILOMATA .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Bradford , at the corner of Front
and Market - Streets. [1754.] pp. (32) . 8vo.
LCP .
7147 BEISSEL , JOHANN CONRAD 1690
PARADISISCHES WUNDER-SPIEL, WELCHES SICH IN DIESEN LETZ TEN ZEITEN UND
TAGEN IN DENEN ABEND - LÄNDISCHEN WELT- THEILEN ALS EIN VORSPIEL DER
NEUEN WELT HEVOR GETHAN. BESTEHENDE IN EINER GANTZ NEUEN UND
UNGEMEINEN SING-ART AUF WEISE DER ENGLISCHEN UND HIMMLISCHEN CHÖREN
EINGERICHTET. DA DANN DAS LIED Mosis UND DES LAMMS, WIE AUCH DAS HOHE
LIED SALOMONIS SAMT NOCH MEHRERN ZEUGNÜSSEN AUS DER BIBEL UND ANDERN
HEILIGEN IN LIEBLICHE MELODYEN GEBRACHT. WOBEY NICHT WENIGER DER
ZURUF DER BRAUT DES LAMMS, SAMMT DER ZUBEREITUNG AUF DEN HERRLICHEN
HOCHZEIT-TAG TREFFLICH PRÆFIGURIRT WIRD. ALLES NACH ENGLISCHEN
CHÖREN GESANGS-WEISE MIT VIEL MÜHE UND GROSEM FLEISS AUSGEFERTIGET
VON EINEM FRIEDSAMEN, DER SONST IN DIESER WELT WEDER NAMEN NOCH
TITUL SUCHET. [Cut.]
Ephrata Sumptibus Societatis : 1754. pp. ( 1 ), 212 , ( 1 ). fol. HSP.
Printed on writing paper. The text begins on the reverse of the
title. Between the lines of type is a space of three inches with
staff lines intended to be filled out with musical notes, provision
being generally made for choruses of four voices.
7148 BIBLIA.
HOLY BIBLE IN VERSE .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1754 .
7149 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. Psalms.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID, FITTED TO THE TUNES USED IN
CHURCHES. By N. BRADY, & N. TATE, .
Boston, New - England : Re -printed by J. Draper, for J. Edwards, 1754.
pp . 344. 16mo.
7150 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
The Psalms OF DAVID, IMITATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT,
AND APPLIED TO THE CHRISTIAN STATE AND WORSHIP. By I. WATTS. D. D.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1754.
7151 BLAIR, JOHN 1720-1771
THE SYNOD OF NEW-YORK AND PHILADELPHIA VINDICATED. IN A REPLY TO MR.
SAMUEL HARKER'S APPEAL. BY A MEMBER OF THE SYNOD.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1754. pp. 50 . 12mo.
7152 BLAIR, SAMUEL 1712-1751
THE WORKS OF THE REVEREND SAMUEL BLAIR , LATE MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL AT
FOGGS-MANOR, IN CHESTER COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA. CONTAINING A COLLECTION
OF SERMONS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS : TOGETHER WITH SEVERAL TREATISES, VIZ. , A
VINDICATION OF THE BRETHREN , ETC.; THE DOCTRINE OF PREDESTINATION ,
ETC.; A SERMON ON HIS DEATH , BY Rev. MR. FINLEY.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1754. pp. 407. 8vo. Pts.








7153 BLAKENEY, WILLIAM , Baron 1672–1761
THE NEW MANUAL EXERCISE, BY GENERAL BLAKENEY. TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE
EVOLUTIONS OF THE FOOT, BY GENERAL BLAND . THERE IS ALSO ADDED, THE
ACT OF ASSEMBLY TO REGULATE THE MILITIA OF THE COLONY OF NEW-YORK.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the New
Printing - Office in Beaver - Street. 1754 .
7154 BLAND, HUMPHREY 1686-1763
AN ABSTRACT OF MILITARY DISCIPLINE ; MORE PARTICULARLY WITH REGARD TO THE
MANUAL EXERCISE , EVOLUTIONS, AND FIRINGS OF THE Foot. FROM COL. BLAND.
Boston Printed , New - York , Re-printed and sold by Henry De Foreest;
1754. 8vo.
7155 BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS. SOCIETY FOR ENCOURAGING INDUSTRY.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF THE SOCIETY FOR ENCOURAGING INDUSTRY AND
EMPLOYING THE POOR, WITH A LIST OF MEMBERS.
Boston : 1754. pp. 24. 4to BM. MHS.
7156 THE BOSTON EVENING - Posr. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1754 .
Boston : Printed by T. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill.
1754. fol.
7157 THE BOSTON GAZETTE . OR, WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER ? 1754 .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland opposite the Prison in Queen Street.
1754. 4to .
Discontinued on account of the Provincial Stamp Act.1
7158
1
THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS -LETTER. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1754 .
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1754. fol .
!
7159 THE BOSTON WEEKLY POST -BOY. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1754.
Boston : Printed for Ellis Huske, Post Master. 1754. 4to.
7160 BOWNAS, SAMUEL 1676-1753
GOD'S MERCY SURMOUNTING MAN'S CRUELTY, EXEMPLIFIED IN THE CAPTIVITY AND
REDEMPTION OF ELIZABETH HANSON , WIFE OF John HANSON , OF KNOXMARSH AT
KECHEACHY, IN DOVER TOWNSHIP, WHO WAS TAKEN CAPTIVE WITH HER CHIL
DREN, AND MAID-SERVANT, BY THE INDIANS IN NEW ENGLAND, IN THE YEAR 1724.
IN WHICH ARE INSERTED, SUNDRY REMARKABLE PRESERVATIONS DELIVERANCES,
AND MARKS OF THE CARE AND KINDNESS OF PROVIDENCE OVER HER AND HER
CHILDREN, WORTHY TO BE REMEMBERED. THE SUBSTANCE OF WHICH WAS TAKEN
FROM HER OWN MOUTH, AND NOW PUBLISHED FOR GENERAL SERVICE , BY SAMUEL
BowNaS. THE SECOND EDITION.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin, in Church - Alley. 1754.
pp. 24. 8vo.
7161 BROWN, John
IN WHAT SENSE THE HEART IS DECEITFUL AND WICKED. A DISCOURSE FROM JERE
MIAH XVII. 9 . PUBLISHED AT THE GENERAL REQUEST AND EXPENCE OF
HIS PARISHIONERS.
















EINES CHRISTEN REISE NACH DER SEELIGEN EWIGKEIT, WELCHE IN 'UNTERSCHIED
LICHEN ARTIGEN SINNEN- BILDERN, DEN GANTZEN ZUSTAND EINER BUSSFERTIGEN
UND GOTT -SUCHENDEN SEELE VORSTELLET; IN ENGLISCHER SPRACHE BESCHRIEBEN
Durch Jou : BUNIAN ,LEHRER IN BETFORD, UM SEINER FÜRTREFFLICHKEIT WILLEN
IN DIE HOCH - TEUTSCHE SPRACHE ÜBERSETZT.
Ephrata in Pennsylvania . Drucks und Verlags der Bruederschafft, Anno
1754. pp . 280. 16mo .
EINES CARISTEN REISE NACH DER SEELIGEN EWIGKEIT ANDERER TAEIL,
WORINNEN UNTER ARTIGEN SINN -BILDERN FORTGESETZE
T WIRD, WIE DES
CHRISTEN WEIB U. KINDER DIE GEFÄHRLICH
E REISE AUCH ANGETRETEN , UND
DAS ERWÜNSCHTE LAND VERGNÜGT ERREICHT HABEN. VORMALS DURCH JOH :
BUNIAN IN ENGLISCHER SPRACHE BESCHRIEBEN, NUN ABER INS Hoch - TEUTSCHE
ÜBERSETZET DURCH CHRIST. MART. SEIDELN PAST. UND BROBSTEN ZU BERLIN.





A SERMON PREACH'D IN THE FIRST PARISH, IN KELLINGLEY, AT THE ORDINATION
OF THE REVEREND MR. AARON BROWN, JANUARY 9TH, 1754. ( Fourteen
lines of quotations.]
New - London , Printed and sold by T. Green, 1754. pp. (4), 34. 16mo.
CAINE, HENRIETTA MARIA
CATALOGUE OF GOODS TO BE SOLD BY PUBLICK VENDUE, 18TH SEPTEMBER, 1754.
[ Boston : 1754.] Broadside. fol.
CHALKLEY, THOMAS 1675-1741
A COLLECTION OF THE WORKS OF THOMAS CHALKLEY. IN TWO VOLUMES VOL. 1. [-11 . )
THE SECOND EDITION.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , in Church -Alley.
1754 . pp. (2) , (2), viii, 325 ; iv, 244 , vii. 8vo.
Second title : THE WORKS OF THOMAS CHALKLEY. VOL. II. CONTAINING EPISTLES
AND OTHER WRITINGS .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin . 1754. pp. iv, 244, vii.
CHANDLER, JAMES -1789
CHRISTIANS WARNED OF TEMPTATION , AND EXHORTED TO PRAY, THAT THEY ENTER
TWO SERMONS PREACH'D AT ROWLEY, WEST-PARISH, LORD'S -DAY,
FEB. 10, 1754. · [Four lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , opposite the Prison in Queen -street.
1754 . pp . (4) , ii, 26. 8vo.
CHAUNCY, CHARLES 1705-1787
THE HORRID NATURE AND ENORMOUS GUILT OF MURDER. A SERMON PREACHED AT
THE THURSDAY-LECTURE IN Boston, NOVEMBER 1918, 1754. THE DAY OF THE
EXECUTION OF WILLIAM WIEER, FOR THE MURDER OF WILLIAM Chism .
(Four lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed by Thomas Fleet. 1754. pp . 24. 8vo.
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION EXEMPLIFIED UNDER THE CHARACTER OF PATURNUS IN
STRUCTING HIS ONLY SON. [Cut.]
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sower Junior, 1754. pp. 8. 8vo .
CHRISTOPHER, GEORGE
AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1755. BY GEORGE CHRISTOPHER , PHILODESPOT.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. [1754.]























CHS. HSP. PL .
7174
CLAP, THOMAS 1703-1767
TAE RELIGIOUS CONSTITUTION OF COLLEGES, ESPECIALLY OF YALE - COLLEGE IN
NEW -HAVEN IN THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT.
Nero - London : Printed and sold by T'. Green . 1754. pp. (2) , (20). 4to .
CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW
ENGLAND IN AMERICA.
Neu -London , Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governour
and Company of the abovesaid Colony. 1754. pp. (2) , 6 ; (4) ; 297. fol. NYBA.
An edition of one hundred and two copies printed. The text is
the same as the later varieties of the 1750 revision, with Session
Laws to January, 1756 , added .
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW - ENGLAND IN AMERICA :
BEGUN , AND HELD AT HARTFORD, ON THE SECOND THURSDAY OF MAY, IN THE
TWENTY SEVENTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE
SECOND , KING OF GREAT BRITAIN , &c. ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1754 .
N. London Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governour
& Company of the Colony abovesaid , 1754. p. 281. fol.
The same. BEGUN, AND HELD AT NEW-HAVEN, ON THE SECOND THURS
DAY OF OCTOBER , IN THE TWENTY EIGHTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN
LORD GEORGE THE SECOND, OF GREAT-BRITAIN , &c : King. ANNOQUE DOMINI ,
1754. [ Colophon :1
N. London , Printed and sold by T'imothy Green , Printer to the Goo . &
Comp. of his Majesty's Colony of Connecticut. 1754. pp. 283-284 . fol . ASP . MBL.
CONTI, ARMAND DEBOURBON, Prince DE 1629-1666
EXTRACTS OF SEVERAL TREATISES WROTE BY THE PRINCE OF CONTI, WITH THE
SENTIMENTS OF THE FATHERS, AND SOME OF THE DECREES OF THE COUNCILS,
CONCERNING STAGE PLAYS ; RECOMMENDED TO THE PERUSAL AND SERIOUS CON
SIDERATION OF THE PROFESSORS OF CHRISTIANITY IN THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, at the Sign of the Bible, in
Second - Street. MDCCLIV. pp. 47 , ( 1 ). 8vo .
COOPER, SAMUEL 1725-1783
THE CRISIS. SCIRE VOLUNT, SECRETA DOMUS ATQUE INDE TIMERI
[ Boston : ) Printed in June 1754. pp. (15), ( 1 ) . 12mo. MHS. NYPL. WL.
An early argument against the Massachusetts Excise bill to raise
money to prosecute the French war, and referring to the Provincial
Stamp Act as a violation of the British constitution .
CRISP, STEPHEN 1628–1692
A SHORT HISTORY OF A LONG TRAVEL FROM BABYLON TO BETHEL. By S. C. THE
TENTH EDITION.
London Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin , in
Church - Alley. 1754.
CROXALL, SAMUEL -1752
THE FAIR CIRCASSIAN . A DRAMATIC PERFORMANCE DONE FROM THE ORIGINAL, BY










New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, at the Printing - Office in Queen - Street,
between the Fly and Meal-Markets. M,DCC,LIV. pp. 22. 16mo.
A poetical adaptation of the Song of Solomon, which is said to









7179 THE CUB NEW-LICK'D ; OR, A NEW STORY OF AN OLD MONSTER.
[ Boston : ] 1754. pp. 16. 8vo .





AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR, 1755. . .
New - London : Printed by T. & J. Green . [1754.7
DAWSON, W.
THE YOUTH'S ENTERTAINING AMUSEMENT, OR A PLAIN GUIDE OF PSALMODY ; BEING
A COLLECTION OF THE MOST USUAL AND NECESSARY TUNES SUNG IN THE ENGLISH
PROTESTANT CONGREGATIONS IN PHILADELPHIA, &C. IN TWO PARTS, VIZ. TREBLE
AND BASS ; WITH ALL PROPER AND NECESSARY RULES ADAPTED TO THE MEANEST
CAPACITIES . By W. Dawson, WRITING MASTER AND ACCOMPTANT, AT THE HAND
AND PEN , IN THIRD -STREET.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1754.
7182 DELAP, SAMUEL
REMARKS ON SOME ARTICLES OF THE SECEDERS NEW COVENANT, AND THEIR
ACT OF PRESBYTERY , MAKING IT THE TERM OF MINISTERIAL AND CHRISTIAN
COMMUNION.
Belfast Printed : Lancaster : Re-printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at
the Nero -Printing - Office in King - Street. 1754. pp. 47 . 8vo. JCB. LOC .
7183 DILWORTH , THOMAS -1780
A NEW GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH TONGUE ; IN FIVE PARTS . CONTAINING, 1. WORDS,
BOTH COMMON AND PROPER, FROM ONE TO SIX SYLLABLES : THE SEVERAL SORTS
OF MONOSYLLABLES IN THE COMMON WORDS BEING DISTINGUISHED BY TABLES INTO
WORDS OF TWO, THREE , AND FOUR LETTERS, &C . WITH SIX SHORT LESSONS AT THE
END OF EACH TABLE, NOT EXCEEDING THE ORDER OF SYLLABLES IN THE FORE
GOING TABLES. THE SEVERAL SORTS OF POLYSYLLABLES ALSO, BEING RANGED IN
PROPER TABLES, HAVE THEIR SYLLABLES DIVIDED, AND DIRECTIONS PLACED AT THE
HEAD OF EACH TABLE FOR THE ACCENT, TO PREVENT FALSE PRONUNCIATION :
TOGETHER WITH THE LIKE NUMBER OF LESSONS ON THE FOREGOING TABLES,
PLACED AT THE END OF EACH TABLE , AS FAR AS TO WORDS OF FOUR SYLLABLES ,
FOR THE EASIER AND MORE SPEEDY WAY OF TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ. II.
A LARGE AND USEFUL TABLE OF WORDS, THAT ARE THE SAME IN SOUND, BUT DIF
FERENT IN SIGNIFICATION
; VERY NECESSARY TO PREVENT THE WRITING ONE WORD
FOR ANOTHER OF THE SAME SOUND. III . A SHORT BUT COMPREHENSIVE
GRAM
MAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE, DELIVERED IN THE MOST FAMILIAR AND INSTRUCT
IVE METHOD OF QUESTION AND ANSWER ; NECESSARY FOR ALL SUCH PERSONS AS
HAVE THE ADVANTAGE ONLY OF AN ENGLISH EDUCATION. IV. AN USEFUL COL
LECTION OF SENTENCES, IN PROSE AND VERSE, DIVINE, MORAL AND HISTORICAL ;
TOGETHER WITH A SELECT NUMBER OF FABLES, &C. &C . ADORNED WITH PROPER
SCULPTURES
, FOR THE BETTER IMPROVEMENT
OF THE YOUNG BEGINNER. AND,
v. FORMS OF PRAYER FOR CHILDREN, ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS.
THE WHOLE ,
BEING RECOMMENDED
BY SEVERAL CLERGYMEN AND EMINENT
SCHOOL -MASTERS, AS
THE MOST USEFUL PERFORMANCE
FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUTH , IS
DESIGNED
FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing -Office, in Beaver - Street. 1754 .
First issued in 1740 , this was a popular text -book until after 1800,
A reprint of the eighth English edition : Philadelphia. Printed
and sold by B. Franklin, 1747. pp. 154 . 12mo., omitted from












THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION EXPRESSED IN PLAIN AND EASY VERSE .
Boston : Re printed . 1754. pp. 31. 8vo.
DUNBAR, SAMUEL -1783
THE DUTY OF MINISTERS, TO TESTIFY THE GOSPEL OF THE GRACE OF GOD. A SER
MON PREACHED TO THE FIRST Parish in BRAINTREE, DECEMBER 13 , 1753 .
BEING A DAY SET A - PART BY THEM FOR HUMILIATION AND PRAYER FOR DIVINE
DIRECTION IN THEIR CHOICE OF A MINISTER. . . . [Five lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen -street. 1754. pp.
( 4 ), 23. 8vo. BA. MHS.
THE ECLIPSE.
[ Boston : ] MDCC,LIV . pp . 8. 4to . BA . MAS. NYPL .
Relates to the Massachusetts Excise bill .
7186
7187 EDWARDS, JONATHAN 1703-1758
A CAREFUL AND STRICT ENQUIRY INTO THE MODERN PREVAILING NOTIONS OF THAT
FREEDOM OF WILL, WHICH IS SUPPOSED TO BE ESSENTIAL TO MORAL AGENCY,
VIRTUE AND VICE, REWARD AND PUNISHMENT, PRAISE AND BLAME . . . [One
line from ] Rom. IX. 16 .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen - Street. MDCCLIV .
pp. (2), vi, (4) , 294, (5) , (9). 8vo. BA. BM. NYPL.
The first edition . Containing list of subscribers in alphabetical
order.
7188
WAERE GENADE. ONDERSCHIEDEN VAN DE BEVINDINGE, DER DUYVELEN ; IN
EEN LEER-REEDEN . GEPREDIKT IN TEGEN OVERSTAEN , DER CHRISTELYKE
SYNODE VAN NIEUW-YORK, VERGADERT TE NIEUW-ARCKE IN NIEUW -JEARSY,
DEN 28 SEPT. N. 8. A. D. 1752. DOER JONATHAN EDWARDS, A.M. HERDER DER
GEMEENTE CHRISTI TE STOCKBRIDG IN NIEUW - ENGELAND . UYT HET ENGELSCHE
IN NEEDERDUYTS OVERGEBRAGT. (OP DE BEGEERTE DER SYNODE GEDRUKT. )
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te koop in den Nieuw Druckery in de Bever
Straat 1754 .
7189 ELIOT, ANDREW 1719-17
78
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. JOSEPH ROBERTS,
TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF A CHURCH IN LEICESTER, OCTOBER 23d 1754. .
Boston : Printed by D. Foule, for J. Winter in Union-street, opposite the
King's-arms. [1754.) pp. ( 2) , 41. 8vo. BA. CH3. NPL.
7190 ELIOT, JARED 1685-1763
A CONTINUATION OF An EssAY UPON FIELD-HUSBANDRY, AS IT IS OR MAY BE ORDERED
IN NEW-ENGLAND. PART v.
Neu - London : Printed and sold by T. Green , 1754 .
7191 The same,
Nero - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman 1754. pp. 44. 12mo.
Part five was also reprinted in the New York Gazette, February 4
to 25, 1754.
7192 ELLWOOD, THOMAS 1639-1713
DAVIDEIS. TAE LIFE OF DAVID, KING OF ISRAEL. A SACRED POEM ; IN FIVE BOOKS.
THE FIFTH EDITION , CORRECTED .
London Printed : Philadelphia : Re -printed by James Chattin . 1754 .
pp. viii, 248. 16mo.
.






7193 FINLEY , SAMUEL 1715-1766
THE MADNESS OF MANKIND, REPRESENTED IN A SERMON PREACHED IN THE NEW
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN PHILADELPHIA, ON THE 9TH OF JUNE, 1754. PUB
LISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY OF THE AUDIENCE, WITH A FEW ENLARGEMENTS.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford , at the corner -house
of Front -and Market -streets. [1754.] pp. 30. 8vo.
7194 FOTHERGILL, JOHN 1675-1744
AN ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE AND TRAVELS, IN THE WORK OF THE MINISTRY, OF JOHN
FOTHERGILL. TO WHICH ARE ADDED, DIVERS EPISTLES TO FRIENDS IN GREAT
BRITAIN AND AMERICA, ON VARIOUS OCCASIONS.
London : Printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church -Alley . 1754. pp. iv, 280. 8vo. HSP. NYSL . WL.
7195 FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN 1706-1790
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1755. FITTED FOR THE USE OF PENNSYL
VANIA, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. WITH SEVERAL USEFUL ADDITIONS.
By RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [ 1754.]




Poor RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1755 : . By RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1754.]
pp. (36) . 8vo. HSP. NYPL.
7197 SOME ACCOUNT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL ; FROM ITS FIRST RISE, TO THE
BEGINNING OF THE FIFTH MONTH , CALLED May, 1754 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, MDCCLIV. pp .
40. 4to. HSP, MHS, WL.
The Continuation , printed in 1761 , was not written by Franklin .
Reprinted in Philadelphia in 1817 .
7198 FREAME, JOHN -1745
SCRIPTURE - INSTRUCTION ; DIGESTED INTO SEVERAL SECTIONS BY WAY OF QUESTION
AND ANSWER. IN ORDER TO PROMOTE PIETY AND VIRTUE AND DISCOURAGE VICE
AND IMMORALITY. WITH A PREFACE RELATING TO EDUCATION.
London : Printed 1713. Reprinted at Ephrata in Pennsylvania . 1754.
Price 1 shilling. pp. 162 , (2) . 16mo.
7199 FRELINGHUYSEN, THEODORUS
A SERMON PREACHED ON OCCASION OF THE LATE TREATY HELD IN ALBANY, BY HIS
HONOUR OUR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, WITH THE INDIAN NatioNS, AND THE CON
GRESS OF COMMISSIONERS, FROM SEVERAL GOVERNMENTS IN THESE BRITISH COL
ONIES. . [One line of Scripture text.]
New - York : Printed and sold , by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Nero
Printing - Office in Beaver - street. MDCCLIV pp. (2) , ii , (17.) 4to.
. . .
NYPL .
7200 FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
An EPISTLE FROM THE YEARLY -MEETING .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1754.
7201 AN EPISTLE OF CAUTION AND ADVICE, CONCERNING THE BUYING AND KEEPING
OF SLAVES. [From the yearly -meeting, held 9 mo. 1745, at Burlington .]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , in Church -Alley. 1754 .










A DISCOURSE AT THE GIVING THE RIGHT HANDOF FELLOWSHIP AT THE INSTALLATION OF
THE REVEREND MR. EDWARD BILLING, IN THE PASTORAL OFFICE AT GREENFIELD
DISTRICT IN THE COUNTY OF HAMPSHIRE, ON THURSDAY March 28. 1754.
TO WHICH ARE PREFIX'D, Two RESULTS OF ECCLESIASTICAL COUNCILS AT SAID
GREENFIELD -DISTRICT; WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE PUBLICK ACTS AND PROCEEDINGS
AT THE SAID INSTALLATION .






AN ESSAY ON CONDUCT. RECOMMENDED TO THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS. A POEM .
By J. F. ... THE FOURTH EDITION, CORRECTED . TO WHICH IS ADDED , POEMS,
ON SEVERAL SUBJECTS , BY ANOTHER HAND.
London : Printed. Philadelphia : Reprinted and sold by James Chattin ,
in Church - Alley . 1754. pp. ix, [ sic iv] 20. 8vo.
G. , G.
DIVINITY AND HUMANITY OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST, PROVED AND CONFIRMED , AND
THE PERSONALITY OF GOD ALMIGHTY DISTINGUISHED, AND THE ETERNAL UNION
DEMONSTRATED BY SCRIPTURE . By G. G. A LAYMAN .
Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1754. pp. 160. 12mo.
GILL, JOHN 1697-1771
A REPLY TO MR. CLARK'S DEFENCE OF THE DIVINE RIGHT OF INFANT- BAPTISM .
IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND AT BOSTON , IN NEW - ENGLAND . (TO WHICH IS ADDED,
THE SCRIPTURE THE IN MATTERS OF RELIGION . A SERMON
PREACHED AT THE BAPTISM OF SEVERAL PERSONS IN BARBICAN, NOVEMBER 2,
1750. THE FOURTH EDITION .]
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle in Queen - Street, for Phillip Freeman




THE NEW-YORK POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1755. By Poor Tom, PHILO .
Nero - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1754.




THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1755. . . By
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter . [1754.] LOC .
HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO
VIRO GULIELMO SHIRLEY, ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNA
TORI . . . REVERENDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE , COLLEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE
THESES HASCE, QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HAR
VARDINO DEFENDERE . . .
· [ Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis Cantabrigiæ , Nov- Anglorum , Decimo





A PLAN OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, TAKEN BY GEORGE HEAP, FROM THE JER
SEY SHORE, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF NICHOLAS SKULL [sic ], SURVEYOR GENERAL
OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA .
Philadelphia : 1754. [ Four sheets on imperial paper. Price 3 dollars .]






7210 HILDEBRAND, JOHANNES 1679-1765
EIN GESPRÄCH ZWISCHEN EINEM JÜNGLING UND EINEM ALTEN VON DEM NUTZEN
DER GOTTSEELIGEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1754 . pp . 24. 16mo .
7211 THE HISTORY OF THE HOLY JESUS. CONTAINING. A BRIEF AND PLAIN ACCOUNT
OF HIS BIRTH, LIFE , DEATH , RESURRECTION & ASCENTION INTO HEAVEN ; AND HIS
COMING AGAIN AT THE GREAT AND LAST DAY OF JUDGMENT. BEING A PLEASANT
& PROFITABLE COMPANION FOR CHILDREN ; COMPOS'D ON PURPOSE FOR THEIR
USE. BY A LOVER OF THEIR PRECIOUS SOULS . THE SEVENTH EDITION.




DER HOCH -DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI
1755. ... ZUM SIEBENZEHENTEN MAL HERAUSGEGEBEN.
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. Auch Koennen
die auswaertige Kraemer solche bey David Taeschler in Philadelphia haben oder in
Lancester [sic] bey Henrich Walter. (1754.] pp. (48). 4to.
Contains a list of Saur's publications.
HUTCHINS, JOHN NATHAN
HUTCHINS, 1755. AN ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN
ACCOUNT, 1755.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. [1754.]
7213
7214 ALMANAK VOOR HET JAAR 1755.
Nieure - York : Gedrukt by H. Gaine, (1754.]
7215 BY ANTHE ILL POLICY AND INHUMANITY OF IMPRISONING INSOLVENT DEBTORS.
IMPARTIAL HAND.
Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1754. pp. 37. 12mo.
7216 INDIANS . EASTERN .
TAE CONFERENCE WIT . THE EASTERN INDIANS, AT THE RATIFICATION OF THE
PEACE, HELD AT FALMOUTH IN Casco -Bay, IN JULY AND AUGUST, 1726.
Second heading : THE CONFERENCE WITH THE EASTERN INDIANS, AT THE FURTHER
RATIFICATION OF THE PEACE, HELD AT FALMOUTH in Casco -Bay, IN JULY, 1727.
[Colophon :]
Boston : Re-printed by S. Kneeland, by order of the Honourable House of
Representatives, 1754. pp. [20]. [27] . 4to. AAS. $27
7217 INDIAN SONGS OF PEACE. WITH A PROPOSAL FOR ERECTING INDIAN SCHOOLS , AND
A POSTSCRIPT INTRODUCING YARIZA, AN INDIAN MAID'S LETTER.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker & W. Weyman. 1754. pp. 27. 12mo.
7218 JEANNE, de la Nativité
DAILY CONVERSATION WITH GOD, EXEMPLIFY'D IN THE HOLY LIFE OF ARMELLE
NICOLAS, A POOR IGNORANT COUNTRY MAID IN FRANCE ; COMMONLY KNOWN BY
THE NAME OF THE GOOD ARMELLE, DECEAS'D AT BRETAIGNE IN THE YEAR 1671 .
DONE OUT OF FRENCH.
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sover Junior 1754. pp. 16. 8vo .
JERMAN, JOAN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1755. .










7220 JOHNSON, JACOB 1722-1797
GOLDEN DOST; OR PRECIOUS REMAINS, GATHERED FROM THE LIFE, DEATH AND LAST
WORDS OF THE AGED MRS. SARAH WILLIAMS OF GROTON.
New - London : Printed by T. Green . 1754. 28 . 16mo .pp. ( 4 ),
7221 JONES, BENJAMIN
A LETTER FROM BENJAMIN JONES, IN ALEXANDRIA IN VIRGINIA , TO JOHN JONES ,
IN PENNSYLVANIA. TAKEN FROM A LATE NEWSPAPER.
[ Philadelphia : ] Re- printed 1754. pp. 7. 8vo.
7222 A JOURNAL OF THE PROCEEDINGS AT TWO CONFERENCES BEGUN TO BE HELD AT
FALMOUTH IN CASCO-BAY, IN THE COUNTY OF YORK, WITHIN THE PROVINCE OF
THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, ON THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF
JUNE, 1754, BETWEEN US EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GEN
ERAL, GOVERNOUR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE AFORE
SAID, AND THE CHIEFS OF THE NORRIDGWALK INDIANS ; AND ON THE FIFTH DAY
OF JULY FOLLOWING , BETWEEN HIS SAID EXCELLENCY AND THE CHIEFS OF THE
PENOBSCOT INDIANS.
Boston in New - England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excel
lency the Governour and Council. 1754 . AAS. MHS, WL.pp. 27. fol. $11
7223 KENNEDY, ARCHIBALD -1763
SERIOUS CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PRESENT STATE OF THE AFFAIRS OF TAE NORTHERN
COLONIES.
Neu - York : Printed [ by James Parker ) for the Author. 1754. pp . [24.)
8vo. JCB. MHS. NYPL. NYSL.
7224 The
same.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall.
1754 .
7225 LA ROCHE, M. DE
A LETTER FROM QUEBECK, IN CANADA TO M. L'MAINE, A FRENCH OFFICER. WHICH
CONTAINS A PARTICULAR ACCOUNT OF THE PRESENT DESIGNS OF THE FRENCH UPON
THE ENGLISII IN NORTH-AMERICA ; WHAT FORCE THE FRENCH HAVE COLLECTED ,
THEIR SEVERAL DIVISIONS, AND THE PLACES DESTINED FOR EACH. LIKEWISE
AN ACCOUNT OF THE DEFENCELESS CONDITION OF THE ENGLISH PROVINCES AND
COLONIES, AND THE METHODS MADE USE OF BY THE FRENCH TO PROCURE SUCH
INTELLIGENCE.
Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas Fleet, 1754 . pp. 8. 4to. MHS.
7226 LEAVENWORTH, MARK 1712–1797
MORTAL MAN NOT THE PROPER OBJECT OF TRUST ; CONSIDERED IN A SERMON DELIV
ERED IN WATERBURY, JANUARY 20 , 1754 , OCCASIONED BY THE SUDDEN DEATH OF
DANIEL SOUTHMAYD , ESQ.; WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE THE 12TH OF THE SAME
MONTH BY A VIOLENT SICKNESS OF ABOUT THREE DAYS CONTINUANCE ; IN THE
37TH YEAR OF HIS AGE. . . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE RELATIVES,
AND OTHER HEARERS. [Five lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed by J. Draper, for J. & T. Leverett, in Cornhil. 1754 .
pp. (4), iv, 9-38. 8vo. AAS. BA. CHS . HC.
7227 A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN TO HIS FRIEND , UPON THE EXCISE-BILL NOW UNDER
CONSIDERATION . [Dated , Boston 7th June, 1754. Signed ****.]
[ Boston : 1754.] Pp . ( 3 ) . fol.
AAS.








7228 LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM ? 1723-1790
THE QUERIST : OR, A LETTER TO A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLONY OF NEW-YORK. COXTAINING A VARIETY OF IMPORTANT QUESTIONS OC
CASIONED BY THE CHARTER LATELY GRANTED FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
COLLEGE .
[ New - York : ] Printed in the year M ,DCC,LIV.
pp . 14. fol. NYHIS.
7229
7230
THE WATCH - TOWER .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1754 .
Under this title a series of essays was printed in the New York
Mercury, from 25 November, 1754 , to 17 November, 1755. Numb.
LIII, only, was issued separately as a broadside, 16 January, 1756 .
LOCKWOOD, JAMES 1714-1772
RELIGION THE HIGHEST INTEREST OF A CIVIL COMMUNITY, AND THE SUREST MEANS
OF ITS PROSPERITY. A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE COLONY, ON THE DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , .May 9 , 1754. .
[Five lines from ] Isaiah 1. 19. 20 .
Neu - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green Printer to the Govern
our & Company. 1754. pp. (4) 50 , ( 1 ). 16mo. CHS. NYPL. Yc.
Appended is a list of election sermons printed and for sale by
Timothy Green, from 1713 to 1754 inclusive, the deceased authors
of which are indicated by an asterisk .
LORING , ISRAEL 1682-1772
The DUTY WHICH MINISTERS AND THEIR PEOPLE MUTUALLY OWE TO EACH OTHER ,
CONSIDERED. A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
GIDEON RICHARDSON , AT WELLS, FEB. 27,1754 . . . [ Seven lines of Scripture
texts.]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, opposite to the Prison Queen - Street.
1754. pp. (2) , 26. 8vo .
LOVELL, JAMES, and others.
ESSAY ON THE ECLIPSE.
[Boston :] 1754. pp. 24. 4to .
LOVELL, JOIN 1708-1778
FREEDOM THE FIRST OF BLESSINGS. [ Colophon :]
Sold at the Heart and Crown in Cornhill, Boston . [ 1754.] pp . ( 7 ) . 4to.







7234 MCGREGORE, DAVID 1710-1777
THE CHRISTIAN SOLDIER. A SERMON PREACHED AT NEWBURY, AT THE ORDINATION
OF THE REVEREND MR. ALEXANDER BOYD ; TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE AT NEW
CASTLE, IN THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, SEPTEMBER 24T11 , 1754 .
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill. 1754. pp . 26. 8vo .
7235 MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
Acts, OF THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND, MADE AND PASSED AT A SESSION OF ASSEM
BLY , BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS, ON TUESDAY THE SECOND DAY
OF OCTOBER, IN THE THIRD YEAR OF THE DOMINION OF THE RIGHT HONOURABLE
FREDERICK, LORD BARON OF BALTIMORE, ABSOLUTE LORD AND PROPRIETARY OF
THE PROVINCES OF MARYLAND, AND AVALON, &C. ANXOQUE DOMINI, 1753 .
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province;

















MARYLAND. PROVINCE, continued .
VOTES AND PROCEEDING OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 26TH OF FEBRUARY, 1754 .
(-9 March, 1754.] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province,
1754. pp. 21. 4to .
The same. [8th - 30th May, 1754. ] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
1754. pp. 40. 4to HC. MES. NYPL .
The same. [17th - 25th July , 1754. ) (Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
[1754.] pp. 14. 4to . HC. MHS. NYPL .
THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1754 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green. 1754. fol.
MASIUS, HECTOR GOTFRED 1653-1709
HEYJSAAME ONDERWYSINGE EN HEYLIZE BETRAGTINGEN VOOR CHRISTELYKE
COMMUNICANTEN, VOOR, BY, EN NAAR HET WAARDIGE GEBRUYK DES HOOGWAAR
DIGE AVONDMAALS. UYT HET DEENSCHE SPRAAK OVERGESET, VAN JOCHUM
MELCHIOR MAGENS.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker, and W. Weyman : Sold by Henry De




7241 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE .
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , UPON THE THIRTIETH OF MAY
1750 , AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO TUESDAY THE FOURTH
DAY OF DECEMBER, 1753. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland and T. Green , by order of his





The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF MARCII FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green . 1754.] pp. 453-460 . fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK ,
UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF MAY 1754.
[Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green . 1754.] pp. 461-462. fol.
The same. AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENT UNTO THURSDAY THE
SEVENTEENTII DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING .
[Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green. 1754.] pp . 463-467 . fol.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND :
BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK UPON WEDNESDAY
THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MAY 1753 , AND CONTINUED TO DECEMBER FOLLOWING .
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green . 1754.) pp . 405-415. fol .
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY -SEVENTH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
[Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green . 1754.] pp. 417-424 . fol.
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MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK .
UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF May 1754
.
[Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green . 1754.] pp. 425-431 fol .
The same. AN ACT . . . AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENT TO THURS
DAY THE NINETEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING
.
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green . 1754.7 pp. 433-434. fol .
The same. An Act . .. AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENT UNTO
THURSDAY THE NINETEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland,by order of the Governour, Coun
cil and House of Representativex. 1754. pp. 435-442. fol.
The same. ACTS AND LAWS . . AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENT
UNTO TAURSDAY THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING .
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1754.] pp . 443-452. fol .
[ Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY, ESQ : CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOUR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND . A PROCLAMATION FOR A BLICK FAST. ...
THURSDAY THE FOURTH OF APRIL NEXT, . . GOD SAVE THE KING . [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governour
and Council. 1754. Broadside. fol .
[Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY, ESQ ; CAPTAIN-GENERAL AND
GOVERNOUR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND . A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK THANKSGIVING.
THURSDAY THE TWENTY -EIGHTH OF NOVEMBER INSTANT .. GOD SAVE
THE KING . [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governour
& Council. 1754 . Broadside. fol.
JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH OF
May, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1754. [-11 January, 1755.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland, Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1754. pp . ( 212 ) . fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO WEDNES
DAY THE FIFTH OF FEBRUARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON AFORESAID ,
BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-27 February, 1755.]
[Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1754-1755.1 pp . 213-260.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
TUESDAY THE 25TH DAY OF MARCH, FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON
AFORESAID , BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID Court. [-28 April, 1755.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1755.] pp. 261-294 .
MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-1766
A SERMON PREACH'D IN THE AUDIENCE OF HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY,
ESQ ; CAPTAIN GENERAL, GOVERNOUR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, THE HONOUR
ABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENT
ATIVES OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND . MAY
29TH, 1754. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY FOR THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S
COUNCIL FOR THE PROVINCE. N. B. THE PARTS OF SOME PARAGRAPHS , PASSED OVER
IN THE PREACHING OF THIS DISCOURSE , ARE NOW INSERTED IN THE PUBLICATION . .
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland, Printer to the honourable
















7257 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
THE AMERICANCOUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT , 1755 .
BY THOMAS MORE.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall, at the Nero




New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the
Neu - Printing - Office in Beaver - Street. [1754.]1
7259 DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK, VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1755 .
DOOR THOMAS MORE, PHILODESPOT.
Nieu - York : Gedruckt en te koop by J. Parker en W. Weyman , in de
Niewe Druckery in de Bever - Straat. [1754.] pp . 24. 18mo .
7260 THE POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1755.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Neu
Printing - Office in Beaver - Street. (1754.]
7261 MURRAY, WILLIAM , EARL OF MANSFIELD . 1705-1793
CASE RELATING TO THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE MASSACHUSETTS Bay,





NASKOV, PEDER ZACHARIÆSEN 1635-1695
THE ARTICLES OF FAITH OF THE HOLY EVANGELICAL CHURCH, ACCORDING TO THE
WORD OF GOD, AND THE AUGSBURG CONFESSION. SET FORTH IN FORTY SERMONS.
By Magist. PETRUS SACHARIÆ NAKSKOW, PRÆPOSITUS, AND MINISTER OF THE
GOSPEL IN JUTLAND, IN DENMARK. TRANSLATED FROM THE ORIGINAL INTO
ENGLISH, BY JOCHUM MELCHIOR MAGENS.
New - York : Printed and sold, by J. Parker and W. Weyman , at the New
Printing -Office in Beaver - street ; also to be sold by Godfried Muller, Reader in the
Lutheran Church in New York , and Mr. Schleydorn in Philadelphia . MDCCLIV.
pp . ( 2), ii , ii , ( 2) , 314 , 30 , (2), ( 1 ). 4to .
Second title : THE WHOLE SYSTEM OF THE XXVIII ARTICLES OF THE EVANGEL
ICAL UNVARIED CONFESSION . PRESENTED AT AUSBOURGH, TO THE EMPEROR
CHARLES V. BY THE PROTESTANT PRINCES AND STATES : AS THE ELECTOR OF
SAXONY THE MARGRAVE OF BRANDENBOURG, THE DUKE OF LUNENBOURG, THE
LANDGRAVE OF HESSE ; WOLFGANG, PRINCE OF ANHAULT, THE CITY OF NEUREN
BERG, THE CITY OF REUTLINGEN . AND READ PUBLICKLY IN THE DIET, THE
30TH DAY OF JUNE, 1730. TO BE COMPARED WITH, THE TRANSLATIONS OF THE
MORAVIANS, PRINTED AT LONDON IN THE YEAR 1749 , WHEREIN MOST THE HALF
HATH BEEN LEFT OUT .
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New Printing
Office in Beaver- Street, MDCCLV. pp. (2), [30.] (2).
First issued serially in monthly numbers in this year.
7263 NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS-CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR
1755. . . . Zum ZWEYTEN MAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt und zu finden bei B. Francklin und A. Armbrü8
ter, [ 1754.]
7264
THE NEW -ENGLAND PRIMER ENLARGED . FOR THE MORE EASY ATTAINING THE
TRUE READING OF ENGLISH . TO WHICH 18 ADDED, THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES
CATECHISM .
Germantown : Re printed and sold by Christopher Sower junior 1754.








7265 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANIÆ , ET HIBERNIÆ , VIGESIMO
SEPTIMO . AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
JERSEY; BEGUN AND HELD AT PERTH -AMBOY ON THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF APRIL
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FOUR , AND ENDED THE TWENTY - FIRST
DAY OF JUNE FOLLOWING ; ON WHICH DAY THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE PASSED .
[ Arms ]
Philadelphia: Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty, for the Province of New - Jersey. [1754.] pp. 36. fol.
7266 THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW JERSEY. HELD . . THE 17TH OF APRIL , 1754. [-21 June, 1754.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1754. pp . 40. fol. PRO.
7267 The same. [-1 October ,—21 October, 1754.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1754. PP 27. fol. PRO.
7 268 NEW YORK. PROVINCE .
ACTS OF THI LAST SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Nero
Printing -Office, in Beaver - street, 1754.
7269 THE ACT OF ASSEMBLY TO REGULATE THE MILITIA OF THE COLONY OF NEW
YORK.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing - Office in Beaver -Street. 1754 .
7270 AN ACT TO IMPOWER JUSTICES OF THE PEACE TO TRY CAUSES FROM FORTY
SHILLINGS TO FIVE POUNDS .
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman , at the Nero
Printing- Office in Beaver - Street. 1754.
7271 AN ACT TO REGULATE THE COLLECTING THE DUTY OF EXCISE ON STRONG
LIQUOURS RETAILED IN THIS PROVINCE .
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing - Office, in Beaver - Street. 1754 .
7272 ANNO VICESIMO OCTAVO GEORGII SECUNDI REGIS. CHAP. I. AN ACT FOR PAY
ING FIVE THOUBAND POUNDS, FOR AND TOWARDS ASSISTING THE COLONIES OF
VIRGINIA AND PENNSYLVANIA, TO DISPOSSESS THE FRENCH AND INDIANS, WHO
HAVE SETTLED AND ERECTED FORTS ON HIS MAJESTY'S LANDS, ON THE RIVER
OHIO, AND PARTS ADJACENT THERETO . [Published August 29, 1754.]
[ Nero - York : Printed by James Parker, 1754.] Broadside. fol. PRO .
7273 THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-YORK, TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID
PROVINCE. [ Dated at Fort George, April 9 , 1754.)
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker . 1754.] pp. 3 . fol .
. .
PRO .
7274 TO THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, THE
HUMBLE ADDRESS OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL OF THE
PROVINCE OF NEW - YORK. [Dated New York, April 11 , 1754. His honour's
Answer, is dated Fort George, April 11 , 1754.]











NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
TO THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, . . . The HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNCIL [sic] OF
THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK. [ Dated Fort George, August 22 , 1754.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker , 1754.] Broadside. fol .
PRO.
7276 TWO REPORTS OF A COMMITTEE OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-YORK, RELATING TO THE CONTROVERTED LINE BETWEEN THAT PROVINCE,
AND NEW JERSEY. PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF HIS HONOUR THE LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR , IN COUNCIL . [Arms.]
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, at the New Printing -Office in
Beaver -Street, MDCCLIV . pp. 22. fol. PRO .
7277 VOTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, WHEREIN IS CONTAINED THE REPORTS OF
THE TRUSTEES APPOINTED TO RECEIVE MONIES RAISED FOR A COLLEGE IN THIS
COLONY.
Nero- York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing - Office in Beaver - Steeet. 1754. pp. 12. fol .
7278 NEW YORK. Сттү.
A LAW FOR REGULATING CARTS AND CAR-MEN.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Nero
Printing - Office, in Beaver - Street. 1754.
7279 NEW YORK. COLLEGE OF, afterwards King's COLLEGE.
THE CHARTER OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW-YORK IN AMERICA. PUBLISHED BY
ORDER OF HIS HONOUR THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, IN COUNCIL.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing - Office in Beaver - Street. MDCCLIV . pp . 13 . fol .
7280 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE ; OR, THE WEEKLY POST-BOY. WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1754 .
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the Neu - Printing
Office, in Bearer - street. 1754. fol.I NYPL .
7281 THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1754.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, at the Printing- Office opposite the
Old -Slip Market . . . 1754 . fol. NYHS.
In May the printing -office was removed to Queen -street, next door
to Mr. Robert G. Livington's between the Fly and Meal-Markets.
7282 NICOLL, BENJAMIN
A BRIEF VINDICATION OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE TRUSTEES RELATING TO THE
COLLEGE. CONTAINING A SUFFICIENT ANSWER TO THE LATE FAMOUS PROTEST,
WITH ITS TWENTY UNANSWERED REASONS. BY AN IMPARTIAL HAND.
New - York: Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Printing - Office in Queen




ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH -CAROLINA, FEBRUARY, 1754.
Nerobern : Printed by James Davis, 1754 .










NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE, continued .
A MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY ARTHUR DOBBS, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR - IN - CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF NORTH -CAR
OLINA, TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY , HELD AT NEWBERN, THE TWELFTH DAY OF
DECEMBER, 1754. . .. [ Proposing) a PLAN OF UNION WITH ALL THE BRITISH
COLONIES, FOR OUR MUTUAL FUTURE DEFENSE.
[ Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1754.] pp. 4. fol.
PENN, WILLIAM 1644-1718
SOME FRUITS OF SOLITUDE IN REFLECTIONS AND MAXIMS, RELATING TO THE CONDUCT
OF HUMAN LIFE . IN TWO PARTS .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1754 .
7285
7286 PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVINCE
OF PENNSYLVANIA. BEGINNING THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1726. VOL
UME THE THIRD, [ Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the Nero
Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLIV. pp. 591. fol .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVINCE
OF PENNSYLVANIA, MET AT PHILADELPHIA, ON THE FIFTEENTH OF OCTOBER, ANNO
DOMINI 1753 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENT. [Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLIV. pp. 78 , ( 1 ) . fol .
7287
HSP
7288 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC . JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1754
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post-Master, and D. Hall, at the
Nero -Printing- Office, near the Market. 1754. fol .
The cut of a snake with the motto, " Join or die," appeared on
May 9th.
HSP
7289 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1754.
7290 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEM
BER, 1754 .
Philadelphia . Printed and sold by William Bradford at the sign of the
Bible, the corner of Black Horse Alley , in Second-Street. 1754 . fol .
With number 604 the imprint was changed to that given in the
year 1755. The issue of April 18 is misdated 81 .
HSP.
7291 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1754 .
7292 PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16 , 1754.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1754 . fol. HSP.
7293 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA . CHRISTS - CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTIS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST -CHURCH PARISH, IN PHILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 24 , 1753 , TO DECEMBER 24 , 1754. BY CABEL CASH ,
CLERK , AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON.
[ Philadelphia : 1754.] Broadside. fol. LCP .













PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA. NEW THEATRE.
FOR THE BENEFIT OF Miss HALLAM , AND HER TWO BROTHERS, BY A COMPANY OF
COMEDIANS FROM LONDON, AT THE NEW THEATRE, IN WATER-STREET THIS
PRESENT EVENING (BEING THE TENTH OF JUNE, 1754) WILL BE PRESENTED A
NEW TRAGEDY, CALLED, THE GAMESTER . TO WHICH WILL BE ADDED, A
FARCE CALLED , MISS IN HER TEENS.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Franklin and Hall. 1754.] Broadside. fol.
PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA . UNION - LIBRARY -COMPANY.
A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS BELONGING TO THE UNION-LIBRARY-COMPANY OF PHILA
DELPHIA . TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, THE ARTICLES OF THE COMPANY, WITH THE
NAMES OF THE PRESENT MEMBERS, AND RULES OBSERVED BY THE CLERK IN LET
TING OUT BOOKS, &C.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1754. pp. 50. 8vo.
A PLEA FOR THE POOR AND DISTRESSED AGAINST THE BILL FOR GRANTING AN EXCISE
UPON WINES AND SPIRITS DISTILLED , SOLD BY RETAIL , OR CONSUMED WITHIN THIS
PROVINCE, &C.
Boston, Printed [by T. Fleet] in the year 1754. pp. ( 14.) 12mo . AAS.
THE PLEBEAN . Numb. I. August 14 [ -August 21 ,] 1754 .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1754 .
Two numbers of this paper , only , were issued . Known only
through announcement of publication.
A POEM OCCASIONED BY A FUNERAL ESSAY ON GOVERNOR LAW : WHEREIN THE
CHARACTER OF THAT PERFORMANCE IS JUSTLY THOUGII VERY IMPERFECTLY REP
RESENTED, AND SOME PARTS OF HIS LATE HONOUR'S CHARACTER RETRIEVED,
By A MORE IMPARTIAL, THO' LESS POETICAL PEN.
Printed in the year MDCCLIV. pp. 8. 4to.
POOR ROBIN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1755.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . [1754.]
PRESBYTERY OF NEW -CASTLE , DELAWARE.
A WARNING OF THE PRESBYTERY OF NEW-CASTLE, TO THE PEOPLE UNDER THEIR
CARE, AGAINST SEVERAL ERRORS AND EVIL PRACTICES OF MR. JOHN CUTHBERT
WITH AN APPENDIX RELATING TO THE SECEDERS.
Lancaster : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the Neu - Printing - Office, in
King - Street. MDCC ,LIV . pp. 55. 8vo . LOC .
Second title : AN APPENDIX TO THE FOREGOING : BEING REMARKS ON THE DOC
TRINE AND PRACTICE OF THE SECEDERS.
Lancaster : Printed by W. Duniap. MDCC ,LIV.
PRINCE, THOMAS 1687-1758
ANNALS OF NEW -ENGLAND . Vol. II. NUMB. I. [ Twelve lines from] DEUT.
XXXII. 7 , &C.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street, and by J. and
T. Leverett in Cornhill. ( Price six pence larful money each number.) [1754.]
pp. (2), 32 , (2) . 8vo. NYPL. WL .
THE QUERISTS : OR AN EXTRACT OF SUNDRY PASSAGES TAKEN OUT OF MR. WHITE
FIELD'S PRINTED SERMONS, JOURNALS AND LETTERS; TOGETHER WITH SOME
SCRUPLES PROPOS'D IN PROPER QUERIES RAISED ON EACH REMARK . BY SOME
CHURCH -MEMBERS OF THE PRESBYTERIAN PERSUASION. THIRD EDITION .




















[ Boston : 1754. ] pp. 4. 4to .
Relates to the Massachusetts excise bill .
MHS.
7304 THE REVIEW.
[ Boston : 1754.) 4to .
Relates to the Massachusetts excise bill .
BA.
7305 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND , AND PROVIDENCE-PLANTATIONS, IN NEW - ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HELD AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN IN SAID COLONY, ON THE
LAST MONDAY OF FEBRUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FOUR ,
AND IN THE TWENTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY,
GEORGE THE SECOND, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN , AND SO FORTI . [ Dated ,]
NEWPORT, MARCH THE 5TH , 1754. Thomas WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1754.] pp. 48-55. fol . JCB.
7306 The same. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY
OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS IN
NEW -ENGLAND , IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT, ON THE THIR
TIETH DAY OF APRIL, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FOUR , AND IN
THE TWENTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN, &c. .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER , May 13 , 1754 , By Thos. WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1754.] pp. 1-20. fol . JCB. NYPL.
7307 The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, ON THE
SECOND MONDAY OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FOUR , AND
IN THE TWENTY-SEVENTH YEAR [ Dated ,] NEWPORT, JUNE 20 , 1754 .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER BY Thos. WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin, 1754.) pp. 21-38. fol.
.
JCB.
7308 The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, ON THE
THIRD MONDAY OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FOUR ,
AND IN THE TWENTY-EIGHTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE,
AND IRELAND, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C . . . [ Dated ,] PUBLISHED
IN NEWPORT, ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE SECOND DAY OF SEPTEMBER, ONE THOU
SAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FOUR , BY Tho. WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1754.] pp. 39-49. fol.
JCB.
7309 The
same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT PROVIDENCE, ON THE
LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FOUR ,
AND IN THE TWENTY -EIGHTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GEORGE THE SECOND , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, ING OF GREAT BRITAIN , &C.
[Dated ,] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER IN NEWPORT, THIS ELEVENTH
DAY OF NOVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FOUR , BY THo.
WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1754.] pp. 51-59. fol .
JCB.







7310 ROGERS, JOHN 1648-1721
John ROGERS A SERVANT OF JESUS CHRIST, TO ANY OF THE FLOCK OF CHRIST THAT
MAY BE SCATTERED AMONG THE CHURCHES OF NEW-ENGLAND, GREETING. GIVING
A DESCRIPTION OF THE TRUE SHEPHERDS OF CHRIST'S FLOCK , AND ALSO OF THE
ANTI - CHRISTIAN MINISTERS ; ACCORDING TO THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS CHRIST, AND
HIS APOSTLES , IN THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, AS ALSO SOMETHING TOUCHING BAPTISM
AND THE LORD'S SUPPER. THE THIRD EDITION.
Newport : Printed by James Franklin , at the Printing office, under the
Town - School. 1754. pp. 76. 12mo. AAS. CHS . YC.
7311 ROWE, ELIZABETH SINGER 1674-1737
DEVOUT EXERCISES OF THE HEART, IN MEDITATION AND SOLILOQUY, PRAYER AND
PRAISE. BY THE LATE PIOUS AND INGENIOUS MRS. ROWE. REVIEW'D AND
PUBLISHED AT HER REQUEST. By I. WATTS, D. D.
Edinburgh Printed : Lancaster, Re-printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at
the New - Printing - Office in King Street. 1754. pp . 126 , (2) , ( 1 ), ( 1). 8vo. ASP.
7312 RUSTICUS, pseudonym .
THE GOOD OF THE COMMUNITY IMPARTIALLY CONSIDERED IN A LETTER TO A MER
CHANT IN BOSTON ; IN ANSWER TO ONE RECEIVED RESPECTING THE EXCISE - BILL .
WHEREIN AN ATTEMPT IS MADE, FIRST, TO SHOW THAT IT IS FOR THE INTEREST
OF THE COMMUNITY TO EXCISE ALL THE LUXURIES OF LIFE ; THAT THIS EXCISE
OUGAT TO EXTEND TO EVERY MAN WITHIN THE PROVINCE ; AND THAT THIS IS THE
MOST EQUITABLE METHOD OF PAYING THE CHARGES OF GOVERNMENT. SECONDLY,
TO ANSWER ALL THE OBJECTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN RAISED, BOTH AGAINST EXCISES,
AND THE PRESENT METHOD PROPOSED FOR COLLECTING THE SAME. BY A TRUE
FRIEND TO LIBERTY. [ Signed, Rusticus. Salem , July 15 , 1754.]
Boston : Printed 1754. pp . (50.) 8vo. AAS. BA. MHS. NYPL.
7313 SHEPHERD, JOB, pseudonym .
POOR JOB. 1755. AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1755. . . BY
JOB SHEPHERD, PHILOM .
Newport: Printed and sold by James Franklin, at the Printing - Office
under the Town - School -House. (1754.) pp. (24) . 16mo.
.
BPL. NYPL .
7314 SHERLOCK, THOMAS 1678-1761
THE TRYAL OF THE WITNESSES OF THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS. THE SEVENTH
EDITION
Nero - London : Re printed by T. & J. Green , 1754. 16mo.
The Preface is by John Gardiner, and the work is printed for
him.
pp. 120.
7315 SHERMAN, ROGER 1721-1793
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST
1755. .
New - London : Printed by T. Green . [1754.]
7316
The same.
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle, (1754.]
7317 SHIRLEY, WILLIAM 1693-1771
THE ANTIGIONIAN AND BOSTONIAN BEAUTIES; A POEM . OCCASION'D BY SEEING
THE ASSEMBLY AT St. John's, ANTIGUA, ON THURSDAY THE 7TH, OF JULY, AND
AFTERWARDS AT BOSTON , IN KING -STREET. By W. S. A. B.
Boston : Printed and sold by 2. Fowle . [1754.] pp. 8, 8. 8vo. BM.








7318 SMITH, WILLIAM 1727-1803
PERSONAL AFFLICTION AND FREQUENT REFLECTION UPON HUMAN LIFE, OF GREAT
USE TO LEAD MAN TO THE REMEMBRANCE OF GOD. A SERMON , PREACHED ON
SUNDAY SEPT. 1 , 1754 , IN CHRIST-CHURCH , PHILADELPHIA ; OCCASIONED BY THE
DEATH OF A BELOVED PUPIL , (William Thomas Martin ) WHO DEPARTED THIS
LIFE AUGUST 28, 1754 , IN THE 16TH YEAR OF HIS AGE. By W. SMITH, M. A.
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN THE ACADEMY OF PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1754. pp. viii,
16 , ( 1 ). 8vo .
7819
MHS. NYPL . WL .
7320
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE BILL, INTITLED, “ AN ACT FOR GRANTING TO HIS
MAJESTY AN EXCISE UPON THE WINES, AND SPIRITS DISTILLED , SOLD BY RETAIL,
OR CONSUMED WITHIN THIS PROVINCE , AND UPON LIMES, LEMONS, AND ORANGES.”
[ Two lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed in the year 1754. pp. (2) , [12]. 16mo.
THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1754.
Charles- Town : Printed by Peter T'imothy, in King- Street. 1754. fol .
THE SPEECH OF A CREEK-INDIAN (sic), AGAINST THE IMMODERATE USE OF SPIRIT
UOUS LIQUORS. DELIVERED IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CREEKS [sic]
UPON THE BREAKING OUT OF THE LATE WAR . TO WHICH ARE ADDED , 1. A LETTER
FROM YARIZA, AN INDIAN MAID OF THE ROYAL LINE OF THE MOHAWKS, TO THE
PRINCIPAL LADIES OF NEW-YORK. 2. INDIAN SONGS OF PEACE. 3. AN AMERICAN
FABLE. TOGETHER WITH SOME REMARKS UPON THE CHARACTERS AND CUSTOMS






Boston : [ 1754.]
This title is from the London edition of this year. Apparently
issued by the same publisher, under a slightly different title , in
the same year.
SPRIGG , RICHARD
THE THEOLOGICAL WORKS OF RICHARD SPRIGG . [ Three lines
of Latin quotation .]
Ner - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, in Queen - Street, between the Fly and
Meal-Markets. M.DCC ,LIV . pp. (6) , 88. 8vo.
STEEL, OR STEELE, RICHARD 1629-1692
AN ANTIDOTE AGAINST DISTRACTIONS : OR, AN ENDEAVOUR TO SERVE THE CHURCH
IN THE DAILY CASE OF WANDRINGS IN THE WORSHIP OF GOD.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the New
Printing -Office in Beaver - Street. 1754. 8vo. NYSL.
TOBLER, JOHN
THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRYMAN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1755.
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sover junior. [1754.]
VIRGINIA . COLONY.
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [14 February ,-23 February , 1754.]




pp. 14. fol. VSL .
7326
The same. [22 August,-5 September, 1754.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1754 pp. 22. fol. LOC .
7327 The same. [17 October,-2 November, 1754.]
















THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK .
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1754.
Williamsbury : Printed by William Hunter . 1754. fol .
THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE .
[ Boston : 1754.] pp. 8. 8vo .
Relating to the Massachusetts excise bill .
WALTER, NEHEMIAH 1663-1750
UNFAITHFUL HEARERS DETECTED & WARNED : OR, A DISCOURSE ON THE DANGER OF,
AND BY, UNPROFITABLE HEARING. THE SECOND EDITION. FIRST PUBLISHED BY
SOME OF THE HEARERS IN 1696 , AND NOW REPRINTED AT THE DESIRE OF THEIR
SUCCESSORS .
Boston : Reprinted by J. Draper, for D. Henchman 1754. pp . ( 2) , v, 68 .
12mo. BPL. MHS.
With the Preface of Samuel Willard, Boston, 1996, and Postscript
by another hand May 10 , 1754 , by Thomas Prince.
WASHINGTON, GEORGE 1732-1799
THE JOURNAL OF MAJOR GEORGE WASHINGTON, SENT BY THE HON . ROBERT DIN
WIDDIE, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF
OF VIRGINIA , TO THE COMMANDANT OF THE FRENCH FORCES ON Ohio. To
WHICH ARE ADDED, THE GOVERNORS LETTER, AND A TRANSLATION OF THE FRENCH
OFFICER'S ANSWER.
Williamsburgh : Printed by Wm . Hunter . 1754. pp. (28). 8vo.
Reprinted in London this year, with a map.
WATERHOUSE, SAMUEL
THE MONSTER OF MONSTERS : A TRUE AND FAITHFUL NARRATIVE OF A MOST REMARK
ABLE PHÆNOMENON LATELY SEEN IN THIS METROPOLIS ; TO THE GREAT SURPRISE
AND TERROR OF HIS MAJESTY'S GOOD SUBJECTS : HUMBLY DEDICATED TO ALL THE
VIRTUOSI OF New-ENGLAND. By Thomas THUMB, ESQ. [Seven lines of quota
tions.]
[ Boston : ] Printed [ by Zechariah Fowle ) in July 1754. pp . (24 ) .
12mo. AAS, BA. MHS. NYPL.
A Bill debated in the Massachusetts General Court for laying an
excise on wine and distilled spirituous liquors retailed and con
sumed within the Province gave rise to this tract which was
ordered by them to be burnt by the bands of the common hang
man , in King -Street, Boston , and Daniel Fowle , printer, was ar
raigned and committed to prison on suspicion of being concerned
in printing and publishing it, which was actually the work of his
brother, Zechariah Fowle . Fowle's account of his trial and im
prisonment, printed in the following year, forms an interesting
chapter in the history of the liberty of the press in this country.
Samuel Waterhouse is supposed to be the author, as it is known
that he made use of the same pseudonym in 1760 . It has also
been attributed to Benjamin Church ( 1734–1776 ). In the copy in the
possession of the Boston Athenæum is written in contemporary
bandwriting: “ The supposed authors Benj Brandon of Boston &
Rev.d Dr Mayhew.” Also a clef in manuscript to the persons referred
to in the work.
WELCH, WILLIAM -1754
THE LAST SPEECH AND DYING WORDS OF WILLIAM WELCH WHO WAS EXECUTED AT
BOSTON APRIL 1174, 1754 FOR MURDER.

















WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES.
THE LARGER CATECHISM &C. AGREED ANNO. 1648. BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, TO BE A DIRECTORY FOR CATECHISING SUCH AS HAVE
MADE SOME PROFICIENCY IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE GROUNDS OF RELIGION .
Lancaster : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1754 .
THE SHORTER CATECHISM OF THE REVEREND ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES AT WEST
MINSTER , WITH THE PROOFS THEREOF OUT OF THE SCRIPTURES IN WORDS AT
LENGTH .
Lancaster' : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1754.
THE ASSEMBLY'S CATECHISM WITH NOTES ; WHICH BRIEFLY EXPLAIN THE MORE
DIFFICULT WORDS AND PHRASES CONTAINED IN IT, FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF
YOUTH . BY THE LATE DR. (Isaac] Watts.
Lancaster : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1754.
THE SHORTER CATECHISM, AGREED UPON BY THE REVEREND ASSEMBLY OF
DIVINES AT WESTMINSTER . WHEREIN THE REPETITION [sic] or TIIE QUESTION
IN THE ANSWER, IS OMITTED, WHEN IT COULD BE DONE WITH PROPRIETY . DE
SIGNED TO MAKE IT MORE EASY TO THE LEARNER, AND MORE UNIVERSALLY SER
VICEABLE FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF CHILDREN, FOR WHOM IT WAS AT FIRST
PRINCIPALLY DESIGNED.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1754 .
WIGGLESWORTH , EDWARD 1693-1765
SOME DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERS OF THE EXTRAORDINARY AND ORDINARY MIN
ISTERS OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST, BRIEFLY CONSIDERED IN TWO DISCOURSES
DELIVERED AT THE PUBLICK LECTURES IN HARVARD -COLLEGE NOVEMBER 12th .
AND 19th. 1754. AFTER THE REVEREND MR . WHITEFIELD'S PREACHING AT
CAMBRIDGE. MADE PUBLICK AT THE GENERAL DESIRE OF THE HEARERS.
Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas Fleet at the Heart and Crown in




THE VANITY OF HUMAN LIFE . A SERMON AT COVENTRY, SEPTEMBER 1774, 1752 ,
ON OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF JOSEPH MEACHAM, LATE PASTOR OF THE CHURCH
THERE.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland opposite to the Prison in Queen Street.
1754. pp. 19. 4to .
THE WORD OF GOD PREACHED BY THE FAITHFUL MINISTERS OF CHRIST WILL
SOONER OR LATER BE KNOWN TO BE SUCH BY THE PEOPLE WHO HEAR IT : SHEWED
IN A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT POMFRET, APRIL 22 , 1753 , AFTER THE DEATH OF
THE REVEREND MR. EBENEZER WILLIAMS, PASTOR OF THE CHURCH THERE. Who
DEPARTED THIS LIFE MARCH 28, 1753 , Ætat. 03. .
Boston : N. E. Printed for T. Green . 1754. pp. 25. 8vo. BA. CHẾ.
WOOLMAN, JOHN 1720-1773
SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE KEEPING OF NEGROES. RECOMMENDED TO THE
PROFESSORS OF CHRISTIANITY OF EVERY DENOMINATION.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , in Church - Alley.
1754. pp. (2) , (4 ) , 24 , (2) . 8vo.
A second part was printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall in Phila
delphia in 1762.
YALE COLLEGE.
CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO YALENSI, QUOD EST in Novo-PORTC, CON
NECTICUTENSIUM , AB ANNO 1702 , AD ANNUM 1754. ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA
DONATI SUNT. [Colophon :]




















YALE COLLEGE, continued .
PRÆCLARISSIMO OPTIMA ERUDITIONE VITÆ INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FELICISSIMÈ
GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO, COLONIÆ
CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERANDO HONORANDO D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRÆSIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO
ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE [Colophon:]
Habita in Comitiis Novo- Portu Connecticutensium die undecimo Septembris
MDCCLIV. Broadside. fol .
QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII-YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo
PORTU CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS . IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGIS
TRATIS CANDIDATIS, MDCCLIV .
[ Novi -Londini, excudebat Timotheus Green . 1754.] Broadside. fol .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE DISTANCES FROM THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, OF ALL THE
PLACES OF NOTE WITHIN THE IMPROVED PART OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYL
VANIA. . .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , at the corner house of Front
and Market - street. [1755. ] pp . 15. 8vo.
ADVERTISEMENT. [Calling for one hundred and fifty wagons for the use of
Braddock's Army. Signed , B. Franklin . Dated , Lancaster, April 26 , 1755.]




7347 ADVICE TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE NORTHERN COLONIES ON THE PRESENT
SITUATION OF AFFAIRS.
New - York : 1755. 8vo.
7348 AMES, NATIIANIEL 1708-1764
An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY ; OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1756. .






AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
CHRIST, 1756 .
Boston, Printed : New Haven : Re- printed by J. Parker and Company.
N. B. In this impression the sun's and moon's rising and sitting, and time of
high-water, are calculated for Neu - Haren . [1755.] . pp. ( 16) . 16mo.
THE ANTHEM THAT IS TO BE SUNG AT ST. GEORGE's CHAPPEL, BY MR. TUCKEY, ON
THURSDAY NEXT.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1755 .
AUGSBURG CONFESSION.
THE WHOLE SYSTEM OF THE XXVIII ARTICLES OF THE EVANGELICAL UNVARIED
CONFESSION , PRESENTED AT AUSBOURGH TO THE EMPEROR CHARLES V. BY THE
PROTESTANT PRINCES AND STATES : AS THE ELECTOR OF SaxonY, THE MARGRAVE
OF BRANDENBOURG, THE DUKE OF LUNENBOURG, THE LANDGRAVE OF HESSE ;
WOLFGANG, PRINCE OF ANHAULT, THE CITY OF NEURENBERG, THE CITY OF
REUTLINGEN . AND READ PUBLICKLY IN THE DIET, THE 30TH DAY OF JUNE, 1730 .
TO BE COMPARED WITH THE TRANSLATIONS OF THE MORAVIANS PRINTED AT LON
DON IN 1749 , WHEREIN MOST THE HALF HATH BEEN LEFT OUT. [ Edited by J. A.
Weygand .]
Nero - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman , at the Ner Printing
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THE NEW - JERSEY ALMANACK ACCORDING TO THE NEW STILE FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. [1755.]
7353 A BALLAD, CONCERNING THE FIGHT BETWEEN THE ENGLISH AND FRENCH AT LAKE
GEORGE.
Boston : 1755. Broadside. fol.
7354 BARTON, THOMAS 1730-1780
UNANIMITY AND PUBLIC SPIRIT . A SERMON, PREACHED AT CARLISLE , AND SOME
OTHER EPISCOPAL CHURCHES, IN THE COUNTIES OF YORK AND CUMBERLAND,
SOON AFTER GENERAL BRADDOCK'S DEFEAT. PUBLISHED BY PARTICULAR
REQUEST. . . . To which IS PREFIXED, A LETTER FROM THE REVEREND MR.
SMITH, PROVOST OF THE COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA , CONCERNING THE OFFICE
AND DUTIES OF A PROTESTANT MINISTRY, ESPECIALLY IN TIMES OF PUBLIC CALAMITY
AND DANGER.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall, at the
New - Printing - Office ; by W. Dunlap, in Lancaster ; and in York County by the
Author 1755 . Pp. XX , 16. 8vo . HSP. $10
7355
BEACH , JOHN 1700-1782
A MODEST ENQUIRY INTO THE STATE OF THE DEAD. BY WHICH IT APPEARS THAT
THERE IS NO INTERMEDIATE STATE.
N. London. Printed for the Author, and sold by T. & J. Green . 1755 .
(pp ), (4) , 43. 8vo . BPL .
7356
BELGROVE, WILLIAM
A TREATISE UPON HUSBANDRY, OR PLANTING . By WILLIAM BELGROVE , A REGULAR
BRED AND LONG EXPERIENCED PLANTER, OF THE ISLAND OF BARBADOES. AND
MAY BE OF GREAT USE TO THE PLANTERS OF ALL THE WEST INDIA ISLANDS.
Boston, N. E.: Printed by D. Fowle, 1755. pp. 86. 4to.
BM. MHS.
7357 EIN BETTLER UND DOCH KEIN BETTLER , EIN JEDER EIN KÖNIG WANN ER WILL.
EIN GLEICHNIS, IN SICH HALTEND EIN EXEMPEL EINES VOLLKOMMENEN MANNES
IN CHRISTO ; Wozu NOCH BEYGEFÜGET Das VERBORGENE MANNA ALS EINE
ANFRISCHUNG ZUM GEISTLICHEN FORTGANG : IN EINEM SCHREIBEN AN EINEN
WOHLGESINNTEN FREUND ; WIE AUCH, EIN WORT DES TROSTES AN DIE ARME UND
UNVERMÖGENDE. IN ENGLISCHER SPRACH GEDRUCKT ZU PHILADELPHIA 1749 .
UND ZUR ERWÄGUNG UND NUTZEN DER DEUTSCHEN ÜBERSETZT.
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1755 . pp.
45, ( 1 ). 16mo. ESP.
7358 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID , FITTED TO THE TUNES USED IN CHURCHES.
By N. BRADY, & N. TATE,
Boston , New England : Reprinted by B. Edes and J. Gill, for J. Winter .
MDCCLV . pp . 376. Music, engraved , printed , and sold by Thomas Johnston,
Boston , 1755. 16 leaves. 12mo.
7359 BIBLIA. NEW TESTAMENT.
Das NEUE TESTAMENT. UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI, VERTEU
TSCHT VON D. MARTIN LUTHER . MIT JEDES CAPITELS KURTZEN SUMARIEN .
AUCH BEYGEFÜGTEN VIELEN RICHTIGEN PARALLELEN. [Zweite Auflage.]
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur, 1755. pp. (4) ,
562, (4). 16mo. HSP.









7360 BLAND, HUMPHREY 1686-1763
An ABSTRACT OF MILITARY DISCIPLINE, FROM COL. BLAND ; MORE PARTICULARLY
WITH REGARD TO THE MANUAL EXERCISE, EVOLUTIONS, AND FIRINGS OF THE FOOT.
Boston : Printed for D. IIenchman . 1755.
7361 The same.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1755 .
7362 BLISS, DANIEL 1715-1764
THE GOSPEL HIDDEN TO THEM THAT ARE LOST. BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF TWO
SERMONS. PREACHED AT CONCORD : SHEWING WHEN AND WHENCE THE GOSPEL
IS HID TO ANY UNDER THE DISPENSATION OF IT ; AND SOME OF THE MISERIES SUCH
PERSONS ARE UNDER, AND OTHERS TO WHICH THEY ARE EXPOSED. . . PUB
LISHED AT THE REPEATED REQUEST, AND FREE COST, OF SOME WHO HEARD THEM.
( Five lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen -street. 1755. pp.
54+ 8vo . BA. BM. CHS.
Reprinted at Concord in 1818.
7363 BLODGET, SAMUEL 1724-1807
A PROSPECTIVE -PLAN OF THE BATTLE NEAR LAKE GEORGE, ON THE EIGHTH DAY OF
SEPTEMBER, 1755. WITH AN EXPLANATION THEREOF ; CONTAINING A FULL, THO'
SHORT, HISTORY OF THAT IMPORTANT AFFAIR . By SAMUEL BLODGET, OCCASION
ALLY AT THE CAMP, WHEN THE BATTLE WAS FOUGHT.
Boston ; Nero- England : Printed by Richard Draper , for the Author.
MDCCLV. pp. (2), 6. plan 171x13$. 4to .
The plan bears a somewhat fuller title and dedication to William
Shirley , esq . , and was engraved by Thomas Johnston . It was
reproduced in facsimile in Boston in 1902 in an edition of one




7364 THE BOSTON EVENING - Post. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1755.
Boston : Printed by T. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill. 1755. fol.
7365 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST AD
VICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . NUMB. 1 . APRIL 7. [ -December, 1755.]
Boston : Printed by Benjamin Edes and John Gill, at their printing - office
near the East end of the Toron - House, in King Street. 1755. fol.
This was the third newspaper to bear the title of “The Boston
Gazette." Soon after it began, the publishers removed to Queen
Street, where it was continuously published until the breaking
out of the Revolutionary War in April, 1775 , when Gill's interests
ceased . From April to June 5th, publication was suspended. At
the latterdate Edes renewed the printingofthe Gazette, at Water
town, and continued to print it there until November, 1776 , when
he returned to Boston , printing as before in Queen Street. His
sons, Benjamin and Peter, were some time after concerned with
him in printing the paper. In 1784 , it was printed by Edes &
Son , 42 Cornhill. It was afterwards printed in Marlborough
Street; later in King, now State Street; and finally printed and
published by Edes alone in Kilby Street, until it suspended pub
lication in 1798 , forty - five years from its first publication .
THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS- LETTER . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1755.
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1755. fol.
7366














THE BOSTON WEEKLY POST-BOY. JANUARY - APRIL ? 1755.
Boston : Printed for Ellis Huske, Post Master . 1755. 4to .
Thomas believes the paper was continued until within a few
weeks' time of the Provincial Stamp Act in 1755 .
BRADFORD, WILLIAM 1719-1791
Books JUST IMPORTED FROM LONDON, AND TO BE SOLD BY WILLIAM BRADFORD, AT
HIS SHOP, ADJOINING THE LONDON COFFEE-HOUSE IN MARKET- STREET.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1755. ] Broadside. fol.
BRADSTREET, SIMON 1709-1771
A SERMON PREACHED IN MARBLEHEAD, JANUARY 12, 1755, AFTER THE FUNERAL
OF MR. SAMUEL BRADSTREET, OF CHARLESTOWN, WHO DIED JANUARY 4. ÆTAT. 43.
Boston : Printed by Daniel Fowle. [1755.] pp. 28. 4to.
BROWNE, ARTHUR 1700-1773
UNIVERSAL LOVE RECOMMENDED IN A SERMON BEFORE THE FREE MASONS, IN
TRINITY-CHURCH , Boston, 1st OF OCTOBER, 1755.
Boston : Printed for J. & T. Leverett. MDCCLV. pp. 27. 4to .
BUELL, SAMUEL 1716-1798
CHRIST THE GRAND SUBJECT OF GOSPEL -PREACHING ; THE POWER OF GOD, MANIFESTED
IN THE WORK OF FAITH ; AND UNBELIEF UNDER THE GOSPEL, LAMENTED. A SER
MON, PREACH'D AT BROOK-HAVEN, OCTOBER 23 , 1754. AT THE ORDINATION OF
MR. BENJAMIN TALLMADGE. . .. TOGETHER WITH A DISCOURSE ON ORDINA
TION, THE CHARGE, AND EXHORTATION TO THE PEOPLE. PUBLISHED AT THE
DESIRE OF THE HEARERS . [Two lines from ] 1 CORINTHIANS II. 2 .
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing -Office in Beaver- Street. 1755. pp . ( 2 ) , (28) ; (2) , [25H53) ; [55 ] +(62 ). 4to.
Second title : THE NATURE OF ORDINATION, WITH ITS APPENDAGES OPENED ; LAI
ORDINATION EXAMINED AND REFUTED, AND THE VALIDITY OF PRESBYTERIAN
ORDINATION VINDICATED : IN A DISCOURSE DELIVERED IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE
FOREGOING SERMON AND PREVIOUS TO THE ORDINATION OF MR. BENJAMIN TALL
MAGE, AT BROOK -HAVEN , ON LONG -ISLAND, OCTOBER 23 , 1754. To WHICH IS
ADDED, THE CHARGE. By EBENEZER PRIME, A. M. PASTOR OF THE PRESBYTE
RIAN CHURCH IN HUNTINGTON , LONG - ISLAND. · [Two lines from ] 1 Tim. IV. 14.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman , at the New Printing
office in Beaver - Street. MDCCLV. pp. (2) , [ 251-53 ).
Third title : AN EXHORTATION TO TIIE PEOPLE ; DELIVER'D AT BROOK-HAVEN,
ON LONG -ISLAND , OCTOBER 23 , 1754. CONSEQUENT UPON THE ORDINATION OF
THE REV. MR. BENJAMIN TALLMADGE. BY JAMES BROWN , A. M. PASTOR OF THE
CHURCH IN BRIDGHAMPTON, ON LONG -ISLAND. (Four lines from] 1 Thes. v. 12, 13 .
New York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New Printing
Office in Beaver - Street, 1755. pp. [55 ]- (62).
BUNYAN, JOHN 1628-1688
JOHANN BUNIANS PILGRIMS-ODER CHRISTEN REISE AUSS DIESER WELT NACH DER
ZUKÜNFFTIGEN DER DRITTE TAEIL. DARGELEGT UNTER DEM GLEICHNIS EINES
TRAUMS : ZEIGENDE, DIE MANCHERLEY BESCHWERNISSE UND GEFAHREN, DIE IHM
BEGEGNET : UND DIE VIELE SIEGE, DIE ER ERHALTEN ÜBER WELT, FLEISCH
UND DEN TEUFEL ; WIE AUCH DESSEN GLÜCKLICHE ANKUNFFT IN DER HIMMLISCHEN
STADT, UND DER HERRLICHKEIT UND FREUDE, DIE ER DA GEFUNDEN ZU SEINEM
EWIGEN VERGNÜGEN. UEBERSETZT AUS DER 13TEN ENGLISCHEN AUFLAGE. ZUR
ERMUNTERUNG DER LIEBHABER SOLCHER REISE ; VON EINEM GERINGEN MIT
PILGER .















Second title : DAS ANGENEHME OPFER ODER DIE VORTREFFLICHKEIT EINES
ZERBROCHENEN HERZENS : VORSTELLENDE DIE KENN-ZEICHEN, EIGENSCHAFFTEN
UND WAHRE WÜRCKUNGEN EINES ZERSCHLAGENEN GEISTES, VERFASSET VON DEM
BERÜHMTEN PREDIGER UND TREUEN DIENER JESU CHRISTI. JOHANN BUNIAN .
ALS WELCHE SEINE LETZTE SCHRIFFT WAR, UND ZU LONDON VON JOHANN GWITTIM
ANNO 1702 AUSSGEGEBEN WORDEN : UND NUN AUS DER 4TEN AUFLAGE UM SEINER
WICHTIGKEIT WILLEN , ALS ZU DIESEN HART-HERTZIGEN ZEITEN NICHT UNNÖTHIG,
INS DEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZT, VON EINEN GUTMEYNENDEN.
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1755. pp .




A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT NEW-ARK, IN NEW -JERSEY, JANUARY 1 , 1755. BEING
A DAY SET APART FOR SOLEMN FASTING AND PRAYER, ON ACCOUNT OF THE LATE
ENCROACHMENTS OF THE FRENCH, AND THEIR DESIGNS AGAINST THE BRITISH
COLONIES IN AMERICA .
Neu - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine,at thePrinting Office in
Queen -Street, between the Fly and Meal-Market,M,DCCLV. [Price, one shilling,
and three coppers.] pp. 41. 4to. BPL. CIIS. JCB. UTS .
BURT, JOHN -1775
EARTHQUAKES, THE EFFECTS OF God's WRATH . A SERMON PREACHED AT BRISTOL,
THE LORD'S DAY AFTER A VERY TERRIBLE EARTHQUAKE, WHICH WAS ON TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 18,1755, A FEW MINUTES AFTER FOUR O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING .
Neroport : Printed by J. Franklin, at the Printing -office under the Town
School -House . (1755). pp. ( 17.) 4to.
BYLES, MATHER 1706-1788
DIVINE POWER AND ANGER DISPLAYED IN EARTHQUAKES. A SERMON OCCASIONED
LATE EARTHQUAKE , IN NEW - ENGLAND, NOVEMBER 18 , 1755. AND
PREACHED THE NEXT LORD'S -DAY, AT POINT-SHIRLEY. PUBLISHED AT THE
PRESSING IMPORTUNITY OF THE HEARERS. [Six lines of Scripture texts .]









POEMS. THE CONFLAGRATION , APPLIED TO THAT GRAND PERIOD OR CATAS
TROPHE OF OUR WORLD , WHEN THE FACE OF NATURE IS TO BE CHANGED BY A
DELUGE OF FIRE, AS FORMERLY IT WAS BY THAT OF WATER . THE GOD OF
TEMPEST AND EARTHQUAKE.
Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle, in Ann - Street, & Z. Fowle, in
Middle - Street. (1755.] pp. 8. 16mo.
C. , T.
A SCHEME TO DRIVE THE FRENCH OUT OF ALL THE CONTINENT OF AMERICA .
HUMBLY OFFERED TO THE CONSIDERATION OF - ESQ. THIS PAMPHLET CAME
IN THE LAST SHIP FROM LONDON TO A GENTLEMAN IN Boston, AND WE HEAR IT
HAS BEEN HIGHLY APPROVED OF, AND IS RECOMMENDED AS VERY USEFUL AT THIS
TIME TO EVERY FRIEND OF LIBERTY . (Signed , T. C.]
Boston , New - England : Re- printed and sold by D. Fowle in Ann - Street,




A TABLE OF INTEREST AT FIVE PER CENT. PER ANNUM.
MONEY.









7379 CHAMBERLAIN , THOMAS
ENGLAND'S TIMELY REMEMBRANCER , OR THE MINISTER PREACHING HIS OWN
FUNERAL SERMON, CONTAINING MANY WONDERFUL THINGS SEEN IN A VISION, BY
THE REV. MR. CHAMBERLAIN .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1755.
7380 CHAUNCY, CHARLES 1705-1787
EARTHQUAKES A TOKEN OF THE RIGHTEOUS ANGER OF GOD. A SERMON PREACHED
AT THE OLD - BRICK -MEETING -HOUSE IN Boston , THE LORD'S -DAY AFTER THE
TERRIBLE EARTHQUAKE, WHICH SUDDENLY AWOKE US OUT OF OUR SLEEP IN THE
MORNING OF THE 18TH OF NOVEMBER, 1755. [Two lines of Scripture
texts.]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, at their Printing -Office
next to the Prison in Queen - Street. MDCCLV . pp. 32. 8vo. NL . NYPL. WL.
7381 A LETTER TO A FRIEND, GIVING A CONCISE, BUT JUST, ACCOUNT, ACCORDING TO
THE ADVICES HITHERTO RECEIVED, OF THE OHIO-DEFEAT ; AND POINTING OUT
ALSO THE MANY GOOD ENDS, THIS INGLORIOUS EVENT IS NATURALLY ADAPTED TO
PROMOTE : OR, SHEWING WHEREIN IT IS FITTED TO ADVANCE THE INTEREST OF
ALL THE AMERICAN BRITISH COLONIES, TO WHICH IS ADDED, SOME GENERAL
ACCOUNT OF THE NEW - ENGLAND FORCES, WITH WHAT THEY HAVE ALREADY DONE ,
COUNTER-BALANCING THE ABOVE LOSS. (Signed, T. W. , August 25 , 1755.]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, at their Printing
Office next to the Prison in Queen - Street, M ,DCCLV. pp. ( 15.) 4to. MHS. NYPL .
Reprinted in Bristol, England, in this year. Also attributed to
Timothy Walker, afterwards Chief Justice of the Common Pleas
in Boston .
$19
7382 A SECOND LETTER TO A FRIEND, GIVING A MORE PARTICULAR NARRATIVE OF
THE DEFEAT OF THE FRENCH ARMY AT LAKE -GEORGE, BY THE NEW -ENGLAND
TROOPS , TIIAN HAS YET BEEN PUBLISHED, REPRESENTING ALSO THE VAST IMPORT
ANCE OF THIS CONQUEST TO THE AMERICAN -BRITISH COLONIES. TO WHICH IS
ADDED, SUCH AN ACCOUNT OF WHAT THE NEW-ENGLAND GOVERNMENTS HAVE
DONE, TO CARRY INTO EFFECT THEIR DESIGN AGAINST CROWN - POINT, AS WILL
SHEW THE NECESSITY OF THEIR BEING HELP'D BY GREAT BRITAIN , IN POINT OF
MONEY. [Signed , T. W.]
Boston, N. E.: Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, at their Printing
Office, next to the Prison in Queen - Street. MDCCLV. pp . 16 . 4to . JCB. MHS.
36
7883 CHECKLEY, SAMUEL 1696-1769
A DAY OF DARKNESS. — A SERMON PREACH'D BEFORE HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM
SHIRLEY, ESQ ; THE HONORABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND HOUSE OF REPRE .
SENTATIVES, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND ;
May 28TH, 1755. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY THE ELECTION OF HIS
MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR SAID PROVINCE.C .
Boston : N. E. Printed by John Draper, Printer to his Excellency the Gov
ernor and the Honorable his Majesty's Council. MDCCLV. pp. 35. Svo.
FOR
BM. WL.
7884 THE DUTY OF GOD'S PEOPLE WHEN ENGAGED IN WAR . A SERMON PREACHED
AT THE NORTH-CHURCH OF CHRIST IN BOSTON, SEPT. 21. To CAPTAIN THOMAS
STODDARD, AND HIS COMPANY ; ON OCCASION OF THEIR GOING AGAINST THE ENEMY .
[Seven lines from ] 2 CHRON. XXXII . 7 , 8.
Boston : New England . Printed and sold by D. Fowle in Ann - Street, and
Z. Fowie in Middle- street, below the Mill- Bridge. 1755. pp. 31. 8vo. CHS. JCB.
.













THE ANSWER OF THE FRIEND IN THE WEST , TO A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN
THE EAST, ENTITLED , THE PRESENT STATE OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT
CONSIDERED . N. B. THIS ANSWER HAPPENED TO FALL INTO THE HANDS OF A
GENTLEMAN, WHO THOUGHT IT BEST THAT IT SHOULD BE COMMUNICATED TO THE
PUBLICK ,
New Haven : Printed and sold by James Parker, at the Post- Office near
the Hay -market. 1755. pp . [18.] 4to . AAS. BM. CHS. JCB. NYPL. NYSL. YC.
A BRIEF HISTORY AND VINDICATION OF THE DOCTRINES RECEIVED AND ESTAB
LISHED IN THE CHURCHES OF NEW -ENGLAND ; WITH A SPECIMEN OF THE NEW
SCHEME OF RELIGION BEGINNING TO PREVAIL. . . [ Five lines of quotations.]
New Haven : Printed and sold by James Parker, at the Post-Office, 1755 .
pp. [44], ( 1 ). 8vo. AAS. BM. BPL. CHS. HC. JCB. NYPL. YC.
Reprinted in Boston in 1757 .
CLARK, PETER 1694-1768
RELIGION TO BE MINDED, UNDER THE GREATEST PERILS OF LIFE. A SERMON ON
Psal. cxix . 109 , CONTAINING A WORD IN SEASON TO SOLDIERS. PREACH'D ON
APRIL 6 , 1755, BEING THE LORD'S-DAY, BEFORE THE MUSTER OF A NUMBER OF
SOLDIERS IN THE NORTH - PARISH IN DANVERS, WHO HAD ENLISTED IN THE PUB
LICK SERVICE OF THE KING AND COUNTY, IN THE INTENDED EXPEDITION. PUB
LISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE HEARERS. [Two lines from] Psal.. XLIV . 17 .
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland, in Queen - Street. 1755. pp.
(2) , 29. 8vo. BA. BM .
CLARK , Thomas -1792
REMARKS UPON THE MANNER AND FORM OF SWEARING , BY TOUCHING AND KISSING
THE GOSPELS : IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND . BEING PARTLY EXCERPTS FROM AN
ANONYMOUS BOOK, ENTITULED : THE NEW MODE OF SWEARING, TACTIS ET DEOSCU
LATIS EVANGELIIS, PUBLISHED 33 YEARS AGO. BY THE REv. MR. THOMAS CLARK,
MINISTER AT BALLIBAY , IN THE COUNTY OF MONAGHAN, IRELAND .
Glasgow Printed : Lancaster Re -printed by W. Dunlap, in Queen - Street,
for Mr. Alexander Mure, in Chestnut- Level. 1755. pp. 30 , ( 1 ) . 8vo.
CLARKE, WILLIAM , M. D.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE LATE AND PRESENT CONDUCT OF THE FRENCH, WITH REGARD
TO THE ENCROACHMENTS UPON THE BRITISH COLONIES IN NORTH AMERICA .
TOGETHER WITH REMARKS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THESE COLONIES TO GREAT
BRITAIN. TO WHICH IS ADDED, WROTE BY ANOTHER HAND ; OBSERVATIONS CON
CERNING THE INCREASE OF MANKIND, PEOPLING OF COUNTRIES, &C. [By Benja
min Franklin.)
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street.
(8), iv, 47, 15. 8vo. BA. BM. JCB . MHS. NYPL .
CLEMENT, TIMOTHY
PLAN OF THE BATTLE OF LAKE GEORGE, BETWEEN THE ENGLISH AND THE FRENCH
AND INDIANS. DEDICATED TO GOVERNOR SHIRLEY.
Boston : 1755.




THE DANGER OF DISREGARDING THE WORKS OF GOD : A SERMON, DELIVERED AT
CANTERBURY, NOVEMBER 23 , 1755 , BEING THE NEXT SABBATH AFTER THE LATE
SURPRISING EARTHQUAKE .
New -Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company, at the Post -Office.





















7396 . . .
COLE, EDWARD
A LETTER TO A GENTLEMAN IN NEW-YORK. CAMP, LAKE -GEORGE, OCTOBER 22 ,
1765. SIR,
[ Nero- York : 1755.] pp. (2). fol.
CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW - ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD AT NEW -HAVEN , ON THE SECOND THURSDAY OF OCTOBER , IN THE TWENTY
EIGHTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVREIGN LORD GEORGE THE SECOND, OF
GREAT-BRITAIN, &C. KING. ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1754. [Colophon :]
N. London , Printed and sold by Timothy Green, Printer to the Gov. &
Comp. of his Majesty': Colony of Connecticut, 1755. pp . 283-284. fol.
The same. AN ACT AND LAW MADE, AND PASSED AT HARTFORD,
MAY 1755. [ Colophon :]
New -London , Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor, and
Comp. of the abovesaid Colony, 1755. p. 285 .
CHS. YC.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN AMERICA :
BEGUN AND HELD AT NEW-HAVEN ON THE SECOND THURSDAY OF OCTOBER, IN
THE TWENTY NINTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE
SECOND , KING OF GREAT BRITAIN , &C. ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1755. [Colophon :]
Neu -London, Printed and sold by Timothy Green, Printer to the Governor,
and Company of the Colony of Connecticut, 1755. pp. 287-293 . fol .
AN ACT MADE AND PASSED ATNEW -HAVEN . . JANUARY,
1755.
[ New -London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1755. ] pp . 1-2 . fol .
AN ACT MADE, AND PASSED AT HARTFORD MARCH
1755. [Colophon :]
N. London , Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Gov. and Comp.
1755 . pp . 3-6 . fol . CHS. MSL.
AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW-ENGLAND IN AMERICA,
HOLDEN AT NEw -HAVEN IN SAID COLONY ON THE 2D THURSDAY OF OCTOBER,
ANNOQUE DOMINI , 1755. [An additional Act for issuing bills of credit .] [Colo
phon:]
N -London , Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Gov. and Company
of the Colony of Connecticut. 1755. pp. 7-8. fol.
THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . NUMB. 1. APRIL 12. [-December, 1755.]
New Haven in Connecticut: Printed by James Parker, at the Post -Office
near the sign of the White Horse. 1755. fol.
The first newspaper printed in New Haven . John Holt was the
editor and junior partner of the firm . Parker, wbo was then the
principal printer in the city, remained at New York. In 1760
Holt removed to New York and took the direction of Parker's
printing office in that city , and Thomas Green was employed by
the Company to conduct the Gazette. James Parker and Company
continued the publication till 1764. It was suspended for a
short time, and then revived by Benjamin Mecom, Parker's suc
cessor as postmaster, until his removal to Philadelphia in 1767,












7400 COOPER, SAMUEL ? 1725-1783
TWO LETTERS TO A FRIEND ON THE PRESENT CRITICAL CONJUNCTURE OF AFFAIRS IN
NORTH AMERICA ; WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE ACTION AT LAKE GEORGE.
Boston ? 1755. pp. 54. 8vo.




EINE KURTZE BESCHREIBUNG EINER LANGEN REISE AUS BABYLON NACH BETHEL.
OFFENB. 18. 4. IN ENGLISCHER SPRACHE GESCHRIEBEN , IM NOVEM. 1691. UND
AUS DEM 5TEN DRUCK INS TENTSCIIE ÜBERSETZT 1748. MIT BEYFÜGUNG EINIGER
SCHRIFFTSTELLEN. ZU MEHRERER ERLÄUTERUNG .
Und nun das Zweyte mal zu Germanton gedruckt bey Christoph Saur, 1755.
pp. 38, (8). 16mo. HSP. NYPL.
DARBE, JOHN 1725-1805
THE LAST ENEMY CONQUERED. A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF MRS.
ELISABETI GARDINER, LATE CONSORT OF JOHN GARDINER, ESQ ; OF THE ISLE OF
WIGHT, AND DELIVERED AT EAST -HAMPTON ON THE DAY OF HER INTERMENT,
OCTOBER 22 , 1754 . WHERE SHE DEPARTED THIS LIFE, OCTOBER 21 . ETATIS
SUÆ 41 . · WITH A PREFATORY EPISTLE TO MR. GARDINER, BY SAMUEL
BUELL, A. M. AND PASTOR OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST AT EAST-HAMPTON, ON
LONG - ISLAND. ( Six lines of Scripture texts . ]






RELIGION AND PATRIOTISM THE CONSTITUENTS OF A GOOD SOLDIER. A SERMON
PREACHED TO CAPTAIN OVERTON'S INDEPENDENT COMPANY OF VOLUNTEERS,
RAISED IN HANOVER COUNTY, VIRGINIA, AUGUST 17 , 1755.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin. 1755. pp. 24. 8vo. HSP.
Reprinted at London and Glasgow in 1756. The reverend author
makes this prophetic statement on page 9: “ As a remarkable
instance of this, I may point out to the public that heroic youth ,
Col. Washington, whom I cannot but hope Providence has
hitherto preserved in so signal a manner, for some important
service to his country .
DAVIS, Hugh, and CHAMBERS, GEORGE
THE LAST SPEECH AND DYING WORDS OF Hugh DAVIS AND GEORGE CHAMBERS,
WHO WERE EXECUTED AT LANCASTER, SATURDAY, THE 14TH OF JUNE, 1755 ,
WHICH WAS SPOKEN TO A NUMEROUS CROWD OF SPECTATORS A FEW MOMENTS
BEFORE THEY WERE TURNED OFF, AND IS NOW PRINTED AT THEIR DESIRE , TO
DETER OTHERS FROM EVIL PRACTICES .









AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1756. . .
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . [1755.]
DEVOTION, EBENEZER 1714-1771
A MOURNING PIECE . BEING A DISCOURSE DELIVER'D AT BROOKLYN IN POMFRET,
OCTOBER 22. 1754. ' WITII SOME ALTERATIONS. OCCASION'D BY THE MUCH
LAMENTED DEATH, AND DELIVERED AT THE FUNERAL, OF THE REVEREND MR.
EPHRAIM AVERY, PASTOR OF THE CHURCH THERE. WHO EXPIRED ON THE 20TH
INSTANT, IN THE 420 YEAR OF HIS LIFE AND 20TH OF HIS MINISTRY.
[ Three lines from] NIGHT-THOUGHTS.
Boston , N. E.. Printed by J. Draper. 1755. pp. 23. 4to. CHS. YC.
.













A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CON
NECTICUT, AT HARTFORD ON THE DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , May 8th,
1755. .
New - London : Printed and sold by T'imothy Green Printer to the Gov
ernor , and Company of the Colony of Connecticut, 1755. pp. (4) , 58, ( 1 ) . 16mo.
DILWORTH, THOMAS -1780
A NEW GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH TONGUE ; IN FIVE PARTS. CONTAINING, I. WORDS,
BOTII COMMON AND PROPER, FROM ONE TO SIX SYLLABLES : THE SEVERAL SORTS OF
MONOSYLLABLES IN THE COMMON WORDS BEING DISTINGUISHED BY TABLES INTO
WORDS OF TWO, THREE, AND FOUR LETTERS, &C. WITH SIX SHORT LESSONS AT THE
END OF EACH TABLE , NOT EXCEEDING THE ORDER OF SYLLABLES IN THE FOREGO
ING TABLES. THE SEVERAL SORTS OF POLYSYLLABLES ALSO, BEING RANGED IN
PROPER TABLES, HAVE THEIR SYLLABLES DIVIDED , AND DIRECTIONS PLACED AT
THE HEAD OF EACH TABLE FOR THE ACCENT, TO PREVENT FALSE PRONUNCIATION ;
TOGETHER WITH THE LIKE NUMBER OF LESSONS ON THE FOREGOING TABLES,
PLACED AT THE END OF EACH TABLE, AS FAR AS TO WORDS OF FOUR SYLLABLES,
FOR THE EASIER AND MORE SPEEDY WAY OF TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ . II .
A LARGE AND USEFUL TABLE OF WORDS, THAT ARE THE SAME IN SOUND, BUT
DIFFERENT IN SIGNIFICATION ; VERY NECESSARY TO PREVENT THE WRITING ONE
WORD FOR ANOTHER OF THE SAME SOUND. III . A SHORT BUT COMPREHENSIVE
GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE, DELIVERED IN THE MOST FAMILIAR AND
INSTRUCTIVE METHOD OF QUESTION AND ANSWER ; NECESSARY FOR ALL SUCI
PERSONS AS HAVE THE ADVANTAGE ONLY OF AN ENGLISH EDUCATION . IV. AN
USEFUL COLLECTION OF SENTENCES, IN PROSE AND VERSE, DIVINE, MORAL AND
HISTORICAL ; TOGETHER WITH A SELECT NUMBER OF FABLES, &C. &C. ADORNE
D
WITH PROPER SCULPTURE
S, FOR THE BETTER IMPROVEM
ENT OF THE YOUNG
BEGINNE
R. AND, V. FORMS OF PRAYER FOR CHILDREN , ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS.
THE WHOLE, BEING RECOMMEND
ED BY SEVERAL CLERGYMEN AND EMINENT
SCHOOL-MASTERS, AS THE MOST USEFUL PERFORMAN
CE FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF
YOUTH , IS DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND .
THE SEVENTH EDITION.
New York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1755.
.
7409 EATON , ISAAC
THE QUALIFICATIONS, CHARACTERS AND DUTIES OF A GOOD MINISTER OF JESUS
CHRIST, CONSIDERED . A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF REV. MR.
John GANO , ANNO DOMINI 1754. .





THE JUSTICE OF THE PRESENT WAR AGAINST THE FRENCH, AND THE PRINCIPLES
THAT SHOULD INFLUENCE US IN THIS UNDERTAKING. SERMON PREACHED TO THE
SOLDIERS (IN LITTLE COMPTON ) SEPT. 22 , 1785. ALSO THE LAW CONDEMNING
MAN'S RIGHTEOUSNESS . A SERMON FROM GALL. II . 19. By J. E.
Neroport : Printed by James Franklin . ( 1755.] pp. 24 . 4to .
EVANS, LEWIS 1700-1756
GEOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL , POLITICAL , PHILOSOPHICAL, AND MECHANICAL ESSAYS.
THE FIRST, CONTAINING AN ANALYSIS OF A GENERAL MAP OF THE MIDDLE BRIT
ish COLONIES IN AMERICA ; AND OF THE COUNTRY OF THE CONFEDERATE INDIANS :
A DESCRIPTION OF THE FACE OF THE COUNTRY ; THE BOUNDARIES OF THE CON
FEDERATES ; AND THE MARITIME AND INLAND NAVIGATIONS OF THE SEVERAL
RIVERS AND LAKES CONTAINED THEREIN . . . .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall.
MDCCLV . pp.










EVANS, LEWIS, continued .
The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall.
MDCCLV . pp.
iv, 32. map. 4to. BA. JCB . MHS. NYPL . $40
7413 The same. [Another impression . )
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, MDCCLV. and sold
by J. & R. Dodsley, in Pall Mall, London . pp. iv, 32. map. 4to .
Title of Map : A GENERAL MAP OF THE MIDDLE BRITISI COLONIES, IN AMERICA ;
VIZ VIRGINIA, MÀRILAND, DÈLAWARE, PENSILVANIA , NEW - JERSEY, NEW-YORK,
CONNECTICUT, AND RHODE ISLAND : OF AQUANISHUONIGY, THE COUNTRY OF THE
CONFEDERATE INDIANS ; COMPREHENDING AQUANISHUONÍGY PROPER , THEIR PLACE
OF RESIDENCE, OHIO AND TïuxsOXRÚNTIE THEIR DEER -HUNTING COUNTRIES,
COUXSAXRÁGE AND SKANIADARÂDE, THEIR BEAVER-HUNTING COUNTRIES ; OF THE
LAKES ERIE, ONTÁRIO AND CHAMPLAIN , AND OF PART OF NEW-FRANCE : WHEREIN
IS ALSO SHEWN THE ANTIENT AND PRESENT SEATS OF THE INDIAN NATIONS. BY
Lewis Evans. 1755. ENGRAVED BY JAS TURNER IN PHILADELPHIA . (Colophon :]
Published according to Act of Parliament, by Lewis Evans. June 23 , 1755.
and sold by R. Dodsley , in Pall Mall, London , & by the Author in Philadelphia .
26} x 195.
The Map was reissued , with improvements, in Thomas Pownall's
“ Topographical description , " printed in London, in 1776 .
7414 F. , E.
A TRUE STATEOF THE CASE OFR [ebecca ]R [ichardson) widow ( respecting a house
and lot in Philadelphia.] [Signed E. F.]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford ? 1755.] pp. 15. 16mo. LCP .
7415 A FEW LINES ON OCCASION OF THE UNTIMELY END OF MARK AND PAILLIS, WHO WERE
EXECUTED AT CAMBRIDGE, SEPTEMBER 18TH FOR POYSONING THEIR MASTER,
Capt. John CODMAN OF CHARLESTOWN . [Cut.]
[ Boston : 1755.] Broadside. fol.
7416 FINLEY, SAMUEL 1715-1766
THE POWER OF GOSPEL MINISTERS, AND THE EFFICACY OF THEIR MINISTRATIONS ,
REPRESENTED IN A SERMON PREACHED AT NEW-ARK, BEFORE THE REVEREND
SYNOD OF NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 26 , 1754. . . . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE
OF A NUMBER OF THE AUDIENCE . [ Three lines of Scripture texts .]
New York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, at the Printing Office, between the Fly
and Meal- Markets. 1755. pp. 23. 4to . CES.
7417 FISH, JOSEPH 1707-1781
ANGELS MINISTERING TO THE PEOPLE OF GOD, FOR THEIR SAFETY AND COMFORT IN
TIMES OF DANGER AND DISTRESS. A SERMON PREACHED AT WESTERLY IN THE
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND. Aug. 27TH, 1755. IN THE SOUTH MEETING HOUSE ,
TO A NUMBER OF RELIGIOUS PEOPLE , ON A DAY OF FASTING AND PRAYER (OBSERVED
BY THEM) FOR SUCCESS TO OUR ARMIES. WITH A MORE PARTICULAR REFERENCE
TO THE EXPEDITION AGAINST CROWN-POINT ; IN WHICH SOME OF THEM HAD NEAR
RELATIONS.
Newport : Printed by J. Franklin . [1755.] pp. 32. 4to. AAS .







7418 FOWLE, DANIEL 1715-1787
A TOTAL ECLIPSE OF LIBERTY : BEING A TRUE AND FAITHFUL ACCOUNT OF THE
ARRAIGNMENT, AND EXAMINATION OF DANIEL FOWLE BEFORE THE HONOURABLE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN
NEW - ENGLAND, OCTOB. 24rH , 1754 , BARELY ON SUSPICION OF HIS BEING CON
CERN'D IN PRINTING AND PUBLISHING A PAMPHLET, ENTITLED, THE MONSTER OF
MONSTERS. ALSO, HIS IMPRISONMENT AND SUFFERINGS IN A STINKING STONE GOAL ,
WITHOUT THE LIBERTY OF PEN , INK OR PAPER, AND NOT ALLOWED TO SEE HIS
NEAREST FRIENDS, NOR TO WRITE A LINE TO HIS WIFE ; WITH MANY OTHER
INCIDENTS AND AGGRAVATIONS ; WHICH SHEWS IT TO BE MONSTROUS TREATMENT.
WRITTEN BY HIMSELF. [ Three lines from ] DRYDEN.
Boston : Printed by [ Daniel Fowle ) in the year 1755. pp . (32) . (24 ) .
12mo . AAS. BA . MHS. NYPL. WL .
Second title : AN APPENDIX TO THE LATE TOTAL ECLIPSE OF LIBERTY. BEING
SOME THOUGHTS ON TIE END AND DESIGN OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT ; ALSO THE
INHERENT POWER OF THE PEOPLE ASSERTED AND MAINTAINED ; THAT IT IS NOT
GIVEN UP TO THEIR REPRESENTATIVES; THIS CONFIRM'D AND ACKNOWLEDGED BY
KINGS OR EMPERORS, AND PROV'D FROM SCRIPTURE AND REASON. ( Eighteen lines
of quotations. ]
Boston : Printed 1756. pp. (24).
Reprinted in Boston in 1775.
$13
7419 FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN 1706-1790
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1756. FITTED FOR THE USE OF PENNSYLVANIA ,
AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. WITII SEVERAL USEFUL ADDITIONS. By R.
SAUNDERS, PHIL .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1755.]
pp. (24). 24mo. LOC. 38
7420 • FOR
.
POOR RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1756 : . By RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1755. )
pp . (36) . 8vo . HSP. NYPL.
7421 FRELINGHUYSEN, THEODORUS
WARS AND RUMORS OF WAR, HEAVENS DECREE OVER THE WORLD . A SERMON,
PREACHED IN THE CAMP OF THE NEW -ENGLAND FORCES. ON OCCASION OF THE
EXPEDITION TO REMOVE THE ENCROACHMENTS
OF THE FRENCH, ON HIS MAJESTY's
DOMINIONS IN NORTH-AMERICA. BY THEODORUS FRIELINGHUYSEN
, A.M. PASTOR
OF THE REFORMED Dutch CHURCH IN ALBANY. PRINTED AT THE DESIRE OF
MANY WHO HEARD IT. [Two lines of quotation .]
New York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in
Queen - Street. 1755. pp. 47. 12mo. MHS .
7422 FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
AN EPISTLE FROM OUR GENERAL SPRING MEETING OF MINISTERS AND ELDERS FOR
PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW-JERSEY, HELD AT PHILADELPHIA FROM THE 29TH OF
THE THIRD MONTH, TO THE 1ST OF THE FOURTH MONTH, INCLUSIVE, 1755. To
FRIENDS ON THE CONTINENT OF AMERICA .









7423 GALE, BENJAMIN 1715-1790
THE PRESENT STATE OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT CONSIDERED . IN A LETTER
FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE EASTERN PART OF SAID COLONY, TO HIS FRIEND IN
THE WESTERN PART OF THE SAME. (Signed A. Z. ]
[ New - London : ] Printed [by T'. Green ] in the year, 1755. pp. (2), 21 .
4to. CHS. HC. JCB. MHS. YC.
A tract against President Thomas Clap's views in his “Religious
constitutions of colleges, ” and his management of Yale College,
wbich was the subject of much controversy at this time.
7424 A REPLY TO A PAMPHLET, ENTITLED , THE ANSWER OF THE FRIEND IN THE
WEST, &C. WITH A PREFATORY ADDRESS TO THE FREEMEN OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT; By A. Z.
[ Nero-London :) Printed [by T. Green ). MDCCLV. pp . 63. 4to. JCB.
7425 GAY, EBENEZER 1696-1787
THE WORK OF A GOSPEL-MINISTER, AND THE IMPORTANCE OF APPROVING HIMSELF
TO GOD IN IT. A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF REV. COTTON
MATHER SMITH, IN SHARON , AUGUST 28, 1755 .
Neu -Haden : Printed & sold by James Parker. 1755. pp. 27. 8vo. CHS.
7426 GREEN, JOSEPH 1726-1780
THE GRAND ARCANUM DETECTED ; OR A WONDERFUL PIIENOMENON EXPLAINED ,
WHICH HAS BAFFLED THE SCRUTINY OF MANY AGES. By ME, PHIL ARCANOS,
GENT. , STUDENT IN ASTROLOGY .
[ Boston : ] Printed in the year 1755. pp. 14. 12mo . MHS.
7427 GREW, THEOPHILUS
THE NEW-YORK POCKET ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR 1756 . CALCULATED FOR THE
USE OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. BY
Poor Tom. PHILO .
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, between
the Fly and Meal-Markets. [1755.) pp. 36. 24mo.
7428 THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1756. ... By
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter . [ 1755.]
7429 HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE, OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO VIRO
GULIELMO SHIRLEY, ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI
REVERENDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COLLEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE
THESES HASCE, QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HAR
VARDINO DEFENDERE . . • [Colophon :]
Habita in Commitiis Harvardinis Decimo Septimo Calendarum sextilis,
MDCCLV . Broadside . fol . нс..
7430 HOBART, Noah 1706-1773
A CONGRATULATORY LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE WEST, TO HIS FRIEND IN
THE EAST ; UPON THE SUCCESS OF HIS LETTER , ENTITULED, THE PRESENT STATE
OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT CONSIDERED .
New Haven : Printed by James Parker, at the Post-office, near the Hay












DER HOCH -DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1756.
ZUM ACHTZEHENTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. [1755.] pp.
(48) . 4to . HSP.
HOORNBEEK, JACOB
DE WAARE DEUGHT, EN S'CHRISTENS HOOGSTE GOEDT, VOOR GESTELT IN EEN
LEERREEDEN , OVER HEBR. XII, 14 . DOOR JACOB HOORNBEEK, OUDERLING
DER NEDER -DUYTSE GEREFORMEERDE GEMEYNTE TE ROCHESTER, ÎN ULSTER
COUNTY, IN DE PROVINTIE VAN NIEW-YORK, IN NOORD -AMERICA.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te koop in den Nieve Druckery in de Beaver
Straat. 1755 . 8vo .
HOPKINS, STEPHEN 1707-1785
A TRUE REPRESENTATION OF THE PLAN FORMED AT ALBANY, FOR UNITING ALL THE
BRITISI NORTHERN COLONIES, IN ORDER TO THEIR COMMON SAFETY AND DEFENCE ;
CONTAINING ABSTRACTS OF THE AUTHORITIES GIVEN BY THE SEVERAL GOVERN
MENTS TO THEIR COMMISSIONERS ; AND OF SEVERAL LETTERS FROM THE SECRE
TARIES OF STATE, AND LORDS COMMISSIONERS, FOR TRADE AND PLANTATIONS,
CONCERNING SUCI UNION . TOGETHER WITH A REPRESENTATION OF THE STATE
OF THE ENGLISH AND FRENCH COLONIES IN NORTH AMERICA ; AND THE SAID
PLAN OF UNION, WITH THE DOINGS OF THE COMMISSIONERS THEREON ; AND SOME
REMARKS ON THE WHOLE . [ Dated: Providence, March 29 , 1755.]
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin .] 1755. pp , 14. fol.
HUSKE, ELLIS 1700-1755
THE PRESENT STATE OF NORTH-AMERICA. I. THE DISCOVERIES , RIGHTS AND POS
SESSIONS OF GREAT BRITAIN. II . THE DISCOVERIES, RIGHTS AND POSSESSIONS OF
FRANCE. III . THE ENCROACHMENTS AND DEPREDATIONS OF THE FRENCH UPON
HIS MAJESTY'S TERRITORIES IN NORTH-AMERICA IN TIMES WHEN PEACE SUB
SISTED BETWEEN THE TWO CROWNS, &C. &C.
London , Printed 1755. Boston, New -England , Re-printed and sold by D.
Forle in Ann -Street, and by Z. Fowle in Middle - Street. 1755. pp. (2), 64, ( 1).







HUTCHINS, 1756. AN ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS, FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN
ACCOUNT, 1756 .
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. (1755.]
ALMANAK VOOR HET JAAR 1756 .
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt by H. Gaine [1755.]
THE INSTRUCTOR . No. 1. [-v ..]
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the New
Printing-office in Beaver - street. 1755. 4to.
A weekly paper.
JERMAN , JOHN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1756 , .
Philadelphia : Printed [ by Franklin and Hall ] for the Author. (1755.]
pp . (24) . 8vo.
JOHN ENGLISHMAN, IN DEFENCE OF THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION . NUMBER 1 .
[ -10.] 11 APRIL, C - July 1755. ]
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New

















JOHN ENGLISHMAN'S TRUE NOTION OF SISTER CHURCHES. IN REPLY TO “ THE
WATCH TOWER."
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing-office in Beaver - Street, 1755. Broadside. fol .
JOHNSON, Sir WILLIAM 1715-1774
[ Letter dated ,] Camp on LAKE GEORGE, SEPT. 9. 1755 . TO THE GOVERNOURS OF
THE SEVERAL COLONIES WHO RAISED THE TROOPS ON THE PRESENT EXPEDITION .
[Giving an account of the action of the preceding day . )
[n . p. 1755.] pp. 3. fol.
JOHNSTON, THOMAS
[ RULES FOR SINGING, WITH A COLLECTION OF ABOUT FIFTY TUNES, FOR PSALMS AND
HYMNS, ENGRAVED ON COPPER .)
Boston : Engrao'd Printed & sold by Thomas Johnston , 1755. pp. (32). 8vo .
Appended to Brady & Tate's New version of the Psalms, printed
this year ; and sometimes found appended to the New England
Psalm -book , edited by Thomas Prince.
KEMPER, HENRY
TREUHERTZIGE ERINNERUNG UND WARNUNG, BESTEHEND IN VIELEN KLAG-REDEN
vom VERFALL DES CHRISTENTHUMS, IM ÄUSSERLICHEN GOTTES -DIENST. Mit
SAMT EINER ANWEISUNG VON DEM WAHREN BLEIBENDEN UND EWIGEN GOTTES
DIENST, OHNE WELCHEN NIEMAND SEELIG IST, AUCH NICIIT OHNE SOLCHEN SEELIG
WERDEN KAN. HERAUS GEGEBEN AUSS LIEBE ZU ALLER MENSCHEN SEELIGKEIT,
VON EINEM AUF DER WACHT STEHENDEN ERMANNER.








THE DIGNITY AND IMPORTANCE OF THE GOSPEL MINISTRY, DISPLAYED IN A SERMON ,
PREACHED . ON THE DAY OF HIS ORDINATION , BEFORE THE PRESBYTERY OF
NEW-YORK. [One line from] 2 CoR. II . 16 .
Nero - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Printing -office, between
the Fly and Meal-Markets, 1755. pp. (2), ii. [24.] 8vo .
CHS. MHS.
EEN LAMENSPRAAK TUSSCHEN EEN BOERE ONDERLINGEE EEN PREDEKANT
ONER TE TEGENWOORDIGE STAAT VAN DE NEDER DUITSCHE KERK, IN DIT
GEDEELTE VAN AMERICA, AANWYSENDE DE REGTY-DIGE WAAHSAAMHYT VAN
ELKLIDMAAT NEVENS DE MIDDELEN DIE TOT DERSELVE BEWAARING EN VERDERE
OPBOUM, SONDE NORDSAKELYT SYR.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt by H. Gaine. 1755 .
THE LAWER’S [sic] PEDIGREE. TUNE, OUR POLLY, &C.
Boston : Printed and sold below the Mill- Bridge. [1755.] Broadside.
4to .
" Printed from the types which Isaiah Thomas first set for the press,
which was in the spring of 1755 , being then but six years of age.”
LEE, JONATHAN 1718-1788
A SERMON FROM ECCL. IX, 5 , ENTITLED : DEATH THE WORK OF GOD, PREACHED AT
THE FUNERAL OF JOSEPH BIRD, ESQ ; WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE THE 9TH OF
SEPTEMBER , 1754.
New - Haven : Printed by James Parker, 1755.
LETTER TO A GENTLEMAN , ON THE SIN AND DANGER OF PLAYING CARDS AND OTHER
GAMES .











A SOLILOQUY ON FAITH GENUINE : OR A DIALOGUE BETWEEN SELF AND THE SOUL ;
UPON THE NATURE AND NECESSITY OF A TRUE FAITH, IN ORDER TO A RIGHT WAR
FARE HERE, AND VICTORIOUS TRIUMPH HEREAFTER . COLLECTED FROM SOME
PRIVATE MEDITATIONS, AND IMPROVED.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1755.
.
7450 LINES MADEAFTER THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE, IN 1755. [ Thirty -six verses in three
columns.
[Boston : 1755.] Broadside. fol.
7451 LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM 1723-1790
AN ADDRESS TO HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNT. CAPTAIN GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, AND TERRITORIES
THEREON DEPENDING IN AMERICA, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME.
BY THE
AUTHOR OF A WEEKLY PAPER, ENTITLED, THE WATCH -TOWER.
New - York : [ Printed by Hugh Gaine.] MDCCLV. pp. xiii , ( 1 ) . fol.
7452 LOWELL, JOHN 1704-1767
THE ADVANTAGES OF GOD'S PRESENCE WITH HIS PEOPLE IN AN EXPEDITION AGAINST
THEIR ENEMIES . A SERMON PREACHED AT NEWBURY, May 22 , 1755 , AT THE
DESIRE AND IN THE AUDIENCE OF COLO. MOSES TITCOMB, AND MANY OTHERS
INLISTED UNDER HIM , AND GOING WITH HIM IN AN EXPEDITION AGAINST THE
FRENCH.. [ Two lines from] Exod. 13.15.
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by J. Draper , in Cornhill.
(2), iv, 27. 8vo. BA. JCB
1755. pp.
7453 LOZANO, PEDRO 1697-1757
A TRUE AND PARTICULAR RELATION OF THE DREADFUL EARTHQUAKE, WHICH HAP
PEN'D AT LIMA , THE CAPITAL OF PERU, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PORT OF CALLAO ,
ON THE 28TH OF OCTOBER , 1746. WITH AN ACCOUNT LIKEWISE OF EVERYTHING
MATERIAL THAT PASSED THERE AFTERWARDS TO THE END OF NOVEMBER FOLLOW
ING. PUBLISHED AT LIMA BY COMMAND OF THE VICEROY, AND TRANSLATED FROM
THE ORIGINAL SPANISH . BY A GENTLEMAN WHO RESIDED MANY YEARS IN THOSE
COUNTRIES. [ Second edition.]
Boston : Printed and sold by D. and Z. Fowle. [1755.] pp. 8. 8vo.
7454 MCGREGORE, DAVID 1710-1777
THE CHRISTIAN SOLDIER . A SERMON PREACHED AT NEWBURY, AT THE ORDINA
TION OF THE REV. ALEXANDER BOYD, TO THE PASTORATE OFFICE AT NEW -CASTLE ,
IN THE PROVINCE OF MASSACHUSETTS - Bay.
Boston : Printed by B. Edes and J. Gill, in King- Street, for S. Knee
land in Queen - Street. 1755 . pp. 26. 12mo.
.
7455 MAKEMIE, FRANCIS 1658-1708
A NARRATIVE OF A NEW AND UNUSUAL AMERICAN IMPRISONMENT, OF TWO PRESBY
TERIAN MINISTERS, AND PROSECUTION OF MR. FRANCIS MAKEMIE ONE OF THEM,
FOR PREACHING ONE SERMON IN THE CITY OF NEW-YORK . BY A LEARNER OF
LAW, AND LOVER OF LIBERTY.
Nero - York : Re -printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Printing-Office between
the Fly and Meal-Markets. [1755.]
pp . (12) , 52. 4to. AAS. LCP . NYHS. NYPL .
Edited by the author of The Watch -tower, William Livingston ,
with an epistle dedicatory ; and printed at the expense of the










7456 MARIN BEN JESSE, DAVID, pseudonym .
A REMARK ON THE DISPUTES AND CONTENTIONS IN THIS PROVINCE. BY DAVID
MARIN BEN JESSE . PASTOR AT AQUENONKA . [One line quotation from] Moses.
New -York : Printed by H. Gaine, at the Printing-Office, in Queen - Street,
between the Fly and Meal-Markets, 1755. pp. 12. 4to .
LCP. NYHS.
7457 .A REMONSTRANCE .
Nor - York : Printed by H. Gaine. [1755]
7458 MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
ACTS OF THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND , MADE AND PASSED AT A SESSION OF As
SEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS, ON SATURDAY THE
TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF FEBRUARY, IN THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE DOMINION OF
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE FREDERICK LORD BARON OF BALTIMORE, ABSOLUTE
LORD AND PROFUNCTORY OF THE PROVINCES OF MARYLAND AND AVALON &C.
ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1755.
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province
1755. pp. 8, (2). fol.
7459 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE
PROVINCE OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 12TH OF DE
CEMBER, 1754. [-24th December, 1754.] [Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province
1755. pp. 22. 4to . HC. Mdas. NYPL .
7460 The same. (22 February, -26 March, 1755.] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
1755. pp . 46. 4to. HC. Mdus. NYPL.
1
7461 The same. [230 June, - 8th July, 1755.] [ Colophon :]
Annapolis: Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
1755. pp. 44. 4to . HC. Mdhs. NYPL .
7462 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1755.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1755. fol.
7463 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF MAY 1754 , AND CONTINUED
BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS UNTO TUESDAY THE TWENTY -FIFTH DAY OF MARCH
FOLLOWING .
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland. 1755.] pp. 469-470 . fol.
7464 The
same. AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR
ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTI
DAY OF MAY, 1755.
(Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland. 1755.] p. 471. fol.
7465 The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY - FOURTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING AND THEN MET.









MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
AN ACT, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF MAY 1754 .
AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENT AND PROROGATION UNTO WEDNESDAY THE
FIFTH DAY OF FEBRUARY FOLLOWING . [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of the Governour, Council and
House of Representatives. 1755. pp. 453-455. fol .
7467 TEMPORARY ACTS AND LAWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND.
Boston, N. E. Printed by order of his Excellency the Governour, Council
and House of Representatives : and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen -Street. 1755 .
pp. (2), 8 , 166. fol.
7468 ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF MAY 1755 .
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland. 1755.] pp . 167-174 . fol .
7469 - The same. An Act ... AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO WED
NESDAY THE SIXTH DAY OF AUGUST FOLLOWING .
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland. 1755.] pp. 175-176 . fol.
7470 The same. SPECIALLY CONVENED AT BOSTON UPON FRIDAY THE FIFTH DAY
OF SEPTEMBER 1755. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by 8. Kneeland, by order of his honour the Lieut. Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. 1755. pp. 177-180 . fol.
7471 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
EIGHTH DAY OF May, 1755. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY
THE TWENTY -FOURTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his honour the Lieut. Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. 1755. pp . 181–182 . fol.
7472 The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURNMENT
TO
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING . (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his honour the Lieut. Gov
ernour , Council and House of Representatives. 1755. pp. 183-186 . fol.
7473
. .The same. AN ACT AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
TO WEDNESDAY THE ELEVENTH DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING AND THEN MET.
( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by 8. Kneeland , by order of his honour the Lieut. Goo
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. 1755. pp. 187–176 . [ sic 188.]
fol.
7474 ANNO REGNI GEORGII, II . REGIS VICESIMO -OCTAVO . AN ACT PASSED BY THE
GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF MASSACHUSETTS
BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston , ON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF May, 1755. [Colophon :]
Boston ; New England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency









MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE , continued .
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII, II , REGIS, VICESIMO-OCTAVO. AN ACT
PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF .
THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND . BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , ON
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF MAY, 1755. [ Colophon:]
Boston ; Nero -England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency
the Governour and the honourable his Majesty's Council. 1755. pp. 8. ( 12.) fol .
7476
FIT,
BY HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND GOV
ERNOUR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER His MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION. ... I HAVE THEREFORE THOUGHT
WITH THE ADVICE OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, HEREBY TO INFORM ALL PER
SONS THAT THE MARKS OR STAMPS OF THE SEVERAL THINGS SUBJECTED TO THE
DUTIES IN THE SAID ACT WILL BE AS FOLLOWS : . [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governour and
Council. (1755). Broadside.
fol .
The Provincial Stamp Act of 1755. Reprinted in Bulletin of Bos
ton Public Library, vi : 163 .
7477
MHS.
(Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY WILLIAM SHIRLEY , ESQ : CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOUR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE Massa
CHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK FAST.
THURSDAY THE THIRD DAY OF JULY NEXT, GOD SAVE THE KING. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor &
Council. [ 1755) . Broadside. fol .
[ Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER - IN -CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A GENERAL FAST.
[On account of the defeat of General Braddock) . . THURSDAY THE TWENTY
EIGHTH DAY OF THIS INSTANT AUGUST GOD SAVE THE KING. (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper , Printer to his honour the Lieutenant




7479 [Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER-IN -CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK THANKS
THURSDAY THE FOURTH DAY OF DECEMBER NEXT. ...GOD
SAVE THE King. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the lieutenant




7480 [Arms.] BY TAE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION.... TO APPOINT THURSDAY
THE EIGHTH DAY OF JANUARY NEXT ( 1756] TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLICK
HUMILIATION AND PRAYER . GOD SAVE THE KING . [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the Lieutenant
Governour and Council. 1755. Broadside. fol. MHS.
7481 EXTRACT FROM THE JOURNAL OF THE HONBLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -Bay, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN
AND HELD AT Boston, IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE 28TH
DAY OF MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI , 1755. RELATING TO THE IMPRISONMENT OF
DANIEL FOWLE AND ROYALL TYLER.








MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES , OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
Boston , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY
OF MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1755 . [-26 JUNE, 1755.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland , Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1755. pp. ( 118) . fol . BA. MHS.
7483 The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
.
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF
THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND
, BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN THE
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTII DAY OF MAY ANNO
Dom. 1755. AND FROM TUENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO WEDNESDAY
THE SIXTH DAY OF AUGUST FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET at Boston, BEING THE
SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-9 SEPTEMBER, 1755.]
(Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1755.] pp . (119 ) -(165) . fol .
7484 The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF
THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND ; BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN THE
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF MAY ANNO
Dom. 1755, AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WED
NESDAY THE TWENTY - FOURTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT
BOSTON AFORESAID, BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-7 November 1755.]
[Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1755.] pp. (167)-(226) . fol .
7485 The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF
THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND ; BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN THE
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF MAY, ANNO
Dom. 1755 ; AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO THURS
DAY THE ELEVENTH DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET at Boston
AFORESAID , BEING THE FOURTH SESSION OF said Court. (-21 April , 1756. ]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1755. ] pp. (227) -(498). fol.
7486 MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-1766
A DISCOURSE ON REv, xv. 30, 4TH , OCCASIONED BY THE EARTHQUAKES IN NOVEMBER,
1755. DELIVERED IN THE WEST-MEETING-HOUSE, Boston, THURSDAY DECEMBER
18 , FOLLOWING . IN FIVE PARTS, WITH AN INTRODUCTION . PART I. OF THE
GREATNESS OF God's WORKS. PART II. OF THEIR MARVELLOUS AND UNSEARCH
ABLE NATURE. PART III. OF THE MORAL PERFECTIONS AND GOVERNMENT OF
GOD. PART IV. OF OUR OBLIGATION TO FEAR, GLORIFY AND WORSHIP HIM.
PART V. PRACTICAL REFLECTIONS UPON THE SUBJECT, RELATIVE TO THIS OCCASION .
· [ Three lines from ] Psalm cxlv.
Boston : N. E. Printed by Edes & Gill, and sold at their office, next to the
Prison in Queen - Street; and by R. Draper, in Newbury - Street. MDCC ,LV . pp.
72, (2 ). 8vo . AAS. BA . JCB.
7487 THE EXPECTED DISSOLUTION OF ALL THINGS, A MOTIVE TO UNIVERSAL HOLINESS .
TWO SERMONS PREACHED IN Boston, N. E. ON THE LORD's Day, Nov. 23 , 1755 ;
OCCASIONED BY THE EARTHQUAKES, WHICH HAPPENED ON THE TUESDAY MORNING
AND SATURDAY EVENING PRECEDING. · [Two lines from ] Psal. IX . 29 ,
Boston : N. E. Printed by Edes & Gill, and sold at their Printing
office, next to the Prison in Queen - street ; and by R. Draper in Neubury -street.
M ,DCC,LV. pp. 76 , 5. 8vo.
BA . JCB.











MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued ,
SERMONS UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS, VIZ. ON HEARING THE WORD : ON
RECEIVING IT WITH MEEKNESS,
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper. MDCCLV. pp. ( 2) , iv , ( 2) , 510 ,
( 1 ) . 8vo. BA. BM, MHS. NL. NYSL .
7489 MORE, ROGER
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1756. . DOOR
ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te koop by J. Parker , en W. Weyman in de
Niewe Druckery in de Bever-Straat. [1755.]
7490 Poor ROGER , 1756 . THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1756. . By ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
Nern - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman in Beaver Street. [1755. ]
16mo.
pp . 24.
7491 THE UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1756 . By R. MORE,
PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman . [1755.]
i
7492 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1755.]
7493 MORRILL, ISAAC -1793
THE SOLDIER EXHORTED TO COURAGE IN THE SERVICE OF HIS KING AND COUNTRY,
FROM A SENSE OF GOD AND RELIGION : IN A SERMON PREACH'D AT WILMINGTON ,
APRIL 3, 1755, To Capt. PAINEHAS OsgooD, AND HIS COMPANY OF SOLDIERS :
BEFORE THEIR GOING OUT INTO PUBLICK SERVICE. PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF
THE HEARERS. TO WHOM IT IS HUMBLY PRESENTED . [ Four lines of
Scripture texts.]
Boston , New -England : Printed and sold by J. Draper, in Cornhil. 1755.
8vo. BA . JCB. NYPL .
.
pp. 23.
7494 MYRICK , JOHN -1755
& THE LIFE AND CONFESSION OF John MYRICK, WHO WAS EXECUTED FOR THE MURDER
OF HIS WIFE AND CHILDREN .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . ( 1755.] 4to . NYSL.
7495 N. , N.
SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE LAW OF BANKRUPTCY ; WROTE AT THE DESIRE OF A
FRIEND : SHEWING, THAT SUCH A LAW WOULD BE BENEFICIAL TO THE PUBLICK ,
AND ANALOGOUS TO REASON AND OUR HOLY RELIGION, AND BY HIM HUMBLY
RECOMMENDED TO THE CONSIDERATION OF THE PUBLICK . By N. N.
New - Haven : Printed by James Parker. 1755. pp. (2) , 11 . 4to .
7496 NACHKLANG ZUM GESANG DER EINSAMEN TURTEL TAUBE, ENTHALTEND EINE
NEUE SAMMLUNG GEISTLICHER LIEDER .
Ephrata Drucks der Bruederschafft Im Jahre 1755. pp. 112. 8vo .
HSP.
7497 DASNEU-EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS - CALENDER, AUF
JAHR 1756 . Zum DRITTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN.













NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . Regis MAGNÆ BRITANIÆ ET HIBERNIÆ VIGESIMO OCTAVO .
AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW - JERSEY ;
BEGUN AND HELD AT ELIZABETH -Town, ON THE TWENTIETH DAY OF FEBRUARY,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FIVE , AND ENDED THE THIRD DAY OF
MARCH FOLLOWING ; ON WHICH DAY THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE PASSED. [ Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford , Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty , for the Province of Nero - Jersey. (1755.] pp. 8. fol.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANIÆ , FRANCIÆ AND HIBERNIÆ ,
VIGESIMO OCTAVO . AT TWO SESSIONS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-JERSEY ; HELD AT ELIZABETH-Town, THE ONE BEGUN THE SEVENTH DAY
OF APRIL 1755 , AND ENDED THE TWENTY THIRD DAY OF THE SAME MONTH ; THE
THE TWENTY FOURTH OF APRIL, 1755 , AND ENDED ON THE
TWENTY SIXTH OF THE SAME MONTH, BEING THE THIRD AND FOURTH SESSIONS
OF THIS PRESENT ASSEMBLY, DURING WHICH TIME THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE
PASSED. [ Arms ]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford , Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of New -Jersey . (1755.] pp. 24. fol.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . Regis MAGNÆ, BRITANIÆ, ET HIBERNIÆ , VIGESIMO
AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW - JERSEY;
BEGUN AT ELIZABETH -TOWN ON THE FIRST DAY OF August 1755 ; AND HELD BY
ADJOURNMENT AT PERTH -AMBOY, AND ENDED THE TWENTIETH DAY OF THE SAME
MONTI , ON WHICH DAYS THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE PASSED. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford , Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of New - Jersey. [1755.] pp. 64. fol.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . Regis MAGNÆ BRITANIÆ , FRANCIÆ, AND HIBERNIÆ
VIGESIMO NONO. AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-JERSEY ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT ELIZABETH-Town, THE SIXTEENTH DAY
OF DECEMBER 1755 , BEING THE SIXTH SESSIONS OF THIS PRESENT ASSEMBLY;
DURING WHICH TIME THE FOLLOWING LAW WAS Pass'd. [Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, Printer to the Province of
New - Jersey . [ 1755.] pp . 17. fol.
AN ORDINANCE FOR REGULATING AND ESTABLISHING TIIE FEES HEREAFTER TO
BE TAKEN BY THE OFFICERS OF THE COURTS OF CHANCERY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-JERSEY. BY HIS EXCELLENCY JONATHAN BELCHER, CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR - IN -CHIEF IN COUNCIL, NOVEMBER 23 , 1753 .







THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW JERSEY. HELD THE 24TH OF FEBRUARY, 1754 , 5. [-3 March, 1755.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , 1755. pp . 13. fol. PRO .
The same. [7 April, 26 April, 1755.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , 1755.
pp . 22. fol. PRO .
The same. [31 July, 20 August , 1755.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , 1755. pp . 33. fol.
The same. [12 November,-14 November, 1755.]






The same. [ 15 December,-24 December, 1755.]







! 7508 NEW JERSEY. PROPRIETORS OF THE EASTERN DIVISION.
THE MEMORIAL OF TIE COUNCIL OF PROPRIETORS OF THE EASTERN DIVISION OF
NEW-JERSEY, TO HIS EXCELLENCY, JONATHAN BELCHER , .. GOVERNOR OF
THE PROVINCE OF NEW-JERSEY, NOVEMBER 20 , 1753 : WITH DOCUMENTS AN
NEXED (IN SUPPORT OF THEIR TITLE TO THE LANDS IN CONTROVERSY BETWEEN
THE TWO PROVINCES OF NEW-YORK AND NEW -JERSEY): AND THE REPORT MADE
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NEW-JERSEY, AUG . 20 , 1755 , BY DAVID OGDEN ,
CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE UPON THE SUBJECT OF THE NEW-YORK LINE.
[ New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman , 1755.] pp. 118. fol .
$72
7509 NEW YORK. PROVINCE.
AN ACT TO RESTRAIN THE SENDING OF PROVISIONS TO CAPE-BRETON, OR ANY OTHER
FRENCH PORT OR SETTLEMENT, ON THE CONTINENT OF NORTH-AMERICA , OR
ISLANDS NIGH OR ADJACENT THERETO [ Published, 19 February, 1755.]
( Nero- York : Printed by James Parker , 1755.]
7510 ANNO REGNI GEORGII II Regis MagNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
VICESIMO OCTAVO . AT A SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY
OF NEW-YORK, HELD AT THE CITY HALL, IN THE CITY OF NEW-YORK, BEGAN
THE TWENTIETH DAY OF AUGUST, 1754 , AND CONTINUED BY DIVERS ADJOURN
MENTS TO THE NINETEENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1755,
New - York : Printed by J. Parker, 1755.
. .
7511 [ Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEU
TENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-YORK,. . . A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS SEVERAL INCROACHMENTS HAVE
LATELY BEEN MADE BY THE INHABITANTS [Dated Fort George, April 2, 1755.]
[ Nero- York : Printed by James Parker . 1755.] Broadside. fol. NYHS.
7512 THE SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNT. CAPTAIN GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK , ..Το
THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE. [Dated, Fort
George, December 3 , 1755.]
| New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1755. ] pp . 2. fol. NYSL .
7513 TO HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, . THE
HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE PROVINCE OF NEW -YORK. [ Dated
New York , September 6 , 1755 ; with his excellency's Answer, dated Fort George,
September 8 , 1155.]
[ Nero- York : Printed by James Parker. 1755.] Broadside. fol. NYSL.
7514
.
TO HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, THE
HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW -YORK. [Dated at
Fort George December 4 , 1755 ; with his excellency's Answer, dated Fort George,
December 5 , 1755. ]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1755.] pp . 2. fol .
PRO.
7515 NEW YORK. COLLEGE OF, afterwards King's COLLEGE.
THE ADDITIONAL CHARTER GRANTED TO THE GOVERNORS OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW
YORK, IN AMERICA. PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF HIS HONOUR THE LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR, IN COUNCIL .
New - York : Printed and Sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman at the New







7516 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE OR THE WEEKLY POST -BOY.
WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1755.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman , at the Nero- Printing
Office, in Beaver- streat. 1755. fol. NYPL .
7517
7518
THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1755.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, at the Printing- Office in Queen -Street,
next door to Mr. Robert G. Livingston's between the Fly and the Meal-Markets.
1755. fol. HSP. NYHS. NYPL.
The Colophon was changed late in this year to New York : Printed
by H. Gaine , at the Bible & Crown in Queen -Street, between the
Fly and Meal-Markets.
NEWLAND, JEREMIAH
EARTHQUAKES IMPROVED ; OR SOLEMN WARNING TO THE WORLD ; BY THE TRE
MENDOUS EARTHQUAKES WHICH HAPPEN'D ON TUESDAY MORNING, THE 18TH. OF
NOVEMBER, 1755, BETWEEN FOUR AND FIVE OCLOCK . [Woodcut, and poem of
forty verses .]
Boston : Sold by J. Green opposite Mr. Church's Vendue House. 1755.
Broadside. fol .
NOEL, GARRAT
A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS IN HISTORY, DIVINITY, LAW, ARTS AND SCIENCES ; . To
BE SOLD BY GARRAT NOEL.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1755. pp. 14 . 8vo.
NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE.
ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH-CAROLINA, DECEMBER, 1754 ,
AND JANUARY, 1755 .








SEPTEMBER, AND OCTOBER , 1755 .
Neubern : Printed by James Davis, 1755.
THE NORTH CAROLINA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . No. 1 . DECEMBER ( -December, 1755.]
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, at the Printing - Office in Front - Street.
1755 . fol.
This was the first newspaper printed in North Carolina. It was
published about six years, and then discontinued . On the 27th
May, 1768 James Davis again began its publication , numbered
one, and continued it until after the commencement of the Revo
lutionary War.
OSBORN , SARAH
THE NATURE, CERTAINTY, AND EVIDENCE OF TRUE CHRISTIANITY . IN A LETTER
FROM A GENTLEWOMAN IN NEW-ENGLAND TO ANOTHER, HER DEAR FRIEND, IN
GREAT DARKNESS, DOUBT AND CONCERN OF A RELIGIOUS NATURE. 1 COR. I. 26-31 .
N. B. Tho' THIS LETTER WAS WROTE IN GREAT PRIVACY FROM ONE FRIEND TO
ANOTHER ; YET ON REPRESENTING THAT BY ALLOWING IT TO BE PRINTED, IT
WOU'D PROBABLY REACH TO MANY OTHERS IN THE LIKE AFFLICTED CASE, AND BY
THE GRACE OF GOD BE VERY HELPFUL TO THEM ; THE WRITER WAS AT LENGTH
PREVAILED ON TO SUFFER IT-PROVIDED HER NAME AND PLACE OF ABODE REMAIN
CONCEALED .
Boston : Printed for and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite the Prison in



















THE POWER AND PLEASURE OF THE DIVINE LIFE ; EXEMPLIFY'D IN THE LATE
Mrs. (Hannah Pearsall] HousMAN, OF KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE, AS
EXTRACTED FROM HER OWN PAPERS. SECOND EDITION.
Boston : Reprinted Sold by S. Kneeland & T. Bromfield. 1755. pp. xx ,
(2), 132. 16mo.
PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ VIGE
AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA ,
BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA , THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER,
ANNO DOMINI 1754 , IN THE TWENTY - EIGHTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVER
EIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT-BRITAIN, FRANCE AND
IRELAND, KING , DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED
BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF MARCH , 1755. [Arms. ]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin at the Neu -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLV. pp. (2 ) , 211-214 . fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
THIRTEENTH DAY OF JUNE, 1755.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero -Printing
Office near the Market. MDCCLV. pp. (2) , 217–222 . fol .
The same. .. VIGESIMO NONO AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY.
ADJOURNMENTS TO THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF JULY , 1755.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin at the New - Printing
Office near the Market. MDCCLV. pp. (2), 225–235 . fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
FIFTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1755 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin at the Neu -Printing
Office near the Market. MDCCLV . pp. (2) , 239. fol .
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ,
FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ , VIGESIMO NONO. AT A GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OF THE
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT
PHILADELPHIA, THE FOUR
TEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER , ANNO DOMINI, 1755, IN THE TWENTY-NINTH YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD,
OF
GREAT-BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING , DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &c.
AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE THIRD
DAY OF NOVEM
BER, 1755. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Neu - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLV. pp . (2) , 243-260 . fol.
A BILL, ENTITULED, AN ACT FOR RAISING FIFTY THOUSAND POUNDS FOR THE
KING'S USE, BY A TAX OF TWELVE-PENCE PER POUND, AND TWENTY SHILLINGS PER
HEAD, YEARLY FOR TWO YEARS, ON ALL THE ESTATES REAL AND PERSONAL, AND
TAXABLES , WITHIN THIS PROVINCE.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin . 1755.]
AN ACT FOR GRANTING SIXTY THOUSAND POUNDS TO THE KING'S USE . [ Passed,
November 27. 1755.]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1755.] fol.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , MET AT PHILADELPHIA , ON THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER, Anno Domini 1754 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS. ( Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New -Printing

















7533 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1755.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post-master, and D. Hall, at the
New - Printing - Office, near the Market. 1755 . fol. HSP.
7534 THE NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE PRINTERS LADS, WHO CARRY THE PENNSYLVANIA
GAZETTE TO THE CUSTOMERS, FOR 1755 .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1755.] Broadside.
fol . LCP .
7535
THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1755.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the Sign of the
Bible, the corner -house of Front and Market - streets. 1755. fol. HSP.
7536 NEW -YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Brudford . 1755 .
7537 .THE PENNSYLVANIA PRIMER, FOR THE USE OF COUNTRY SCHOOLS :
Lancaster : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1755. 12mo.
7538 PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16 , 1755.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur . 1755. fol . IISP.
7539
LCP .
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA . CHRIST - CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST - CHURCH PARISII, IN PHILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 24 , 1754 , TO DECEMBER 24 , 1755. BY CALEB CASH,
CLERK , AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON.
[ Philadelphia : 1755. ] Broadside. fol.
PHILADELPHIA. COLLEGE OF, afterwards UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA .
ADDITIONAL CHARTER OF THE COLLEGE , ACADEMY, AND CHARITABLE SCHOOL OF
PHILADELPHIA, IN PENNSYLVANIA. [ Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1755. pp. (2),
13. fol. HSP.
7540
7541 PHILADELPHISCHE ZEITUNG VON ALLERHAND AUSWÄRTIGEN UND EINHEIMISCHEN
MERCKWÜRDIGEN SACHEN. (Num. 1. June, 1755 ? – December, 1755.]
Philadelphia : Gedruckt und zu finden bey B. Francklin , General Post
meister, und Anton Armbruester, in der dritten Strasse zwischen der Marck -und
Erd - Strasse. 1755. fol.
Founded by a society whose avowed purpose was to counteract
the influence of Christoph Saur among the Germans in Penn
sylvania, of which the Reverend William Smith was the most
active member; and edited by the Reverend Johann Friedrich
Handshuh . It is said to have been issued twice a month , and
Hildeburn , from the single number known , thinks it was begun in
June, 1755. Its publication probably ceased with the number for
December 31 , 1757 , which contained the German translation of an
article which had previously appeared in the “ Pennsylvania
Gazette ," written by William Moore, which was offensive to the
Quaker majority in the Assembly. The fact of Dr. Smith having
caused the insertion of the article was extorted from Armbrüster,
and the Assembly, entirely ignoring the participation of the others
concerned in its publication, ordered his arrest and imprisonment.















A SERMON PREACHED IN TRINITY CHURCH , NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND, ON THURS
DAY, May 29. 1755 . UPON OCCASION OF THE EMBARKATION OF SOME OF THE
COLONY'S TROOPS, IN ORDER TO GO AGAINST THE ENEMY. PUBLIS
HED AT
THE DESIRE OF THE COUNCIL OF WAR AT NEWPORT. [One line from ] Psal.
CXVIII. 25.
Newport : Printed at the Printing -ofice of J. Franklin . MDCCLV.
pp . [13] . 4to. JCB, RIHS . WL .
POOR ROBIN'S ALMANACK FOR TIE YEAR 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . [1755.]
PORTER , SAMUEL 1709-1758
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. JOSEPH PERRY,
TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF A CHURCH IN WINDSOR, JUNE 11 , 1755. .
Boston : New - England : Printed by John Draper, at his Printing Office
in Newbury - Street. MDCCLV. pp. 30. 8vo.
PRENTICE, THOMAS 1702–1782
THE BELIEVER'S TRIUMPH OVER DEATH , AND THE GRAVE. A SERMON OCCASION'D
BY THE DECEASE OF MRS. ANNA CARY, LATE CONSORT OF MR. RICHARD CARY OF
CHARLESTOWN ; AND PREACHED THERE (THESABBATH AFTER) MARCH 2, 1755. AND
NOW PUBLISHED AT HIS DESIRE. . [ Two lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston , N. E.: Printed by B. Edes & J. Gill, at the New -Printing- Office
in King- Street. MDCC,LV. pp. (4), 26 , (2 ). 8vo.
PRINCE, THOMAS 1687-1758
ANNALS OF NEW -ENGLAND. VOL. II . NUMB. 2. [Two lines of Latin , with
English translation from] CICERO, DE ORATORE.
Boston : Printed by B. Edes and J. Gill, in Kingstreet, for S. Kneeland in
Queen -street, and for J. and T. Iederett in Cornhill. ( Price six pence lawful money
each number.) (1755.] pp. (2), 33-64. (2) . 8vo.
The same. VOL. II. NUMB. 3. [ Fifteen lines from ] DEUT. 1 , 6 , 7 , 8 ,
19 , 20, 21 .
Boston : Printed by B. Edes and J. Gill, in Kingstreet, for S. Kneeland
in Queen -street, and for J. and T. Leverett in Cornhill. · (1755.] pp. (2) ,
65-96 , (2 ) . 8vo.











BE FOLLOWERS OF THEM WHO THROUGH FAITI AND PATIENCE, INHERIT THE
PROMISES. A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE DECEASE OF Mrs. Hannah FAYER
WEATHER, OF Boston , ON JANUARY 27TH, 1755. Ætatis 53. AND DELIVER'D AT
THE SOUTH CHURCH, THE LORD'S DAY AFTER . • · [ One line from ] LUK. I. 45.
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, in King Street, for D. Henchman in
Cornhill. 1755. pp. (2) , 27. 8vo. AAS. BA. BPL.
EARTHQUAKES THE WORKS OF GOD, AND TOKENS OF HIS JUST DISPLEASURE ;
BEING A DISCOURSE ON THAT SUBJECT, WHEREIN IS GIVEN A PARTICULAR DESCRIP
TION OF THIS AWFUL EVENT OF PROVIDENCE . AND AMONG OTHER THINGS , IS
OFFER'D A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE NATURAL, INSTRUMENTAL, OR SECONDARY
CAUSES OF THESE OPERATIONS IN THE HANDS OF GOD. AFTER WHICH, OUR
THOUGHTS ARE LED UP TO HIM AS HAVING TIIE HIGHEST AND PRINCIPAL AGENCY
IN THIS STUPENDOUS WORK MADE PUBLIC AT THIS TIME ON OCCASION OF
THE LATE DREADFUL EARTHQUAKE, WHICH HAPPEN'D ON THE 18TH OF Nov. 1755.
Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle, in Ann - Street, and by Z. Forle
in Middle - Street. 1755. pp. 23 , ( 1 ). 8vo. BA. BPL . WL.









PRINCE, Thomas, continued .
AN IMPROVEMENT OF THE DOCTRINE OF EARTHQUAKES, BEING THE WORKS
or GOD, AND TOKENS OF HIS JUST DISPLEASURE . CONTAINING AN HISTORICAL
SUMMARY OF THE MOST REMARKABLE EARTHQUAKES IN NEW - ENGLAND, FROM
THE FIRST SETTLEMENT OF THE ENGLISH HERE, AS ALSO IN OTHER PARTS OF THE
WORLD SINCE 1666. . . . TO WHICH IS ADDED, A LETTER TO A GENTLEMAN,
GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF THE DREADFUL EARTHQUAKE FELT IN Boston , New
ENGLAND Nov. 18 , TWENTY FIVE MINUTES PAST 4 IN THE MORNING .
Boston , New England : Printed and sold by D. Fowle, in Ann -Street, and
by Z. Fowle, in Middle - Street. 1755. pp. 16. 8vo . BA .
7551 PROPOSALS TO PREVENT SCALPING , &C. HUMBLY OFFERED TO THE CONSIDERATION
OF A COUNCIL OF WAR.
Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman , in Beaver -street. Neu
York. MDCCLV . pp . 8. 8vo.
7552 READING , PHILIP
THE PROTESTANT'S DANGER, AND THE PROTESTANT'S DUTY. A SERMON, ON OCCASION
OF THE PRESENT ENCROACHMENTS OF THE FRENCH. PREACHED AT CHRIST
CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA , ON SUNDAY, JUNE 22 , 1755. BY THE REVEREND MR.
READING , MISSIONARY AT APOQUINIMINCK ; IN NEW-CASTLE COUNTY, ON DELA
WARE. PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF SEVERAL OF THE CONGREGATION
BEFORE WHOM IT WAS DELIVERED.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall at the New - Printing
office. 1755. pp. 28. 8vo. HSP. JCB.
7553 A RELATION OF A REMARKABLE PROVIDENCE , WHICH FELL OUT AT THE TIME OF
THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE AT JAMAICA, VERY PROPER TO BE REFLECTED ON AT
THIS TIME OF IMMENENT [sic] DANGER, AND AFTER HAVING LATELY HAD A
WARNING FROM GOD, BY A SMALLER SHOCK OF THE LIKE KIND IN THIS PLACE .
A PAPER PROPER TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1765.
7554 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE -PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA ; BEGUN (IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOUR THE
GOVERNOR) AND HELD AT PROVIDENCE, ON WEDNESDAY THE FIRST OF JANUARY,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FIVE , AND IN THE TWENTY-EIGHTH
YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE
GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1755.] pp . 61–66 . fol. JCB .
7555 The same. BEGUN BY ADJOURNMENT AT PROVIDENCE, ON THE FIRST
MONDAY OF FEBRUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FIVE , AND
IN THE TWENTY-EIGHTH YEAR. • [Dated ,] NEWPORT, FEB. THE 18TH, 1755 ,
THE ABOVE AND FOREGOING ACTS AND ORDERS WERE PUBLISHED THIS DAY, BY
BEAT OF DRUM . WITNESS MY HAND, THOMAS WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1755.] pp. 66–82. fol.
JCB.
7556 The same. BEGUN , IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT PROVIDENCE ON THURSDAY THE SIXTH OF MARCH,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FIVE , AND IN THE TWENTY-EIGHTH
YEAR











RHODE ISLAND . COLONY, continued .
The same.
BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT NEWPORT, ON TUESDAY THE SIXTH OF MAY, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FIVE,AND IN THE TWENTY- EIGHTH YEAR ...
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1755.] pp. 1-5. fol. JCB.
7558 The same. BEGUN, IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT NEWPORT, ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - FIVE , AND IN THE TWENTY-EIGHTH
YEAR . · [Dated ,] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE TWENTY-FIRST DAY
OF May, 1755, BY TH . WARD, SECRET.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1755.] pp . 6–21 . fol .
O
JCB .
7559 The same. BEGUN, IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT NEWPORT, BY ADJOURNMENT, THE SECOND MONDAY
OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FIVE , AND IN THE TWENTY
EIGHTH YEAR · [ Dated ,] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, JUNE 2014,
1755, By Tho. WARD,SECRET.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1755.] pp. 23–30. fol .
JCB.
7560 The same. BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT NEWPORT ON MONDAY THE ELEVENTH OF AUGUST,
1755, AND IN THE TWENTY -NINTH YEAR ... · [Dated.] PUBLISHED IN NEW
PORT ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF AUGUST, 1755 BY TAO.
WARD, SECRET.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1755.] pp. 31-44 . fol. JCB .
7561 The same. BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT NEWPORT ON MONDAY THE EIGHTH OF SEPTEMBER,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FIVE , AND IN THE TWENTY-NINTH
YEAR ( Dated .] PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT ACCORDING TO ORDER THE
ELEVENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1755 , By Tho. WARD, SECRETARY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1755.] pp. 45-54. fol. JCB.
7562 The same. BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN, ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF
OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FIVE, IN THE TWENTY
( Dated ] PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT, NOVEMBER THE SIXTH
DAY, 1755 , ACCORDING TO ORDER, BY Tôo. WARD, SECRETARY.
[ Neroport : Printed by James Franklin, 1755. ] pp . 45–54 . fol .
NINTH YEAR
JBC.
7563 The same. BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE DEPUTY GOVERNOR, AND HELD AT SOUTH-KINGSTOWN UPON THE TWENTY
SECOND DAY OF DECEMBER , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -FIVE ,
AND IN THE TWENTY -NINTH YEAR . . .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1755.] pp. 55–60. fol. JBC.
7564 SAUR , CHRISTOPH 1693-1758
EINE ZU DIESER ZEIT HÖCHST NÖTHIGE WARNUNG UND ERINNERUNG AN DIE FREYE
EINWOHNER DER PROVINTZ PENSYLVANIEN VON EINEM, DEM DIE WOHLFAHRT
DES LANDES ANGELEGEN UND DARAUF BEDACHT IS.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1755. HSP.






7565 SCOUGAL, HENRY 1650–1678
DAS LEBEN GOTTES IN DER SEELE DES MENSCHEN. . . , Mit 2 VORREDEN VON
GILBERT BURNETT UND WILLIAM WISSHART. ERSTE AMERICANISCHE AUFLAGE.
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur im Jahr 1755.
pp. (21 ), 77.
16mo. HSP. $31
7566 SHERMAN, ROGER 1721-1793
THE CONNECTICUT DIARY : OR, ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1756 :
New Haven : Printed and sold by J. Parker. (1755.] pp . ( 16 ). 16mo.
7567 A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE LATIN TONGUE, FOR THE USE OF THE LOWER FORMS
IN THE LATIN SCHOOL. BEING THE ACCIDENCE ABRIDGED AND COMPILED IN THAT
MOST EASY AND ACCURATE METHOD , WHEREIN THE FAMOUS MR. EZEKIEL CHEEVER
TAUGHT, AND WHICH HE FOUND THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS BY SEVENTY YEARS
EXPERIENCE . SEVENTH EDITION.
Boston : N. E. Printed by B. Edes & J. Gill for J. & T. Leverett in Corn
hill. 1755. pp. 72 . 16mo.
7568 The same . THE THIRD ( sic !) EDITION .
Philadelphia : Reprinted by J. Chattin, for Mascoll Williams, of Salem ,
in New England . 1755. pp. 52. 16mo. NYSL.
7569 SMITH, WILLIAM 1727-1803
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE CHARITABLE SCHEME, CARRY
ING ON BY A SOCIETY OF NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN IN LONDON , FOR THE RELIEF
AND INSTRUCTION OF Poor GERMANS, AND THEIR DESCENDENTS, SETTLED IN
PENNSYLVANIA, AND THE ADJACENT BRITISII COLONIES IN NORTH -AMERICA .
PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE GENTLEMEN APPOINTED TRUSTEES-GENERAL, FOR
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SAID CHARITABLE SCHEME.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. MDCCLV. PP
18 . 4to HSP. JCB.
1
1
7570 EINE KURTZE NACHRICHT VON DER CHRISTLICHEN UND LIEBREICHEN ANSTALT,
WELCHE ZUM BESTEN UND ZUR UNTERWEIBUNG DER ARMEN TEUTSCHEN UND
IHRER NACHKOMMEN IN PENNSYLVANIEN UND ANDEREN DARAN GRÄNTZEN-DEN
ENGLISCHEN PROVINZIEN IN NORD-AMERICA ERRICHTET WORDEN IST. HERAUS
GEGEBEN AUF BEFEHL DERER ZUR AUSFÜHRUNG DIESER SACHE BESTIMMTEN
HERRN GENERAL TRUSTEES
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbrüster 1755. pp. 16. 4to.
HSP
7571 A SERMON PREACHED IN CHRIST-CHURCH , PHILADELPHIA ; BEFORE THE PRO
VINCIAL GRAND MASTER , AND GENERAL COMMUNICATION OF FREE AND ACCEPTED
MASONS. ON TUESDAY THE 24TH OF JUNE, 1755, BEING THE GRAND ANNIVER
SARY OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [ 1765.]
pp . 24. 8vo.
. .
APS ,
7572 THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE . JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1755 .
Charles - Town : Printed by Peter Timothy, in King - Street. 1755. fol.
7573 A SPEECH SAID TO HAVE BEEN DELIVERED SOME TIME BEFORE THE CLOSE OF THE
LAST SESSIONS, BY A MEMBER DISSENTING FROM THE CHURCH.








7574 STERLING , JAMES -1785
(ZEAL AGAINST THE ENEMIES OF OUR COUNTRY PATHETICALLY RECOMMENDED.] A
SERMON PREACHED BEFORE ... THE GOVERNOR OF MARYLAND AND BOTH
HOUSES OF ASSEMBLY, AT ANNAPOLIS, DECEMBER 13 , 1754.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green , 1755. 4to .
Reprinted in London this year with the title given in brackets, in




METHOD AND PLAIN PROCESS FOR MAKING POT -ASH EQUAL IF NOT SUPERIOR TO THE
BEST FOREIGN POT-ASH .
Boston : Sold by Edes & Gill. 1755 .
7576 STILES, ISAAC 1697-1760
THE CHARACTER AND DUTY OF SOLDIERS ILLUSTRATED , IN A SERMON PREACHED MAY
25, 1755 , IN THE REV. MR. Noyes's MEETING-HOUSE IN NEW-HAVEN, AT THE DE
SIRE OF COL. Nathan WHITING, TO THE MILITARY COMPANY UNDER HIS COM
MAND IN THE PRESENT EXPEDITION , FOR THE DEFENCE OF THE BRITISH
DOMINIONS IN AMERICA ... PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF SAID COLONEL ,
AND THE OTHER OFFICERS OF SAID COMPANY. [Seven lines of Scripture texts.
Newport, Rhode - Island : Printed by J. Franklin, at the Town - School
pp. iii , 28. 16mo . AAS . CHS. JCB, YC.
7577 A SERMOM PREACHED BY THE REVEREND Isaac STILES, A. M. , PASTOR OF THE
CHURCH IN NORTH -HAVEN, AT THE ORDINATION OF HIS SON, EZRA STILES, A. M.
TO THE PASTORAL CHARGE OF THE CHURCH AND CONGREGATION MEETING IN CLARK
STREET, NEWPORT, OCTOBER 22 , 1755. [Four lines of Scripture texts.]
Neu -Haven : Printed and sold by James Parker at the Post-office. MDCCLV .
House. ( 1755.) pp . (4 ), [33 ] . 4to . AAS . CHS. RIHS. YC.
7578 TAYLOR, ABRAHAM 1727-1740
THE INSUFFICIENCE OF NATURAL RELIGION : A DISCOURSE PREACHED AT THE LEC
TURE IN LYME-STREET, LONDON : REPRINTED ON THE OCCASION OF DR. MAYHEW'S
LATE SERMON. WITH A PREFACE BY A. CROSWELL.
Boston : Printed & sold by J. Draper, 1755. pp . 33 , 8vo . BA. BM .
7579 TOBLER, JOHN
[Cut.] THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRYMAN'S ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR
OF OUR LORD 1756. BEING BISSEXTILE OR LEAP-YEAR. CONTAINING ALMOST
EVERYTHING USUAL IN ALMANACKS.
Germantown : Printed and sold by C. Sower jun . And in Philadelphia
to be had of Thomas Maule in Second - Street, and several other shops where they
formerly were sold. [ Cut ]. [1755.] pp . (40) . 16mo . HSP .
.
7580 THE TRIUMPHANT CHRISTIAN, OR, FAITH'S VICTORY OVER DEATH AND THE GRAVE,
EXEMPLIFIED IN THE LAST EXPERIENCES AND DYING WORDS OF A PRIVATE GENTLE
MAN . THE FIFTH EDITION .
Boston : Printed for and sold by Samuel Kneeland. 1755. pp . 29. 16mo.
7581 UNITED BRETHREN or UNITAS FRATRUM, commonly called MORAVIANS.
Das KINDER -BÜCHLEIN IN DEN BRÜDER-GEMEINEN.
Gedruckt zu Germanton bey Christoph Saur. 1755. pp. ( 16 ) , 210, (61 ).
16mo.






7582 VERSCHIEDENE ALTER UND NEUERE GESCHICHTEN VON ERSCHEINUNGEN DER
GEISTER, UND ETWAS VON DEM ZUSTAND DER SELEN NACH DEM TODE NEBST
VERSCHIEDENEN GESCHICHTERN SOLCHER DIE AUCH JETZO NOCH IM LEBEN SIND.
DRITTE UND VERMEHRTE AUFLAGE.
Germanton gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1755. pp. 201. 16mo. NYPL .
7583 VINAL, WILLIAM 1718-1781
A SERMON ON THE ACCURSED THING THAT HINDERS SUCCESS AND VICTORY IN WAR,
OCCASIONED BY THE DEFEAT OF THE HON . EDWARD BRADDOCK, ESQ. , GENERAL OF
THE ENGLISH FORCES IN NORTH-AMERICA , WHO WAS MORTALLY WOUNDED IN AN
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE FRENCH AND INDIANS, NEAR FORT DU QUESNE ; AND DIED
OF HIS WOUNDS THE THIRD DAY AFTER THE BATTLE , WHICH WAS FOUGHT JULY 5 ,
1755. PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE HEARERS. [Four lines of Scrip
ture texts.]
Neroport : Printed by James Franklin, at the Printing Office at the Toron
School- House. 1755. pp . 25. 4to . $35
7584 VIRGINIA. COLONY.
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. ( 1 May,-9 July , 1754.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1755. pp . 83. fol . VSL.
7585 The same. [5 August,-23 August, 1755.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1755. pp . 24. fol .
VSL.
7586
The same. (27 October ,-8 November, 1755.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1755. pp . 16. fol. VSL.
7587 THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE . WITI TAE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1755 .




DISCOURSES ON WHOLE LVTH CHAPTER OF ISAIAH. PREPARATORY TO
COMMUNION AT THE LORD'S TABLE. TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE AUTHOR'S LAST
SERMON. WITH A PREFACE, GIVING SOME ACCOUNT OF HIS LIFE AND CHAR
ACTER . (Signed , Thoinas Prince and Thomas Foxcroft.]
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle, for D. Henchman . 1755. pp . xxvi , (4 ) ,
512. 8vo . BA. HC. MHS. NYPL .
7589 WATTS, ISAAC 1674-1748
A PRESERVATIVE FROM THE SINS AND FOLLIES OF CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH . WRIT
TEN BY WAY OF QUESTION AND ANSWER. TO WHICH ARE ADDED SOME RELIGIOUS
AND MORAL INSTRUCTIONS IN VERSE.
Boston Reprinted for & sold by J. Blanchard. 1755. 12mo .
7590 WHITEFIELD , GEORGE 1714-1770
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SOME LENT AND OTHER EXTRAORDINARY PROCESSIONS AND
ECCLESIASTICAL ENTERTAINMENTS, SEEN LAST YEAR AT LISBON. IN FOUR LETTERS
TO AN ENGLISH FRIEND.
London , Printed. Boston, New -England, Re -printed and sold by 2. Fowle
belor the Mill - Bridge and by Edes & Gill in Queen -street, next the Prison .
M , D ,CC ,LV . pp. ( 19 ). 16mo. NYPL.
7591 The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , 1755.







7592 WIGGLESWORTH, EDWARD 1693-1765
SOME EVIDENCES OF THE DIVINE INSPIRATION OF THE SCRIPTURES OF THE OLD
TESTAMENT, FROM THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS CHRIST AND HIS APOSTLES IN THE
NEW : BRIEFLY CONSIDERED AT THE LECTURE IN HARVARD-COLLEGE, JUNE 24TH ,
1755. . . . MADE PUBLICK AT THE GENERAL DESIRE OF THE COLLEGE.
Boston : New - England . Printed by D. Fowle for D. Henchman in Corn
hill. 1755. pp . 26. 8vo . BA.
7593 WIGGLESWORTH, SAMUEL 1688-1768
THE BLESSEDNESS OF SUCH AS TRUST IN CHRIST, THE KING WHOM GOD HAD EX
ALTED . A DISCOURSE DELIVERED TO THE CONGREGATION OF THE SOUTHERN
PARISH IN IPSWICH , MARCH 20TH 1755. BEING A DAY OF PUBLICK FASTING
AND PRAYER. PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY HEARERS. [Eight lines
of Scripture texts .]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen -street. 1755 .
pp. (4) , 28. 8vo. BA . BPL. MHS. YC.
.
7594 God's PROMISE TO AN OBEDIENT PEOPLE, OF VICTORY OVER THEIR ENEMIES.
A DISCOURSE DELIVERED TO THE CONGREGATION OF THE SOUTHERN PARISH IN IPS
WICH, MAY 25T1 , 1755 , IN THE AUDIENCE OF A NUMBER OF SOLDIERS BEFORE
THEIR GOING ON AN EXPEDITION AGAINST THE FRENCH AT CROWN-POINT
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street, 1755. pp .
(2) , 29. 8vo. BA.
7595 WIGHT, ELNATHAN
SERMON AT HIS OWN ORDINATION, AT BELLINGHAM , JANUARY 15TH , 1755 .
Boston : 1755 . 8vo.
7596 WILLIAMS, SOLOMON 1700-1776
THE DUTY OF CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS, WHEN CALLED TO WAR, TO UNDERTAKE IT IN
THE NAME OF GOD, A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT A LECTURE IN LEBANON, APRIL
24, 1755 , AT A DESIRE OF A NUMBER OF SOLDIERS GOING OUT FOR THE DEFENCE
OF OUR COUNTRY, AGAINST THE ENCROACHMENTS OF THE FRENCH ; AND NOW
PUBLISHED AT THEIR DESIRE, AND THE DESIRE OF SOME OTHER HEARERS.
N. London, Printed & sold by T. & J. Green . 1755. pp. ( 2) , 35. 12mo.
.
7597 WINTHROP, JOHN 1714-1779
A LECTURE ON EARTHQUAKES ; READ IN THE CHAPEL OF HARVARD-COLLEGE, IN
CAMBRIDGE, N. E. NOVEMBER 26TH 1755. ON OCCASION OF THE GREAT EARTH
QUAKE WHICH SHOOK NEW ENGLAND THE WEEK BEFORE. PUBLISHED BY
THE GENERAL DESIRE OF THAT SOCIETY. [Five lines from] DR. DERHAM'S
PHYSICO - THEOL.
Boston ; New England : Printed and sold by Edes & Gill, at their Print
ing -office next to the Prison in Queen - street. 1755. pp. 38. 4to. BPL. NYPL . WL.
7598 YALE COLLEGE.
A CATALOGUE OF THE MOST VALUABLE BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY OF YALE-COLLEGE
IN NEW HAVEN. DISPOSED UNDER PROPER HEADS. BY THOMAS CLAP.
Neu -Haven : Printed by James Parker, 1755. pp. (2) , 40, (3) . 8vo .
YC.
7599 COLLEGII YALENSIS, QUOD EST Novo-PORTU, CONNECTICUTENSIUM, STATUTA, A
PRÆSIDE ET Sociis SANCTITA . IN USUM JUVENTUTIS ACADEMICÆ.
Novo - Portu : Excudebat Jacobus Parker. MDCCLV. Liber primus













YALE COLLEGE, continued .
PRÆCLARISSIMO OPTIMA ERUDITIONE VITÆ INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FOELICISIMÈ
GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO COLONIÆ
CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO D. THOMÆ
CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRAESIDI HASCE THESES QUAS ( DEO ANNUENTE )
IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE .. (Colophon :)
Habita in Comitiis Novo-Portu Connecticutensium , die decimo Septem
bris MDCCLV. Broadside. fol.
QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI I) .
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII- YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo - PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS . IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS MDCCLV.
[ Novo-Portu, excudebat Jacobus Parker. 1755.] Broadside. fol.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE LATE DREADFUL EARTHQUAKE AND FIRE, WHICH DESTROYED
THE CITY OF LISBON, THE METROPOLIS OF PORTUGAL. IN A LETTER FROM A
MERCHANT RESIDENT THERE TO HIS FRIEND IN ENGLAND. THE SECOND EDITION .
London : Printed . Boston : New -England, Re-printed and sold by Green &
Russell, at their Printing-office near the Custom -House, and next to the Writing
school in Queen - street. M.DCC ,LVI. pp. [23]. 8vo.
ACRELIUS, ISRAEL 1714-1800
A SERMON, EXPLAINING THE DUTIES OF CHRISTIAN SUBJECTS TO THEIR SOVEREIGN ;
PREACHED IN CHRISTIANA CHURCH, IN NEW-CASTLE COUNTY, AND CHRISTIANA
HUNDRED, UPON DELAWARE, ON THE TWENTY -FOURTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY ,
IN THE YEAR 1755.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall, at the Neu







DER TODT ALS EINE SELIGKEIT FÜR DIEJENIGE DIE IN DEM HERRN STERBEN
WURDE ÜBER OFFENBARUNG JOHANNIS 14 CAPITEL, 13 , v . BEY DER AM 12TEN
FEBR. 1756 GESCHEHENEN BEERDIGUNG HERRN MATTHIAS HEINZELMANNS,
VON MAGISTER ACRELIUS, AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN ÜBERSETZT VON Joh. FR.
HANDSCHUH.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt und zu haben bey Benjamin Francklin und Anton
Armbrüster 1756 . pp . (4) , 31. 8vo. BPL.
ADAMS, Amos 1728-1775
THE CHARACTER OF A CHRISTIAN'S LIFE AND DEATH ILLUSTRATED. A SERMON
UPON THE DEATH OF Mrs. Lucy DUDLEY, RELICT OF THE LATE HONOURABLE
PAUL DUDLEY ESQ ; WHO DIED OCTOBER 24, 1756. AET. 72. PREACHED AT
ROXBURY, OCTOBER 31, 1756 ...
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill next to the Prison , in Queen
street. 1756 . pp . 26. 8vo. BA. BM . CHS.
7605
7606 AN ADDRESS TO THOSE QUAKERS, WHO PERVERSELY REFUSED TO PAY ANY REGARD
TO THE LATE PROVINCIAL FAST , May 21 , 1756. TO WHICH IS ADDED, A CELE
BRATED PAPER, REPRINTED FROM THE MONITOR, OR BRITISH FREEHOLDER,
NUMB. 28. ON OCCASION OF THE QUAKERS REFUSING TO KEEP THE GENERAL FAST
APPOINTED IN ENGLAND, FEB. 6. 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , at the Newest- Printing
Office, on the south side of the Jersey Market. 1756. ( Price sixpence). pp . 16. 4to .
This tract was so offensive to the Quakers, that Chattin gave public
notice that he desired to be excused from selling them , and after
two weeks of publication it was sold by “ Black Harry Book







7607 AMES, NATHANIEL 1708-1764
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1757. .
Boston; New -England : Printed by J. Draper, for the Booksellers. (1756.]
pp . (16). 16mo. MHS. NYPL.
7608 The same.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Printed by Daniel Fowle, [ 1756.)]
Thomas says an Almanack was printed in the office of the “ New
Hampshire Gazette " by Daniel Fowle in 1756 , for the ensuing
year.
7609 The same. [A spurious edition .)
Boston , N. E. Printed : Nero - Haven : Re-printed and sold by James
Parker , and Company. (1756. ) pp. (16). 16mo.
CHS.
7610 EIN ANGENEHMER GERUCH DER ROSEN UND LILIEN DIE IM THAL DER DEMUTH
UNTER DEN DORNEN HERVOR GEWACHSEN. ALLES AUS DER BRÜDERLICHEN
GESELLSCHAFT IN BETHANIA.
[ Ephrata :] Im Jahr des Heils 1756. pp. ( 2 ) , 26 , 18. 4to. HSP. LCP.
Second title : EIN ANGENEHMER GERUCH DER ROSEN UND DER LILIEN, DIE IM
THAL DER DEMUTH UNTER DEN DORNEN HERVOR GEWACHSEN. ALLES AUS DER
SCHWESTERLICHEN GESELLSCHAFFT IN SARON.
( Ephrata : ] Im Jahr des Heils 1756. pp. 18 .
7611 AN ANSWER TO LEWIS EVANS' LETTER ON THE IMPROPRIETY OF SENDING FORCES
TO VIRGINIA .
Philadelphia : 1756 .
7612 BACKUS, Isaac 1724-1806
SERMON WHEREIN IS SHOWN WHO ARE THE PROPER SUBJECTS OF SPECIAL ORDI
NANCES OF THE GOSPEL CHURCH .
Boston : 1756. pp. 51. 8vo.
7613 A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BOND-WOMAN AND
THE FREE , AS THEY ARE THE TWO COVENANTS . A SERMON AT MIDDLEBOROUGH ,
MASSACHUSETTS .
Boston : 1756. pp. (4) , 45. 8vo. AAS .
7614 BALL, WILLIAM
THE NEW -JERSEY ALMANACK ACCORDING TO THE NEW STILE FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1757 , .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford. [1756.)
7615 BALLANTINE, JOHN -1776
THE IMPORTANCE OF GOD'S PRESENCE WITH AN ARMY, GOING AGAINST THE ENEMY :
AND THE GROUNDS ON WHICH IT MAY BE EXPECTED . REPRESENTED IN A SERMON
PREACHED AT A LECTURE IN WESTFIELD , ON WEDNESDAY JUNE 2, 1756 , JUST
BEFORE CAPTAIN JOHN MOSELY, AND HIS COMPANY, BEGAN THEIR MARCH
TOWARDS CROWN -POINT. . . MADE PUBLICK AT THE DESIRE OF THE HEARERS.
[ Four lines from ] HEZEKIAH.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, next to the prison, in Queen









BARNARD , JOHN 1681-1770
A PROOF OF JESUS CHRIST HIS BEING THE ANCIENT PROMISED MESSIAH :
MON PREACH'D IN THE CHAPEL OF HARVARD - COLLEGE AT CAMBRIDGE IN NEW
ENGLAND, JUNE 23 , 1756. .
Boston : Printed and sold by J. Draper in Cornhill. 1756. pp. 55, (2).
8vo.
The second Dudleian lecture preached, and the first published .
.
BA. BM. BPL . CHS. HC.
7617 BECKWITH, GEORGE 1703-1794
THAT PEOPLE A SAFE , AND HAPPY PEOPLE, WHO HAVE GOD FOR , AND AMONG THEM.
SHEWED IN A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COL
ONY OF CONNECTICUT, MAY 13TH, 1756. BEING THE DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY
ELECTION THERE. [ Ten lines of Scripture texts.]
New - London : Printed & sold by T. Green , Printer to the Goo. & Comp.





THE LAW, OUR SCHOOL -MASTER . A SERMON PREACHED AT LITCHFIELD, JUNE 8,
1756 , BEFORE THE ASSOCIATION OF LITCHFIELD COUNTY
PUBLISHED WITH
GREAT ENLARGEMENTS. [Two lines from ] St. Paul .
Neu -Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company, at the Post - Office .
(1756.) pp. (2), 77, ( 1 ). 8vo . CHS.
7619 BIBLIA . OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID . BY THE REV. THOMAS CRADOCK,
RECTOR OF ST. THOMAS's. BALTIMORE COUNTY, MARYLAND.
Annapolis: Printed by Jonas Green . 1756. pp. 160. 8vo.
7620 THE PSALMS OF DAVID IMITATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW - TESTAMENT,
AND APPLIED TO THE CHRISTIAN STATE AND WORSHIP . By I. WATTS, D.D.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1756.
7621 BLAKENEY , WILLIAM 1672-1761
THE NEW MANUAL EXERCISE . BY GENERAL BLAKENEY. TO WHICH IS ADDED , THE
EVOLUTIONS OF THE FOO'T, BY GENERAL BLAND.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Nero




TO WORSHIP GOD IN SPIRIT & IN TRUTH , IS TO WORSHIP HIM IN THE TRUE LIBERTY
OF CONSCIENCE . WITH AN ANSWER ; BY JACOB JOHNSON. (And A Reply .]
n. P. Printed for the Author. MDCCLVI. pp. 127 , ( 1 ) ; 29 , ( 1 ) ; 74 , ( 1 ) .
8vo.
Second title : ANIMADVERSIONS, WITH SOME BRIEF REMARKS ; BY WAY OF ANSWER ,
TO John BOLLES. BY JACOB JOHNSON pp. 29, ( 1 ).
Third title : A REPLY . By J. BOLLES. [Addressed, To the General Court
at Boston, May 29th 1754 opposing their Confession of faith,on your first day
Sabbath," " swearing," " baptism ," and " civil government," with much matter on
the persecution of the Quakers.] pp. 74, ( 1 ) .
On page 103 Mr. Bolles states: " I have published three Treatises
already, touching these things ; but there has been no answer
made to any ; and this is the fourth .” Trumbull notes that he has
not metwith either of these earlier publications, unless his “ Few










7623 BOOGE or BOGUE, EBENEZER 1716-1767
THE UNTEACHABLE, FORSAKEN OF GOD. OR, THE RUIN OF THE REBELLIOUS.
CONSIDERED IN A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT NORTHINGTON -SOCIETY, IN FARMING
TON ; APRIL 7TH, 1756 , A DAY APPOINTED FOR HUMILIATION , FASTING AND PRAYER .
Neu -Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Company. 1756. pp. vi , 26. 8vo.
7624 THE BOSTON EVENING - Post. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1756 .
Boston : Printed by 7'. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill. 1756 .
fol.
THE BOSTON GAZETTE. OR, COUNTRY JOURNAL. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1756.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen Street. 1756 . fol.
7625
7626 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS -LETTER. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1756 .
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1756. fol.
7627 DAS BRUDERLIED ODER EIN AUSFLUSS GOTTES UND SEINER LIEBE AUS DER
HIMMLISCHEN UND PARADIESISCHEN GOLD - ADER , ODER BRUNNEN DES LEBENS
ENTSPRUNGEN . AUS DER BRÜDERLICHEN GESELLSCHAFT IN BETHANIA ENT
SPROSSEN UND HERFÜRGEBRACHT, BETREFFEND DEN INHALT VON DER UNSCHÄTZ
BAREN VOM HIMMEL GEBRAUCHTEN BRÜDER-LIEBE ; ALS WELCHE JESUS AUF
ERDEN GELEHRT UND DARGETHAN, U. 8. W.





A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE SYNOD OF NEW-YORK, CONVENED AT NEWARK,
IN NEW - JERSEY, SEPTEMBER 30 , 1756 . PUBLISHED BY THE DESIRE OF THE
SYNOD . .
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in
Queen -street, between the Fly and Meal-Markets, 1756. pp. 43. 8vo.
HSP. MHS.
7629 A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE SYNOD OF NEW-YORK, CONVENED AT NEW
ARK, IN NEW -JERSEY, THE 30TH OF SEPTEMBER, 1756 , ON THESE WORDS (ISAI.
XXI. 11 , 12 ,) THE BURDEN OF Dumas : HE CALLETH TO ME OUT OF SEIR, WATCH
MAN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT ? &C. &C.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1756 .
7630 CAMERON, DUNCAN
THE LIFE, ADVENTURES, AND SURPRIZING DELIVERANCES, OF DUNCAN CAMERON,
PRIVATE SOLDIER IN THE REGIMENT OF FOOT, LATE SIR PETER HALKET'S. THE
THIRD EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , at the Newest- Printing
Office, on the South side of the Jersey Market. 1756 . pp. 16. 8vo.
7631 A CATALOGUE OF A VERY CURIOUS COLLECTION OF PRINTS, CONSISTING OF SEVERAL
HUNDRED REPRESENTATIONS OF TREES, SHRUBS, PLANTS, HERBS, FRUITS, FLOWERS,
TO BE SOLD CHEAP, THE LOWEST PRICE BEING MARK'D IN THE CATALOGUE.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin ? 1756 .
&C.
7632 CENNICK , JOHN -1755
NUNC DIMITIS , BEING SOME LINES OF THE REv. MR. CENNICK'S , WHICH HE WROTE
SOME TIME AGO , AND CARRIED WITH HIM IN HIS POCKET - BOOK , WHERE THEY
WERE FOUND AFTER HIS DECEASE.
London first printed . New - York : Re- printed and sold by J. Parker, and








EINE ERINNERUNG AN DIE ENGLISCHE Nation Dass EIN JEDER DIE RECHTE ZEIT
WAHRNEHMEN SOLL, GESCHEHEN VON EINEM PREDIGER WELCHER SEINE EIGENE
LEICHEN PREDIGT GEHALTEN : ENTHÄLT IN SICH EINE WARNUNG VOM HIMMEL
AN ALLE BOSSHAFFTE SÜNDER AUF ERDEN, SAMT EINER BESONDERN NACHRICAT
VERSCHIEDENER BEWUNDERUNGS-WÜRDIGER DINGE, WELCHE DER EHRWÜRDIGE
MR. CHAMBERLAIN KURTZ VOR SEINEM ABSCHIED AUSS DIESER WELT IN EINEM
GESICHT GESEHEN, DESSEN EIGENTLICHE ZEIT IHM EBENFALLS GEZEIGET WURDE ;
GEDRUCKT ZU LONDON UND PHILADELPHIA ANNO 1755. UND AUSS DEM ENGLISCHEN
INS TEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZT.
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur.
14. , 16mo . HSP.
1756. pp .
7634 CHAUNCY, CHARLES 1705-1787
THE EARTH DELIVERED FROM THE CURSE TO WHICH IT IS, AT PRESENT, SUBJECTED .
A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE LATE EARTHQUAKES IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL, AS
WELL AS NEW - ENGLAND ; AND PREACHED AT THE BOSTON - THURSDAY -LECTURE,
JANUARY 22 , 1756. PUBLISHED BY THE GENERAL DESIRE OF THE HEARERS.
... [ Seven lines of Scripture texts.)
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes & Gill, at their Printing- Office,
next to the Prison , in Queen -street, M DCCLVI. pp. 28. 8vo.
BM. CHS. MHS.
7635 THE CHRISTIAN'S DUTY TO RENDER TO CÆSAR THE THINGS THAT ARE CÆSAR's,
CONSIDERED ; WITH REGARD TO THE PAYMENT OF THE PRESENT TAX OF SIXTY
THOUSAND POUNDS, GRANTED TO THE KING'S USE. IN WHICH ALL THE ARGUMENTS
FOR THE NON-PAYMENT THEREOF ARE EXAMINED AND REFUTED . ADDRESSED
TO THE SCRUPULOUS AMONG THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS. BY A LOVER OF
HIS KING AND COUNTRY.
Philadelphia : Printed [by Franklin and Hall ) in the year MDCCLVI.
pp . 27. 8vo. HSP.
7636 CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW ENGLAND, IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD AT New HAVEN . . . JANUARY, . . . 1756. [Colophon :]
New - London : Printed , and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Goo
ernor, and Company of the Colony of Connecticut. 1756. pp. 295-297. fol.
YC.
7637 .The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT HARTFORD, May, . 1756 .
[ Colophon :]
New -London Printed, and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Govern .
and Company, of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut, in Nero - England,
1756. pp. 299-302. fol . CHS. MSL .
7638 •The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT HARTFORD, SEPTEMBER,
1756. [ Colophon :]
New - London Printed , and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor,
and Company, of his Majesty's English Colony of Connecticut, in NewEngland .
1756. pp. 303-305. fol.
MSL. PL .
7639 .The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT New-HAVEN , OCTOBER ,
1756. [ Colophon :]
New - London , Printed and sold by Timothy Green, Printer to the Governor,
and Company, of the Colony of Connecticut, in New -England. MDCC ,LVI. pp.








7640 THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1756.
Nero - Haven : Printed by James Parker & Company. 1756. fol.
7641 CONSIDERATIONS TOWARDS A GENERAL PLAN OF MEASURES FOR THE ENGLISH
PROVINCES.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman at the Nero
Printing - Office in Beaver -street. 1756. 8vo .
7642 COOPER , SAMUEL 1725-1783
A SERMON PREACHED IN THE AUDIENCE OF HIS HONOUR SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ;
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF ; THE HONOURABLE HIS
MAJESTY'S COUNCIL , AND THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF
THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS- BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND , May 26TH , 1756.
BEING THE ANNIVERSARY FOR THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE
SAID PROVINCE.
Boston ; Nero -England : Printed by Green and Russell, by order of the
Honourable House of Representatites. M.DCC.LVI.
pp. 43. 8vo. NYPL . WL .
7643 DAVENPORT, JAMES 1717-1757
THE FAITHFUL MINISTER ENCOURAGED . A SERMON, PREACHED AT THE OPENING
OF THE SYNOD OF OF [ sic] NEW-YORK, MET AT PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 1. 1755.
PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF SOME OF THE HEARERS. [ Seven lines of Scripture
texts .]
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , at the Newest- Printing - Office,
on the South side of the Jersey market. 1756 . pp . 35. 4to . BM. CHS .
7644 DAVIES, SAMUEL 1724-1761
VIRGINIA'S DANGER AND REMEDY . TWO DISCOURSES, OCCASIONED BY THE SEVERE
DROUGHT, IN SUNDRY PARTS OF THE COUNTRY ; AND THE DEFEAT OF GENERAL
BRADDOCK .
Williamsburgh : Printed by William Hunter. MDCCLVI. pp. 16. 8vo.
DAVIS, JAMES
An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1757. ...
Nero - London : Printed by Timothy Green ? [1756.]
$13
7645
7646 DICKINSON , JONATHAN -1722
DIE GÖTTLICHE VESCHÜTZUNG IST DER MENSCHEN GEWISSESTE HÜLFFE UND
BESCHIRMUNG ZU ALLEN ZEITEN, AUCH IN DEN GROSSESTEN NÖTHEN GEFAHREN.
AUS ERFAHRUNG GELERNET . BEY EINER MERCKWORDIGEN GESCHICHTE DA
VERSCHIEDENE PERSONEN AUS DER GROSEN WASSERS GEFAHR ERRETTET
WORDEN, IN DEM SIE NICHT NUR SCHIFFBRUCH ERLITTEN SONDERN AUCH AUS
DEN NOCH GRAUSAMERN RACHEN DER UNMENSCHLICHEN CANIBALEN ODER
MENSCHENFRESSERN IN FLORIDA SIND BEFREYET WORDEN. GETREULICH AUF
GEZEICHNET VON EINEM WELCHER SELBST PERSOHNLICH DABEY GEWESEN , NEM
LICH VON JONATHAN DICKINSON . DIE 4TE EDITION . ZU PHILADELPHIA
GEDRUCKT UND NUN ZUM ERSTEN MAL IN TEUTSCH HERAUS GEGEBEN .
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu haben bey Christoph Saur. 1756. pp. 32.
[ sic 98] 16mo. HSP
7647 DODDRIDGE, PHILIP 1702-1751
PLAIN AND SERIOUS ADDRESS TO THE MASTER OF A FAMILY , ON THE IMPORTANT
SUBJECT OF FAMILY -RELIGION .







7648 DUCHÉ, JACOB 1739-1798
PENNSYLVANIA : A POEM. BY A STUDENT OF THE COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. MDCCLVI. pp.
11. fol. LCP . $ 30
7649 EARLE, JABEZ 1676-1768
SACRAMENTAL EXERCISES, OR, THE CHRISTIAN'S EMPLOYMENT, BEFORE, AT, AND
AFTER THE LORD'S SUPPER.
Boston : Re printed by D. & 2. Fowle, for D. Ilenchman . 1756. pp.
104. 12mo. BA.
7650 EMLYN , THOMAS 1663-1743
An HUMBLE INQUIRY INTO THE SCRIPTURE - ACCOUNT OF JESUS CHRIST: OR, A SHORT
ARGUMENT CONCERNING HIS DEITY AND GLORY, ACCORDING TO THE GOSPEL . BY
TIIE LATE REVEREND, LEARNED AND PIOUS MR. THOMAS EMLYN OF DUBLIN .
THE FIFTH EDITION. Now RE-PUBLISHED, WITH A DEDICATION TO THE REV
EREND MINISTERS OF ALL DENOMINATIONS IN NEW -ENGLAND. BY [G. S. ] - Lay
MAN.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes & Gill, at their office next to the Prison
in Queen -Street, 1756. pp. 56. 8vo. BA. CH3.
7651 AN ESSAY TOWARDS PROPAGATING THE GOSPEL, AMONGST THE NEIGHBOURING
NATIONS OF INDIANS, IN NORTH AMERICA. SUBMITTED, TO THE CONSIDERATION ,
AND PROPER ENDEAVOURS OF RULERS, TEACHERS, AND CHRISTIANS OF ALL DE
NOMINATIONS. BY A FRIEND TO CHURCH, AND COMMON -WEALTH.
Nero - London , Printed [ by T. Green ] May 10th, Anno Domini. 1756 .
16mo. WL.
Pp. 18.
7652 EVANS, LEWIS 1700-1756
GEOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL. POLITICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL AND MECHANICAL ESSAYS.
NUMBER II. CONTAINING A LETTER REPRESENTING, THE IMPROPRIETY OF SEND
ING FORCES TO VIRGINIA : THE IMPORTANCE OF TAKING FRONTENAC; AND THAT
THE PRESERVATION OF OSWEGO WAS OWING TO GENERAL SHIRLEY'S PROCEEDING
THITHER. AND CONTAINING OBJECTIONS TO THOSE PARTS OF Evans's GENERAL
MAP AND ANALYSIS, WHICH RELATE TO THE FRENCH TITLE TO COUNTRY, ON THE
NORTH -WEST SIDE OF THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER, BETWEEN FORT FRONTENAC
AND MONTREAL. &c. PUBLISHED IN THE NEW-YORK MERCURY, No. 178, JAN. 5,
1756 . WITH AN ANSWER TO SO MUCH THEREOF AS CONCERNS THE PUBLIC ; AND
THE SEVERAL ARTICLES SET IN A JUST LIGHT . . . .
Philadelphia : Printed for the Author ; and sold by him in Arch - Street,
and at New - York by G. Noel, Bookseller near Counts's Market. MDCCLVI. pp.
42 , ( 1 ) , 4to . HSP. NYPL. NYSL.
FARMER,
TWO VERY CIRCUMSTANTIAL ACCOUNTS OF THE LATE DREADFUL EARTHQUAKE AT
LISBON. GIVING A MORE PARTICULAR RELATION OF THAT EVENT THAN ANY
HITHERTO PUBLISH'D. THE FIRST DRAWN UP BY MR. FARMER, A MERCHANT OF
UNDOUBTED VERACITY, WHO CAME OVER FROM THE RUINED CITY IN THE EXPE
DITION PACKET-BOAT JUST ARRIVED AT FALMOUTH . THE SECOND RELATED BY
ANOTHER GENTLEMAN, WHO CAME OVER ALSO IN THE ABOVE PACKET, AND TAKEN
IN WRITING FROM HIS MOUTH. NOW PUBLISHED FROM A PRINCIPLE OF BENEVO
LENCE, TO SATISFY THE CURIOSITY OF THE PUBLIC . To WHICH IS ADDED, AN
ACCOUNT OF THE ANTIQUITY , GRANDEUR, BEAUTY, AND EXTENT OF THE FAMOUS
CITY OF LISBON BEFORE THE EARTHQUAKE, LATELY PUBLISH'D IN LONDON , AND
CAME IN THE LAST SHIP.
Exeter, Printed . Boston, Re-printed and sold by D. Fowle in Ann -street,
















The same. THE SECOND EDITION. TO WHICH IS ADDED AN ACCOUNT OF
THE LATE EARTHQUAKE IN Boston.
Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle in Ann-Street, and Z. Forole in
Middle - Street. 1756 . pp . 32. 8vo .
7655 FÉNELON, FRANÇOIS DE SALIGNAC DE LA MOTHE 1651-1715
A PATERN OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION AGREEABLE TO THE PRECEPTS AND PRACTICE
OF OUR BLESSED LORD AND SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST. ILLUSTRATED UNDER THE
CHARACTERS OF PATERNUS & EUSEBIA. EXTRACTED FROM A LATE PIOUS
AUTHOR .
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sower, junior, 1756. pp . 16. 16mo.
7656 THE UNCERTAINTY OF A DEATH-BED REPENTANCE , ILLUSTRATED UNDER THE
CHARACTER OF PENITENS.
[Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sower, junior. 1756. ) pp. 16 .
16mo. HSP
7657 FISHER, JOSHUA
CHART OF DELAWARE BAY FROM THE SEA COAST TO REEDY ISLAND. CONTAINING A
FULL AND EXACT DESCRIPTION OF THE SHORES, CREEKS , HARBORS, SOUNDINGS,
SHOALS, SANDS AND BEARINGS OF THE MOST CONSIDERABLE LAND MARKS, WITH A
SIDE TABLE FROM THE CAPES TO PHILADELPHIA, AND THE SET OF THE TIDE ON
THE SEVERAL QUARTERS OF THE FLOOD AND EBB. ENGRAVED BY JAMES TURNER.
Printed by John Davis, 1756 , for and sold by the Author in Philadelphia.
25 x 47 .
7658 FLEMING, WILLIAM , and ELIZABETH
A NARRATIVE OF THE SUFFERINGS AND SURPRISING DELIVERANCE OF WILLIAM AND
ELIZABETH FLEMING, WHO WERE TAKEN CAPTIVE BY CAPT. JACOB, COMMANDER
OF THE INDIANS, WHO LATELY MADE AN EXCURSION ON THE INHABITANTS OF THE
GREAT COVE, NEAR CONECOCHIEG , PENNSYLVANIA , AS RELATED BY THEMSELVES.
[One line from ] PSALM III . 4 .
Philadelphia : Printed for the benefit of the unhappy sufferers. [1756.)
12mo.pp. 28. $17
7659 The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , 1756.
7660 The same.
Lancaster : Printed by William Dunlap, 1756.
7661 The same. A FULL AND AUTHENTICK NARRATIVE OF THE SUFFERINGS
AND SURPRIZING DELIVERANCES OF WILLIAM AND ELIZABETH FLEMING, WHO
WERE TAKEN CAPTIVE BY CAPTAIN JACOB, COMMANDER OF THE INDIANS, WHO
LATELY MADE AN EXCURSION ON THE INHABITANTS OF THE GREAT- COVE, NEAR
CONECOCHIEG, IN PENNSYLVANIA, AS RELATED BY THEMSELVES. [One line from )
PSAL . III , 4.













FLEMING , WILLIAM, and ELIZABETH, continued .
The same. A NARRATIVE OF THE SUFFERINGS AND SURPRIZING DELIVER
ANCES OF WILLIAM AND ELIZABETH FLEMING, WHO WERE TAKEN CAPTIVE BY
CAPT. JACOB, COMMANDER OF THE INDIANS, WHO LATELY MADE THE INCURSIONS
ON THEFRONTIERS OF PENNSYLVANIA, AS RELATED BY THEMSELVES. [One line
from ] PSALM III , 4. A NARRATIVE NECESSARY TO BE READ BY ALL WHO ARE
GOING IN THE EXPEDITION, AS WELL AS EVERY BRITISH SUBJECT. WHEREIN IT
FULLY APPEARS, THAT THE BARBARITIES OF THE INDIANS IS OWING TO THE
FRENCH , AND CHIEFLY THEIR PRIESTS .
Boston ; New -England , Printed and sold by Green & Russell at their
Printing office, near the Custom -House, and next to the Writing -School in Queen
Street. pp. [20.] 8vo.
The same. EINE ERZEHLUNG VON DEN TRUBSALEN UND DER WUNDER
BAHREN BEFRAGUNG SO GESCHEHEN AN WILLIAM FIEMMING UND DESSEN WEIB
ELISABETH WELCHE BEY DEM VERWICHENEN EINFALL DER INDIANER ÜBER DIE
EINWOHNER IM GROSSEN WALD (GRÄT GROV) BEY CANNAGODSCHICK IN PENSIL
VANIEN SIND GESANGEN GENOMMEN WORDEN. NACH IHRER EIGENEN AUSSAGE. .
Zu Laencester gedruckt von W. Duglas und ins Teutsche uebersetzt und
Gedruckt zu Germantown bey Christoph Saur 1756 . Auch zu haben bey David
Daeschler zu Philad. pp. 28, ( 1 ). 16mo.
FOWLE, DANIEL 1715-1787
AN APPENDIX TO THE LATE TOTAL ECLIPSE OF LIBERTY . BEING SOME THOUGHTS
ON THE END AND DESIGN OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT ; ALSO THE INHERENT POWER OF
THE PEOPLE ASSERTED AND MAINTAINED ; THAT IT IS NOT GIVEN UP TO THEIR
REPRESENTATIVES ; THIS CONFIRM'D AND ACKNOWLEDGED BY KINGS OR EMPERORS,
AND PROV'D FROM SCRIPTURE AND REASON. ( Eighteen lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed ( by Daniel Forole .] 1756. pp. 24. 12mo. AAS. NYPL.
Angered by his treatment, Fowle removed his printing-office to
Portsmouth , New Hampshire, in July 1756 , and was the first
printer in that Province.
FOXCROFT, THOMAS 1697-1769
THE EARTHQUAKE, A DIVINE VISITATION. A SERMON PREACHED TO THE OLD CHURCH
in Boston, JANUARY 8, 1756 , BEING A DAY OF PUBLICK HUMILIATION AND PRAYER,
THROUGHOUT THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND :
UPON OCCASION OF THE REPEATED SHOCK OF AN EARTHQUAKE ON THIS CONTINENT,
AND THE VERY DESTRUCTIVE EARTHQUAKE AND INUNDATIONS IN DIVERS PARTS OF
EUROPE, ALL IN THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER LAST. [Six lines of Scripture
texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Knieeland in Queen -street, and T. Rand
in Cornhill. MDCCLVI. pp . (2) , 51. 8vo.
LIKE PRECIOUS FAITH OBTAINED , THROUGH THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF OUR GOD
AND SAVIOUR, BY ALL THE TRUE SERVANTS OF CHRIST. A SERMON, PREACHED
(IN SUM) AT THE OLD -CHURCH -LECTURE, IN Boston THURSDAY, MARCH 25TH,
1756. . . [ Five lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston ; New -England, Printed and sold by Green & Russell at their Print
ing -office near the Custom -House, and next to the Writing -school in Queen - Street.
MDCCLVI. pp. (2) , 36 . 8vo.
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN 1706-1790
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1757. FITTED TO USE OF PENNSYLVANIA ,
AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES . WITH SEVERAL USEFUL ADDITIONS . By
R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. ( 1756. ]

















FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN, continued.
POOR RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1757 : BY RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. (1756.]
pp . (36). 8vo. HSP. NYPL . $ 85
7669 GALERM , JEAN BAPTISTE
A RELATION OF THE MISFORTUNES OF THE FRENCH NEUTRALS AS LAID BEFORE THE
ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA BY JOHN BAPTISTE GALERM ,
ON THE SAID PEOPLE.
[ Philadelphia : 1756.] Broadside. fol. HSP.
7670 GAY, EBENEZER 1696–1787
THE LEVITE NOT TO BE FORSAKEN . A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE INSTALMENT OF
THE REv. MR. GRINDALL RAWSON, IN THE PASTORAL CHARGE OF THE FIRST
CHURCH OF CHRIST IN YARMOUTH ; DECEMBER 10TH, 1755. . [ Six lines of
Scripture texts. ]




A DETECTION OF INJURIOUS REASONINGS AND UNJUST REPRESENTATIONS .
PARTS .
Lancaster : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1756. pp. 240. 8vo.
A portion of the second part was written by the Rev. Andrew
Arnot.
7672 GEORGIA. COLONY.
( VOTES OF THE FIRST GENERAL ASSEMBLY. JANUARY 7 , 1755 - FEBRUARY 19 ,
1756.]
[ Charleston : Printed by Peter T'imothy ? 1756.]
The Session laws are said to have been regularly printed at Charles
ton , and Savannah from 1756 .
7673 GILL, JOHN 1697-1771
THE GLORIOUS STATE OF THE SAINTS IN HEAVEN. A SERMON PREACHED TO THE
SOCIETY WHICH SUPPORT THE WEDNESDAY'S EVENING LECTURE IN CANNON
STREET, LONDON . DECEMBER 31st, 1755. PUBLISHED AT THEIR REQUEST.
THE THIRD EDITION ,
London : Printed . Boston ; Nero - England, Re-printed and sold by Green &
Russell, next to the Writing School in Queen -street, and by P. Freeman in Union
street. 1756 . pp . 35, ( 1 ) . 8vo . BA.
7674 THREE SERMONS, ON THE PRESENT, AND FUTURE STATE OF THE CHURCH .
PREACHED TO THE SOCIETY, WHICH SUPPORT THE WEDNESDAY'S EVENING LECTURE
IN CANNON-STREET, LONDON . SERM. 1. THE WATCHMAN'S ANSWER TO THE
QUESTION , WHAT OF THE NIGHT ? FROM Isai. XXI. 11 , 12. SERM. II. THE
PRACTICAL IMPROVEMENT OF THE WATCHMAN'S ANSWER TO THE QUESTION , WHAT
OF THE NIGHT ? FROM 1. CHRON . XII. 32. SERM. III. THE GLORY OF THE
CHURCH IN THE LATTER DAY FROM PSALM XXXVII. 3 . . . THE FOURTH
EDITION. [Nine lines of Scripture texts.]
London: Printed. Boston ;New -England , Re-printed and sold by Green
& Russell, at their office next to the Writing school in Queen - street, and by P. Free








7675 GRAHAM , CHAUNCEY 1731-1784
SOME FEW REASONS SUGGESTED , WHY THE HEATHEN ARE AT PRESENT PERMITTED
TO RAGE IN THE BRITISH COLONIES IN NORTH AMERICA : BEING THE SUBSTANCE
OF A SERMON PREACHED AT A SPECIAL FAST, HELD BY THE ENGLISH PRESBYTE
RIAN CONGREGATION , IN RUMBOUT, IN THE COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, AND PROVINCE
OF NEW-YORK. ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12 , 1756. .
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1756.
7676 GREAT BRITAIN. LORDS OF TRADE AND PLANTATIONS.
AT TIE COCKPIT, BEFORE THE LORDS OF TRADE AND PLANTATIONS. ONE OF THE
PETITIONS FROM THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , SIGNED BY A GREAT NUMBER
OF THE CHIEF INHABITANTS, WAS READ, SETTING FORTH THE DEFENCELESS STATE
OF THE COLONY; THE CRUELTIES AND RAVAGES DAILY COMMITTED WITHIN IT, AND
THE FURTHER DANGER TO WHICH IT IS EXPOSED BY THE INACTIVITY OF THE
ASSEMBLY ; AND PRAYING HIS MAJESTY TO TAKE THESE THINGS INTO HIS WISE
AND PRINCELY CONSIDERATION , AND TO AFFORD THEM SUCH RELIEF AS TO HIS
WISDOM SHALL SEEM PROPER.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1756.1 pp. 9 .
fol. ASP.
The Speeches of Mr. Yorke (Lord Hardwicke) and Mr. Forester
for the petition , and Messrs. Henly and Pratt (Lord Camden)
against it.
7677 GREAT BRITAIN. PARLIAMENT.
[Arms.) AN ACT FOR THE BETTER RECRUITING HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES ON THE
CONTINENT OF AMERICA ; AND FOR THE BETTER REGULATION OF THE ARMY, AND
PREVENTING OF DESERTION THEREIN. ( Colophon :]
Boston ; Nero - England : Re-printed by John Draper, Printer to his excel
lency the Governour and Council. (1756.] pp. [4.] fol.
MHS.
7678 GREW, THEOPHILUS
THE NEW - YORK POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1757 . By POOR Tom. PHILO .
Nerc - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. (1756.) 24mo.
7679 ByTHE VIRGINIA ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1757. .
THEOPHILUS WREG , PHILOM .




PREVAILING WICKEDNESS, AND DISTRESSING JUDGMENTS, ILL-BODING SYMPTOMS ON A
A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT LANCASTER , ON SEPTEMBER 5TH,
1756. . [ Three lines of quotation ]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, next to the Prison , in Queen
street. MDCC ,LVI. pp. 32. 8vo. BA. CH.
7681 HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISS
IMO
VIRO GULIELMO SHIRLEY, ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSI
S GUBERNA
TORI . . . REVERENDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COLLEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE
THESES HASCE, QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HAR
VARDINO DEFENDERE . · [Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis, Cantabrigiæ, Nov -Anglorum , Pridie















DER HOCH -DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADEN-REICHEN GEBURTA UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CARISTI
1757... ZUM NEUNZEHENTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN .
Germantoren : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. [1756.) pp.
(48) . 4to . HSP.
HOLLATZ, David
DIE GEBAHNTE PILGERSTRASSE NACH DEM BERG ZION UND HIMMLISCHEN JERUSA
LEM , DER STADT GOTTES.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey B. Francklin und A. Armbruester. 1756 .
HUTCHINS, JOHN NATHAN
HUTCHINS, 1757 . AN ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS, FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN
ACCOUNT, 1757. .
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in
Queen - Street, between the Fly and Meal- Markets. ( 1756.) pp. 32. 8vo .
IMRIE, DAVID
A LETTER FROM THE REVEREND MR. DAVID IMRIE, MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL AT
St. MUNGO, IN ANNANDALE . TO A GENTLEMAN IN THE CITY OF EDINBURGH .
PREDICTING THE SPEEDY ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE GREAT, AWFUL AND GLORIOUS
EVENTS WHICH THE SCRIPTURES SAY ARE TO BE BROUGHT TO PASS IN THE LAT
TER TIMES. PUBLISHED FOR DETECTING THE SPURIOUS PAPERS THAT HAVE BEEN
IMPOSED ON THE WORLD IN MR. IMRIE'S NAME. (One line from] 1 Thess.v. 20.
Edinburgh : Printed 1755. Boston : Re -printed and sold by S. Kneeland ,
in Queen -street. 1756 . pp. 16. ( 1 ) . 8vo. AAS. BA. HC.
The same.
Edinburgh , Printed 1755 : Boston, re- printed 1756 , and now re- printed
by James Chattin , in Philadelphia . 1756. pp. 16. 4to.
The same. DES EHRENWÜRDIGEN LEHRERS DAVID IMRIES PREDIGERS IN
ST. MONGO IN SCHOTTLAND SEND SCHREIBEN AN SEINEN FREUND IN EDENBURG
VERKÜNDIGEND DIE BALDIGE ERFÜLLUNG DER GROSSEN UND SCHRÖCKLICHEN UND
AUCH HERRLICHEN ERFOLGUNGEN, VON DIE H. SCHRIFT SAGT, DASS SIE IN
DEN LETZTEN TAGEN GESCHEHEN SOLLEN : BEKANT GEMACHT UM DIE EINGE
SCHOBENE SCHRIFFTEN ZU ENTDECKEN, WOMIT DIE WELT INTERGANGEN WORDEN
UNTER MR. IMRIES NATION .
Erstlich zu Edinburg gedruckt, hernach in Boston , ferner zu Philadelphia
bey J. Chattin. Und nun ausz dem Englischen ins Teutsche uebersetzt, und gedruckt
in Germanton bey Chr . Saur . 1756. pp. 26. 16mo. HSP.
INDIANS. NEW JERSEY.
A TREATY BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW -JERSEY, AND THE INDIANS, INHAB
ITING THE SEVERAL PARTS OF SAID PROVINCE, HELD AT CROSWICKS, IN THE
COUNTY OF BURLINGTON ON THURSDAY AND FRIDAY THE EIGHTH AND NINTH
DAY OF JANUARY, 1756. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, Printer to the Province of
New Jersey . (1756.) pp . ( 11 ). fol.
INDIANS. SOUTHERN .
A TREATY HELD WITH THE CATAWBA AND CHEROKEE INDIANS, AT THE CATAWBA
Town AND BROAD - RIVER , IN THE MONTHS OF FEBRUARY AND MARCH, 1756 .
BY VIRTUE OF A COMMISSION GRANTED BY THE HONORABLE ROBERT DINWIDDIE,
ESQUIRE , HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR , AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF
THE COLONY AND DOMINION OF VIRGINIA, TO THE HONORABLE PETER RANDOLPH
AND WILLIAM BYRD, ESQUIRES, MEMBERS OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL OF THE
SAID COLONY. PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR.














JERMAN , JOHN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1757.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1756.]
JONES, Thomas
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE VISITATION OF THE REv. DR. THACKERAY, ARCH
DEACON OF SURRY, ON TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 16 , 1755, AT THE PARISH CHURCH
OF Sr. SAVIOUR, SOUTHWARK. . .
London , Printed . Boston ; Re-printed and sold by D. Forle in Ann
street, and 2. Forle in Middle - street. MDCC ,L ,VI. pp. (24). 8vo.
KENNEDY, ARCHIBALD -1763
SERIOUS CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PRESENT STATE OF THE AFFAIRS OF THE NORTHERN
COLONIES.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, at the Nero
Printing -Office in Beaver - Street. 1756.
BA.
7692
7693 KURTZER BEGRIFF ODER LEICHTES MITTEL ZU GOTT ZU BETEN ODER MIT GOTT ZU
REDEN .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey B. Francklin und A. Armbruester. 1756.
7694
AT
LANGDON , SAMUEL 1723-1797
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE WORD OF GOD IN THE MOUTH OF A FAITHFUL MINISTER .
A SERYON DELIVERED THE ORDINATION OF THE REV. MR. SAMUEL
McCLINTOCK, COLLEAGUE WITH THE REV. MR. WILLIAM ALLEN , IN THE PASTORAL
CARE OF THE CHURCH IN GREENLAND, IN THE PROVINCE OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE .
Nov. 3 , 1756. . [ Five lines of Scripture texts.]
Portsmouth , in New Hampshire : Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle.
1756. pp. 47. 8vo.
BA. MHS. NYPL .
7695 LEE, JONATHAN 1718-1788
FAREWELL SERMON, AT SALISBURY, May 23 , 1756 , OCCASIONED BY HIS LEAVING
THEM TO GO CHAPLAIN IN THE FIRST REGIMENT OF THE CONNECTICUT FORCES, IN
THE EXPEDITION TO CROWN POINT. PREFACE BY REV. John GRAHAM .
Neu - Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Comp. (1756.] 8vo.
7696 A LETTER FROM COMMON HONESTY TO COMMON SENSE ; SHEWING, HOW POOR
HONESTY, BEING IN DISTRESS , SOUGHT FOR EMPLOYMENT TO AN EMINENT CITIZEN
IN TRADE, AN ATTORNEY, A RECRUITING OFFICER , A BISHOP, A TREASURER , AND A
PARLIAMENT MAN , &C. BUT WAS REFUS'D BY 'EM ALL, AND VERY ILL TREATED,
AND AT LAST OBLIG'D TO APPLY TO HIS KINSMAN COMMON SENSE, PUBLISHER OF A
NEWS-PAPER, WHERE HE READILY FOUND ENCOURAGEMENT. VERY DIVERTING
AND INSTRUCTIVE .
Boston : Printed and sold by T , Fleet at the Heart and Crown in Corn
hill. (1756). pp. 12. 4to .
BA. WL.
7697 LIDENIUS, JOHN ABR.
THE LAWFULNESS OF DEFENSIVE WAR . A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE MEMBERS
OF THE CHURCH OF CHIECHESTER, IN THE COUNTY OF CHESTER, AND PROVINCE OF
PENNSYLVANIA, UPON THEIR ASSOCIATION FOR DEFENCE , FEBRUARY 14, 1756. .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , at the Newest-Print
ing- Office, on the South side of the Jersey Market. 1756. pp. 16. 4to .
LCP .
7698 LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM 1723-1790
THE WATCH TOWER . NUMB. LIII. JANUARY 16 , 1756 .

















THE DUTY AND PRIVILEGE OF GOSPEL -MINISTERS, TO PREACH AMONG MANKIND THE
UNSEARCHABLE RICHES OF CHRIsT. A SERMON , DELIVERED AT THE ORDINATION
OF THE REVEREND MR. ELEAZAR MAY, AT HADDAM, JUNE 30, 1756. .
[ Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Printed by James Parker and Company, at the Post-office, in Neu - Haven .
(1756.] pp. (2) ,34. 8vo. BPL. CHS. NYPL . YC.
MAN MORTAL : GOD EVERLASTING , AND THE SURE, UNFAILING REFUGE AND
FELICITY OF HIS FAITHFUL PEOPLE, IN ALL GENERATIONS.
ILLUSTRATED IN A
DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT WEATHERSFIELD JULY 27 , 1755, BEING THE NEXT
LORD'S DAY, AFTER THE DEATH OF THE HON. COL. WILLIAMS, OF THAT PLACE.
TO WHICH IS ADDED, BY ANOTHER HAND, AN APPENDIX CONTAINING SOME
BRIEF MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF COL. WILLIAMS. [Five line of Scripture texts.]
Ner -Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company, at the Post- office.
1756. pp . 48 , xv. 8vo.
MACLEANE, LAUCHLIN
AN ESSAY ON THE EXPEDIENCY OF INOCULATION AND THE SEASONS MOST PROPER FOR
IT . HUMBLY INSCRIBED TO THE INHABITANTS OF PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , at the corner -house of
Market- and Front - Streets. 1750. pp. 39. 8vo.
THE MARYLAND GAZETTE . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1756 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1756. fol.
MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE .
AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF May 1756 .
AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATI OURNMENT, TO THE FIFTH DAY OF
OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston , N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland by order of his honour the
Lieut. Governour, Council and House of Representatires. 1756. pp. 475-476 . fol .
AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -Bay in New - ENGLAND : (For the
supply of the Treasury .]
Boston : Printed by Samuel K'neeland , 1756. pp. 11 . fol .
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF May, 1755.
AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURNMENT TO WEDNESDAY
THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. ( Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of the Governour, Coun
cil and House of Representatives. MDCCLVI. pp. 189-220. fol .
The same. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURN
MENTS TO TUESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by 8. Kneeland , by order of the Governour, Coun
cil and House of Representatives. MDCCLVI. pp. 221-230. fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
SIXTH DAY OF May 1756. (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his honour the Lieut. Gov














MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO THE ELEVENTH DAY
OF AUGUST FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. 1756. Pp . 239-240. fol.
7709
7710
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURNMENT, TO
THE FIFTH DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland, by order of his honour the
Lieut. Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1756. pp. 241-250. fol.
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PAIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER - IN -CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK FAST.
THURSDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF APRIL INSTANT . GOD SAVE
THE KING. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governour
and Council. 1756. Broadside. fol . MHS .
7711 [Arms.) BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PAIPS ESQR,LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER -IN -CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION . [Regarding a
deficiency of men for the Crown - Point Expedition .] GIVEN UNDER MY HAND
AND SEAL AT Boston, THE EIGHTH DAY OF JULY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
S. PHIPS.
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the Lieutenant
Governour and Council. 1756 . Broadside. fol.
AND FIFTY -SIX . . . .
7712 [Arms.) BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER - IN - CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK FAST.
TAURSDAY THE TWENTY -SECOND OF THIS INSTANT JULY ... GOD SAVE
THE KING. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the Lieutenant
Governour and Council. ( 1756.] Broadside. fol. MHS.
7713
PUBLICK
[Arms.) BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER - IN -CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND . A PROCLAMATION FOR A
THANKSGIVING. THURSDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH OF NOVEMBER GOD
SAVE THE King . [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his honour the Lieutenant
Governour and Council. (1756.] Broadside. fol .
. . .
BA. MAS .
7714 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -SIXTH DAY
OF MAY. ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1756. [-11 June, 1756.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland, Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1756. pp. (72). fol . MHS.
7715 The same. AND FROM TIIENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO THURS
DAY THE FIRST DAY OF JULY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON AFORESAID ,
BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-8 July, 1856.]








MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE , continued .
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE ELEVENTH DAY OF AUGUST FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT Bos
TON AFORESAID, BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-25 October,
1756.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1756.] pp. 99-223 . fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET
AT Boston AFORESAID, BEING THE FOURTH SESSION OF SAID COURT. [ -19
November, 1756.)







The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
THE SIXTH DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET AT BOSTON AFORESAID ,
BEING THE FIFTH SESSION OF SAID COURT. [- 23 April, 1757.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1756-1757.] pp. 231-475 . fol.
MELLEN, JOHN 1722-1807
THE DUTY OF ALL TO BE READY FOR FUTURE IMPENDING EVENTS. A SERMON DE
LIVERED JUNE 16 , 1756. AT THE SECOND PARISH IN LANCASTER, OCCASIONED
BY THE GENERAL MUSTER AND INSPECTION OF ARMS ON THAT DAY. . [One
line from ] St. Mark.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite the Probate ofice in
Queen -street. 1756. pp . (2) , 23. 8vo.
MOORHEAD, JOHN , and others .
A FAIR NARRATIVE OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE PRESBYTERY OF BOSTON AGAINST
THE REV. MR. ROBERT ABERCROMBIE, LATE MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL AT PEL
HAM, TOGETHER WITH SOME REMARKS ON A PAMPHLET OF HIS IN FORM OF A
LETTER TO A FRIEND . By John MOORHEAD, A. M. , JONATHAN PARSONS, A. M. ,
AND DAVID MACGREGORE, COMMITTEE OF THE PRESBYTERY. [Two lines from)
JOB XIII, 7 .
Boston : Printed by D. & Z. Fowle, in Ann - Street, 1756. pp. 43. 12mo.
MORE, ROGER , pseudonym .
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1757. .
DOOR ROGER MORE.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te koop by J. Parker, and W. Weyman in de
Niewe Druckery in de Bever- Straat. [1756]
Poor ROGER, 1757. THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1757. . . BY ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing - Office, in Beaver -street. [1756. ]
THE UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1757.
Neu - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Neu
Printing- Ofice, in Beaver -street. (1756.]
MORE, THOMAS
THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1757 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. [ 1756.)
NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR
1757. ZUM VIERTEN MAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN .














7726 THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE . CONTAINING (With] THE FRESHEST ADVICES,
FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . NUMB 1 . FRIDAY, AUGUST, 1756. [Numb. 1 .
Thursday, October 7. [ -December, 1756. ]
Portsmouth in New Hampshire: Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1756. 4to.
The first newspaper printed in New Hampshire. Founded by
Daniel Fowle. The number issued in August was evidently a
prospectus, as no other issue was printed until October 7th , from
which date it is customary to consider it begun. The Gazette was
printed by its founder to September, 1764. At that date his
nephew, Robert Fowle, was admitted to partnership, and the
paper was printed by Daniel and Robert Fowle until about 1775.
Robert, who has been styled the “unworthy” nephew, about this
time removed to Exeter, and printed , in opposition, A New
Hampshire Gazette, altering the title in a short time to The
Neu -Hampshire Gazette. There appears to be evidence that the
elder Fowle did not suspend publication , and that his paper was
styled “The New Hampshire Gazette and Historical Chronicle.”
On May 25, 1776 , the title was altered to the “ Freeman's Journal
or New Hampshire Gazette, "and was so printed and published by
Benjamin Dearborn to 1778. In that year the title was again
altered to “ The New Hampshire Gazette, or State Journal and
general advertiser " and continued by Daniel Fowle to 1784. In
1785 , John Melcher and George Jerry Osborne, two of Fowle's
apprentices, under the firm name of Melcher& Osborne , printed
the Gazette to 1786 , in which year Osborne withdrew , and Melcher,
Fowle's successor and heir, continued the publication till 1802 ,
when the Gazette was sold to Nathaniel S. & Washington Peirce,
who published it for about three years , and , in 1805, sold it to
William Weeks who continued it, with marked ability , to the close
of 1813. He was succeeded in 1814 by the firm of Beck & Foster,
as publishers, who continued it until the death of Daniel C. Foster
in 1823, his partner, Gideon Beck , continuing as publisher till
1834, when Albert Greenleaf was admitted to partnership, until
Beck retired permanently in 1838.
Since then , with numerous changes in owners, policy and fortunes,
the Gazette, always bearing in some form in its title the original
name given it by its founder, has been continuously published to
the present time. And State and local pride will doubtless con
tinue it to be the oldest newspaper continuously published in the
United States.
7727 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNĘ BRITANIÆ , FRANCIÆ, & HIBERNIÆ .
VEGESIMO NONO. AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW -JERSEY; HELD AT ELIZABETH - Town, IN MARCH 1756 , ON THE 16TH DAY
OF WHICH MONTH THE FOLLOWING ACT WAS PASSED. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty for the Province of New Jersey . (1756. ] pp. 12. fol.
7728 ANNO REGNI GEORGII 11. Regis MAGNE BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, ET HIBERNIÆ ,
VIGESIMO NONO. AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-JERSEY, HELD AT ELIZABETH - Town, BY ADJOURNMENTS MAY 20, 1756 , AND
CONTINUED TILL THE SECOND DAY OF JUNE FOLLOWING, ON WHICH DAYS THE FOL
LOWING ACTS WERE PASSED . [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford , Printer to the King's most excel









NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE , continued.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ , ET HIBERNIÆ,
TRIGESIMO . AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
JERSEY, HELD AT ELIZABETH - Town , DECEMBER 17 , 1756 , AND CONTINUED TILL
THE TWENTY FOURTH DAY OF THE SAME MONTH, ON WHICH DAY THE FOLLOW
ING ACT WAS PASSED . [ Arms.]
Philadelphia. Printed by W. Bradford , Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty for the Province of New - Jersey. (1756.] pp. 5 . fol.
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-JERSEY. HELD THE 9TH OF MARCH, 1756. [-16 MARCH, 1756.7
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1756. pp. 15. fol . PRO.
7730
7731
The same. [20 May,-2 June, 1756]









The same. [22 July,-27 July, 1756.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1756. pp. 11. fol. PRO.
The same. [12 October,-15 October, 1756.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1756 . pp. 7. fol . PRO.
The same . (17 December , -24 December, 1756.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1756 . pp. 8. fol. PRO.
NEW YORK. PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ, VICES
AT A SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF NEW
YORK. BEGAN THE SECOND DAY OF DECEMBER
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the New
Printing -Office in Beaver -street. 1756.
THE MILITIA Act . [in pocket size.]
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman at the New
Printing - Office in Beaver - street. 1756.
BY HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, . . YOU ARE
IMPOWERED AND AUTHORIZED TO INLIST VOLUNTIERS [sic] to
[ Dated Fort George, 1756.] With “ FORM OF THE OATH TO
BE ADMINISTERED BY A JUSTICE OF THE PEACE TO THE PERSON INLISTED " ;
CLAUSE AGAINST MUTINY AND DESERTION , TO BE READ TO THE PERSON INLISTED .'
“ THE FORM OF THE CERTIFICATE TO BE GIVEN TO THE JUSTICE BEFORE WHOM
THE MEN INLISTED ARE TO BE SWORN
( New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1756.) pp. (4). fol .
[ Arms.] His MAJESTY'S DECLARATIONOF WAR AGAINST THE FRENCH
KING . [ Dated, Kensington , May 17 , 1756.]
Nero - York : Printed by James Parker, Printer to the Government, at the
New - Printing Office, in Beaver -Street, 1756. Broadside. fol.
THE SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN
GENERAL AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK,
TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE.
[ Dated at Fort George, September 24 , 1756.]
















NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
TO HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, THE
HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK : [Dated
Fort George, September 27 , 1756.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker , 1756.] pp. 2. fol. PRO .
7741 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE : OR, THE WEEKLY POST - BOY . WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1756 .
Nero - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman at the Neu -Printing
Office in Beaver -street. 1756. fol . NYPL .
7742 THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1756 .
Nero - York : Printed by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown in Queen - street.
between the Fly and Meal-Markets. 1756. fol. NYHS .
7743 NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE .
ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH - CAROLINA, OCTOBER, 1756 .
Nerobern : Printed by James Davis, 1756 .
7744 THE NORTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1756 .





THE NEW JERSEY EPHEMERIS OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1757 . CONTAINING
ALL THAT IS USUAL IN OTHER ALMANACKS. ADAPTED TO THE LATITUDE OF PERTH
AMBOY. By ESSE PARSONS, PHILOM .
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker , and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing -Office in Beaver - street. [1756.] 12mo.
PARSONS, JONATHAN 1705-1776
GOOD NEWS FROM A FAR COUNTRY. IN SEVEN DISCOURSES FROM 1 Tim. I , 15.
DELIVERED AT THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN NEWBURY.
Portsmouth , in New Hampshire: Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle. 1756 .
pp . viii , 168. 8vo. AAS. BPL. HC.
Perhaps the first bookprintedin New Hampshire. Work upon it




AN ACCOUNT OF THE GREAT DANGERS AND DISTRESSES, AND THE REMARKABLE
DELIVERANCE OF CAPT. NATHANAEL PEIRCE, WHO SAIL'D FROM PORTSMOUTH , IN
NEW HAMPSHIRE, BOUND FOR LOUISBOURG ; AND BEING TAKEN UP AT SEA, WAS
CARRIED TO OPORTO . WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street.





ALL POWER IN HEAVEN, AND IN EARTH GIVEN UNTO JESUS CHRIST. A SERMON
PREACHED AT THE PUBLIC LECTURE IN BOSTON , NEW-ENGLAND, JAN. 29TH ,
1756. . WITA A PREFACE BY THE REVEREND DR. SEWALL, MR. PRINCE , AND
MR. FOXCROFT.
Boston : Printed and sold by D. Fowle in Ann - Street, and Z. Fowle in
Middle - Street. 1756. pp. ( 2) , iv, 30. 8vo.
BA. WL .










PEMBERTON, EBENEZER, continued .
A SERMON PREACHED TO THE ANCIENT AND HONOURABLE ARTILLERY- COM
PANY, IN BOSTON , NEW - ENGLAND ; JUNE 7 , 1756. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY OF
THEIR ELECTION OF OFFICERS.






Boston , New -England : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, next to the
Prison , in Queen -Street. MDCCLVI. pp. 22. 8vo .
PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
VIGESIMO NONO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA,
BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER ,
ANNO DOMINI 1755 , IN THE TWENTY -NINTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR
SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN ,FRANCE
AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND FROM THENCE CON
TINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE THIRD DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1756. [ Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin at the New - Printing -Office,
near the Market. MDCCLVI. pp. (2) , 263-266. fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
FIFTH DAY OF APRIL, 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero - Printing -Office,
near the Market. MDCCLVI. pp. (2), 269-270. fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
TENTH DAY OF May, 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLVI. pp. (2), 273-274 . fol .
The same. TRICESIMO AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY
ADJOURNMENTS TO THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF August, 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Nero- Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLVI. pp. (2) 277-316 . fol .
G. [Arms] R. BY THE HONOURABLE ROBERT HUNTER MORRIS, ESQ ; LIEUTEN
ANT- GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA ,
AND COUNTIES OF NEW-CASTLE, KENT, AND SUSSEX, ON DELAWARE. A PROCLAMA
TION (against the Delaware Indians. Dated April 14, 1756.] (Colophon :]
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. MDCCLVI. Broad
side. fol.
[Arms] BY THE HONOURABLE ROBERT HUNTER MORRIS, ESQ; LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA,
AND COUNTIES OF NEW-CASTLE, KENT, AND SUSSEX , ON DELAWARE. A PROCLAMA
TION . . . . ENJOINING CARRYING ON AN OFFENSIVE WAR AGAINST THE DELAWARE
INDIANS FOR THIRTY DAYS, [ Dated, 3 June, 1756.]










OATH TO BE ADMINISTERED TO ALL SUCH PERSONS AS ENTER INTO THE KING's
SERVICE, IN THE PAY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF PENNSYLVANIA .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1756.] pp . (2). 4to.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, MET AT PHILADELPHIA, ON THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER, Anno Domini 1755, AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Ner - Printing -Office










7758 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY- DECEMBER, 1756 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post-master, and D. Hall, at the
Nero- Printing -Office, near the Market. 1756. fol.
7759 THE NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE PRINTERS LADS , WHO CARRY THE PENNSYL
VANIA GAZETTE TO THE CUSTOMERS, FOR 1756 .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Franklin and Hall, 1756.] Broadside. fol .
7760 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1756 .
Philadelphia. Printed and sold by William Bradford , at the sign of the
Bible, the corner -house of Front and Market -streets. 1756. fol.
HSP.
7761 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1756 .
7762 PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1 - DECEMBER 16 , 1756.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1756. fol. HSP .
7763 PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA. CHRIST - CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST -CHURCH PARISH , IN PHILA
DELPHIA FROM DECEMBER 24 , 1755, To DECEMBER 24, 1756. By CALEB Cash,
CLERK, AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON .
[ Philadelphia : 1756.] Broadside. fol . LCP .
7764 PHILADELPHISCHE ZEITUNG VON ALLERHAND AUSWÄRTIG -UND EINHEIMISCHEN
MERCKWÜRDIGEN SACHEN . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1756 .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt und zu haben bey B. Francklin , General Post
meister und A. Armbruester in der 4ten Strasse. 1756. fol.
7765 PHILANTHROPOS, pseudonym .
A SERIOUS ADDRESS TO THE CLERGY ; BY A MINISTER OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND ;
WHO SAYS, “ GIVE ME LEAVE TO ADDRESS YOU UPON THE SUBJECT OF YOUR MIN
ISTRY . I WOULD DO IT WITH THE HIGHEST RESPECT TO YOUR CHARACTER , WITH
ALL DECENCY AND HUMILITY, WITH AN UNDISSEMBLED REGARD FOR YOUR BEST
INTEREST, AND THEREFORE WITH ALL CHRISTIAN FREEDOM AND FAITHFULNESS .
I HOPE YOU WILL NOT THINK ME BUSY AND IMPERTINENT . I WAS MOVED TO
IT FROM A VIEW OF God's AWAKENING MANY OF OUR REV. BRETHREN ;
THEIR UNWEARIED DILIGENCE IN THE SERVICE OF SOULS ; THE HOPES I HAVE
THAT THE GLORY IS RETURNING TO THAT CHURCH, WHICH SO MUCH SIGNALIZED IT
SELF AT THE TIME OF THE REFORMATION. [Signed Philanthropos.].
Lately publish'd in London : Boston, N. E.: Reprinted and sold by D.
Fowle in Ann -street, and Z. Fowle in Middle - street. 1756. pp. 14, ( 1 ). 8vo. MHS.
.
7766 POOR ROBIN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1757 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. (1756.)
7767 POWNALL, Thomas 1722-1805
PROPOSALS FOR SECURING THE FRIENDSHIP OF THE FIVE NATIONS.
Nero - York : Printed and sold , by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing -Ofice in Beaver -street. 1756. pp. 14. table. 8vo.
ITEMSL
S







7768 PRENTICE, THOMAS 1702-1782
OBSERVATIONS MORAL AND RELIGIOUS, ON THE LATE TERRIBLE NIGHT OF THE
EARTHQUAKE. A SERMON PREACHED AT THE THURSDAY LECTURE , IN BOSTON,
JANUARY 1st. 1756. . · [Six lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , for D. Henchman , in Cornhill. 1756 .
pp . (2) , 24. 8vo .
. .
BA. WL .
7769 PRINCE , THOMAS 1687-1758
THE CASE OF HEMAN CONSIDERED. IN A SERMON ON PSAL. LXXXVIII. 15. . ..
OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF MR. EDWARD BROMFIELD , MERCHANT OF BOSTON ,
IN NEW - ENGLAND . APRIL 10 , 1756 . ÆT. 61 .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen Street. 1756. pp.
(2), 33 , (2). 8vo .
O
BA
7770 THE CHARACTER OF CALEB. IN A SERMON DELIVERED AT TIIE SOUTH-CHURCH
IN BOSTON, ON THE LORD'S-DAY, AFTER THE FUNERAL OF THE HONOURABLE
Josiah WILLARD, ESQ ; SECRETARY OF THE PROVINCE : WHO DECEASED DECEM
BER 6 , 1756. Æt. 76 .







PROPOSALS FOR PRINTING BY SUBSCRIPTION , THE SECOND EDITION OF “ A VOYAGE
TO THE SOUTH SEA IN THE YEARS 1740-1 , IN THE WAGER MAN OF WAR.
[By] . . . John BULKELEY AND JOHN CUMMINS.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin. 1756.] Broadside. fol. HSP.
&
7772 PSALMODIA GERMANICA : or, THE GERMAN PSALMODY. TRANSLATED FROM THE
High Dutch . [By John Christian Jacobi.] TOGETHER WITH THEIR PROPER
TUNES, AND THOROUGH BASS . THE THIRD EDITION, CORRECTED AND VERY MUCH
ENLARGED . [ Three lines of Latin quotation .]
London , printed : Neu - York , Re- printed, and sold by H. Gaine, at the
Bible & Crown, in Queen - Street, 1756. pp. vi, 279 , (10). 12mo.
Second title : A SUPPLEMENT TO GERMAN PSALMODY : DONE INTO ENGLISH.
TOGETHER WITH THEIR PROPER TUNES AND THOROUGH BASS FOR PROMOTING
SACRED HARMONY IN PRIVATE FAMILIES. [Two lines from] PSALM CXLVI.
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in Queen
Street, 1756 .
HSP.
7773 RAND, WILLIAM -1779
THE SUPERIOUR DIGNITY OF THE OFFICE OF THE MINISTERS OF JESUS CHRIST. A
SERMON PREACHED AT DUXBOROUGH, JULY 23 , 1755 , AT THE ORDINATION OF
REVEREND MR. CHARLES TURNER . .. [Four lines from] 1 Cor . 15. 10.
Boston : Printed by John Draper. 1756. pp. 23. 8vo. BA.
7774 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW - ENGLAND IN
AMERICA : BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN, UPON THE
LAST MONDAY IN FEBRUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX IN
THE TWENTY -NINTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE SECOND , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH .
[ Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE EIGHTH DAY OF MARCH, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX , BY Tuo. WARD, SECRETARY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1756. ] pp. 61-79 . fol. JCB .
ITEKS Lien may
















RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT ON TUESDAY
THE FOURTH OF MAY ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX , IN THE
TWENTY-NINTH YEAR
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1756.) pp . 1-4. fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT ON THE
FIRST WEDNESDAY OF May, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SIX , IN
THE TWENTY-NINTH YEAR . [Dated ] PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT ACCORDING
TO ORDER, May 17 , 1756 , By Tuo. WARD, SECRETARY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1756.] pp. 5-18. fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT BY ADJOURNMENT, ON THE
SECOND TUESDAY OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX , IN THE
TWENTY-NINTH YEAR [ Dated] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE
218T OF JUNE, 1756 , BY Tho.WARD, SECRETARY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1756.] pp . 19-33. fol. JCB.
The same. BEGUN, IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR , AND HELD AT NEWPORT ON TUESDAY THE TWENTY-SECOND OF
JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SIX , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR
· [Dated] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER THE SECOND DAY OF JULY, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX , BY TH . WARD, SECRETARY.
| Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1756.) pp. 35-42 . fol .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT BY ADJOURNMENT, ON THE
FOURTH MONDAY OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SIX , IN
· [Dated] THE AFOREGOING ACTS AND ORDERS WERE
PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT BY BEAT OF DRUM , ON THE NINTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER,
1756, BY TH . WARD, SECR’Y . A TRUE COPY DULY EXAMINED . WITNESS.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1756.] pp. 43-56 . fol .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEWPORT BY ADJOURNMENT ON MON
DAY THE SIXTH OF SEPTEMBER , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SIX ,
IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR [ Dated] PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT, ACCORDING
TO ORDER, THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1756 , By Tho. WARD, SECR’Y .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1756.) pp. 57-70. fol .
The same. BEGUN (IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR) AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, ON THURSDAY THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX , IN THE THIRTIETH
YEAR .
[Dated] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, AT THE TIME AND PLACE
APPOINTED, BY TH . WARD, SECR’Y.
| Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1756.] pp. 71-78. fol.
The same.
BEGUN AND HELD AT PROVIDENCE IN SAID COLONY, ON THE
LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
SIX , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR . . • [Dated] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER,
AT THE TIME AND PLACE APPOINTED , Nov.THE 3D, 1756 , BY THO. WARD SECR’Y.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1756.) pp. 79-87 . fol .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD BY ADJOURNMENT AT PROVIDENCE , IN SAID
COLONY, ON THE THIRD MONDAY OF NOVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND FIFTY - SIX , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR . . • [ Dated] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO
ORDER, AT THE TIME AND PLACE APPOINTED, THE THIRTIETH DAY OF NOVEMBER,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX , By Tho . WARD, SECR’Y.





















RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued.
A PROCLAMATION . [ for a day of fasting. 21 May, 1756.)
Neroport : Printed by James Franklin . 1756. Broadside. fol.
ROGERS, JOHN -1789
TAREE SERMONS ON DIFFERENT SUBJECTS AND OCCASIONS. THE FIRST, ON THE
PLEASURE WHICH AFFECTS THE HEARTS OF VIRTUOUS MEN, AT THE VIEW OF
PUBLICK HAPPINESS ; PARTICULARLY, WHEN THEY MEET IN THE HOUSE OF GOD,
TO GIVE THANKS FOR HIS FAVORS. THE SECOND , ON THE VANITY OF PRAYER AND
FASTING ; WHEN THESE ARE NOT JOINED WITH REFORMATION OF MANNERS . THE
LAST, ON THE TERRIBLENESS, AND THE MORAL CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKES ; DELIVERED
AT LEOMINSTER. . ( Eight lines of Scripture texts .)
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, for S. Kneeland in Queen -Street.
MDCC,LVI. pp . 61. 8vo.
ST. JOHN, HENRY, viscount BOLINGBROKE 1678-1751
LETTERS ON THE SPIRIT OF PATRIOTISM : ON THE IDEA OF A PATRIOT KING : AND
ON THE STATE OF PARTIES, AT THE ACCESSION OF KING GEORGE THE FIRST.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman at the Nero
Printing -Office in Beaver - street. 1756 .
SCOUGAL, HENRY 1650–1678
Das LEBEN GOTTES IN DER SEELE DES MENSCHEN ODER DIE NATUR UND VORT
REFFLICHKEIT DER CHRISTLICHEN RELIGION , DEN ZERSTREUTEN KINDERN
GOTTES UND VERLOHRNEN SCHAFEN VOM HAUSE ISRAEL IN UND AUSIER DEN MAN
CHERLEY PARTIEN ZUM DIENST, AUF VERANSTALTUNG DER VON EINER LÖBLICHEN
GESELLSCHAFT IN LONDON ERNANTEN GENERAL TRUSTEES AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN
INS TEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZT ; NEBST EINER IN IHREN NAMEN GESTELLTEN VORREDE,
WORIN SO WOHL DAS VORHABEN DIESER LÖBLICHEN GESELLSCHAFT ALS AUCII DIE
EIGENTLICHE ABSICHT DIESER GEGENWÄRTIGEN UEBERSITZUNG VORGELEGET
WIRD.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt und zu haben bey Benjamin Francklin , Post
Meister und Ant . Armbruester, 1756. pp . (21 ), 78 , ( 1 ). 8vo. BPL. HISP.
SCULL, NICHOLAS ? 1700
KAWANIO CHE KEETERU : A TRUE RELATION OF A BLOODY BATTLE FOUGHT BE
TWEEN GEORGE AND LEWIS, IN THE YEAR 1755.
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [by William Bradford ) in the year M.DCCLVI.








The same. SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1756.
A poetical attack on the Quakers for preventing measures for the
defence of the Province from the French and Indians.
SEWALL, JOSEPH 1688-1769
A TENDER HEART PLEASING TO GOD AND PROFITABLE TO MEN. A SERMON
PREACHED AT THE SOUTH -CHURCH IN BOSTON : ON THE LORD'S -DAY AFTER THE
DEATH OF THE HONOURABLE JOSIAH WILLARD , ESQ ; SECRETARY OF THE PROV
INCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -Bay. WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE DECEMBER 6,
1756. AET. 76 , .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street. 1756. pp. ( 2), 22. 8vo.
SHERMAN , ROGER 1721-1793
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY ; OR, AN ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1757. .
Nero - Haven : Printed and sold by J. Parker . (1756.] pp. ( 16) . 16mo.
7791











A SERMON PREACHED IN CHRIST-CHURCH , IN NEWBERN, IN NORTH -CAROLINA,
DECEMBER 2774 , 1755. ÆRA OF MASONRY, 5755 , BEFORE THE ANCIENT AND
HONORABLE SOCIETY OF FREE AND ACCEPTED MASONS. PUBLISHED AT THE
REQUEST OF THE MASTER, WARDENS, AND BRETHREN OF THE LODGE.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis. MDCCLVI. pp. 19. 8vo .
SMITH, WILLIAM 1726-1803
THE REVEREND MR. SMITI VINDICATED FROM THE IMPUTATION OF PERJURY, IN A
LETTER TO A FRIEND .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford .? 1756.] pp (2). fol.
THE SOUTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1756.
Charles - Toron : Printed by Peter Timothy, in King-Street. 1756 . fol .
7794
7795 A SPECIMEN OF THE UNRELENTING CRUELTY OF PAPISTS IN FRANCE.
Boston : Printed by J. Draper. 1756. pp. 20. 12mo.
7796 SYLLIVAN , OWEN -1756
NARRATIVE OF THE WICKED LIFE AND SURPRISING ADVENTURES OF THAT NOTORIOUS
MONEY MAKER AND CHEAT, OWEN SYLLIVAN, WHO WAS HANGED IN THE CITY OF
NEW -YORK, May 10 , 1756. TOGETHER WITH HIS DYING SPEECH AT THE PLACE
OF EXECUTION .
Boston : 1756 .
7797 TENNENT, GILBERT 1703-1764
THE GOOD MANS CHARACTER AND REWARD REPRESENTED, AND HIS LOSS DEPLOR'D,
TOGETHER WITH REFLECTIONS ON THE PRESAGES OF APPROACHING CALAMITIES.
IN A FUNERAL DISCOURSE, WITH SOME ENLARGEMENTS OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH
OF CAPTAIN WILLIAM GRANT OF THE CITY, WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE , SE EM
BER 30 , 1756. PREACHED IN PHILADELPHIA ON THE FOLLOWING SABBATH .
AND NOW PUBLISHED , AT THE DESIRE OF THE HEARERS.
Philadelphia , Printed by William Bradford, at the corner -house of Front
and Market - Streets. [1756.] pp. (2) , 39. 8vo.
HSP.
7798 THE HAPPINESS OF REWARDING THE ENEMIES OF OUR RELIGION AND LIB
ERTY, REPRESENTED IN A SERMON PREACHED IN PHILADELPHIA , FEB. 17 , 1756 ,
TO CAPTAIN VANDERSPIEGEL'S INDEPENDENT COMPANY OF VOLUNTEERS, AT THE
REQUEST OF THEIR OFFICERS. . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF SAID OFFI
CERS AND COMPANY .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin, at the Newest- Printing - Office, on
the South side of the Jersey Market. 1756. pp. 32. 4to. LCP .
7799 The same. SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , at the Newest Printing- Office,
on the South side of the Jersey Market. 1756. pp. 32. 4to .
LCP .
7800 THAT JESUS CHRIST IS GOD BY NATURE, OF THE SAME ESSENCE WITH THE FATHER,
PROVED TO BE THE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIANITY. Two LETTERS TO A VERY EMI
NENT AND LEARNED GENTLEMAN ; ATTEMPTING TO SCBVERT THE DOCTRINE OF
THE ARIANS. BEING ANIMADVERSIONS ON A VERY FAMOUS ARIAN MANUSCRIPT,
-WROTE BY HIM, SOME YEARS SINCE, IN INDIA BY A COUNTRY-GENTLEMAN .
THE THIRD EDITION.
London : Printed. Boston ; New England , Re- printed and sold by Green
& Russell, at their Printing - Office near the Custom -House, and next to the Writing













A DISCOURSE ON THE PREPARATION OF THE BODY FOR THE SMALL -POX, AND MAN
NER OF RECEIVING THE INFECTION .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1756 .
TILDEN, STEPHEN 1690-1766
TILDEN'S MISCELLANEOUS POEMS, ON DIVERS OCCASIONS ; CHIEFLY TO ANIMATE AND
ROUSE THE SOLDIERS.
( Nero -London ?] Printed [by Timothy Green ). 1756. pp. 30. 16mo. BPL.
Partly reprinted in Duyckinck's Cyclopædia ofAmerican literature ;
and wholly in the Historical Magazine, for November and Decem
ber, 1859 , and January, 1860.
TOBLER, JOHN
THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRYMAN'S ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD 1757 .
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sower junior. [ 1756.]
TODD, JONATHAN 1713-1791
PUBLIC MOURNING AT THE DEATH OF GODLY, AND USEFUL MEN, AND SOLICITOUS
INQUIRING AFTER THEIR GOD. TWO SERMONS PREACH'D AT DURHAM, FEBRUARY
8Th, 1756. OCCASION'D BY THE MUCH LAMENTED DEATH OF THE REVEREND,
AND VENERABLE MR. NATHANAEL CHAUNCY, PASTOR OF THE CHURCH THERE.
WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE , ON THE 1ST INSTANT, IN THE SEVENTY -FIFTH YEAR OF
HIS LIFE , & MINISTRY · [Six lines of Scripture
texts.]
New -London : Printed by T. & J. Green. 1756 . pp. 88. 16mo. YC.
7804
FIFTY FIRST OF HIS
7805 TREUHERTZIGE ERINNERUNG UND WARNUNG . KLAGREDEN VOM VERFALL DES
CHRISTENTHUMS.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey B. Francklin und A. Armbruester . 1756 .
7806 TUCKER , JOHN 1719-1792
FOUR SERMONS ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS , VIZ. 1. THE DANGER OF SINNERS
HARDENING THEIR HEARTS UNDER THE SPARING MERCY OF AN OFFENDED GOD.
FROM Exod . VIII , 15. 11. GOD'S SPECIAL CARE OVER THE RIGHTEOUS, UNDER
PUBLICK CALAMITIES. FROM EZEK. IX , 4 , 5 , 6 . III. THE SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE
OF THE RECONCILIATION OF SINNERS TO GOD. FROM 2 Cor. v. 21 IV . OF
BEING BORN OF GOD. FROM 1 JOHN v. 4 , 5 .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen - Street. 1756. pp. (2),
viii, 99 . 8vo . BA. CHS. MHS.
7807 TYLER, ANDREW -1775
THE TERMS OF CHRISTIANITY, BRIEFLY CONSIDERED IN TWO DISCOURSES ON LUKE
XIV , 26 , PREACHED AT DEDHAM, FEBRUARY 8, AND 15 , 1756. .
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, next to the Prison in Queen - Street. 1756 .
pp . 34. 8vo.
7808 VIRGINIA . COLONY.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II , REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
VICESIMO NONO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL,
IN WILLIAMSBURG, ON THURSDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF MARCH, IN THE
TWENTY -NINTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II : BY
THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT-BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER
OF THE FAITH , &C. AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1756 , BEING THE FIRST
SESSION OF THIS ASSEMBLY.










VIRGINIA. COLONY, continued .
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII 11, REGIS. .. . . TRICE
SIMO. AND
CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO MONDAY THE TWENTIETH OF SEPTEMBER, IN
THE THIRTIETH YEAR OF HIS MAJESTY'S REIGN, AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SIX ; BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF
THIS ASSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1756.1 pp. 4 . fol.
7810
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [25 March - 5 May, 1756.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1756. pp. 78. fol.
VSL .
7811
The same. [20 September - 28 September, 1756.]




THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1756 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1756. fol.
WEBSTER, SAMUEL 1719-1796
SOLDIERS, AND OTHERS, DIRECTED AND ENCOURAGED , WHEN GOING ON A JUST AND
IMPORTANT, THO' DIFFICULT ENTERPRIZE, AGAINST THEIR ENEMIES. A SERMON
PREACHED MARCH 25TH. 1756 , AT SALISBURY TO COL. JONATHAN BAGLEY
CAPTN . STEPHEN WEBSTER AND HIS COMPANY : TOGETHER , WITH SOME OTHER
OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS, BELONGING TO SAID COLONEL'S REGIMENT, GOING ON
THE EXPEDITION TO CROWN-Point. . . . ( Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, next to to [sic] the Prison , in
Queen -street. 1756. pp. 16. 8vo.
WESLEY, JOHN 1703-1791
THE NATURE AND DESIGN OF CHRISTIANITY . EXTRACTED FROM A LATE AUTHOR .
Germantoron : Printed by Christopher Sover, junior, 1756. pp. 16 .






A SHORT ADDRESS TO PERSONS OF ALL DENOMINATIONS, OCCASIONED BY THE ALARM
OF AN INTENDED INVASION . [One line from ] JOB XXXII.10 . THE THIRD
EDITION .
London Printed : Philadelphia : Re- printed and sold by B. Franklin and
D. Hall,at the New- Printing - office, in Market-Street. MDCCLVI. pp. 16. 8vo. $14
7816 The same. THE FOURTH EDITION .
Boston : 1756. 8vo. BM.
7817 The same. THE FIFTH EDITION .
London , Printed . Boston : Re- printed and sold by Edes and Gill, next to
the Prison in Queen -Street. 1756. pp. [ 16.) 8vo. BA. BM.
7818 The same. A SHORT ADDRESS TO PERSONS OF ALL DENOMINATIONS, OCCA
SIONED BY THE ALARM OF AN INTENDED INVASION .
By GEORGE WHITEFIELD ,
CHAPLAIN TO THERIGHT HONOURABLE, THE COUNTESS OF HUNTINGDON . [One
line from .) JOB 32. 10. THE SIXTH EDITION.
Lately publish'd in London ; Boston , N. E. Reprinted and sold by D.
Fowle in Ann - Street, and Z. Forle in Middle - street. 1756. pp. (13) . ( 1 ) . 12mo.
First printed in London this year. The second edition may have







7819 WILLIAMS, ELIPHALET 1727-1809
THE DUTY OF A PEOPLE , UNDER DARK PROVIDENCES, OR SYMPTOMS OF APPROACH
ING EVILS, TO PREPARE TO MEET THEIR GOD. A DISCOURSE DELIVERED IN EAST
HARTFORD, NOVEMBER 23 , 1755. THE NEXT SABBATH AFTER THE LATE TERRI
BLE EARTHQUAKE. PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST AND IMPORTUNITY OF THE
HEARERS. [Six lines from] AMOs III , 6 .
Nero -London , N. E. Printed and sold by Timothy and John Green . 1756 .
pp. 68. 16mo . CHS. NL . YC.
7820 WINTHROP , JOHN 1714-1779
A LETTER TO THE PUBLISHER OF THE BOSTON GAZETTE, CONTAINING AN ANSWER
TO MR. PRINCE'S LETTER [upon earthquakes] INSERTED IN SAID GAZETTE OF
JANUARY 26 , 1756 .
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill ? 1756. pp. 7. 4to . MHS.
7821 WOODBRIDGE, BENJAMIN 1712-1785
THE DEATH OF GODLY AND FAITHFUL MEN A LOSS TO THE WORLD , CONSIDER'D IN A
SERMON, PREACH'D UNTO THE SOCIETY OF AMITY, ON THE LORD'S -DAY, APRIL 4,
1756 . OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF DEACON JOB TERRELL, WHO DEPARTED
THIS LIFE , AFTER A FEW DAYS SICKNESS, THE 30TH OF THE PRECEEDING MARCH .
[Five lines from] Rev. xiv, 13 .
New - Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Company ; 1756. pp. (32.) 16mo.
.
7822 YALE COLLEGE.
PRÆCLARISSIMO OPTIMA ERUDITIONE VITÆ INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FELICISSIMÈ
GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO, COLONIE
CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRÆSIDI . . HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO
ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE • [ Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Noco - Portu Connecticutensium die Octavo Septembris
MDCCLVI. Broadside. fol .
.
YC.
7823 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo
PORTU CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS . IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGIS
TRATIS CANDIDATIS , MDCCLVI.
[ No0o- Portu, excudebat Jacobus Parker. 1756.] Broadside. Sm . fol.
7824 ZENGER, JOHN PETER 1680-1746
A BRIEF NARRATIVE OF THE CASE AND TRIAL OF JOHN PETER ZENGER, PRINTER OF
THE NEW-YORK WEEKLY - JOURNAL.
New - York printed : Lancaster Re-printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the
New - Printing -office in Queen - street. 1756. pp. 39. fol .
HSP. NYPL .
$110
7825 ZUBLY, JOHN JOACHIM 1724-1781
THE REAL CHRISTIANS HOPE IN DEATH ; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE EDIFYING BEHAV
IOUR OF SEVERAL PERSONS OF PIETY IN THEIR LAST MOMENTS, WITH A PREFACE
RECOMMENDATORY BY THE REv. MR. CLARKE, RECTOR OF ST PHILIPS, CHARLES
TOWN . COLLECTED AND PUBLISHED BY J. J. ZUBLY. MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL
IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
Germantown Printed by Christopher Sower . MDCCLVI. pp. (2) , ix ,









REMARKS ON A LATE PIECE INTITLED “ A FAIR NARRATIVE OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF
THE PRESBYTERY OF BOSTON AGAINST THE REVD, ROBERT ABERCROMBIE .
IN A LETTER TO J. MOORHEAD, J. PARSONS, D. McGREGORE, COMMITTEE OF THE
SAID PRESBYTERY.
Boston , N. E.: 1757. pp. 64. 8vo. BM. HC.
7827
ADAMS, JOSEPH
THE DEATH OF THE RIGHTEOUS TO BE LAMENTED . A SERMON PREACHED UPON THE
DEATH OF JOHN FABYAN , ESQ ; WHO DECEASED MARCH 30th 1756 . ÆTATIS
SUÆ 75. . . . [One line from] Prov . x. 7 .
Portsmouth , in New Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle for Samuel
Fabyan . 1757. pp. 16. 8vo .
MUS. NYPL .
7828
ADVERTISEMENT. [ Calling for arrears of proprietary quit -rents. Signed, Richard
Hockley and Edmund Physick. Dated January 24. 1757.]
[ Philadelphia : 1757. ] Broadside. 4to . HSP.
7829 THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE AND MONTHLY CHRONICLE FOR THE BRITISH COLONIES .
Vol. 1. No. 1. OCTOBER.[ -December, 1757.] BY A SOCIETY OF GENTLEMEN.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the corner house
in Front and Market - Streets. 1757. 8vo. HSP. JCB . NYPL .
Edited by Rev. William Smith , and continued to October, 1758 ,
when it was discontinued upon the appearance of the New Ameri
can magazine, edited by Samuel Nevill, and printed by James
Parker ,at Woodbridge,New Jersey. The Lenox Collection of the
New York Public Library has copies printed on thick and on thin
paper. The copy in the Historical Society of Pennsylvania is on
thick paper.
7830 AMES, NATHANIEL 1708-1764
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST
1758..
Boston ; New England : Printed by J. Draper, for the Booksellers. (1757.]
pp . (16). 16mo.
The same .
Boston , Printed : Re- printed , New - London , by T. Green . [1757. ]
MHS. NYPL.
7831
7832 The same. CALCULATED TO THE MERIDIAN OF PORTSMOUTH .




The same . [A spurious edition .]
Ner - Haven ; Re-printed and sold by J. Parker and Company. [1757.]
pp . (16) . 16mo . CHS.
7834 AN ANSWER TO A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE COUNTRY TO HIS FRIEND IN
TOWN. AS ALSO , AN ANSWER TO A SECOND LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE
COUNTRY TO HIS FRIEND IN TOWN :
New - York : Printed by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the New Printing







7835 APPLETON , NATHANIEL 1693-1784
A FUNERAL -SERMON : OCCASION'D BY THE DEATH OF THE HONOURABLE SPENCER
PAIPS, ESQ ; LATE LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND
OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETT'8 -BAY, IN NEW -ENGLAND .
WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE APRIL 4, 1757. Æt. 73. PREACH'D AT THE PUBLICK
LECTURE IN Boston , THURSDAY APRIL 14. AT THE DESIRE OF THE HONOURABLE
HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL ; AND IN THE AUDIENCE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to the honourable his Majesty's
Council. MDCCLVII. pp . 43. 8vo. BA.
7836 ARMSTRONG, JOHN
1709-1779
THE ART OF PRESERVING HEALTH . A POEM IN FOUR BOOKS. THE FOURTH EDITION .
Boston : Reprinted and sold by Green & Russell, at their printing -office in
Queen -street. 1757. pp 68. 8vo.
7837 THE AWARD AND FINAL DETERMINATION OF THE REFEREES RESPECTING THE
CLAIMS OF THE PROPRIETORS OF THE KENEBECK PURCHASE FROM THE LATE
COLONY OF NEW-PLYMOUTH, AND THE COMPANY HOLDING UNDER CLARK AND
LAKE, RELATIVE TO THE LANDS ON EACH SIDE KENEBECK RIVER. . . ATTEST,
SAMUEL WINTHROP, CLER .
[ Boston : 1757.] Broadside. fol. AAS. MHS.
7838 BALCH, Thomas -1774
A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT HALIFAX IN THE COUNTY OF PLYMOUTH , FEBRUARY
2D. 1757 . WHEN THE REV. MR. WILLIAM PATTEN WAS ORDAINED THERE.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street. 1757. pp. (4), 25. 8vo.
7839 BALL , WILLIAM
THE NEW-JERSEY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1758.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. (1757. ]
7840 BARCLAY, ROBERT 1648-1690
THE ANARCHY OF THE RANTERS , AND OTHER LIBERTINES ; THE HIERARCHY OF THE
ROMANISTS, AND OTHER PRETENDED CHURCHES, EQUALLY REFUSED AND REFUTED,
IN A TWO - FOLD APOLOGY FOR THE CHURCH AND PEOPLE OF GOD, CALLED IN DERI
sior , QUAKERS. WHEREIN THEY ARE VINDICATED FROM THOSE THAT ACCUSE
THEM OF DISORDER AND CONFUSION ON THE ONE HAND , AND FROM SUCH AS CALUM
NIATE THEM WITH TYRANNY AND IMPOSITION ON THE OTHER ; SHEWING, THAT AS
THE TRUE AND PURE PRINCIPLES OF THE GOSPEL ARE RESTORED BY THEIR TES
TIMONY ; SO IS ALSO THE ANTIENT APOSTOLICK ORDER OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
RE -ESTABLISHED AMONG THEM, AND SETTLED UPON ITS RIGHT BASIS AND FOUNDA
TION .
Philadelphia : Re- printed , and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, 1757.
pp. viii , 111 , ( 1 ). 8vo. BM. ESP .
.
7841
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE
BARNARD, THOMAS 1714-1776
THE CHRISTIAN SALVATION :
REVEREND MR. JOSIAH BAYLEY, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH IN
HAMPTON -FALLS, IN THE PROVINCE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, Oct. 19 , 1757. .
[ Two lines from ] ISAI. LII, 7 .
Portsmouth , in Neu -Hampshire ; Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle, at his
Printing -office. 1757. pp. (35.) 4to .
BA. CHR.







7842 BARTLET, or BARTLETT, MOSES 1708-1766
FALSE AND SEDUCING TEACHERS TO BE EXPECTED IN THE GOSPEL -STATE , AND LAT
TER DAYS OF THE CHURCH ; AND MANY SHALL BE DECEIVED BY THEM ; WITH SOME
MARKS OF FALSE TEACHERS , AND THE DANGER AND FOLLY OF FOLLOWING THEM.
SHEWN IN A SERMON PREACHED MARCH 5TH, 1757. AND NOW MADE PUBLIC ON
THE DESIRE AND COST OF MANY THAT HEARD IT, AND OTHERS . [Three lines
from ) Acts 19. 15.
New - London : Printed by John Green . 1757. pp. (54), ( 1 ). 16mo.




DOUBLE HONOR DUE TO THE LABORIOUS GOSPEL MINISTER. REPRESEN
TED IN A
SERMON PREACHED AT FAIRFIELD , IN NEW - JERSEY, THE 1ST OF DECEMBER,
1756 , AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. WILLIAM RAMSEY. PUB
LISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE HEARERS .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, at the Corner House of
Front and Market - Streets. [ 1757.] pp. (2), 56. 8vo . $14
7844 DIE BESCHREIBUNG VON DEM FRIEDENSSCHLUSS ZWISCHEN UNSERM GOVERNMENT
UND DEM INDIANERKÖNIG TIEDIUSKUNG .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1757 .
7845 BEVERIDGE, JOHN
IN OBITUM MAGNÆ SPEI JUVENIS, NATHANAELIS SMIBERTI.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford ? ] 1757. pp. 4. 8vo .
7846 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID, FITTED TO THE TUNES USED IN
CHURCHES . By N. BRADY, & N. TATE, With MESSIAH, AN HYMN ;
AND HYMNS, CHIEFLY FROM WATTS.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell. 1757. 12mo.
7847 THE PSALMS OF DAVID IMITATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
By Isaac WATTS, D. D. SEVENTEENTH EDITION.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1757.
7848 DER PSALTER DAVIDS.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey B. Francklin und A. Armbruester . 1757 .
7849 BOLLES, JOSEPH 1701-1785
CONCERNING THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, WHICH THAT SABBATH COMMANDED TO
ISRAEL, AFTER THEY CAME OUT OF EGYPT, WAS A SIGN OF SPEAK THOU ALSO UNTO
THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL, SAYING , VERILY MY SABBATHS YE SHALL KEEP : FOR IT
i8 A SIGN BETWEEN ME AND YOU THROUGHOUT YOUR GENERATIONS ; THAT ye MAY
KNOW THAT I am THE LORD THAT DOTH SANCTIFY YOU. EXODUS XXXI. 13. ALSO ,
AND HALLOW MY BABBATHS ; AND THEY SHALL BE A SIGN BETWEEN ME AND YOU ,
THAT YE MAY KNOW THAT I am THE LORD YOUR GOD. EZEKIEL XX . 20. AND
WHAT IT WAS A SIGN OF, MAY BE SEEN. COME UNTO ME, ALL ye THAT LABOUR
AND ARE HEAVY LADEN, AND I WILL GIVE YOU REST. TAKE MY YOKE UPON YOU,
AND LEARN OF ME ; FOR I AM MEEK AND LOWLY IN HEART : AND YE SHALL FIND
REST UNTO YOUR SOULS . MATTHEW XI. 28. 29. ALSO SOME REMARKS UPON A
BOOK WRITTEN , BY EBENEZER FROTHINGHAM .








7850 BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS. SYNOD. 1680.
A CONFESSION OF FAITH , OWNED AND CONSENTED UNTO BY THE ELDERS AND
MESSENGERS OF THE CHURCHES ASSEMBLED AT BOSTON IN NEW -ENGLAND, MAY
12, 1680. BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF THAT SYNOD [ Three lines of Scripture
texts.]
Boston : Re-printed by Green and Russell, at their Printing - Office in Queen
street. 1757. pp. (2) , iv, 53. 18mo. JCB .
7851 THE BOSTON EVENING-Post. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1757.
Boston : Printed by T. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown , in Cornhill.
fol.
1757
7852 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1757.




THE BOSTON WEEKLY ADVERTISER. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . NUMB. 1. AUGUST 22, [ -December, 1757. ]
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell, opposite to the Probate - Office in
Queen - Street. 1757. fol .
After the Advertiser had been published about two years, the title
was altered to “ Green & Russell's Post-boy and Advertiser ;" and
afterwards to “ The Boston Post-boy and Advertiser . " On May
23,1768 , it was published alternately with the Massachusetts Gazette
and Boston News-letter, as “ The Massachusetts Gazette ,” by order
of the Government, until September 1769 , when the two papers
united under the title of “ The Massachusetts Gazette and Boston
Post-boy and Advertiser. ” In April, 1773 , Green & Russell
resigned the printing and publishing of the paper to Mills &
Hicks, by whom it was conducted and printed until a short time
after the commencement of the Revolutionary War in 1775 , when
it was discontinued. The Massachusetts Historical Society
possesses a nearly complete file of the paper.
7854 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS-LETTER. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1757. fol.
7855 BREWSTER, MARTHA
POEMS ON DIVERS SUBJECTS , VIZ . ON THE FOUR AGES OF MAN. ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT. THE 24TH PSALM PARAPHRAS'D. A PRAYER . A LETTER TO SOME
CHRISTIAN FRIENDS . A DREAM. God's JUDGMENTS OUR MONITORS. Το THE
SUBJECTS OF THE SPECIAL GRACE OF GOD AND IT'S OPPOSERS. CHRONICLES IID
BOOK, 6 CHAP. 16 , 17 , 18 VER. PARAPHRAS'D. A POEM TO THE MEMORY OF DR.
WATTS . BRADDOCK'S DEFEAT. THE NOBLE MAN. TWO WEDDING POSIES. Two
LETTERS . TO THE MEMORY OF THAT WORTHY MAN LIEUT. NATHANIEL BURT OF
SPRINGFIELD . SEVERAL ACROSTICKS. A WORD OF ADVICE RESERV'D FOR MY
TWO GRAND-SONS, BEING YET BABES.
New - London : Printed by T. Green . 1757. pp. 35. 4to . MHS .
7856 BROWNE, ARTHUR 1700-1773
THE DOCTRINE OF ELECTION FAIRLY STATED , IN A SERMON PREACHED AT PORTS
MOUTH, IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. [ Three lines from) 1 PET. III . 15 .
Portsmouth : Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle, at his Printing- Office.
M,DCCLVII. pp. (23.] 8vo. BA. BM.
. .












BROWNE, ARTHUR, continued .
THE NECESSITY OF REFORMATION , IN ORDER TO AVERT IMPENDING JUDGMENTS .
A SERMON , PREACHED AT PORTSMOUTH, IN NEW HAMPSHIRE,May 6 , 1757. BEING
THE ANNUAL FAST. PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE HEARERS.
Portsmouth : Printed and sold by Daniel Forole, at his Printing - Office.
M.DCC,LVII. pp. pp. [21.] 8vo. AAS . BA. MHS.
BUELL, SAMUEL 1716-1798
THE DIVINE AGENCY ACKNOWLEDGED IN THE DEATH OF OUR DEAREST FRIENDS. A
SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE DECEASE OF MRS. ESTHER DARBE, LATE CONSORT OF
John DARBE, M.A. , WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE SEPT. 24 , 1757. ÆTATIS 38. ... To
WHICH IS ADDED, A LETTER OF CONDOLENCE TO MR. DARBE, BY THE REV. JAMES
Brown, OF BRIDGE -HAMPTON, LONG - ISLAND. [ Three lines of Scripture texts.)
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman. 1757. pp. (4), ii,
( 5 ) –34. 8vo.
BULKELEY, John, and CUMMINGS, Joan
A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH SEAS, IN THE YEARS 1740-1 . CONTAINING, A FAITHFUL
NARRATIVE OF THE LOSS OF HIS MAJESTY'S SHIP THE THE [ sic] WAGER ON A DESO
LATE ISLAND IN THE LATITUDE 47 SOUTH , LONGITUDE 81:40 WEST : WITH THE
PROCEEDINGS AND CONDUCT OF THE OFFICERS AND CREW, AND THE HARDSHIPS
THEY ENDURED IN THE SAID ISLAND FOR THE SPACE OF FIVE MONTHS, TIIEIR BOLD
ATTEMPT FOR LIBERTY , IN COASTING THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE VAST REGION OF
PATAGONIA ; SETTING OUT WITH UPWARDS OF EIGHTY SOULS IN THEIR BOATS , THE
LOSS OF THE CUTTER , THEIR PASSAGE THROUGH THE STREIGHTS OF MAGELLAN ; AN
ACCOUNT OF THEIR MANNER OF LIVING IN THE VOYAGE ON SEALS, WILD HORSES ,
DOGS, &C. AND THE INCREDIBLE HARDSHIPS THEY FREQUENTLY UNDERWENT FOR
WANT OF FOOD OF ALL KINDS ; A DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL PLACES WHERE
THEY TOUCH'D IN THE STREIGHTS OF MAGELLAN , WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE
INHABITANTS, &C. AND THEIR SAFE ARRIVAL AT THE BRAZIL, AFTER SAILING ONE
THOUSAND LEAGUES IN A LONG - BOAT ; THEIR RECEPTION FROM THE PORTUGUESE,
AN ACCOUNT OF THE DISTURBANCES AT Rio GRAND, THEIR ARRIVAL AT Rio
JANEIRO, THEIR PASSAGE AND USAGE ON BOARD A PORTUGUESE SHIP TO LISBON,
THEIR RETURN TO ENGLAND, THEIR CONFINEMENT FOR THE LOSS OF THE SHIP,
AND THEIR RELEASEMENT; THE ARRIVAL OF THE CAPTAIN , WHO HAD BEEN LEFT
BEHIND BY HIS OWN REQUEST WHERE THE SHIP WAS LOST ; THE OFFICERS SECOND
CONFINEMENT, TRIAL AND ACQUITTANCE ; THE ARRIVAL OF THREE OF THE CREW,
WHO HAD BEEN LEFT WITH FIVE OTHERS ON THE UNINHABITED PART OF PATE
GONIA , &C. INTERSPERSED WITH MANY ENTERTAINING AND CURIOUS OBSERVATIONS,
NOT TAKEN NOTICE OF By Sir John NARBOROUGH, OR ANY OTHER JOURNALIST,
WITH MANY THINGS NOT PUBLISHED IN THE FIRST EDITION. THE SECOND
EDITION , WITH ADDITIONS.
London, printed . Philadelphia : Reprinted by James Chattin , for the
Author . 1757. (Price 10s.) pp. xxxii , 306 . 8vo. HSP .
Contains a list of subscribers.
BURCH , THOMAS
THE FREE GRACE OF GOD DISPLAYED, IN THE SALVATION OF MEN .
Boston : Printed by Green & Russell, in Queen - Street. 1757. pp. 76. 12mo.
BURR, AARON 1716-1757
A SERVANT OF GOD DISMISSED FROM LABOUR TO REST . A FUNERAL SERMON ,
PREACHED AT THE INTERMENT OF HIS LATE EXCELLENCY JONATHAN BELCHER
ESQ ; GOVERNOR OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF NEW-JERSEY ETC. ETC. WHO
DEPARTED THIS LIFE AT ELIZABETH - Town, AUGUST 31 , 1757 . AGED 76. [ Edited,
with a preface, by Caleb Smith .] .
Neu - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown, in

















THE SUPREME DEITY OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST, MAINTAINED. IN A LETTER
TO THE DEDICATOR OF Mr. Emlyn's INQUIRY INTO THE SCRIPTURE -ACCOUNT OF
JESUS CHRIST : INSCRIBED TO THE REVEREND THE CLERGY OF ALL DENOMINATIONS
IN NEW - ENGLAND. WHEREIN MR. EMLYN'S OBJECTIONS ARE FAIRLY ANSWERED ,
AND SHOWN TO HAVE NO VALIDITY. (Eight lines of Scripture texts.)
Boston ; Nero-England : Printed by J. Draper ; and sold at his shop in
Cornhill, and Printing -Office in Newbury -Street. 1757. pp. (2), 92. 8vo.
THE WATCHMAN'S ANSWER TO THE QUESTION , WHAT OF THE NIGHT, &C. A
SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE SYNOD OF NEW-YORK, CONVENED AT NEWARK,
IN NEW -JERSEY, SEPTEMBER 30. 1756 . PUBLISHED BY THE DESIRE OF THE
SYNOD. THE SECOND EDITION . [Five lines from ] ZECHA. XIV. 6 , 7 .
New - York , Printed : Boston : Re- printed and sold by S. Kneeland, oppo






The same. THE THIRD EDITION .
Boston : Re-printed and sold by 8. Kneeland , opposite the Probate - Office,
in Queen - street. 1757. pp. 46. 8vo . MHS. NYHS. YC .
BYNG, JOHN 1704–1757
ADMIRAL BYNG'S DEFENCE, AS PRESENTED BY HIM, AND READ IN THE COURT, JAN
UARY 18, 1757 CONTAINING A PARTICULAR ACCOUNT OF THE ACTION ON THE
20th May 1756 , OFF CAPE MOLA,




7866 CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS. SYNOD . 1648.
A PLATFORM OF CHURCH -DISCIPLINE , GATHERED OUT OF THE WORD OF GOD ; AND
AGREED UPON BY THE ELDERS AND MESSENGERS OF THE CHURCHES ASSEMBLED IN
THE SYNOD AT CAMBRIDGE, IN N. E. TO BE PRESENTED TO THE CHURCHES AND
GENERAL COURT FOR THEIR CONSIDERATION AND ACCEPTANCE IN THE LORD,
THE 8TH MONTH, ANNO 1649. .
Boston : Re- printed and sold by Green and Russell in Queen Street and by
J. Winter opposite the King's Arms in Union Street. 1757. pp. xxii, 55, (6) ;
(2) iv, 53 . 18mo. AAS . JCB .
CATHOLICUS, pseudonym .
A LETTER TO A CLERGYMAN, IN THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, FROM HIS FRIEND .
IN WHICH, THE TRUE NATURE OF ORTHODOXY IS INQUIRED INTO ; AND SOME
THOUGHTS ARE SUGGESTED CONCERNING PUBLICK TESTS OF ORTHODOXY, AND
THE MISCHIEVOUS EFFECTS OF SETTING UP FALSE TESTS THERE OF. (Signed ,
Catholicus.)
Nero - Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company. MDCCLVII. pp.





CATALOGUE OF BOOKS TO BE SOLD BY JAMES CHATTIN .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1757 .
CHAUNCY, CHARLES 1705-1787
CHARITY TO THE DISTRESSED MEMBERS OF CHRIST ACCEPTED AS DONE TO HIMSELF,
AND REWARDED, AT THE JUDGMENT-DAY, WITH BLESSEDNESS IN GOD'S EVERLAST
ING KINGDOM . A SERMON PREACHED THE LORD'S -DAY AFTER THE DEATH OF
MR. EDWARD GRAY, WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE JULY 2ND, 1757 , IN THE 84TH
YEAR OF HIS AGE. [ Two lines from the) APOSTLE PAUL.












7870 CHEEVER, EZEKIEL -1775
SCRIPTURE PROPHESIES EXPLAINED. IN THREE SHORT ESSAYS . I. ON THE RESTI
TUTION OF ALL THINGS. II . On St. John'S FIRST RESURRECTION . III . ON THE
PERSONAL COMING OF JESUS CHRIST AS COMMENCING AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
MILLENNIUM DESCRIBED IN TIIE APOCALYPSE.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell in Queen - Street. MDCCLVII. pp.







THE CHILD'S NEW PLAY - THING , OR BEST AMUSEMENT, BEING A SPELLING-BOOK,
INTENDED TO MAKE THE LEARNING TO READ A DIVERSION INSTEAD OF A TASK.
CONSISTING OF SCRIPTURE -HISTORIES, FABLES, STORIES, MORAL AND RELIGIOUS
PRECEPTS, PROVERBS, SONGS, RIDDLES, DIALOGUES , &C . THE WHOLE ADAPTED TO
THE CAPACITIES OF CHILDREN, AND DIVIDED INTO LESSONS OF ONE, TWO, THREE
AND FOUR SYLLABLES .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , 1757 .
CHURCH, BENJAMIN 1734-1776
THE CHOICE : A POEM, AFTER THE MANNER OF MR. PROMFRET (sic) . By a Young
GENTLEMAN .
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes& Gill, in Queen - Street, 1757. pp. 16. 4to
Reprinted in Worcester in 1802.
CLAP, THOMAS 1703-1767
A BRIEF HISTORY AND VINDICATION OF THE DOCTRINES RECEIVED AND ESTABLISHED
IN THE CHURCHES OF New -ENGLAND, WITH A SPECIMEN OF THE NEW SCHEME OF
RELIGION BEGINNING TO PREVAIL . . . THE SECOND EDITION. [Four lines of
quotations.]
New - Haven, printed . Boston : Re-printed and sold by S. Kneeland , oppo
site the Probate Office in Queen-Street. 1757. pp. 40. 8vo.
COGSWELL, JAMES 1720-1807
GOD THE PIOUS SOLDIER'S STRENGTH & INSTRUCTOR : A SERMON DELIVER'D AT
BROOKLYN IN POMFRET, TO THE MILITARY COMPANY, UNDER THE COMMAND OF
CAPT. ISRAEL PUTNAM , ON THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF APRIL, 1757. . .
Boston : New-England : Printed by John Draper. 1757. pp. 32. 8vo.
THE NECESSITY OF PIETY WISDOM AND LABOUR, IN ORDER TO ACCEPTANCE
WITH GOD IN THE WORK OF THE GOSPEL MINISTRY. A SERMON DELIVERED AT
THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR . Josiah WHITNEY, AT BROOKLYN IN POM
FRET, ON THE 4TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1756. .
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company, at the Post - Office, 1757 .
pp . 27. 8vo . CHS. YC.
CONANT, SHUBAEL 1711-1775
A LETTER TO A FRIEND WHEREIN SOME FREE THOUGHTS ARE OFFERED ON THE SUB
JECT OF THE REv. MR. NOYES' PROPOSED EXAMINATION BY THE CORPORATION OF
YALE-COLLEGE, AND THEIR ERECTING A CHURCH WITHIN THE SAME. [ By S. C.]
New -Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company, at their Printing - Office,
near the Long -Wharf, MDCCLVII. pp . (32) . 8vo.
CHS. YC.
Attributed to William Hart (Y.C. 1732), by Dexter, but the initials
S.C. point, with more probability, to his classmate, Judge Conant,
whose son , bearing his name, graduated in the year 1756 .
CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN AMERICA :
HELD AT HARTFORD, . . . May . 1757. [Colophon :]
New - London : Printed and sold by John Green, Printer to the Governor












7878 THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .
Nero - Haven : Printed by James Parker & Company. 1757. fol .
7879 COOK, WILLIAM
THE PLAIN TRUTHS OF THE GOSPEL MOST PROFITABLE TO BE INSISTED ON BY THE
MINISTERS OF IT. IN A DISCOURSE DELIVER'D AT HANOVER, DECEMBER, 1st.
1756 . WHEN THE REVEREND MR. SAMUEL BALDWIN WAS ORDAINED PASTOR OF
THE CHURCH THERE. · [ Three lines from ] 2 CORINTH. II, 17.
Boston; New - England , Printed by Green & Russell, at their office in Queen
Street. M.DCC.LVII. pp. 27. 16mo. BA. NYSL.
.
7880 COTTON , JOHN 1712–1789
GOD'S CALL TO HIS PEOPLE ; -- SHEWING THEIR DUTY . TWO SERMONS PREACHED AT
PLYMOUTH, JUNE 30, 1757. BEING A DAY OF GENERAL HUMILIATION , OCCASIONED
BY THE DROUGHT AND WAR .
Boston : Printed by Benjamin Mecom , 1757. pp. 43. 8vo. BA.
.
7881 DARLING, THOMAS 1720-1789
SOME REMARKS ON MR. PRESIDENT CLAP's HISTORY AND VINDICATION OF THE DOC
TRINES, &C . , OF THE NEW-ENGLAND CHURCHES. (Nine lines of quotations.]
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker and Company. 1757. pp. 127. 8vo.
7882 DAVIS, JAMES
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST
1758.
Boston ; Nero -England : Printed and sold ,by Edes and Gill, in Queen
street. (1757.] pp . (16). 12mo. BA.
7883 DILWORTH , THOMAS -1780
A NEW GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH TONGUE ; IN FIVE PARTS. CONTAINING, I. WORDS,
BOTH COMMON AND PROPER , FROM ONE TO SIX SYLLABLES : THE SEVERAL SORTS OF
MONOSYLLABLES IN THE COMMON WORDS BEING DISTINGUISHED BY TABLES INTO
WORDS OF TWO, THREE , AND FOUR LETTERS, &C. , WITH SIX SHORT LESSONS AT
THE END OF EACH TABLE, NOT EXCEEDING THE ORDER OF SYLLABLES IN THE
FOREGOING TABLES . THE SEVERAL SORTS OF POLYSYLLABLES ALSO , BEING
RANGED IN PROPER TABLES, HAVE THEIR SYLLABLES DIVIDED, AND DIRECTIONS
PLACED AT THE HEAD OF EACH TABLE FOR THE ACCENT, TO PREVENT FALSE PRO
NUNCIATION ; TOGETHER WITH THE LIKE NUMBER OF LESSONS ON THE FOREGOING
TABLES, PLACED AT THE END OF EACH TABLE, AS FAR AS TO WORDS OF FOUR SYL
LABLES, FOR THE EASIER AND MORE SPEEDY WAY OF TEACHING CHILDREN TO
READ. II . A LARGE AND USEFUL TABLE OF WORDS, THAT ARE THE SAME IN
SOUND, BUT DIFFERENT IN SIGNIFICATION ; VERY NECESSARY TO PREVENT THE
WRITING ONE WORD FOR ANOTHER OF THE SAME SOUND . III. A SHORT BUT COM
PREHENSIVE GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE, DELIVERED IN THE MOST
FAMILIAR AND INSTRUCTIVE METHOD OF QUESTION AND ANSWER ; NECESSARY FOR
ALL SUCH PERSONS AS HAVE THE ADVANTAGE ONLY OF AN ENGLISH EDUCATION.
IV. AN USEFUL COLLECTION OF SENTENCES, IN PROSE AND VERSE, DIVINE, MORAL
AND HISTORICAL ; TOGETHER WITH A SELECT NUMBER OF FABLES, &C. &C . ADORNED
WITH PROPER SCULPTURES , FOR THE BETTER IMPROVEMENT OF THE YOUNG BEGIN
NER. AND, v. FORMS OF PRAYER FOR CHILDREN , ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS. THE
WHOLE, BEING RECOMMENDED BY SEVERAL CLERGYMEN AND EMINENT SCHOOL
MASTERS , AS THE MOST USEFUL PERFORMANCE FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUTH ,
IS DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , 1757 .









7884 DIXON , Henry, and others.
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR IN THE ENGLISH TONGUE : OR THE ART OF SPELLING
IMPROVED. BEING A MORE PLAIN , EASY AND REGULAR METHOD OF TEACHING
YOUNG CHILDREN , WITH A GREATER VARIETY OF USEFUL COLLECTIONS THAN ANY
OTHER BOOK OF THIS KIND AND BIGNESS EXTANT. FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS.
COLLECTED FROM Dixon, BAILEY, WATTS, OWEN AND STRONG.
Boston : Printed by J. Green & J. Russell, at their office in Queen - Street
for D. Henchman in Cornhill. 1757. pp. 159. 8vo .
7885 DOUGLASS, WILLIAM 1692-1752
A SUMMARY, HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL , OF THE FIRST PLANTING , PROGRESSIVE
IMPROVEMENTS , AND PRESENT STATE OF THE BRITISH SETTLEMENTS IN NORTH
AMERICA . CONTAINING 1. PROVINCE OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE. II . COLONY OF
RHODE -ISLAND. III . COLONY OF CONNECTICUT. IV. PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK.
v. PROVINCE OF NEW - JERSEY. VI . PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA AND ITS
TERRITORIES. VII . PROVINCE OF MARYLAND. VIII. THE COLONY AND DOMIN
IONS OF VIRGINIA, ... VOL. II.
Boston , New -England : Printed and sold by D. Fowle in Ann- Street, facing
the Town - Dock . 1753. [ sic 1757.] pp. (4), 440. 8vo.
“ In order to render this work more compleat ” twenty pages ,
417-440, were added, by the publisher, to the original sheets from
Salmon's Geographical and historical grammar, printed in London
1757 , which would indicate the republication of the 1753 edition
about this year.
MHB.
7886 ELIOT, JARED 1685-1763
THE BLESSEDNESS OF THOSE WHO DIE IN THE LORD . DISCOURSE ON THE DEATH
OF Rev. WILLIAM WORTHINGTON, NOVEMBER 16 , 1756 .
Ner -Haven : Printed by James Parker , and Company. 1757. pp. 15.
8vo. MHS
7887 ELIXIR MAGNUM : THE PHILOSOPHERS STONE FOUND OUT. BEING A CERTAIN METHOD
TO EXTRACT SILVER AND GOLD OUT OF THE EARTH IN GREAT PLENTY . BY WAY
OF ADDRESS TO THE LEGISLATIVE POWERS OF ALL THE BRITISH COLONIES IN
NORTH AMERICA .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , at the Newest-Printing
Office, the South side of the Jersey Market. 1757 . pp. 29. 8vo .
7888 ENGLAND . CHURCH OF.
A FORM OF PRAYER , • TO BE USED IN THE CHURCHES THROUGHOUT TI
PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, ON ... THE THIRTEENTH OF JULY, BEING THE DAY
APPOINTED . . . FOR A GENERAL FAST AND HUMILIATION : TO IMPLORE THE
DIVINE BLESSING ON HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS, BY SEA AND LAND , ESPECIALLY
THOSE EMPLOYED MORE IMMEDIATELY FOR THE SECURITY OF THESE COLONIES.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman at the Nero
Printing- Office in Beaver- street. MDCCLVII. pp. 12. 4to .
7889 EVERARD , JOHN 1575-1650
SOME GOSPEL TREASURES, OR THE HOLIEST OF ALL UNVAILING ; DISCOVERING YET
MORE THE RICHES OF GRACE AND GLORY TO THE VESELS [ sic] OF MERCY, UNTO
WHOM IT IS GIVEN TO KNOW THE MYSTERIES OF THAT KINGDOM , AND THE EXCEL
LENCY OF SPIRIT POWER TRUTH ABOVE LETTER FORMS SHADOWS. IN SEVERAL SER
MONS, PREACHED AT KENSINGTON AND ELSEWHERE .
London printed in the year 1653. And now reprinted in Germantown by
Christopher Sower. 1757. 2 vols. pp. xi, 268 ; 280. 8vo. HSP











THE TRIAL OF THE HONOURABLE JOHN BYNG, AT A COURT -MARTIAL : AS TAKEN BY
MR. CHARLES FERNE, JUDGE -ADVOCATE OF HIS MAJESTY'S FLEET. PUBLISHED
BY ORDER OF THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS OF THE
ADMIRALTY, AT THE DESIRE OF THE COURT -MARTIAL . TO WHICH IS ADDED, AN
ACCOUNT OF ADMIRAL BYNG'S BEHAVIOUR IN HIS LAST MOMENTS . ALSO , A COPY
OF A PAPER DELIVERED BY HIM TO WILLIAM BROUGH, ESQ ; MARSHALL OF THE
High COURT OF ADMIRALTY, IMMEDIATELY BEFORE HIS DEATH.
New - York Re -printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New - Print
ing - Office in Beaver - street. 1757 . pp . 36. 8vo. AAS .
7891 The same.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1757 .
7892 The same. THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE COURT -MARTIAL ON THE TRIAL OF
ADMIRAL BYNG, HELD ON BOARD HIS MAJESTY'S SHIP ST. GEORGE, IN PORTS
MOUTH HARBOUR ; BEGUN DECEMBER 27 , 1756 , AND CONTINUED TILL JANUARY
27 , 1757. CONTAINING A SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE AS DELIVERED EACH DAY
IN COURT, METHODICALLY
DIGESTED, AND THE PROOFS AND ARGUMENTS AS WELL
FOR AS AGAINST HIM , FAIRLY AND IMPARTIALLY
STATED. To WHICH IS ADDED ,
THE ADMIRAL'S DEFENCE, AS PRESENTED BY HIM, AND READ IN THE COURT JAN
UARY 18 , 1757. TOGETHER WITH AN ACCOUNT OF HIS BEHAVIOUR IN HIS LAST
MOMENTS.
Boston ; New -England, Re- printed and sold by Green & Russell, and by R.
Draper, MDCC,LVII. pp. 28, 48. 4to. BA. MHS.
7893 FINLEY, SAMUEL 1715-1766
THE CURSE OF MEROZ ; OR, THE DANGER OF NEUTRALITY, IN THE CAUSE OF GOD,
AND OUR COUNTRY. A SERMON, PREACHED THE 2D OF OCTOBER , 1757. ... PUB
LISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , at the Newest-Printing




THE TRUE SCRIPTURE -DOCTRINE CONCERNING CHRIST WITHIN . DISTINGUISHED
FROM SOME FALSE PRETENCES THERETO. IN A DISCOURSE. . [One line
from ] EPH. III, 7 .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen -Street. 1757. pp.
(2), 37. 12mo. JCB.
7895 FRANCE.
A MEMORIAL CONTAINING A SUMMARY VIEW OF FACTS, WITH THEIR AUTHORITIES.
IN ANSWER TO THE OBSERVATIONS SENT BY THE ENGLISH MINISTRY TO THE
COURTS OF EUROPE. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker & W. Weyman , at the Nero
Printing -Office in Beaver -street. 1757 . pp. ( iv ), 190. 8vo. BA. JCB. NYPL . $13
7896 The same.
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Printing -Office at the
















Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , 1757. pp . iv, 338. 8vo .
Rich says : This work was published , probably, by authority of
the French government, in consequence of a piece sent by direc
tion of His British Majesty to most of the courts of Europe, enti
tled , “ Observations on the Memorial of France . "
It relates principally to Braddock's expedition , and contains the
Journal of Major George Washington.
FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN 1706-1790
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1758. FITTED TO THE USE OF PENNSYLVANIA ,
AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. WITH SEVERAL USEFUL ADDITIONS. BY R.
SAUNDERS, PHIL .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall. (1757.]
pp . (24) . 24mo.
Poor RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1758 : By RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1757.]
pp. (36) . 8vo . HSP. LOC . NYPL .
The last of the series edited by Franklin , and containing a collec
tion of the sayings of Poor Richard in "Father Abraham's Speech . "
FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
AN APOLOGY FOR THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS, CONTAINING SOME REASONS, FOR
THEIR NOT COMPLYING WITH HUMAN INJUNCTIONS AND INSTITUTIONS IN MATTERS
RELATIVE TO THE WORSHIP OF GOD. PUBLISHED BY THE MEETING FOR SUFFER
INGS OF THE SAID PEOPLE AT PHILADELPHIA , IN PURSUANCE OF THE DIRECTIONS
OF THEIR YEARLY MEETING, HELD AT BURLINGTON, FOR PENNSYLVANIA AND
NEW -JERSEY, THE 24TH DAY OF THE NINTH MONTH , 1756. ( Signed James
Pemberton, clerk, and dated 29th of the 6th month , 1757.]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1757.] pp . 3. fol.
FRINK, THOMAS -1777
THE BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE OF THE MESSENGERS OF JESUS CHRIST, WHO PREACH
HIS GOSPEL, AND PUBLISH SALVATION TO MANKIND. A SERMON DELIVERED AT
STAFFORD IN THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, MARCH 23d. 1757. WHEN MR.
JOHN WILLARD WAS ORDAINED A MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL, AND PASTOR OF THE
CHURCII AND PEOPLE IN THAT TOWN . · [ Eight lines from] Rom . ch. X. 14, 15, 17.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland opposite to the Probate- office in
Queenstreet. 1757. pp . (4), 45. 8vo .
GREAT BRITAIN. ARMY.
A NEW EXERCISE TO BE OBSERVED BY HIS MAJESTY'S TROOPS ON THE ESTABLISH
MENT OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND . By his MAJESTY'S SPECIAL COMMAND .
London printed . New - York , Reprinted, and sold by J. Parker and W.
Weyman , at the New -Printing - Office in Beaver - street. 1757. pp. 12. 4to.
The same.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1757 .
AN EXTRACT OF ORDERS , BY HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE [of Cumberland ),
CAPTAIN GENERAL AND COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF ALL HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES,
WHICH ARE LOOKED ON AS STANDING ORDERS.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1757.


















ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ, & HIBERNIÆ,
TRICESIMO . AT THE PARLIAMENT BEGUN AND HOLDEN . May, . . . 1754 ,
AND ... CONTINUED TO DECEMBER, 1756 ,
[Arms.) [ An Act to prohibit for a limited time the exportationof corn , grain,
meal , malt, flour, bread , biscuit, starch , beef, pork, bacon , and other victual
(except fish and roots, and rice, to be exported to any part of Europe southward
of Cape Finisterre) from his Majesty's Colonies and Plantations in America,
unless to Great Britain or Ireland , or to some of the said Colonies and Planta
tions ; and to permit the importation of corn and flour into Great Britain and
Ireland, in neutral ships; and to allow the exportation of wheat, barley, oats ,
meal , and flour, from Great Britain to the Isle of Man, for the use of the
inhabitants there .]
London : Printed by Thomas Baskett, Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty ; and by the assigns of Robert Baskett. 1757 . New -London : Re -printed
by John Green , Printer to the Governor, and Company of his Majesty's English
Colony of Connecticut in NewEngland. 1757. pp . ( 2) , 7. fol. CSL .
7906 GREAT BRITAIN. TREATIES .
EXTRACT OF ARTICLES FROM THE TREATY-MARINE WITH HOLLAND, CONCLUDED AT
LONDON THE FIRST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1674, 0. S. (And , Extracts from the
articles of peace, commerce and alliance between the Crowns of Great - Britain
and Spain , concluded in a Treaty at Madrid, the ji day of May 1667.) (Colo
phon :]
Boston , New England : Re- printed by John Draper, 1757. pp. ( 3 ) . fol.
7907 GREW, THEOPHILUS
THE NEW-YORK POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1758. By Poor Tom, PHILO .
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, (1757.]
7908 THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1758. . .
BY THEOPH. WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter, [1757.]
7909 HARRIS, MATTHIAS
A SERMON PREACHED IN THE CHURCH OF ST. PETERS IN LEWIS, IN SUSSEX COUNTY
ON DELAWARE, ON JULY 18 , 1757. BEING THE DAY APPOINTED BY THE HONOUR
ABLE WILLIAM DENNY, ESQ ; TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF FASTING AND HUMIL
IATION , TO IMPLORE THE BLESSING OF GOD ON HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS, ESPECIALLY
ON THE EXPEDITION NOW CARRYING ON UNDER HIS EXCELLENCY JOHN EARL OF
LOUDON. By MATTHIAS HARRIS, OFFICIATING MINISTER TO THE SEVERAL CON
GREGATIONS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND, IN SUSSEX COUNTY ON DELAWARE.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by James Chattin , 1757 , pp. 54 , ( 1 ).
8vo. APS .
7910 HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO VIRO
GULIELMO SHIRLEY, ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI
REVERENDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COLLEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE
THESES HASCE, QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HAR
VARDINO DEFENDERE .














A DISCOURSE IN ORDER TO CONFUTE THE HERESY, DELIVERED, AND MUCH CONTENDED
FOR IN THE WEST PARISH IN HAVERHILL, AND COUNTENANCED BY MANY OF THE
MINISTERS OF THE NEIGHBORING PARISHES, VIZ. THAT THE BLOOD AND WATER
WHICH CAME FROM CHRIST . WAS NO PART OF THE WORK OF REDEMPTION ,
AND THAT HIS LAYING IN HIS GRAVE WAS NO PART OF HIS HUMILIATION,
Boston : ( 1757.] 8vo.
HITCHCOCK , GAD 1718-1803
A SERMON PREACHED IN THE 2D. PRECINCT IN PEMBROKE, N. E. , BEFORE A COM
PANY VOLUNTARILY FORMED , FOR THE REVIVAL OF MILITARY SKILL, &C . , OCTO
BER 10, 1757. .
Boston, N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street.
MDCCLVII. pp. (23). 8vo .
BA. JCB. NYPL.
DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDAR, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DES
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1758 .
Zum ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. [1757.]
pp. (48). 4to . HSP .
HONESTY, OBADIAH, pseudonym .
A REMONSTRANCE OF OBADIAH HONESTY, IN THE CASE OF THE REVEREND MR.
Sm [i]TH , WITH SOME REMARKS ON HIS BEING CALLED BEFORE THE HOUSE OF
A [ssembl ]y.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1757.] pp. 4. fol . HSP.
The same. THE SECOND EDITION, WITH ADDITIONS, OF, A REMON
STRANCE, BY OBADIAH HONESTY, IN THE CASE OF THE REVEREND MR. SM-TH ,
WITH SOME REMARKS ON HIS BEING CALL'D BEFORE THE HOUSE OF A -Y.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1757.) pp. (4). fol. HSP .
HOPKINS, SAMUEL 1693-1755
AN ABRIDGEMENT OF MR. HOPKINS'S HISTORICAL MEMOIRS, RELATING TO THE
HOUSATUNNUK, OR STOCKBRIDGE INDIANS : OR, A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF
METHODS USED, AND PAINS TAKEN, FOR CIVILIZING AND PROPAGATING THE GOS
PEL AMONG THAT HEATHENISH TRIBE, AND THE SUCCESS THEREOF, UNDER THE
MINISTRY OF THE LATE REV. MR. JOHN SERGEANT.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. MDCC ,LVII.
pp. 40. 8vo. BPL. HSP.
With an introduction by Benjamin Franklin .
AN ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF NEW-ENGLAND. REPRESENTING THE VERY
GREAT IMPORTANCE OF ATTACHING THE INDIANS TO THEIR INTEREST ; NOT ONLY
BY TREATING THEM JUSTLY AND KINDLY ; BUT BY USING PROPER ENDEAVOURS TO
SETTLE CHRISTIANITY AMONG THEM. . . . PRINTED IN Boston , 1753. BEING
A CONCLUSION TO THE HISTORICAL MEMOIRS RELATING TO THE HOUSATUNNUK
INDIANS ; WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE METHODS USED FOR THE PROPAGATION OF
THE GOSPEL AMONGST THE SAID INDIANS, BY THE LATE REVEREND MR. JOHN
SERGEANT. NOW RECOMMENDED TO THE SERIOUS CONSIDERATION OF THE INHAB
ITANTS OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND THE OTHER COLONIES.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1757. pp . 27. 8vo.
HOPKINS, STEPHEN 1707-1785
LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF RHODE - ISLAND, GIVING " SOME PUBLIC ACCOUNT OF SUCH
PARTS OF MY CONDUCT AS HAVE BEEN MOST CENSURED . [Dated, Providence,
March 31 , 1757. ]


















HUTCHINS, 1758. AN ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS, FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN
ACCOUNT, 1758 .
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine. [1757.]
INDIANS. PENNSYLVANIA.
MINUTES OF CONFERENCE, HELD WITH THE INDIANS, AT HARRIS's FERRY, AND AT
LANCASTER, IN MARCH, APRIL, AND May, 1757. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall, at the New
Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLVII. pp. 22. fol.
MINUTES OF CONFERENCES, HELD WITH THE INDIANS, AT EASTON, IN THE
MONTHS OF JULY, AND AUGUST, 1757. (Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall at the New
Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLVII. pp. 24. fol.
HSP. NYPL. $27
7921
HSP. JCB. NYPL . 45
7922 DER INHALT VON DEN VERSCHIEDENEN CONFERENTZEN, WELCHE MIT DEN
INDIANERN GEHALTEN WORBEN ZU ESTON. IN DEN MONATH JULY UND AUGUST.
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur, 1757. pp. 36 .
4to. HSP. NYPL.
7923 MINUTES OF CONFERENCES, HELD WITH THE INDIANS, AT EASTON , IN THE
MONTHS OF JULY AND NOVEMBER, 1756 ; TOGETHER WITH TWO MESSAGES SENT BY
THE GOVERNMENT TO THE INDIANS RESIDING ON SASQUEHANNAH [sic] ; AND THE
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE ASSEMBLY TO ATTEND THE GOV
ERNOR AT THE LAST OF THE SAID CONFERENCES. (Arms].
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the New




DER INHALT VON DEN VERSCHIEDENEN CONFERENTZEN , WELCHE EINIGE
FREUNDE ZU PHILADELPHIA MIT ETLICHEN INDIANERN GEHALTEN, UM
VORBEREITUNG ZUM FRIEDEN ZU MACHEN ; NACH DEM DER KRIEG GEGEN DIE
INDIANER SCHON WÜRCKLICH ERKLÄRET UND PUBLICIERT WAR : SAMT DER
BOTTSCHAFFT, WELCHE DER GOVERNOR AUF GENRAL JANSENS ORDER AN DIE
INDIANER AN DER SUSQUEHANNA GESANDT DURCH EBEN DIESELBE INDIANER UND
DIE BOTTSCHAFFTER DASELBT AUSGERICHTET. WIE AUCH DER INHALT
VON DEN CONFERENTZEN MIT DEN INDIANERN ZU ESTEN IN DEN MONATHEN JULY
UND NOVEMBER 1756 . NEBST DEM BERICHT, WELCHE DIE GLIEDER DES
HAUSSES, DIE DEN GOVENOR NACH EŠTEN ZU DEN CONFERENTZEN BEGLEITET ;
DEM HAUSS ÜBERBRACHT HABEN.
Theils Gedruckt zu Philadelphia bey B. Francklin und D. Haal, und aus
dem englischen uebersetzt und gedruckt zu Germanton bey Christoph Saur, 1757 .
pp. 55. 4to.
7925 PROCEEDINGS AND TREATY WITH THE SHAWANESE, NANTICOKES, AND MOHI
KANDER INDIANS, LIVING AT OTSININGO, ON ONE OF THE WEST BRANCHES OF THE
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER. NEGOTIATED AT FORT-JOHNSON , IN THE COUNTY OF
ALBANY, IN THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK ; BY THE HONOURABLE SIR WILLIAM
JOHNSON , BART, &C. PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF
HONOURABLE JOHN EARL OF LOUDOUN , COMMANDER IN
MAJESTY'S FORCES IN NORTH-AMERICA, &C.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New
Printing-Office in Beaver - street. MDCCLVII. pp. 14. fol.
HIS EXCELLENCY THE RIGHT




Boston : 1757. fol.












ISRAEL BEN ADER, pseudonym .
THE CHRONICLE OF B ... G [Byng], THE SON OF THE GREAT B ... G (Byng ] THAT
LIVED IN THE REIGN OF QUEEN FELICIA [ Queen Anne). CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT
OF HIS MIGHTY TRANSACTIONS AGAINST GALLISONIERE , HIS FLIGHT AND HAPPY
ARRIVAL AT G -R [Gibraltar] AND FROM THENCE TO SP-TH-D . (Spithead .]
By ISRAEL BEN ADER OF THE TRIBE OF LEVI.
Boston : Reprinted and sold by T. Fleet. 1757. 8vo.
JERMAN , JOHN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1758 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall . ? [1757.]
A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN PHILADELPHIA, TO A FREEHOLDER IN THE COUNTY
NORTHAMPTON . [sic].
[ Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford? 1757.] pp . 2. fol.
Concerning W. Plumstead's election to the Assembly.
A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE COUNTRY, TO HIS FRIEND IN Boston , RESPECT
ING SOME LATE OBSERVATIONS UPON THE CONDUCT OF THE REV. MR. JONATHAN
PARSONS, WHILE HE WAS MINISTER AT LYME IN CONNECTICUT [Four lines
of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Z. Fowle in Ann - street, near the Town - Dock .
1757 . pp. 11. 8vo .
A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE COUNTRY TO HIS FRIEND IN TOWN.










A LETTER FROM A MERCHANT IN HALIFAX, TO A MERCHANT IN BOSTON , TRADING TO
HALIFAX .
[ Boston : 1757. ] pp . 24. 8vo .
LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM 1723-1790
A FUNERAL ELOGIUM , ON THE REVEREND MR. AARON BURR, LATE PRESIDENT OF
THE COLLEGE OF NEW-JERSEY . .. • Eight lines of quotations.]
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible and Crown in
Hanover - Square. MDCCLVII. pp. ( 2) , (22) . 4to.
MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
ACTS OF THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND, MADE AND PASSED AT A SESSION OF ASSEM
BLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS, ON TUESDAY THE FOURTEENTH
DAY OF SEPTEMBER 1756 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green , 1757. pp . 7 . fol.
ACTS OF THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND, MADE AND PASSED AT A SESSION OF
ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT BALTIMORE-Town, ON FRIDAY THE EIGHTH DAY
OF APRIL, ...1757 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1757. pp . 13. fol .
7935
7936 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF TIIE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROV.
INCE OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 230 OF FEBRUARY,
1756. [-22 May, 1756.] [Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province .
MDCCLVII. 4to . HC. mdus. NYPL.pp . 97.
7937
The same. [14 September,-9 October, 1756.] [Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green, Printer to the Province.










MARYLAND. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. [8 April ,-9 May, 1757.]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
[1757.) pp . 52. 4to . Mdas.
THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1757 . fol .
MASCARENE, JOHN
THE MANUFACTURE OF POTASH IN THE BRITISH NORTH -AMERICAN PLANTATIONS
RECOMMENDED .




7941 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND :
BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -SIXTH DAY OF MAY
1756. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS, TO THE SIXTH DAY OF JAN
UARY FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland, by order of his honour the Lieut.
Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1757. pp. 477-480. fol.
7942 The same. An Act, ... AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
AND ADJOURNMENT, TO THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN
MET. ( Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by order of the honourable his Majesty's Council,
and House of Representatives. And sold by 8. Kneeland, in Queen -Street. 1757 .
pp. 491-493 . [sic. 481-483 .] fol.
The same. ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH
DAY OF May, 1757. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by order of his Majesty's Council, and House of
Representatives. And sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen - Street. [1757.] pp. 495
496. [ sic 485-486). fol.;
7943
7944 ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND :
BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -SIXTH DAY OF MAY
1756. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO THE SIXTH DAY OF JAN
UARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland , by order of his honour the Lieut.
Governour, Council and House of Representatives. 1757. pp. 251-281 . fol .
7945 The same. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURN
MENT, TO THE THIRTEENTH DAYOF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. (Colophon :]
Boston , N. E. Printed by order of his Majesty's Council and House of
Representatives. And sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street. 1757. pp. 283-292 .
fol .
7946 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
FIFTH DAY OF May 1757. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by order of his Majesty's Council and House of










MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF
AUGUST FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. [Colophon :)
Boston : Printed by order of his excellency the Governour, Council and
House of Representatives. And sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street. 1757. pp.
301-318 . fol.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII, SECUNDI, REGIS, TRICESIMO. AN ACT PASSED BY THE
GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON ON WEDNESDAY
THE TWENTY- FIFTH DAY OF May 1757. [Colophon :]
Boston in Nero- England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to the honor
able his Majesty's Council . 1757. pp. 7. ( 11.) fol .
AN ACT PROVIDING REMEDY FOR BANKRUPTS AND THEIR CREDITORS, PRINTED
AND REFERRED TO THE PEOPLE OF THE PROVINCE OF MASSACHUSETTS- BAY, APRIL,
1757 .
[Boston : Printed by John Draper .] 1757. 4to.
(Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE SPENCER PHIPS, ESQ ;LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOUR
AND COMMANDER - IN -CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY's PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLICK FAST,
THURSDAY THE TWENTY - FIRST DAY OF APRIL NEXT, GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ Colophon :1
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to the honourable the Lieutenant
Governour and Council. 1757 . Broadside. fol .
[Arms.) BY THE HONOURABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, FOR THE PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. A PROCLAMATION FOR A
PUBLICK FAST, THURSDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF JUNE INSTANT,
GOD SAVE THE KING . ( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to the honourable his Majesty's








[Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY Thomas PowNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN , AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, &C . A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLIC THANKS
.. THURSDAY THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER . . GOD
SAVE THE KING . [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1757. Broadside. fol. BA. MHS.
GIVING . . .
7953 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
Boston , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY
OF MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1757. [-16 June, 1757.]
Boston , N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland , Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1757 , pp. (80) . fol .
BA.
7954 The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN
THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF MAY,
Anno DOMINI, 1757. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
TO TUESDAY THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF AUGUST FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT Bos
TON AFORESAID , BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-31 August, 1757.]










MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE , continued.
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY
OF MAY, ANNO DOMINI, 1757. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PRO
ROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING ,
AND THEN MET AT BOSTON AFORESAID , BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID COURT.
[-25 January, 1758.1




The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY
OF MAY Anno DOMINI, 1757. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PRO
ROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE SECOND DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET
at Boston AFORESAID , BEING THE FOURTH SESSION OF SAID COURT. (-29 April,
1758.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1758.] pp. 309-450. fol. BA .
7957 MELLEN, JOHN 1722-1807
A DISCOURSE CONTAINING A SERIOUS ADDRESS TO PERSONS OF SEVERAL AGES AND
CHARACTERS : IN THREE PARTS . 1. To CHILDREN . II. TO PARENTS . III . To
YOUNG PEOPLE . DELIVERED LORD'S -DAY OCTOBER 31 , 1756 , AT THE WEST Par
ISH IN LANCASTER : ON OCCASION OF THE LATE MORTALITY IN THAT AND THE
NEIGHBOUR
ING
PLACES . DEVOTED TO THE SERVICE OF THE PARISH. [ Ten
lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street, M,DCC,LVII.
8vo. BPL. CHS.
Contains a list of the subscribers' names.
pp. (4), 49.
7958 MOORE, WILLIAM 1735-1793
A PREFACE TO A MEMORIAL DELIVERED IN TO THE ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
PENNSYLVANIA, SEPTEMBER 22 , 1757. [ followed by] THE MEMORIAL OF WIL
LIAM MOORE. TO THE HONOURABLE THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE FREEMEN OF
THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, IN ASSEMBLY MET.




MORE, ROGER , pseudonym .
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1758. . . DOOR
ROGER MORE.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te Koop by J. Parker, and W. Weyman, in de
Niewe Druckery in de Bever - Straat. (1757.]
7960 Poor ROGER, 1758. THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1758. BY ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman , at the Nero
Printing -Office, in Beaver -Street. (1757.]
Reprinted with corrections in the time of holding courts.
7961 THE UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR , 1758.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the Nero









NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR
1758. ZUM FÜNFTEN MAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey B. Francklin, und A. Armbruester . [1757.]
THE NEW-ENGLAND PRIMER ENLARGED . FOR THE MORE EASY ATTAINING THE
TRUE READING OF ENGLISH . TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES
CATECHISM.




Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1757 .
THE NEW -HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .





ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. Regis MagNÆ, BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, ET HIBERNIÆ
TRICESIMO. AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
JERSEY, HELD AT ELIZABETH-TOWN BY ADJOURNMENTS, MARCH 15 , 1757 , AND
CONTINUED TILL TIIE THIRTY -FIRST OF THE SAME MONTH , ON WHICH DAY THE
FOLLOWING ACTS WERE PASSED. [Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of Nero - Jersey. (1757.] pp. 56 . fol. NYPL .
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . Regis MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ,
ET HIBERNIÆ TRICESIMO. AND CONTINUED TILL . .. 1757, THE FOLLOW
ING ACTS WERE PASSED . (Arms. ]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of New Jersey . [1757.] pp. 27. fol.
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ ,
ET HIBERNIÆ TRICESIMO PRIMO. • AND CONTINUED TILL OCTOBER 22, 1757.
[Arms]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty, for the Province of New - Jersey. (1757.) pp. 30. fol .
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ ,
FRANCIÆ , ET HIBERNIÆ TRICESIMO. AT A SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW -JERSEY, HELD AT ELIZABETH - Town, THE 24TH OF
May, 1757 . A SUPPLEMENTARY ACT
TO THE ACT, . . REGULATING THE
MILITIA .
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker. ( 1757.] pp. 18. 12mo.
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW - JERSEY. HELD THE 15TH OF March, 1757. [-31 March , 1757.]








[24 May, - 3 June, 1757.]
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1757. pp. 19. fol.
The same. [19 August,- 13 September, 1757.]
Woodbridge: Printed by James Parker, 1757 , pp. 17. fol .
7972
NJSL. PRO.
7973 The same. [10 October, - 22 October, 1757.]

















BY HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, IN
PURSUANCE OF AN ACT, ENTITLED, AN ACT FOR THE SPEEDING AND EFFECT
[Dated Fort George, 1757. ]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1757.] Broadside. fol . NYSL.
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE
OF NEW -YORK, ... A PROCLAMATION : WHEREAS BY AN ACT OF THE GOV
ERNOR, COUNCIL , AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THIS PROVINCE, ENTITLED,
[Dated at Fort George, July 1 , 1757.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1757.] Broadside. fol . NYSL,
THE SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN
GENERAL AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK,
TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE.
[Dated Flatbush , February 16 , 1757. ]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker , 1757.] pp. 2. fol.
TO HIS EXCELLENCY SIR CHARLES HARDY, KNIGHT, CAPTAIN GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK. . THE
HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF New-YORK. [Dated
Flatbush , February 17 , 1757. ]
( Nero- York : Printed by James Parker, 1757.] pp. 2. fol . PRO.
TO THE HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF AND IN THE COLONY
OF NEW - YORK . A MEMORIAL OF SOME OF THE PART-OWNERS AND PROPRIETORS
OF THE PATENTS OF MINISINK AND WAWAYANDA , BORDERING ON THE CROWN
LANDS IN THE COLONY OF NEW-YORK, THAT LIE BETWEEN THESE PATENTS AND
THE TRUE BOUNDARIES OF NEWJERSEY. IN BEHALF OF THEMSELVES, AND THE
OTHER OWNERS AND PROPRIETORS OF THE PATENTS RANGING WITH THE SAID
PATENTS OF MINISINK AND WAWAYANDA, BETWEEN HUDSON'S AND DELAWARE
RIVERS. RESPECTING THE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE COLONIES OF NEW
YORK AND NEWJERSEY.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman at the Nero
Printing - Office in Beaver - street. MDCCLVII. pp. 20. fol .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF
NEW-YORK , [ February 15,-26 , 1757. ]
[ Neu - York :] Printed by James Parker. 1757 . pp . 14. fol .
VOTES AND PROCEEDIN
GS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF
NEW-YORK. BOWRY- DIVISION , IN THE OUT-WARD OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK.
[ December 6 ,-24 , 1757.]
[ New - York : ] James Parker, printer. pp. 20. fol .
THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE : OR, THE WEEKLY POST -BOY . WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the Nero - Printing
office in Beaver -street. 1757 . fol .
THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, at the Bible and Crown in Queen - Street,
between the Fly and Meal- Markets. 1757. fol.
NYHS. NYPL.

















An ANSWER TO TIE LAYMAN'S TREATISE ON BAPTISM : IN WHICH THE AUTHOR IS
PLEASED TO SAY, THAT THE QUAKER DOCTRINE OF WATER BAPTISM IS CONSIDERED ,
THEIR OBJECTIONS ANSWERED , AND THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND,
UPON THAT IMPORTANT POINT, STATED AND VINDICATED .




THE TRUE SCRIPTURE -DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN STATED AND DEFENDED. RE
MARKS ON A LATE PIECE BY JOHN TAYLOR . PREMISED, A BRIEF
DISCOURSE ON THE DECREES OF GOD, IN GENERAL, AND ON THE ELECTION OF
GRACE IN PARTICULAR ,
Boston , N. E : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland . 1757. pp. (6 ), 320.
8vo . AAS . YС.
7985 NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE.
Acts or ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH-CAROLINA, May, 1757 .
Nerobern : Printed by James Davis, 1757.
7986 The same.
Newbern :
NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1757 .
Printed by James Davis, 1757 .
7987 THE NORTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY -DECEMBER , 1757.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, at the Printing - Office in Front - Street.
1757. fol.
7988 OLIVER, PETER 1713-1791
A POEM SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF THE HONORABLE JOSIAH WILLARD , ESQ ; LATE
SECRETARY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW -ENGLAND
WHO DECEASED DECEMBER 6TH. 1756 . ÆTATIS 76 .
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell in Queen - Street. M.DCC.LVII.
pp . 16. 4to. BA . MHS. WL . $10
7989 PARKMAN , EBENEZER 1693-1782
REFORMERS AND INTERCESSORS BOUGHT BY GOD . ... DISCOURSE ATSOUTHBOROUGH ,
MAY 15, 1757 .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1757. pp. (4) , 44. 8vo.
AAS. HC. MHS.
7990 PATTEN , THOMAS 1714-17
90
THE CHRISTIAN APOLOGY. A SERMON, BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD , JULY
13 , 1755. THE THIRD EDITION .
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company, 1757. pp. 30. 16mo.
7991
1
PEMBERTON , EBENEZER 1704
-1777
A SERMON PREACHED IN THE AUDIENCE OF THE HONOURABLE HIS MAJESTY'S
COUNCIL , AND THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF THE PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS- Bay in New -ENGLAND, May 25th. 1757. BEING THE
ANNIVERSARY FOR THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE PROV
INCE.
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to the Honourable his Majesty's
Council. 1757. pp . 32. 8vo.














ANNO REGNI GEORGII 11. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ TRICES
AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , BEGUN
AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, ANNO
DOMINI 1756 , IN THE TAIRTIETH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
GEORGE II . BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND,
KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED TO THE
FOURTH OF NOVEMBER, 1756. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Neu - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLVII. pp . (2) , 319-321. fol .
The same. AND FROM THIENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENT TO THE
TWENTY-SECOND DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1756 .
Philudelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLVII. pp. (2) , 325-334. fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS
TO THE
THIRD DAY OF JANUARY, 1757 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLVII. pp. (2) , 337-344. fol .
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
THIRD DAY OF JANUARY, 1757. [April 9. 1757.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the New - Printing
Ofice, near the Market . MDCCLVII. pp. (2) , 347-361 . fol .
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
THIRTIETH DAY OF May, 1757 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLVII. pp. (2) , 365-372 . fol .
AN ACT FOR FORMING AND REGULATING THE MILITIA OF THE PROVINCE OF
PENNSYLVANIA ; WHICH PASSED THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY AT THEIR SESSION IN
MARCH, 1757 ; TOGETHER WITH THE AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE GOVERNOR.










VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin . 1757 . fol.
THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1757 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post -Master , and D. Hall, at the
New -Printing -Office, near the Market. 1757. fol.
THE NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE PRINTERS BOYS, WHO CARRY ABOUT THE
PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE TO THE CUSTOMERS.
| Philadelphia : Printed by Franklin and Hall. 1757.] Broadside. fol.
THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL., AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1757 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the sign of the
Bible, the corner -house of Front and Market - streets. 1757 . fol . HSP.
With Number 772, the imprint was changed to that given under
the year 1758.
8001
8002 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.











PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE . JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16 , 1757 .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur . 1757. fol . IISP .
PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA. CHRIST - CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CARIST-CHURCH PARISH , IN PHILA
DELPHIA, FROM DECEMBER 24. 1756 , To DECEMBER 24. 1757. By CALEB CASH,
CLERK, AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON .
[ Philadelphia : 1757.] Broadside. fol.
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA . FRIENDLY ASSOCIATION .
To WILLIAM DENNY, ESQUIRE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF
OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , &C. THE ADDRESS OF THE TRUSTEES AND
TREASURER OF THE FRIENDLY ASSOCIATION FOR REGAINING AND PRESERVING
PEACE WITH THE INDIANS BY PACIFIC MEASURES.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1757.] pp. 4.
fol . HSP. NYPL .
LCP .
8005
8006 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA. LIBRARY COMPANY.
THE CHARTER, LAWS, AND CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, OF THE LIBRARY COMPANY OF
PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. MDCCLVII. pp .
23, 132. 8vo. HSP.
8007
HSP.. . .
PHILADELPHISCHE ZEITUNG , VON ALLERHAND AUSWÄRTIGEN UND EINHEIMISCHEN
MERCKWÜRDIGEN SACHEN. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu haben bey B. Francklin, General Postmeister,
und A. Armbrüster, in der 4ten Strasse, 1757 fol.
With Number 48 , for December 31 , 1757 , the only number of the
paper known to be extant, the publication of the Zeitung prob
ably ceased.
PIKE, JOSEPH 1657-1729
AN EPISTLE TO THE NATIONAL MEETING OF FRIENDS, IN DUBLIN, CONCERNING GOOD
ORDER AND DISCIPLINE IN THE CHURCH. WRITTEN BY JOSPH [sic] PIKE.
Philadelphia : Re -printed , and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1757 .
pp . 23. 8vo. BM. HSP
Generally found with Robert Barclay's “ Anarchy of the ranters, "
printed this year.
8008
8009 PIKE, SAMUEL, and HAYWARD, SAMUEL
SOME IMPORTANT CASES OF CONSCIENCE ANSWERED, AT THE CASUISTICAL EXERCISE
ON WEDNESDAY EVENINGS, IN LITTLE ST. HELEN'S BISHOPSGATE -STREET, LONDON.
· [Six lines of Scripture texts .] VOL. 1. THE THIRD EDITION .
London : Printed . Boston ; Nero -England, Re-printed and sold by Green
& Russell, at their printing - office in Queen -street. M.DCC.LVII. pp. (8), 138.
(2) . 8vo. BA.
8010 POOR ROBIN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1758.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. [1757.]
8011
.
PREFONTAINE, PETER PAPIN DE
A DIRECT GUIDE TO THE FRENCH LANGUAGE.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall ? 1757 .
Proposals for printing by subscription appeared in the Pennsyl
vania Gazette of October 28 , 1756, and publishing promised as











THE PRUSSIAN (SHORT) EXERCISE . PUBLISHED BY OUR SOVEREIGN'S SPECIAL
COMMAND .
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker , and W. Weyman at the Nero
Printing - Office in Beaver - Street. 1757.
8013 The same.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1757 .
8014 RAND, WILLIAM 1700-1779
GOSPEL -MINISTERS SHOULD BE CHIEFLY CONCERNED TO PLEASE GOD, AND NOT MEN ,
IN THE DISCHARGE OF THEIR OFFICE . A SERMON PREACHED TO THE MINISTERS
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW -ENGLAND, AT THEIR ANNUAL MEETING IN
Boston, MAY 26 , 1757. . [ Two lines from ] APOSTLE PAUL .
Boston : Printed by Green & Russell, opposite the Probate Office in Queen
Street. 1757. pp. 23. 8vo. BA. CHS.
8015 READING NO PREACHING ; OR, A LETTER TO A YOUNG CLERGYMAN, FROM A FRIEND IN
LONDON , CONCERNING THE UNWARRANTABLE PRACTICE OF READING THE GOSPEL,
[ Three lines from ] LUKE IV. 20, 21 , 22 .
Boston : Re- Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street, 1757 .
pp . [28.] 12mo.
INSTEAD OF PREACHING IT .
AAS. BA. HC.
8016 REGELN UND ARTICULS ZU BESSERER REGIERUNG UND ANFÜHRUNG IHRO MAJESTÄT
GARDEN ZU PFERDE UND ZU FUSSE UND ALLER DERO ANDERER KRIEGSVÖLKER IN
GROSBRITANIEN UND IRLAND HERRSCHAFTEN JENSEITS DES MEERES UND IN DEN
AUSWÄRTIGEN LÄNDERN. Vom 24. MÄRTZ 1755. AUF IHRO MAJESTÄT
BEFEHL ÖFFENTLICH HERAUSGEGEBEN UND AUF VERANSTALTUNG DER GENERAL
TRUSTEES, SO ZUR AUFRICHTUNG ENGLISCHER SCHULEN UNTER DEN TEUTSCHEN IN
PENNSYLVANIEN VERORDNET SIND, ZUM BESTEN DER UNTER IHRER MAJESTÄT
REGULÄREN UND PROVINCIAL - TRUPPEN IN NORD AMERIKA STEHENDEN TEUT
SCHEN AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN IN'S TEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZT.
Philadelphia. Gedruckt von B. Fråncklin und A. Armbruester im Mertz.
1757. pp. 46. 12mo.
8017 REYNOLDS, PETER 1705-1768
THE KINGDOM IS THE LORD'S, OR, GOD THE SUPREME RULER AND GOVERNOUR OF
THE WORLD. A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, AT HARTFORD, ON THE DAY OF THEIR ANNIVERSARY
ELECTION, May 12th, 1757. .
New -London : Printed and sold by John Green , Printer to the Governor,
& Company. 1757. pp. 51. 16mo. AAS. CHS .
.
8018 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA ; BEGUN, IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR THE
GOVERNOR, AND HOLDEN AT PROVIDENCE, WITHIN AND FOR SAID COLONY, ON
MONDAY THE TENTH OF JANUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
SEVEN, IN THE TIIRTIETH YEAR, OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO
FORTH . ( Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, AT THE TIME AND PLACE
APPOINTED, JANUARY THE 20T8 , 1757 , BY THO. WARD, SECR'Y.








RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued .
The same. BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE DEP. GOVERNOR, AND HOLDEN AT PROVIDENCE WITHIN AND FOR SAID
COLONY, ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - SIXTH OF JANUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1757.] pp. 119-122. fol . JCB .
8020 The same. BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE DEP. GOVERNOR, AND HOLDEN AT PROVIDENCE WITHIN AND FOR SAID COLONY,
ON TUESDAY THE FIRST OF FEBRUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
FIFTY -SEVEN , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR . • [Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO
ORDER, AT THE TIME AND PLACE APPOINTED, THE 220 oF FEBRUARY, 1757 , BY
Tho. WARD, SECR’Y.




The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT PROVIDENCE, IN
SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE FOURTEENTH OF MARCH, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR ( Dated] PUBLISHED
IN NEWPORT ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON THE 28TH AND 29TH DAYS OF MARCH ,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , BY Tho. WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin, 1757.1 pp. 141-163 . fol. JCB.
8022 The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, IN SAID COLONY, THE DAY
BEFORE THE GENERAL ELECTION , BEING TUESDAY THE THIRD OF MAY, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin , 1757.) pp. 1-5 . fol.
JCB,
8023 The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN A'T NEWPORT, IN SAID COLONY, ON THE
FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN ,
IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR . . . [Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, MAY
THE 17TH, 1757 , By Tho. WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1757.] pp. 6-19. fol.
ЈСв.
8024 The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, IN SAID
COLONY, ON THE THIRTEENTH OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
FIFTY - SEVEN , IN THE THIRTIETH YEAR [Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO
ORDER, THE 27TH DAY OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
SEVEN, BY THO. WARD, SECR’Y.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1757.] pp . 20-37 . fol .
JCB.
8025 The same. BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, IN THE SAID COLONY, ON WEDNESDAY
THE TENTH OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , IN
THE THIRTY - FIRST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE SECOND , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1757.] pp . 39-46 . fol .
JCB .
8026 The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, WITHIN
AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE NINETEENTH OF SEPTEMBER , ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , IN THE THIRTY - FIRST YEAR
• [Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE THIRD DAY OF OCTOBER,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SEVEN , BY Tho. WARD, SECR’Y.














RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued .
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN WITHIN AND FOR
THE SAID COLONY ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , IN THE THIRTY - FIRST YEAR. [Dated] PUB
LISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE EIGHTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN , BY THo. WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1757.] pp . 65-83. fol . JCB.
ROGERS, JOHN 1648-1721
AN EPISTLE SENT FROM GOD TO THE WORLD, CONTAINING THE BEST NEWS THAT
EVER THE WORLD HEARD. AND TRANSCRIBED BY Join ROGERS, A SERVANT OF
JESUS CHRIST.
Nero - York : Printed [by J. Parker , and W. Weyman . ) for Elisha Stan
bury . 1757. pp . 25. 8vo .
ROGERS, JOHN -1789
THE NATURE & NECESSITY OF SPIRITUAL CONVERSION . CONSIDERED IN A SERMON .
. [ Seven lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston ; Nero -England. Printed by Green & Russell, at their Printing - Office
in Queen -street. MDCC ,LVII. pp . 24 . 8vo. BA . CHS. MHS.
ST. JOHN, HENRY, viscount BOLINGBROKE 1678-1751
THE FREEHOLDER'S POLITICAL CATECHISM .
[ Boston ? 1757. ] 8vo .
SCHEME OF A LOTTERY TO BE DRAWN AT BROOKHAVEN, IN THE COUNTY OF SUF.
FOLK , IN THE COLONY OF NEW-YORK, WHICH IS INTENDED TO CONVERT INTO
MONEY THE REAL ESTATE OF MR. HUMPHREY AVERY. THE SAID ESTATE WAS
FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF GOVERNOR WINTHROP, OF CONNECTICUT. DATED ,
NEW-YORK, FEBRUARY 25, 1757 .
[ New - York : 1757.] Broadside. fol.
A SECOND LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE COUNTRY TO HIS FRIEND IN TOWN.





8033 A SERIOUS CALL FROM THE CITY TO THE COUNTRY ; TO JOIN IN SETTING APART
SOME TIME, VIZ. FROM SEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING TILL EIGHT, OF EVERY
WEDNESDAY, FOR SOLEMN SEEKING TO GOD TO SAVE US FROM THE NATIONAL
JUDGMENTS WE HAVE DESERVED.
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown Printing
office in Hanover Square. 1757 .
First printed in the New - York Mercury June 6 , 1757 , from the
London edition .
8034 A SERIOUS CALL FROM TIE CITY TO THE COUNTRY, TO JOIN THEM, IN THIS CRIT
ICAL JUNCTURE , IN SETTING A-PART SOME TIME FOR SOLEMN SEEKING OF GOD, VIZ.
FROM SEVEN 'TO EIGHT IN THE MORNING OF EVERY LORD'S DAY, AND OF EVERY
WEDNESDAY. [ Colophon :)
Portsmouth : Printed and sold by D. Fowle . 1757. pp. 8. 8vo.
8035 A SERIOUS CALL FROM THE CITY TO THE COUNTRY. TO JOIN WITH THEM , IN
THIS CRITICAL JUNCTURE , IN SETTING APART SOME TIME FOR SOLEMN SEEKING OF
GOD, VIZ. FROM SEVEN TO EIGHT IN THE MORNING OF EVERY LORD'S DAY, AND OF
EVERY WEDNESDAY. RECOMMENDED BY THE SYNOD OF New-YORK, THE REV.
Mr. David BOSTWICK, MODERATOR. [ Colophon:]
Woodbridge, in New - Jersey : Re-printed by J. Parker, in May, 1757. pp.








8036 SERIOUS REFLECTIONS ON THE TIMES. A POEM BY A MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL.
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , 1757. 8vo.
8037 SHEPHERD, JOB , pseudonym
POOR JOB's COUNTRY AND TOWNSMAN'S ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR 1758. BY JOB
SAEDHERD [ sic ].
Neroport, Rhode Island : Printed by James Franklin . (1757.) pp. 16 .
12mo. BM .
8038 SHERMAN , ROGER 1721-1793
An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY ; OR AN ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1758 : .
Neu -Haven : Printed and sold by James Parker, and Company. ( 1757 ).
pp . ( 16). 16mo. CH8,
8039 1704-1781SMITH , JOSIAH
SERMONS ON SEVERAL IMPORTANT SUBJECTS.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, 1757. 8vo.
8040 SMITH , ROBERT 1723-1793
THE DETECTION DETECTED : OR A VINDICATION OF THE REv. MR. DELAP, AND NEW
CASTLE PRESBYTERY, FROM THE CHARGES OF INJURIOUS REASONINGS, AND FALSE
REPRESENTATIONS , EXHIBITED AGAINST THEM BY THE REV. MESSIEURS GELLATLY
AND ARNOT.. TO WHICH IS PREFIXED , A LETTER TO THE AUTHOR ON THE
SAME SUBJECT FROM THE REV. SAMUEL FINLEY, A. M. , MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL
AT WEST-NOTTINGHAM .
Lancaster : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the New -Printing - Office in
Queen - Street. 1757. pp. iv, 138+ 8vo. HSP
8041 SMITH, WILLIAM 1727-1803
A CHARGE DELIVERED MAY 17 , 1757 , AT THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY COMMENCEMENT
IN THE COLLEGE AND ACADEMY OF PHILADELPHIA , TO THE YOUNG GENTLEMEN
WHO TOOK THEIR DEGREES ON THAT OCCASION . . To WHICH IS ADDED IN
LATIN A SALUTATORY ORATION, DELIVERED ON THE SAME OCCASION . BY PAUL
JACKSON , PROFESSOR OF LANGUAGES IN THE SAID COLLEGE AND ACADEMY, ON
TAKING HIS DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 5771. pp. 16. 8vo.
8042 THE CHRISTIAN SOLDIER'S DUTY ; THE LAWFULNESS AND DIGNITY OF HIS OFFICE ;
AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PROTESTANT CAUSE IN THE BRITISH COLONIES,
STATED AND EXPLAINED . A SERMON , PREACHED APRIL 5 , 1757. IN CHRIST
CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA, TO THE FIRST BATTALLION OF HIS MAJESTY'S ROYAL
AMERICAN REGIMENT ; AT THE REQUEST OF THEIR COLONEL AND OFFICERS.
TO WHICH IS ANNEXED, A PRAYER ON THE SAME OCCASION .




8043 THE SOUTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757.
Charles - Town : Printed by Peter Timothy, in King-Street.
1757. fol.
8044 A TABLE OF INTEREST ON LAWFUL MONEY BILLS BEING AN IMPROVEMENT UPON MR.
CAMP's TABLE .
Neu - London : Printed by Timothy Green ? 1757.
SVAILABLE







8045 TILDEN, STEPHEN 1690-1766
TILDEN'S MISCELLANEOUS POEMS, ON DIVERS OCCASIONS ; CHIEFLY TO ANIMATE AND
ROUSE THE SOLDIERS. THE SECOND EDITION .
Nero -London : Printed by Timothy Green , 1757 ? 16mo .
8046
TO THE FREEHOLDERS OF THE COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA . [An election address.]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall, 1757.) pp . (2) . fol .
8047 TOBLER, JOHN
[Cut.] 1758. THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRY -MAN'S ALMANACK, FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1758 . BEING THE SECOND AFTER LEAP - YEAR . Con
TAINING ALMOST EVERYTHING USUAL IN ALMANACKS.
Germantown : Printed and sold by C. Sower jun. And to be had in Phil
adelphia of Solomon Fussell at the Sign of the Hand - Sar over against the Church
in Second -Street, and also, of Christopher Marshall and Thomas Say. (1757.]
[Cut.] pp. (40). 16mo. HSP.
8048 TORREY, WILLIAM
A BRIEF DISCOURSE CONCERNING FUTURITIES, TO COME, VIZ . THE NEXT, OR SECOND
COMING OF CHRIST. OF THE THOUSAND YEARS OF CHRRST'S [sic] KINGDOM . OF
THE FIRST RESURRECTION . OF THE NEW HEAVENS AND NEW EARTH ; AND OF
THE BURNING OF THE OLD . OF THE NEW JERUSALEM. OF GOG AND MAGOG.
OF THE CALLING OF THE JEWS. OF THE POURING OUT OF THE SPIRIT ON ALL
FLESH. OF THE GREATEST BATTLE THAT EVER WAS, OR SHALL BE FOUGHT IN
THE WORLD. AND MANY OTHER THINGS COINCIDENT WITH THESE THINGS.
TOGETHER WITH SOME USEFUL CONSIDERATIONS UPON THE WHOLE DISCOURSE.
WRITTEN BY A VERY OLD MAN IN CONTINUAL EXPECTATION OF HIS TRANSLATION
INTO ANOTHER LIFE AND WORLD. WITH A PREFACE BY THE REVEREND MR.
[ Thomas ) PRINCE. [Seven lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill at their Printing - Office, next
to the Prison , in Queen -Street. 1757. pp. (2), iv, iii, 76. 8vo. BA . WL.
8049 TUCKER. JOHN -1792
God's GOODNESS, AMIDST HIS AFFLICTIVE PROVIDENCES, A JUST GROUND OF THANK
FULNESS AND PRAISE. A DISCOURSE ON PSALM CXVIII, 18, 19 . DELIVERED
NOVEMBER 25 , 1756. BEING A DAY APPOINTED FOR A PUBLICK THANKSGIVING
THRO' THIS PROVINCE. [Four lines from ] Acts xiv, 17.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite the Probate-office in
Queen - street 1757 . 8vo. AAS. BA. BPL. HC. MHS.
. .
pp. (2) , 23.
8050 OBSERVATIONS ON THE DOCTRINES, AND UNCHARITABLENESS &C OF THE REV.
MR. JONATHAN PARSONS OF NEWBURY ; AS EXHIBITED MORE ESPECIALLY IN HIS
LATE DISCOURSES ON I Tim. 1 , 15 , This Is A FAITHFUL SAYING, AND WORTHY
OF ALL ACCEPTATION , THAT CHRIST JESUS CAME INTO THE WORLD TO SAVE SIN
NERS ; OF WHOM I AM CHIEF. BY A FRIEND TO TRUTH AND LOVER OF MANKIND.
( Eight lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, next to the Prison in Queen
street, MDCCLVII. pp. [70.] 8vo.
AAS. BA . HC.
8051 TUFTS, JOSHUA
THE BELIEVERS MOST SURE FREEDOM PURCHASED BY JESUS CHRIST , LAID DOWN IN
A SERMON, PREACHED AT NARRAGANSETT, NOVEMBER 1 , 1757 .










TUFTS, JOSHUA , continued .
PORTSMOUTH, IN NEW HAMPSHIRE, JULY 20, 1757. PROPOSALS FOR PRINTING
BY SUBSCRIPTION , A SURVEY OF THE BIBLE ; OR, THE HOLY SCRIPTURES IN A
CHAIN : BEING A COLLECTION OF SOME OF THE MOST REMARKABLE PASSAGES IN
EACH SEPARATE CHAPTER OF THE BIBLE , LAID DOWN IN A PLAIN EXPLANATORY
METHOD , USEFUL FOR ALL FAMILIES. By Joshua TUFTS, A. M. , PREACHER OF
THE GOSPEL AT NARRAGANSET No. 1 . As IT IS UNCERTAIN HOW MANY SHEETS
IT WILL MAKE IN PRINT, THE PRICE CANNOT BE EXACTLY DETERMINED ; BUT IT
WILL NOT EXCEED THREE DOLLARS TO THE SUBSCRIBERS, OR AN EQUIVALENT IN
PAPER MONEY ; TO BE PRINTED IN QUARTO ; ONE HALF TO BE PAID AS SOON AS A
SUFFICIENT NUMBER APPEARS TO SUPPORT THE CHARGE ; OF WHICH NOTICE WILL
BE GIVEN IN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE. SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE TAKEN IN
BY DANIEL FOWLE, AT HIS PRINTING -OFFICE AT PORTSMOUTH.
[ Portsmouth : Printed by Daniel Fowle . 1757.1
The work apparently was not printed.
8053 VERHANDLUNGEN DES COETUS von PENNSYLVANIEN.




ANNO REGNI GEORGII II, REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ
TRICESIMO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY , BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL , IN
WILLIAMSBURG , ON THURSDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF MARCH, IN
TWENTY-NINTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II . BY
THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT-BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING , DE
FENDER OF THE FAITH &C. AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY - SIX , AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAI. PROROGA
TIONS TO THURSDAY THE FOURTEENTH OF APRIL, IN THE THIRTIETI YEAR OF
HIS MAJESTY'S REIGN, AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY -SEVEN ; BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF THIS ISSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg: Printed by William Hunter. 1757.] pp. 48. fol .
8055 JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [ 14 April ,-8 June, 1757.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1757. pp. 101. fol.
8056 THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1757 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1757. fol.
8057 WARD, SAMUEL 1725-1776
A LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE HON. STEPHEN HOPKINS, ESQ. , IN REPLY TO HIS
LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF RHODE-ISLAND, DATED March 31 , 1757. DATED :
NEWPORT. APRIL 12. 1757 .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1757.] pp. 4. fol.
8058 WATSON, THOMAS -1686
LIGHT IN DARKNESS ; OR, DELIVERANCE PROCLAIMED UNTO THE CHURCH IN THE
MIDST OF ALL HER DESPONDENCIES AND DISCOURAGEMENTS, IN A SERMON.
Boston : Re- printed. 1757. pp . 22. 8vo . MIS .
8059 WATTS, ISAAC 1674-1748
DIVINE SONGS, ATTEMPTED IN EASY LANGUAGE , FOR THE USE OF CHILDREN .













A WINTER EVENING'S CONVERSATION UPON THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN , BETWEEN
A MINISTER AND THREE OF HIS NEIGHBOURS ACCIDENTALLY MET TOGETHER.
WHEREIN THE NOTION OF OUR HAVING SINNED IN ADAM, AND BEING ON THAT
ACCOUNT ONLY LIABLE TO ETERNAL DAMNATION, IS PROVED TO BE UNSCRIPTURAL,
IRRATIONAL , AND OF DANGEROUS TENDENCY. [ Three lines from ] EZEKIEL.
Boston : Printed and sold by Green and Russell, at their Printing -office
in Queen - street, M.DCC.LVII. pp. 30 , (2) . 8vo .
BA.
The same.
Neu - Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company, 1757. pp. 26. 8vo .
WEISER, CONRAD
TRANSLATION OF A GERMAN LETTER , WROTE BY CONRAD WEISER, ESQ ; INTERPRETER,
ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, FOR THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1757.) pp. 7. 8vo.
Written in 1746. And probably printed with Samuel Hopkins'
Address, or the Abridgment of his Historical memoirs.
WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES.
THE SHORTER CATECHISM. COMPOSED BY THE REVEREND ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES,
WITH THE PROOFS THEREOF OUT OF THE SCRIPTURES, IN WORDS AT LENGTH.
Boston : Printed and sold by Green and Russell, at their Printing -Office
in Queen - Street. 1757. pp. 46. 12mo.
WIGGLESWORTH, EDWARD 1693-1765
SOME THOUGHTS UPON THE SPIRIT OF INFALLIBILITY, CLAIMED BY THE CHURCH OF
ROME : OFFER'D AT THE DUDLEIAN -LECTURE, AT HARVARD- COLLEGE , IN CAM
BRIDGE, May 11 , 1757. .
Boston ; New England : Printed and sold by John Draper, in Cornhill.
MDCCLVII. pp. 31 . 8vo. BA. CHS. HC. NYPL.
WILCOX, or WILCOCKS, THOMAS 1622
A GUIDE TO ETERNAL GLORY, OR A DROP OF HONEY FROM THE ROCK OF CHRIST.
CONTAINING BRIEF DIRECTIONS TO ALL CHRISTIANS HOW TO ATTAIN EVERLASTING
SALVATION. To WHICH ARE ADDED, SEVERAL OTHER DIVINE TRACTS :
Boston : Reprinted by S. Kneeland. 1757. pp. 170 . 16mo.
YALE COLLEGE.
CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO YALENSI, QUOD EST IN Novo-PORTU, CON
NECTICUTENSIUM , AB ANNO 1702 , AD ANNUM 1757. ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA
DONATI SUNT. [Colophon :]
Novo - Portu : Excudebant Jacobus Parker et Socii. M.DCC.LVII Broad
side. fol . YC.
PRÆCLARISSIMO OPTIMA ERUDITIONE VITÆ INTEGRITATE
OMNIQUE FELICISSIMÉ
GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO, COLONIÆ
CONNECTICUTENSIS
GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO D.
THOMA
CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRÆSIDI HASCE TUESES QUAS (DEO ANNUENTE)
IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE . . [Colophon : ]
Habita in Comitiis Novo -Portu , Connecticutensium , die decimo quarto Sep








8068 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo-PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS. IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS, MDCCLVII.












BA. BM. CHS. $10
ADAMSON, M. , pseudonym .
A FRIENDLY EPISTLE TO NEIGHBOUR JOHN TAYLOR, OF THE CITY OF NORWICH ;
OCCASION'D BY LOOKING OVER HIS SERMON PREACHED AT THE OPENING OF HIS
NEW CHAPPEL ; CONTAINING AN EARNEST INVITATION TO HIM TO JOIN THE
QUAKERS, AND NOT ATTEMPT TO RAISE UP A NEW SECT, WHEN THERE ARE SO
MANY IN THE WORLD . By M. ADAMSON, AN ENGLISH PROSTESTANT, TO WHICH
IS ADDED BY WAY OF POSTSCRIPT, A SHORT DIALOGUE BETWEEN MR. TIMOTHY
TELL - TRUTH , AND OBADIAH FRIENDLY. THIRD EDITION.
Boston : Reprinted . 1758. pp. (2), 23. 8vo.
ALLISON, FRANCIS 1705-1777.
PEACE AND UNION RECOMMENDED ; AND SELF DISCLAIM'D , AND CARIST EXALTED :
IN TWO SERMONS, PREACHED AT PHILADELPHIA , BEFORE THE REVEREND SYNODS
OF NEW-YORK AND PAILADELPHIA ; THE FIRST, ON THE 24TH OF MAY, 1758 , BY
FRANCIS ALISON , D. D. VICE - PROVOST OF THE COLLEGE, AND RECTOR OF THE
ACADEMY, IN PHILADELPHIA. AND, THE SECOND, May 25, 1758 , BY DAVID
BOSTWICK , A. M. MINISTER OF THE PRESBYTERIAN-CHURCH IN NEW-YORK.
BOTH PUBLISH'D AT THE JOINT REQUEST OF THE REVEREND SYNODS.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap , at the Newest-Printing - Office,
MDCCLVIII. pp . [53 ]; [54]. ( 1 ) . 16mo.
Second title : PEACE AND UNION RECOMMENDED : A SERMON, PREACHED BEFORE
THE REVEREND SYNOD OF PHILADELPHIA, AND THE REVEREND COMMISSION OF
THE SYNOD OF NEW-YORK, AT PHILADELPHIA, MAY THE 24Th , 1758 . By
FRANCIS ALLISON, D. D. VICE-PROVOST OF THE COLLEGE AND RECTOR OF THE
ACADEMY, IN PHILADELPHIA . [Eight lines of quotations.)
[ Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1758. ] pp . [53.]
Third title : SELF DISCLAIMED AND CHRIST EXALTED : A SERMON PREACHED AT
PHILADELPHIA, BEFORE THE REVEREND SYNOD OF NEW-YORK, May 25 , 1758 .
By David BOSTWICK, A. M. MINISTER OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN NEW
YORK . PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SYNOD. ( Six
lines of Scripture texts.]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. MDCCLVIII. pp . ( 54.)
David Bostwick's sermon was reprinted in London in 1759, and
again in 1776 .
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE AND MONTHLY CHRONICLE FOR THE BRITISH COLONIES
VOLUME 1. CONTAINING FROM OCTOBER 1757 TO OCTOBER 1758 INCLUSIVE .
BY A SOCIETY OF GENTLEMEN. [Edited by Rev. William Smith .]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford at the corner house
in Front and Market - Streets. 1758. pp. (2), 656 , 6. 8vo.
Discontinued in October of this year.
8071
HSP. JCB. NYPL . 27
8072 AMES, NATHA
NIEL 1708-1764
AMES'S ALMANACK 1759. . .
Boston : Printed and sold by Draper, Green & Russell, & Fleet . [1758.]
pp . (16.) 16mo. MHS. NYPL .
8073 The same.
New - London : Printed by T. Green . (1758.] 16mo.
8074 The same.
Portsmouth in Neu - Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle, [1758.]
8075 The same. (A spurious edition .]
Neu - Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Company. [1758.1 pp . ( 16) . 16mo.








8076 AMHERST, JEFFREY 1717-1797
A JOURNAL OF THE LANDING OF HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES ON THE ISLAND OF CAPE
BRETON , AND OF THE SIEGE AND SURRENDER OF LOUISBOURG : EXTRACTED FROM
MAJOR -GENERAL AMHERST'S AND ADMIRAL BOSCAWEN'S LETTERS TO THE RIGHT
HONOURABLE MR. SECRETARY PITT. THE THIRD EDITION .
Boston , New - England : Printed and sold by Green & Russell, in Queen
street . Sold also by Edes & Gill, in Queen -street. [1758.7 pp. 22. 8vo.
BALL, WILLIAM
THE NEW -JERSEY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1759.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. (1758.]
WL .
8077
8078 BARNARD, THOMAS 1714-1776
A SERMON PREACHED IN Boston , New - ENGLAND, BEFORE THE SOCIETY FOR
ENCOURAGING INDUSTRY, AND EMPLOYING THE POOR , SEPTEMBER 20, 1758. .
Boston , N. E. Printed and sold by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street.
MDCCLVIII. pp. (4), 25, (2). 8vo. BA. BM. BPL. NYPL .
Running title : A MANUFACTORY SERMON.
8079 A SERMON PREACHED TO THE ANCIENT AND HONOURABLE ARTILLERY COM
PANY IN BOSTON , NEW -ENGLAND , JUNE 5 , 1858 , BEING THE ANNIVERSARY OF
THEIR ELECTION OF OFFICERS .
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, at their Printing - office next
to the Prison in Queen - street. 1758. pp. (32). 8vo. AAS . BA. BM.
8080 BELLAMY, JOSEPH 1719-1790
A LETTER TO THE REVEREND AUTHOR OF THE WINTER - EVENING CONVERSATION
ON ORIGINAL SIN, FROM ONE OF HIS CANDID NEIGHBOURS : WHO, HAVING BEEN
URGED , “THAT AN HONEST MAN MUST BE A CALVINIST OR A DEIST, ”–-AND BEING
QUITE UNABLE TO EXTRICATE HIMSELF, SENDS TO HIS MINISTER FOR HELP . [ Six
lines of quotation .]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen -Street. 1758. pp.
(16.) 8vo . BA.
8081 SERMONS UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS, VIZ ., THE DIVINITY OF JESUS
CHRIST. THE MILLENIUM [ sic ]. THE WISDOM OF GOD, IN THE PERMISSION OF SIN .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland in Queen -Street. 1758. pp. vi, 209,
(2) . 8vo . AAS. BM. HC. NYPL .
8082 BIBLIA . OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
TAE PSALMS, HYMNS, & SPIRITUAL SONGS OF THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT,
FAITHFULLY TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH METRE . BEING THE NEW ENGLAND
PSALM - BOOK, REVISED AND IMPROVED ; BY AN ENDEAVOUR AFTER A YET NEARER
APPROACH TO THE INSPIRED ORIGINAL, AS WELL AS TO THE RULES OF POETRY.
WITH AN ADDITION OF FIFTY OTHER HYMNS ON THE MOST IMPORTANT SUBJECTS
OF CHRISTIANITY ; WITH THEIR TITLES PLACED IN ORDER , FROM—THE FALL OF
ANGELS AND MEN — TO HEAVEN AFTER THE GENERAL JUDGMENT. [ Edited by
Thomas Prince .)
Boston , N. E.: Printed, and sold by D. Henchman , in Cornhill, and 8.
Kneeland in Queen Street. 1758. pp. (2) , vi, 360 , (32) . 8vo.
Appended : [RULES FOR SINGING , WITH A COLLECTION OF ABOUT FIFTY TUNES, FOR
PSALMS ANDHYMNS, ENGRAVED ON COPPER .]
Boston : Engrav'd Printed & sold by Thomas Johnston ,1755. pp. (32). 8vo.
The preface contains an interesting history of the New England
Psalm -book .















A BOLD PUSH,IN A LETTER TO THE AUTHOR OF A LATE PAMPHLET, ENTITLED, FAIR
PLAY, &c. IN WHICH IT IS INQUIRED, WHETHER WHAT HE SAYS IN OPPOSITION TO
THE DOCTRINE OF ELECTION , IS NOT IN DIRECT CONTRADICTION TO St. Paul, THE
WHOLE OF THE BIBLE, AND COMMON SENSE ? AND THE AUTHOR IS CALLED UPON
TO SHEW IT IS NOT SO, IF HE CAN . ALSO, A BRIEF VINDICATION OF THE DOCTRINE
OF GOD'S DECREES. BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF A LETTER FROM A MINISTER, TO
ONE OF HIS NEIGHBOURS, IN ANSWER TO A LETTER SENT TO HIM ON THAT SUB
JECT . [ Three lines from ] St Paul.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street, 1758. pp.
( 16) . 8vo.
BOLLES, JOHN 1677-1767
PERSECUTIONS IN BOSTON AND CONNECTICUT GOVERNMENTS. TAKEN OUT OF
AUTHORS . WHEREBY IT MAY BE SEEN THAT A PEOPLE MAY BE DECEIVED UNDER
HIGHEST CONCEIT OF RELIGION , AND THINKING THEY ARE WORSUIPPING
GOD, WHEN INDEED THEY ARE WORSHIPPING THE DRAGON AND PERSECUTING
THE CHILDREN OF GOD THAT WORSHIP HIM IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH. BY JOHN
BOLLES, NEW - LONDON .
Printed for the Author. 1758. pp. 30. 8vo . MHS.
BOLLES, JOSEPH 1701-1785
AN ADDITION TO THE BOOK, ENTITULED , THE SPIRIT OF THE MARTYRS REVIVED. IT
BEING A SHORT ACCOUNT OF SOME REMARKABLE PERSECUTION IN NEW -ENGLAND.
[ New - York : 1758.) pp. 20. 4to . YC.
BOSTON . MASSACHUSETTS.
THE BY-LAWS AND ORDERS OF THE TOWN OF BOSTON AS NOW IN FORCE . REVISED
IN THE YEAR 1758.
Boston : Printed and sold by Green & Russell. 1758. pp. 16. 4to .
THE BOSTON EVENING -Post. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758.
Boston : Printed by T. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill. 1758.
fol .
Continued , as a morning paper, after Fleet's death in July, 1758 ,
by his sons, Thomas and John Fleet, in partnership.
THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL . JANUARY -DECEMBER , 1758.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street. 1758. fol .
THE BOSTON WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell, opposite to the Probate-Office in
Queen - Street. 1758. fol.
THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS -LETTER. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758.









8091 BRADSTREET, ANNE DUDLEY 1612-1672
SEVERAL POEMS COMPILED WITH GREAT VARIETY OF WIT AND LEARNING, FULL OF
DELIGHT ; WHEREIN ESPECIALLY IS CONTAINED, A COMPLEAT DISCOURSE AND DE
SCRIPTION OF THE FOUR ELEMENTS, CONSTITUTIONS , AGES OF MAN, SEASONS OF
THE YEAR. TOGETHER WITH AN EXACT EPITOME OF THE THREE FIRST MONAR
CHIES, VIZ. THE ASSYRIAN, PERSIAN, GRECIAN AND ROMAN COMMON WEALTH,
FROM ITS BEGINGING, [ sic.] TO THE END OF THEIR LAST KING. WITH DIVERS
OTHER PLEASANT AND SERIOUS POEMS. By A GENTLEWOMAN IN NEW-ENGLAND.
THE THIRD EDITION, CORRECTED BY THE AUTHOR , AND ENLARGED BY AN ADDI
TION OF SEVERAL OTHER POEMS FOUND AMONGST HER PAPERS AFTER HER DEATH .
[Boston :] Re -printed from the Second edition, in the year MDCCLVIII.











8092 BRATTLE, WILLIAM 1662–1717
COMPENDIUM LOGICÆ SECUNDUM PRINCIPIA , D. RENATI CARTESII PLERUMQUE
EFFORT MATUM , ET CATECHISTICÈ PROPOSITUM .
Bostoni, in Nov - Anglia, Denud impressum à Johanne Draper.
M.DCC.LVIII. pp . (4) , 60. 12mo. AAS. BA.
8093 BREWSTER , MARTHA
POEMS ON DIVERS SUBJECTS, VIZ. ON THE FOUR AGES OF MAN. ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT. THE 24TH PSALM PARAPHRAS'D. A PRAYER A LETTER TO SOME
CHRISTIAN FRIENDS . A DREAM. God's JUDGMENTS OUR MONITORS . TO THE
SUBJECTS OF THE SPECIAL GRACE OF GOD AND IT'S OPPOSERS. CHRONICLES
ID BOOK, 6 CHAP. 16 , 17 , 18 VER. PARAPHRAS'D. A POEM TO THE MEMORY OF DR.
WATTS. BRADDOCK'S DEFEAT. THE NOBLE MAN . TWO WEDDING POSIES. Two
LETTERS . TO THE MEMORY OF THAT WORTHY MAN LIEUT NATHANIEL BURT
OF SPRINGFIELD . SEVERAL ACROSTICKS. A WORD OF ADVICE RESERV'D FOR MY
TWO GRAND-SONS, BEING YET BABES.
Nero -London Printed : Boston Re-printed : And sold by Edes & Gill at





AN ESTIMATE OF THE MANNERS AND PRINCIPLES OF THE TIMES. [ Three
lines of Latin quotation .] THE SEVENTH EDITION.
London Printed . Boston , New -England ; Re-printed and sold by Green &
Russell at their Printing - Office in Queen street. MDCCLVIII. pp. 110. 8vo. WL.
8095 BROWNE, ARTHUR 1699-1773
THE ADVANTAGES OF UNITY, A SERMON PREACHED IN PORTSMOUTH , NEw -HAMP
SHIRE, BEFORE THE RIGHT WORSHIPFUL LODGE OF FREE AND ACCEPTED Masons,
ON THE 24TH OF JUNE, 1748. [sic 1758.] .
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle. (1758.] pp .
21. 8vo. MHS.
8096 BURLINGTON. NEW JERSEY. LIBRARY COMPANY.
THE CHARTER LAWS AND CATALOGUE OF BOOKS OF THE LIBRARY COMPANY OF
BURLINGTON .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap, at the Newest Printing Office
on the South Side of the Jersey -Market. 1758. pp. 32, 72. 8vo. HSP.
8097 BURR , AARON 1716-1757
A SERVANT OF GOD DISMISSED FROM LABOUR TO REST . A FUNERAL SERMON,
PREACHED AT THE INTERMENT OF HIS LATE EXCELLENCY JONATHAN BELCHER ,
ESQ.; GOVERNOR OF NEW -JERSEY, WHO DIED AT ELIZABETH - Town, Aug. 31 ,
1757. [With preface by Caleb Smith .]
Boston ; N. E.. Re-printed and sold by Edes and Gill. 1758. pp. viii,
23. 8vo. NYHS.
8098 BYLES, MATHER 1706-1788
THE MAN OF GOD THOROUGHLY FURNISHED TO EVERY GOOD WORK. A SERMON
PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. MATHER BYLES, TO
THE PASTORAL OFFICE IN THE FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST IN NEW -LONDON ,
Nov. 18, 1757 . TO WHICH IS ADDED THE CHARGE GIVEN HIM UPON THAT
OCCASION . BY HIS FATHER. [Four lines from] Prov. XXIII, 15, 16.
Nero-London : Printed and sold by Nathanael Green , and Timothy Green ,
junr. MDCCLVIII. pp. 23. 4to. BA , CHS. MHS.













THE NATURE AND NECESSITY OF AN HABITUAL PREPARATION FOR DEATH &
JUDGMENT. A SERMON PREACH'D AT KING's-CHAPEL IN Boston, NOVEMBER
21 , 1758 . UPON OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF CHARLES APTHORP, ESQ.
[ Three lines of Latin quotations.
Boston , New -England : Printed by John Draper. (1758.) pp. 24. 8vo .
CHAUNCY, CHARLES 1705-1787
THE OPINION OF ONE THAT HAS PERUSED THE SUMMER MORNING'S CONVERSATION ,
CONCERNING ORIGINAL SIN , WROTE BY THE REV. MR. PETER CLARK , IN TWO
THINGS PRINCIPALLY : FIRST, THAT HE HAS OFFERED THAT, WHICH HAS REN
DERED IT IMPOSSIBLE THE DOCTRINE OF THE IMPUTATION OF ADAM'S GUILT TO
HIS POSTERITY, SHOULD BE TRUE IN THE SENSE IT IS HELD BY CALVINISTS. SEC
ONDLY, THAT THO' HE PRETENDS TO BE A FRIEND TO THE CALVANISTICAL DOC
TRINE OF IMPUTED GUILT, YET HE HAS DESERTED THIS DOCTRINE , AND GIVEN IT
UP INTO THE HANDS OF ITS ENEMIES, AS IT TEACHES THE LIABLENESS OF ALL
MANKIND, WITHOUT EXCEPTION , TO THE TORMENTS OF HELL, ON ACCOUNT OF THE
FIRST SIN. TO WHICH IS ADDED, A FEW REMARKS ON THE RECOMMENDATORY
PREFACE BY FIVE REVEREND CLERGYMEN. IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND . [Signed ,
A.B.] [One line from ) JOB XXXII.
Boston : Printed and sold by Green & Russell, opposite the Probate -office
in Queen - street. 1758. pp . [28.] 8vo . AAS . BA. HC . NYPL .
8101
.
CICERO, MARCUS TULLIUS 106-43
CATO MAJOR ; OR, A TREATISE ON OLD AGE • [ Translated ] WITH EXPLANA
TORY NOTES FROM THE ROMAN HISTORY . (By James Logan .] [ Third edition.]
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap, 1758. pp. 168. 16mo.
8102 CLARK, PETER 1694-1768
REMARKS ON A LATE PAMPHLET, INTITLED, “ THE OPINION OF ONE THAT HAS PE
RUBED THE SUMMER-MORNING'S CONVERSATION , CONCERNING THE DOCTRINE OF
ORIGINAL SIN ' , &C. DETECTING AND CORRECTING THE MISTAKES OF THAT
WRITER . IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND. [One line from ] JOB VI, 25.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street. 1758. pp. (43), ( 1 ).
8vo. AAB . BA
8103 THE SCRIPTURE - DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN, STATED AND DEFENDED. IN A
SUMMER-MORNING'S CONVERSATION BETWEEN A MINISTER AND A NEIGHBOUR .
CONTAINING REMARKS ON A LATE ANONYMOUS PAMPHLET, INTITLED . “ A WINTER
EVENING'S CONVERSATION UPON THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN, BETWEEN A
MINISTER AND THREE OF HIS NEIGHBOURS , ACCIDENTLY MET," &c. WITH AN
APPENDIX , IN REPLY TO A SUPPLEMENT IN THE NEW
HAVEN EDITION OF THAT
PAMPHLET. RECOMMENDED IN A PREFACE BY SEVERAL MINISTERS. [Seven
lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite to the Probate office in
Queen -street. 1758. pp. ( 4 ), 132, 24. 8vo. AAS. BA. BM. HC. NYPL .
8104 A SERMON TO A SOCIETY OF YOUNG MEN AT DANVERS, DECEMBER, 15, 1757.
Boston : 1758. 8vo.
8105 CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD ATNEW -HAVEN , ... OCTOBER, . . . 1758. [ Colophon :]
Nero - London : Printed and sold by T'imothy Green, Printer to the Governor
and Company of the Colony of Connecticut, 1758. pp. 319-322. fol. CHS. MBL.










CONNECTICUT. COLONY, continued .
[Arms.] AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY . . . HOLDEN AT New -HAVEN,
OCTOBER , 1758. [Complaint to be made against soldiers who refuse to join
troops for present campaign. ]
[ Ner - Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company. 1758.] Broad
side 12mo. CHS.
8107 GOVERNOR OF HIS[Arms] BY THE HONOURABLE THOMAS FITCH, ESQ ;
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN New -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION, FOR A DAY OF PUBLIC FASTING AND PRAYER. WEDNES
DAY THE TWELFTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT, GOD SAVE THE KING. ( Colophon :]




8108 BY THE HONOURABLE THOMAS FITCH , ESQ ; GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN
CHIEF OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW-ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA. A PROCLAMATION. [ Offering a bounty for enlisting for the in
vasion of Canada.]
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker and Company, at the Post - Office.
( 1758.] Broadside. fol . NYPL .
8109
8110
THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1758 .
New Haven : Printed by James Parker & Company. 1758. fol.
CROSWELL, ANDREW 1709-1785
THE HEAVENLY DOCTRINE OF MAN'S JUSTIFICATION ONLY BY THE OBEDIENCE OF
JESUS CHRIST. IN A SERMON FROM Rom. V. VER. 19 . BY THE OBEDIE
NCE OF
ONE SHALL MANY BE MADE RIGHTEOUS. WITH A PREFACE, IN WHICH THE PRO
TESTANT DOCTRINE OF JUSTIFYING FAITH , IS EXPLAINED , AND BRIEFLY DEFENDED.
[ Eleven lines of quotations.)
Boston : New - England ; Printed and sold by Green and Russell, at their
Printing - Office in Queen - Street. M.DCC.LVIII. pp. xiv, [20.] 8vo. BA.
8111 DAVYS, P.
ADMINICULUM PUERILE : OR, AN HELP FOR SCHOOL-BOYS. CONTAINING I. FUNDA
MENTAL EXERCISES FOR YOUNG BEGINNERS. II. ENGLISH EXAMPLES FITTED TO
THE SYNTAX -RULES OF THE LORD BISHOP OF CORK'S GRAMMAR, WITH SOME AN
NOTATIONS. III . SOME NECESSARY CAUTIONS TO PREVENT MISTAKES WHICH
BOYS ARE GUILTY OF IN MAKING LATIN . IV. ENGLISH FOR LATIN VERSES. V.
SOME EXAMPLES OF THEMES IN ENGLISH , WITH LARGER DISCOURSES ON SUBJECTS .
VI. THREE INDEXES : THE FIRST CONTAINING ALL THE WORDS IN THE FUNDA
MENTAL EXERCIBES: THE SECOND, THOSE UNDER THE SYNTAX -RULES AND CAU
TIONS : AND THE THIRD, THOSE IN THE VERSES WITH LATIN FOR THEM. To
WHICH IS SUBJOINED 18T, THE SYNTAX RULES. 20. A PROSODY. AND 3D, ALL
THE SHORT EXAMPLES OF CLARK'S INTRODUCTION . .
Dublin printed. Philadelphia Re-printed by W. Dunlap , for the use of the
College and Academy there. 1758. pp. (10) , 119, (47) , 17. 16mo.
8112 DODSLEY, ROBERT 1703-1764
THE CHRONICLE OF THE KINGS OF ENGLAND, FROM THE REIGN OF WILLIAM THE
CONQUEROR ( FIRST KING OF ENGLAND) DOWN TO HIS PRESENT MAJESTY GEORGE
THE SECOND : CONTAINING A TRUE HISTORY OF THEIR LIVES , AND THE CHARACTER
WHICH THEY SEVERALLY SUSTAIN'D ; WHETHER IN CHURCH OR STATE , IN THE
FIELD , OR IN PRIVATE LIFE . By NATHAN BEN SADDI.
London : Printed . Boston ; New England : Re-printed and sold by Z.
Forle and 8. Draper . 1758. pp. 100. 8vo.







DODSLEY, ROBERT, continued .
THE FAMILY COMPANION ; OR, THE ECONOMY OF HUMAN LIFE , ON THE PERUSAL
OF WHICH , AND FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTIONS LAID DOWN THEREIN , ALL PERSONS
MAY BE HEALTHY, WEALTHY AND WISE, EVEN FROM THE CROWN'D HEAD TO THE
MEANEST SUBJECT . EVERY MAN WILL BE HERE INSTRUCTED IN THE TRUE
METHODS OF ATTAINING WISDOM AND HAPPINESS IN WHATEVER SITUATION OF
LIFE THE ALMIGHTY HAS BEEN PLEASED TO PLACE HIM.
CONTAINING THE SEN
TIMENTS OF AN ANCIENT BRAMIN AND TRANSLATED FROM AN INDIAN MANUSCRIPT
FOUND AMONGST THE ARCHIEVES DEPOSITED IN THE GRAND TEMPLE, IN THE
PROVINCE OF LASA, IN THE COUNTY OF THIBET. TRANSMITTED IN A LETTER
FROM AN ENGLISH GENTLEMAN , NOW RESIDING AT PEKIN IN CHINA TO A NOBLE
EARL IN ENGLAND .
Portsmouth , in New Hampshire ; Printed and sold by Daniel Forle. 1758 .
8114 DOVE, DAVID JAMES
THE LOTTERY. A DIALOGUE BETWEEN MR. THOMAS TRUEMAN AND MR. HUM
PHREY DUPE.
[Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sover . 1758.) pp. 16 . 16mo.
8115 DURHAM, EBENEZER
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA . [On the defenceless
state of the Province.]
[ Philadelphia : 1758 ] Broadside. fol.
8116 EASTBURN, ROBERT
A FAITHFUL NARRATIVE, OF THE MANY DANGERS AND SUFFERINGS, AS WELL AS WON
DERFUL DELIVERANCES OF ROBERT EASTBURN, DURING HIS LATE ÇAPTIVITY
AMONG THE INDIANS : TOGETHER WITH SOME REMARKS UPON THE COUNTRY OF
CANADA, AND THE RELIGION , AND POLICY OF ITS INHABITANTS ; THE WHOLE IN
TERMIXED WITH DEVOUT REFLECTIONS. PUBLISHED AT THE EARNEST RE
QUEST OF MANY FRIENDS, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE AUTHOR . WITH A RECOM
MENDATORY PREFACE, BY THE REV. GILBERT TENNENT. . ..
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1758. pp. 45 , ( 1 ) . 8vo. ASP. $18
8117 The same.
Philadelphia , Printed . Boston : Reprinted and sold by Green & Russell
in Queen - Street. 1758. pp. iv, 34. 8vo . JCB. MHS. 25
8118 EDWARDS, JONATHAN 1703-1758
THE GREAT CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN DEFENDED ; EVIDENCES OF ITS
TRUTH PRODUCED, AND ARGUMENTS TO THE CONTRARY ANSWERED. CONTAINING,
IN PARTICULAR, A REPLY TO THE OBJECTIONS AND ARGUINGS OF DR. JOHN TAYLOR,
IN HIS BOOK, INTITLED, “ THE SCRIPTURE -DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN PROPOSED
TO FREE AND CANDID EXAMINATION ," &C .
Boston, New England : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland.
( 2 ) , xviii, 386 , (7) . 8vo . AAS . BA. YC.
Contains a list of subscribers.
1758. Pp .
8119 EMERSON, JOSEPH 1724-1775
THE FEAR OF GOD AN ANTIDOTE AGAINST THE FEAR OF MAN. A SERMON TO CAPT .
Thomas LAWRENCE AND HIS COMPANY, PEPPERRELL, May 7 , 1758 .
Boston : Printed by S. Knieeland in Queen -Street. 1758. pp. 27. 8vo.












8120 ENGLAND. CHURCII OF.
A FORM OF PRAYER, PROPER TO BE USED IN THE CHURCHES THROUGHOUT THE
PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK ON FRIDAY THE TWELFTH OF MAY, BEING THE DAY AP
POINTED BY PROCLAMATION , FOR A GENERAL FAST AND HUMILIATION : TO SUPPLI
CATE THE PARDON OF OUR SINS, AND TO IMPLORE THE DIVINE PROTECTION AND
BLESSING OF HIS MAJESTY'S SACRED PERSOX, HIS ILLUSTRIOUS FAMILY, HIS KING
DOMS AND COLONIES, HIS FLEETS AND ARMIES.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman . MDCCLVIII
4to.
pp. 12. $10
8121 ESTABROOK , HOBART 1716-1766
THE PRAYING WARRIOR ; OR, THE NECESSITY AND IMPORTANCE OF PRAYING UNTO ,
AND TRUSTING IN GOD, ESPECIALLY IN A TIME OF WAR. CONSIDERED IN A SER
MON PREACH'D AT MILLINGTON , IN EAST-HADDAM, TUESDAY MAY 30TH, 1758, AT
THE DESIRE, AND IN THE AUDIENCE OF MAJOR JOSEPH SPENCER, AND THE OTHER
OFFICERS AND COMPANY UNDER HIM ; A FEW DAYS BEFORE THEIR MARCHING ON
THE IMPORTANT EXPEDITION AGAINST CANADA. . [Five lines of quotations.]
New Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company, at the Post-office.
1758. pp. 23. 8vo.
CHS. MHS.
. .
8122 FINLEY, SAMUEL 1715-1766
THE MADNESS OF MANKIND, REPRESENTED IN A SERMON, PREACHED IN THE NEW
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN PHILADELPHIA. ON THE 9TII . DAY OF JUNE 1754 .
SECOND EDITION.
Neu - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1758. pp . 24. 12mo .
8123 FORDYCE, DAVID 1711-1751
THE TEMPLE OF VIRTUE . A DREAM. PUBLISHED BY JAMES FORDYCE.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1758 .
8124 FORRESTER, JAMES
THE POLITE PHILOSOPHER : OR, AN ESSAY ON THAT ART WHICH MAKES A MAN HAPPY
IN HIMSELF, AND AGREEABLE TO OTHERS. THE FIFTEENTH EDITION.
London , Printed. New - York , Re- printed and sold by J. Parker and W.
Weyman , at the New - Printing - Office, in Beaver - Street. 1758. pp . 44. 8vo .
8125 The same,
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, 1758.
8126 FRAENCKEL, DAVID BEN NAPITALI HIRSCH
A THANKSGIVING SERMON , FOR THE IMPORTANT AND ASTONISHING VICTORY OB
TAIN'D ON THE FIFTH OF DECEMBER, 1757 . BY THE GLORIOUS KING OF PRUS
SIA, OVER THE UNITED, AND FAR SUPERIOR FORCES OF THE AUSTRIANS IN SILESIA :
PREACH'D ON THE SABBATH OF THE TENTH OF SAID MONTH AT THE SYNAGOGUE
OF THE JEWS, IN BERLIN. TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN ORIGINAL,
PRINTED AT BERLIN . THE NINTH EDITION.
London , Printed : Boston, Re- printed and sold by Green and Russell, at
their Printing -Ofice in Queen - Street. 1758. pp. 16 . 8vo . BA .
8127 The
same. THE TENTH EDITION .
London , Printed : Boston, Re-printed and sold by Green and Russell, at
their Printing- Office in Queen - Street. 1758. pp. 20. 8vo.
8128 The same.
Nero- York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at their Nero
Printing - Office in Beaver -Street. 1758.








8129 DES WICHTIGEN UND
FRAENCKEL, David Ben NAPITHALI HIRSCH , continued .
EINE DANCE - PREDIGT WEGEN WUNDERVOLLEN
SIEGS, WELCHEN SR. KÖNIGL, MAJ. IN PREUSSEN AM 5 TEN DECEMBER, 1757,
ÜBER DIE , DER ANZAHL NACH IHM WEIT ÜBERLEGENE, GESAMTE OESTERREICH
ISCHE ARMEE IN SCHLESIEN , PREISSWÜRDIG ERSOCHTEN . GEHALBEN AM SAB
BATH DEN 10 TEN DESSELBEN MONATS IN DER JUDEN SCHULE ZU BERLIN VON
David HIRSCHEL FRÄNCKEL, OBER RABBI.
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu haben das Stueck fuer 6 Pentz bey Anton
Armbruester. [ 1758.) pp. 16. 8vo. HSP.
8130
LCP .
A FRAGMENT OF THE CHRONICLES OF NATHAN BEN SADDI ; A RABBI OF THE JEWS.
LATELY DISCOVERED IN THE RUINS OF HERCULANEUM : AND TRANSLATED FROM
THE ORIGINAL, INTO THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE . BY THE COMMAND OF THE KING
OF THE Two-SICILIES. AND NOW FIRST PUBLISH'D IN ENGLISH .
Constantinople: [ Philadelphia :) Printed [ by James Chattin ) in the year
of the vulgar æra 5707 [1758.] pp . ( 2 ) , 12. 8vo.
An allegorical account of the arrest of the Rev. Dr. Smith, for
allow a translation of an article from Franklin's Gazette to be
published in the German newspaper under his control. Of the
characters given, Hildeburn identifies the following clef : Isaac ,
the judge, Isaac Norris, speaker of the Assembly; Adonis, the
scribe, Benjamin Franklin ; Daniel, tbe Etheopean , Daniel Rober
deau ; Gruban , Nathaniel Grubb ; Sheptol, Thomas Leech ; Hugball ,
John Hughes ; Masteral Abber, William Masters ; Asber, George
Ashbridge ; Tochal , John Douglas ; Asa, the butcher, Joshua Ash;
Wa -Nereth, the stupid , Isaac Wayne ; Peronal, the beastly , Rich
ard Pearne ; Shimei, Rev. Dr. William Smith ; Morat, William
Moore ; Kerak , Edward Kelly , doorkeeper of the Assembly.
8131 FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN 1700-1790
FATHER ABRAHAM'S SPEECH TO A GREAT NUMBER OF PEOPLE, AT A VENDUE OF
MERCHANT-GOODS ; INTRODUCED TO THE PUBLICK BY Poor RICHARD, ( A FAMOUS
PENNSYLVANIAN CONJUROR AND ALMANACK-MAKER) IN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOW
ING QUESTIONS. PRAY, FATHER ABRAHAM, WHAT THINK YOU OF THE TIMES ?
Won'T THESE HEAVY TAXES QUITE RUIN THE COUNTRY ? How SHALL WE BE
EVER ABLE TO PAY THEM ? WHAT WOULD YOU ADVISE US TO?
Printed and sold by Benjamin Mecom , at the Ner Printing- Office, near the
Town - House, in Boston . [1758.] pp . 16. plate. 12mo. BPL. NYPL.
The first separate edition of the collection of Poor Richard's say
ings , gathered in the Almanac for 1758. It has been , perhaps,
oftener printed and translated than any other work from an Amer
ican author, under the forms of " Father Abrabam's Speech ,” “ The
Way to Wealth , ” La Science du bonhomme Richard , ” etc.
$38
8132 REFLECTIONS ON COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE: IN TWO LETTERS TO A FRIEND :
WHEREIN A PRACTICAL PLAN IS LAID DOWN FOR OBTAINING AND SECURING CON
JUGAL FELICITY . To WHICH IS ADDED, A LETTER FROM THE LATE DEAN SWIFT,
TO A VERY YOUNG LADY ON HER MARRIAGE , CONTAINING SALUTARY ADVICE RE
LATING TO HER CONDUCT THRO ' LIFE . THE THIRD EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Dunlap, at the Newest
Printing - Office, on the South side of the Jersey -Market. 1758 .
Second titie : LETTER FROM DEAN SWIFT TO A VERY YOUNG LADY ON HER MAR
RIAGE ; CONTAINING SALUTARY ADVICE RELATING TO HER CONDUCT THROUGH LIFE.














FRIEDRICH II, THE GREAT. KING OF PRUSSIA. 1712-1786
THE RELAXATION OF WAR ; OR THE HERO'S PHILOSOPHY. A POEM, WRITTEN BY
THE KING OF PRUSSIA, DURING HIS RESIDENCE AT BRESLAU.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1758 .
The same.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1758 .
FRINK , THOMAS -1777
A KING REIGNING IN RIGHTEOUSNESS, AND PRINCES RULING IN JUDGMENT. A
SERMON PREACHED BEFORE HIS EXCELLENCY THOMAS POWNALL, ESQ ; GOVER
NOUR, THE HONOURABLE, HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTA
TIVES, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, IN New-ENGLAND, May
31 , 1758. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY FOR THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S
COUNCIL FOR SAID PROVINCE. · [ Ten lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of the honourable House of
Representatives. 1758. pp. 93 , ( 1 ) . 8vo. AAS. BA. BPL. MHS . NYPL . WL.
GAGE, THOMAS 1597-1655
THE TRAVELLER . PART 1. CONTAINING, A JOURNAL OF THREE THOUSAND THREE
HUNDRED MILES , THROUGH THE MAINLAND OF SOUTH-AMERICA . BY MR.
Thomas GAGE, AN ENGLISHMAN AND A MISSIONARY FRIAR IN NEW -SPAIN ,
TWELVE YEARS. IN WHICH IS SET FORTH , HIS JOURNEY FROM ST. JOHN DE
ULVA TO MEXICO , WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THAT GREAT CITY AS IN FORMER
TIMES, AND AT PRESENT ; AS ALSO HIS TRAVELS THROUGH MANY OTHER PARTS OF
NEW-SPAIN ; WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THEIR GOVERNMENT, CASTLES, PORTS AND
COMMODITIES ; AS ALSO THEIR ECCLESIASTICAL STATE, IN WHICH THE LASCIVIOUS
INTRIGUES, AND WICKED LIVES OF THE JESUITS IN THOSE PARTS, AND THEIR
GRAND IMPOSITIONS UPON THE POOR IGNORANT NATIVES, ARE TRULY DELINEATED.
To WHICII IS ADDED , THE POLICY, MANNERS, BEHAVIOUR, ARTS AND SCIENCES,
RELIGIOUS RITES AND CEREMONIES, FEASTS AND SOLEMNITIES OF THE NATIVE
INDIANS. CONCLUDING WITH THE WONDERFUL CONVERSION OF THE AUTHOR TO
THE PROTESTANT RELIGION ; HIS ESCAPE FROM THE SPANIARDS IN SOUTH
AMERICA ; HIS RETURN TO ENGLAND, HIS NATIVE COUNTRY ; AND THE RECEPTION
HE MET WITH THERE BY HIS RELATIONS, AFTER AN ABSENCE OF FOUR -AND
TWENTY YEARS . TO BE PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN THE NEW-AMERICAN MAGAZINE.
Woodbridge, in New - Jersey : Printed and sold by James Parker . 1758 .
8vo. JCB.




SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON A LATE PIECE ENTITLED , THE DETECTION DETECTED OR
A VINDICATION , &C. CONTAINING A DISCOVERY OF THE MANNER HOW THE REV.
MESS. S. FINLEY & R. SMITH THE AUTHORS OF SAID PIECE, HANDLE THE OBLI
GATION OF THE NATIONAL AND SOLEMN LEAGUE, THE NATURE OF FAITH, THE
GOSPEL-OFFER AND SOME OTHER POINTS. AND SHEWING THAT THE DETECTION
IS NOT DETECTED IN THE MANNER THEY PRETEND..
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sover. 1758. pp. 204. 8vo . LOC .
A GENUINE ACCOUNT OF THE LATE GRAND EXPEDITION TO THE COAST OF FRANCE,
UNDER THE CONDUCT OF THE ADMIRALS HAWKE, KNOWLES, AND BRODERICK,
GENERAL MORDAUNT, &C. TO WHICH IS ADDED, SEVERAL HUMOROUS PIECES,
WROTE ON THE MOCK -EXPEDITION , FRENCH -FRIGHT, &C. THE FIFTH EDITION,
WITH ADDITIONS. BY A VOLUNTEER IN THE SAID EXPEDITION . [Four lines of
quotations. ]
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman at the New











A GENUINE ACCOUNT, continued .
The same. THE SIXTH EDITION.
Boston : Re-printed by Green & Russell, ( 1758.) pp. 24.
8vo.
8140 GORDON, JOHN
JOHN GORDON'S MATHEMATICAL TRAVERSE TABLE , &C.
Printed in the year 1758 , and sold by Mr. W. Dunlap, in Philadelphia,
Mr. G. Noel,in Nero - York, Mr. B. Mecom , in Boston, and by the Author. pp. (66).
2 plates. 12mo. APS, MHS.
8141 GRANT, Thomas
Thomas GRANT, SECOND LIEUTENANT OF THE PRIVATEER SHIP BRITANNIA, THINKING
HIMSELF HIGHLY REFLECTED UPON , IN THE LAST WEEK'S GAZETTE : PUBLISHES
THE FOLLOWING DEPOSITIONS, IN VINDICATION OF HIS STRIKING THE COLOURS ON
BOARD THE SAID SHIP.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1758.] pp . 3 .
fol.
8142 GREAT BRITAIN. ARMY.
THE NEW RULES OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND TO BE
OBSERVED IN THE ARMY.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1758 .
8143 GREAT BRITAIN. PARLIAMENT.
[ Arms.] AN ACT FOR THE BETTER RECRUITING HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES ON THE
CONTINENT OF AMERICA ; AND FOR THE BETTER REGULATION OF THE ARMY, AND
PREVENTING OF DESERTION THERE.
Nero-Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company, at the [sic] their
Printing - Office, near the Long-wharf. 1758. pp. 4. fol .
CHS. YC.
8144 GREW , THEOPHILUS
THE NEW-YORK POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1759 . CALCULATED FOR THE
USE OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. BY
POOR TOM, PHILOMATH.
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine at the Bible & Crown in
Hanover Square. (1758.] pp. (48) , frontispiece. 24mo.
HSP
8145 By. .THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1759. .
THEOPHILUS WREG , PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter . [1758.]
8146 HALL, DAVID 1682-1756
A MITE INTO THE TREASURY ; OR, SOME SERIOUS REMARKS ON THAT SOLEMN
AND INDISPENSABLE DUTY OF DULY ATTENDING ASSEMBLIES FOR DIVINE WORSHIP ,
INCUMBENT UPON ALL PERSONS COME TO THE YEARS OF UNDERSTANDING (ESPECI
ALLY THE PROFESSORS OF TRUTH) WIIILST FAVOURED WITH HEALTH, STRENGTH
AND LIBERTY ; TOGETHER WITH SOME DUE ANIMADVERSIONS UPON THE NEGLECT
THEREOF ; AS ALSO A WORD OF CONSOLATION TO SUCH SINCERE HEARTED FRIENDS,
AS ARE RENDERED INCAPABLE OF PERSONALLY ATTENDING THEM, BY REASON OF
OLD AGE , SOME BODILY DISORDER, OR CONFINEMENT &C. To wHICH IS SUBJOINED ,
AN EPISTLE TO FRIENDS OF KNARESBOROUGH MONTHLY MEETING .
London ; printed , Philadelphia : Re-printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall.















CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO -HARVARDINO QUOD EST CANTABRIGIÆ Nov
ANGLORUM , AB ANNO 1642 AD ANNUM 1758 , ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA DONATI
SUNT.
Cantabrigiæ , Nov- Anglorum , M,DCC,LVIII. Broadside. fol . HC.
8148
.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO VIRO
TAOMÆ PowNALL, ARMIGERO , PROVINCLÆ MASSACIIUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI
REVERENDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COLLEGIJ HARVARDINI PRÆSIDE
THESE HASCES, QUAS ( DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HAR
[ Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis, Cantabrigiæ , Nov -Anglorum , Decimo




8149 HENDRICKSON , DANIEL
DE GROOTE GELUKZALIGHEID VAN GOD'rs VOLK IN DIT LEVEN, VERTOONT UYT 1
Per. I. 3. Door DANIEL HENDRICKSON OP MIDDLETOWN. (Six lines of Scrip
ture texts in Dutch .]
New - York : Gedrukt en te Koop en Nieroe Druckery en Bever - straat. 1758 .
1
8150 HERVEY, JAMES 1714-1758
THE TIME OF DANGER, AND THE MEANS OF SAFETY ; TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE
WAY OF HOLINESS . BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF THREE SERMONS PREACHED ON
THE LATE PUBLIC FAST -DAYS. [Seven lines of Scripture texts .] ·
London printed : Boston Re -printed : And sold by Edes & Gill, in Queen
Street , 1758. pp. 80. 8vo. CHS. MH
S.
8151 HOBBY, WILLIAM 1708-1765
THE HAPPINESS OF A PEOPLE, HAVING GOD FOR THEIR ALLY. ILLUSTRATED IN A
SERMON PREACH'D AT READING, APRIL 30, 1758 , ON OCCASION OF AN EXPEDITION
DESIGN'D AGAINST CANADA. IN THE AUDIENCE OF COL. NICHOLS, AND A PART OF
HIS REGIMENT.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, 1758. pp . (4 ) , ii , 28. 8vo . Mas. NYPL.
8152
.
DER HOCH -DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1759 .
ZUM EIN UND ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN.
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. Auch koennen
die auswaertige Kroemer solche bey David Taeschler in Philadelphia haben oder in
Lancester bey Ludwig Laumann, und in Newyorck by Michel Hoffmann. [1758.]
pp . (48). 4to. HSP.
8153 HUTCHINS, John NATHAN
HUTCHINS'S ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS, FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT,
1759.
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in




AT A CONFERENCE HELD IN THE GREAT MEETING -HOUSE AT CROSSWICKS, BE
TWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW - JERSEY AND THE INDIANS INHABITING WITHIN
THE SAME, ON THE 21st, 220, 23D AND 24TH, DAYS OF FEBRUARY, 1758 .










INDIANS. MINISINK , continued .
MESSAGE OF Gov. BERNARD TO THE MINISINK INDIANS ; AND A CONFERENCE
IN CONSEQUENCE THEREOF, HELD AT BURLINGTON, AUGUST, 1758 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1758. pp. 6 . fol. $23
8156 INDIANS.
MINUTES OF CONFERENCES, HELD AT Easton , IN OCTOBER, 1758 , witu THE CHIEF
SACHEMS AND WARRIORS OF THE MOHAWKS, ONEIDOES, ONONDAGOES, CAYUGAS,
SENECAS, TUSCARORAS, TUTELOES, SKANIADARADIGRONOS , CONSISTING OF THE
NANTICOKES AND CONOYS, WHO NOW MAKE ONE NATION ; CHUGNUTS, DELAWARES,
UNAMIES, MAHICKANDERS, OR MOHICKONS; MINISINKS, AND WAPINGERS OR
Pumptons. [ Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall, at the New
Printing- Office,near the Market. MDCCLVIII. pp. 31. fol . HSP. NYPL.
45
8157
THE MINUTES OF A TREATY HELD AT EASTON, IN PENNSYLVANIA, IN OCTOBER,
1758. BY THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR OF PENNSYLVANIA , AND THE GOVERNOR
OF NEW JERSEY; WITH THE CHIEF SACHEMS AND WARRIORS OF THE MOHAWKS,
NANTICOKES AND CONOYS, ONEYDOS, CHUGMITS, ONONDAGAS, DELAWARES, CAY
UGAS, UNAMIES, SENECAS, MOHICKONS, TUSCARORAS, MINISINKS, AND TUTELOES,
WAPINGS.






TAE AMERICAN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1759 .
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. [ 1758.1
8159
DES KINDER-BUCHLEINS TOM. VII. D. I. EIN VERSUCII ZU EINEM LosungS -BÜCHEL
AUS DER BIBEL. AUFs Jahr 1758 .
Barby Gedruckt im Jahr 1758. Zum andernmahl gedruckt zu Philadel
phia. pp. 121. 16mo. HSP.
8160
LABOUR IN VAIN, OR AN ATTEMPT TO WASH THE BLACK MOORE WHITE, HUMBLY
INSCRIBED TO THE AUTHOR OF THE CHRONICLE.
Philadelphia : 1758.
A satyr, in verse, of the adherents of William Moore and Rev. Dr.
Smith in their dispute with the Assembly.
8161 A LITTLE BOOK FOR CHILDREN , CONTAINING A FEW RULES FOR THE REGULATION OF
THEIR THO'ts, WORDS AND ACTIONS.





LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM 1723-1790
A FUNERAL EULOGIUM ON THE Rev. MR. AARON BURR, LATE PRESIDENT OF NEW
JERSEY COLLEGE .
Boston : Re -printed by Green & Russell, for J. Winter. MDCCLVIII.
4to. HC. MHS. NYSL .pp. 24.











LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM , continued .
A REVIEW OF THE MILITARY OPERATIONS IN NORTH -AMERICA, FROM THE
COMMENCEMENT OF THE FRENCH HOSTILITIES ON THE FRONTIERS OF VIRGINIA
IN 1753 , TO THE SURRENDER OF OsWEGO ON TIIE 14TH OF AUGUST, 1756. INTER
SPERSED WITH VARIOUS OBSERVATIONS, CHARACTERS, AND ANECDOTES ; NECESSARY
TO GIVE LIGHT INTO THE CONDUCT OF AMERICAN TRANSACTIONS IN GENERAL ; AND
MORE ESPECIALLY INTO THE POLITICAL MANAGEMENT OF AFFAIRS IN NEW YORK.
IN A LETTER TO A NOBLEMAN .
London : Printed, for R. and J. Dodsley in Pall -Mall. MDCCLVII.
[ Neu -Haven :) Neu -England, Re-printed in the year, M ,DCC,LVIII . pp. (98 ).
4to . BM . CHS. JCB. NYPL.
Written in vindication of General William Shirley's conduct in
the French war, and sometimes ascribed to the other members of
the triumvirate, William Smith, junior, and John Morin Scott .
Dated , New-York , Sept. 20 , 1756 .
The copy in the Connecticut Historical Society has written on the
blank leaf at the end a poem by Stephen Tilden , “ Compos'd on
perusal of ys book .”
LOCKWOOD, JAMES 1714-1772
THE TEARS OF AN AFFECTIONATE, BEREAVED PEOPLE , WEPT OVER THEIR FAITAFUL ,
DECEASED MINISTER. A SERMON, PREACHED ( THE SUBSTANCE OF IT) AT GLASSEN
BURY, AUGUST 7 , 1758, BEING THE DAY OF THE INTERMENT OF THE REv. MR.
AsHBEL WOODBRIDE. [sic Woodbridge.] A. M. PASTOR OF THE FIRST CHURCH
OF CHRIST IN GLASSENBURY : WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE AUGUST 6 . ÆTATIS SUÆ,
54. . . . [ Five lines of Scripture texts. ]
Neu - Haven : Printed by J. Parker and Company, at the Post- office.
[1758.] pp. 31. 8vo. BA. CHS. Yc.
LOWELL, JOHN 1704-1767
The LAUDABLE CHARACTER OF A WOMAN. A SERMON, PREACHED AT NEWBURY,
March 26, 1758. OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF MRS. HANNAH KENT, RELICT
OF THE LATE COL. RICHARD KENT.
Boston ; New England , Printed by Green & Russell, for J. Edwards.
MDCC ,LVIII. pp . 30. 8vo.
MARCH , EDMUND 1703-1791
FAIR PLAY ! OR , A NEEDFUL WORD, TO TEMPER THE TRACT, ENTITLED, A SUMMER
MORNING'S CONVERSATION , &C . , JUST PUBLISH'D BY THE REVD. PETER CLARK,
PASTOR OF THE FIRST CHURCII OF CHRIST IN DANVERS ; ON OCCASION OF A PIECE
CALLED A WINTER EVENING'S CONVERSATION, &C. UPON THE DOCTRINE OF
ORIGINAL SIN , &C. BEING A LETTER TO THE REVD. DR. SEWALL, THE REVD.
MESSIRS THOMAS PRINCE, SAMUEL PHILLIPS, THOMAS FoxcroFT, AND E. PEM
BERTON ; ON OCCASION OF THEIR PUTTING A RECOMMENDATORY PREFACE TO MR.
CLARK'S TRACT. [Four lines of quotation .]
Portsmouth in New Hampshire: Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle, 1758.
pp . 35 , [7.] 8vo .
Second title : A LETTER, (BY THE AUTHOR OF THE PIECE ENTITLED, FAIR PLAY !
OR A NEEDFUL WORD, &C. ) TO THE REV. M.S. [ Samuel Webster]
DATED , JANUARY 7TH , 1757 .
[ Portsmouth : Printed by Daniel Fowle. 1758.) pp . [7 ] .
MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
AN ACT FOR GRANTING A SUPPLY OF TWENTY THOUSAND POUNDS FOR HIS MAJESTY'S
SERVICE, AND THE MORE IMMEDIATE DEFENCE AND SECURITY OF THE FRONTIER
INHABITANTS OF THIS PROVINCE. [Colophon :]















MARYLAND. PROVINCE, continued .
CHARTER OF MARYLAND, AND LAWS FROM 1754 to 1758.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green, 1758. fol .
8169 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE Prov.
INCE OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 28TH OF SEPTEMBER ,
1757. [ -16 December, 1757.]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
1758. Pp. 106. 4to.
HC. Mdas.
8170 The same. (13 February, - 9 March , 1758.]
Annapolis: Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
[1758.) pp. 24. 4to. HC. MdHS.
8171
The same. [28 March - 13 May, 1758.]
Annapolis: Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
(1758.] 4to . HC. mdus.
8172 The same. (23 October, - 4 November, 1758.]
Annapolis : Printed and sold by Jonas Green , Printer to the Province.
1758. pp. 15. 4to . H
C. Mdas.
8173 THE MARYLAND ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1759 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . [1758.) pp. 32.
12mo.
8174 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE . JANUARY- DECEMBER, 1758 .
Annapolis: Printed by Jonas Green . 1758 . fol.
8175 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT Boston , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF May, 1757 .
AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF
NOVEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [ Colophon :]
Boston, N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. 1758 . pp . 487-489 . fol.
8176
8177 .
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY
THE SECOND
DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston, N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland by order of his excellency the Gov
ernour , Council, and House of Representatives. 1758. pp. 491-492 . fol .
The same. AN ACT AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS AND
ADJOURNMENT TO TUESDAY, THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF APRIL FOLLOWING , AND
THEN MET.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Governour,
Council, and House of Representatives. 1758. p. 493. fol .
The same. AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR
ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY -FIRST
DAY OF MAY, 1758. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO THE FOURTH
DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Governour,

















MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN New - ENGLAND :
BEGON AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF
May 1757. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
THIRD DAY OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston, N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Gov
ernour , Council and House of Representatives. 1758. pp . 319-339 . fol.
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE SECOND
DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Governour,
Council and House of Representatives. 1758. pp. 341-348 . fol .
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS AND ADJOURNMENT TO
TUESDAY THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF APRIL FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston , N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland, by order of his excellency the
Governour, Council, and House of Representatives. 1758. pp. 349-354. fol .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY
FIRST DAY OF May 1758. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Gov
ernour, Council, and House of Representatives. 1758. pp. 355-363 . fol.
The same. AND CONTINUED BY SONDRY PROROGATIONS TO THE FOURTH
DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Governour,
Council, and House of Representatives. 1758. pp. 365-366. fol.
THE BENEFIT AND METHOD OF A CURRENT WEEKLY PAY FOR THE PROVINCE
TROOPS. [not adopted .]
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, 1758.) pp. (2 ).
[ Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY Thomas PoWNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS - BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME, &C. A PRO
CLAMATION FOR A GENERAL FAST . THURSDAY THE SIXTH DAY OF APRIL
NEXT, . . DATED, Boston, 2ND March, 1758 . GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council, M.DCC,LVIII. Broadside. fol.
[Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY Thomas PoWNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, VICE -ADMIRAL OF THE SAME, &C. A PROCLAMA
TION FOR A DAY OF PUBLIC PRAYER AND THANKSGIVING. THURSDAY THE
FOURTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER NEXT, ... DATED, BOSTON , 29TH AUGUST
1758 . GOD SAVE THE King. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1758. Broadside. fol . AAS. BA. MHS.
[Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY Thomas PoWNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR-IN-CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME , &C. A PROCLAMA
TION FOR A PUBLIC THANKSGIVING . THURSDAY THE TWENTY - THIRD DAY
OF NOVEMBER INSTANT, . . . GOD SAVE THE King . [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor






















MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
Boston IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, ON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY - FIRST DAY OF
MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI , 1758. [-15 June, 1758.]
Boston, N. E.: Printed by Samuel Kneeland, Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1758. pp. 69. fol . BA.
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF
THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN THE
COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY-FIRST DAY OF MAY ANNO
DOMINI, 1758. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE FOURTH DAY OF OCTOBER, FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON
AFORESAID , BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID Court. [-14 October, 1758.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1758. ) pp. 71-104 . fol .
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY's PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN New - ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN
THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY-FIRST DAY OF May,
ANNO DOMINI , 1758. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
TO FRIDAY TILE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET
At Boston AFORESAID , BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID Court. (-13 February,
1759.)
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1759.) pp. 105-258. fol .
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON IN
THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY - FIRST DAY OF May,
Anno DOMINI , 1758. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
TO WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -EIGHTH DAY OF FEBRUARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN
MET AT Boston AFORESAID , BEING THE THIRD ( fourth ] SESSION OF SAID COURT.
[-24 April , 1759.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1759.) pp. 259-360. fol.
MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-176
6
Two DISCOURSES DELIVERED NOVEMBER 23D. 1758. BEING THE DAY APPOINTED
BY AUTHORITY TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING : RELATING,
MORE ESPECIALLY, TO THE SUCCESS OF AS MAJESTY'S ARMS, AND THOSE OF THE
KING OF PRUSSIA , THE LAST YEAR.
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by R. Draper in Newbury - Street, and by
Edes & Gill , and Green & Russell, in Queen - Street. [1758.] pp. 57. 8vo.
MAYLEM, JOHN 1695-1742
THE CONQUEST OF LOUISBOURG . [A poem .] By John MaYLEM. PHILO - BELLUM .
[Boston : Printed by Benjamin Mecom ? 1758.) pp. 16. 8vo. BU. MHS.
Reprinted in Newport in 1775.
GALLIC PERFIDY : BY JOHN MAYLEM PHILO - BELLUM . [Cut of an
Indian .]
Boston : New-England : Printed and sold by Benjamin Mecom , at the
New Printing - Office, July 13 , 1758. . . . Where may be had that noted little book,
called Father Abraham ' Speech. pp. 15. 8vo.







8194 A POEM .
AAS , BA. MHS.
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8195 MORE, ROGER, pseudonym.
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1759. . . . DOOR
ROGER MORE.
Nieve - York : Gedrukt en te koop by J. Parker and W. Weyman , in de
Niewe Druckery in de Bever - Straat. ( 1758.]
POOR ROGER, 1759 . THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1759 , By ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.





BM. LCP . NYHS.
THE UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1759 .
Neu - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman at the New
Printing - Office in Bearer -street. (1758.]
NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR
1759. ZUM SECHSTEN MAL ANS LICIT GEGEBEN.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey A. Armbruester. [ 1758.)
THE NEW AMERICAN MAGAZINE. No. 1. JANUARY. [-December, 1758.] BY
SYLVANUS AMERICANUS. (Samuel Nevill.]
Woodbridge, in New - Jersey : Printed and sold by James Parker, sold also
by Parker and Weyman in New York, and by Thomas Coombs in Front- Street
[ William Dunlap, Post Master , ] in Philudelphia , 1758.
Continued to March, 1760. Containing 1. The History of North
America , by Samuel Nevill , continued . II . The Traveller, by
Thomas Gage, continued . III . The Monthly iniscellany. IV.
Poetical essay. v. The Chronological diary. Vi. The Historical
chronicle. VII. Naval engagements. Also A view of Nassau
Hall , Princeton , and a plan of the siege of Louisburgh.
THE NEW-ENGLAND MAGAZINE OF KNOWLEDGE AND PLEASURE . [By Urbanus
Filter .) No. 1. [August 31 , 1768. ] 4- ]
Printed by Benjamin Mecom , and sold at his shop under the New - Printing
Office, near the Court- House, on Corn-hill in Boston , 1758. 12mo.
Three or four numbers were issued without dates, in the course of
six or seven months, which Thomas says were vended by hawkers.
Each number contained sixty pages and was badly printed from
types of various sizes. Its publication was irregular,and it found
few purchasers, and was discontinued .
NEW-ENGLAND'S MISERY, THE PROCURING CAUSE, AND A REMEDY PROPOSED .
[A poem .] COMPOSED OCTOBER, 1758 .
Boston : Printed by 2. Fowle and S. Draper. MDCCLVIII. pp . 15, ( 1 ) .
8vo.
THE NEW -HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758 .





8203 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ, ET HIBERNIÆ ,
TRICESIMO PRIMO. AT A SESSION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW - JERSEY, HELD AT BURLINGTON, • AND CONTINUED TO APRIL 4. 1758 .
[ Arms ]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford. Printer to the King's most
excellent Majesty, for the Province of New - Jersey . [1759.) pp. 28. fol.
.











NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. AND CONTINUED TO APRIL 15TH. 1758 .
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford. Printer to the King's most
excellent Majesty, for the Province of Nero -Jersey. [1758. ) pp . 8. fol.
8205
THE GRANTS, CONCESSIONS, AND ORIGINAL CONSTITUTIONS OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW JERSEY THE ACTS PASSED DURING THE PROPRIETARY GOVERNMENTS,
AND OTHER MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS BEFORE THE SURRENDER THEREOF TO
QUEEN ANNE. THE INSTRUMENT OF SURRENDER, AND HER FORMAL ACCEPT
ANCE THEREOF. LORD CORNBURY'S COMMISSION AND INSTRUCTIONS CONSEQUENT
THEREON . COLLECTED BY SOME GENTLEMEN EMPLOYED BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY. AND AFTERWARDS PUBLISHED BY VIRTUE OF AN ACT OF THE LEGIS
LATURE OF THE SAID PROVINCE. WITH PROPER TABLES ALPHABETICALLY
DIGESTED, CONTAINING THE PRINCIPAL MATTERS IN THE BOOK . By AARON LEAM
ING AND JACOB SPICER.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's most
excellent Majesty for the Province of New - Jersey. ( 1758.] pp. (2) , (2) , 763. fol.
This compilation was authorized by the Assembly in 1752 . Two
years were spent by the compilers in its preparation, and three
years more consumed in its printing before the handsome volume,
which is the largest work issued from the press of William Brad
ford , was ready for the subscribers. It was reprinted in Somer
ville in 1881 .
$44
8206 THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-JERSEY. HELD THE 230 MARCH, 1758. [-18 April , 1758. ]
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1758. pp. 28. fol. NJSL . PRO.
8207 The same. THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-JERSEY. AT A SITTING AT BURLINGTON
THE 25TH OF
JULY, 1758. [-12 August, 1758.]
Woodbridge, in New - Jersey : Printed by James Parker, 1758. pp. 38. fol. 14
8208 THE NEW-LONDON SUMMARY, OR THE WEEKLY ADVERTISER , WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . No. 1. AUGUST 8. [ -December, 1758.)
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1758. fol.
This was the second newspaper established in New London .
It was founded by Timothy Green , Junior, and was continued





ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. Regis MAGNÆ BRITANNIE, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
AT A SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF New
YORK, HELD AT . . . NEW-YORK ; . . . August, 1754 , AND CONTINUED
TO . . . FEBRUARY, 1755 . THE SEVERAL ACTS THAT HAVE BEEN PASSED ,
SINCE THE ABOVE MENTIONED SESSION, RESPECTING THE MILITIA OF THE COLONY
OF NEW-YORK, ARE ADDED TO THIS EDITION .
Nero - York : Printed by J. Parker , and W. Weyman , MDCCLVIII.
pp . 56. 8vo .
8210
[ Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; AIS MAJESTY'S LIEU
TENANT-GOVERNOR, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF , IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-YORK, ... A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS THIS GOVERNMENT, FROM A
DUE SENSE OF THE DANGERS . [ Dated Fort George, March 25, 1758.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker. 1758.] Broadside. fol.
ITER'S LSID " nem ARE AVATACLE
W Wierowania,
1758




NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
EXTRACT OF AN ACT OF THE GENERAL -ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF NEW
YORK . PUBLISHED THE 24TH OF MARCH , 1758 . ENTITLED , AN ACT FOR
RAISING , PAYING , AND CLOTHING TWO THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED AND EIGHTY
EFFECTIVE MEN, OFFICERS INCLUDED, FOR FORMING AN ARMY OF TWENTY
THOUSAND MEN, WITH THE FORCES OF THE NEIGHBOURING COLONIES, TO INVADE
THE FRENCH POSSESSIONS IN CANADA, IN CONJUNCTION WITH A BODY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S REGULAR TROOPS ; AND OTHER PURPOSES THEREIN MENTIONED .
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker and W. Weyman at the New .
Printing -Office in Beaver - street. 1758 .
8212 THE MILITIA ACT.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1758 .
8213
O
THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-YORK, TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID
PROVINCE . [Dated at City of New York , March 10 , 1758 , with The Humble
address of the Council ; and his honour's Answer, both dated March 14, 1758.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1758. ) pp . 3. fol. PRO.
8214 THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-YORK, TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID
PROVINCE . [ Dated, City of New York,November 21 , 1758. ]
[ Nero- York : Printed by James Parker, 1758.) pp. 2. fol.
.
PRO.
8215 TO THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK. [ Dated, City of New - York , November 24 , 1758.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1758.] Broadside. fol . PRO.
8216 TO THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE COLONY OF NEW-YORK,
THE HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID COLONY.
[Dated , City of New-York, November 24, 1758.]
[ New - York : Printed by James Parker, 1758.] Broadside. fol .
.
PRO .
8217 NEW YORK CITY. SOCIETY LIBRARY.
A CATALOGUE OF THE BOOKS BELONGING TO THE NEW-YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY.
With CHARTER, BY -LAWS,
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible and Crown ,
in Hanover - Square. [1758.] pp. 20, 3. 8vo.
. .
8218 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE : OR, THE WEEKLY POST-BOY, WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES , FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker and W. Weyman, at the New Printing
office in Beaver - street. 1758. fol. NYPL .
8219 THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1758.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible & Crown , in Hanover









THE NEWPORT MERCURY AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. Numb. 1. JUNE 12. [-Decem
ber, 1758.]
Newport: Printed and sold by James Franklin, at the Post Office near the
Town School House. 1758. fol .
With the exception of the New Hampshire Gazette this is the oldest
paper continuously published in the United States. James Franklin ,
who founded it, was a son of the James Franklin who printed the
Rhode-Island Gazette, in 1732 . Upon his death, 22 August, 1762 ,
the Mercury was continued by his mother, Anne Franklin , until
she formed a partnership with her son - in -law, Samuel Hall , under
the firm name of Franklin and Hall , in Thames Street. By a
curious coincidence, her husband's brother, Benjamin Franklin,
having formed a partnership with David Hall, was at this time
printing and publishing under the firm name of Franklin and
Tall, also , in Philadelphia. On Mrs. Franklin's death , 19 April,
1763 , Hall continued the Mercury to March , 1768 , when it passed
under the control of Solomon Southwick as proprietor. When the
British troops entered Newport in 1776 Southwick, who was an
outspoken and uncompromising patriot, buried his press and
printing material, and went to Attleborough , Massachusetts, and
there, it is said , published the Mercury. The British finding his
press and material, used them to print the Neroport Gazette, which
was published by John Howe, who had been the partner of Mar
garet Draper in publishing the Boston Neros- letter up to the time
of the evacuation of Boston by the British troops. No copies of
of the Mercury from 1776 to 1780 are known. When publication
was resumed in January 1780 , it appeared under the management
of Southwick & Barber, up to 1787 , when Southwick again became
its sole proprietor. In 1795 , Henry Barber, who had learned the
trade of printing under Southwick , became the sole proprietor up
to the time of his death 11 September, 1800. Beginning with
the number for 16 December, 1800 , the Mercury was continued
to 19 August, 1809, by his widow, Ann Barber. At that date L.
Rousmaniere and William Barber became the owners and pub)
lishers, until they were succeeded by William and John H. Barber,
22 November, 1817. On the 6th November, 1841 , J. H. Barber
became the sole proprietor, up to the 2 January, 1847 , when his
son was admitted to partnership under the firm name of J. H.
Barber & Son. The son , William Lee Barber, continued the
Mercury until his death, 17 December, 1850 , aged twenty - five
years . The Mercury then passed out of the family which had
published it almost continuously for seventy years. Since 1851
the Mercury has been continuously published, with comparatively
few changes in ownership, to the present year.
8221 NORTH CAROLINA . PROVINCE.
ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH-CAROLINA, APRIL, AND MAY, 1758.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1758 .
8222 The same. NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1758.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1758.
8223 THE NORTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758 .
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, at the Printing - Office in Front - Street.
1758. fol.









8224 PARSONS, JONATUAN, and MCGREGORE, DAVID
A REJOINDER TO THE REVEREND MR. ROBERT ABERCROMBIE'S LATE REMARKS ON
A FAIR NARRATIVE OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE PRESBYTERY OF BOSTON , AGAINST
HIMSELF . WHEREIN HIS MISTAKES ARE DETECTED, THE MOST MATERIAL GROUNDS
OF HIS ARGUMENT CONSIDER'D , THE STATE OF THE CASE OPEN'D, AND HIS EVASIVE
AND SHUFFLING CONDUCT EXPOSED. PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF SAID PRESBY
TERY. ( Three lines of quotations.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Green and Russell, at the Printing - Office in
Queen - street. MDCCLVIII. pp. 27. 8vo. AAS. BA. MHS.
.
8225 PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ TRICES
IMO PRIMO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA ,
BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, ANNO
DOMINI , 1757 , IN THE THIRTY -FIRST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
GEORGE II . BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND,
KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURN
MENTS TO THE SECOND DAY OF JANUARY, 1758. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Neu -Printing - Office,
near the Market. MDCCLVIII. pp . (2) , 375-390 . fol . ESP.
8226 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
SECOND DAY OF JANUARY, 1758. [-April 22 , 1758.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero - Printing - Office,
near the Market. MDCCLVIII. pp. (2) , 353-407 . fol .
8227 The same. AND FROM THENCE ( continued to May 3 , 1758.]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin . 1758.) pp . 409-427 . fol.
8228 .The same. TRICESIMO SECUNDO . .. AND FROM THENCE CON
TINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE FOURTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER , 1758.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. 1758. pp. (2) , 431-436 . fol . HSP.
8229 BY THE HONORABLE WILLIAM DENNY, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR AND COM
MANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , AND COUNTIES OF NEW
CASTLE , KENT, AND Sussex, ON DELAWARE. AN ADVERTISEMENT. WHEREAS A
NUMBER OF FRIENDLY INDIANS, CONDUCTED BY TEEDYUSUNG , THE DELAWARE
CHIEF, ARE NOW ON THE WAY TO THIS CITY, IN ORDER TO HOLD A TREATY WITH
THE GOVERNMENT. ... ALL PERSONS · · ARE PROHIBITED, FROM
SELLING OR GIVING ANY SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS TO THESE INDIANS. (Dated, 5 July ,
1758.1
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, 1758.] Broadside. fol. $36
8230 OF THEVOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA MET AT PHILADELPHIA , ON THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER, ANNO Domini 1757 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS. (Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLVIII. pp. 94. fol. HSP.
8231 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post- Master, and D. Hall, at the
New - Printing - Office, near the Market. 1758. fol. HSP.









THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE, continued .
THE NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE PRINTERS LADS, WHO CARRY TUE PENNSYL
VANIA GAZETTE, TO THE CUSTOMERS.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Franklin and Hall. 1758.] Broadside. fol.
i
8233 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1758 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford at the corner -house
of Front and Market - streets. 1758. fol.
1
HSP
8234 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1758 .
8235
HSP.
PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1 -DECEMBER 16 , 1758 .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1758. fol .
Christoph Saur, the elder, died 15 September, 1758, and the publi
cation of the paper was continued by his son bearing the same
name.
8236 PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA . CHRIST-CHURCH.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST-CHURCH PARISH, IN PHIL
ADELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 24 , 1757 , TO DECEMBER 24 , 1758. BY CALEB
CASH, CLERK , AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON.
[ Philadelphia : 1758.] Broadside. fol . LCP .
8237 PHILO-PENNSYLVANIA, pseudonym .
A SERIOUS ADDRESS TO THE FREEHOLDERS AND OTHER INHABITANTS, OF THE
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA . [Signed, Philo -Pennsylvania. Dated, Phil. 10.
Sept. 1758.]
Nero - York : Printed in the year, M.DCC,LVIII. pp . 16. 8vo. NYPL .
8238 PLOUGHJOGGER, RICHARD, pseudonym .
A BRIEF INQUIRY INTO THE DISSENTING INSTITUTION . (Signed , Richard Plough
jogger.]
( Boston :) Printed in the year, 1758. Pp. ( 15) . 8vo .
BA.
8239 POLLEN, Thomas
THE PRINCIPAL MARKS OF TRUE PATRIOTISM . A SERMON PREACHED IN TRINITY
CHURCH , AT NEWPORT IN RHODE - ISLAND, ON THE 5TH DAY OF MARCH, 1758 .
AND HUMBLY DEDICATED TO HIS EXCELLENCY JOHN EARL OF LOUDOUN .
[Cut]
Newport: Printed by J. Franklin M.DCC.LVIII. pp . ( 10. ] 4to .
.
RIHS.
8240 UNIVERSAL LOVE . A SERMON PREACHED IN TRINITY-CHURCH AT NEWPORT,
IN RHODE ISLAND, BEFORE THE RIGHT-WORSHIPFUL LODGE OF FREE AND AC
CEPTED MASONS, ON THE 24TH DAY OF JUNE, 1757. ...
Boston ; New -England : Printed by Green and Russell, in Queen - Street,
for J. and T. Leverett, in Cornhill. MDCCLVIII. pp. 19. 4to .
BA .












POOR ISAAC, pseudonym .
THE NEW YORK ROYAL SHEET ALMANACK FOR 1759. By Poor ISAAC.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. [1758.] Broadside. fol .
POPE, ALEXANDER 1688-1744
THE MESSIAH . AN HYMN.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell, 1758. 12mo. AAS .
POTTER , NATHANIEL
A DISCOURSE ON JEREMIAH 8TH, 2014. PREACHED ON THE LORD'S - DAY MORNING
Jan. 1. 1758 , AT BROOKLINE. WHEREIN IS BRIEFLY ATTEMPTED -A DIS
COVERY OF THE CAUSES OF OUR LATE NATIONAL CALAMITIES, DISAPPOINTMENTS,
AND LOSSES — THAT THEY ARE OWING TO OUR SINS, WHICH, NOT ONLY RENDER
US OBNOXIOUS TO THE DIVINE INDIGNATION AND WRATH ; BUT IN THEIR OWN NA
TURE TEND TO PRODUCE SUCH DISTRESSES AND RUIN - THAT THE ONLY PROBABLE
WAY TO PEACE, SAFETY AND PROSPERITY, IS TO REMOVE THEM, AND TURN TO GOD
AND GOODNESS-SEVERAL CONSIDERATIONS PROPOSED TO ROUSE AND AWAKEN OUR
ATTENTION TO IT. . . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE HEARERS. [Six
lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen - street. 1758. pp.
(27). 8vo. BA .
PRIME, EBENEZER 1700-1779
MR. PRIME'S TWO ORDINATION SERMONS : THE FIRST, IN VINDICATION OF THE PASTOR
AT LARGE . THE SECOND , INSISTING UPON THE NECESSITY OF AN INVESTITURE
WITH OFFICE POWER , BY ORDINATION ; IN ORDER TO THE PREACHING OF THE Gos
PEL, ACCORDING TO DIVINE INSTITUTION.
[ New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown in Han
over - Square. 1758.] pp. (4) , 74, 63. 8vo . AAS. BPL . CHS. NYHS .
Second title : THE PASTOR AT LARGE VINDICATED, FROM A CONSIDERATION OF THE
EDIFICATION OF CHRIST'S MYSTICAL BODY AS THE GREAT END AND DESIGN OF THE
INSTITUTION AND PERPETUATION OF THE EVANGELICAL MINISTRY ; IN A SERMON
PREACHED AT THE OYSTER-PONDS ON LONG-ISLAND, NOVEMBER 10 , 1757 , PRE
VIOUS TO THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MESSIEURS JONATHAN BARBER,
AND JOHN DARBIE. PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE MINISTERS PRES
ENT, AND OTHERS. [Sixteen lines of Scripture texts .]
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown in Han
over - Square, M,DCCLVIII. pp. 74.
Third title : THE DIVINE INSTITUTION OF PREACHING THE GOSPEL, CONSIDERED ;
THE NATURE AND QUALITY OF THE GOSPEL MISSION , OPENED AND ILLUSTRATED ;
AND THE NECESSITY OF AN INVESTITURE WITH OFFICE POWER , BY ORDINATION, IN
ORDER TO THE PREACHING OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO DIVINE INSTITUTION ,
EVIDENCED AND IMPROVED IN A SERMON, PREACHED AT BROOK-HAVEN ON LONG
ISLAND, JUNE 15 1758. PREVIOUS TO THE ORDINATION OF THE REV MR. ABNER
BRUSH. . PUBLISHED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE DESIRE OF SUFFOLK PRES
BYTERY. (Nine lines of Scripture texts.]
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in
Hanover - Square, 1758.
The last sermon was issued separately, also.
. .
pp. 63.
8245 PUNDERSON, EBENEZER 1705-1764
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE REDEMPTION OF MANKIND BY JESUS CHRIST,
STATED AND EXPLAINED . A DISCOURSE SHEWING TIIAT THE SALVATION PUR
CHASED BY (CHRIST) THE SECOND ADAM, WAS AS UNIVERSAL IN ITS EFFECTS AS
THE PENALTY INCURRED BY THE FIRST ADAM.
Neu -Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Comp. 1758. pp. 56. 8vo .















AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA : BEGUN IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR TAE
GOVERNOR, AND HOLDEN AT SOUTH-KINGSTOWN , WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID
COLONY, ON TUESDAY THE FOURTEENTH OF FEBRUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EIGHT, IN THE THIRTY-FIRST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS
MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF
GREAT BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1758.1 pp. 85-93. fol . JCB.
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN,
WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY ON MONDAY THE THIRTEENTH OF MARCH,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - EIGHT, IN THE THIRTY -FIRST YEAR
.. • [ Dated] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY
OF MARCH, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - EIGHT BY THO. WARD,
SECR'Y.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1758.7 pp. 93-114 . fol. JCB,
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID
COLONY, THE DAY BEFORE THE GENERAL ELECTION , BEING TUESDAY THE SECOND
OF MAY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
EIGHT, AND THIRTY FIRST OF THE REIGN . . .
[ Neroport : Printed by James Franklin , 1758.] pp. 1-4 . fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID
COLONY, ON TIIE FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND FIFTY -EIGHT, AND THIRTY FIRST OF THE REIGN [ Dated] PUBLISHED
ACCORDING TO ORDER, MAY THE 13TH, 1758 , By Tho. WARD, SECR'Y.
| Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1758.] pp. 5-16 . fol . JCB.
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, IN AND
FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE TWELFTH OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - EIGHT, AND THIRTY FIRST OF THE REIGN
[ Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, JUNE THE 220, 1758, By Tho.
WARD, SECR'Y .
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1758.) pp. 17-36 . fol.
“ In Justice to the Secretary, I must acquaint the Public, that some
time before the General Assembly sat in June last, he delivered
me three Sheets, containing the major Part of the Acts and Orders
made and past at the Election, likewise in proper Season, those
which were past in June : But having been for many Years, fre
quently urged by several Gentlemen, to publish a News-Paper, I
undertook one, which for want of Help, prevented my dispatching
the Colony's present Business sooner than this Day. Having
procur'd anAssistant, I promise myself, to be able to accomplish
the Proceedings of the Assembly , for the future, agreable to
Expectation. Newport, October 20, 1758. J. F. "
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, WITHIN
AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE TWENTY - FIRST OF AUGUST, IN THE
YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY EIGHT, AND
THIRTY -SECOND OF THE REIGN . · [ Dated] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER,
THE FIFTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY
EIGHT, BY TH . WARD, SECR'Y .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1758.1 pp. 35, 36 , 35 , [sic 37 .
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RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued.
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PROVIDENCE, WITHIN AND FOR THE
SAID COLONY, ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER , IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - EIGHT, AND THIRTY-SECOND OF THE
REIGN [Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE SEVENTH DAY OF
NOVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - EIGHT BY Tho. WARD,
SECR'Y.
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin. 1758.] pp. 50-55. fol. JCB.
. 0
8253 The same. BEGUN, IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR
THE GOVERNOR, AND HOLDEN AT PROVIDENCE, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID
COLONY, ON MONDAY THE EIGHTEENTH OF DECEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY EIGHT, AND THIRTY - SECOND OF
THE REIGN . . . [ Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE TENTH DAY
OF JANUARY ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -NINE , BY TH . WARD,
SECR'Y.
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin . 1759.] pp. 56-68. fol. JCB.
8254 SAUNDERS, RICHARD , pseudonym .
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1759 . FITTED TO THE USE OF PENNSYL
VANIA, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCE. WITH SEVERAL USEFUL ADDITIONS.
By R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [ 1758.]
pp . (24 ) . 24mo. LOC. $19
8255 FOR.
0
Poor RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1759 : BY RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1758.]
pp. (36 ). 8vo. HSP. NYPL . 32
8256 SCOURGE, HUMPHREY, pseudonym .
TIT FOR TAT, OR THE SCORE WIP'D OFF. BY HUMPHREY SCOURGE, ESQ ; NUMBER
1. TO BE CONTINUED OCCASIONALLY.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin . 1758.) pp. 4. fol. HSP.
8257 SEWALL, JOSEPH 1688-1769
THE DUTY, CHARACTER AND REWARD OF CHRIST'S FAITHFUL SERVANTS. A SER
MON PREACHED AT THE SOUTH-CHURCH IN BOSTON : ON THE LORD'S -DAY, AFTER
THE FUNERAL OF THE REVEREND MR. Thomas PRINCE, LATE COLLEAGUE -PASTOR
OF SAID CHURCH . WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE OCTOBER 220, 1758. ÆTAT. 72.
· [ Two lines from ] Pull. I. 21 .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, in Queen Street. MDCCVIII [ sic 1758.]
pp. (4 ), 22, ( 2 ). 8vo . BA. CHỊ.
8258 SHIRLEY, WILLIAM 1693-1771
MEMOIRS OF THE PRINCIPAL TRANSACTIONS OF THE LAST WAR BETWEEN THE
ENGLISH AND FRENCH IN NORTH-AMERICA. FROM THE COMMENCEMENT OF IT
IN 1744 , TO THE CONCLUSION OF THE TREATY AT Aix LA CHAPELLE. CON
TAINING IN PARTICULAR AN ACCOUNT OF THE IMPORTANCE OF NOVA SCOTIA OR
ACADIE, AND THE ISLAND OF CAPE BRETON TO BOTH NATIONS. THE THIRD
EDITION
London , Printed . Boston , New -England ; Re-printed and sold by Green
and Russell, at their Printing -office in Queen -street. MDCCLVIII. pp. [80.] 8vo.














DILIGENCE IN THE WORK OF GOD, AND ACTIVITY DURING LIFE . A SERMON ,
OCCASIONED BY THE MUCH-LAMENTED DEATH OF THE REVEREND MR. AARON
BURR, A. M. PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW-JERSEY. WHO DIED SEPTEM
BER 24, M.DCC ,LVII, IN THE FORTY-THIRD YEAR OF HIS AGE. DELIVER'D IN
Nassau-HALL, AT A MEETING OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE COLLEGE. DEC. 15,
1757 ; AND PUBLISHED BY THEIR DESIRE .
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown . MDCCLVIII.
pp . 39. 8vo .
THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758.
Charles- Town : Printed by Peter l'imothy, in King- Street. 1758. fol.
THE SOUTH -CAROLINA AND AMERICAN GENERAL GAZETTE . NUMB. 1.- [ -Decem
ber, 1758.]
Charlestown : Printed by R. Wells and G. Bruce, for Robert Wells, at the
great Stationery and Book Store on the Bay. 1758. fol.
After a few years the partnership between Wells and Bruce was
dissolved , Robert Wells continuing the publication of the Gazette,
except for an interval, when the Stamp Act of 1765 went into
effect, until 1775. After the Revolutionary war began, he re
signed his establishment to his son John Wells, who continued the
Gazette until the city fell into the hands of the British in 1780,
when this paper was discontinued, and Wells began the publication
of The Royal Gazette, wbich was continued to December, 1792 , at
which time he removed from the country.
EIN SPIEGEL DER EHELEUTE NEBST SCHÖNEN ERINNERUNGEN VOR LEDIGE PER
SONEN, WELCHẾ WILLENS SIND, SICH IN DEN STAND DER EHE ZU BEGEBEN. WIE
AUCH ETWAS VON DEN URSACHEN, WARUM VIELE MENSCHEN AUS EINER RELIGI
ONEN IN DIE ANDERE ÜBERGEHEN. VORGESTELT IN EINEM GESPRÄCH ZWISCHEN
EINEM JÜNGLING UND MEISTER .
[Germantown : ] Gedruckt under der Presse [Christoph Saur.) 1758.
pp . 32. 16mo.
STEWARD, JOSEPH
POOR JOSEPH'S ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR 1759.
Boston : [1758.] 12mo.
STEWART, ALEXANDER
VALIDITY OF INFANT BAPTISM .
Newbern : Printed by James Davis. 1758 .
A defence of baptism as practiced by the Church of England.
From the Colonial records of North Carolina, vi : 316 , it appears
that four hundred copies of this tract were printed and distributed .
SWIFT, JONATHAN
THE JOURNAL OF A GAMING LADY OF QUALITY, IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND. A TALE .
BY MESSIEURS SWIFT, AND POPE.
New - York : Printed and sold by J. Parker, and W. Weyman , at the New
Printing - Office in Beaver - Street. 1758.
TENNENT, GILBERT 1703-1764
SERMONS ON IMPORTANT SUBJECTS ; ADAPTED TO THE PERILOUS STATE OF THE
BRITISH NATION, LATELY PREACHED IN PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by James Chattin , at the Newest - Printing -Office,

























RELIGION AND LOYALTY, THE DUTY AND GLORY OF A PEOPLE ; ILLUSTRATED IN A
SERMON . FROM 1. PETER 2 , 17. PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT AT HARTFORD , ON THE DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY
ELECTION . May 11TH, 1758. (Four lines of quotations.]
Ner -London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor and
Company, MDCCLVIII. pp. 37. 16mo.
AAS. CHS. YC.
TILDEN, STEPHEN 1690-1766
TILDEN'S MISCELLANEOUS POEMS, ON DIVERS OCCASIONS, CHIEFLY TO ANIMATE AND
ROUSE THE SOLDIERS . THE THIRD EDITION , WITH SUNDRY ADDITIONS.
New -London : Printed by T. Green . [1758.] pp. 58, ( 1 ). 16mo.
TOBLER, JOHN
[Cut.] 1759. THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRY-MAN'S ALMANACK, FOR THE
YEAR OF OUR LORD 1759.... BY JOHN TOBLER ESQ .
Germantown : Printed and sold by C. Sower jun. And to be had in
Philadelphia of Christopher Marshall, and Jonathan Zane. [1758.] [Cut.] pp .
(40 ). 16mo .
TOWNSEND, JONATHAN 1720-1776
MINISTERS, AND OTHER CHRISTIANS EXHORTED TO BE FELLOW -HELPERS TO THE
TRUTH. IN A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE DESIRE , AND IN THE PRESENCE OF THE
MINISTERS OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND,
AT THEIR ANNUAL CONVENTION IN BOSTON , JUNE 1st, 1758. ...
. ( Five lines of
Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by Z. Fowle, for J. Winter in Union - street, opposite the
King's arms. 1758. pp . 22. 8vo. AAS . BA. CHS.
TRYON, Thomas 1634-1703
ThE WAY TO HEALTH , LONG LIFE AND HAPPINESS ; OR, A DISCOURSE OF TEMPERANCE
AND THE . . • THINGS REQUISITE FOR THE LIFE OF
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1758.
A VINDICATION OF AN ASSOCIATION FROM THE CHARGE OF COUNTENANCING
HERESY IN DOCTRINE , AND OF PARTIALITY IN CONDUCT : SHEWING THAT THE PRO
POSITION WHICH ONLY THEY AFFIRMED , VIZ. THAT THE WORK OF REDEMPTION ,
PROPERLY AND STRICTLY SO CALLED , AS TO PRICE, PURCHABE, RANSOM , WAS FINISHED
BY THE DEATH OF CHRIST, IS NEITHER HERETICAL NOR FALSE ; AND THAT THEIR
CONDUCT HAS BEEN IN ALL THINGS JUST, IN MOST THINGS NECESSARY, WITH RESPECT
TO THE THINGS ALLEDGED AGAINST THEM. WRITTEN AT THE DESIRE OF THE
ASSOCIATION, BY ONE OF THEIR NUMBER.
Portsmouth, in New Hampshire ; Printed and sold by D. Fowle , at his
Printing -Office. 1758. pp. 39. 4to.
This has been attributed , by Dexter, to Samuel Bacheller. In con
temporary writing the copy in the Boston Atheneum is the gift
of Benjamin Parker, who may be the author.
VIRGINIA . COLONY.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II, REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ , TRI
CESIMO SECUNDO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL,
IN WILLIAMSBURG , ON THURSDAY THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, IN THE
THIRTY -SECOND YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II . BY THE
GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF
THE FAITH, &C. AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1758 ; AND FROM THENCE CON
TINUED BY PROROGATION TO THURSDAY THE 9TH OF SEPTEMBER (November ), IN
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1758 ; AND THEN HELD AT THE CAPITOL IN WILLIAMS
BURG ; BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF THIS ASSEMBLY.


















VIRGINIA . Colony, continued .
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [30 March, –12 April, 1758.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1758. pp. 15. fol .
The same. [14 September,-12 October, 1758.)
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1758. pp. 57 . fol. PRO.
The same. [9 November, -11 November, 1758.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1758.
THE SPEECH OF THE HONORABLE FRANCIS FAUQUIER, ESQ, HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOUR , TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN WILLIAMS
BURG , ON TAURSDAY, THE 14TH OF SEPTEMBER, 1758.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1758.]
THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1758 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1758. fol .
WALKER, PATRICK
THE GREAT SCOTS PROPHET ; OR SOME REMARKABLE PASSAGES OF THE LIFE AND
DEATH OF MR. ALEXANDER PEDEN, LATE MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL AT NEW
GLENLUCE, IN GALLOWAY; SINGULAR FOR PIETY, ZEAL AND FAITHFULNESS, BUT
ESPECIALLY WHO EXCEEDED MOST TO BE HEARD OF IN OUR LATE AGES IN THAT
GIFT OF FORESEENG OF EVENTS, AND FORETELLING WHAT WAS TO BEFALL THE
CHURCH AND NATIONS OF SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, PARTICULAR FAMILIES AND
PERSONS, AND OF HIS OWN LIFE AND DEATH.




8280 WEATHERWISE, ABRAHAM, pseudonym .
FATHER ABRAHAM's ALMANACK (ON AN ENTIRELY NEW PLAN). FOR THE YEAR OF
OUR LORD, 1759. BEING THE THIRD AFTER LEAP-YEAR. CONTAINING , ECLIPSES,
JUDGMENT OF THE WEATHER, FESTIVALS AND OTHER REMARKABLE DAYS, LENGTH
OF DAYS AND NIGHTS, MOON'S AGE, SUN'S RISING AND SETTING, HIGH - WATER AT
PHILADELPHIA, TABLES OF INTEREST AT SIX PER CT . TABLES OF COINS AS THEY
PASS CURRENT IN THIS AND THE NEIGHBOURING GOVERNMENTS . AN ACCOUNT OF
FAIRS, COURTS, ROADS, AND QUAKERS YEARLY MEETINGS : THE WHOLE INTER
SPERSED WITH A VARIETY OF ENTERTAINING AND USEFUL REMARKS BOTH IN PROSE
AND VERSE . To WHICH IS ADDED, AN EXACT AND NICE REPRESENTATION OF HIS
MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA , DONE ON A FOLIO COPPER PLATE , BY AN EMI
NENT HAND, WITH A COMPENDIOUS ACCOUNT OF HIS LIFE AND LATE MEMORABLE
ACTIONS. LIKEWISE, AN EXACT PLAN OF LOUISBOURG , WITH A SUCCINCT AC
COUNT OF ITS ANTIENT RIGHT, ITS PRODUCT, ITS EXCELLENT FISHERIES, AND
THE VALUE IT IS OF TO THE ENGLISH NATION ; WITH A JOURNAL OF THE SIEGE
AND SURRENDER THEREOF. TOGETHER WITH A COMPENDIOUS ACCOUNT OF THE
AUTHOR'S TRAVELS OVER THE VAST CONTINENT OF AMERICA, WITH HIS REMARKS
ON THE CLIMATE, CUSTOMS, MANNERS, RELIGION AND PRODUCT OF EACH PLACE ,
PARTICULARLY OF MEXICO , GRENADA, FLORIDA, CANADA , TERRA-FIRMA, PERU,
THE LAND OF THE AMAZONS, BRAZIL AND CHILI ; WITH THE LAND OF THE NE
GROES, OF BARBARY AND THE GREAT DESART OF AFRICA, &C. &c. BY ABRAHAM
WEATHERWISE, GENT.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the Newest-Printing
Office, on the South Side of the Jersey -Market, and but three doors from the corner
of Second - Street. [1758.) pp . (40 ), folded portrait, plan. 8vo . HSP. MHB.
The same. [ Another impression of title.]
Printed at Philadelphia by W. Dunlap, for G. Noel, Bookseller, in Nero
York . [ 1758. ) pp. (40), folded portrait, plan. 8vo .
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Nero - York : Printed by H. Gaine. [1758.) pp. (40). Woodcut, folded
portrait, plan . 8vo.
WEBSTER, SAMUEL 1719-1796
THE WINTER EVENING'S CONVERSATION VINDICATED AGAINST THE REMARKS OF THE
Rev. MR. PETER CLARK OF DANVERS IN A PIECE ENTITLED , A SUMMER MORN
ING'S CONVERSATION , &C. WHEREIN THE PRINCIPAL ARGUMENTS IN SAID PIECE,
FROM SCRIPTURE , REASON AND ANTIQUITY, ARE CONSIDERED, AND SHOWN TO BE
OF NO VALIDITY . BY THE AUTHOR OF THE WINTER EVENING CONVERSATION .
[ Three lines of Scripture texts.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, at their Printing Office, next
to the Prison in Queen - Street. [1758.) pp. [126.] 8vo . AAS. BA.
WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE.
THE CHARTER, TRANSFER AND STATUTES OF THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
IN VIRGINIA . IN LATIN AND ENGLISH .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1758. pp. 164. 4to. NYPL.
WILLIAMS, JOHN 1664-1729
THE REDEEMED CAPTIVE , RETURNING TO ZION. A FAITHFUL HISTORY OF REMARK
ABLE OCCURRENCES, IN THE CAPTIVITY AND DELIVERANCE , OF MR. JOHN WILLIAMS;
MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL IN DEERFIELD , WHO, IN THE DESOLATION WHICII BEFEL
THAT PLANTATION , BY AN INCURSION OF THE FRENCH AND INDIANS, WAS BY THEM
CARRIED AWAY, WITH HIS FAMILY, AND HIS NEIGHBOURHOOD , UNTO CANADA.
DRAWN BY HIMSELF. WHERETO THERE IS ANNEXED A SERMON PREACHED BY HIM,
UPON HIS RETURN. AT THE LECTURE IN Boston , DECEMBER 5. 1706. ON THOSE
WORDS, LUK. 8. 39 . RETURN TO THINE OWN HOUSE, AND SHEW HOW GREAT
THINGS GOD HATH DONE UNTO THEE. THE THIRD EDITION. AS ALSO AN APPEN
DIX : CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THOSE TAKEN CAPTIVE AT DEERFIELD, FEBRU
ARY 29 , 1703,4 . OF THOSE KILL'D AFTER THEY WENT OUT OF TOWN, THOSE
WHO RETURNED ; AND OF THOSE STILL ABSENT FROM THEIR NATIVE COUNTRY ; OF
THOSE WHO WERE SLAIN AT THAT TIME IN OR NEAR THE TOWN , AND OF THE MIS
CHIEF DONE BY THE ENEMY IN DEERFIELD, FROM THE BEGINNING OF ITS SETTLE
MENT TO THE DEATH OF THE REV. MR. WILLIAMS, IN 1729. WITH A CONCLUSION
TO THE WHOLE BY THE Rev. MR. (Stephen ] WILLIAMS OF SPRINGFIELD, AND
THE REV. MR. PRINCE OF Boston .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite the Probate-office in
Queen -street. 1758. pp. (4) , iv, 104. 8vo. BA. BPL. NYPL.
Second title : REPORTS OF DIVINE KINDNESS : OR, REMARKABLE MERCIES, SHOULD
BE FAITHFULLY PUBLISHED , FOR THE PRAISE OF GOD THE GIVER . SET FORTH IN
A SERMON PREACHED AT Boston LECTURE, DECEMB. 5. 1706. BY JOHN WILLIAMS,
PASTOR OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN DEERFIELD ; SOON AFTER HIS RETURN
FROM A DOLEFUL CAPTIVITY. [Eight lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Re- printed and sold by 8. Kneeland, in Queen - street. 1758. pp.
(2) , 61-94 .
Running title : SIGNAL FAVOURS TO BE PUBLISHED , FOR THE PRAISE OF GOD
THE GIVER.
YALE COLLEGE.
PRÆCLARISSIMO OPTIMA ERUDITIONE VITÆ INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FOELICISSIMÈ
GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO, COLONIÆ
CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO D. THOMÆ
CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRAESIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO ANNUENTE )
IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE • [ Colophon :]
HabitainCommitiis Novo -Portu Connecticutensium , die decimo tertio Sep





















YALE COLLEGE, continued .
QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII- YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIA PROVIDENTIA Novo - PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS . IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS, MDCCLVIII .
[ Novo- Portu : excudebat Jacobus Parker et Socii. 1758.] Broadside. fol.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BOOKSELLERS OF THE TOWN OF BOSTON TO THE PUBLICK ;
RELATING TO THE IMPORTANT DISPUTE ABOUT AMES' ALMANACK.
Boston : 1759.
ADAMS, AMOS 1727-1775
THE EXPEDIENCY AND UTILITY OF WAR, IN THE PRESENT STATE OF THINGS, CON
SIDERED : A DISCOURSE BEFORE, AND AT THE DESIRE OF THE ANCIENT AND HONOUR
ABLE ARTILLERY - COMPANY, AT BOSTON, JUNE 4 , 1759 , BEING THE ANNIVERSARY
OF THEIR ELECTION OF OFFICERS : AND, IN THE AUDIENCE OF HIS EXCELLENCY THE
GOVERNOR , HIS HONOUR THE LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR , AND THE HONOURABLE HIS
MAJESTY'S COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY. .
Boston : Printed and sold by 2. Fowle and S. Draper, at their Printing
Office opposite the Lion & Bell, in Marlboborough [sic] - Street, M.DCCLIX.
8vo. AAS. BM, MHS.
SONGS OF VICTORY DIRECTED BY HUMAN COMPASSION, AND QUALIFIED WITH CHRIS
TIAN BENEVOLENCE ; IN A SERMON DELIVERED AT ROXBURY, OCTOBER 25 , 1759. On
THE GENERAL THANKSGIVING , FOR THE SUCCESS OF HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS, • MORE
PARTICULARLY , IN THE REDUCTION OF QUEBEC, THE CAPITAL OF CANADA . ”
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street. 1759. pp. 29. 8vo.
AGUECHEEK, ANDREW , pseudonym .
THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN ALMANACK : OR, YEARLY ASTRONOMICAL MAGAZINE.
FITTED TO THE LAT : OF 40 DEGREES AND A MERIDIAN OF NEAR FIVE HOURS WEST
FROM LONDON ; BUT MAY WITHOUT SENSIBLE ERROR, SERVE ALL THE NORTHERN
COLONIES. FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1760 ; AND FROM THE CREATION ,
ACCORDING TO PROPHANE HISTORY, 5706 BUT BY THE EASTERN AND GREEK CARIS
TIAN , 7268 BY THE JEWS, THE HEBREWS AND THE RABBIES, 5520 AND BY THE
ACCOUNT OF HOLY SCRIPTURE, 5769 BEING BISSEXTILE, OR LEAP - YEAR . CONTAIN
ING, (MORE IN QUANTITY AND GREATER VARIETY THAN ANY ALMANACK OF THE
KINDAND PRICE EVER PUBLISHED HERETOFORE ) THE MOTIONS OF THE SUN AND
MOON ; THE TRUE PLACES AND ASPECTS OF THE PLANETS ; THE RISING AND SETTING
OF THE SUN ; THE RISING, SETTING , AND SOUTHING OF THE MOON ; THE LUNATIONS,
CONJUNCTIONS, AND ECLIPSES ; JUDGMENT OF THE WEATHER ; RISING AND SETTING
OF THE PLANETS ; RISING, SETTING AND SOUTHING OF THE SEVEN STARS ; LENGTH
OF THE DAYS AND NIGHTS ; TIME OF HIGH-TIDE AT PHILADELPHIA , DIFFERENCE
BETWIXT THE JULIAN AND GREGORIAN STILE : AN EXACT LIST OF ALL THE COURTS
OF JUSTICE IN THE PROVINCES OF PENNSYLVANIA, NEW-JERSEY , NEW YORK,
MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA ; ACCOUNT OF THE ROADS, FROM ONE END OF THE CON
TINENT TO THE OTHER, &C. Evans's TABLES OF THE DISTANCES OF ALL THE
NOTED PLACES ON THE CONTINENT; QUAKER'S YEARLY MEETINGS; LIST OF THE
PRESENT ROYAL FAMILY; OF THE KINGS AND QUEENS OF ENGLAND, SINCE THE
CONQUEST ; TIME OF THE FAIRS IN THIS AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES ; THE
EXACT DISTANCE OF PLACES FROM LOUISBOURG ROUND TO MISSISSIPPI, WITH A
DESCRIPTION OF THE RIVER OHIO ; A TABLE OF THE WEIGHT AND VALUE OF GOLD
AND SILVER COIN ; TABLES OF INTEREST ; LIST OF HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES IN
AMERICA ; A BRIEF TABLE OF MEMORABLE THINGS ; A TABLE OF EXPENCE ; RATES
AND HIRE OF THE STAGE-BOATS AND WAGONS. WITU MANY ENTERTAINING PIECES,
USEFUL DIRECTIONS, VALUABLE RECEIPTS, SOLID MAXIMS, &C. &C. TO THE WHOLE
IS ADDED, BY WAY OF APPENDIX, AN AUTHENTIC HISTORY OF QUEBEC, THE RIVER
ST. LAWRENCE, &C. BY ANDREW AGUECHEEK, ESQ ; PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, at the London Coffeehouse ;
and Andrew Steuart in Laetitia - Court. (1759.] pp. (40) . 8vo. HSP.







8292 AMES, NATHANIEL 1708-1764
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST
1760. .
Boston ; in Nero-England : Printed and sold by John Draper, in Cornhill ;
Richard Draper in Neubury - Street; Green & Russell, and Edes & Gill, in Queen
Street ; and Thomas & John Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in Cornhill. [1759.]
pp. (24.) 16mo. NYPL .
8293 The same.
New - London : Printed by T. Green . [1759.) 16mo.
8294 The same.
New - Haven : Re- printed by J. Parker & Company. (1759.1 16mo.
8295 The same. IID. EDITION . (A spurious edition .]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street, (1759.) pp . ( 16. ) 16mo.
8296 ANCOURT, L'abbé D'
THE LADY'S PRECEPTOR . OR A LETTER TO A YOUNG LADY OF DISTINCTION , UPON
POLITENESS. TAKEN FROM THE FRENCH OF THE ABBÉ D'ANCOURT, AND ADAPTED
TO THE RELIGION , CUSTOM, AND MANNERS OF THE ENGLISH NATION. BY A GENTLE
MAN OF CAMBRIDGE . [ Five lines from] MILTON .
New - York: Printed and sold by Samuel Parker , at the Nero-Printing
Office, in Beaver - street. 1759 .
8297 BELLAMY, JOSEPH 1719-1790
THERON , PAULINUS, AND ASPASIO . OR, LETTERS AND DIALOGUES, UPON THE NATURE
OF LOVE TO GOD, FAITH IN CHRIST, ASSURANCE OF A TITLE TO ETERNAL LIFE .
CONTAINING SOME REMARKS AND SENTIMENTS OF THE REV. MESSRS. HERVEY
AND MARSHAL.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland. 1759. pp. x , 227. 12mo.
Reprinted in London in 1761 .
YC .
8298 BENEZET, ANTHONY 1713-1784
OBSERVATIONS ON THE INSLAVING , IMPORTING AND PURCHASING OF NEGROES WITH
SOME ADVICE THEREON EXTRACTED FROM THE YEARLY MEETING EPISTLE OF
LONDON FOR THE PRESENT YEAR. ALSO SOME REMARKS ON THE ABSOLUTE
NECESSITY OF SELF-DENIAL, RENOUNCING THE WORLD , AND TRUE CHARITY FOR ALL
SUCH AS SINCERELY DESIRE TO BE OUR BLESSED SAVIOUR'S DISCIPLES.
Germantown . Printed by Christopher Sower. 1759. pp. 15. 16mo. HSP
8299 BIRD , SAMUEL
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DIVINE PRESENCE WITH OUR HOST. A SERMON DELIVERED
IN NEW-HAVEN, APRIL 27TH 1759 , TO COL. DAVID WOOSTER, AND HIS COMPANY;
AT THE REQUEST OF THE COLONEL . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY
OF THE HEARERS. [ Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Neu -Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company 1759. pp. 24. 8vo.
0 .
8300 BLAND, HUMPHREY ? 1686-1763
A NEW MANUAL EXERCISE FOR THE FOOT. VERY USEFUL FOR THE ARMY AND
MILITIA.
Neu - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1759.








8301 BLAZING STARS MESSENGERS OF GOD'S WRATH : IN A FEW SERIOUS AND SOLEMN
MEDITATIONS UPON THE WONDERFUL COMET : WHICH NOW APPEARS IN OUR HORIZON,
APRIL , 1759 : TOGETHER WITH A SOLEMN CALL TO SINNERS, AND COUNSEL TO
SAINTS ; HOW TO BEHAVE THEMSELVES WHEN GOD IB IN THIS WISE SPEAKING TO
THEM FROM HEAVEN.
Boston : Printed and sold by R. Draper in Newbury - street; and by Fowle
& Draper in Marlborough -street. 1759. Broadside. fol.
8302 BOLLES, JOSEPH 1701-1785
AN ANSWER TO A BOOK ENTITLED THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH , EXPLAINED AND
VINDICATED IN A DISCOURSE ON EXODUS xx. 8. Jan. 14 , 1759 , UPON A PARTICULAR
OCCASION , BY MATHER BYLES PASTOR OF “THE FIRST CHURCH OF Christ " (AS
HE SAITH) IN New - LONDON , WRITTEN BY JOSEPH BOLLES, IN BEHALF OF THE
REST WHICH SUFFER PERSECUTION FOR BREAKING SAID PRETENDED SABBATH.
[No place or printer.) 1759. pp. 23. 8vo. BPL. MHS. NLPL .
8303 THE BOSTON EVENING -Post. JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1759 .
Boston : Printed by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill.
1759. fol.
8304 THE BOSTON GAZETTE . OR, COUNTRY JOURNAL. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1759 .
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen Street. 1759. fol.
8305 THE BOSTON WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell, opposite to the Probate- ofice in
Queen - Street. 1759. fol.
Continued as Green & Russell's Post-boy and Advertiser .
MHB.
8306 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS- LETTER . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 .
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1759. fol .
8307 BOWDOIN, JAMES 1727-1790
A PARAPHRASE, ON PART, OF THE ECONOMY OF HUMAN LIFE . INSCRIBED TO HIS
EXCELLENCY Thomas PowNALL, ESQ. GOVERNOR OF THE PROVINCE OF THE
MassaCHUSETTS - BAY.
Boston, New England : Printed and sold by Green and Russell at their
Printing - Office in Queen -Street. MDCCLIX . pp. (6), 88. 8vo. BA. CHS. MHS.
8308 BOWNAS, SAMUEL, and RICHARDSON, JOHN
THE JOURNALS OF THE LIVES AND TRAVELS OF SAMUEL BOwnAS, AND JOHN
RICHARDSON .
London printed : Philadelphia , Reprinted , and sold by William Dunlap,
at the Newest Printing -Office, in Market - Street, 1759. pp. (2) , viii, 242 ; vi , 220 .
8vo . BM. HSP. NYPL . WL.
Second title : AN ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE, TRAVELS, AND CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCES
IN THE WORK OF THE MINISTRY OF SAMUEL BOwnAS.
London Printed : Philadelphia, Reprinted , and sold by William Dunlap,
at the Newest Printing- Office, in Market-Street, 1759. pp. viii , 242 .
Third title : AN ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE OF THAT ANCIENT SERVANT OF JESUS
CHRIST, JOHN RICHARDSON , GIVING A RELATION OF MANY OF HIS TRIALS AND
EXERCISES IN HIS YOUTH AND HIS SERVICES IN THE WORK OF THE MINISTRY, IN
ENGLAND, IRELAND , AMERICA, &C. ...
London Printed : Philadelphia, Reprinted, and sold by William Dunlap,
at the Newest Printing -Ofice, in Market- Street, 1759. pp. vi, 220.











THE WAY TO THE SABBATH OF REST. OR THE SOUL'S PROGRESS IN THE WORK OF
THE NEW-BIRTH. WITH TWO DISCOURSES OF THE AUTHOR NEVER BEFORE
PRINTED VIZ . THE JOURNEYS OF THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL, AS IN THEIR NAMES
AND HISTORICAL PASSAGES , THEY COMPRISE THE GREAT AND GRADUAL WORK OF
REGENERATION : AND A TREATISE OF EXTRAORDINARY DIVINE DISPENSATIONS ,
UNDER THE JEWISH AND GOSPEL ADMINISTRATIONS. .. TO WHICH ARE ADDED
A DISCOURSE ON MISTAKES CONCERNING RELIGIOUS ENTHUSIASM , EXPERIENCES
&C. By Thomas HARTLEY RECTOR OF WINWICK.
London Printed . Germantown Reprinted and sold by Christopher Sower.
also sold by Solomon Fussell and Jonathan Zane in Philadelphia . 1759. pp. viii,
280. 8vo . BM. HSP. NYPL. WL .
Second title : THE JOURNEYS OF THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL, AS IN THEIR NAMES
AND HISTORICAL PASSAGES, THEY COMPRISE THE GREAT AND GRADUAL WORK OF
REGENERATION. pp. 61-187.





THE JEWISH AND GOSPEL ADMINISTRATI
ONS
. pp. 188-280.
Thomas Hartley's Discourse was evidently printed separately from
the above this year.
BUCKMINSTER, JOSEPH
1720-1792
HEADS OF FAMILIES TO RESOLVE FOR THEIR HOUSEHOLDS, NO LESS THAN FOR
THEMSELVES, THAT THEY WILL SERVE THE LORD . ILLUSTRATED AND PROVED,
IN TWO DISCOURSES, AT RUTLAND, LORD'S -DAY, JUNE 17TH , 1759. FROM JOSHUA
xxiv . 15. . . . [Four lines from] Psal. LXXVIII. 5 .





BURGH , JAMES 1714-1775
BRITAIN'S REMEMBRANCER. BEING SOME THOUGHTS ON THE PROPER IMPROVE
MENT OF THE PRESENT JUNCTURE . THE CHARACTER OF THIS AGE AND NATION.
A BRIEF VIEW FROM HISTORY, OF THE EFFECTS OF THE VICES WHICH NOW PREVAIL
IN BRITAIN , UPON THE GREATEST EMPIRES AND STATES OF FORMER TIMES .
REMARKABLE DELIVERANCES THIS NATION HAS HAD IN THE MOST IMINENT
DANGERS : WITH SUITABLE REFLECTIONS. SOME HINTS, SHEWING WHAT IS IN THE
POWER OF THE SEVERAL RANKS OF PEOPLE, AND OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL IN
BRITAIN TO DO TOWARD SECURING THE STATE FROM ALL ITS ENEMIES. THE
SEVENTH EDITION.
Re- printed by Benjamin Mecom at the new Printing - Office in Boston, 1759 .
pp . 51. 12mo. MHS.
JOHN -1775
THE MERCY OF GOD TO HIS PEOPLE, IN THE VENGEANCE HE RENDERS TO THEIR
ADVERSARIES, THE OCCASION OF THEIR ABUNDANT JOY. A SERMON PREACHED AT
BRISTOL, IN THE COLONY OF RIIODE - ISLAND, OCTOBER 25TH, 1759 , UPON
THANKSGIVING FOR THE REDUCTION OF QUEBEC, THE CAPITAL OF CANADA.
Newport, Rhode - Island : Printed by James Franklin . 1759. 8vo. BM .
BYLES, MATHER , JUNIOR . 1735-1814
THE CHRISTIAN SABBATA EXPLAINED AND VINDICATED, IN A DISCOURSE ON Exod.
XX . 8. , DELIVERED Jan. 14, 1759 UPON A PARTICULAR OCCASION ; . .. PUB
LISHED AT THE REQUEST OF HIS HEARERS. [ Fxve lines from) JOB XXXII . 1 , 3 , 10 .
Neu - London : Printed and sold by T. Green. MDCCLIX . pp. 20. 8vo .
CANADA FOREVER . NEW THANKSGIVING SONG .














8315 A CATALOGUE OF ABOVE 2000 VOLUMES OF VALUABLE BOOKS, MOSTLY NEW. WHICH
WILL BEGIN TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION ON THE 17TH OF JANUARY, 1759 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1759.
8316 CHANDLER, SAMUEL -1775
A SERMON PREACHED AT GLOUCESTER, THURSDAY NOVEMBER 29 , 1759. BEING
THE DAY OF THE PROVINCIAL ANNIVERSARY THANKSGIVING .
Boston ; N. E .: Printed by Green & Russell in Queen - Street. (1759.)
pp . 30. 8vo . AAS . BM. MHS. YC.
8317
CLARKE, RICHARD
THE PROPHETIC NUMBER OF DANIEL AND JOHN CALCULATED : IN ORDER TO SHEW
THE TIME WHEN THE DAY OF JUDGMENT FOR THIS FIRST AGE OF THE GOSPEL, IS
TO BE EXPECTED ; AND THE SETTING UP THE MILLENIAL KINGDOM OF JEHOVAH
AND HIS CHRIST. . SECOND EDITION, WITH ADDITIONS.
South - Carolina , Charles -Town , Printed by Peter Timothy. MDCCLIX.
8vo.
pp. 27.
8318 The same. THE THIRD EDITION WITH ADDITIONS.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1759. pp. 24. 8vo.
8319 The same. THE FOURTH EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , 1759
8320 The same.
Boston : Reprinted by Edes & Gill, and Green & Russell, 1759. pp . 24.
8vo .
8321 CONANT, SYLVANUS -1777
THE ART OF WAR, THE GIFT OF GOD. A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT MIDDLEBOROUGH ,
BEFORE THREE MILITARY COMPANIES, APRIL 6 , 1759 , BEING THE DAY OF GEN
ERAL MUSTER IN THE MASSACHUSETTS PROVINCE, FOR THE CANADA - EXPEDITION .
[Two lines from ) KING DAVID.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street. MDCCLIX .
pp.
(12.) 8vo . CHS. JCB. MHS.
8322 A LETTER [addressedto Col. Hezekiah Huntington ] OCCASIONED BY THE
DEATH OF MRS . BIGAIL CONANT, LATE OF MIDDLEBOROUGH. BY HER SON .
Nero - London : Printed by Timothy Green . MDCCLIX . pp. 8. 4to .
8323 A POEM SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF MRS. ABIGAIL CONANT, THE LATE
AMIABLE CONSORT OF THE REV. MR. SILVANUS CONANT OF MIDDLEBOROUGH ; WHO
DIED ON JANUARY 3D. 1759. IN THE 28TH YEAR OF HER AGE. [ Two lines from
MALLET.




AN ACT OR LAW PASSED . AT New-HAVEN, FEBRUARY, 1759 .
AN ACT OR LAW MADE AND PASSED . . AT HARTFORD, . . . MARCH , .. 1759 .
[ Colophon :]
Nero - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor ,
and Company, 1759. pp. 2. fol . CH8.









AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY HOLDEN AT HARTFORD, . .. MARCH, 1759 .
AN ACT, FOR THE SPEEDY COMPLETING THE LEVIES ORDERED TO BE RAISED IN
THIS COLONY, FOR THE ENSUING CAMPAIGN .
[ Neu -Haven :) Printed by James Parker , and Company, 1759. pp. 2. fol.
8326 ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY, OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW ENGLAND, IN AMERICA :
HELD AT HARTFORD, IN THE SAID COLONY, ON THE SECOND THURSDAY OF MAY,
IN THE THIRTY SECOND YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS MAJESTY GEORGE THE
SECOND , KING OF GREAT -BRITAIN, &C. ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1759. [ Colophon :]
New - London : Printed and sold by Timo. Green , Printer to the Governor
and Company of the Colony of Connecticut. 1759. pp. 323-324. fol. MSL. YС.
8327
[Arms] BY THE HONOURABLE THOMAS FITCH ESQ ; GOVERNOR AND COM
MANDER IN CHIEF, OF HIS MAJESTY'S COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW
ENGLAND, A PROCLAMATION . APPOINT, THURSDAY THE 15TH DAY OF
NOVEMBER NEXT, TO BE OBSERVED, THROUGHOUT THE COLONY, AS A DAY OF
PUBLICK THANKSGIVING ; . GOD SAVE THE KING. [ Colophon :]
Printed by James Parker, and Company, at the Post- Office in Neu -Haven ,
October thirty -first, 1759. Broadside. fol.
. .
CH8 .
8328 THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE. JANUARY -DECEMBER , 1759.
Neu - Haven : Printed by James Parker & Company. 1759. fol.
8329 COOKE, SAMUEL -1783
THE CHARGE OF ST. PAUL . A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE
REVEREND MR. WILLIAM SYMMES . . . IN ANDOVER NOVEMBER 1 , 1758 .
Boston : Printed by Green & Russell, MDCCLIX. pp. 23. 8vo . BA,
8330 COOPER, SAMUEL 1725-1793
A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE HIS EXCELLENCY THOMAS PowNaLL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN
GENERAL AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF THE HONOURABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL
AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
Bay in New-ENGLAND, OCTOBER 16TH, 1759. UPON OCCASION OF THE SUCCESS
OF HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS IN THE REDUCTION OF QUEBEC.
Boston ; New England ; Printed by Green & Russell, and Edes &
Gill, by order of his excellency the Governor , and both Houses of Assembly . (1759.)
pp. 53. 8vo. AAS. BA. BM . JCB. NYPL . YC.
8331 1676-1742CRAWFORD , WILLIAM
DYING THOUGHTS . IN THREE PARTS .
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, 1759. pp. 250. 12mo .
8332 CUSHING, JOIN -1772
GOSPEL-MINISTERS TO PREACH CHRIST TO THEIR PEOPLE ; TOGETHER WITH THE
MANNER AND END OF THEIR DOING IT, BRIEFLY CONSIDERED IN A SERMON
PREACHED AT MARSHFIELD, SEPT. 5, 1759. WHEN THE REVEREND MR. THOMAS
BROWN WAS ORDAINED PASTOR OF THE FIRST CHURCH THERE. TO WHICH
IS ADDED THE CHARGE, BY THE REV. MR. APPLETON . ALSO, THE RIGHT HAND
OF FELLOWSHIP , BY THE Rev. MR. Gay. [ Eleven lines of Scripture texts.]







8333 DAVIES, SAMUEL 1724-1761
THE CURSE OF COWARDICE . A SERMON PREACHED TO THE MILITIA OF HANOVER
COUNTY, IN VIRGINIA, AT A GENERAL MUSTER May 8, 1758, WITH A VIEW TO
RAISE A COMPANY FOR CAPTAIN SAMUEL MEREDITH .
Woodbridge, New - Jersey : Printed by James Parker, 1759. pp. 18. 8vo.
8334 The same.
New - York : Re-printed by Samuel Parker , 1759. 8vo
8335 The same.
Philadelphia : 1759. pp. 36. 8vo.
8336 The same.
Boston : 1759. pp . 30. 8vo. MHS.
8337 LITTLE CHILDREN INVITED TO JESUS CHRIST : A SERMON PREACHED IN HANOVER
COUNTY, VIRGINIA, May 8. 1758. WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE LATE REMARK
ABLE RELIGIOUS IMPRESSIONS AMONG THE STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF NEW
JERSEY.
Boston : Printed and sold by Fowle and Draper, opposite the Lion and
Bell, in Marlborough - street. 1759 .
8338 DELL, WILLIAM -1664
THE DOCTRINE OF BAPTISMS, REDUCED FROM ITS ANCIENT AND MODERN CORRUP
TIONS ; AND RESTORED TO ITS PRIMITIVE SOUNDNESS AND INTEGRITY : ACCORDING
TO THE WORD OF TRUTH ; THE SUBSTANCE OF FAITH AND THE NATURE OF CHRIST'S
KINGDOM . .. [Two lines from ] ISAIAH LII, 15. THE FIFTH EDITION .
London printed : Philadelphia , Re- printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall.
1759. pp. 43. 8vo. AAS. BM. HSP . NYPL . NYSL . $10
8339 THE DEVOUT COMPANION : CONTAINING , PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY
DAY IN THE WEEK, AND FOR SEVERAL OCCASIONS, ORDINARY AND EXTRAORDINARY.
THE TWENTY -SIXTH EDITION.
New - York : Sold by Garrat Noel & Comp. at the Meal- Market. 1759 .
Frontispiece.
8340 DODSLEY, ROBERT 1703-1764
THE CHRONICLE OF THE KINGS OF ENGLAND, FROM THE REIGN OF WILLIAM THE
CONQUEROR ( FIRST KING OF ENGLAND) DOWN TO HIS PRESENT MAJESTY GEORGE
THE SECOND : CONTAINING A TRUE HISTORY OF THEIR LIVES, AND THE CHARACTER
WHICH THEY SEVERALLY SUSTAINED ; WHETHER IN CHURCH OR STATE, IN THE
FIELD , OR IN PRIVATE LIFE. BY NATHAN BEN SADDI.
London : Printed . Boston ; New - England : Re-printed and sold by Z.
Foule and 8. Draper, at the Printing Office opposite the Lion & Bell, in Marlbor
ough -street, 1759. pp. (79), ( 1 ). 8vo.
BA.
8341 EDDY, JOHN
AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1760 .
Boston : [1759.)







8342 EELLS, EDWARD -1776
SOME SERIOUS KEMARKS IN REPLY TO REV. MR. JONATHAN Todd's FAITHFUL
NARRATIVE OF THE PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO MR. JAMES DANA'S CALL AND
SETTLEMENT IN WALLINGFORD. TOGETHER WITH A VINDICATION OF THE DOINGS
OF THE REV'd UNITED COUNCIL AT WALLINGFORD . By Noah HOBART, A. M.
Neu - Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company, at the Post - Office.
1759 . pp. 52, 40. 8vo . BU. CHS. HC. YO.
Second title : THE PRINCIPLES OF CONGREGATIONAL CHURCHES, RELATING TO
THE CONSTITUTION AND AUTHORITY OF ECCLESIASTICAL COUNCILS, CONSIDERED ,
AND APPLIED TO THE CASE OF THE LATE ORDINATION AT WALLINGFORD. BY
Noah HOBART, A. M. [Two lines from] DR. COLMAN .
Ner -Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company, at the Post -Office.
1759. pp. 40.
Also issued separately.
8343 ELIOT, ANDREW 1719-1778
A SERMON PREACHED OCTOBER 25TH 1759. BEING A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING
APPOINTED BY AUTHORITY, FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE BRITISH ARMS THIS YEAR ;
ESPECIALLY IN THE REDUCTION OF QUEBEC, THE CAPITAL OF CANADA.
Boston : Printed by Daniel and John Kneeland , for J. Winter in Union
street, opposite to the King's Arms. MDCCLIX . pp. 43. 8vo. JCB. NYPL , YC.
. .
8344 ELIOT, JARED 1685-1763
THE SIXTH ESSAY ON FIELD -HUSBANDRY, AS IT IS , OR MAY BE, ORDERED IN
NEW - ENGLAND.
Ner -Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company, at the Post- Ofice. 1759.




ENCOURAGEMENT FOR SINNERS ; OR, RIGHTEOUSNESS ATTAINABLE WITHOUT WORKS :
BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF A SERMON PREACHED AT CHRIST-CHURCH , SPITAL -FIELDS,
ON SUNDAY, THE 21ST OF JANUARY, 1759. . [Two lines from ] 1 JOHN III . 5 .
London : Printed . Boston ; New England. Re-printed and sold by Forle
and Draper, in Marlborough -street. MDCC,LIX . pp. (4) , 30. 8vo.
.
BA
8346 ERSKINE, EBENEZER 1680–1754
THE ASSURANCE OF FAITH OPENED AND APPLIED ; BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF SIX
DISCOURSES ON HEB. X, 22. WITH A RECOMMENDATORY PREFACE. THIRD
EDITION
London : Printed. Boston , New -England : Reprinted by Z. Fowle and 8.
Draper . 1759. pp. 128. 8vo . BA.
8347 DIE ERZAEHLUNGEN VON MARIA LE ROY UND BARBARA LEININGER , WELCHE
VIERTHALB JAHR UNTER DEN INDIANERN GEFANGEN GEWESEN UND AM 6TEN MAY
IN DIESER STADT GLÜCKLICH ANGEKOMMEN. US IHREM EIGENEN MUNDE NIEDER
GESCHRIEBEN UND ZUM DRUCK BEFÖRDERT.
Philadelphia , gedruckt und zu haben in der teutschen Buchdruckerey, das
Stueck vor 6 Pentz. MDCCLIX . pp. 14. 8vo.
Translated in the Pennsylvania Archives 2d. Series vir : 401 .
HSP.












TRAITÉ ET CONVENTION POUR LES MALADES, BLESSÉS ET PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE
DES TROUPES DE TERRES, DE SA MAJESTÉ TRES CHRÉTIENNE, ET DE SA MAJESTÉ
BRITANNIQUE. A TREATY AND CONVENTION FOR THE SICK , WOUNDED , AND
PRISONERS OF WAR, OF THE LAND FORCES, OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND OF His Most CHRISTIAN MAJESTY.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, at the Newest- Printing -Office on the
South side of the Jersey -Market. 1759. pp. 24 ? 8vo.
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN ? 1706-1790
A TRUE AND IMPARTIAL STATE OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA . CONTAIN
ING, AN EXACT ACCOUNT OF THE NATURE OF ITS GOVERNMENT ; THE POWER OF
THE PROPRIETARIES, AND THEIR GOVERNORS ; AS WELL THOSE WHICH THEY
DESIRE UNDER THE ROYAL GRANT, AS THOSE THEY HAVE ASSUMED IN MANIFEST
VIOLATION THEREOF, THEIR FATHER'S CHARTER, AND THE RIGHTS OF TIIE
PEOPLE : ALSO , THE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF THE ASSEMBLY, AND PEOPLE,
WHICH THEY CLAIM UNDER THE BAID GRANT, CHARTER, AND LAWS OF THEIR
COUNTRY, CONFIRMED BY THE LOYAL APPROBATION . WITH A TRUE NARRATIVE
OF THE DISPUTE BETWEEN THE GOVERNORS AND ASSEMBLIES, RESPECTING THE
GRANTS OF SUPPLIES SO OFTEN MADE BY THE LATTER , AND REJECTED BY THE
FORMER . IN WHICH IS DEMONSTRATED, BY INCONTESTABLE VOUCHERS, THAT
ARBITRARY PROPRIETARY INSTRUCTIONS, HAVE BEEN THE TRUE AND ONLY CAUSE
OF THE REFUSAL OF SUCH SUPPLIES, AND THE LATE DEFENCELESS STATE OF THE
PROVINCE . THE WHOLE BEING A FULL ANSWER TO THE PAMPHLETS INTITLED A
BRIEF STATE, AND A BRIEF VIEW , &C OF THE CONDUCT OF PENNSYLVANIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, at the Newest-Printing- Office.
M.DCCLIX. pp. (2), v, 3-173 , 34, ( 1 ) . 8vo . HSP. JCB, MHS. NYPL . WL.
FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
FROM OUR YEARLY MEETING AT PAILADELPHIA, FOR PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW
JERSEY, FROM THE 22D DAY OF THE NINTH MONTH TO THE 28TI OF THE SAME
(INCLUSIVE) 1759. TO THE QUARTERLY AND MONTALY MEETINGS OF FRIENDS
BELONGING TO THE SAID YEARLY MEETING .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1759.) pp. 3. fol.
FROM A FOLIO MANUSCRIPT, IN THE ARCHIVES OF A CERTAIN AGED GORMOGON, AT
PRESENT IN THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, THE FOLLOWING QUES
TIONS AND ANSWERS ARE EXTRACTED , AND WITH THE AUTHOR (HARNE Kilco ) HIS
LEAVE, NOW MADE PUBLICK, IN ORDER TO SET PEOPLE RIGHT IN RESPECT TO SOME
DECLARATIONS LATELY PUBLISH'D HERE, IN A PAMPHLET CALL'D THE PROPHETIC
NUMBERS OF DANIEL AND JOAN CALCULATED , ETC. As ALSO HIS OWN REMARKS
IN THE FIRST PLACE ; UPON THE EVENTS ATTENDING CERTAIN PERIODS.
Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas and John Fleet at the Heart and
Crown in Cornhill. 1759. pp. 16. 8vo .
AAS,
GALE, BENJAMIN 1715-1790
A CALM AND FULL VINDICATION OF A LETTER WROTE TO A MEMBER OF THE LOWER
HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY : SHEWING , THAT THE TAXES IMPOSED ON THE STUDENTS OF
YALE -COLLEGE, ARE STATED HIGHER THAN TO DEFRAY THE ANNUAL EXPENSES
OF THAT SCHOOL. CLEARLY EVINCING, BOTH BY THE QUARTER -BILLS, AND THE
GENERAL ACCOUNT CURRENT, AS THE SAME HATH BEEN ADJUSTED BY THE REv'd
PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS, THAT THE ACCOUNTS CONTAINED, ARE
GENUINE AND TRUE. BEING A FULL ANSWER TO A LETTER WROTE TO A MEMBER
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN VINDICATION OF YALE-COLLEGE ; WITH
SOME FURTHER REMARKS ON THE LAWS AND GOVERNMENT OF THAT SOCIETY.
INSCRIBED TO THE HONOURABLE, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT. . ( Seven lines of quotations.)
















GALE, BENJAMIN, continued .
A LETTER TO A MEMBER OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY
OF CONNECTICUT: SHEWING, THAT THE TAXES OF YALE-COLLEGE, ARE STATED
HIGHER THAN NECESSARY TO DEFRAY THE ANNUAL EXPENSES OF THAT SCHOOL ;
BY WHICH A VERY CONSIDERABLE ADDITION IS MADE TO THE COLLEGE TREASURY
ANNUALLY. WITH SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE LAWS AND GOVERN
MENT OF THAT SOCIETY. BY A LOVER OF TRUTH AND HIS COUNTRY. [One line
of Latin quotation .]
Ner -Haven : Printed by James Parker , and Company, at the Post -office,
1759. pp. 23. ( 1 ). 4to. BA. CHS. MHS. YC.
8354 GAY, EBENEZER 1696-1789
NATURAL RELIGION , AS DISTINGUISH'D FROM REVEALED : A SERMON PREACHED AT
THE ANNUAL DUDLEIAN -LECTURE , AT HARVARD -COLLEGE IN CAMBRIDGE, MAY
9TH, 1759. [One line from ] TERTULLIAN. [With the Character of Judge
Dudley.]
Boston ; New England : Printed and sold by John Draper . 1759. pp.
34, 4., 8vo. AAS. BA. HC.
8355 THE GENTLEMAN'S COMPLEAT MILITARY DICTIONARY, CONTAINING THE MILITARY
ART, EXPLAINING THE TERMS AND PHRASES USED IN THE FIELD AND GARRISON .
WITH A PLAN OF FORTIFICATION . EIGHTEENTH EDITION .
Boston : Printed & sold by Green & Russell 1759. 8vo. AAS. MAS.
8356 GRAHAM, CHAUNCEY 1781-1784
GOD WILL TROUBLE THE TROUBLERS OF HIS PEOPLE. A SERMON PREACHED AT
POUGHKEEPSIE, IN DUTCHESS -COUNTY, IN THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, JULY
14Th, 1758. BEING THE DAY OF THE EXECUTION OF Hugh GILLASPIE, FOR
PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE HEARERS.
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible and Crown in
Hanover -Square. 1759. pp. 23. 12mo. MHS . UTS . YC.
Dedicated to Lieutenant Governor James De Lancey.
FELONY .
8357 GRAHAM, JOHN 1694-1773
AN ANSWER TO MR. GALES' PAMPHLET ; ENTITULED , A CALM AND FULL VINDICA
TION , &C. , RELATING TO YALE COLLEGE. WHEREIN IS CLEARLY SHEWN, THAT
HE HAS NO WAYS VINDICATED HIMSELF FROM THE MISREPRESENTATIONS MADE
IN HIS FORMER PIECE ; AND IN HIS LAST, HAS MADE SUNDRY MORE, AS FOREIGN
FROM THE TRUTH : AND HIS INJURIOUS AND ABUSIVE REFLECTIONS, ON THE
WORTHY GOVERNORS OF THE COLLEGE, ARE CENSURED , IN AS CALM AND SOFT
TERMS, AS THE NATURE OF THE CASE CAN ALLOW. [ Four lines of Scripture
texts .
Nero - Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company, 1759. pp. [28.] 4to .
. .
8358 A LETTER TO A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN VINDICATION OF YALE-COLLEGE AGAINST THE FALSE
ASPERSIONS, AND SCANDALOUS MISREPRESENTATIONS CONTAIN'D IN A LATE
ANONYMOUS PAMPHLET, INTITULED, A LETTER TO A MEMBER OF THE LOWER
HOUSE , &C. WITH A MORE IMPORTANT PROPOSAL TO THE HONOURABLE , THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, THAN THAT WHICH IS CONTAINED IN THE SAID PAMPHLET .
BY A WITNESS TO TRUTH AND LOVER OF RELIGION AND LEARNING. ( Eleven
lines of quotations.]












THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD God, 1760.... BY THE
OPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter, [ 1759.)
HABERMANN, or AVENARIUS, JOHANN 1516-1590
CHRISTLICHE MORGEN-UND ABEND-GEBÄTER. AUF ALLE TAGE IN DER WOCHEN.
... SAMT ANDERN SCHÖNEN GEBÄTERN, WIE AUCH D. NAUMANNS KERN ALLER
GEBÄTER UND SCHÖNEN MORGEN -UND ABEN-UND ANDERN LIEDERN .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1759. pp. 62, 55. 24mo.
HALE, Sir MATTHEW 1609-1676
SOME NECESSARY AND IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS, DIRECTED TO ALL SORTS OF PEO
PLE ; TAKEN OUT OF THE WRITINGS OF THAT LATE WORTHY AND RENOWNED JUDGE
SIR MATTHEW HALE : WHEREIN IS DISCOVERED , HIS OWN EXPERIENCE OF THE
INWARD AND INVISIBLE GUIDANCE OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD. THE TWELFTH EDITION.




BOOKS IMPORTED IN THE LAST VESSEL FROM LONDON, AND TO BE SOLD BY DAVID
HALL, AT THE NEW - PRINTING -OFFICE, IN MARKET-STREET, PHILADELPHIA.






A FEW REMARKS, UPON THE ORDINATION OF THE Rev'd MR. JAMES Dana, AND
THE DOINGS OF THE CONSOCIATION , RESPECTING THE SAME : BEING A LETTER TO
THE AUTHOR OF THE FAITHFUL NARRATIVE, &C . . [ Three lines of Latin
quotations. ]
New Haven ; Printed by James Parker and Company. 1759. pp. (46),
xv, (3) . Sm . 4to . AAS. BA. CHS. YC.
HARTLEY, THOMAS 1707-1784
A DISCOURSE ON MISTAKES CONCERNING RELIGION, ENTHUSIASM, EXPERIENCES,
&C.
London Printed . Germantoron Reprinted by Christopher Sorer. 1759 .
pp. 71 , (2) , 75-121 , (2), 122-168. 16mo. HSP. MHS. NYPL . WL.
Second title : Christ's SPIRIT, A CHRISTIAN'S STRENGTI . OR, A PLAIN DISCOV
ERY OF THE MIGHTY AND INVINCIBLE POWER, THAT ALL BELIEVERS RECEIVE
THROUGH THE GIFT OF THE SPIRIT. FIRST HELD FORTH IN TWO SERMONS, ON
ACTS I. VIII . AND AFTER PUBLISHED FOR THE INSTRUCTION AND USE OF THOSE
THAT ARE SPIRITUAL, ANNO MDCXLV. BY WILLIAM DELL, MINISTER OF THE
GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST ; AT YELDEN IN THE COUNTY OF BEDFORD.
Germantown. Printed by Christopher Sover . 1760. pp. (2) , 75-121 .
Third title : THE STUMBLING STONE, WHEREIN THE UNIVERSITY IS REPROVED.
BY WILLIAM DELL.
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sower. 1760. pp . (2 ) , 122-168.
$17
8365 HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE ORNATISSIMO VIRO
THOMÆ PowNALL, ARMIGERO PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI
. . REVERENDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COLLEGIJ TIARVARDINI PRÆSIDE . . .
THESES HASCE , QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO HARVARDINO
( Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis, Cantabrigiæ, Nov -Anglorum , Decimo
quinto Calendarum Sextilis, Anno M.DCC ,LIX . Broadside. fol .
DEFENDERE .
AAS . HC.











THE DUTY OF THANKSGIVING TO GOD FOR FAVOURS RECEIVED, EXPLAINED AND
URGED A DISCOURSE DELIVERED NOVEMBER 230. 1758. IT BEING THE DAY
APPOINTED BY AUTHORITY TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLICK THANKSGIVING ,
FOR THE SMILES OF PROVIDENCE IN THE YEAR PAST.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland in Queen - Street. 1759. pp . (4), 23. 8vo.
HEBERDEN, WILLIAM 1710-1801
PLAIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR INOCULATION IN THE SMALL-POX ; BY WHICH ANY PERSON
MAY BE ENABLED TO PERFORM THE OPERATION, AND CONDUCT THE PATIENT
THROUGH THE DISTEMPER .
London , Printed at the expense of the Author, to be given away in America,
1759. pp. 12. 4to. SGO .
Usually found with Benjamin Franklin's Some account of the
success of inoculation . London, 1759, and here inserted from
the interest of its imprint.
HERVEY, JAMES 1714-1758
THE CROSS OF CHRIST THE CHRISTIAN'S GLORY. A SERMON AT THE VISITATION OF
THE REVEREND JOHN BROWN, D. D, ARCHDEACON OF PETERBOROUGH .
MAY 10, 1753. THIRD EDITION.
Boston : 1759. pp. 18. 8vo.
HEYLYN , PETER, and others.
A POCKET COMMENTARY OF THE FIRST SETTLING OF NEW -JERSEY, BY THE
EUROPEANS; AND, AN ACCOUNT, OR FAIR DETAIL OF THE ORIGINAL INDIAN ELIZ
ABETH-TOWN GRANTS : AND OTHER RIGHTS OF THE LIKE TENURE, IN EAST NEW
JERSEY, (DIGESTED IN ORDER. ) WHEREIN IS INTERMIXED A GREAT PART OF THE
ANNALS (IF THEY MAY BE SO CALLED) OF NEW-JERSEY, IN GENERAL ; EXTRACTED
OUT OF THE REVEREND DOCTOR PETER HEYLIN ; THE ACCURATE AND FACETIOUS
WILLIAM DOUGLASS ESQUIRE DOCTOR OF PHYSICK ; AND OTHER AUTHORS; FROM
ITS BEGINNING TO THE YEAR 1745 .







THE PRINCIPLES OF CONGREGATIONAL CHURCHES, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTION
AND AUTHORITY OF ECCLESIASTICAL COUNCILS, CONSIDERED, AND APPLIED TO THE
CASE OF TAE LATE ORDINATION AT WALLINGFORD. . [ Two lines from DR.
COLMAN.
New -Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company at the Post-office.
1758. pp. 40. 8vo. AAS. BA. CHS. YC.
DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER , AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTII UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1760
Zum ZWEY UND ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN




8372 HOPKINS, SAMUEL 1721-1803
SIN , THRO' DIVINE INTERPOSITION , AN ADVANTAGE TO THE UNIVERSE ; AND YET,
THIS NO EXCUSE FOR SIN , OR ENCOURAGEMENT TO IT . ILLUSTRATED AND PROVED :
AND God's WISDOM AND HOLINESS IN THE PERMISSION OF SIN ; AND THAT HIS WILL
HEREIN IS THE SAME WITH HIS REVEALED WILL : SHEWN AND CONFIRMED . IN
THREE SERMONS, FROM ROM. III . 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 . [Eleven lines of Scripture
texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by Daniel and John Kneeland, opposite to the
Prison in Queen -street. MDCCLIX . pp. 2, iii , 66. 8vo.







8373 HUTCHINS, John NATHAN
NEW-YORK, OCTOBER 8 , 1759. ADVERTISEMENT. JUST PUBLISHED, AND TO BE
SOLD BY H. GAINE, PRINTER AND BOOKSELLER , AT HIS PRINTING -OFFICE AT THE
BIBLE AND CROWN, IN HANOVER-SQUARE, IN NEW YORK, BY WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL ; HUTCHIN'S IMPROVED ; BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS FOR THE
YEAR 1760, .
[ New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1759.] Broadside. fol. NYH8 .
8374 FOR THE
. .
HUTCHINS IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1760 :
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown , in
Hanover - Square. [ 1759.) pp. (48). 12mo.
LOC .
8375 The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown , in
Hanover - Square. [1759.) pp. (48) . 12mo.
8376
8377
The same. THE THIRD EDITION .
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown, in
Hanover - Square. [1759.) pp. (48). 12mo.
INDIANS. MOHAWKS.
MINUTES OF CONFERENCES HELD AT EASTOX IN OCTOBER, 1758. WITH THE CHIEF
SACHEMS AND WARRIORS OF THE MOHAWKS. ... SECOND EDITION. [ Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall at the Nero
Printing - Office near the Market. MDCCLIX . pp. 31. fol.
8378 JERMAN , JOHN 1684-1769
THE AMERICAN ALMANAC. FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1760. ...
TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE HISTORY OF ABDALLAH , PRINCE OF INDOSTAN : A
BEAUTIFUL EASTERN TALE . .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the Newest-Printing
Office, on the South side of the Jersey -Market. (1759.) pp. (28). 8vo.
This is probably the last of the Jerman Almanacs.
HSP .
8379 JONES, THOMAS
THE BEAUTIES OF SPRING . A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE PARISH CHURCH OF
Sr. SAVIOUR. SOUTHWARK , IN MAY, 1758.
London : Printed . Boston : Ner -England ; Re-printed and sold by Fowle
and Draper, opposite the Lion & Bell, in Marlborough -street. M.DCC.LIX . pp.
24. 8vo . BA.
8380 TAE RELIGIOUS REMEMBRANCER : BEING A SERIOUS ADDRESS TO THE CHRISTIAN
WORLD , ON THE GREAT SUBJECTS OF REAL AND PRACTICAL RELIGION. By
THE REVEREND MR. JONES. [ Eight lines from ] Titus II, 11-14 . COURTEOUS
READER, IF THESE WEIGHTY CONSIDERATIONS DO NOT SEEM (TO YOU) TO BE
WORTH THE SMALL PRICE PUT ON THEM, FOR YOUR SOUL'S GOOD, PRAY KEEP
THEM CLEAN, AND RETURN THEM WHEN CALLED FOR .
Re- printed at Boston in New -England, from the London edition . 1759.
Price four pence. pp . 8+ 12mo.
8381 A JOURNAL OF THE EXPEDITION UP THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE, FROM THE
EMBARKATION AT LOUISBOURG ' TIL AFTER THE SURRENDER OF QUEBECK. BY
THE SERGEANT MAJOR OF GEN. HOPSON'S GRENADIERS.
Boston : Printed by Fowle & Draper. 1759. pp. 24. 16mo. LOC .








8382 JUDD, JONATHAN 1719-1803
SOLDIERS DIRECTED AND URGED , TO INLIST UNDER JESUS CHRIST, THE CAPTAIN OF
THE LORD'S HOST. A SERMON PREACHED IN SOUTHAMPTON , ON THE SABBATH ,
P. M. , May 28, 1758. TO A NUMBER OF SOLDIERS, JUST BEFORE THEIR MARCH
AGAINST THE ENEMY. PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE HEARERS . [Two
lines from ] Prov. XVIII, 10 .










THE RELIGIOUS SOLDIER : OR, THE MILITARY CHARACTER OF KING DAVID, DIS
PLAY'D AND ENFORCED IN A SERMON , PREACHED MARCH 8, 1759 , TO THE REGULAR
OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS IN ELIZABETI Town. .
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in
Hanover - Square. 1759. pp. iv, 18. 8vo . MHS. NYHS.
LEE, JONATHAN 1718-1788
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF MR. JOEL BORDWELL, IN KENT,
OCTOBER 18, 1758. . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE PEOPLE. [Nine
lines of Scripture text.]
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker and Company, at the Post- Office,
MDCCLIX . pp. 23 . 8vo.
LEECHMAN, WILLIAM 1706-1785
THE WISDOM OF GOD IN THE GOSPEL REVELATION . A SERMON, PREACHED AT
THE OPENING OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, IN
MAY 1758 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, at the London Coffee -House
in Front and Market-Streets, MDCCLIX. pp . (2) , 42. 8vo .
LOCKWOOD, JAMES 1714-1772
THE WORTH AND EXCELLENCE OF CIVIL FREEDOM AND LIBERTY ILLUSTRATED , AND
A PUBLIC SPIRIT AND THE LOVE OF OUR COUNTRY RECOMMENDED. A SERMON
DELIVERED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT,
AT HARTFORD, ON ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , MAY 10TH.
1759 . ( Seven lines of quotations.]
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor
& Company. 1759. pp. 36. 16mo.
HBP . MAS.
8386




DEATH AND JUDGMENT .
LORD, BENJAMIN 1694-1784
THE GREAT IMPORTANCE OF BEING PREPARED, FOR
CONSIDERED IN A SERMON ; DELIVERED, AT THE PUBLICK LECTURE . IN NORWICH
SECOND SOCIETY, JAN 3 , 1759 . AFTER THE DEATH OF THE REV. MR. HENRY
WILLES, FORMER PASTOR, OF THE CHURCH THERE ; WHO, DEPARTED THIS LIFE,
SEPT, 3RD, 1758. Ætat. 68. PUBLISHED, (AT DESIRE) WITH (SOME) ENLARGE
MENTS..
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green . 1759. pp. 32. 16mo.
8388 MAC CARTY, THADDEUS 1722-1785
THE ADVICE OF JOAB TO THE HOSTS OF ISRAEL, GOING FORTH TO WAR, CONSIDERED
AND URGED IN TWO DISCOURSES DELIVERED AT WORCESTER, APRIL 5TH, 1759 ,
BEING THE DAY OF THE PUBLIC ANNUAL FAST, APPOINTED BY THE AUTHORITY, AND
THE DAY PRECEDING THE GENERAL MUSTER OF THE MILITIA THROUGHOUT THE
PROVINCE FOR THE ENLISTING SOLDIERS FOR THE INTENDED EXPEDITION AGAINST
CANADA. . [ Nine lines of Scripture texts.
Boston : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet at the Heart and Crown in









8389 MAC CLINTOCK, SAMUEL 1732-1804
THE JUSTICE OF GOD IN THE MORTALITY OF MANKIND. A SERMON PREACIED AT
GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE, FEBRUARY 25, 1759 .
Portsmouth in New - Ilampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1759. pp. 32 .
8vo. MIIS .
8390 MARBURG HYMN BOOK.
VOLLSTAENDIGES MARBURGER GESANG-BUCH, ZUR UEBUNG DER GOTTSELIGKEIT,
IN 649 CHRISTLICHEN UND TROSTREICHEN PSALMEN UND GESÄNGEN HRN. D.
MARTIN LUTHERS UND ANDERER GOTTSELIGER LEHRER, ORDENTLICH IN XII
THEILE VERFASSET, UND MIT NÖTHIGEN REGISTERN AUCH EINER VERZEICHNISS
VERSEHEN UNTER WELCHE TITUL DIE IN ANHANG BEFINDLICHE LIEDER
GEHÖRIG : AUCH ZUR BEFÖRDERUNG DES SO KIRCHEN-ALS PRIVAT-GOTTESDIEN
STES, MIT ERBAULICHEN MORGEN -ABEND - Buss -BEICHTUND COMMUNION-GEBÄT
LEIN VERMEHRET.
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1759. pp.
( 12 ), 527 , (16 ) , 14. 16mo.
The first Lutheran hymn book printed in the United States.
HSP.
8391 MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
ABRIDGMENT AND COLLECTION OF THE ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
MARYLAND, AT PRESENT IN FORCE . WITH A SMALL CHOICE COLLECTION OF
PRECEDENTS IN LAW AND CONVEYANCING. CALCULATED FOR THE USE OF THE
GENTLEMEN OF THE PROVINCE. BY JAMES BISSET, ATTORNEY AT LAW .
PPiladelphia : [sic]. Printed by William Bradford , Printer , in Market
Street, for the Author, 1759. pp. (2 ) , ( 2) , (4), 366 . 8vo. HSP. JCB. MHS.
.
$ 40
8392 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 22D. OF NOVEMBER, 1758 .
[-230 December, 1758.]
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green , 1759. pp . 17-53. 4to.
HC. Mdas .
8393
The same. [4 April - 17 April, 1759.)
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green, 1759. pp. 57-76 . 4to . HC.
8394 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green. 1759. fol .
8395 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY - FIRST DAY OF MAY, 1758 .
AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO FRIDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY
OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. 1759. pp. 497-503 . fol .
8396 The same. AN ACT... AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF FEBRUARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
[Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Goo
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. 1759. pp. 505-508. fol.







MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE , continued .
The same. Acts and LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETI DAY
OF MAY, 1759. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Goo
ernor, Council and House of Representatives. 1759 . pp. 509-510 . fol .
8398 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE THIRD DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :)
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, byorder of his excellency the Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives MDCCLIX . pp . 511-514 . fol.
In most copies the last page is erroneously printed 420 , and this
paging is carried along to the end of the volume.
8399 ACTS AND LAWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS- BAY IN
NEW -ENGLAND.
Boston , in New -England : Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excel
lency the Governor, Council and House of Representatives. M ,D,CC,LIX. pp . 24 .





THE CHARTER GRANTED BY THEIR MAJESTIES King WILLIAM AND QUEEN
MARY, TO TIE INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF MASSACHUSETTS -Bay, IN NEW
ENGLAND.
Boston, in New -England : Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excel
lency the Governor, Council and House of Representatives. M.DCC,LIX . pp . (2 ) ,
16. fol .
8401 ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND :
BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY - FIRST DAY OF
May 1758. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO FRIDAY THE TWENTY
NINTH DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the
Governour, Council and House of Representatires. 1759 . pp. 367-372. fol.
8402 The same. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY
THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF FEBRUARY FOLLOWING, AND TIIEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excelle the Gor
ernour , Council, and House of Representatives. 1759 . pp. 373-394 . fol.
8403 The same. AN ACT, AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
AND ADJOURNMENT TO WEDNESDAY THE ELEVENTH DAY OF APRIL FOLLOWING ,
AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by order of his excellency the Governour, Council
and House of Representatives. And sold by by [sic] S. Kneeland in Queen - Street.
MDCCLIX . pp. 395-406 . fol .
8404 The same. AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR
ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN New
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY
OF May, 1759 .
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Gor
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. MDCC,LIX . p . 407. fol.
ITE :VSLO ,








MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. ACTS AND LAWS ... AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY
SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE THIRD DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING ,
AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston , N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellencythe Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. MDCC,LIX . pp. 409-420 . fol.
8406
[ Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY Thomas PowNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, VICE - ADMIRAL OF THE SAME, &c. A PROCLAMATION
FOR A PUBLIC FAST. .. THURSDAY THE FIFTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT . . . GOD
SAVE THE KING [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council, 1759. Broadside. fol. MHS .
8407
MATION FOR A PUBLIC FAST .
MHS.
8408
[ Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY Thomas PoWNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE Massachu
SETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, VICE -ADMIRAL OF THE SAME &C. A PROCLA
THURSDAY THE TWENTY - EIGHTH DAY OF JUNE,
1759. . GOD SAVE THE KING . ( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1759. Broadside. fol.
[Arms.) BY HIS EXCELLENCY Thomas PowNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME, &C. A PRO
CLAMATION . . . APPOINTING THURSDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF OCTOBER
INSTANT, TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING ... . God SAVE
THE KING. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Gorernoo
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1759. Broadside. fol.
[Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY THomas PowNALL, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER His MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A
PROCLAMATION FOR A GENERAL THANKSGIVING . . . THURSDAY THE TWENTY
NINTH DAY OF NOVEMBER INSTANT GOD SAVE THE KING. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor




8410 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF
May, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1759. [-15 June, 1759.)
[ Boston , N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland, Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1759. ) pp. (53 ). fol . BA. MHS. NYPL.
8411 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE THIRD DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON
AFORESAID , BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID Court. [-10 November, 1759.)
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1759.] pp. 55-126 . fol .
8412 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE SECOND DAY OF JANUARY
FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON
AFORESAID , BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID Court. (-13 February, 1760. ]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1760.] pp. 127-260 . fol .
















MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE NINETEENTH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT
BOSTON AFORESAID , BEING THE FOURTH SESSION OF SAID Court. [-28 April , 1760.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland . 1760.1 pp . 261-351 . fol.
RESOLVE OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL RELATING TO THE DISORDERS ON THE
DAYS OF ORDINATION OF MINISTERS : WITH PROCEEDINGS OF
THE CONVENTION OF
MINISTERS THEREUPON.
Boston : Printed by John Draper, 1759. pp . 4. 4to.
MATHER , MOSES 1719-1806
THE VISIBLE CHURCH , IN COVENANT With God : OR, AN INQUIRY INTO THE CONSTI
TUTION OF THE VISIBLE CHURCH OF CHRIST ; WHEREIN THE DIVINE RIGHT OF
INFANT BAPTISM IS DEFENDED ; AND, THE ADMISSION OF ADULTS TO COMPLEAT
STANDING IN THE VISIBLE CHURCH , THOUGH DESTITUTE OF A SAVING FAITH , SHOWN
TO BE AGREEABLE TO THE REVEALED WILL OF GOD. . . . [Two lines from ] ISAIAH.
Nero - York : Printed by H. Gaine, at the Bible and Crown, in Hanover
Square, M ,DCC,LIX . pp . 60. 8vo. BA. CH3. NYHg.
MAYHEW, JONATHAN . 1720-1766
TAE LATE SMILES OF PROVIDENCE REPRESENTED . . . Two DISCOURSES DELIVERED
NOVEMBER 230, 1758. BEING THE DAY APPOINTED BY AUTHORITY TO BE OBSERVED
AS A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING : RELATING, MORE ESPECIALLY TO THE SUCCESS
OF HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS, AND THOSE OF THE KING OF PRUSSIA, THE LAST YEAR. . . .
Boston , N. E.: Printed and sold by R. Draper. Edes & Gill, & Green &
Russell. (1759.) pp. 29, 57. 8vo.
AAS. BA. CHS. HC. MHS. YC.
TWO DISCOURSES DELIVERED OCTOBER 25TH, 1759. BEING THE DAY APPOINTED
BY AUTHORITY TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING FOR THE
SUCCESS OF HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS, MORE PARTICULARLY IN THE REDUCTION OF
QUEBEC, THE CAPITAL OF CANADA. WITH AN APPENDIX, CONTAINING A BRIEF
ACCOUNT OF TWO FORMER EXPEDITIONS AGAINST THAT CITY AND COUNTRY, WHICH
PROVED UNSUCCESSFUL..
Boston ; New -England : Printed and sold by Richard Draper, in Newbury
Street ; Edes & Gill, in Queen - street ; and Thomas & John Fleet, in Cornhill.
MDCCLIX . pp. 67 , ( 12) . 8vo . AAS. BA. CHS. HC. JCB. MHS. NYPL . YC.
Reprinted in London the following year.
MOODEY, or MOODY, SAMUEL -1795
AN ATTEMPT TO POINT OUT THE FATAL AND PERNICIOUS CONSEQUENCES OF THE
Rev MR. JOSEPH BELLAMY'S DOCTRINES, RESPECTING MORAL EVIL. [Six lines of
Scripture texts. ]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes & Gill, in Queen - Street, 1759 .
8vo.
The manuscript of this tract is in the Harvard College Library .
MOORE, Thomas, pseudonym .
THE NEW-YORK POCKET-ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1760. CALCULATED FOR
THE USE OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES.
BY THOMAS MOORE PHILO .
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown in
Hanover -Square. (1759.1 pp . (48). 24mo .
NYSL,
MORE, ROGER, pseudonym .
Poor Roger, 1760. THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1760 . By ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by Samuel Parker, at the New -Printing -Office
in Beaver - Street. And by James Parker, in Woodbridge, New Jersey . (1759.]
8418
pp. 31 .
AAS . BM. CHS. HC.
8419
8420














MORE, ROGER, continued .
Poor Roger's UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1760 .
New - York : Printed by Samuel Parker, at the New -Printing - Office, in
Beaver - Street . (1759. )
MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
Poor THOMAS IMPROVED : BEING MORE'S COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1760. . . BY THOMAS MORE, PHILODESPOT .
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , in Broud - Street, near the
E.change. [ 1759.1
The same. [A second impression .]
New -York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , in Broad - Street, near the
Erchange. [ 1759.)
The first impression of four thousand copies being sold , a second
impression was issued later in the year.
THE UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR , 1760. By Thomas MORE ,
PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , in Broad - Street, near the
Exchange. (1759.)
NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS-UND IIaus CALENDER
AUF DAS JAHR . . . 1760. ZUM SIEBENTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN .
Philadelphia : Teutsche Buchdruckerey. 1759 .
TIIE NEW AMERICAN MAGAZINE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 . By SYLVANUS
AMERICANUS. [ Samuel Nevill . ]
Woodbridge, in New - Jersey : Printed and sold by James Parker . 1759.
8vo.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI REGIS GEORGII SECUNDI MAGNÆ BRITANNIA FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ
TRICESIMO SECUNDO. AN ACT FOR THE MORE SPEEDY LEVYING ONE THOUSAND,
OR AT LEAST EIGHT HUNDRED MEN, INCLUSIVE OF OFFICERS, TO BE EMPLOYED IN
HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE IN THE CURRENT YEAR. [ Colophon :]
Portsmouth : Printed by Duniel Fowle. 1759. Broadside. fol.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 .
Portsmouth in New Hampshire: Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1759. 4to.
NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE .
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-JERSEY. HELD THE 8TH OF March 1759. [-17 March, 1759.)
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker. 1759. pp. 23. fol . NISL. PRO.
THE NEW -LONDON SUMMARY, OR THE WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY -DECEM
BER , 1759 .
New-London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1759. fol .
NEW YORK . PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . Regis MagNÆ BRITANNIÆ FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
TRIGESIMO SECUNDO . AT A SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY
OF NEW-YORK, HIELD AT FLATBUSH , IN King's-COUNTY ; BEGUN THE FIFTEENTH
OF FEBRUARY, 1757 , AND CONTINUED BY DIVERS ADJOURNMENTS, AT THE CITY
OF NEW - YORK, TO THE SIXTEENTH OF DECEMBER, 1758 , . . • [ Arms.]
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker, at the Nero Printing - Office
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NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
ANNO TRIGESIMO TERTIO GEORGII SECUNDI REGIS CHAP. VI . AN ACT FOR
EMITTING BILLS OF CREDIT TO THE AMOUNT ..[ Colophon :)
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman, in Broad - Street. [1759.)
pp. 23-28 . fol.
BY THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; his MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, IN PURSUANCE OF AN ACT, ENTITLED AN ACT FOR RAISING A
SUPPLY OF ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND POUNDS, FOR LEVYING , PAYING,
DATED, FORT GEORGE, 1759.]
[ Nero - York : Printed by W. Weyman ? 1759.] Broadside. fol.
[Arms.] BY THIE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEU
TENANT GOVERNOR, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-YORK, A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS IT HATI PLEASED ALMIGHTY
God, . . . [Dated, Fort George, November 1 , 1759. )
[ Neu - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1759. ] Broadside. fol .
EXTRACT OF AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBL
THOUSAND POUNDS FOR AN ARMY OF TWENTY THOUSAND MEN TO INVADE CANADA,
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE KING'S TROOPS.
New - York : Printed by W. Weyman . 1759. pp. 19 . 8vo .
THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; uis MAJESTY's
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-YORK , . . TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID
PROVINCE. [Dated , New-York , February 1 , 1759. With The Humble address
of the Council, dated, February 2 , and his honour's Answer, dated , February
3 , 1759.7
[ New - York : Printed by W. Weyman ? 1759.7 pp. 3. fol.
THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE
OF NEW-YORK, AND THE TERRITORIES TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE. [ Dated, City of New-York , December 6 ,
1759. )
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman . 1759. ) pp. 2. fol .
TO THE HONOURABLE JAMES DE LANCEY, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, AND THE TERRITORIES THE HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF
THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK. [Dated , Council Chamber, City of New York ,
December 8, 1759.]
[ Nero- York : Printed by William Weyman, 1759.) Broadside. fol.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF
NEW - YORK . JANUARY 31 to [March 1.] 1759.
New - York : Printed by William Weyman . 1759. pp . 30. fol .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF
NEW-YORK. ASSEMBLY -CHAMBER , IN THE CITY-HALL, IN THE CITY OF NEW
YORK. ( June 26 ,-July 3 , 1759.]
[ Nero- York : ] William Weyman , printer. [1759.) pp . [39 ]-44 . fol.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY
OF NEW-YORK. BOWRY-DIVISION, IN THE OUT-WARD OF THE CITY OF NEW
YORK. [October 17 ,-18 , 1759.1























NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY
OF NEW-YORK. ASSEMBLY-CHAMBER, AT THE BOWRY, IN THE OUT WARD OF
THE CITY OF NEW-YORK . [December 4,-11 , 1759.]
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1759.) pp. [49 ]-52. fol.
THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE . CONTAINING AND TO CONTAIN , THE FRESHEST AND
MOST IMPORTANT ADVICES, BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . No. 26. AUGUST 13,
[-December, 1759.]
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , Printer to the honourable
the General Assembly of the Colony of New - York , at the Neu -Printing-office in
Broad -street . 1759. fol . NYPL .
The earlier numbers were published as Weyman's New-York Ga
zette .
THE NEW - YORK GAZETTE ; OR , THE WEEKLY POST - BOY. WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759.
New - York : Printed by Samuel Parker, at the New - Printing - Office in
Beaver - Street. 1759. fol . NYPL .
In February the firm of Parker & Weyman dissolved , and Parker
assigned the publication of the paper to his nephew , Samuel
Parker. In April the title was altered to Parker's New - York
Gazette, or, the weekly post-boy.
THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
DOMESTIC . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine at the Bible & Crown in Hanover
Square. 1759. fol.
THE NEWPORT MERCURY. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 .
Neroport : Printed by James Franklin , 1759. fol .
NOEL, GARRAT, & Co.
CATALOGUE OF BOOKS SOLD BY GARRAT NOEL, & Co.
New - York : Printed for Garrat Noel & Co. 1759. 18mo.
NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE .
ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH -CAROLINA, MAY, 1759 .
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1759 .
THE NORTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 .
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, at the Printing - Office in Front- Street.
1759. fol .
PARKER, BENJAMIN 1694-1790
THE DIFFICULTIES, DUTIES AND ENCOURAGEMENTS OF CHRIST'S MINISTERS COX
SIDERED , IN A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
JONATHAN EAMES, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH IN NEW-Town, IN
THE PROVINCE OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE, JANUARY 17 , 1759. . · [ Three lines
from ] 2 CoR . VI. 8–10.
Portsmouth , New Hampshire, Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle.
MDCCLIX . pp. 33. 8vo .
PARSONS, JONATHAN 1705-1776
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN TRUE GODLINESS AND THE PROMISES OF THE GOSPEL.
IN TWO DISCOURSES PREACH'd ... IN NEWBURY.























A SERMON PREACH'D IN THE AUDIENCE OF HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR, HIS
HONOR THE LIEUT-GOVERNOR, AND THE HONORABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL,
AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, MAY 31st, 1759. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY FOR THE
ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE SAID PROVINCE. [ Four
lines from ] Cic.
Boston in New England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excel
lency the Governor ; and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1759. pp. 35. 8vo.
Two DISCOURSES CONCERNING THE IMPORTANCE, OF THE BELIEF AND PRO
FESSION OF THE GOSPEL TO ETERNAL SALVATION , PREACHED LAST WINTER, AND
NOW MADE PUBLIC AT THE DESIRE OF MANY THAT HEARD THEM.
Boston in Ner -England : Printed and sold by John Draper, 1759. pp.
37. 8vo. BA. MHS.
PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
TRICESIMO SECUNDO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENN
SYLVANIA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF
OCTOBER, ANNO DOMINI 1758 , IN THE THIRTY - SECOND YEAR OF THE REIGN
OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN ,
FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &c. AND FROM
THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE FIFTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1759.
[Arms]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLIX . pp . (2) , 439-483 . fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
TWENTY -FIRST DAY OF May, 1759 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLIX . pp. (2), 487-513 . fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
TENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1759.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLIX . pp. (2) , 517-526 . fol .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ ,
TRICESIMO SECUNDO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYL
VANIA , BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PAILADELPHIA, THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER ,
ANNO DOMINI. 1759 , IN THE THIRTY - THIRD YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOV
EREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE
AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. AND FROM THENCE CON
TINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS [ to November 20. 1759.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Nero- Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLIX . pp. (2), 529-530. fol.
AN ACT FOR GRANTING HIS MAJESTY THE SUM OF ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
POUNDS, PASSED AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEGUN OCTOBER , 1758, AND
CONTINUED TO THE 5TH FEBRUARY, 1759 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, MDCCLIX . pp. (2) , 45
fol.
BY BRIGADIER GENERAL STANWIX , COMMANDING HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES IN THE
SOUTHERN PROVINCES OF NORTH AMERICA, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, THAT A
NUMBER OFWAGGONS WILL BE WANTED FOR HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE, . . . [ Dated ,
4 May, 1759. )

























PENNSYLVANIA. PROVINCE, continued .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, MET AT PHILADELPHIA, ON THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER, Anno Domini 1758 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS. (Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Neu - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLIX. pp. 111 , ( 1 ) . fol.
THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post-Master , and D. Hall, at the
New - Printing -Office, near the Market. 1759. fol .
THE NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE PRINTERS LADS, WHO CARRY ABOUT THE
PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE TO THE CUSTOMERS.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B.Franklin , and D. Hall. 1759.] Broadside.
fol.
THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1759 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Wi am Bradford at the Corner -house
of Front and Market-streets. 1759. fol .
With number 871 , the imprint was changed to that given under
the year 1760.
NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1759.
THE PENNSYLVANIA POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1760 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. ( 1759.)
PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16 , 1759 .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1759. fol .
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA. CHRIST-CHURCH.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST-CHURCH PARISH, IN PAILA
DELPIIIA, FROM DECEMBER 24 , 1758 , To DECEMBER 24. 1759. By CALEB CASH,
CLERK, AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON.
[ Philadelphia : 1759. ) Broadside. fol.
PHILLIPS , SAMUEL 1690-1771
WISDOM, AN ESSENTIAL REQUISITE, OR A NECESSARY QUALIFICATION , FOR
A SERMON DELIVER'D (MOSTLY) ON THE THIRD DAY OF
JANUARY, A. D. 1759. PREVIOUS TO THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
Nathan HOLT, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE SECOND CHURCH AND CONGRE
GATION IN DANVERS. AND NOW PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY OF THE
PEOPLE OF THAT PARISH, AND OF SOME OTHERS ; TO WHOM IT IS HUMBLY
[Six lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland. 1759. pp . (4) , 50. 8vo .
PIKE, SAMUEL 1717-1773
An EPISTOLARY CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN S. P. AND R. (obert] S. [ andeman]
RELATING TO THE LETTERS ON THERON AND ASPASIO. [By James Hervey. )
[ Boston : 1759. ) pp . 96. 8vo .
PIKE, SAMUEL, and HAYWARD, SAMUEL
SOME IMPORTANT CASES OF CONSCIENCE ANSWERED AT THE CASUISTICAL EXERCISE,
ON WEDNESDAY EVENINGS, IN LITTLE ST. HELEN'S BISHOPGATE -STREET, LONDON
VOL. II .



























A POEM SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF JAMES WOLFE, ESQ. , MAJOR-GENERAL,
WHO WAS SLAIN UPON THE PLAINS OF ABRAHAM SEPTEMBER 13, 1759.
Neu - Haven : Printed by James Parker, & Company. [ 1759.) pp. 19. 8vo.
POOR ISAAC, pseudonym .
THE NEW-YORK ROYAL SHEET ALMANACK FOR 1760 . BY POOR ISAAC.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. (1759.) Broadside. fol .
PRIME, EBENEZER 1700-1779
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DIVINE PRESENCE WITH THE ARMIES OF GOD'S PEOPLE ,
IN THEIR MARTIAL ENTERPRISES ; CONSIDERED AND IMPROVED, AND THE CHRISTIAN
SOLDIER ADMONISHED, COUNSELLED AND ENCOURAGED . A SERMON PREACHED TO
THE PROVINCIALS OF THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , AT HUNTINGTON , ON LONG ISLAND ,
May 7TH, 1759 .
Nerc- York : Printed and sold by Samuel Parker . 1759. pp. 64. 8vo.
PRINDLE, JOSEPH
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY ; OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1760.
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company. [1759.) pp. ( 16) .
16mo.
PROPOSALS FOR PRINTING BY SUBSCRIPTION THE GENTLEMEN AND LADIES MILITARY
CLOSET FURNITURE, CONSISTING OF SIX REPRESENTATIONS OF WARRIORS, WHO ARE
IN THE SERVICE OF THEIR MAJESTIES, THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN AND THE
KING OF PRUSSIA DESIGNED AFTER THE LIFE, WITH A DESCRIPTION AS EXPRESSED
IN THE PROPOSALS WHICH MAY BE HAD GRATIS.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1759 .
Gaine announced July 30th , that five plates, engraved by the two
best hands in America, were finished , and the sixth then engraving.
RANDOLPH , PEYTON 1721-1775
A LETTER TO A GENTLEMAN IN LONDON, FROM VIRGINIA.
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. MDCCLIX. pp. 28. 8vo.
REDMAN, JOHN 1722-1807
A DEFENCE OF INOCULATION .
Philadelphia : 1759.
RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT PROVIDENCE, WITHIN
AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE TWENTY-SIXTH OF FEBRUARY, IN
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY- NINE, AND
THIRTY-SECOND OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE
SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH .
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1759.) pp. 70-109 . fol.
The copy in the Jobn Carter Brown Collection ofBrown University
has the following note in manuscript: “ My hand October the 19th
1759 , Exactly , Six months, three weeks & five Days, since the
Copy was delivered the Printer as appears by his News-paper of
the 27th of March. Tho Ward Secr’y .”
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE
SAID COLONY , ON THE DAY BEFORE THE GENERAL ELECTION , BEING TUESDAY THE
FIRST OF MAY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
FIFTY -NINE, AND THIRTY-SECOND YEAR















RHODE ISLAND. Colony, continued .
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID
COLONY, ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -NINE, AND THIRTY-SECOND YEAR
[Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, MAY THE 14TH, 1759. By Tho.
WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1759. ) pp . 5-13 . fol. JCB. NYPL.
8481 The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT, AT NEWPORT, WITHIN
AND FOR THE SAID COLONY ON MONDAY THE ELEVENTH OF JUNE, ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -NINE , AND THIRTY-SECOND YEAR, . · ( Dated ]
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF JUNE , ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -NINE, BY Tho . WARD, SECR’Y.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1759.) pp . 14-30. fol .
JCB.
8482 The same. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COM
PANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND & PROVIDENCE -PLANTA
TIONS, IN New-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT, AT
EAST-GREENWICH, WITHIN AND FOR THE COLONY AFORESAID , ON MONDAY THE
TWENTIETH OF AUGUST, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -NINE, AND
THIRTY-THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY, GEORGE THE SECOND .
BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OFGREAT BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH . [Dated .]
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE THIRD DAY OF SEPTEMBER, ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY -NINE, Tho's WARD, SEC’RY. (Colophon :]
Printed at Boston , New -England , by Richard Draper, in Newbury - Street.
( 1759.) pp. ( 19.) fol.
O .
JCB. NYPL .
8483 AN ACT FOR VESTING AND DISTRIBUTING INTESTATE ESTATES.





THE KNOWLEDGE OF SALVATION PRECIOUS IN THE HOUR OF DEATH ; PROVED IN A
SERMON PREACHED JANUARY 4TH, 1759 , UPON THE DEATH OF THE REV. MR. JAMES
HERVEY, RECTOR OF WESTON -FAVEL, IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, [One line
from ] Prov. x. 2. THE FOURTH EDITION .
London and Edinburgh , Printed. Boston : Re -printed and sold by Forle
and Draper at their Printing- Office opposite the Lion & Bell, in Marlborough
Street. MDCC,LIX. pp. 28. 8vo. AAS. BA. MHS .
8485 The same. THE SEVENTH EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1759.
8486 RUTTY, JOHN 1698-1775
THE LIBERTY OF THE SPIRIT AND OF THE FLESH DISTINGUISHED : IN AN ADDRESS
TO THOSE CAPTIVES IN SPIRIT AMONG THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS, WHO ARE
COMMONLY CALLED LIBERTINES . BY JOHN RUTTY, AN UNWORTHY MEMBER OF
THAT COMMUNITY .
Dublin , printed : Philadelphia : Re- printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall.
1759 . pp. 64. 8vo.
.
HSP .
8487 SAUNDERS, RICHARD , pseudonym .
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1760. BY R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. (1759.)
pp. 24. 24mo. $ 31










Poor RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS. FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1760. ... BY RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [ 1759.)
pp . (36) . 8vo . HSP. NYPL.
8489 SCULL, NICHOLAS 1700
TO THE HONOURABLE THOMAS PENN AND RICHARD PENN, THIS MAP OF THE
IMPROVED PART OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA IS HUMBLY DEDICATED BY
NICHOLAS SCULL. A SCALE OF BRITISH STATUTE MILES, 69} TO A DEGREE.
Philadelphia , Engraved by J. Turner, and printed by J. Davis, for the
Author, 1759. 294 x 584. LOC .
8490 SEABURY, SAMUEL -1764
A MODEST REPLY TO A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN TO HIS FRIEND IN DUTCHESS
COUNTY. LATELY PUBLISHED BY AN ANONYMOUS WRITER. [One line of
Latin quotation .]
Nero - York : Printed in the year MDCCLIX . pp. ( 18) . 8vo .
. .
CHS.
8491 SHERMAN, ROGER 1721-1793
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR, AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1760...
Boston : Printed for D. Henchman , J. Edwards, M. Dennis, J. Winter,
T. Leverett, and S. Webb. (1759.1 pp. (24). 8vo. BPL. MHS.
8492 SMITH, ROBERT 1723-1793
A WHEEL IN THE MIDDLE OF A WHEEL : OR, THE HARMONY AND CONNEXION OF THE
VARIOUS ACTS OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE . A SERMON DELIVERED BEFORE THE
SECOND REV. PRESBYTERY OF NEW - CASTLE , AND THEIR CORRESPONDENTS, MET AT
WHITE -CLAY -CREEK , JANUARY 20, 1759. PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF
THE HEARERS.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, at the Newest -Printing - Office,
MDCCLIX. pp. 57 , (2) . 8vo . LOC .
.
8493 SMITH , WILLIAM , & Co.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN WILLIAM SMITH AND OTHERS AS WILLIAM SMITH & CO. AND
CERTAIN ADVENTURERS AND PROPOSED SETTLERS CONCERNING 1,000,000 ACRES OF
LAND IN Nova Scotia.
[ Philadelphia : 1759 ] pp . 4. fol.
8494 SORGE,
AN AUTHENTIC ACCOUNT OF THE BARBARITY OF THE RUSSIANS BEFORE AND AFTER
THE KING OF PRUSSIA'S VICTORY OVER THEM, NEAR ZARNDORFF. EXTRACTED
FROM TWO LETTERS WROTE ORIGINALLY IN GERMAN BY HIM , OCT. 1758. RECOM
MENDED BY THE REv. MR. WHITEFIELD. FROM THE EDINBURGH THIRD EDITION.
Boston, N. E.: Reprinted by S. Kneeland , 1759. pp . 23. 12mo.
8495 THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759.
Charles -Town : Printed by Peter Timothy , in King -Street. 1759. fol.
8496 THE SOUTH -CAROLINA AND AMERICAN GENERAL GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEM
BER, 1759 .
Charlestown : Printed by R. Wells, and G. Bruce , för Robert Wells, at the
Great Stationery and Book - store on the Bay. 1759. fol .









8497 STEVENS, BENJAMIN 1721-1791
A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF THE HONOURABLE SIR WILLIAM PEPPER
RELL, BART. LIEUTENANT -GENERAL IN HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE, &C . WHO DIED AT
HIS SEAT IN KITTERY, JULY 6TH , 1759 , AGED 63. PREACHED THE NEXT LORD's
DAY AFTER HIS FUNERAL.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street. MDCCLIX .
vi , 24. 4to.
pp.
BA. CHS. JCB. NYPL. $15 1
8498 STEWARD, JOSEPH
POOR JOSEPH'S ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1760.
Boston : ( 1759.) 12mo.
8499 THE STRANGE AND WONDERFUL PREDICTIONS OF MR. CHRISTOPHER LOVE, MINISTER
OF THE GOSPEL AT LAWRENCE-JURY, LONDON , WHO WAS BEHEADED ON TOWER
Hill, IN THE TIME OF OLIVER CROMWELL'S GOVERNMENT OF ENGLAND: GIVING
AN ACCOUNT OF BABYLON'S FALL, OR THE DESTRUCTION OF POPERY, AND IN THE
GLORIOUS EVENT, A GENERAL REFORMATION OVER ALL THE WORLD.
Boston : Printed by Fowle and Draper. 1759 . Broadside. fol . AAS.
8500 The same.
Newport : Printed and sold by James Franklin , at the Printing Office.
1759 . Broadside. fol.
8501 The same.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1759. Broadside. fol.
8502 THOMAS, THOMAS
THE PENNSYLVANIA ALMANAC. OR EPHEMERIS OF THE DAILY MOTIONS OF THE
SUN AND MOON, FOR 1760 : BY THOMAS THOMAS, PHILOMAT.




THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRY -MAN'S ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD 1760. .
Germantown : Printed and sold by C. Sower, jun. (1759.) pp. (40) . 8vo.
8504 TODD, JONATHAN 1713-1
791
A FAITHFUL NARRATIVE, OF THE PROCEEDINGS, OF THE FIRST SOCIETY AND
CHURCH IN WALLINGFORD, IN THEIR CALLING , AND SETTLING THE Rev. MR.
JAMES DANA IN THE PASTORAL OFFICE OVER THEM : AND OF THE DOINGS OF THE
SEVERAL COUNCILS RELATIVE THERETO, WITH SOME REMARKS INTERSPERSED .
. . TOGETHER WITH A VINDICATION OF THE Rev. MR. DANA, SAID CHURCH,
AND SOCIETY, AND THE ORDINATION COUNCIL : IN A LETTER TO THE AUTHOR OF
THE NARRATIVE : BY WILLIAM HART, A. M. PASTOR OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN
SaY-BROOK. TO WHICH IS ADDED , AN APPENDIX , CONTAINING A SUMMARY OF THE
LAWS OF THE NATION, THAT ARE PECULIARLY APPLICABLE TO THIS CASE. [ Five
lines of quotations.]
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Com . at the Post-office. 1759. pp
v, 84 , [ 1 ]. 8vo.
BA. BU. CHS. WL. YC.
It was found necessary to print Mr. Hart's Letter, and the appen
dix later, and separate.















TRANSLATION OF A MANUSCRIPT FOUND ON BOARD A FRENCH MAN OF WAR,
TAKEN BY ADMIRAL BOSCAWEN, IN THE YEAR 1755, INTITLED, REMARQUES ET
OBSERVATIONS POUR LA NAVIGATION DE FRANCE Á QUEBEC TIRÉES DES MÉMOIRES
ET JOURNAUX QUI SONT EN DÈPOT D'ART DE LA MARINE, 1737 .
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, in Queen - Street, 1759. pp. 27. 4to .
THE TWO MOTHERS ; OR THE HISTORY OF ANTIGONE AND PHRONISSA, &C.
Boston : 1759.
UNITED BRETHREN or UNITAS FRATRUM, commonly called MORAVIANS.
DES KINDER BÜCHLEINS. Tom. VII . D. I. EIN VERSUCH ZU EINEM LOSUNGS
BÜCHEL AUS DER BIBEL FÜR SIE AUFS JAHR 1758 .
Barby Gedruckt im Jahr 1758. Zum andern mahl gedruckt zu Philadel
phia . [ 1759 ? ] pp. ( 2 ) , (4 ) , ( 117 ) . 16mo.
A VALEDICTORY ORATION, PRONOUNCED AT THE COMMENCEMENT HELD AT NASSAU
HALL IN NEW - JERSEY, SEPTEMBER 26 , 1759. BY ONE OF THE BATCHELORS, A
YOUTH OF EIGHTEEN. PUBLISHED BY DESIRE .
Neu - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1759. 8vo.
VIRGINIA . COLONY.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II, REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ , & HIBERNIÆ, TRI
AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL,
IN WILLIAMSBURG, ON THURSDAY THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, IN THE
THIRTY -SECOND YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II . BY
THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT - BRITAIN , FRANCE, AND PRELAND, KING, DEFENDER
OF THE FAITH , &C, AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1758 ; AND FROM THENCE
CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE 22D OF FEBRUARY, IN
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1759 ; AND THEN HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN WILLIAMS
BURG ; BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF THIS ASSEMBLY.
[Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1759.) pp. 36. fol.
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII II. REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ
& HIBERNIÆ, TRICESIMO TERTIO. ; AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEV
ERAL PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE 1ST OF NOVEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD 1759 : AND THEN HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING THE
FOURTH SESSION OF THIS ASSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1759.) pp. 8. fol.
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. (22 February, -14 April, 1759. )
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1759. pp. 94. fol.
The same. ( 1 November, -21 November, 1759.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1759. pp. 26. fol.
THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1759 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1759 . fol .
WAGNER, TOBIAS
M. TOBIAS WAGNERS ABSCHIEDS -REDE AN SEINE LUTHERISCHE GEMEINDEN IN
PENNSYLVANIEN, WELCHE ER ZU UNTERSCHIEDLICHEN ZEITEN ALS PREDIGER
ALLE 14 TAGE ODER 4 WOCHEN BEDIENT.
Ephrata Typis Societatis 1759. pp. 39. 8vo. HSP
WATTS, ISAAC 1674-1748
CHRISTIAN DISCIPLINE ; OR THE CHARACTER OF A POLITE YOUNG GENTLEMAN.

























WEATHERWISE, ABRAHAM , pseudonym .
FATHER ABRAHAM'S ALMANAC, [ON AN ENTIRE NEW PLAN .] FOR THE YEAR OF
OUR LORD, 1760. . BY ABRAHAM WEATHERWISE, GENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by W.Dunlap, at the Newest - Printing - Office on the
South side of the Jersey -Market. [1759.] pp. (40). 8vo.
MR. WEATHERWISE's POCKET-ALMANAC, (on AN ENTIRE NEW PLAN .] FOR
1760. . By A. WEATHERWISE , GEN.
Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the Newest- Printing -Office, on the south
side of the Jersey -Market, Philadelphia . (1759.) pp. (30). 24mo.
WEBB, THOMAS 1724-1796
A MILITARY TREATISE ON THE APPOINTMENTS OF THE ARMY. CONTAINING MANY
USEFUL HINTS, NOT TOUCHED UPON BEFORE BY ANY AUTHOR : AND PROPOSING SOME
NEW REGULATIONS IN THE ARMY, WHICH WILL BE PARTICULARLY USEFUL IN
CARRYING ON THE WAR IN NORTH-AMERICA . TOGETHER WITH A SHORT TREATISE
ON MILITARY HONORS.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, at the Newest- Printing - Office.
MDCCLIX . pp . ( 2) , xiii , ( 1 ) , 111. 2 folded plates. 16mo.
Second title : A TREATISE ON MILITARY HONORS. BY LIEUTENANT WEBB.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1759. pp. 91-111 .
The Author, who lost an eye at the Siege of Quebec , is better
known as one of the earliest Methodist preachers in America.
WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES.
THE SHORTER CATECHISM AGREED UPON BY THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES AT WEST
MINSTER
Boston : Printed and sold by T. and J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in
Cornhill. 1759 . pp. 24. 8vo.
WEYMAN'S NEW-YORK GAZETTE. CONTAINING, AND TO CONTAIN , THE FRESHEST
AND MOST IMPORTANT ADVICES, BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . No. 00. FEB
RUARY 16 , [-August 6 , 1759.]
New - York : Printed and sold by William Weyman , at the New Printing
office in Broad street, in the house where Mr. John Cox now lives, opposite Syna
gogue Alley. 1759 . fol . NYPL .
After the last date, the paper was continued as “ The New-York
Gazette," until December 28 , 1767 .
WILCOX or WILCOCKS, THOMAS 162
2
A GUIDE TO ETERNAL GLORY, OR A DROP OF HONEY FROM THE ROCK OF CHRIST.
CONTAINING , BRIEF DIRECTIONS TO ALL CHRISTIANS HOW TO ATTAIN EVERLASTING
SALVATION . TO WHICH ARE ADDED, SEVERAL OTHER DIVINE TRACTS :
New -York : Sold by Garrat Noel & Comp . at the Meal- Market. 1759 .
frontispiece.
WINTHROP, JOHN 1714-1779
TWO LECTURES ON COMETS ; READ IN THE CHAPEL OF HARVARD COLLEGE IN APRIL ,
1759 , ON OCCASION OF THE COMET THAT APPEARED IN THAT MONTH. WITH AN
APPENDIX .
Boston : Printed and sold by Green & Russell & sold also by D. Henchman
1759. pp . 44, xviii. 4to.
YALE COLLEGE.
COLLEGII YALENSIS, QUOD EST Novo-PORTU CONNECTICUTENSIUM , STATUTA, A
PRÆSIDE ET SOCIIS SANCITA.















YALE COLLEGE, continued .
PRÆCLARISSIMO OPTIMA ERUDITIONE VITAE INTEGRITATE OMNIQUE FOELICIS
SIMI GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH , ARMIGERO ,
COLONIÆ CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERANDO AC HONORANDO
D. THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRÆSIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO
ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE




8525 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo-PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS. IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS MDCCLIX.
[ Novo- Portu . Excudebat Jacobus Parker et Socii. 1759.] Broadside. fol.
8526
.
AGUECHEEK , ANDREW , pseudonym .
THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN ALMANACK , OR, YEARLY ASTRONOMICAL, HISTORICAL
AND GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE . FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1761. BY
ANDREW AGUECHEEK , PHILOM.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford , at the London Coffee - House and
A. Steuartat the Bible -in -Heart, the corner of Black - Horse - Alley, in Second - Street.
( 1760.] pp. (40). 8vo. HSP.
8527 ALL CANADA IN THE HANDS OF THE ENGLISH : OR, AN AUTHENTIC JOURNAL OF THE
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ARMY, UNDER GENERAL AMHERST, FROM THE TIME IT
EMBARKED AT OSWEGO , ON THE 10TH OF AUGUST (1760) TO THE HAPPY REDUCTION
OF MONTREAL, THE 8TH OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING : TOGETHER WITH SEVERAL
OTHER PARTICULARS RELATING TO Canada . [Six lines of verse .]
Boston : Printed and sold by B. Mecom , at the Nero -Printing -Office, near
the Town - House. [1760.) 8vo. BA .
8528 THE AMERICAN MOCK-BIRD. A COLLECTION OF THE MOST FAMILIAR SONGS NOW
IN VOGUE.




AMES 1761. An ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD CHRIST, 1761. .
Boston : Printed by John Draper, in Cornhill; Richard Draper in Neu
bury-Street; Green & Russell, & Edes & Gill in Queen - Street : and Thomas & John
Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in Cornhill. [1760.) pp. 24. 16mo . MHS. NYPL .
8530 The same.
Boston : Printed by D. and J. Kneeland, for D. Henchman, J. Phillips,
J. Edwards, & T. Leverett, in Cornhill; M. Dennis, near Scarlet's Wharfe ; J.
Winter, in Union - Street ; S. Webb, in Ann - Street, J. Perkins, near the Mill
Bridge, and W. McAlpine, in Marlborough - Street. 1761. (1760.) pp . (24) . 16mo.
8531 The same.
Sold at the Printing -Office in Neu - Haven . [1760.) pp. ( 16) . 16mo.
CHS.
8532 The same.
Ner - London : Printed by T. Green . [1760.] 16mo.








AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1761 .
Charles - Town : Printed by Peter Timothy, (1760.1
8534 ANSON, GEORGE, baron . 1697-1762
LORD Anson's VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD ; PERFORMED IN THE YEARS 1740 , 41 ,
42 , 43 , AND 44. CONTAINING A SERIES OF THE MOST ENTERTAINING AND SUR
PRIZING ADVENTURES ; AND AN ACCOUNT OF THE INHABITANTS , MANNERS, AND
CUSTOMS, OF SEVERAL REMOTE COUNTRIES AND NATIONS. .. By W. H.
DILWORTH.
Boston , N. E. Re- printed and sold by B. Mecom, at the New Printing
Office, near the Toron -House. M DCC,LX . pp. 104. 12mo. CHS.
8535 APPLETON, NATHANIEL 1693-1784
THE BLESSEDNESS OF A FIXED HEART GROUNDED UPON TRULY RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES :
ILLUSTRATED IN A DISCOURSE ON PSAL. CXII, 7. DELIVERED FEB. 24 , 1760. THE
LORD'S DAY AFTER THE FUNERAL OF HENRY FLYNT, ESQ ; WHO DECEASED FEB.
13. ÆTATIS 85. HAVING BEEN A TUTOR 55 , AND A FELLOW OF THE CORPORATION
OF HARVARD - COLLEGE 60 YEARS. · · [ Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston ; Nero - England : Printed and sold by Foule & Draper at their
printing -office in Marlborough -Street. M.DCC.LX. pp. (25). 8vo.
BA. CHR .
8536 A SERMON PREACHED OCTOBER 9. BEING A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING ,
OCCASIONED BY THE SURRENDER OF MONTREAL, AND ALL CANADA , SEPTEMBER
8TH . 1760. TO HIS BRITTANIC MAJESTY. EFFECTED BY THE BRITISH AND
PROVINCIAL TROOPS UNDER THE COMMAND OF GENERAL AMHERST. [ Six
lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : New - England : Printed by John Draper. MDCCLX . pp . 36 .
8vo. AAS. BA. HC. JCB. MHS. YC.
8537 BALCH, WILLIAM 1704-1792
SIMPLICITY AND GODLY SINCERITY , IN A CHRISTIAN MINISTER , THE SURE WAY TO
HAPPINESS. A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF MIN
ISTERS, IN BOSTON , N. E. May 29. 1760. .
Boston, N. E. Printed by B. Mecom , at the New Printing office, near the
Town -House. MDCC,LX. pp. 40. 8vo. BA. BM. BPL .
8538 BEACH, JOHN 1700-1782
AN ATTEMPT TO VINDICATE SCRIPTURE MYSTERIES PARTICULARLY, THE DOCTRINE
OF THE HOLY TRINITY, THE ATONEMENT OF CHRIST, AND THE RENOVATION OF
THE HOLY GHOST : ALSO , OF THE ETERNITY OF THE FUTURE PUNISHMENTS ; WITH
SOME STRICTURES UPON WHAT MR. J. TAYLOR HATII ADVANCED UPON THESE
POINTS, IN A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE CLERGY OF THE CHURCH OF ENG
LAND, IN CONNECTICUT, AT THEIR ANNUAL CONVENTION , AT NEW-HAVEN, JUNE
4TH, 1760.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker & Company, at the Nero-Printing
office in Beaver - Street. 1760. pp. 44 , xi . 8vo.
AAS. YC .
8539 BELLAMY, JOSEPH 1719-1790
A CAREFUL AND STRICT EXAMINATION OF THE EXTERNAL COVENANT : IN REPLY TO
REV. Moses MATHER.
Ner -Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Company. [1760.1 8vo. MHS. YO.









BELLAMY, JOSEPH, continued .
A LETTER TO SCRIPTURISTA ; CONTAINING, SOME REMARKS ON HIS ANSWER TO
PAULINUS'S THREE QUESTIONS : WHEREIN , THE NATURE OF A TEST OF ORTHODOXY
IS EXACTLY STATED, THE CHURCH'S RIGHT TO KNOW AND JUDGE OF THE RELIGIOUS
PRINCIPLES OF THOSE , WHO ARE ADMITTED TO SEALING ORDINANCES, AND REJECT
THE ERRONIOUS, IS ASSERTED ; AND THE PRACTICE OF OUR CHURCHES IN NEW
ENGLAND, FROM THEIR FIRST SETTLEMENT IN THIS COUNTRY, VINDICATED. AND
ALSO , THREE QUESTIONS MORE, RELATIVE TO THE NEW WAY OF TAKING PERSONS
INTO THE CHURCH , LATELY INTRODUCED AT WALLINGFORD, BY MR. DANA , STATED :
WITH A DESIRE THEY MAY BE ANSWERED BY SCRIPTURISTA, IN HIS NEXT LETTER
TO HIS FRIEND PAULINUS. [Two lines of Scripture texts .]
New Haven : Printed by Parker & Company at the Post-office . MDCCLX .
pp . (20.) 4to. AAS. BA. YC.
8541
8542
THE WISDOM OF GOD IN THE PERMISSION OF SIN, VINDICATED ; IN ANSWER TO
A LATE PAMPHLET, INTITLED, AN ATTEMPT, &C. [ Three lines from ] DEUT.
XXXII. 4.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite to the Probate -office in
Queen -street 1760. pp. (2), iii , ( 3 ), 87. 8vo . AAS. BA. BM . HC. UTS .
BENEZET, ANTHONY 1713-1784
OBSERVATIONS ON THE INSLAVING , IMPORTING AND PURCHASING OF NEGROES ; WITH
SOME ADVICE THEREON, EXTRACTED FROM THE EPISTLE OF THE YEARLY -MEETING
OF THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS, HELD AT LONDON IN THE YEAR 1748. . ,
SECOND EDITION.
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sover . 1760. pp. 16. 16mo.
WL. $10
8543 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALM8.
THE NEW - ENGLAND PSALTER IMPROVED , BY THE ADDITION OF A VARIETY OF
LESSONS IN SPELLING , ACCENTED AND DIVIDED ACCORDING TO RULE.
LIKEWISE,
RULES FOR READING, AND PARTICULARLY
OF THE EMPHASIS BELONGING TO SOME
SPECIAL WORD OR WORDS IN A SENTENCE.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
READING VERSE ;
AS ALSO OF THE DIFFERENT LETTERS USED IN PRINTED BOOKS, AND PARTICULARLY
OF THE USE OF CAPITALS, NOTES AND POINTS , MADE USE OF IN WRITING AND
PRINTING. LIKEWISE , SOME ACCOUNT OF THE BOOKS OF THE OLD-TESTAMENT :
OF THE BOOKS OF THE PROPHETS : OF THE APOCRYPHAL BOOKS , AND OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. THE WHOLE BEING A PROPER INTRODUCTION ,
NOT ONLY TO LEARNING , BUT TO THE TRAINING UP CHILDREN IN THE READING OF
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES IN PARTICULAR .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the Newest-Printing
Office, in Market - street. MDCC,LX. 8vo. NYPL.pp. 116.
8544
CHURCHES.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID, FITTED TO THE TUNES USED IN
By N. BRADY, D. D. LATE CHAPLAIN IN ORDINARY, AND N. TATE,
ESQ. LATE POET LAUREAT, TO THE KING OF ENGLAND.
Boston ; New England : Re- printed by D. and J. Kneeland, for T. Lever
ett, in Cornhill. 1760. Music, Engraved, printed & sold by Thomas Johnston
Boston , 1755. 16 leaves. 12mo. BM. NYPL. NYSL .
8545 THE PSALMS OF DAVID IMITATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT,
AND APPLY'D TO THE CHRISTIAN STATE AND WORSHIP . By I. Watts, D D.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine. 1760. 18mo.
8546 The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, at the Newest - Printing - Office, on
the south side of the Jersey-Market. MDCCLX . pp. viii , 308 , ( 19 ). 24mo.
HSP.










BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. Psalms, continued .
The same. THE TWENTIETH EDITION.
Woodbridge, New - Jersey : Printed and sold by James Parker . 1760. pp.
vi , 282. 16mo.
Das KLEINE DAVIDISCHE PSALTERSPIEL DER KINDER ZIONS, VON ALTEN UND
NEUEN AUSERLESENEN GEISTES -GESÄNGEN ALLEN WAHREN HEYLS -BEGIERIGEN
SÄUGLINGEN DER WEISHEIT, INSONDERHEIT ABER DENEN GEM-EINDEN DES
HERRN, ZUM DIENST UND GEBRAUCH MIT FLEISS ZUSAMMENGETRAGEN , UND IN
GEGENWÄRTIG-BELIEBIGER FORM UND ORDNUNG, NEBST EINEM DOPPELTEN
DARZU NÜTZLICHEN UND DER MATERIEN HALBEN NÖTHIGEN REGISTER, ANS Licht
GEGEBEN .
Germanton, gedruckt bey Christoph Saur, 1760. pp . (6 ) , 547 , 23. 12mo.
DER PsaLTER DES KÖNIGS UND PROPHETEN DAVIDS, VERTEUTSCHT VON
D. MARTIN LUTHER. ZWEITE AUFLAGE.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1760.
8549
8550
THE BILL OF COMPLAINT IN THE CHANCERY OF NEW-JERSEY , BROUGHT BY THOMAS
CLARKE, AND OTHERS, AGAINST JAMES ALEXANDER ESQR. , AND OTHERS, COMMONLY
CALLED THE PROPRIETORS OF EAST -NEW - JERSEY . WHEREIN THE TITLE OF
THE PEOPLE OF ELIZABETH -TOWN TO THE CONTROVERTED LANDS IS FULLY
EXHIBITED , AND THE OBJECTIONS OF THE PRETENDED PROPRIETORS, STATED,
AND REFUTED . NOW PUBLISHED FROM THE ORIGINAL, FILED IN THE COURT OF
CHANCERY, IN 1754 , TO SATISFY MANY WHO ARE CURIOUS TO KNOW THE FOUNDA
TION OF A PRIVATE DEBATE OF THE GREATEST IMPORTANCE IN AMERICA.
Printed by Wm . Weyman in New York 1760. pp . 20. map . fol . NYPL.
BLAND, RICHARD 1710-1776
A LETTER TO THE CLERGY OF VIRGINIA , IN WHICH THE CONDUCT OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY IS VINDICATED, AGAINST THE REFLEXIONS CONTAINED IN A LETTER TO
THE LORDS OF TRADE AND PLANTATIONS, FROM THE LORD-BISHOP OF LONDON .
By RICHARD BLAND, ESQ, ONE OF THE REPRESENTATIVES IN ASSEMBLY FOR THE
COUNTY OF PRINCE-GEORGE.





8552 THE BOSTON EVENING-POST. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760 .
Boston : Printed by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill.
1760. fol.
8553 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street. 1760 . fol .
8554 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS-LETTER . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760.
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1760. fol.
8555 BRADFORD, WILLIAM 1719-1791
CATALOGUE OF BOOKS. JUST IMPORTED FROM LONDON , AND TO BE SOLD BY
W. BRADFORD, AT THE LONDON-COFFEE-HOUSE, PHILADELPHIA . WHOLESALE
WITH GOOD ALLOWANCE TO THOSE THAT TAKE A QUANTITY.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1760 ?] pp. 16. 8vo.
AND RETAILE.
8556 BRIEF REVIEW OF THE CAMPAIGNS IN AMERICA, FROM THE YEAR 1755 to 1760 ;
WITH OTHER REMARKABLE OCCURRENCES WITHIN THAT TIME .
Boston : Sold by Foule and Draper , 1760 ?










A PLAIN NARRATIV [C] OF THE UNCOMMON SUFFERINGS AND REMARKABLE DELIVER
ANCE OF THOMAS Brown, OF CHARLESTOWN, IN NEW-ENGLAND ; WHO RETURNED
TO HIS FATHER'S HOUSE THE BEGINNING OF JAN . 1760 , AFTER HAVING BEEN
ABSENT THREE YEARS AND ABOUT EIGHT MONTIS : CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF
THE ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN A PARTY OF ENGLISH COMMANDED BY MAJOR
ROGERS, AND A PARTY OF FRENCH AND INDIANS, IN JAN. 1757 , IN WHICH CAPT.
SPIKEMAN WAS KILL'D ; AND THE AUTHOR LEFT FOR DEAD ON THE FIELD :
... HOW HE WAS TAKEN CAPTIVE BY THE INDIANS, AND CARRIED TO CANADA,
AND FROM THENCE TO THE MISSISSIPPI
Boston : Printed and sold by Fowle & Draper. 1760.
.
8558
- The same. THE SECOND EDITION.




THE HAPPINESS OF THE BLESSED IN HEAVEN ; OR THE SAINT WITH CARIST IN GLORY.
A SERMON OCCASIONED BY DECEASE OF MRS. CATHARINE Davis, LATE
CONSORT OF MR. JOHN Davis, WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE , APRIL 11 , 1759 ,
ÆTATIS 37. . .. [ Five lines of Scripture texts.]
Nero - York : Printed by J. Parker and Company, 1760. pp. (4) , viii , (29).
8vo. CHS.
8560 BYLES, MATHER, JUNIOR. 1735-1814
A SERMON, DELIVERED MARCH 6TH 1760 , BEING A DAY APPOINTED BY ORDER OF
HIS MAJESTY, AS A PUBLIC THANKSGIVING , FOR THE LATE SIGNAL SUCCESSES GRANTED
TO THE BRITISH ARMS. [ Two lines from ] PSALM XIVIII. 9 .
Neu -London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green. MDCCLX . pp. 22 .
16mo. AAS. BM. CHS. HC. MHS.
8561 CAMP, ICHABOD 1726-1786
MEN HAVE FREEDOM OF WILL AND POWER, AND THEIR CONDUCT, WHETHER GOOD
OR EVIL , IS OF CHOICE. THE SUBSTANCE OF TWO SERMONS DELIVER'D IN ST.
PAUL'S CHURCH, IN WALLINGFORD , THE 4TH OF May, Anno DOMINI, 1760. AND
AT CHRIST'S CHURCH, IN MIDDLETOWN, THE LORD'S-DAY PRECEEDING.
PRINTED AT THE DESIRE AND CHARGE OF SOME OF THE HEARERS.
New - Haven ; Printed by Parker and Company, at the Post-office. MDCCLX .
pp. (19. ) 8vo. CHS.
.
8562 CHOATE, JOHN
REASONS OF DISSENT FROM THE JUDGEMENT OF A COUNCIL IN A CONTROVERSY RE
SPECTING SOME DOCTRINES ADVANCED BY REVD. MR. BACHELLER OF HAVERHILL.
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed by D. Fowle, 1760. pp. 17. 8vo .
8563 CLARK, PETER 1694-1768
A DEFENCE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE “ SUMMER -EVENING'S CONVERSATION
CONCERNING THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN . " AGAINST THE EXCEPTIONS OF THE
AUTHOR OF THE “ WINTER EVENING'S CONVERSATION VINDICATED." WHEREIN
THE SAID DOCTRINE IS FURTHER ILLUSTRATED AND CONFIRMED, BY VALID
SCRIPTURE REASON AND ANTIQUITY. CONCLUDED WITH AN EXPOSTULATORY
ADDRESS. . [One line from JUDE 3 .
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill in Queen - Street. 1760. pp.
160, (3 ) . 8vo. AAS. BA. MHS. YC.


















ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD AT NEW HAVEN, ...ОстоBER,...1759. [Colophon :]
New - London ; Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor
and Company of the Colony of Connecticut, 1760. pp. 325-330. fol.
The same. AN ACT AND LAW, MADE AND PASSED AT HARTFORD,
MARCH , 1760 .
[ Neu - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1760.) pp. 2. fol .
The same. ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW-ENGLAND IN
AMERICA : BEGUN AND HELD AT HARTFORD . . . May, ... 1760. (Colophon :]
New - London : Printed by T'imothy Green , Printer to the Governor and
Company. 1760. pp. 325-326. fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEW -HAVEN, ... OCTOBER, . . . 1760.
[ Colophon :]
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony
of Connecticut, 1760. pp . 327-328. fol.
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE THOMAS FITCH, ESQ ; GOVERNOR OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA .
A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLIC THANKSGIVING . THURSDAY THE SIXTH
DAY OF MARCH NEXT, GOD SAVE THE KING. [ Colophon:]
Neu - Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company at the Post - Office,
February twenty -first, 1760. Broadside. fol.
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE Thomas FITCH , ESQ ; GOVERNOR OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION FOR A PUBLIC FAST. WEDNESDAY THE NINTH DAY OF
APRIL NEXT . GOD SAVE THE KING. [Colophon :]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor and
Company of the Colony of Connecticut, 1760. Broadside. fol.
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE Thomas FITCH, ESQ ; GOVERNOR AND COM
MANDER IN CHIEF OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW
ENGLAND, IN AMERICA . A PROCLAMATION APPOINT, THURSDAY, THE
TWENTY - THIRD OF THIS INSTANT, OCTOBER, TO BE
THANKSGIVING ; GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ New - London : Printed by Timothy Green , 1760.1 Broadside. fol. CHS.
[Arms.) BY THE HONOURABLE Thomas FITCH , ESQ ; GOVERNOR AND COM
MANDER IN CHIEF OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN
NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA. A PROCLAMATION. APPOINT THURSDAY THE
TWENTY - SEVENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER NEXT, TO BE . . . ADAY OF PUBLIC
THANKSGIVING ; GOD SAVE THE KING . (Colophon :]
New -London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony of Con
















THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE. JANUARY - DECEMBER ? 1760.
Nero - Haven : Printed by James Parker, & Company. 1760. fol.
COOPER, SAMUEL 1725-1783
A SERMON PREACH'D APRIL 9. 1760. AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
JOSEPH JACKSON TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH IN BROOKLIN .
Boston, New - England : Printed by John Draper. 1760. pp. (46). 8vo.







8574 CROSWELL, ANDREW 1709-1785
A TESTIMONY AGAINST THE PROPHANESS OF SOME OF THE PUBLICK DISPUTES, ON THE
LAST COMMENCEMENT-DAY; WITH LETTERS TO THE REVD. PRESIDENT OF HARVARD
COLLEGE , ON THE OCCASION : HIS LETTER OF DEFENCE, AND REMARKS UPON IT.
Boston : Printed and sold by D. & J. Kneeland, in Queen -street. 1760.
pp . [20.1 8vo. BA. HC.
8575 A DECLARATION OF WHAT GOD HAS DONE FOR OUR SOULS. BY SOME BAPTIST
PEOPLE, CALLED QUAKERS, IN New -LONDON COUNTY IN CONNECTICUT COLONY.
MARCH 25 , 1760 .
[n. p. 1760.] pp. 4. 8vo.
LCP ,
8576 DELL, WILLIAM
CHRIST'S SPIRIT, A CHRISTIAN'S STRENGTA. OR, A PLAIN DISCOVERY OF THE MIGHTY
AND INVINCIBLE POWER, THAT ALL BELIEVERS RECEIVE THROUGH THE GIFT OF
THE SPIRIT. FIRST HELD FORTH IN TWO SERMONS ON ACTS 1. VIII . AND AFTER
PUBLISHED FOR THE INSTRUCTION AND USE OF THOSE THAT ARE SPIRITUAL, ANNO
MDCXLV.
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sower . 1760. pp. 75-121 . 12mo .
8577 THE STUMBLING STONE, WHEREIN THE UNIVERSITY IS REPROVED.
Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sower, 1760. pp. 122-168.
The above are printed with continuous paging and signatures,
with Thomas Hartley's Discourse on mistakes, 1759.
8578 THE TRIAL OF SPIRITS, BOTH IN TEACHERS AND HEARERS. WHEREIN IS HELD
FORTH THE CLEAR DISCOVERY AND CERTAIN DOWNFAL, OF THE CARNAL AND ANTI
CHRISTIAN CLERGY OF THESE NATIONS. TESTIFIED FROM THE WORD OF GOD, TO
THE UNIVERSITY CONGREGATIONS IN CAMBRIDGE.
London : First printed in the year 1666. [sic 1653] Philadelphia : Re
printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. MDCCLX. pp. 55. 8vo.
.
8579 DIESE NEUE BUECHER UND WAAREN SIND BEY CHRISTOPH LOCHNER, BUCHDRUCKER
UND HANDELSMANN , von BASEL KOMMEND, UM EINEN BILLIGEN PREIS BEY DER
QUANTITAT ODER EINZEHN ZUBEKOMMEN, IN SEINEM LADEN, BEY MR DIET
RICK, TOBACKSPINNER IN DER ZWEITEN -STRASSE, ZU PHILADELPHIA.
[ Philadelphia : 1760.) pp. ( 2) . fol.
DILWORTH, W. H.
THE LIFE AND HEROIC ACTIONS OF FREDERICK III [sic 11.) KING OF PRUSSIA. Con
TAINING ALL THE MILITARY TRANSACTIONS OF GERMANY FROM THE YEAR 1740 ,
AND INCLUDING ALL THE OPERATIONS OF THE CAMPAIGN OF 1757.
Boston : Re- printed by Foule & Draper, 1760. pp. 150. 12mo .
8580
8581 DIRECTIONS CONCERNING INOCULATION FOR SMALL -POX .
Boston : 1760 .
8582 DIXON , HENRY, and others.
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR IN THE ENGLISH TONGUE : OR THE ART OF SPELLING IM
PROVED. BEING A MORE PLAIN, EASY AND REGULAR METHOD OF TEACHING
YOUNG CHILDREN , WITH A GREATER VARIETY OF USEFUL COLLECTIONS THAN ANY
OTHER BOOK OF THIS KIND AND BIGNESS EXTANT. FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS.
COLLECTED FROM Dixon, BAYLY, WATTS AND OTHERS.
Boston : Printed by D. Kneeland , opposite to the Prison in Queen Street,







8583 DOD, JOHN 1547-1645
OLD MR. DOD'S SAYINGS; OR, A POSIE OUT OF MR Dod's GARDEN. COLLECTED
BY R. T.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1760.] pp. 12. 8vo. LCP.
8584 DOUGLAS, JOHN 1721-1807
A LETTER ADDRESSED TO TWO GREAT MEN, ON THE PROSPECT OF PEACE ; AND ON
THE TERMS NECESSARY TO BE INSISTED UPON IN THE NEGOCIATION. [Nine lines
of quotations. ] FROM THE SECOND EDITION, CORRECTED.
London : Printed . 1760 . Boston : Re-printed, and sold by Fowle and




Boston : Re -printed by B. Mecom , 1760. pp . 55. 8vo.
The two great men were William Pitt and the Duke of Newcastle.
The tract has also been attributed to “ Junius. " But was mani.
festly inspired by William Pulteney, Earl of Bath, and written by
his chaplain , John Douglas.
8586 DUNBAR, SAMUEL -1783
THE PRESENCE OF GOD WITH HIS PEOPLE, THEIR ONLY SAFETY AND HAPPINESS . A
DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT BOSTON, IN THE PRESENCE OF HIS EXCELLENCY THE
GOVERNOUR , THOMAS PowNALL, ESQ ; HIS HONOUR THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOUR,
THE HONOURABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN New-ENGLAND ; May 28 ,
1760. THE DAY FOR THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE
PROVINCE . THE PARAGRAPA AND ADDRESSES WITHIN SUCH MARKS [ ] WERE FOR
BREVITY OMITTED IN PREACHING .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of the Honourable House of
Representatives. 1760. pp. (4) , 37. 8vo. AAS. BA. BPL. MHS. NYPL . WL.
8587 DUNLAP, WILLIAM
CATALOGUE OF BOOKS TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION, BY WILLIAM DUNLAP.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap, 1760.
8588 EDDY, JOHN
AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1761 .
Boston : [1760.]
8589 EDWARDS, JONATHAN 1703-1758
RUTH'S RESOLUTION . A SERMON .
New Haven ? Printed by James Parker, and Company, 1760. pp. 20. 8vo.
8590 ELIOT, JARED 1685-1763
ESSAYS UPON FIELD-HUSBANDRY IN NEW -ENGLAND, AS IT IS OR MAY BE ORDERED .
[Two lines from] EccLEs. v. 9 .
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen - street. 1760. pp.
(6 ) , 166. 8vo. BA . NYPL. WL . $13
8591 ELLWOOD, THOMAS 1639-1713
DAVIDEIS : THE LIFE OF David, KING OF ISRAEL, A SACRED POEM, IN FIVE BOOKS.
Philadelphia . Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1760.
18mo.






8592 EMERSON , JOSEPH 1724-1775
A THANKSGIVING SERMON , PREACHED AT PEPPERRELL, JANUARY 3D. 1760. A DAY
SET APART BY THE CHURCH AND CONGREGATION THERE : TO COMMEMORATE THE
GOODNESS OF GOD TO THEM THE YEAR PAST : ESPECIALLY IN THE REMOVAL OF
SICKNESS, AND THE RETURN OF SO MANY SOLDIERS FROM THE ARMY. [ Three
lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland , in Queen - street. 1760. pp . (4) .
25. 16mo. BPL. CHS. JCB.
8593 ERSKINE, RALPH 1685-1752
GOSPEL SONNETS ; OR, SPIRITUAL SONGS. IN SIX PARTS. 1. THE BELIEVER'S ESPOUSALS.
II . THE BELIEVER'S JOINTURE . III. THE BELIEVER'S RIDDLE . IV. THE BELIEVER'S
LODGING . V. THE BELIEVER'S SOLILOQUY. VI . THE BELIEVER'S PRINCIPLES.
CONCERNING CREATION AND REDEMPTION , LAW AND GOSPEL, JUSTIFICATION AND
SANCTIFICATION , FAITH AND SENSE, HEAVEN AND EARTH. THE NINTH EDITION .
IN WHICH THE HOLY SCRIPTURES ARE EXTENDED. NOT TO BE FOUND IN ANY
FORMER EDITION.
Edinburgh : Printed . Philadelphia : Re- printed by W. Dunlap, at the
Nevest -Printing - Office in Market-Street, for G. Noel, Book - seller in Nero - York,
M ,DCC ,LX . pp. 22, 363. 12mo. HSP.
8594 EVANGELIA UND EPISTELN . AUF ALLE SONNTAGE, WIE AUCH AUF DIE HOHE FESTE,
ANDERE FEYER -UND APOSTEL TAGE DURCHS GANTZE JAAR. HIEBEVOR AUFS
NEUE EINGERICHTET, UND MIT FLEISS CORRIGIRET ; NUNMEHRO ABER, AUF VIELER
VERLANGEN, MIT DENEN AUS DEN EVANGELIIS GEZOGENEN KIRCHEN GEBÄTEN.
ZUR BEFÖRDERUNG DES GOTTESDIENSTES, NEBST DER HISTORIE VON DER ZER
STÖHRUNG DER STADT JERUSALEM VERMEHRET UND VERBESSERT.
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1760. pp.
94. 16mo. ESP.
8595 F. , A.
A POEM ON THE REBUKE OF GOD'S IIAND IN THE AWFUL DESOLATION MADE BY FIRE
IN THE TOWN OF BOSTON, ON THE 20TH DAY OF MARCH, 1760 , BY WHICH, IN ABOUT
6 OR 7 HOURS, BETWEEN THREE AND FOUR HUNDRED BUILDINGS WERE CONSUMED ;
— TO WHICH IS ADDED , SOME BRIEF HINTS, ON THE GREAT CONFLAGRATION
CONSUMMATION OF ALL THINGS. [ Signed, A. F.]
[ Boston :) Printed and sold at Foule & Draper's Printing Office in Marl
borough Street. 1760. Broadside. fol .
8596 FALGATE, ISRAEL
THE DEALER'S COMPANION AND TRADER'S ASSISTANT, IN A NEW ORDER. CONTAINING
I. A NEW SET OF TABLES , FOR SHEWING THE VALUE OF ANY NUMBER OR QUANTITY
OF GOODS OR WARES, AT ANY RATE UNDER TWENTY SHILLINGS PER YARD, STONE,
ELL, POUND, OUNCE, GALLON, PINT, &C. AND OF ANY WEIGHT UNDER HALF A TUN .
TABLES OF INTEREST AT 5 AND 6 PER CENT. CONCLUDING
WITH A PERPETUAL ALMANACK.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1760.
• . .
2597 FENELON, FRANÇOIS DE SALIGNAC DE LA MOTHE 1651-1715
THE UNCERTAINTY OF A DEATHBED REPENTANCE ILLUSTRATED UNDER THE CHAR
ACTER OF PENITENS.









8598 FISH , JOSEPH -1781
CHRIST JESUS THE PHYSICIAN , AND HIS BLOOD THE BALM , RECOMMENDED FOR THE
HEALING OF A DISEASED PEOPLE. IN A SERMON PREACH'D BEFORE THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, AT HARTFORD, ON THE DAY OF THEIR
ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , MAY 8. 1760 . [ Three lines from ] JER. 17. 14 .
PASSAGES PREPAR'D, BUT OMITTED IN THE DELIVERY, HERE TAKE THEIR PROPER
PLACES ; WITH THIS CHARACTER [ ] INCLUDING OF THEM .
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony
of Connecticut, 1760. pp. 66 . 16mo . AAS. BM. CHS. MHS.
8599 FOXCROFT, Thomas 1692-1769
GRATEFUL REFLEXIONS ON THE SIGNAL APPEARANCES OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE FOR
GREAT BRITAIN AND ITS COLONIES IN AMERICA, WHICH DIFFUSE A GENERAL JOY.
A SERMON PREACHED IN THE OLD CHURCH IN BOSTON , OCTOBER 9 , 1760. BEING
THE THANKSGIVING-DAY, ON OCCASION OF THE SURRENDER OF MONTREAL, AND
THE COMPLETE CONQUEST OF CANADA , BY THE BLESSING OF HEAVEN ON HIS
BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S BRAVE TROOPS, UNDER THE AUSPICIOUS CONDUCT OF THAT
TRULY GREAT AND AMIABLE COMMANDER , GENERAL AMHERST (Eight lines
of quotation .]
Boston , N. E.: Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, in Queenstreet. 1760.
pp . (4) , 36. 8vo. AAS. BA. BPL. CHS. HC. JCB, MES. NYPL . YC.
8600 FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN ? 1706-1790
THE INTEREST OF GREAT BRITAIN CONSIDERED , WITH REGARD TO HER COLONIES,
AND THE ACQUISITIONS OF CANADA AND GUADALOUPE. To WHICH ARE ADDED ,
OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE INCREASE OF MANKIND, PEOPLING OF COUNTRIES ,
WRITTEN IN PENNSYLVANIA 1751 .
London printed : Philadelphia Re- printed, and sold by William Bradford ,
at the London -Coffee- House. MDCCLX. pp . 47 . 8vo . AAS. HSP. JCB. WL .
&C.
8601 The same. THE INTEREST OF GREAT BRITAIN CONSIDERED, WITH REGARD
TO HER COLONIES, AND THE ACQUISITIONS OF CANADA AND GUADALOUPE. Το
WHICH ARE ADDED , OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE INCREASE OF MANKIND,
PEOPLING OF COUNTRIES , &C. AS THE VERY INGENIOUS, USEFUL , AND
WORTHY AUTHOR OF THIS PAMPHLET [B . ..NF .... N, LL.D.) is
WELL -KNOWN AND MUCH ESTEEMED BY THE PRINCIPAL GENTLEMEN IN ENGLAND
AND AMERICA ; AND SEEING THAT HIS OTHER WORKS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED WITH
UNIVERSAL APPLAUSE ; THE PRESENT PRODUCTION NEEDS NO FURTHER RECOM
MENDATION TO A GENEROUS, A FREE, AN INTELLIGENT AND PUBLICK - SPIRITED
PEOPLE .
London , Printed. MDCCLX . Boston : Reprinted , by B. Mecom , and sold
at the Nero Printing - Office, near the Town -House. 1760. pp. 59 , ( 5). 8vo. JCB.
8602 The same. THE SECOND BOSTON EDITION.
London , Printed MDCCLX . Boston, N. E. Reprinted and sold by B.
Mecom, at the New Printing - Office, near the Town -House. 1760. pp . 64. 8vo .
The last five pages contain an advertisement, with extracts, from
“ An Historical review of the constitution and government of
Pennsylvania . ” Attributed to Franklin , but wbich he assured
Hume he had not written . Attributed also to Richard Jackson,
who is said to have assisted in its preparation .
8603 FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
AN EPISTLE FROM THE YEARLY MEETING .
Philadelphia : 1760 .






8604 GALE, BENJAMIN 1715-1790
A FEW BREIF [ sic] REMARKS ON MR. GRAHAM's ANSWER ; AND ON HIS VINDICATION
OF MR. PRESIDENT CLAP, PUBLISHED IN THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE, OF OCTOBER
LAST ; AND ON A LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT, OF THE 8TH OF AUGUST LAST,
SIGN'D JOHN GRAHAM ; AND ON A PROPOS'D ADDRESS TO THE FREEMEN, SIGNED
PHILALETHOS, INCLOS'D IN SAID LETTER ; BUT WHICH ARE SAID TO BE IN THE
HAND-WRITING OF THE REV'D MR. JOHN GRAHAM. [ Two lines from]
PROPHET HOSEA.
Neu - Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company, 1760. pp. (15). 4to .
GEORGIA. COLONY.
[VOTES OF THE SECOND GENERAL ASSEMBLY, NOVEMBER, 1756 TO JULY 15 , 1760.]
[ Charleston : Printed by Peter Timothy ? 1760.]
The Session laws are said to have been regularly printed at
Charleston and Savannah from 1756 .
8605
8606 GERMANTOWN. PENNSYLVANIA.
CERTAIN AGREEMENTS AND CONCESSIONS, MADE CONCLUDED AND AGREED ON BY AND
BETWEEN THE CONTRIBUTORS TO A SUM OF MONEY FOR ERECTING AND ESTAB
LISHING A SCHOOL HOUSE AND SCHOOL IN GERMANTOWN, THIS TWENTY FIFTH DAY
OF JANUARY IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY.
[ Germantown : Printed by Christopher Sover. 1760.] pp. 8. 4to. LCP .
GLASSE, HANNAH
THE SERVANTS' DIRECTORY OR HOUSE KEEPER'S COMPANION.
Nero- York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1760.
8607
. .
8608 GRAHAM, JOHN 1694-1773
A FEW REMARKS ON THE REMARKER, SHEWING THAT MR. GALE'S INFERENCES FROM
THE CONTENTS OF A LETTER , VILLAINOUSLY INTERCEPTED AND BROKE OPEN ARE
ENTIRELY GROUNDLESS AND INJURIOUS . . [ Five lines of quotations.)
Nero - Haven ; Printed by Parker, and Company, at the Post-office. 1760.




GREEN & RUSSELL'S Boston Post-BOY AND ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1760.
Boston : Printed by Green & Russell, 1760. fol .
GREW, THEOPHILUS
THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD God, 1761. . . By
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by William Hunter. [1760.] LOC .
HAMMON, BRITON
NARRATIVE OF THE UNCOMMON SUFFERING AND SURPRIZING DELIVERANCE OF
BRITON HAMMON, A NEGRO MAN-SERVANT TO GENERAL WINSLOW , OF MARSH
FIELD, WHO RETURNED TO BOSTON , AFTER HAVING BEEN ABSENT ALMOST THIRTEEN
YEARS. CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE MANY HARDSHIPS HE UNDERWENT .
HOW HE WAS CAST AWAY IN THE CAPES OF FLORIDA . INHUMAN BARBARITY
OF THE INDIANS.
Boston : Printed by Green & Russell, 1760 . pp. 14. 16mo .
8611
$14
8612 HARRINGTON, TIMOTHY -1795
A PEACEABLE TEMPER AND CONDUCT DIVINELY ENJOINED. DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT
PRINCETOWN, DECEMBER 23, 1759 .
Boston : 1760. pp. 22. 8vo.













A LETTER TO PAULINUS ; CONTAINING AN ANSWER TO HIS THREE QUESTIONS, LATELY
PROPOSED TO THE PUBLIC, IN THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE : WHEREIN THE CLAIM
OF RIGHT IN THE CHURCH , TO MAKE AND IMPOSE PUBLIC TESTS OF ORTHODOXY, IS
EXAMINED AND REFUTED. [Signed , Scripturista. ] [Four lines of Scripture texts .]
Neu -Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Comp. [1760.] pp. (28) . 8vo.
REMARKS ON A LATE PAMPHLET, WROTE BY MR. HOBART, ENTITLED , THE
PRINCIPLES OF CONGREGATIONAL CHURCHES, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTION AND
AUTHORITY OF ECCLESIASTICAL COUNCILS ; CONSIDERED AND APPLIED TO THE CASE
OF THE LATE ORDINATION AT WALLINGFORD. AND A FURTHER VINDICATION OF
THE COUNCIL THAT ACTED IN THAT ORDINATION. [One line from ] Apostle
Peter.
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker, and Company. 1760. pp. 59 , iii ,
(5) . 8vo. AAS. BA . CHS . HC. NYPL. YC.
HARVARD COLLEGE.
HONORATISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE , ORNATISSIMO VIRO
THOMÆ HUTCHINSONO, ARMIGERO, PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS VICE
GUBERNATORI SPECTATISSIMO ; ... REVERENDO PARITER ATQUÈ HONORANDO
D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE COLLEGIJ -HARVARDINI PRÆSIDI . THESES Hasce,
QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO -HARVARDINO DEFENDERE
[ Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis, Cantabrigiæ, Nov -Anglorum , Decimo
septimo Calendas sextilis, Anno MDCCLX . Broadside. fol . HC.
HAVEN, SAMUEL -1806
PREACHING CHRIST THE GREAT BUSINESS OF THE GOSPEL-MINISTRY. A SERMON
AT THE ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION OF CONGREGATIONAL MINISTERS AT PORTS
MOUTH, SEPTEMBER 30, 1760.
Portsmouth : Printed by Daniel Fowle. 1760. pp. 40. 8vo. AAS . BA.
HAYNES, JOSEPH
THE PRIESTS LIPS SHOULD KEEP KNOWLEDGE, . . BUT YE ARE DEPARTED OUT
OF THE WAY : YE HAVE CAUSED MANY TO STUMBLE, MAL. II , 7. 8 .
ARTICLS [sic] OF CHARGE AGAINST THE REVD MR. BACHELLER, AS THEY WERE
LAID BEFORE THE COUNCIL, SITTING AT HAVERHILL, WEST PARISH, SEPTEMBER
19 , 1758 . ALSO THE SAID COUNCIL'S RESULT, WITH THE EVIDENCES WHICH WERE
OFFERED TO SUPPORT THE CHARGES, WHICH THE COUNCIL JUDGED WAS NOT
SUFFICIENTLY SUPPORTED. ALSO SOME FRIENDLY REMARKS UPON THE RESULT ;
MADE BY THE DESIRE OF THE AGGRIEVED, AND BY ONE OF THEIR NUMBER AND
GIVEN IN TO THE COUNCIL , FITTING APRIL 17 , 1759 . ALSO THE COUNCIL'S
ADDITION TO THEIR FORMER RESULT ; WITH SOME REMARKS UPON THAT. [Four
lines from] EZEK. XXXIV . 4 .
Portsmouth : Printed by D. Forle . 1760. pp. (70). (3) , 74-87 . 8vo.
Second title : Col. CHOATE's REASONS OF DISSENT FROM THE JUDGMENT OF A
COUNCIL , IN A CONTROVERSY RESPECTING SOME DOCTRINES ADVANCED BY THE
REVD. MR. BACHELLER OF HAVERHILL.
Printed and sold by D. Fowle at Portsmouth . 1760. pp. ( 3) , 74-87.
HERVEY, JAMES 1714-1758
THE MINISTRY OF RECONCILIATION ; REPRESENTING THE BENIGN TENDENCY OF THE
GOSPEL ; AND THAT 'TIS THE FRIENDLY OFFICE OF MINISTERS, AS THE EMBAS
SADORS (OR AGENTS) OF CHRIST , TO PRESS MEN WITH ALL IMAGINABLE TENDER
NESS, HUMILITY, AND EARNESTNESS TO ACCEPT THE TREATY OF RECONCILIATION ,
AS ESTABLISHED IN HIM , AND URGED BY HIM , WHILE ON EARTH. A SERMON,
PREACHED AT THE PARISH-CHURCH OF ALL-SAINTS IN NORTHAMPTON .















DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1761 .
ZUM DREY UND ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN.
Germanton : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur . [ 1760.1 pp. (48). 4to .
HOECHSTMERKWUERDIGE PROPIEZEYUNG VON WICHTIGEN KRIEGS- UND WELT
HÄNDELN : IN WELCHER VORNEMLICH VON DEM GLORWÜRDIGEN KÖNIGE VON
PREUSSEN GEWEISSAGT WIRD. AUS EINER URALTEN LATEINISCHEN HANDSCHRIFT,
SO IN EINEM BERÜHMTEN EUROPÄISCHEN BÜCHERSAALE VERWAHRT WIRD. Міт
EINEM VERSUCH EINER ERKLÄRUNG .
Philadelphia , Gedruckt und zu haben bey Henrich Miller, in Second - striet,
[sic ], im zweyten Hause auf der linken hand von Rees - striet. [ sic ]. 1760. pp. 8 .
4to .
8621 HUNTINGTON , JOSEPH 1735-1
794
COLLEGE ALMANACK, 1761. AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY ; OR, AN ALMANACK FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST 1761 . CALCULATED FOR THE MERIDIAN OF
NEW-HAVEN. BY A STUDENT AT YALE COLLEGE.




HUTCHIN'S IMPROVED: BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1761 ; .
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown, in
Hanover Square (1760) . pp . 36 . 12mo.O . .
8623 AN INDUCEMENT TO RIGHT THINKING ; WHEREIN IS CONTAINED MANY TURNS, BOTH
DIVERTING AND INSTRUCTING : IN PROSE AND VERSE.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1760.
8624 THE INSTRUCTOR ; OR, YOUNG MAN'S BEST COMPANION .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1760.
8625 JANEWAY, JAMES 1636-1674
HEAVEN UPON EARTH ; OR, THE BEST FRIEND IN THE WORST TIMES. DELIVERED
IN SEVERAL SERMONS. FROM THE THIRD EDITION, CORRECTED .
Boston : Reprinted by Z. Fowle & S. Draper, for B. Mecom . 1760. pp .
260. 8vo. BA.
8626 A SEASONABLE AND EARNEST ADDRESS TO THE CITIZENS OF LONDON SOON
AFTER THE DREADFUL FIRE WHICH CONSUMED THE GREATEST PART OF THAT
FAMOUS METROPOLIS, IN THE YEAR 1666. BY THAT REVEREND AND FAITHFUL
MINISTER , MR. JAMES JANEWAY. To WHICH IS ADDED, DR. SMOLLETT'S AC
COUNT OF THE SAID CONFLAGRATION , AND THE IMPUTED CAUSES THEREOF. TAKEN
FROM HIS HISTORY OF ENGLAND . TOGETHER WITH A PARTICULAR RELATION OF
THE GREAT FIRE OF Boston , IN NEW-ENGLAND ; WHICH BROKE OUT AT THE
BRAZEN -HEAD , IN CORNHILL, ABOUT TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING, ON MARCH
20, 1760.
Sold by Benjamin Mecom at the New Printing office, near the Town - House,
in Boston . (1760.] pp. 55.
12mo. BA. NYSL.
8627 JOHNSON, SAMUEL 1696-1772
A DEMONSTRATION OF THE REASONABLENESS, USEFULNESS, AND GREAT DUTY OF
PRAYER . SUBJOINED TO WHICH, IS A SHORT TRACT ON MYSTERIES.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman, in Broad - street. 1760. pp.












A DISCOURSE UPON THE GREAT FIRE OF LONDON, IN THE YEAR 1666. DELIVERED
AT THE PARISH CHURCH OF St. Dunstan'S IN THE WEST, LONDON , SEPTEMBER
2D. [1703.]
Boston : Printed by Fowle & Draper, for Thos. Bromfield. MDCCLX.
pp. 24. 8vo .
JUDGE WOLCOTT. A FUNERAL POEM UPON ROGER WOLCOTT, ESQ ; WHO WAS ONE OF
THE HONOURABLE COUNCIL OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, AND A JUDGE OF
THEIR SUPERIOR COURT ; WHO DIED OCTOBER 19TH, 1759 ; IN THE 56 YEAR OF
INSCRIBED TO WILLIAM WOLCOTT ESQ ; [Four lines of quotations.]
Nero- Haven : Printed by James Parker , and Company. 1760. pp. 10.
8vo.
KEARSLEY, JOHN
THE CASE OF Mr. T.[homas] L.[awrence] WITH REGARD TO THE METHOD PURSUED
THEREIN BY J.[ohn) K.ſearsley ) SENIOR SURGEON , WITH THE UNCOMMON TREAT
MENT THE SAID J. K. HATI MET WITH , IN HIS PROCEDURE THEREIN.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1760. pp. 2. fol.
KOFFLER, JOHN FREDERICK
A LETTER FROM A TRADESMAN IN LANCASTER TO THE MERCHANTS OF THE CITIES
OF PHILADELPHIA , New-YORK AND BOSTON, RESPECTING THE LOAN OF MONEY






[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [ by Peter Miller & Co. ? ) in the year 1760. pp.
(3) , 14. 16mo. LCP .
8632 LANGDON, SAMUEL 1723-1797
JOY AND GRATITUDE TO GOD FOR THE LONG LIFE OF A GOOD KING , AND THE CONQUEST
OF QUEBEC. A SERMON PREACHED IN THE FIRST Parish OF PORTSMOUTH, IN
New-HAMPSHIRE, SATURDAY , NOVEMBER 10TH, 1759. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY
BIRTH DAY OF HIS PRESENT MAJESTY KING GEORGE II. AND APPOINTED BY HIS
EXCELLENCY BENNING WENTWORTH , ESQ . GOVERNOR OF SAID PROVINCE, A DAY
OF GENERAL THANKSGIVING AND PUBLIC REJOICING FOR THE SUCCESS OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ARMS, ESPECIALLY AGAINST CANADA.
Portsmouth : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1760 8vo. AAS. MHS
.
pp. 47.
8633 LAW, WILLIAM 1686-1761
AN EXTRACT FROM A TREATISE BY WILLIAM LAW, M.A. , CALLED , THE SPIRIT OF
PRAYER ; OR, THE SOUL RISING OUT OF THE VANITY OF TIME, INTO THE RICHES OF
ETERNITY. DISCOVERING THE TRUE WAY OF TURNING TO GOD, AND OF FINDING
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN THE RICHES OF ETERNITY IN OUR SOULS.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1760. pp. 47. 8vo .
A LETTER TO A FRIEND , OCCASIONED BY THE UNHAPPY CONTROVERSY AT WALLING
FORD . BY A LAYMAN AND PLATFORMIST.
Ner -Haven ; Printed by Parker and Company, 1760. pp. 19. 8vo.
8634
AAS.
8635 A LETTER TO THE CLERGY OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT FROM AN AGED LAYMAN
OF SAID COLONY.
[ New Haven ? ] Printed in the year 1760. pp. [22.] 8vo . AAS, YC.
8636 A LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF PENNSYLVANIA ; OCCASIONED BY THE ASSEMBLY'S
PASSING THAT IMPORTANT ACT, FOR CONSTITUTING THE JUDGES OF THE SUPREAM
COURTS AND COMMON - PLEAS DURING GOOD BEHAVIOUR.
Philadelphia : Printed [by William Dunlap ) in MDCCLX . pp. 39. 8vo .CCLX. $10
ITEVOLEOSTOPOMADE AVAILABLE








A LETTER , continued .
The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed [by William Dunlap ) in MDCCLX. pp . 39. 8vo.
8638 LEWIS, JOHN -1760
A NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE, TOGETHER WITH THE LAST SPEECH, CONFESSION AND
SOLEMN DECLARATION OF JOHN LEWIS ; WHO WAS EXECUTED AT CHESTER, ON
SATURDAY THE 21ST OF SEPTEMBER, 1760 , FOR THE MOST INIIUMAN , BARBAROUS
AND BLOODY MURDER OF HIS WIFE ; WHICH UNNATURAL DEED HE COMMITTED ON
FRIDAY THE 27TH OF JUNE, PRECEDING . WITH HIS LETTER TO MR. RAINE, THE
SUB-SHERIFF OF CHESTER, CONCERNING THE PUBLICATION OF THE SAID NARRATIVE :
AND A PENITENTIAL PRAYER, WHICH HE COMPOSED JUST BEFORE HIS EXECUTION .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1760.
8639 LEYDT, JOHANNES 1718-1783
ΑΛΗΟΕΛΕΥΦΕΡΙΑ ΕΙΣ ΕΙΡΗΝΗΝ Ι. Ε. WARE VRYHEYT TOT VREDE OFTE BERIGT,
HOE ONDERHANDELING, VREDE EN VEREINIGING ZOEKENDE GEPASSEERD IS :
EN WAT DEN GELUKKIGEN URTSLAG GESTREMD HEEFT MITSGADERS. EEN VER
DEDIGING VAN HET EXAMINEREN EN PROMOVEREN DOOR DE CETUS VERRIGT : DE
GRONDEN AANWYZENDE WAARAP HET GADAAN IS.
Te Philadelphia . By Hendrik Miller ; in de Tweede -straat ; in't tweede
Huys van de Rees -straat ; 1760.
.
8640 LOVELL, JAMES 1738-1814
ORATIO IN FUNERE VIRI VENERABILIS HENRICI FLYNTIJ , ARM. HABITA IN SACELLO
HOLDENIANO . COLL . HARVARD CANTAB. NOVANG.
Bostoni : Typis Z. Foule et S. Draper. 1760. pp. 6. 8vo.
.
BA.
8641 LOWELL, JOHN 1704-1767
A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE MUCH LAMENTED DEATH OF COL. MOSES TITCOMB,
WHO FELL IN BATTLE NEAR LAKE-GEORGE, SEPTEMBER 8TH 1755. . . ( Four
lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill in Queen -street. MDCCLX .
pp. 24. 8vo . BA.
8642 LOWRY, JEAN
A JOURNAL OF THE CAPTIVITY OF JEAN LOWRY AND HER CHILDREN , GIVING AN AC
COUNT OF HER BEING TAKEN BY THE INDIANS, THE 1ST OF APRIL 1756 , FROM
WILLIAM Mc.CORD's, in Rocky-SPRING SETTLEMENT IN PENNSYLVANIA, WITH AN
ACCOUNT OF THE HARDSHIPS SHE SUFFERED, &C.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , at the corner of Front and
Market - Streets. 1760. pp. 31 . 8vo.
Pages 18-31 relate her disputes with the French on the subject of
religion.
LCP .
8643 LUCAS, RICHARD 1648-1715
RULES RELATING TO SUCCESS IN TRADE, &C. TAKEN FROM HIS ENQUIRY AFTER
HAPPINESS .
Boston : Printed by Benj. Mecom , 1760. pp. 20. 8vo.
8644 MACK, ALEXANDER
EINE ANMUTHIGE ERINNERUNG , ZU EINER CHRISTLICHEN BETRACHTUNG VON DER
WUNDERBAREN ALLGEGENWART DES ALLWISSENDEN GOTTES.















COPIE EINES BRIEF VON HERR MARTIN.
Ephrata : Gedruckt der Bruederschafft, 1760.
MARYLAND. PROVINCE .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 22D. OF MARCH, 1760 .
[-11 April , 1760.]
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1760. pp. 79-102. 4to .
The same. [26 September, -15 October, 1760.]
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green. 1760. pp . 105-125. 4to . Mdas.
THE MARYLAND GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green , 1760. fol .
8647
8648
8649 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE .
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT Boston , UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF May, 1759 .
AND FROM THENCE, CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
SECOND DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by 8. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Goo
ernour , Council, and House of Representatives. MDCC,LX. pp. 421-424 [ sic
515-518.] fol.
The same. An Act . . AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY




[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , 1760.) p. 425 [sic 519.) fol.
The same. ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN
NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
EIGHTH DAY OF May, 1760. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his honour the Lieu
tenant Governour , Council, and House of Representatives. MDCCLX . pp. 427
432 [ sic 521-526 .] fol.
8652 ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND :
BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF MAY,
1759. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY
THE SECOND DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
[Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1760.] pp. 421-448 . fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE NINETEENTH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
[ Colophon :]
Boston, N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Gov
ernour, Council and House of Representatives. MDCCLX. pp. 449-455. fol.
8653
8654 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS
AND ADJOURNMENT TO WEDNESDAY THE SIXTEENTH OF APRIL FOLLOWING , AND
THEN MET. (Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Goo









MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL
COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY
IN NEW -ENGLAND : AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY - EIGHTH DAY OF MAY 1760. ( Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his honour the Lieu
tenant Governor, Council and House of Representatives. MDCCLX . pp. 467
477 . fol.
8656 TO THEThe sanie. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATION WEDNESDAY
THIRTEENTH DAY OF August FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by order of his excellency the Governor, Council
and House of Representatives. MDCCLX . pp . 479-480. fol.
8657
8658
ANNO REGNI GEORGII SECUNDI, REGIS, TRICESIMO-TERTIO. AN ACT PASSED
BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, ON
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -EIGHTH DAY OF MAY 1760 . [Colophon :]
Boston ; New England : Printed by John Draper , Printer to his honour
the Lieutenant-Governour, and the honorable his Majesty's Council. pp. 7. (11.) fol.
[Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, AND VICE -ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLAMA
TION. APPOINT[ing] THURSDAY THE NINTH DAY OF OCTOBER NEXT, TO BE
A DAY OF PUBLIC AND SOLEMN THANKSGIVING WITHIN THIS PROVINCE ,
GOD SAVE THE King . [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor,
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1760. Broadside. fol. BA.
8659 [ Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLAMATION
FOR A GENERAL THANKSGIVING. THURSDAY THE TWENTY -SEVENTH DAY OF
THIS INSTANT NOVEMBER GOD SAVE THE KING. (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printerto his excellency the Governor,
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. [1760.] Broadside. fol .
.
BA. MHS.
8660 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY
OF MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1760. [ -21 June, 1760.]
Boston; N. E. Printed by Samuel Kneeland , Printer to the honourable
House of Representatives. 1760. pp. 82. fol. MHS. NYPL .
8661 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF AUGUST FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT
BOSTON AFORESAID , BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-15 August,
1760.]
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1760.] pp . 83-97 . fol.
8662 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET
AT BOSTON AFORESAID, BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-31 January,
1761.)








MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT
Boston AFORESAID , BEING THE FOURTH SESSION OF SAID Court. [-21 April, 1761. )
[ Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland. 1761.) pp. 249-371 . fol .
8664 MATHER , SAMUEL 1706-1785
A DISSERTATION CONCERNING THE MOST VENERABLE NAME OF JEHOVAH.
[ Seventeen lines of quotations.)
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill in Queen -street. M.DCC ,LX .
pp. (6), 101. 8vo . BA. BM. JCB. NYPL . WL .
8665 MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-1766
God's HAND AND PROVIDENCE TO BE RELIGIOUSLY ACKNOWLEDGED IN PUBLIC
CALAMITIES . A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON NEW
ENGLAND, THURSDAY MARCH 20, 1760. AND PREACHED ON THE LORD'S - DAY,
FOLLOWING .
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, in Newbury -street, Edes and Gill,
in Queen -street, and Thomas andJohn Fleet, in Cornhill. 1760. pp. 38. 8vo. NL.
8666 A DISCOURSE OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF THE HONOURABLE STEPHEN
SEWALL, ESQ ; CHIEF-JUSTICE OF THE SUPERIOUR COURT OF JUDICATURE,
AS ALSO A MEMBER OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR THE PROVINCE OF THE
MassACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND : WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE ON ...
SEPTEMBER 10 , 1760. ÆTATIS 58. DELIVERED THE LORD'S DAY AFTER HIS
DECEASE .
Boston : Printed by Richard Druper, in Newbury - Street, Edes & Gill, in
Queen -street ; and T. & J. Fleet, in Cornhill. MDCCLX . pp. 66. 8vo.
MHS.
8667 PRACTICAL DISCOURSES DELIVERED ON OCCASION OF THE EARTHQUAKES IN
NOVEMBER, 1755. WHEREIN IS PARTICULARLY SHOWN, BY A VARIETY OF
ARGUMENTS, THE GREAT IMPORTANCE OF TURNING OUR FEET UNTO God's TESTI
MONIES, AND OF MAKING HASTE TO KEEP HIS COMMANDMENTS ; TOGETHER WITH
THE REASONABLENESS , THE NECESSITY , AND GREAT ADVANTAGE, OF A SERIOUS
CONSIDERATION OF OUR WAYS.
Boston : Printed and sold by R. Draper in Newbury -Street, and Edes &
Gill in Queen - street. 1760. pp. (6 ), 378. 8vo.
MHS. NYPL.
8668 Two DISCOURSES DELIVERED OCTOBER 9TH, 1760. BEING THE DAY APPOINTED
TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING , FOR THE SUCCESS OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ARMS, MORE ESPECIALLY IN THE INTIRE REDUCTION OF CANADA .
( Three lines from ] PSALM II .
Boston : Printed and sold by R. Draper, in Newbury -street ; Edes and
Gill, in Queen -street; and T. and J. Fleet, in Cornhill. 1760. pp. 69. 8vo. YC.
8669 MELLEN, JOIN 1722-1807
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE WEST PARISH IN LANCASTER , OCTOBER 9 , 1760. ON
THE GENERAL THANKSGIVING FOR THE REDUCTION OF MONTREAL AND TOTAL CON
QUEST OF CANADA. CONTAINING A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE WAR, FROM THE YEAR
1755 ; -- AND A REVIEW OF THE FIRST SETTLEMENT AND SEVERAL EXPEDITIONS
AGAINST (WITH SOME OF THE REASONS FOR HOLDING ) CANADA . [ Ten lines
of Scripture texts .
Boston : Printed and sold by B. Mecom . [ 1760.) pp. 46 , ( 1 ) 8vo.
Contains a list of those lost by the war out of this parish since
1755.
NYPL .








8670 MOODEY or MOODY, SAMUEL 1676-1747
THE VAIN YOUTH SUMMONED TO APPEAR AT CHRIST'S BAR. OR, AN ESSAY TO BLOCK
UP THE SINFUL WAYS OF YOUNG PEOPLE , BY MOST SOLEMN CONSIDERATIONS, RE
LATING TO THAT JUDGMENT UNTO WHICH THEY ARE HASTENING . . . LECTURE
SERMON (JUNE 25 , 1701.) PREACHED AT YORK, IN THE PROVINCE OF Main.
THE THIRD EDITION , ENLARGED .
Nero - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green . 1760. pp. (4), 65 .
12mo.
8671 MOORE, THOMAS, pseudonym.
THE NEW-YORK POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1761 . CALCULATED FOR THE
USE OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, AND THE NEIGHBORING PROVINCES. BY
THOMAS MOORE, PHILO .
New - York : Printed and sold by and for H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown ,
in Hanover - Square. [1760.) pp. 48. 24mo.
8672 MORE, ROGER , pseudonym .
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1761. DOOR
ROGER MORE.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te Koop by James Parker & Comp. in de Niere
Druckery in de Bever - Straat. [ 1760.1
8673 POOR ROGER ; OR THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1761. BY ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by James Parker & Comp. at the New
Printing - Office in Beaver - Street. [1760.]
8674 POOR ROGER'S UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1761. By
ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT .
New - York : Printed by James Parker & Comp. [1760.]
8675 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
Poor THOMAS IMPROVED : BEING MORE'S COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1761. By Thomas MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , in Broad - street, not far from
the Exchange. [1760.)
8676 A MOST REMARKABLE PROPHECY, CONCERNING WARS AND POLITICAL EVENTS; ESPE
CIALLY THE GLORIOUS KING OF PRUSSIA . TAKEN FROM AN ANCIENT LATIN MANU
SCRIPT SAID TO BE DEPOSITED IN THE BODLEYAN LIBRARY. WITH AN ESSAY
TOWARDS AN EXPLANATION . [Cut.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Henry Miller, in Second - Street, at the
Second House on the left hand from Race-Street. MDCCLX. Price four-pence ;
or three shillings a dozen . pp. 8. 4to. LCP .
8677 NEU-EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -UND Haus -CALENDER. AUF
DAS JAHR 1761 .
Philadelphia : [ Gedruckt bey P. Miller & Comp. ] Teutsche Buchdruckerey.
[1760.]
8678 THE NEW AMERICAN MAGAZINE. JANUARY-MARCH, 1760. By SYLVANUS AMER
ICANUS. [ Samuel Nevill.]
Woodbridge, in New Jersey : Printed and sold by James Parker. 1760. 8vo.
Discontinued in March, 1760.

















THE NEW -HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760.
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1760. 4to .
NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE.
AN APPENDIX , CONTAINING , ABSTRACTS OF SUCH PARTS OF THE ACTS OF PARLIAMENT
RELATING TO THE ARMY, AS CONCERN THE COLONIES OF NORTH-AMERICA. CARE
FULLY COMPARED AND EXAMINED BY THE ORIGINALS, PRINTED IN LONDON BY
Thomas BASKETT, PRINTER TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY .
Woodbridge : Reprinted by order of the General Assembly of the Province
of New - Jersey, by James Parker, Printer to the Province. MDCCLX. pp. (2),
64. fol.
Usually found with the second volume of Nevill's edition of The
Acts of New - Jersey, printed in 1761 .
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW JERSEY. HELD THE 11TH. MARCH , 1760. [-26 March, 1760.]
Woodbridge Printed by James Parker. 1760. pp. 15. fol .
The same. [29 October , -5 December, 1760.]
Woodbridge: Printed by James Parker. 1760. pp. 67. fol.
NEW JERSEY. COLLEGE OF. Now popularly known as PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.
A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW -JERSEY,
JANUARY 29 , 1760.
Woodbridge: Printed by James Parker . MDCCLX . pp . 36. 8vo.
VIRO PRAECLARIS
SIMO INGENUIS ARTIBUS, ATQUE HUMANITA
TE PERPOLITO ,





AEQUE AC HONORANDO D, SAMUELI DAVIES, COLLEGII NEO
CAESARIENSIS PRÆSIDI, . . . HAEC PHILOSOPH
EMATA , QUAE (NUMINE ADJURANTE )
SUNT DESENDENDA , JUVENES PRIMI GRADUS IN ARTIBUS CANDIDI, HABIT
A
IN AULA -NASSOVICA APUD PRINCETON VIIIVO
OCTOBRIS A. D. MDCCLX .
[ Philadelphiæ : ] Ex typis Andreae Steuart. (1760.] Broadside. fol .
THE NEW-LONDON SUMMARY, OR THE WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY -DE
CEMBER, 1760 .
Neu - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1760. fol.
NEW YORK. PROVINCE .
AN ACT FOR THE BETTER REGULATION OF SEAMEN
New York : Printed and sold W. Weyman, in Broad - Street. 1760.
(ACTS PASSED AT THE LAST SITTING.]
New - York : Printed by W. Weyman , in Broad -Street. 1760 fol.
SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ ; PRESIDENT OF HIS
MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK ... TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE.
[ Dated, Fort George, October 22, 1760.]
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1760.] pp. 2. fol. PRO.
Το THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER OLDEN , ESQ ; PRESIDENT
MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, . . THE HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-YORK. [Dated , Council-Chamber, New -York , October 28 , 1760.]

















NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF
NEW-YORK . BOWRY-DIVISION, IN THE OUT WARD OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK.
[May 13 ,-21 , 1760.]
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1760.] pp. [95].98. fol .
The same. VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLONY OF NEW-YORK. [ October, 1760.]
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1760. ] pp. 9-10 . fol .
THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE . CONTAINING, AND TO CONTAIN , THE FRESHEST AND MOST
IMPORTANT ADVICES BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY- DECEMBER, 1760.






THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760 .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine at the Bible & Crown in Hanover
Square. 1760. fol. NYHS. NYPL .
THE NEWPORT MERCURY. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760 .
Neroport : Printed by James Franklin . 1760. fol.
NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE .
ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH-CAROLINA , NOVEMBER AND
DECEMBER, 1759 , AND JANUARY, 1760.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1760 .
The same. APRIL, AND MAY, 1760.







The same. May, 1760.
Nerobern : Printed by James Davis, 1760 .
The same. JUNE, AND JULY, 1760 .
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1760.
The same. NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1760.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1760 .
THE NORTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK JANUARY-DECEMBER ? 1760.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, at the Printing-Office in Front- Street.
1760. fol.
Isaiah Thomas says the Gazette was discontinued about this year,
and reappeared 27 May, 1768.
OTIS, JAMES 1725-1783
THE RUDIMENTS OF LATIN PROSODY : WITH A DISSERTATION ON LETTERS, AND THE
PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY, IN POETIC AND PROSAIC COMPOSITION . COLLECTED FROM
SOME OF THE BEST WRITERS. [Four lines of Latin from ] HoR. CARM. SECUL.
Boston , N. E. Printed and sold by Benj. Mecom , at the New Printing
Office, near the Town - House. M.DCC.LX. pp. 60, 72. 8vo. AAS. BPL. NYPL .
Second title : A DISSERTATION ON LETTERS , AND THE PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY,
IN POETIC AND PROSSAIC COMPOSITION . COLLECTED FROM SOME OF THE BEST
WRITERS. [Two lines of Latin from ] QUINTIL. Inst. ORAT. 22 .
Printed by B. Mecom . 1760. pp. 72. errata .
8701
$11






8702 P * * * * * * J * * *
THE LIFE OF GENERAL JAMES WOLFE , THE CONQUEROR OF CANADA; OR, THE
EULOGIUM OF THAT RENOWNED HERO, ATTEMPTED ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF
ELOQUENCE. With A MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTION , LATIN AND ENGLISH, TO PER
PETUATE HIS MEMORY . By J * * * P * * * * * *, A. M.
Boston : Reprinted and sold by Fowle and Draper. M ,DCC ,LX .




Portsmouth in Neu - Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1760. pp . 24
8vo.
8704
PARKER'S NEW-YORK GAZETTE ; OR, THE WEEKLY POST-BOY : WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1760.
New - York : Printed by James Parker & Comp. 1760. fol . NYPL .
For the first half of the year the Gazette was issued without colo
phon. In July , the publication day was changed from Monday to
Thursday, andJames Parker resumed the conduct of the paper,
with John Holt as partner, under the firm name of James Parker,
and Company.
8705 PENNSYLVANIA. PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII 11. REGIS, MAGNX BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ ,
TRICESIMO TERTIO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYL
VANIA , BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA , THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER,
Anno Domini 1759 , IN THE THIRTY - THIRD YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN
LORD GEORGE II, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT- BRITAIN , FRANCE AND
IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED
BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE ELEVENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1760 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Nero -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLX. pp. 45. fol. HSP. NYPL.
8706
FORCE ,
A COLLECTION OF THE LAWS OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, NOW IN
VOL. II.
Philadelphia : By P. Miller and Company, at the German Printing Office
in Race - Street. MDCCLX. pp. ( 2) , xii, 464. 16mo.
HSP .
8707 THEVOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , MET AT PHILADELPHIA ON THE FIFTEENTH OF
OCTOBER ANNO DOMINI 1759 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin . 1760. pp. 58. fol.
8708 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, Post-Master, and D. Hall, at the
New - Printing -Office, near the Market. 1760. fol. HSP
8709 THE NEW-YEAR VERSES, OF THE PRINTERS LADS, WHO CARRY, ABOUT THE
PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE TO THE CUSTOMERS.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1760.] Broadside.
fol. LCP .







8710 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1760.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford , at the sign of the
Bible, the corner -house of Front and Market-Streets. 1760. fol. HSP
8711 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1760.
8712 THE PENNSYLVANIA POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1761 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. [1760.]]
8713 PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1 -DECEMBER 16 , 1760.
Germantown. Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1760. fol.
8714 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA. CHRIST-CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST -CHURCH PARISH , IN PUILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 24. 1759 , To DECEMBER 24. 1760. BY CALEB Casa,
CLERK AND SAMUEL KIRKE, SEXTON TO THE 7TH OF AUGUST LAST, NOW WILLIAM
SAEED, SEXTON .
[ Philadelphia : 1760. ] Broadside. fol. LCP.
8715 PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA . LOGANIAN LIBRARY.
CATALOGUS BIBLIOTHECÆ LOGANIANÆ : BEING A CHOICE COLLECTION OF BOOKS, AS
WELL IN THE ORIENTAL, GREEK AND LATIN , AS IN THE ENGLISH, ITALIAN,
SPANISH , FRENCH AND OTHER LANGUAGES. GIVEN BY THE LATE JAMES LOGAN ,
ESQ ; OF PHILADELPHIA FOR THE USE OF THE PUBLICK. NUMBERED AS THEY
NOW STAND IN THE LIBRARY ; BUILT BY HIM, IN SIXTH -STREET, OVER AGAINST
THE STATE-HOUSE SQUARE.
Philadelphia, Printed by Peter Miller & Comp. in the year 1760. pp. (2),
116. 8vo. HSP. LCP .
8716 PIKE, SAMUEL, and HAYWARD, SAMUEL
SOME IMPORTANT CASES OF CONSCIENCE ANSWERED, AT THE CASUISTICAL EXERCISE ,
ON WEDNESDAY EVENINGS, IN LITTLE ST. HELEN's, BISHOPGATE-STREET, LONDON .
THE FOURTH EDITION.
London : Printed . Boston : Neu -England. Re-printed by Green & Russell,
& Fowle & Draper. 1760. pp. 136. 8vo .
Most of the types for this edition were set by Isaiah Thomas, then
about twelve years of age.
8717 POOR ISAAC, pseudonym .
THE NEW-YORK ROYAL SHEET ALMANACK FOR 1761 . BY POOR ISAAC.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. [1760.] Broadside. fol.
8718 POPE, ALEXANDER 1688-1744
AN ESSAY ON MAN. . . ENLARGED AND IMPROVED BY THE AUTHOR . WITH
NOTES BY WILLIAM WARBERTON, M. A.
London Printed : Philadelphia : Re-printed and sold by W.Dunlap, at
the Newest- Printing - Office, in Market- Street. MDCCLX. pp. 68, 1 plate. 8vo.
8719 A REPLY TO COL . CLAP'S VINDICATION, IN MR. FLEET'S PAPER OF THE 28th of
APRIL LAST .









8720 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE-PLANTATIONS IN New-ENGLAND, IN
AMERICA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID
COLONY, ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND FIFTY -NINE AND THIRTY - THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO
FORTH . . . • [Dated ] PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE SEVENTH DAY OF
NOVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY - NINE. THO. WARD,
SECRETARY. (Colophon :]
Printed at Boston in New - England, by Edes & Gill, 1760. pp. [23.) fol.
.
8721 FEBRUARY, 1760. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND
COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE -PLAN
TATIONS IN NEW- ENGLAND, IN AMERICA , BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURN
MENT AT SOUTH KINGSTOWN, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY
THE TWENTY -FIFTH OF FEBRUARY IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOU
SAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY, AND THIRTY - THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS
MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF
GREAT BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE TENTH
DAY OF MARCH , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY , BY TH0. WARD, SECRY.
A TRUE COPY DULY EXAMINED. WITNESS. [ Colophon :]
Newport: Printed by J. Franklin . [1760.] pp. ( 17). fol. JCB. NYPL.
8722 The same. May, 1760. . . . BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, WITHIN
AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE DAY BEFORE THE GENERAL ELECTION , BEING
TUESDAY THE SIXTH ( 1) OF May,
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1760.] pp. 4. fol . JCB, NYPL.
8723
The same. BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID
COLONY, ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY,
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin, 1760. ] pp . 5-17 . fol. JCB. NYPL .
.
8724 .The same. JUNE 1760. . BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT AT
NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE SECOND MONDAY, OF JUNE,
. . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF JUNE, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY, BY Tuo. WARD, SECRY.
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin . 1760. ] pp. 18-29 . fol .
JCB .
8725 .The same. AUGUST, 1760. . . BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT
AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE EIGHTEENTH
OF AUGUST, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY, AND THIRTY-FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT- BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH .
... PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER , THE TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF August,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY, BY Tuo. WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin . 1760.) pp. 30-39. fol. JCB .
8726 The same. OCTOBER , 1760... . BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT PROVIDENCE ,
WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF OCTOBER,
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER THE (12TH) DAY OF NOVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY , By Tho . WARD, SECRY.












A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. CHANDLER
ROBBINS, TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE OVER THE FIRST CHURCH AND CONGREGATION
IN PLYMOUTH , JANUARY 30TH, 1760 . BY HIS FATHER , THE REVEREND MR.
PHILEMON ROBBINS, PASTOR OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN BRANFORD, CONNECTICUT.
(With an appendix , containing an account of the Church of Christ, in Plymouth,
the first church in New - England, from it's establishment to the present day.
By a Member of said Church.] [John Cotton .]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, in Queet [ sic ]-street. 1760. pp . (2) 22 ,
35. 8vo. AAS. BA. HC. NYPL .
8728 ROSS, ROBERT -1782
A COMPLETE INTRODUCTION TO THE LATIN TONGUE : FORM'D FROM THE MOST AP
PROV'D WRITINGS IN THIS KIND ; AS THOSE OF LILLY, RUDDIMAN, PAILLIPPS,
HOLMES, BP. WETTENHALL, CHEEVER, CLARKE, READ, &C. PUBLISHED PRIN
CIPALLY FOR THE USE OF THE GRAMMAR-SCHOOL AT Nassau-HALL, IN PRINCE
Town ; AND RECOMMENDED TO ALL WHO DESIGN TO SEND THEIR CHILDREN TO
NEW-JERSEY COLLEGE. THE SECOND EDITION , ENLARGED AND AMENDED.
Woodbridge, in Nero - Jersey : Printed by James Parker , at the expence of
the Trustees of the College ; and to be sold by several Booksellers in New York,
Philadelphia and New Jersey , 1760. pp. (4). 109 , ( 2). 8vo .
8729 RUSSELL, WILLIAM 1690-1761
THE DUTY OF AN ARMY OF PROFESSING CHRISTIANS WHEN GOING FORTH AGAINST
THEIR ENEMIES : AND OF THE BODY OF THE PEOPLE : SHEWED IN A SERMON
PREACHED MAY 25, 1760. . . . AT THE REQUEST OF CAPTAIN JOHN SUMNER.
AND PUBLISHED ON HIS DESIRE, AND THE DESIRE OF MANY OTHERS. [Two lines
from ] DEUT. XXIII. 9 .
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green . 1760. pp. 32. 12mo.
Contains a list of the subscribers.
8730 SAUNDERS, RICHARD, pseudonym .
BEAUTIES OF POOR RICHARD'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1760.
Boston : 1760.
8731 A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1761. BY R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [ 1760.]
pp . (24) 24mo. $22
8732 .POOR RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1761 : ... BY RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1760.]
pp. (36). 8vo. HSP. NYPL. 35
8733 SAYBROOK. CONNECTICUT. SYNOD. 1708 .
A CONFESSION OF FAITH OWNED AND CONSENTED TO BY THE ELDERS AND MESSEN
GERS OF THE CHURCHES IN THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, ASSEMBLED BY DELE
GATION AT SAY-BROOK, SEPTEMBER 9TH, 1708. .
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . MDCCLX. pp. (2), 118. 12mo. 10
8734 SHERMAN, ROGER 1721-1793
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1761. .
Boston ; Nero-England : Printed by D. and J. Kneeland , for D. Henchman,







8735 SIX DIALOGUES BETWEEN TWO YOUNG LADIES CONCERNING LOVE AND MARRIAGE .
Boston : Re printed by Fowle and Draper, 1760. pp . 100. 8vo.
8736 SLACK, MRS.
THE AMERICAN INSTRUCTOR : OR, YOUNG MAN'S BEST COMPANION . CONTAINING ,
SPELLING , READING, WRITING, AND ARITHMETICK, IN AN EASIER WAY THAN ANY
YET PUBLISHED ; AND HOW TO QUALIFY ANY PERSON FOR BUSINESS, WITHOUT THE
HELP OF A MASTER. INSTRUCTIONS TO WRITE VARIETY OF HANDS, WITH COPIES
BOTH IN PROSE AND VERSE. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS ON BUSINESS OR FRIEND
SHIP. FORMS OF INDENTURES, BONDS, BILLS OF SALE, RECEIPTS , WILLS, 1.EASES ,
RELEASES, &C. ALSO MERCHANTS ACCOMPTS, AND AS SHORT AND EASY METHOD
OF SHOP AND BOOK-KEEPING ; WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL AMERICAN
COLONIES. TOGETHER WITH THE CARPENTER'S PLAIN AND EXACT RULE : SHEWING
HOW TO MEASURE CARPENTERS, JOYNERS, SAWYERS, BRICKLAYERS, PLAISTERERS,
PLUMBERS, MASONS, GLAZIERS AND PAINTERS WORK. How TO UNDERTAKE EACH
WORK, AND AT WHAT PRICE ; THE RATES OF EACH COMMODITY, AND THE COMMON
WAGES OF JOURNEYMEN ; WITH GUNTER'S LINE ; AND COGGESHAL'S DESCRIPTION
OF THE SLIDING-RULE. LIKEWISE THE PRACTICAL GAUGER MADE EASY ; TIIE ART
OF DIALLING , AND HOW TO ERECT AND FIX ANY DIAL ; WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR
DYING, COLOURING , AND MAKING COLOURS. TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE POOR
PLANTER'S PHYSICIAN WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING ON LINNEN ; HOW TO
PICKLE AND PRESERVE ; TO MAKE DIVERS SORTS OF WINES ; AND MANY EXCELLENT
PLAISTERS AND MEDICINES, NECESSARY IN ALL FAMILIES. AND ALSO PRUDENT
ADVICE TO YOUNG TRADESMEN AND DEALERS . THE WHOLE BETTER ADAPTED TO
THESE AMERICAN COLONIES, THAN ANY OTHER BOOK OF THE LIKE KIND . BY
GEORGE FISHER, ACCOMPTANT. THE TWELFTH EDITION, REVISED AND CORRECTED .
New - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, Bookseller, at the Bible and
Crown in Hanover- Square, 1760. pp. v, ( 1 ) , 378. 12mo. NYHS.
This is called the thirteenth edition in the publisher's advertise
ment.
8737 SMITH , WILLIAM 1727-1803
A DISCOURSE CONCERNING THE CONVERSION OF THE HEATHEN AMERICANS, AND
THE FINAL PROPAGATION OF CHRISTIANITY AND THE SCIENCES TO THE ENDS OF
THE EARTH. IN TWO PARTS . PART I. PREACHED BEFORE A VOLUNTARY CON
VENTION OF THE EPISCOPAL CLERGY OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND PLACES ADJACENT,
AT PHILADELPHIA , May 21, 1760 ; AND PUBLISHED AT THEIR JOINT REQUEST.
PART II. PREACHED BEFORE THE TRUSTEES, MASTERS AND SCHOLARS OF THE
COLLEGE AND ACADEMY OF PHILADELPHIA, AT THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY COM
MENCEMENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. MDCCLX . pp. (2) , iii , 53 , (2).
8vo. JCB. NYPL.
8738 SOUTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE .
ACTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF SOUTH -CAROLINA, PASSED IN THE YEAR 1760.
[Arms.]
South -Carolina : Charles -Town , Printed by Peter T'imothy, Printer to the
honourable Commons House of Assembly. 1760. pp . 48
. fol. NYPL .
8739 THE SOUTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760 .
Charles- Town : Printed by Peter Timothy, in King - Street. 1760. fol.
8740 THE SOUTH-CAROLINA AND AMERICAN GENERAL GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1760.
Charlestown : Printed by R. Wells, 1760. fol .







8741 STEVENS, SIMON 1737
A JOURNAL OF LIEUT. SIMON STEVENS, FROM THE TIME OF HIS BEING TAKEN, NEAR
FORT WILLIAM-HENRY, JUNE THE 25TH 1758. WITH AN ACCOUNT OF HIS
ESCAPE FROM QUEBEC, AND HIS ARRIVAL AT LOUISBOURG , ON JUNE THE 6TH ,
1759 .
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street, 1760. pp.
( 18 ) + 8vo . AAS.
8742 The same.
Nero - York : Printed by Samuel Parker at the New -Printing - Office in









POOR JOSEPH'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1761 .
Boston : [ 1760.]
A SURVEY OF MAN, FROM THE CRADLE, TO THE GRAVE. A POEM . [ Four lines of
Latin verse .]
Ner -Haven : Printed by J. Parker, & Comp. 1760. pp. 16. 12mo.
TENNENT, GILBERT 1703-1764
A PERSUASIVE TO THE RIGHT USE OF THE PASSIONS IN RELIGION ; OR, THE NATURE
OF RELIGIOUS ZEAL EXPLAIN'D ITS EXCELLENCY AND IMPORTANCE OPEN'D AND
URG’D, IN A SERMON, ON REVELATIONS III. 19. PREACHED AT PHILADELPHIA,
JANUARY 27TH, 1760.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, M,LCC,LX. pp. 43 ,
( 1 ) . 8vo.
THOMAS, THOMAS
THE PENNSYLVANIA ALMANAC OR EPHEMERIS OF THE DAILY MOTIONS OF THE SUN
AND MOON , FOR 1761. BY THOMAS THOMAS, PHILOMAT.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. [1760.]
TO THE FREEHOLDERS OF THE TOWN OF Boston . [relating to the election .]
[ Boston : 1760.) pp . (4). MHS.
TOBLER, JOHN
[Cut.] 1761. THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRY- MAN'S ALMAYACK FOR THE
YEAR OF OUR LORD 1761. .
Germantown : Printed and sold by C. Sower. [1760.) pp. (40) . 16mo .
TODD, JONATHAN 1713-1791
A REPLY TO THE REVEREND MR. EELLS's SERIOUS REMARKS, UPON THE FAITHFUL
NARRATIVE, &C. WHEREIN IS MADE TO APPEAR, THAT AS MOST OF THE FACTS
MENTION'D IN THE NARRATIVE ARE CONCEDED TO BE JUSTLY RELATED ; SO THOSE
FOR WHICH THE REMARKS HATH SET IN A DIFFERENT LIGHT, ARE BY HIM MIS
TO WHICH IS ADDED, A SUPPLEMENT TO THE NARRATIVE.
TOGETHER, WITH AN ANSWER TO THE REVD MR. HOBART'S PRINCIPLES, &C.
( Eight lines of quotations.)






8750 TOWNSEND, JONATHAN 1720-1776
SORROW TURNED INTO JOY. A SERMON DELIVER'D AT MEDFIELD, OCTOBER 25 ,
1759. BEING A DAY OF PUBLIC ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE SMILES OF HEAVEN
UPON THE BRITISH ARMS IN AMERICA : MORE ESPECIALLY IN THE REDUCTION OF
QUEBEC. .








8751 TOWNSHEND, CHARLES 1725-1767
REMARKS ON THE LETTER ADDRESSED TO TWO GREAT MEN. IN A LETTER TO THE
AUTHOR OF THAT PIECE. (Four lines of Latin from ] Hor.
London : Pinted . [sic] in the year MDCCLX. Boston : Re-printed and sold







A TRACT AGAINST WATER - BAPTISM .
Philadelphia ? 1760.
TWEEDY, JOHN
A CATALOGUE OF DRUGS AND OF CHEMICAL AND GALENICAL MEDICINES, SOLD BY
John TWEEDY AT HIS SHOP IN NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND , AND FOR HIM IN
NEW-YORK, AT THE SIGN OF THE UNICORN AND MORTAR.
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin . 1760.] pp. (32) . 8vo.
VIRGINIA. COLONY.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II Regis Magnæ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ, & HIBERNIÆ, TRI
CESIMO TERTIO. AT A GENERAL-ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL,
IN WILLIAMSBURG, ON THURSDAY THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, IN THE
THIRTY-SECOND YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY THE
GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE, AND IRELAND , KING, DEFENDER OF
THE FAITA, &C. AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1758 ; AND FROM THENCE CON
TINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO TUESDAY THE 4TH OF MARCH, IN THE YEAR
OF OUR LORD 1758 ; AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS
TO TUESDAY THE 4TH OF MARCH, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1760 ; AND THEN
HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING THE FIFTH SESSION OF THIS
ASSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1760.) pp. 6. fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS
To MONDAY THE 19TH OF MAY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1760 ; AND THEN HELD
AT THE CAPITOL IN WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING THE SIXTII SESSION OF THIS ASSEMBLY.
( Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1760.] pp.
5. 6 . fol .
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . REGIS . TRICESIMO-QUARTO.
; AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO MONDAY
THE 6TH OF OCTOBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1760 ; AND THEN HELD AT THE
CAPITOL, IN WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THIS ASSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1760.] pp. 7. fol .
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [4 March,-11 March, 1760.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1760 . pp. 14. fol.
The same. [19 May ,-24 May, 1760.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1760. pp. 13 . fol .
THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1760 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter . 1760. fol .
WALTER , THOMAS 1696-1728
THE GROUNDS AND RULES OF MUSICK EXPLAINED ; OR, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
ART OF SINGING BY NOTE. FITTED TO THE MEANEST CAPACITIES. RECOMMENDED
BY SEVERAL MINISTERS. [Fifth edition.]
Boston : Printed by Benjamin Mecom at the New Printing Ofice near the
Town -House, for Thomas Johnston, in Brattle - Street. (1760.] pp . ( 2 ), iv, 25 , 20 .















THE WANDERING JEW. OR THE SHOEMAKER OF JERUSALEM &C.; TO WHICH IS
ADDED, A NEW PROPHECY.
Re printed and sold in New- London , [1760.] pp. 8 . 12mo.
WAREING, ELIJAH
ON THE DEATH OF JOHN WAGSTAFFE. AN ELEGIAC POEM .
Philadelphia : Printed (at the desire of many friends) by Andrer Steu
art, in Second - Street. 1760. Broadside. fol. HSP
8763 WATERHOUSE, SAMUEL
PROPOSALS FOR PRINTING BY SUBSCRIPTION , TAE HISTORY OF THE PUBLICK LIFE
AND DISTINGUISHED ACTIONS OF VICE-ADMIRAL Sir Thomas BRAZEN, [Thomas
Pownall.] COMMANDER OF AN AMERICAN SQUADRON IN THE LAST AGE. TOGETHER
WITH HIS SLIGHTER ADVENTURES AND MORE ENTERTAINING ANECDOTES . IN
THREE VOLUMES IN QUARTO . ADORN'D THROUGHOUT WITH CUTS . BEING THE
JUDICIOUS ABRIDGEMENT OF THE UNWEARIED AUTHOR'S OWN MOST ELABORATE
AND COSTLY PERFORMANCE , IN THIRTY-ONE VOLUMES IN FOLIO . BY THOMAS
THUMB, ESQ ; SURVEYOR OF THE CUSTOMS, AND CLERK OF THE CHECK . [ Three lines
of Latin quotations.]
[ Boston ? ] M.DCC.LX. pp . ( 18), ( 1 ). 8vo.
AAS . BA. NYPL . $13
8764 WATTS, Isaac 1674-1748
DIVINE SONGS, ATTEMPTED IN EASY LANGUAGE, FOR THE USE OF CHILDREN .
Philadelphia ; Printed by W. Dunlap, for G. Noel and Company Book
sellers in New - York . 1760. 12mo.
8765 The same.





WEATHERWISE, ABRAHAM, pseudonym .
FATHER ABRAHAM'S ALMANAC. FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1761. BY ABRAHAM
WEATHERWISE, GENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. [1760.]
WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES.
THE SHORTER CATECHISM . PRESENTED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES AT WEST
MINSTER TO BOTH HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT, AND BY THEM APPROVED . CONTAIN
ING THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION
With SCRIPTURE PROOFS.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, at the corner of Front and
Market - Streets. 1760. pp. 48. 8vo.
WHITTELSEY, CHAUNCEY 1717-1787
A BRIEF DISCOURSE DELIVER'D AT NORTH -HAVEN, May 15TH, AT THE FUNERAL OF
THE REVEREND MR. ISAAC STILES, LATE PASTOR OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
THERE ; WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE MAY 14 , 1760. IN THE SIXTY -SECOND YEAR
OF HIS AGE. . [ Two lines of quotations.]
New Haven : Printed by Parker, and Company, at the Post - Office. (1760.]
pp . 16. 8vo . CHS. YC.
Second title . THE RIGHTEOUS PERISHING , AND NO MAN LAYING IT TO HEART, IL
LUSTRATED . Two OCCASIONAL SERMONS, DELIVERED AT NORTH -HAVEN, JUNE 1 ,
1760 , SOON AFTER THE DEATH OF THE REv. Isaac STILES, LATE PASTOR OF THE
CHURCH THERE ; AN TIME OF MORTALITY MONG THEM. PUBLISHED
AT THE DESIRE OF THE BEREAV'D FAMILY, AND A NUMBER OF THE HEARERS; TO
WHOM THEY ARE HUMBLY DEDICATED BY THEOPHILUS HALL, V. D. M. PASTOR
OF THE CHURCH IN MERIDEN. (Four lines of Scripture text.]










8769 WILLIAMS, ELIPHALET 1727-1803
GOD'S WONDERFUL GOODNESS, IN SUCCEEDING THE ARMS OF HIS PEOPLE , TO BE AC
KNOWLEDGED AND CELEBRATED WITH REJOICING AND PRAISE . A SERMON
PREACHED AT EAST-HARTFORD, MARCH 6 , 1760, BEING TIIE DAY OF PUBLIC
THANKSGIVING , FOR THE SIGNALLY FAVOURABLE APPEARANCES OF ALMIGHTY
GOD, IN PROSPERING HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS : PARTICULARLY BY THE DEFEAT OF THE
FRENCH ARMY IN CANADA, AND THE TAKING QUEBEC, &C .
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1760. pp . 31. 16mo. CHS, HC.
8770 WILLIAMS, SOLOMON 1700-1776
THE RELATIONS OF GOD'S PEOPLE TO HIM, AND THE ENGAGEMENTS AND OBLIGATIONS
THEY ARE UNDER TO PRAISE HIM, AND PREPARE HIM AN HABITATION.
WITH A
SPECIAL VIEW TO NEW-ENGLAND, AND THE REST OF THE BRITISH SUBJECTS IN
AMERICA. A THANKSGIVING SERMON, ON OCCASION OF THE SMILES OF HEAVEN
ON THE BRITISH ARMS IN AMERICA, PARTICULARLY IN THE REDUCTION OF
QUEBEC. PREACHED AT LEBANON , NOVEMBER 15 , 1759. .
Nero - London : Printed by Timothy Green . MDCCLX. pp. 28 . 16mo.
8771 WOODWARD, SAMUEL 1726-1782
THE OFFICE, DUTIES, AND QUALIFICATIONS OF A WATCHMAN OF ISRAEL, CONSIDERED
AND ILLUSTRATED IN A SERMON AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
JOSEPH WHEELER IN HARVARD, DECEMBER 12, 1759. .
Boston : Printed and sold by Benjamin Mecom , at the Nero Printing - Office ,
near the Town -House. MDCC,LX. pp. 31. 8vo.
BA. CH3. Hc.
8772 A SERMON PREACHED OCTOBER 9, 1760. BEING A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIV
ING ON OCCASION OF THE REDUCTION OF MONTREAL AND THE ENTIRE CONQUEST
or CANADA, BY THE TROOPS OF HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY, UNDER THE COMMAND OF
GENER AMHERST.
Boston : Printed by Benjamin Mecom , at the New Printing - Office, near the
Town - House. (1760.] pp. 30. 8vo. BA. MHS. YC .
8773 WORCESTER, FRANCIS 1692–1782
SABBATH PROFANITY (THE MOST CRYING SIN OF NEW - ENGLAND ) TESTIFIED AGAINST
BY WAY OF DIALOGUE BETWEEN A DYING MAN AND HIS FRIENN . WITH A SONG
FOR SABBATH BREAKERS, AND A SONG FOR SLEEPERS AT MEETING ; AND TWO
OTHER PLEASANT SONGS, ALL IN VERSE.
Boston : Printed by Benjamin Mecom . 1760.
8774 YALE COLLEGE.
CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO YALENSI, QUOD EST in Novo-PORTU, CONNEC
TICUTENSIUM , AB ANNO 1702 , AD ANNUM 1760, ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA DONATI
SUNT. [ Colophon :)




PRÆCLARISSIMO OPTIMA ERUDITIONE VITÆ INTEGRETATE OMNIQUE FOELICISSIMI
GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH , ARMIGERO , COLONIA
CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERENDO AC HONORANDO D. THOMÆ
CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRAESIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO ANNUENTE )
IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE. · [Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis Novo- Portu Connecticutensium , die decimo Septembris,













YALE COLLEGE, continued .
QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOME CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo-PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS. IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS MDCCLX .
Broadside.
[ Novo -Portu, excudebat Jacobus Parker et Socii. MDCCLX .]
sm. fol. YC.
8777 ABEL , THOMAS
SUBTENSIAL PLAIN TRIGONOMETRY , WROUGHT WITH A SLIDING -RULE , WITH GUNTER'S
LINES : AND ALSO ARITHMETICALLY, IN A VERY CONCISE MANNER. AND THIS
METHOD APPLY'D TO NAVIGATION AND SURVEYING. TO WHICH IS ADDED , I. MEN
SURATION OF MASON'S WORK. II . A SOLUTION OF Rota, OR ARISTOTLE'S
WHEEL . III . A BRIEF DISCOURSE UPON GRAVITY.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold for the Author, by Andrew Steuart, 1761 .
pp. (2), 86 , 7 plates. 8vo. NYPI..
8778 ABGEFORDERTE RELATION DER ERSCHEINUNG EINES ENTLEIBTEN GEISTS DEM
PUBLICO ZUR NACHRICHT GETREULICH AUS DEM MUND DERER, DIE VON ANFANG
BIS ANS ENDE MIT INTERESSIRT, AUFGESCHRIEBEN .
Ephratæ Typis & Consensu Societatis, Anno Domini MDCCLXI. pp. 39 .
8vo. HSP .
8779 ADAMS, WILLIAM 1710-1798
A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT NEW -LONDON, OCTOBER 23D. A. D. 1760. ON THE
THANKSGIVING, (ORDERED BY AUTHORITY) FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE BRITISH
ARMS, IN THE REDUCTION OF MONTREAL, AND THE CONQUEST OF ALL CANADA.
Neu -London : Printed and sold by T'imothy Green . MDCCLXI. pp. [25.]
16mo. AAS . BPL. CHS. HC.
8780
ADVERTISEMENT. [ Notifying all persons settled in the Proprietaries' manorof
Springton to agree with the Proprietaries' agents beforeMay next.Dated, Phila
delphia, January 29 , 1761. Signed, Richard Peters and Richard Hockley.]
[ Philadelphia : 1761.) pp. (2). 4to .
8781 AGUECHEEK, ANDREW , pseudonym .
THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN ALMANACK, OR, YEARLY ASTRONOMICAL, HISTORICAL AND
GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE. .
FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1762. BY ANDREW
AGUECHEEK , PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. (1761.)
. .
8782 ALLEN, TIMOTHY 1715-1806
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE INSTALMENT OF THE REVEREND MR. TIMOTHY
ALLEN, AT ASHFORD , OCTOBER 12, 1757. BY HIMSELF. AND PUBLISHED AT
THE DESIRE OF SOME WHO HEARD IT .
New Haven ; Printed by Parker , and Company at the Post- Office.
MDCCLXI. pp. (32). 8vo.
CHS. NYSL.
8783 A SERMON, (FOR SUBSTANCE) AS DELIVERED AT THE NORTH -PARISH , IN
LEBANON, JUNE 22, 1760. .
Nero - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green . 1761. pp. 35. 16mo.
.
8784 AMERICA IN TEARS : A PASTORAL ELEGY, ON THE DEATH OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY KING GEORGE THE SECOND .






8785 THE AMERICAN CHRONICLE . - ? [ -DECEMBER, 1761.]
New - York : Printed by Samuel Farley. 1761. fol .
The above title is on the authority of Isaiah Thomas, who was not
certain of its absolute correctness. In 1762, in consequence of
the destruction of his materials, Farley discontinued publication.
8786 AMES, NATHANIEL 1708-1764
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, ALMANACK FO THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1762. .
Boston : Printed & sold by John Draper, in Cornhill : Richard Draper in
Newbury - Street ; Green & Russell , and Edes & Gill in Queen - Street ; and Thomas
& John Fleet at the Heart and Crown in Cornhill. Sold also by the Booksellers.
(1761.] pp. (24 ). 16mo. MHS. NYPL .
8787 The same.
New - London : Printed by T'. Green , [1761.] 16mo.
8788 The same.
New - Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Company. [1761. )
16mo.
8789 APTHORP, East 1733-1816
THE CONSTITUTION OF A CHRISTIAN CHURCH ILLUSTRATED IN A SERMON AT THE
OPENING OF CHRIST - CHURCH IN CAMBRIDGE ON THURSDAY 15 OCTOBER, MDCCLXI.
· [ Three lines from ] ARTIC XIX.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell, at their Office in Queen - street.
MDCCLXI. pp. 4, iv, [27.] 4to.
AAS. BA. BM. HC. WL.
8790 AUBORN, A. D'
THE FRENCH CONVERT : BEING A TRUE RELATION OF THE HAPPY CONVERSION OF A
NOBLE FRENCII LADY, FROM THE ERRORS AND SUPERSTITIONS OF POPERY TO THE
REFORMED RELIGION BY MEANS OF A PROTESTANT GARDENER, HER SERVANT.
WHEREIN 18 SHEWN, HER GREAT AND UNPARALLELLED SUFFERINGS ON THE
ACCOUNT OF HER SAID CONVERSION ; AS ALSO HER WONDERFUL DELIVERANCE FROM
TWO ASSASSINS, HIRED BY A POPISH PRIEST TO MURDER HER ; AND HER MIRACU
LOUS PRESERVATION IN A WOOD FOR TWO YEARS ; AND HOW SHE WAS AT LAST
PROVIDENTIALLY FOUND BY HER HUSBAND, WHO, TOGETHER WITH HER PARENTS ,
WERE BROUGHT OVER BY HER MEANS TO THE EMBRACING THE TRUE RELIGION, AS
WERE DIVERS OTIIERS ALSO. THE THIRTEENTH EDITION .
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine. 1761 .
8791 BANKS, JOHN
CYRUS THE GREAT : A TRAGEDY.
Nero- York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8792 BARFORD, RICHARD
THE VIRGIN QUEEN : A TRAGEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8793 BARNARD , JOHN 1681-1770
THE TRUE DIVINITY OF JESUS CHRIST ; EVIDENCED IN A DISCOURSE AT THE PUBLIC
LECTURE IN BOSTON, THE DAY AFTER THE COMMENCEMENT, JULY 16 , 1761. AND
PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE HEARERS . [Four lines of Scripture
texts.]
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill. MDCCLXI. pp. 38.











8794 BELLAMY, JOSEPH 1719-1790
A LETTER TO SCRIPTURISTA; CONTAINING SOME REMARKS ON HIS ANSWER TO
PAULINUS'S THREE QUESTIONS : WHEREIN THE NATURE OF A TEST OF ORTHODOXY
IS EXACTLY STATED ; THE CHURCH'S RIGHT TO KNOW AND JUDGE OF THE RELIG
IOUS PRINCIPLES OF THOSE WHO ARE ADMITTED TO SEALING ORDINANCES, AND
REJECT THE ERRONEOUS, IS ASSERTED ; AND THE PRACTICE OF OUR CHURCHES IN
NEW -ENGLAND, FROM THEIR FIRST SETTLEMENT IN THIS COUNTRY, VINDICATED.
AND ALSO THREE QUESTIONS MORE, RELATIVE TO THE NEW WAY OF TAKING PER
SONS INTO THE CHURCH, LATELY INTRODUCED AT WALLINGFORD, BY MR. Dana,
STATED : WITH A DESIRE THEY MAY BE ANSWERED BY SCRIPTURISTA, IN HIS NEXT
LETTER TO HIS FRIEND PAULINUS. [Two lines of Scripture texts.]
Neu - Haven : Printed 1760. Boston : Re-printed and sold by 8. Kneeland ,
in Queen -street, 1761. pp . (24) . 8vo.
AAS. BA. MHS. YC.
8795 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
THE NEW-ENGLAND PSALTER: Or, PSALMS OF DAVID : WITH THE PROVERBS OF
SOLOMON, AND CHRIST'S SERMON ON THE MOUNT. BEING AN INTRODUCTION FOR
THE TRAINING UP CHILDREN IN THE READING OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Boston : Printed (by B. Mecom ) for Green and Russel, in Queen-Street
1761. pp. 158, ( 1 ). 16mo. NYPL .
8796 The same.
Boston : Printed by (B. Mecom ) for D. Henchman, J. Edwards, T. Leveret
in Cornhill, M. Dennis near Scarlet's Wharf, J. Winter in Union -Street, S. Webb
in Ann - Street, and J. Perkins near the Mill - Bridge. 1761. pp. 158, ( 1 ). 8vo .
Thomas says: Benjamin Mecom began printing in Boston in
1757 , with an edition of the Psalter for the booksellers, of thirty
thousand copies, which was two years in printing.
8797 THE PSALMS OF DAVID IMITATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
AND APPLIED TO THE CHRISTIAN STATE AND WORSHIP . By Isaac WATTS, D. D.
THE TWENTY - THIRD EDITION.
Boston : Re printed and sold by D. & J. Kneeland , 1761. pp. 304. 12mo.
8798 The same.
Nero - York : Printed [ by H. Gaine,] for Garrat and Alexander Noel, (1761.)
8799 BIBLIA. NEW TESTAMENT.
Das NEUE TESTAMENT UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI, VERTE TSCHT
Von D. MARTIN LUTHER . MIT JEDES CAPITELS KURTZEN SUMMARIEN. AUCH
BEYGEFÜGTEN VIELEN RICHTIGEN PARALLELEN .
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur, 1761. pp. (4) ,
562, (4). 12mo.
BM. HSP.
8800 BLAIR, JOHN 1720-1771
A SERMON DELIVERED AT THE FORKS OF BRANDYWINE APRIL 22, 1761. AT THE
ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. JOHN CARMICHAEL. PUBLISHED AT THE
REQUEST OF THE CONGREGATION .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1761 .
8801 BLAIR, SAMUEL 1741-1818
AN ORATION PRONOUNCED AT Nassau Hall, JANUARY 14 , 1761 : ON OCCASION OF
THE DEATH OF HIS LATE MAJESTY KING GEORGE II.
Woodbridge in New - Jersey : Printed by James Parker. 1761. pp. 8. 4to .








8802 BOLLES, JOHN 1677-1767
A RELATION OF THE OPPOSITION WHICH SOME BAPTIST PEOPLE MET WITA AT
NORWICH, 1761 , BY THE AUTHORITY AND MINISTER , WHEN THEY WENT ABOVE TEN
MILES TO CONFER WITH THE PEOPLE BETWEEN THEIR MEETING ABOUT THE
THINGS OF GOD, UPON WHICH OPPOSITION THEY WENT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
WEEK ON PURPOSE TO DESIRE SAID MINISTER TO APPOINT A DAY TO DISCOURSE
WITH ONE OF THEM BEFORE THE PEOPLE . IN PARTICULAR THEY DESIRED
LIBERTY TO SHEW BY THE SCRIPTURE THAT THE FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK IS NOT
THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH, AND TO SHOW BY THE SCRIPTURE WHAT THE CHRISTIAN
REST OR CHRISTIAN SABBATH IS : AND HOW BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER
OUGHT TO BE ADMINISTERED, AND WHAT THEY ARE FIGURES OF. AND ALSO TO
SHEW SOME SCRIPTURE MARKS FOR PEOPLE TO KNOW THE FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST
BY, AND SOME SCRIPTURE MARKS TO KNOW FALSE TEACHERS BY. BUT SAID MIN
ISTER WOULD NOT HEAR TO IT, BUT INSTEAD TURNED THEM OUT OF HIS HOUSE.
THEREFORE THEY HAVE SIEWED IN PRINT WHAT THEY DESIRED TO SHOW BY
DISPUTING WITH HIM, AS FOLLOWETH .
[ Without title page. 1761.] pp. [24.] 12mo.
NYHS. YC.
8803 THE BOSTON EVENING - Post. JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1761 .
Boston : Printed by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill.
1761. fol.
8804 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL . JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1761 .
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen - Street. 1761. fol.
8805 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS -LETTER. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1761 .
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1761. fol.
8806 BRIDGE, MATTHEW -1775
A SERMON, PREACH'D MAY 20TH , 1761 . AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV .
EREND MR. ELIAB STONE , TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE SECOND CHURCH IN
READING .
Boston, Ner -England : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet. 1761. pp.
(32 ). 8vo . AAS . BA. BM .
8807 A BRIDLE FOR THE ABS ; BEING A SECOND LETTER TO THE CONGREGATIONS OF THE
EIGHTEEN PRESBYTERIAN (OR NEW-LIGHT MINISTERS) WHO WROTE THE LATE
CONTRADICTORY LETTER TO THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY; WITH SOME
REMARKS ON THE TWO PERFORMANCES THAT HAVE APPEARED IN THEIR DEFENCE.
BY AN OLD COVENANTING AND TRUE PRESBYTERIAN LAYMAN.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart. 1761 . 12mo.pp. 28.
8808 BUELL, SAMUEL 1716-1798
THE EXCELLENCE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE SAVING KNOWLEDGE OF THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST IN THE GOSPEL - PREACHER , PLAINLY AND SERIOUSLY REPRESENTED
AND ENFORCED : AND CHRIST PREACHED TO THE GENTILES IN OBEDIENCE TO THE
CALL OF GOD. A SERMON, PREACHED AT EAST -HAMPTON , AUGUST 29 , 1759 ; AT
THE ORDINATION OF MR. SAMSON OCCUM , A MISSIONARY AMONG THE INDIANS.
... TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, A LETTER TO THE REV. MR. David BOSTWICK ,
MINISTER OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN NEW-YORK, GIVING BOME ACCOUNT
OF MR. Occum's EDUCATION , CHARACTER &c. [Five lines of Scripture texts.]
Nero - York : Printed by James Parker , and Company, M.DCC.LXI. pp.
xvi , viii, [38.] 8vo .








8809 BYLES, MATHER 1706-1788
THE VANITY OF EVERY MAN AT HIS BEST ESTATE . A FUNERAL SERMON ON THE
HONORABLE WILLIAM DUMMER, ESQ. , LATE LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR AND COM
MANDER IN CHIEF, OVER THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND, WHO DIED OCTOBER 10, 1761. AGED 84 YEARS. · [ Three lines
from] Eccl. XII , 7 , 8 .
Printed by Green & Russell, in Boston , 1761. pp. [24 ] [3.] 4to. CHS.
.
8810 CAMP, ICHABOD 1726-1786
SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH
CAROLINA, APRIL 12, 1761 .
Nerobern : Printed by James Davis, 1761 .
An edition of four hundred copies was printed and distributed ,
for which the printer petitioned payment.
8811 CANER, HENRY 1700-1792
JOYFULNESS AND CONSIDERATION ; OR, THE DUTIES OF PROSPERITY AND ADVERSITY .
A SERMON PREACHED AT King's-CHAPEL, IN BOSTON, BEFORE HIS EXCELLENCY
FRANCIS BERNARD , ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, THE HONOUR
ABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-Bay in New -ENGLAND, JANUARY 1,1761 . UPON OCCASION
OF THE DEATH OF OUR LATE MOST GRACIOUS SOVEREIGN KING GEORGE THE
SECOND .
Boston, Ner - England : Printed by Green & Russell, and Edes & Gill, by
order of his excellency the Governor , and both House of Assembly. [1761.) pp.
31. 8vo. AAS . BA. HC. NYHS. YC.
8812 1667-1723CENTLIVRE, SUSANNAH
THE BASSET- TABLE : A COMEDY .
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8813 THE CHILD'S NEW PLAY - THING , OR BEST
AMUSEMENT, BEING A SPELLING -BOOK ,
INTENDED TO MAKE THE LEARNING TO READ A DIVERSION INSTEAD OF A TASK.
CONSISTING OF SCRIPTURE -HISTORIES, FABLES , STORIES , MORAL AND RELIGIOUS
PRECEPTS, PROVERBS, SONGS, RIDDLES, DIALOGUES, &C. THE WHOLE ADAPTED
TO THE CAPACITIES OF CHILDREN , AND DIVIDED INTO LESSONS OF ONE, TWO,
THREE AND FOUR SYLLABLES .
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams, 1761 .
8814 CHOATE, JOHN
REMARKS ON THE LATE PRINTED ANSWER TO COL . CHOATE'S REASONS OF DISSENT
FROM THE JUDGMENT OF A COUNCIL IN THE AFFAIR OF THE REV. MR. BACHELLER
OF HAVERHILL. BY THE AUTHOR OF THOSE REASONS . TO WHICH IS SUBJOINED
A POSTSCRIPT BY ANOTHER HAND.
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, 1761. pp. 43. 8vo . AAS. HC.
8815 1671-1757CIBBER , COLLEY
SHE WOULD AND SHE WOULD NOT : A COMEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8816 CLAP, THOMAS
An ANSWER TO AN ANONYMOUS PAMPHLET, INTITULED A REPLY TO COL. CLAP's
VINDICATION .


















CHRIST'S MISSION OF THE SEVENTY, ILLUSTRATED AND IMPROVED , IN A SERMON
AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. Josiah BRIDGE
TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST IN SUDBURY, Nov. 4,
1761. .
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street.
MDCCLXI. pp. 41 . 8vo. BA. CH3.
COLMAN, GEORGE 1733-1794
THE JEALOUS WIFE : A COMEDY. As It WAS ACTED AT THE THEATRE -ROYAL, IN
DRURY LANE. [One line of Latin from ] Juv. THE SECOND EDITION .
New - York Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, Printer, Bookseller and Sta
tioner, at the Old London Book Store and Printing- Office, at the Bible & Crown, in
Hanover - Square, 1761 .
THE CONDUCT OF THE [ eighteen ] PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERS WHO SENT THE LET
TER TO THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY CONSIDERED .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1761. pp. 19. 12mo.
CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
ACTS AND LAWS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW - ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD AT HARTFORD, May, 1761. [Colophon :]
Nero - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony of Con
necticut, 1761. pp . 335-338. fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT NEW-HAVEN, OCTOBER ,
1761. [ Colophon:]
Neu - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony of Con
necticut. 1761. pp. 339-340. fol.
AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY HOLDEN AT NEW-HAVEN, ON THE
26TH DAY OF MARCH, 1761. AN ACT FOR SECURING OF SOLDIERS LISTED
AND TAKEN INTO HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE , FROM ARRESTB. (Colophon :]
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony
of Connecticut, M ,DCC,LX , I. pp. 2. fol.
(Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE Thomas FITCH, ESQ ; GOVERNOR OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISHCOLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW - ENGLAND, IN AMERICA. A PROCLA
• APPOINT WEDNESDAY, THE EIGHTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT, TO BE
AS A DAY OF FASTING AND PRAYER , GOD SAVE THE KING .
[Colophon :]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony of Con
necticut, 1761. Broadside. fol. CHS.
BY THE HONORABLE THOMAS FITCH ESQ , GOVERNOR HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA. A PROCLA
MATION , APPOINT, WEDNESDAY, THE SEVENTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT, TO BE
A DAY OF SOLEMN FASTING AND PRAYER ; .. GOD SAVE THE KING.












8825 BY THE HONOURABLE THOMAS FITCH, ESQ ; GOVERNOR OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENG
LISI COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW - ENGLAND, IN AMERICA. A PROCLAMATION.
THAT A PUBLICK THANKSGIVING , BE OBSERVED THROUGHOUT THIS COLONY,
ON THE TWENTY -SIXTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, NEXT ; GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ Ner - Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company. 1761.] Broadside.
fol. CES .








8826 THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1761 .
New Haven : Printed by James Parker & Company. 1761. fol .
8827 CONSIDERATIONS ON THE ELECTION OF COUNSELLORS , HUMBLY OFFERED TO THE
ELECTORS .
( Boston : ] Printed in the year 1761. pp. (8 ) . 8vo. AAS.
8828 COOPER, SAMUEL 1725-1783
A SERMON UPON OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF OUR LATE SOVEREIGN GEORGE THE
SECOND . PREACH'D BEFORE HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN
GENERAL AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, THE HONOURABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL,
AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY
IN NEW -ENGLAND, JANUARY 1. 1761 . AT THE APPOINTMENT OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COUNCIL.
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1761. pp. 40. 8vo. BM. CHS. JCB. WL.
.
8829 CRAWFORD , A.
A CURIOUS AND AUTHENTICK ACCOUNT OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF FRANCIS DAVID
STERN WHO WAS CONVICTED OF THE MURDER OF MR. MATHEWS OF LONDON .
Boston : Re-printed by B. Mecom , at the New Printing - Office, near the
Toron - House. 1761 .
8830 CUMMING, ALEXANDER -1763
A SERMON PREACHED FEB. 25. 1761. . . . AT HIS INSTALMENT IN THE PASTORAL
CHARGE OF THE SOUTH CHURCH, in Boston ; COLLEGUE [ sic] WITH THE REVER
END JOSEPH SEWALL, D.D. TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE CHARGE, BY THE Rev. DR.
SEWALL ; AND THE RIGHT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , BY THE REV. MR. PEMBERTON.
Boston, N. E.Printed and soldby Benjamin Mecom , at the New Printing
Office, near the Town - House. MDCCLXI. pp. [58.] 8vo. BM . MHS. NYPL . NYSL.
8831 1724-1761DAVIES, SAMUEL
AN ODE ON THE PROSPECT OF PEACE.
Philadelphia : Printed by Henry Miller. 1761. Broadside. fol.
8832 RELIGION AND PUBLIC SPIRIT . A VALEDICTORY ADDRESS TO THE SENIOR CLASS,
DELIVERED IN Nassau HALL, SEPTEMBER 21 , 1760. THE SUNDAY BEFORE THE
COMMENCEMENT: BY SAMUEL DAVIES, A. M. LATE PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE,
DECEASED .
[ Nero - York :) Printed and sold by James Parker and Company, at the
Nero-Printing- Office in Beaver - Street. MDCCLXI. pp. (2) , [18.] 8vo. CHS .
8833 The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford, 1761 .
8834 A SERMON DELIVERED AT NASSAU -HALL, JANUARY 14 , 1761. ON THE DEATH
OF HIS LATE MAJESTY KING GEORGE II . BY SAMUEL DAVIES, A. M. LATE PRESI
DENT OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW-JERSEY. PUBLISHED BY REQUEST . TO WHICH
IS PREFIXED , A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE , CHARACTER , AND DEATH OF THE
AUTHOR. By David BOSTWICK , A. M. , MINISTER OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CONGRE
GATION IN NEW-YORK.
New - York : Printed and xold by James Parker and Company, at the Nero








DAVIES, SAMUEL, continued .
The same.
New - York, Printed : Philadelphia Re - printed and sold by William Brad
ford, at the London Coffee -House, MDCCLXI. pp. (4), ix, 18. 8vo. JCB.
8836 The same.
Boston : Printed and sold by R. Draper in Newbury - Street; and by Z.
Fowle and 8. Draper at their Printing -Office in Marlborough - Street. [1761.] pp.
xii , 32. 8vo. AAS, BA. NYPL. NYSL.
8837 1680-1754DESTOUCHES, PHILIPPE NÉRICAULT
THE LIBERTINE, OR, THE HIDDEN TREASURE. A COMEDY.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
A translation of his “ Le Trésor caché."
8838 DICKINSON, MOSES 1695-1778
AN ANSWER TO A LETTER , FROM AN AGED LAYMAN , TO THE CLERGY OF THE COLONY
OF CONNECTICUT. IN WHICH THE RIGHTS OF THE CONSOCIATED CHURCHES ARE
MAINTAINED ; THE CONSOCIATION THAT APPEARED AGAINST THE ORDINATION OF
MR. DANA AT WALLINGFORD VINDICATED ; AND THE MINISTERS LIKE MINDED
DEFENDED . BY AN AGED MINISTER .
New -Haven : Printed by James Parker & Company, at the Post -Office.
[1761.) pp. (30). 4to . BA. CH3. C.
.
8839 DILWORTH, THOMAS -1780
A NEW GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH TONGUE ; IN FIVE PARTS . CONTAINING, I. WORDS,
BOTH COMMON AND PROPER , FROM ONE TO SIX SYLLABLES : THE SEVERAL SORTS
OF MONOSYLLABLES IN THE COMMON WORDS BEING DISTINGUISHED BY TABLES
INTO WORDS OF TWO, THREE, AND FOUR LETTERS, &C. WITH SIX SHORT LESSONS AT
THE END OF EACH TABLE , NOT EXCEEDING THE ORDER OF SYLLABLES IN THE
FOREGOING TABLES . THE SEVERAL SORTS OF POLYSYLLABLES ALSO , BEING
RANGED IN PROPER TABLES, HAVE THEIR SYLLABLES DIVIDED , AND DIRECTIONS
PLACED AT THE HEAD OF EACH TABLE FOR THE ACCENT, TO PREVENT FALSE
PRONUNCIATION ; TOGETHER WITH THE LIKE NUMBER OF LESSONS ON THE FORE
GOING TABLES, PLACED AT THE END OF EACH TABLE , AS FAR AS TO WORDS OF
FOUR SYLLABLES , FOR THE EASIER AND MORE SPEEDY WAY OF TEACHING CHILDREN
TO READ . II . A LARGE AND USEFUL TABLE OF WORDS, THAT ARE THE SAME IN
SOUND , BUT DIFFERENT IN SIGNIFICATION ; VERY NECESSARY TO PREVENT THE
WRITING ONE WORD FOR ANOTHER OF THE SAME SOUND . III. A SHORT BUT
COMPREHENSIVE GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE, DELIVERED IN THE MOST
FAMILIAR AND INSTRUCTIVE METHOD OF QUESTION AND ANSWER ; NECESSARY FOR
ALL SUCH PERSONS AS HAVE THE ADVANTAGE OF AN ENGLISH EDUCATION . IV.
AN USEFUL. COLLECTION OF SENTENCES, IN PROSE AND VERSE , DIVINE, MORAL
AND HISTORICAL ; TOGETHER WITH A SELECT NUMBER OF FABLES, &C. &C. ADORNED
WITH PROPER SCULPTURES, FOR THE BETTER IMPROVEMENT OF THE YOUNG
BEGINNER. AND, v. FORMS OF PRAYER FOR CHILDREN, ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS.
THE WHOLE, BEING RECOMMENDED BY SEVERAL CLERGYMEN AND EMINENT
SCHOOL -MASTERS, AS THE MOST USEFUL PERFORMANCE FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF
YOUTH , IS DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. ...
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8840 DILWORTH, W. H.
THE COMPLETE LETTER -WRITER ; OR, YOUNG SECRETARY'S INSTRUCTOR ,
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1761 .








DILWORTH , W. H. , continued .
Das LEBEN UND HEROISCHE THATEN DES KÖNIGS VON PREUSSEN, FRIED
RICHS DES III. [ sic 11.] VON SEINER GEBURT AN , BIS ZU ENDE DES 1760STEN
JAHRS, ZUSAMT DENEN MEKCKWÜRDIGSTEN KRIEGS-VERGEBENHEITEN WELCHE
SICH IM VORIGEN KRIEG MIT IHM ZUGETRAGEN HABEN ; UND DANN AUCH DESSEN ,
WAS IN DIESEM JETZIGEN KRIEG VORGEFALLEN , SO WEIT ER MIT DREIN VER
ZUERST IN ENGLISCHER SPRACHE HERAUS GEGEBEN DURCH W. H.
DILWORTH 1758. UND NUN INS DEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZT UND VERMEHRT.
Germantown, Gedruckt und zu haben bey Christoph Saur. 1761. pp. 288.
16mo.
The first 165 pages are a translation of Dilworth's work, the fol
lowing pages being a compilation from later accounts.
WICKELT IST .
8842 DODDRIDGE, PHILIP 1702–1751
THE CARE OF THE SOUL URGED AS THE ONE THING NEEDFUL. A SERMON PREACH'D
JUNE 22. 1735. . . . THE FOURTH EDITION . [ Two lines of Greek from ]
SIMPLIC.
Boston : Re- printed and sold by 8. Kneeland, in Queen -Street. M.DCC.LXI.
pp. [26.] 8vo. AAS. BA.
8843 1631-1701DRYDEN , JOHN
AURENGE -ZEBE ; OR, THE GREAT MOGUL . A TRAGEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8844 A
COMEDY.THE SPANISH FRYAR : OR, THE DOUBLE DISCOVERY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8845 DUNHAM, JONATHAN
BRIEF INSTRUCTION IN THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION .
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1761 .
8846 EDDY, JOHN





ESSAYS UPON FIELD -HUSBANDRY IN NEW - ENGLAND , AS IT IS OR MAY BE ORDERED .
[Two lines from ] EccLEs. v. 9 . [ Second enlarged edition. ]
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street, 1760. [ 1761.] pp.
[6 ] , (155), (4), 160-166 , ( 1 ). 8vo .
The Appendix is dated June, 1761 , and states : “ The writer of
this Appendix having bad Mr. Eliot's leave to correct or alter,”
etc. The last page consists of “ Errors in the Appendix to be
corrected ."
MHS. WL. $18
8848 The same. Six ESSAYS UPON FIELD -HUSBANDRY IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN THE
YEAR 1747. NEW EDITION, WITH AN APPENDIX BY ANOTHER HAND.
Nero - York : Printed by J. Parker and Company ? 1761. 12mo.
8849 ELLIS, EVAN
THE ADVICE OF EVAN ELLIS, LATE OF CHESTER COUNTY, DECEASED , TO HIS
DAUGHTER WHEN AT SEA .








8850 ERSKINE, EBENEZER, and RALPH
SERMONS ON SACRAMENTAL OCCASIONS .
Boston : Re-printed by Fowle and Draper, 1761 . 8vo.
8851 AN ESSAY ON THE AGITATIONS OF THE SEA, AND SOME OTHER REMARKABLES ATTEND
ING THE EARTHQUAKES OF THE YEAR M ,DCC , L , V . TO WHICH ARE ADDED, SOME
THOUGHTS ON THE CAUSES OF EARTHQUAKES, WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1756.
Boston : Printed by B. Mecom . 1761. pp. 40. 8vo . JCB. MHS. WL .
8852 FALL OF SAGUNTUM : A TRAGEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8853 1678-1707FARQUHAR, GEORGE
THE INCONSTANT: OR, THE WAY TO WIN HIM : A COMEDY.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8854
THE TWIN RIVALS : A COMEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8855
FORBES, ELI 1726-1804
GOD THE STRENGTH AND SALVATION OF HIS PEOPLE ; ILLUSTRATED IN A SERMON
PREACHED OCTOBER 9, 1760. BEING A DAY OF PUBLICK THANKSGIVING , AP
POINTED BY AUTHORITY, FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE BRITISH ARMS IN NORTH
AMERICA, ESPECIALLY IN THE TOTAL REDUCTION OF CANADA TO THE CROWN OF
GREAT BRITAIN .
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes & Gill, in Queen -street. 1761 . pp.
35. 8vo. BA. HC. HỆ.
8856
AAS.
THE GOOD MINISTER . A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE
REVD MR. LEMUEL HEDGE, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH AND CON
GREGATION IN ROXBURY -CANADA, DECEMBER 3D 1760. [One line of Latin
from ] BER
Boston : Printed by D. and J. Kneeland, opposite to the Prison in Queen
street, for J. Winter, in Union - street. 1761. pp. 23. 8vo.
FORDYCE, JAMES 1720-1796
THE FOLLY, INFAMY AND MISERY OF UNLAWFUL PLEASURE. A SERMON PREACHED
BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, May 25 ,
1760...
Boston , N. E. Re -printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen - street.




THE WILMINGTON ALMANACK, OR EPHEMERIS FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1762.
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams. [1761.)
8859 FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
AN EPISTLE FROM THE YEARLY MEETING .
Philadelphia : 1761.
8860 A LETTER FROM A MEETING OF THE BRETHREN CALLED QUAKERS, TO THE
AUTHORS OF THE PAMPHLET CALLED CONSIDERATIONS ON THE GERMAN WAR, AND
OF THE SEVERAL PAMPHLETS IN ANSWER TO IT.
Boston , N. E. Reprinted and sold by B. Mecom at the Nero Printing
Office, near the Town - House. 1761 . pp. 8. 8vo.









8861 A FULL RELATION OF THE SURPRISING APPEARANCE OF AN ANGEL IN THE PARISH
CHURCH AT GAINSBURY IN LINCOLNSHIRE,
Boston , Reprinted by Fowle and Draper, 1761 .
8862 GARDINER , SILVESTER 1707-1786
TO THE FREEHOLDERS AND OTHERS INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF BOSTON , IN
TOWN MEETING ASSEMBLED, MARCH, 1761 . [ Concerning the establishment of a
Hospital for small-pox.]
[ Boston : 1761.] Broadside. fol.




[VOTES OF THE THIRD GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AUGUST 18, 1760 , TO JANUARY 12, 1761.]
[ Charleston : Printed by Peter Timothy ? 1761.]
The Session laws are said to have been regularly printed at
Charleston and Savannah from 1756 .
8864 GIBBONS, THOMAS 1720-1785
DIVINE CONDUCT VINDICATED , OR THE OPERATIONS OF GOD SHOWN TO BE THE
OPERATIONS OF WISDOM : IN THE SUBSTANCE OF TWO DISCOURSES PREACHED AT
HABERDASHERS-HALL, LONDON , MARCH 29 , 1761 ; OCCASIONED BY THE DECEASE
OF THE Rev. MR. SAMUEL DAVIES, M. A. AND PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE
OF Nassau-HALL IN NEW-JERSEY, FEBRUARY 4, 1761 . IN WHICH ARE
CONTAINED SOME MEMOIRS OF MR. DAVIES, AND SOME EXTRACTS FROM HIS
LETTERS .
London : Printed for Thomas Field , at the Wheatsheaf, at the Corner of
Pater- noster Row , Cheapside : and sold by William Dunlap , at the Newest Printing




A SERMON AGAINST PROFANE CURSING AND SWEARING , DELIVERED TO THE NEW
YORK FORCES IN THEIR CAMP.
Nero - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1761 .
8866 GREAT BRITAIN. ARMY.
A LIST OF HIS MAJESTY'S LAND FORCES IN NORTH -AMERICA, WITH THE RANK OF
THE OFFICERS IN THE REGIMENT AND ARMY.
[ New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. 1761.] pp. 36 . 12mo.
NYPL .
8867 GREEN & RUSSELL'S BOSTON POST- BOY AND ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1761 .




THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD 1762. .
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by Joseph Royle & Co. [1760.)
LOC .
8869 GROSVENOR, or GROVENOR, BENJAMIN 1675-1758
HEALTH ; AN ESSAY ON ITS NATURE, VALUE , UNCERTAINTY, PRESERVATION , AND BEST
IMPROVEMENT. THE THIRD EDITION.
Boston : Printed by D. & J. Kneeland for J. Winter, 1761. pp. ( 10) ,









8870 HABERMANN, or AVENARIUS, JOHANN 1516-1590
JOHANN HABERMANN VON EGER, WEILAND PREDIGER UND SUPERINTENDENTEN
IN ZEITZ, KLEINES CHRISTLICH GEBÄTBUCU.
Germanton. Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1761 .
8871 HALL, DAVID -1789
ISRAEL'S TRIUMPH . IT CONCERNS THE PEOPLE OF GOD TO CELEBRATE THE DIVINE
PRAISES, ACCORDING TO ALL HIS WONDERFUL WORKS. A SERMON PREACHED AT
SUTTON ON A PUBLICK THANKSGIVING, OCTOBER 9TH, 1760. FOR THE ENTIRE
REDUCTION OF CANADA.
Boston : Printed and sold by J. Draper in Cornhill. 1761. pp. 24. 12mo.
.
8872 HALL, THEOPHILUS 1707-1767
THE MOST IMPORTANT QUESTION , CONSIDERED AND ANSWERED ; OR, A SAVING FAITH ,
SCRIPTURALLY EXPLAINED, IN TWO SERMONS PREACHED AT MERIDEN August 10 ,
1760. . [ Seven lines of Scripture texts.]
New Haven : Printed by J. Parker and Company. MDCCLXI. pp. 56 .
8vo . CHS. YС.
8873 HALL, WILLARD -1779
AN ANSWER TO “ COLONEL CHOATE'S REASONS OF DISSENT, FROM THE JUDGMENT
OF A COUNCIL , IN A CONTROVERSY , RESPECTING SOME DOCTRINES, ADVANC'D BY
THE Rev. MR. BACHELLER OF HAVERAILL." PARTICULARLY, THAT THE WORK OF
REDEMPTION , AS TO PRICE, PURCHASE AND RANSOM, WAS FINISHED WHEN CHRIST
GAVE UP THE GHOST. . . NUGIPOLILOQUIDES. PLAUTUS.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill. 1761. pp. 23. 8vo .
MHS.
8874 HARKER, SAMUEL
PREDESTINATION CONSISTENT WITH GENERAL LIBERTY ; OR THE SCHEME OF THE
COVENANT OF GRACE.
Nero - York : 1761. pp. ii , 118. 12mo.
8875 HARVARD COLLEGE.
CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO -HARVARDINO, QUOD EST CANTABRIGIÆ Nov.
ANGLORUM , AB ANNO 1642 AD ANNUM 1761 , ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA DONATI
SUNT.
Cantabrigiæ , Nov- Anglorum MDCC,LXI. Broadside. fol . HC.
8876 ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE, ORNATISSIMO
VIRO FRANCISCO BERNARDO, ARMIGERO, PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSISGUBER
NATORI , . . REVERENDO PARITER ATQUE HONORANDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE,
COLLEGIJ -HARVARDINI PRÆSIDI THESES HASCE , QUAS (DIVINIO ANNUENTE
NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO -HARVARDINO DEFENDERE,
Cantabrigiæ , Nov - Anglorum , Anno 1761. Broadside. fol .
.
8877
AAS. BA . BM. BPL. HC. MHS. NYHS. NYPL . WL. $25
PIETAS ET GRATULATIO COLLEGII CANTABRIGIENSIS APUD NOVANGLOS.
Bostoni - Massachusettensium : Typis J. Green & J. Russell. MDCCLXI.
pp. xiv, ( 1 ) , 106 , ( 1 ). 4to .
Although dated 1761 , the publication was not authorized by the
Corporation of the College until January 5 , 1762. Typographi
cally this is the handsomest specimen of the printer's art produced
in the American Colonies. The font of Greek type, used in its
printing for the first time, was destroyed by fire when Harvard











HARVARD COLLEGE, continued .
The volume was the suggestion of Francis Bernard, the newly
arrived royal Governor, who desired that the example of the
English Universities, in that respect, should be followed by
Harvard College. To that end a competition was invited by a
notice posted in the College Chapel on Saturday , March 14 , 1761 ,
of a “ Proposal for a celebration of the death of the late King, and
the accession of his present Majesty, by members of Harvard
College.” The competition was to be open to any undergraduate,
or those who had taken a degree within seven years. Sixguineas,
in prizes of a guinea each, were offered to the authors of the best
compositions of the following several kinds: 1. A Latin oration .
2. A Latin poem in hexameters. 3. A Latin elegy in hexameters
and pentameters. 4. A Latin ode. 5. An English poem in long
6. An English ode. Candidates could compete for more
than one kind, but not withtwo compositions of the same kind.
The anonymity of the candidates was to be strictly preserved, and
this obtained in the final publication . And July 1st was made the
limit of time in which compositions were to be sent to President
Holyoke. Under these conditions, not, it appears, always fully
complied with , the volume appeared, and in May, 1763, a specially
bound copy was presented to King George the third , by the agent
of the Province in London, but no expression of acknowledgment
is known to have been made. The claim was made for the copy
sold at the sale of the Odell Collection in 1878 that it was the
presentation copy to King George III, but this is disproved by
that copy being now in the George III Library which was trans
ferred to the British Museum by his successor. A few copies
were printed onthick paperfor presentation to the royal family,
of which the Brinley and Odell copies are examples.
The question of the authorship of the several compositions has
been an interesting subject of discussion, the consensus of
opinion generally agreeing with the following, which is based upon
names written in a copy formerly belonging to Stephen Sewall,
himself one of the contestants.
0. TO THE KING . Lieut. Governor Thomas HUTCHINSON, or Gov
ernor FRANCIS BERNARD.
I. Adhortatio Præsidis. EDWARD HOLYOKE.
II. Ad præcellentissimum provinciæ prefectum . Joun LOVELL.
III. Cum roseis quondam DEA ADOREA fulgida pennis. STEPHEN
SEWALL.
IV. Are monarchs then such unimportant Things. BENJAMIN
CHURCH .
V. Of Cypress deign, celestial Muse, to sing. STEPHEN SEWALL.
VI. Cum BRITONUM REGEM subito mors invida telo. FRANCIS
BERNARD.
VII. While thro ' the British world great GEORGE's name. JOHN
LOWELL.
VIII. Cum Rex sciret Avom mediis cessisse triumpbis. JAMES
BOWDOIN .
IX. PROXIMUS A PRIMO debellat GEORGIUS hostes. JAMES BOWDOIN .
X. Hark !—to what melancholy sound . SAMUEL DEANE.
XI. Where thick -embow'ring shades, and clust'ring trees. BEN
JAMIN CHURCH .
XII. Quid sibi vult ingens luctus gemitusque virorum ? STEPHEN
SEWALL.
XIII. As, on her white -clift, sea - girt shore. SAMUEL COOPER .








HARVARD COLLEGE, continued .
XIV. Debili tentura viam volata. STEPHEN SEWALL.
XV. 'EAETEION. STEPHEN SEWALL.
XVI. 'NAH . STEPHEN SEWALL.
XVII. Hail kindred spirit ! hail illustrious shade. JAMES
BOWDOIN .
XVIII. 'EIITÁPION. FRANCIS BERNARD.
XIX. EPITAPHIUM. FRANCIS BERNARD.
XX. EPITAPH . FRANCIS BERNARD.
XXI. In Regis Inaugurationem . SAMUEL DEANE ?
XXII. Dum varias gratis animis aptare coronas. ANONYMOUS.
XXIII. Quem virum mavult celebrare Clio . STEPHEN SEWALL .
XXIV . EPITHALAMIUM . ANONYMOUS.
XXV. GEORGE gave the word—the naval chiefs obey. JOHN
LOVELL .
XXVI. Dum servat stellas oculis HALLEIUS acutis . JOHN WIN
THROP ?
XXVII. While HALLEY views the Heavens with curious eyes. JOHN
WINTHROP?
XXVIII. Some Seraph touch the sacred lyre. SAMUEL COOPER .
XXIX. Tho ' from thy happy shores, Britannia ! far. Thomas
OLIVER .
XXX. Tho' wealth and pow'r their mighty influence join . JAMES
BowDOIN .
XXXI. EPILOGUS. FRANCIS BERNARD.
HAVEN, JASON 1733-1803
A SERMON PREACHED TO THE ANCIENT AND HONORABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY IN
Boston , New -ENGLAND, JUNE 1 , 1761 . BEING THE ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
Boston , N. E. Printed and sold by Edes & Gill. MDCCLXI. pp. [35.]
8vo. AAS. BA . CHS. WL.
HAVEN, SAMUEL 1727-1806
THE SUPREME INFLUENCE OF THE SON OF GOD, IN APPOINTING , DIRECTING, AND
TERMINATING THE REIGN OF PRINCES. A SERMON OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF
KING GEORGE THE SECOND, AND TEE HAPPY ACCESSION OF HIS MAJESTY KING
GEORGE THE THIRD, TO THE IMPERIAL THRONE OF GREAT BRITAIN ; DELIVERED
AT PORTSMOUTII, JANUARY 2575 , 1761 .
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Printed and sold by D. Fowle. MDCCLXI.
pp . 25. 8vo .
HOBART, Noah 1706-1773
A VINDICATION OF THE PIECE, ENTITLED, “ THE PRINCIPLES OF CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCHES , RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTION AND AUTHORITY OF ECCLESIASTICAL
COUNCILS , CONSIDERED ; AND APPLIED TO THE CASE OF THE LATE ORDINATION AT
WALLINGFORD. OCCASIONED BY THE REMARKS MADE THEREON ; BY MR. HART.
[ Three lines from] ISAIAH.
Ner - Haven ; Printed by Parker, and Company at the Post- Office. MDCCLXI.
pp . 76. 8vo . AAS . BA. CHR.
DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1762.
. ZUM VIER UND ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN.
Germantoun : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. [1761.]
pp . (48) . 4to . HSP
The “ Kräuterbuch," or lessons in botany, begun in the Almanac
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8882 HOPKINSON , FRANCIS 1737-1791
An EXERCISE, CONTAINING A DIALOGUE AND ODE SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF HIS
LATE GRACIOUS MAJESTY, GEORGE II . PERFORMED AT THE PUBLIC COMMENCE
MENT IN THE COLLEGE OF PAILADELPHIA, May 23D. 1761. THE ODE WRITTEN
AND SET TO MUSIC BY FRANCIS HOPKINSON, ESQ ; M. A. IN SAID COLLEGE .
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, in Market-street, MDCCLXI. pp.
8. 4to. HSP.
8883 1626-1698HOWARD, Sir ROBERT
THE COMMITTEE ; OR THE FAITHFUL IRISHMAN : A COMEDY.




COLLEGE ALMANACK, 1762. AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY ; OR, AN ALMANACK FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST, 1762. . . By A STUDENT AT YALE - COLLEGE .
[Sixteen lines of verse .]




SOME REMARKS ON RELIGION , WITH THE AUTHOR'S EXPERIENCE IN PURSUIT THEREOF.
FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF ALL PEOPLE ; BEING THE REAL TRUTH OF WHAT
SIMPLY DELIVERED, WITHOUT THE HELP OF SCHOOL-WORDS, OR
DRESS OF LEARNING.







HUTCHIN'S IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS . .
OF OUR LORD, 1762 : .
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Croron , in
Hanover-Square, where may be had, the Nero - York Pocket Almanack. [1761.1 pp.
36. 12mo. NYHS. NYPL .
8887 INDIANS.
MINUTES OF CONFERENCES, HELD AT EASTON , IN AUGUST, 1761 . WITH THE CHIEF
SACHEMS AND WARRIORS OF THE ONONDAGOES, CAYUGAS, ONEIDAS, NANTI
COKES , MOHICKONS, DELAWARES, TUTELOES, Conors. [Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the Nero
Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLXI. pp. 18. fol. LCP . $ 34
8888 INGERSOLL, JONATHAN 1714-1778
A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CON
NECTICUT , AT HARTFORD, ON THE DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , MAY
14TH, 1761 .
Nero - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green, Printer to the Colony
of Connecticut, MDCCLXI. pp. 46. 16mo. AAS . BPL. CHS. UTS . YC.
.
8889 JEAN GRAY : A TRAGEDY.
Nero- York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8890 JEWS.
EVENING SERVICE OF ROSHASHANAH, AND KIPPUR . OR THE BEGINNING OF THE
YEAR, AND THE DAY OF ATONEMENT.
Nero - York : Printed by W. Weyman, in Broad -street. MDCCLXI. 8vo.
















THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE MARRIAGE -STATE , AS ENTER'D INTO
WITH RELIGIOUS OR IRRELIGIOUS PERSONS ; REPRESENTED UNDER THE SIMILI
TUDE OF A DREAM. THE SIXTH EDITION.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1761 .
JOHNSON, SAMUEL 1696-1772
A SERMON ON THE BEAUTY OF HOLINESS IN THE WORSHIP OF THE CHURCH OF ENG
LAND . BEING A VERY BRIEF RATIONALE ON THE LITURGY.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by James Parker. 1761. pp. 27. 8vo. BM.
A SHORT CATECHISM FOR YOUNG CHILDREN . THE THIRD EDITION .
New - York : Printed by James Parker ? 1761 .
JONSON, BEN 1573-1637
VOLPONE, OR, THE FOX : A COMEDY,
New - York : Printed by Hugh Guine, 1761 .
KELPIUS, JOHANNES 1673-1708
A SHORT, EASY, AND COMPREHENSIVE METHOD OF PRAYER. TRANSLATED FROM
THE GERMAN. [By C. Witt.) AND PUBLISHED FOR A FATHER [ sic] PROMOTION,
KNOWLEDGE AND BENEFIT OF INWARD PRAYER. BY A LOVER OF INTERNAL
DEVOTION .
Philadelphia , Printed by Henry Miller, in Second - street, next to the corner
of Race- street. MDCCLXI. pp. 36. 12mo. FL . NYHS .
KENRICK, WILLIAM 1725-1779
THE WHOLE DUTY OF WOMAN , COMPRISED IN TWENTY - FOUR SECTIONS. BY A LADY.
WRITTEN AT THE DESIRE OF A NOBLE LORD .
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green, 1761 .
DES LANDMANNS ADVOCAT. Das ist : KURZER AUSZUG AUS SOLCHEN GESETZEN
VON PENNSYLVANIA UND ENGLAND, WELCHE DASELBST IN VÖLLIGER KRAFT, UND
EINEM FREYEN EINWOHNER AUF DEM LANDE HÖCHST NÖTHIG UND NÜTZLICH ZU
WISSEN SIND. ENTHALTEND ANWEISUNGEN, WELCHERGESTALT DER LANDMANN
ALS EIN GESCHWORENER BEY VERHÖREN UND RECHTSSPRÜCHEN , ODER JURY
MAN ; ALS EIN TESTAMENTS VOLLZIEHER, ODER EXECUTOR ; ALS EIN VORMUND,
ODER GUARDIAN ; ALS EIN FRIEDENHALTER, ODER CONSTABLE ; ALS EIN ARMEN
PFLEGER , ODER OVERSEER OF THE POOR, U. 8. W. SICH ZU BETRAGEN HAT . NEBST
VIEL ANDERN DINGEN , DURCH DEREN WISSENSCHAFT DER GEMEINE MANN SEINEN
SCHADEN VERHÜTEN UND SEINEN NUTZEN BEFÖRDERN KAN . AUS DEN ACTEN
DER LANDSVERSAMMLUNG , ODER ACTS OF ASSEMBLY, UND ANDERN BEWÄHRTESTEN
ENGLISCHEN BÜCHERN ZUSAMMEN GETRAGEN VON EINEM RECHTSGELEHRTEN ;
UND ZUM BESTEN DER HIESIGEN DEUTSCHEN , IN IHRE MUTTERSPRACHE ÜBER
SETZT.
Philadelphia, Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller in der Zweyten - strasse, fuer den
Verfasser. 1761, pp . ( 2) , ( 2), viii, 170, 1 folded leaf, (3 ) , (1 ). 8vo.
HSP
LANGDON, SAMUEL, and BLANCHARD,
JOSEPH
A MAP OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE.
Portsmouth in Neu - Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Foule, 1761 .
LAWRENCE, WILLIAM -1780
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. STEPHEN FAR
RAR TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH IN NEW - IPSWICH , IN THE PROVINCE
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE : OCTOBER 22D, 1760.
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , in Queen -street. MDCCLXI. pp.











8900 LEAVITT, FREEGRACE 1719-1761
THE MINISTERIAL OFFICE A GOOD WORK. A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINA
TION OF THE REVEREND MR. JONATHAN LEAVITT IN WALPOLE, MAY 27 , 1761 .
[ Three lines from] 2 Tim . II. 15.
Neu -Haven : Printed by Parker and Company at the Post- Office. [ 1761.]
pp. viii, 40. 8vo . CHS. NYHS. YC.
8901 1655-1691LEE, NATHANIEL
NERO : A TRAGEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8902 THEODOSIUS; OR, THE FORCE OF LOVE : A TRAGEDY .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8903 LETTER OF A FARMER IN ANSWER TO THE CONDUCT OF THE EIGHTEEN PRESBY
TERIAN MINISTERS SET IN A CLEAR LIGHT .
Philadelphia : 1761. 12mo.
8904 LIBERTINE DESTROY'D : A TRAGEDY.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8905 LORD, BENJAMIN . 1794-1784
LOVE TO JESUS CHRIST, AN EXCELLING QUALIFICATION IN HIS MINISTERS. A SER
MON PREACH'D AT THE INSTALMENT OF THE REVEREND NATHANAEL WHITAKER,
AT CHELSEA, IN NORWICH, FEB . 25. 1761 . AND PUBLISH'D AT THE DESIRE OF
SOME THAT HEARD IT. NOTE, THE PASSAGES, WHICH (IN COMPASSION TO THE
AUDIENCE , IN THE OPEN FIELD , AT THAT SEASON ) WERE OMITTED IN THE DE
LIVERY, ARE HERE INSERTED. .
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , 1761. pp. 36. 16mo.
.
8906 LOW, NATIANIEL 1740-1808
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ÆRA,
1762. .
Boston : Printed and sold by D. & J. Kneeland, opposite the Prison in
Queen -street. 1762. [1761.] 12mo.
8907 LUTHER, MARTIN 1483-1546
THE SMALL CATECHISM OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER, TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY
REV. C. M. WRANGEL.
Philadelphia : Printed by Henry Miller. 1761 .
8908 LYON, JAMES 1735-1794
URANIA . OR A CHOICE COLLECTION OF PSALM - TUNES, ANTHEMS, AND HYMNS, FROM
THE MOST APPROV'D AUTHORS , WITH SOME ENTIRELY NEW : IN TWO, THREE, AND
FOUR , PARTS. THE WHOLE PECULIARLY ADAPTED TO THE USE OF CHURCHES, AND
PRIVATE FAMILIES. TO WHICH ARE PREFIX'D THE PLAINEST & MOST NECESSARY
RULES OF PSALMODY. BY JAMES LYON, A. B.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1761.) pp. 2 , ( 2), (3),
xii , 198. obl. 8vo. HSP. LOC. NYPL .
The engraved title , rules and tunes were engraved on copper by
Henry Dawkins. Contains a list of one hundred and forty -one
subscribers.
$15













LYTTELTON , GEORGE, baron 1709-1773
OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONVERSION AND APOSTLESHIP OF ST. PAUL, BY THE HONOUR
ABLE GEORGE LYTTLETON, ESQ ; MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT, AND ONE OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF THE TREASURY. IN A LETTER TO GILBERT WEST, ESQ.
London , Printed : Philadelphia , Reprinted by Henry Miller, in Second
street, next to the corner of Race - street. MDCCLXI. pp. 79. 8vo.
MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
BY HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL, 10TH JULY, 1761. (A message
to the Lower House. Colophon :]
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green, 1761 .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROv .
INCE OF MARYLAND . AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 13TH OF APRIL , 1761 .
[ -6 May, 1761. )
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . [1761.] pp. 127-163 . 4to . mdus.
THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1761 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1761. fol.
MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
AN ACT, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF May,
1760. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS UNTIL WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH
OF March FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Goo
ernor , Council and House of Representatives. 1761. pp. 397-403. fol.
The same. ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
SEVENTH DAY OF MAY, 1761. (Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Gov
ernor , Council and House of Representatives. 1761. pp. 405-409. fol.
The same. ACTS AND Laws, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY, IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - SIXTH
DAY OF May, 1756. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO THE SIXTH
DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET.
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, 1761.) pp. 411-414 . fol .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
SEVENTH DAY OF MAY, 1761. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS UNTO
THURSDAY THE TWELFTH DAY OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING AND THEN
[ Colophon :]
Boston N E : Printed by S. Kneeland, byorderof his excellency the Gor
ernor, Council and House of Representatives. M.DCCLXI. pp. 415-418 . fol.
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF
HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHTH day or May,
1760 . AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
SEVENTEENTH DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of the Governor, Council
















MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE , continued .
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , UPON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF MAY 1761. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of the Governor, Council
and House of Representatives. 1761 .
fol.
[Arms. ] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS - Bay in New-ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF TAE SAME. A PROCLAMA
TION FOR A GENERAL THANKSGIVING
.. THURSDAY THE THIRD DAY OF
DECEMBER NEXT, GOD SAVE THE KING. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council, 1761. Broadside. fol . BA.
8920 PROVINCE OF MASSACHUSETTS -BAY. BY HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR.
Το I DO HEREBY AUTHORIZE YOU BY BEAT OF DRUM OR OTHERWISE , TO
INLIST SUCH ABLE-BODIED MEN AS SHALL BE WILLING TO SERVE HIS MAJESTY IN
ANY OF TAREE REGIMENTS, GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL AT BOSTON
THIS DAY OF 1761 .
[ Boston : Printed by John Draper , 1761.] Broadside. fol . AAS .
O .
-
8921 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW -ENGLAND , BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SEVENTH
DAY OF MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1761. [-11 July , 1761.)
Boston : N. E. Printed by 8. Kneeland , Printer to the honourable House
of Representatives. 1761. pp. (112) . foi . MSL.
8922
8923
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
THURSDAY THE TWELFTH DAY OF NOVEMBER FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET AT Bos
TON , BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-28 November, 1761.)
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1761.) pp. (113)-(166). fol .
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET AT
BOSTON, BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID Court. [-6 March, 1762.]
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1762. ) pp . (167)-(299). fol.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF APRIL FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT
Boston, BEING THE FOURTH SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-24 April, 1762.]
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland. 1762.) pp. (301)- (888 ). fol.
8924
8925 MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-1766
A DISCOURSE OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF KING GEORGE II , AND THE HAPPY
ACCESSION OF HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE III . TO THE IMPERIAL THRONE OF
GREAT BRITAIN . DELIVERED Jan. 4th. 1761 . AND PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE
OF THE WEST CHURCH AND CONGREGATION in Boston , NEW-ENGLAND.
Boston ; New -England : Printed and sold by Edes & Gill in Queen -street.
MDCC ,LXI pp. 43. 8vo.
.
BA. CH3.
8926 STRIVING TO ENTER IN AT THE STRAIT GATE EXPLAIN'D AND INCULCATED ; AND
THE CONNEXION OF SALVATION THEREWITH, PROVED FROM THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
IN TWO SERMONS ON LUKE XIII . 24. . . · [ Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : New -England : Printed and sold by Richard Draper, in Newbury
street, Edes & Gill, in Queen -street, and Thomas & John Fleet in Cornhil .








8927 THE MECHANICK'S ADDRESS TO THE FARMER : BEING A SHORT REPLY TO SOME OF
THE LAYMAN'S REMARKS ON THE EIGHTEEN PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERS LETTER
TO THE ARCH-BISHOP.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible - in - Heart in Sec
ond -street. 1761. pp. 14. 8vo . AAS. LCP . MHS .
8928 THE MERCHANTS AND TRADER'S SECURITY.
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams. 1761 .
8929 MILTON, ABRAHAM
THE FARMER'S COMPANION ; INSTRUCTING HOW TO RUN LAND WITHOUT A COMPASS,
AND TO PLAT THE SAME IN AN EASY MANNER. ALSO A SUPPLEMENT THERETO,
DIRECTING HOW ANY PERSON MAY TELL THE TIME OF DAY BY A WALKING STICK ,
OR A PIECE OF BOARD, AND THEREBY SET OFF ANY COURSE OF THE COMPASS .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1761 .
8930 THE MIRACULOUS POWER OF CLOTHES AND DIGNITY OF THE TAYLORS.
BEING AN
ESSAY ON THE WORDS, CLOTHES MAKE MEN. A SATIRE TRANSLATED FROM THE
GERMAN.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Henry Miller. 1761 .
8931 MOODEY or MOODY, SAMUEL 1676-1747
JUDAS THE TRAITOR HUNG UP IN CHAINS, TO GIVE WARNING TO PROFESSORS, THAT
THEY BEWARE OF WORLD -MINDEDNESS, AND HYPOCRISY. A DISCOURSE CONCLUD
ING WITH A DIALOGUE : PREACHED AT YORK IN NEW -ENGLAND .
Ner - Haven Printed for the widow Sarah Diodate. 1761. pp. 39. 8vo.
8932
MOORE, RICHARD , pseudonym .
THE NEW-YORK POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1762. CALCULATED FOR THE
USE OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. By
RICHARD MOORE, PHILO.
New - York : Printed and sold by and for H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown,
in Hanover - Square. [1761.) pp . (60) interleaved. 24mo . LCP . NYH8.
8933 MORE, ROGER, pseudonym .
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1762.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te Koop by J. Parker & Comp. [ 1761.]
8934
.POOR ROGER'S UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1762. .
BY ROGER MORE PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed by J. Parker & Comp. [1761.] pp. 24. 18mo.
8935 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
Poor THOMAS : OR MORE'S GENUINE COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD, 1762. By Thomas MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , at the New -Printing -office
in Broad -street. [1761.]
8936
DIE NATURALISATIONSFORM DERJENIGEN , WELCHE OHNE EID MIT DEM QUÄK
ERATTEST NATURALISIRT WERDEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1761 .
ITEMSISOT!!









THE DOCTRINE OF WATER BAPTISM FAIRLY STATED, ACCORDING TO SCRIPTURE :
WHEREIN ALL THE OBJECTIONS OF THE QUAKERS ARE FULLY REFUTED, AND THAT
DOCTRINE CLEARED FROM THEIR CAVILS . IN TWO SERMONS, ON MATTHEW
XXVIII. 19 . BEING AN ANSWER TO A PAMPHLET LATELY HANDED ABOUT, AGAINST
WATER - BAPTISM .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1761 .
8938
8939
NEU -EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -UND HAUS -CALENDER. AUF
DAS JAHR, 1762. ZUM NEUNTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN .
Philadelphia : Teutsche Buchdruckerey in der Räs-strasse . [1761.]
NEVILL, SAMUEL
THE HISTORY OF NORTH -AMERICA FROM THE FIRST DISCOVERY THEREOF : VOL 1 .
By SYLVANUS AMERICANUS.
Woodbridge, in Nero - Jersey : Printed by James Parker. Anno MDCCLXI.
8vo.
First printed in the New American magazine, from January , 1758,
to March, 1760, and suspended with the Magazine at the latter
date.
8940 THE NEW AMERICAN MOCK-BIRD. A COLLECTION OF THE BEST SONGS ON DIFFERENT
SUBJECTS,
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
8941 THE NEW - ENGLAND PRIMER ENLARGED . FOR THE MORE EASY ATTAINING THE
TRUE READING OF ENGLISH. TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES,
AND MR. COTTON'S CATECHISM .
Boston : Printed by D. and J. Kneeland , opposite to the Prison in Queen
Street, for J. Winter, opposite the King's Arms in Union Street. 1761. pp. (80) .
32mo.
8942 NEW GAME OF CARDS ; OR, A PACK OF CARDS CHANGED INTO A PERPETUAL ALMANACK.
Boston , Reprinted. 1761 . pp . 8. 8v
o.
8943 NEW HAMPSHIRE. PROVINCE.
ACTS AND LAWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE, IN NEW
ENGLAND. WITH SUNDRY ACTS OF PARLIAMENT. BY ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR,
COUNCIL AND ASSEMBLY, PASS'D OCTOBER 16TH. 1759. [-23 January, 1766.]
Portsmouth , Printed by Daniel Forole. 1761. pp. (2), xii, 252. fol.
The date of the colophon on page 252 is : Portsmouth , New
Hampshire, Printed by Daniel and Robert Fowle, 1766 .
8944 PROVINCE OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE . IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, JANU
ARY 28 , 1761. AN ORDER FOR THE LEVYING OF A NEW PROVINCE TAX, BY
GOVERNOR BENNING WENTWORTH.
Portsmouth : Printed by D. and R. Fowle, 1761. pp. (2). fol.
8945 TEMPORARY ACTS AND LAWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE,
IN NEW - ENGLAND. BY ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR, COUNCIL AND ASSEMBLY,
Pass') OCTOBER 1674. 1759. [-12 March, 1768.]
Portsmouth , Printed by Daniel Fowle. 1761. pp. (2 ), 49. fol .
The colophon on page 49 reads: Portsmouth, New Hampshire ,
Printed and sold by D. and R. Fowle, 1768.
NHSL.







8946 THE NEW-HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1761 .
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1761. 4to .
8947 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE.
THE ACTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-JERSEY, FROM
THE YEAR 1753 , BEING THE TWENTY-SIXTH OF THE REIGN OF KING GEORGE THE
SECOND, WHERE THE FIRST VOLUME ENDS, TO THE YEAR 1761 , BEING THE FIRST
OF KING GEORGE THE THIRD . WITH PROPER TABLES ; AND AN ALPHABETICAL
INDEX ; CONTAINING ALL THE PRINCIPAL MATTERS IN THE BODY OF THE BOOK :
TOGETHER WITH AN APPENDIX ; CONTAINING THE SEVERAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT
NOW IN FORCE IN AMERICA , RELATING TO HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES, AND THE
ARTICLES OF WAR. COLLECTED AND PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE. By SAMUEL NEVILL, ESQ ; SECOND JUSTICE
OF THE SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE OF THE SAID PROVINCE. VOLUME THE
SECOND ,
Woodbridge, in New - Jersey : Printed by James Parker, Printer to the
King's most excellent Majesty, for the Province. MDCC ,LXI. pp. (2) , (2), x ,
(2), 401 , 56 , 64 , (2). fol. NYPL .
Second title : An APPENDIX, CONTAINING , ABSTRACTS OF SUCH PARTS OF THE
ACTS OF PARLIAMENT RELATING TO THE ARMY, AS CONCERN THE COLONIES OF
NORTH-AMERICA. CAREFULLY COMPARED AND EXAMINED BY THE ORIGINALS ,
PRINTED IN LONDON BY THOMAS BASKETT, PRINTER TO THE KING'S MOST EXCEL
LENT MAJESTY. [ Arms.]
Woodbridge : Reprinted by order of the General Assembly of the Province
of New Jersey, by James Parker, Printer to the Province. MDCCLX . pp. 64.
$22
8948 THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NEW -JERSEY, HELD AT BURLINGTON ON THURSDAY, THE 24TH OF JANUARY,
1760-61.
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker. 1761. fol.
8949 The same. HELD THE 27TH, Marco, 1761. [-7 April, 1761.]
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker . 1761. pp. 19 . fol. PRO .
8950 The same. [ 4 July ,-8 July, 1761.]
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker. 1761. pp. 8. fol .
NJSL . PRO .
8951
The same. (30 November ,-12 December, 1761.)
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1761. pp. 28. fol . NJSL . PRO
.
8952 THE NEW -LONDON SUMMARY, OR THE WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY- DECEM
BER, 1761 .




[Arms.) BY THEHONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ;
HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS IT APPEARS THAT JOHN HENRY
LYDIUS OF THE CITY • [ Dated , Fort-George, February 18, 1761. )




8954 . TO THE.SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ ; .
COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY March 11 , 1761 .
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1761.]








NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW.
YORK, TO THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID PROVINCE .
[ Dated, Fort George, September 2 , 1761.)
[ Nero - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1761.] pp. 2. fol.
. .
PRO .
8956 . . TO THESPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ; .
COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY . .. SEPTEMBER 25 , 1761 .
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1761. ]
8957 TO THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, . .
THE HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK.
[Dated , Council Chamber, New-York , September 3, 1761. With His honour's
Answer, dated, Fort George, September 4 , 1761.]
[ Nero- York : Printed by William Weyman , 1761.] Broadside. fol. PRO.
8958 ( Arms.] WHEREAS IT HATH PLEASED ALMIGHTY GOD TO CALL TO HIS MERCY
OUR LATE SOVEREIGN LORD KING GEORGE THE SECOND, . . WE THEREFORE,
THE PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THIS PROVINCE,
· [ Dated , Council Chamber, New - York , January 17 , 1761.)
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1761.] Broadside. fol.
PRO .
8959 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES , BOTH FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC . JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1761 .
Nero - York : Printed by W. Weyman , in Broad - street. 1761 . fol . NYPL .
8960 THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC . JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1761. [Colophon :]
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine at the Bible & Crown , in Hanover
Square. 1761. fol. NYHS .
8961 THE NEWPORT MERCURY. JANUARY -DECEMBER , 1761 .
Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1761. fol.
8962 PARK, JOSEPH -1777
GOD VISITING AND AVENGING HIS SOUL , ON A SINFUL PEOPLE . A SERMON PREACHED
IN THE PRESBYTERIAN MEETING -HOUSE IN WESTERLY, IN THE COLONY OF
RHODE-ISLAND, UPON THE 24TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1760. . . . TO WHICH IS
PRÆFIXED A NARRATIVE OF ONE SPECIAL OCCASION OF IT, AND THE TROUBLES
REMOTELY OCCASIONED BY IT, AND ALSO ANNEXED, A LETTER SENT THE AUTHOR
BY A REVEREND GENTLEMAN IN CONNECTICUT, TO WHOM HE SENT THE COPIES
FOR ADVICE . [ Seven lines of Scripture texts.]
Nero - London : Printed and sold by T. Green . 1761 . pp. [39.] [23. )
16mo.
For preaching this sermon , Mr. Park was subjected to a public
prosecution " for cursing the authority " of Rhode Island, and
found guilty by the Court of Sessions at South Kingston , August,
1760.
CHS.
8963 A SERMON DELIVERED IN THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH IN PRESTON UPON
THE TAKING OF MONTREAL.
New - London : Printed by T. Green , 1761 . 16mo.







8964 PARKER'S NEW-YORK GAZETTE ; OR, THE WEEKLY POST - BOY. WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1761 .
New - York : Printed by James Parker & Comp. 1761. fol . NYPL .
8965 PARKMAN, EBENEZER 1703-1789
THE LOVE OF CHRIST CONSTRAINING US. A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE MIN
ISTERS OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, IN NEW -ENGLAND, AT
THEIR ANNUAL CONVENTION , May 28 , 1761. ... [ Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by Fowle & Draper , for J. Winter in Union -Street.
M.DCCLXI. pp . 37. 8vo. AAS. B
A . CHS.
8966 PENNSYLVANIA. PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII III . REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIE
PRIMO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, BEGUN
AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER ; ANNO
Domini 1760, IN THE THIRTY - FOURTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR LATE SOVER
EIGN LORD GEORGE II, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE AND
IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED
BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF MARCH 1761 , IN THE FIRST YEAR
OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE III . &C. [ Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Ner -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLXI. pp. (2) , 49-98. fol. HSP. NYPL .
8967 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF APRIL, 1761 , IN THE FIRST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR
SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE III , &C.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the Ner - Printing - Office,
near the Market. MDCCLXI. pp. ( 2) , 101-103. fol .
HSP. NYPL .
8968 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1761 , IN THE FIRST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF
OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE III , &C.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLXI. pp. (2), 107-125. fol . HSP. NYPL .
8969
G. [ Arms.] R. BY THE HONOURABLE JAMES HAMILTON, ESQ .; LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR, AND COMMANDER - IN - CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , AND
THE COUNTIES OF NEW -CASTLE, KENT AND SUSSEX, ON DELAWARE. A PROCLA
MATION [offering bounties to recruits for the Pennsylvania regiments.]
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1761.] Broadside.
fol. HSP .
8970 (Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE JAMES HAMILTON, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR
AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND COUNTIES
OF NEW-CASTLE, KENT AND SUSSEX, ON DELAWARE. A PROCLAMATION
[against settlers upon Indian lands on the Delaware River, dated, Feb. 20 , 1761.]
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1761. Broadside. fol.
8971 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROV
INCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , MET AT PAILADELPHIA, ON THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER, Anno Domini 1760, AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS . [Arms.]
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market . MDCCLXI. pp . 80. fol. HSP.








CONTINUATION OF THE ACCOUNT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL ; FROM THE FIRST
OF MAY, 1754 , TO THE FIFTH OF MAY, 1761. WITH AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF
THE CONTRIBUTORS, AND OF THE LEGACIES WHICH HAVE BEEN BEQUEATHED, FOR
PROMOTION AND SUPPORT THEREOF, FROM ITS FIRST RISE TO THAT TIME.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. MDCCLXI. pp.
(2) , 41-77. 4to .
A continuation of Benjamin Franklin's Account printed in 1754.
Reprinted in Philadelphia in 1817 .
$15
8973 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1761 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post- Master, and D. Hall, at the
Nero-Printing - Office, near the Market. 1761. fol. HSP.
8974 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1761 .
8975 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEM
BER, 1761 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the sign of the
Bible, the corner -house of Front and Market - streets. 1761. fol.
HSP.
8976 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1761 .
8977 THE PENNSYLVANIA POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1762.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Bradford, at the London Coffee
House . [1761. ) pp. (24). 24mo .
8978 PENSYLVANISCHE BERICHTE. JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16. 1761 .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1761. fol.
Continued as the “Germantauner Zeitung."
BSP.
8979 PETTEY'S ISLAND LOTTERY, FOR EFFECTS TO THE FULL VALUE OF 10.000 DOLLARS,
OR £3750, WITHOUT ANY DEDUCTION.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1761.] Broadside. fol.
LCP .
8980 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA . CHRIST- CHURCH.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST -CHURCH PARISH , IN PHILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 25 , 1760 TO DECEMBER 25 , 1761. BY CALEB CASA,
CLERK , AND WILLIAM DAVIS, SEXTON .
[ Philadelphia : 1761.) Broadside. fol. LCP.
8981 PHILADELPHIA. COLLEGE OF, afterwards UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA .
VIRIS PRÆCELLENTISSIMIS, THOMÆ PENN AC RICHARDO PENN, ARMIGERIS, PRO
VINCIÆ PENNSYLVANIÆ , NEC NON COMITATUUM Novi CASTELLI, CANTII & Sus
SEXIÆ AD FLUVIUM DELAWARE, VERIS ATQUE SOLIS PROPRIETARIIS ; VIRO
DIGNISSIMO, LITERIS HUMANIORIBUS ORNATISSIMO JACOBO HAMILTON, ARMIGERO,
PRÆDICTÆ PROVINCIÆ ET COMITATUUM , VICE -GUBERNATORI PRÆCLARISSIMO
NEC NON HUJUS COLLEGII & ACADEMIÆ PHILADELPHIENSIS CURATORI;
HÆC PHILOSOPHEMATA SUB PRÆFECTI MODERAMINE (DEO OPT. MAXO FAVENTE )
DISCUTIENDA, JUVENES IN ARTIBUS INITIATI.
[ Philadelphia : ] Ex typis Gulielmi Dunlap. [1761.] Broadside. fol.
















SEASONABLE ADVICE TO A NEIGHBOUR, GIVEN BY WAY OF A FAMILIAR DIALOGUE ; OR,
IN ANSWER TO VARIOUS QUESTIONS, RELATIVE TO FIVE IMPORTANT POINTS IN
DIVINITY ... DESIGNED ESPECIALLY, FOR THE USE OF THE INHABITANTS OF
THE SOUTH - PARISH IN ANDOVER .
Boston : Printed by 8. Kneeland . 1761. pp. (2), xi, (1 ), 86. 8vo. MHS.
PHIPS, WILLIAM
A BREACH IN JERUSALEM'S WALLS DEPLORED . A SERMON AT OXFORD, MAY 31st,
1761 , ON THE DEATH OF THE Rev. MR. JOHN CAMPBELL.
Boston : Printed by J. Draper. 1761 . pp . 29. 8vo.
A PLAIN SERMON FOR LITTLE CHILDREN . WITH A RECOMMEND
ATORY PREFACE
BY THE Rev. MR. [ Thomas] JONES, CHAPLAIN OF ST. SAVIOUR, SOUTHWARK.
Ner -Haven : Re-printed by J. Parker, and Company, 1761 .
POOR ISAAC, pseudonym .
THE NEW-YORK ROYAL SHEET ALMANACK FOR 1762. BY POOR ISAAC.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, (1761.] Broadside. fol .
RACINE, JEAN 1639-1699
THE DISTREST MOTHER : A TRAGEDY. TRANSLATED BY A. PHILIPS FROM THE
ANDROMAQUE OF Racine.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
READING NO PREACHING ; OR, A LETTER TO A YOUNG CLERGYMAN, FROM A FRIEND IN
LONDON, CONCERNING THE UNWARRANTABLE PRACTICE OF READING THE GOSPEL,
INSTEAD OF PREACHING IT.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1761 .
A REGULATOR FOR CRAZY WILL'S DEATH-WATCH ; OR, P- J-A's WITCH
CRAFT EXPLAIN'D . AN ANSWER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN CONNECTICUT TO HIS
FRIEND IN NEW - YORK RESPECTING SUPPLIES, &C. FOR THE CONNECTICUT TROOPS.
| Nero-Haven : Printed by J. Parker , and Company ? 1761.) pp. 5. 4to .
RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
DECEMBER, 1760. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY
OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE -PLANTATIONS IN
New-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN (IN CONSEQUENCE OF A WAR
RANT ISSUED BY HIS HONOR THE GOVERNOR) AT PROVIDENCE, WITHIN AND FOR
THE SAID COLONY, ON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTY-FIRST DAY OF DECEMBER, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY , AND IN THE THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR OF THE
REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE SECOND, BY THE GRACE OF
God, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH. PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO
ORDER, THE EIGHTH DAY OF JANUARY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY
BY HENRY WARD, SECR’Y.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin . 1761.) pp. (5) . fol .
The same. FEBRUARY, 1761. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOV
ERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE-ISLAND AND PROVI
DENCE -PLANTATIONS IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY
ADJOURNMENT AT EAST-GREENWICH, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON
MONDAY THE TWENTY-THIRD DAY OF FEBRUARY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD,
ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE , AND FIRST OF THE REIGN OF HIS
MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF
GREAT BRITAIN, AND SO FORTH . .. PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE
NINTH DAY OF MARCH , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE. BY
HENRY WARD, SECR'Y ,















RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued.
The same. MARCH, 1761 . AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOV.
ERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE -ISLAND, AND PROVI
DENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN, IN
CONSEQUENCE OF A WARRANT ISSUED BY HIS HONOR THE GOVERNOR, AT PROVI
DENCE , WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE THIRTIETH DAY OF
MARCH, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY -ONE , AND IN THE FIRST YEAR
OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE
OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN, AND SO FORTH .
[ Neroport : Printed by James Franklin . 1761.1 pp . (10). fol. JCB.
8992 The same. MAY, 1761. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE -ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA, BEGUN AND HOLDEN
AT NEWPORT,
WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY OF MAY, IN THE
YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE, AND FIRST
OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD BY THE GRACE
KING OF GREAT -BRITAIN FORTH . PUBLISHED A ORDING
TO ORDER, THE TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF MAY, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND SIXTY -ONE . By HENRY WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin, 1761.) pp . 1-7 . fol .
F .
JCB.
8993 The same. (JUNE, 1761.) AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOV
ERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE-ISLAND, AND PROVI
DENCE-PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY
ADJOURNMENT, AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE SECOND
MONDAY OF JUNE, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND SIXTY -ONE , AND FIRST OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE THIRD BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN AND SO FORTH.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1761.] pp. 7-17. fol. JCB,
8994
The same. [ JUNE, 1761.] AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE-ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURN
MENT, AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON MONDAY THE
TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF JUNE, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE, AND FIRST OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GE GE THE THIRD BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN AND SO
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE SIXTH DAY OF JULY, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE. By HENRY WARD, SECR’Y.
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin , 1761. ] pp . 18-37 . fol.
FORTH .
JCB.
8995 The same. SEPTEMBER , 1761. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOV
ERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND , AND PROVI
DENCE-PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY
ADJOURNMENT, AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR SAID COLONY, ON THE FIRST
MONDAY OF SEPTEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
IXTY -ONE , AND FIRST OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN, AND 80
FORTH . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON MONDAY THE TWENTY -FIRST
DAY OF SEPTEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY - ONE. BY HENRY
WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Neroport: Printed by James Franklin , 1761.1 pp. 38-47. fol.
H DRED AND
JCB.







RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued.
The same. OCTOBER, 1761 . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN , BY ADJOURN
MENT, AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE SECOND MONDAY
IN OCTOBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY-ONE, AND FIRST OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE
THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH.
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE TWENTY -SIXTH DAY OF OCTOBER , ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE. BY HENRY WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1761.] pp . 48-59. fol.
JCB
8997 The same . OCTOBER, 1761. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND , AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT SOUTH
KINGSTOWN WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF
OCTOBER , IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY-ONE, AND FIRST OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN, AND SO FORTH .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON MONDAY THE NINTH DAY OF
NOVEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-ONE. BY HENRY
WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin . 1761.] pp. 60-66 . fol. JCB.
8998 RIVINGTON , JAMES
CATALOGUE OF BOOKS FOR SALE BY JAMES RIVINGTON.
Philadelphia : Printed for James Rivington . 1761 .
8999 1674-1728ROWE, NICHOLAS
JANE SHORE : A TRAGEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
9000 ROWLAND, David SHERMAN 1719-1794
MINISTERS OF CHRIST FREED FROM BLOOD -GUILTINESS , BY DISPENSING ALL THE
COUNSEL OF GOD. A FAREWEL-SERMON PREACHED AT PLAINFIELD, May 3 .
1761 . OCCASIONED BY THE LONG DIFFERENCES THAT HAVE THERE SUBSISTED.
PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY THAT HEARD IT. [ Eleven lines of
quotations .]
Boston : Printed by Benjamin Mecom , at the New Printing -office, near the
Town -House. [ 1761.) pp. 43. 8vo. AAS. CHS.
9001 SAUNDERS, RICHARD, pseudonym.
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1762. FITTED TO THE USE OF PENNSYLVANIA
AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. WITH SEVERAL USEFUL ADDITIONS . By
R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1761.7
pp. (24) 24mo.
9002 . .POOR RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPAEMERIS FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1762 : ... BY RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1761.)










9003 A SECOND LETTER TO THE CONGREGATIONS OF THE EIGHTEEN PRESBYTERIAN (OR
NEW -LIGHT) MINISTERS, WHO WROTE THE LATE CONTRADICTORY LETTER TO THE
ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY ; WITH SOME REMARKS ON THE TWO PERFORM
ANCES THAT HAVE APPEARED IN THEIR DEFENCE. BY AN OLD COVENANTING
AND TRUE PRESBYTERIAN LAYMEN.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible - in - Heart in Second
street . 1761. pp . 32. 8vo. AAS. LOC . MHS.
9004 1564-1616SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM
KING LEAR : A TRAGEDY .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
9005 THE TEMPEST : A TRAGEDY.
Nero- York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
9006 SHAW, JOHN 1707-1791
HOLDING FORTH THE WORD OF LIFE CONSIDERED, AS IT RESPECTS BOTH MINISTER
AND PEOPLE. A SERMON, PREACHED IN BARNSTABLE, WEST PARISH , OCTOBER
1 st . 1760. AT THE ORDINATION OF MR. OAKES SHAW, TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE
THERE.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell in Queen - Street. 1761. pp. 32. 8vo.
9007 1596-1666SHIRLEY, JAMES
THE GAMESTER : A COMEDY .
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
9008 A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE LATIN TONGUE : FOR THE USE OF THE LOWER FORMS
IN THE LATIN SCHOOL. BEING THE ACCIDENCE ABRIDG'D AND COMPIL'D IN
THAT MOST EASY AND ACCURATE METHOD, WHEREIN THE FAMOUS MR. EZEKIEL
CHEEVER TAUGHT · · · EIGHTH EDITION .
Boston : Printed by D. & J. Kneeland, for J. Wharton , and N. Bowes.
1761. pp. 72. 16mo.
9009 SIMPSON, WILLIAM
THE PRACTICAL JUSTICE OF THE PEACE AND PARISH -OFFICER OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF SOUTH -CAROLINA . WHEREIN THE DUTY OF THOSE OFFICERS 18
RENDERED EASY AND INTELLIGIBLE . THE SEVERAL ACTS OF THE ASSEMBLY,
TOUCHING THE EXECUTION THEREOF, INSERTED UNDER THEIR PROPER HEADS.
THE WHOLE DIGESTED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER .
Charleston : Printed by Robert Wells, 1761. 4to . BM.
9010 SMITH , E.
THE COMPLETE HOUSEWIFE ; OR, ACCOMPLISHED GENTLEWOMAN'S COMPANION :
BEING A COLLECTION OF SEVERAL HUNDRED OF THE MOST APPROVED RECEIPTS IN
COOKERY, PASTRY, CONFECTIONARY, PRESERVING, PICKLES, CAKES, CREAMS,JELLIES,
MADE WINES, CORDIALS . AND ALSO BILLS OF FARE FOR EVERY MONTH IN THE
YEAR. To WHICH IS ADDED, A COLLECTION OF NEAR TWO HUNDRED FAMILY
RECEIPTS OF MEDICINES, VIZ. DRINKS, SYRUPS, SALVES, OINTMENTS, AND MANY
OTHER THINGS OF SOVEREIGN AND APPROVED EFFICACY IN MOST DISTEMPERS,
PAINS, ACHES, WOUNDS, SORES, &C. NEVER BEFORE MADE PUBLICK IN THESE PARTS ;
FIT EITHER FOR PRIVATE FAMILIES, OR SUCH PUBLICK -SPIRITED GENTLEWOMEN
AS WOULD BE BENEFICIENT TO THEIR POOR NEIGHBOURS.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .







9011 SMITH, WILLIAM 1727-1803
THE GREAT DUTY OF PUBLIC WORSHIP, AND OF ERECTING AND SETTING APART
PROPER PLACES FOR THAT PURPOSE. A SERMON, PREACHED IN ST. PETER'S
CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA , ON FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH, 1761. BEING THE DAY
APPOINTED FOR THE FIRST PERFORMANCE OF DIVINE WORSHIP IN THE SAID
CHURCH. TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, AN ACCOUNT OF THE WHOLE SERVICE USED ON
THAT OCCASION . . . . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE CHURCH -WARDENS
AND VESTRY.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. MDCCLXI. pp. x , 5-41 . 8vo .
9012 THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1761 .
Charles- Town : Printed by Peter Timothy. 1761. fol.
9013 JANUARY-DECEMTHE SOUTH -CAROLINA AND AMERICAN GENERAL GAZETTE .
BER, 1761 .
Charles - Town : Printed by R. Wells . 1761. fol.
9014 1672-1729STEELE, Sir RICHARD
THE FUNERAL : OR GRIEF À -LA -MODE. A COMEDY .
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
9015 STEINER, JOHANN CONRAD.
SCHULDIGSTES LIEBES -UND EHREN-DENKMAHL, UNSERM WEYLAND ALLERGNÄDIG
STEN UND GLORWÜRDIGSTEN KÖNIGE VON GROSSBRITANIEN GEORG DEM ZWEY
TEN , NACH SEINER MAJESTÄT TÖDLICHEM HINSCHIEDE, SO ERFOLGT DEN 258TEN
OCTOBER 1760, AUFGERICHTET IN DER HOCHDEUTSCH -REFORMIRTEN GEMEINE
zu PHILADELPHIA, NACH ANLEITUNG DES BILDES MOSES DES KNECHTS DES
HERRN, IN EINER ÖFFENTLICHEN TRAUERREDE, ÜBER DIE WORTE DEUT. 34 :
5. 7. 8. VON JOHANN CONRAD STEINER, REFORMIRTEN PREDIGER ZU PHILADEL
PHIA , DEN ERSTEN FEBRUAR, 1761 .
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu finden bey Henrich Miller , in der Zweyten





THE GENTLEMAN AND CITIZEN'S POCKET ALMANACK, BY ANDREW STEUART, BOOK
FOR THE YEAR 1762. FITTED TO THE USE OF PENNSYLVANIA AND
THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. CONTAINING MANY USEFUL LISTS AND TABLES,
NOT IN ANY OTHER ALMANACK PRINTED ON THE CONTINENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in -Heart, in Second
street. [1761.] pp . (48) . 24mo.
9017 STEVENS, BENJAMIN 1720-1791
A SERMON PREACHED AT BOSTON, BEFORE THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR
ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND
May 27 , 1761. BEING THE DAY APPOINTED BY THE ROYAL CHARTER FOR THE
ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR SAID PROVINCE. N. B.
SEVERAL PASSAGES OMITTED IN PREACHING ARE INSERTED.
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1761. pp. 72, (1 ) . 8vo . JCB . NYPL. WL.
.







9018 STILES, EZRA 1727-1795
A DISCOURSE ON THE CHRISTIAN UNION : THE SUBSTANCE OF WHICH WAS DELIVERED
BEFORE THE REVEREND CONVENTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL CLERGY IN THE
COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND; ASSEMBLED AT BRISTOL APRIL 23. 1760 ...
[ Three lines from ] DEUT. X. 22. FOUR THOUSAND BRITISH PLANTERS SETTLED
NEW -ENGLAND, AND IN 120 YEARS THEIR POSTERITY ARE INCREASED TO FIVE
HUNDRED THOUSAND SOULS .
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill. MDCCLXI. pp.
139. 8vo. AAS. BA. CHS. HC. JCB. YC.
The Appendix contains a list of the New England churches, and
their ministers, A. D. 1760. Reprinted, without appendix , at
Brookfield , Massachusetts, in 1799.
9019 STONE, NATHAN -1765
TWO DISCOURSES DELIVERED AT SOUTHBOROUGH : THE FIRST , ON A DAY OF PUBLIC
THANKSGIVING , OCTOBER 9TH 1760. OCCASIONED BY THE ENTIRE REDUCTION OF
CANADA. THE SECOND , A PLAIN AND BRIEF DISCOURSE TO LITTLE CHIL
DREN
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, 1761 . pp. (4), ii , 15. 8vo. нс.
9020 SWIFT, JOHN 1713-1775
A SERMON DELIVERED BY THE REv. MR. JOHN SWIFT, OF ACTON , AT THE EAST
PRECINCT IN SUDBURY, ON A FAST -DAY, PREPARATORY TO THE CHUSING AND SET
TLING A GOSPEL MINISTER IN TIIAT PLACE. FEBRUARY 12 , 1761 . AND PRINTED
AT THE REQUEST OF THE HEARERS.
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill. MDCCLXI.
pp.
[ 18.] 8vo . BA. CH3.
9021 TANSÄUR, WILLIAM 1699-1783
THE ROYAL MELODY COMPLETE , OR THE NEW HARMONY OF Zion.
Boston : Re -printed for W. McAlpine of Boston , & Daniel Bayley of Nero
bury - Port. 1761 ?
9022 --1731TAVERNER, WILLIAM
THE MAID THE MISTRESS : A COMEDY.
Ner - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
9023 TENNENT, GILBERT 1703-1764
A SERMON ON 1 CHRONICLES XXIX . 28 . OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF KING
GEORGE THE SECOND , OF HAPPY MEMORY, WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE ON THE
25TH DAY OF OCTOBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1760, IN THE 77TII YEAR OF
HIS AGE, AND THE 34TH OF HIS REIGN, BELOVED AND HONORED BY HIS SUBJECTS,
FOR HIS EMINENT -ROYAL - VIRTUES . TOGETHER, WITH SOME BRIEF HINTS, OF THE
AMIABLE CHARACTER OF HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE THE THIRD , NOW SEATED ON
THE BRITISH THRONE, AND THE AUSPICIOUS OMENS, THAT ATTEND HIS INFANT
REIGN . PREACHED AT PHILADELPHIA, JANUARY 25TH, 1761 , AND PUBLISHED AT
THE REQUEST OF THE AUDIENCE.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. MDCCLXI. pp. 27. 8vo. MHS.
Haven's “ Catalogue of Anti- Revolutionary publications ” says
that two editions were published .
9024 THOMAS, THOMAS
TAE PENNSYLVANIA ALMANAC OR EPHEMERIS OF THE DAILY MOTIONS OF THE SUN
AND MOUN FOR 1762. BY THOMAS THOMAS, PHILOMAT.








9025 TOBLER , JOHN
THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRY -MAN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD 1762. . . .
Germantown : Printed and sold by Christopher Sower. [1761.]
A TRUE AND WONDERFUL RELATION OF THE APPEARANCE OF THREE ANGELS IN MED
FORD
Boston : Printed & sold by Green & Russell 1761 .
9026
•
9027 A TRUE COPY OF A GENUINE LETTER , SENT TO THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY BY
EIGHTEEN PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERS, IN AMERICA : WITH SOME REMARKS
THEREON ; IN ANOTHER LETTER TO THE CONGREGATIONS OF THE SAID MINISTERS.
BY AN OLD COVERNANTING AND TRUE PRESBYTERIAN LAYMAN. (Four lines of
Scripture texts.)
New - York : Printed in the year of our Lord . MDCC ,LXI. and sold by
Andrew Steuart, in Philadelphia. pp. 16 . 8vo. BA.
9028 TRYON, THOMAS 1634-1703
SOME MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF MR. THOMAS TRYON, LATE OF LONDON , MERCHANT.
WRITTEN BY HIMSELF. TOGETHER WITH SOME RULES AND ORDERS, PROPER TO
BE OBSERVED BY ALL SUCH AS WOULD TRAIN UP AND GOVERN EITHER FAMILIES
OR SERVANTS IN CLEANNESS , TEMPERANCE AND INNOCENCY .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1761 .
9029 1666-1726VANBRUGH, Sir Joan
THE PROVOKED WIFE : A COMEDY .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
9030 VIRGINIA . COLONY.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII III , REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ ,
PRIMO. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL IN
WILLIAMSBURG , ON THURSDAY THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER , IN THE
THIRTY -SECOND YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE II. BY
THE GRACE OF GOD OF GREAT -BRITAIN , FRANCE, AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER
OF THE FAITH, &C, AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1758 ; AND FROM THENCE
CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE 5TH OF MARCH, IN
THE 1ST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF AIS PRESENT MAJESTY, GEORGE III , BY THE GRACE
or GOD OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE
FAITH, &C, AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1761 ; AND THEN HELD AT THE
CAPITOL, IN THE CITY OF WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THIS
GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
( Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1761.] pp. 9-50. fol.
9031 The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII III. REGIS . . • SECUNDO . AT A GEN
ERAL ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN WILLIAMSBURG, ON
TUESDAY THE 26TH OF MAY, IN THE 1ST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN
LORD GEORGE III , BY THE GRACE OF GOD OF GREAT- BRITAIN , FRANCE AND
IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
1761 , AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY PROROGATION TO TUESDAY THE 3D OF
NOVEMBER FOLLOWING ; AND THEN HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN THE CITY OF
WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING THE FIRST SESSION OF THIS GENERAL -ASSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1761.] pp. 14. fol .
9032 JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [6-20 October; 11 December, 1760 ;
5 March-10 April, 1761.]
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1761 . pp. 99. fol. LOC. PRO .









VIRGINIA . COLONY, continued .
The same. [3 November, -14 November, 1761.]
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1761. pp. 25. fol .
PRO. VSL .
9034 THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.
JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1761 .
Williamsburg : Printed by William Hunter. 1761. fol.
In August, 1761 , William Hunter died, and the Gazette was con
tinued by his foreman , Joseph Royle, who had married his sister,
for the joint benefit of himself and Hunter's son , William.
9035
9036
THE WALLINGFORD CASE STATED ; OR, THE MAIN POINT IN QUESTION RELATING TO
THE WALLINGFORD CONTROVERSY ; COLLECTED FROM A RECITAL , AND CONCISE
VIEW, OF UNCONTROVERTED FACTS .
Ner - Haven : Printed by J. Parker and Company, MDCCLXI. pp. (8) . 8vo .
WATTS, ISAAC 1674-1748
HYMNS AND SPIRITUAL SONGS . IN THREE BOOKS. 1. COLLECTED FROM
SCRIPTURES. II . Compos'D ON DIVINE SUBJECTS . III . PREPAR'D FOR THE
LORD'S SUPPER. . . THE EIGHTEENTH EDITION .
Nero - York : Printed and sold by H. Gaine, Printer, Bookseller, and Sta
tioner, at the only old London Book -store and Printing -office, at the Bible & Crown ,
in Hanover -Square. MDCCLXI. pp. xii , 291 , xiv, (8). 24mo.
THE
.
9037 WEATHERWISE, ABRAHAM, pseudonym .
FATHER ABRAHAM's ALMANAC, . . . FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD. 1762. (32
lines.] BY ABRAHAM WEATHERWISE, GENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, at the Newest- Printing -Office, in
Market - Street. [1761.] pp. (36). 8vo. HSP.
9038
. . .
MR. WEATHERWISE'S POCKET -ALMANAC, (ON AN ENTIRE NEW PLAN .) For
1762. By A. WEATHERWISE , GENT.
Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, at the Nercest- Printing - Office, on the south
side of the Jersey - Market, Philadelphia. [1761.) pp. (24) . 24mo.
HSP.
9039 WHEELOCK, ELEAZAR 1711-1779
THE PREACHING OF CHRIST AN EXPRESSION OF God's GREAT LOVE TO SINNERS,
AND THEREFORE A SWEET SAVOUR TO HIM , THOUGH A SAVOUR OF DEATH UNTO
DEATH TO THEM. ILLUSTRATED IN A SERMON PREACH'D AT NORTH -HAVEN ,
DECEMBER 25TH , 1760 , AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. BENJAMIN
TRUMBLE, TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE THERE.
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , in Queen -street. 1761. pp. (4 ) ,
26. 8vo. CH8. MHS. NL. UTS . WL. YC.
9040 WINTHROP, JOHN 1714-1779
RELATION OF A VOYAGE FROM BOSTON TO NEW FOUNDLAND FOR THE OBSERVATION
OF THE TRANSIT OF VENUS, JUNE 6 , 1761. . . . [ Two lines from] CICERO.
Boston , N. E.: Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -Street.
MDCC,LXI. pp . ( 24.) 8vo . AAS . BA . CHS. JCB. NYPL.
WOLCOTT, ROGER 1679-1767
A LETTER TO THE REVEREND MR. Noah HOBART. [asserting that the New-English
Congregational churches are , and always have been , consociated churches.]
[Colophon :]
Boston , Printed by Green & Russell, 1761. pp. (24). 4to .
9041
BA. CH3. Y.








9042 DAS WUNDER OHNE MASSEN : WIE SICH HAT MARTERN LASSEN DER SCHÖPFER
FÜRS GESCHÖPF ; UND WIE SICH DER HOCHHEILGE GOTT FÜR SÜNDER UND REBEL
LEN GEGEBEN IN DEN TOD. ODER, DIE LEIDENS-UND TODESGESCHICHTE DES
HERRN DER HERRLICHKEIT. AUS DEN VIER EVANGELISTEN KÜRZLICH ZUSAM
MEN GEZOGEN VON EINEM BEKENNER UND VEREHRER JESU DES GEKREUZIGTEN.
Philadelphia , Gedruckt und zu finden bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten
strasse im zweyten Hause auf der linken hand von der Ecke der Rees- strasse . 1761 .
pp. 16. 16mo. HSP.
9043 DIE WUNDERTHAETIGE KRAFT DER KLEIDER, UND HOHE WORDE DER KLEI
DERMACHER : VORGESTELLET, NACH ANLEITUNG DES SPRÜCH WORTS: KLEIDER
MACHEN LEUTE ; VON EINEM BEMERKER DER DENKUND HANDELWEISE DER
MENSCHEN .
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu finden bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten







PRÆCLARISSIMO TIMA ERUDITIONE VITÆ INTEGR OMNIQUE OELICISSIMI
GUBERNANDI RATIONE INSTRUCTISSIMO VIRO THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO, COLONIÆ
CONNECTICUTENSIS GUBERNATORI REVERENDO AC HONORANDO D. THOMÆ
CLAP, COLLEGII YALENSIS PRÆSIDI HASCE THESES QUAS (DEO ANNUENTE )
IN COLLEGIO YALENSIS DEFENDERE
Novo - Portu , Connecticutensium , 1761. Broadside. fol.
.
9045 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERANDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII-YALENSIS, QUOD EST, DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo-PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS. IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS MDCCLXI.
[ Novo- Portu , excudebat Jacobus Parker . 1761.] Broadside. sm. fol.
YOUNG , EDWARD 1684-1765
THE REVENGE : A TRAGEDY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1761 .
YC.
9046
9047 A. B. C. UND BUCHSTABIER BUCH .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey H. Miller, 1762 .
Two thousand copies were printed for the Moravians.
9048 ADAMS, Amos 1727-1775
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. SAMUEL KINGS
BURY, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH AT EDGARTOWN, ON MARTHA's
VINEYARD, NOVEMBER 25 , 1761 .




Æsop's FABLES IN VERSE, WITH THE CONVERSATION OF BEASTS AND BIRDS, AT
THEIR SEVERAL MEETINGS. BY WOGLOG THE GREAT GIANT.
Neu - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1762.
9050 AGUECHEEK , ANDREW , pseudonym .
THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN ALMANACK, OR YEARLY ASTRONOMICAL, HISTORICAL
AND GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE . FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1763. By
ANDREW AGUECHEEK, PHILOM .









9051 AMBROSE, ISAAC 1604-1664
THE WELL -ORDERED FAMILY : WHEREIN THE DUTIES OF ITS VARIOUS MEMBERS ARE
DESCRIBED AND URGED .
Boston : Reprinted , and sold by S. Kneeland , 1762. pp. 28. 16mo.
BM.
9052 THE AMERICAN CHRONICLE . JANUARY - 1762.
New - York : Printed by Samuel Farley . 1762. fol.






AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, AN ALMANACK FOR OUR LORD
CHRIST, 1763.
Boston : Printed & sold by J. Draper, in Cornhill, R. Draper, in Newbury
Street ; Green & Russell, and Edes & Gill, in Queen - Street ; and T. & J. Fleet at the
Heart and Crown in Cornhill. Sold also by the Booksellers. (1763.] pp. (24 )
16mo.
The two copies in the Lenox Collection of the New York Public
Library show slight variations in the title- page, which indicate it







Boston , Printed . New Haven ; Re-printed and sold by James Parker and
Company. [1762.) pp. (24 ). 16mo.
The same.
Portsmouth in New Hampshire ; Printed and sold by D. Fowle. [1762.]
pp . (24). 16mo.
ANCOURT, L'abbé D'
THE LADY'S PRECEPTOR . OR A LETTER TO A YOUNG LADY OF DISTINCTION , UPON
POLITENESS . TAKEN FROM THE FRENCH OF THE ABBÉ D'ANCOURT, AND
ADAPTED TO THE RELIGION, CUSTOM, AND MANNERS OF THE ENGLISH NATION.
By A GENTLEMAN OF CAMBRIDGE. THE SIXTH EDITION.
London Printed. Woodbridge, Nero-Jersey : Re-printedforand soldby Gar
rat Noel, Bookseller, near the Merchant's Coffee -House, in New York . 1762. pp.
56 . 8vo.
9057 ARTHUR, JOHN
THE GENEALOGY OF JESUS CHRIST, ACCORDING TO Sr. MATTHEW AND ST. LUKE,
EXAMINED, ILLUSTRATED , AND VINDICATED ; WHEREIN THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE TWO EVANGELISTS ARE EXPLAINED , AND THE SEEMING INCON
SISTENCIES RECONCILED . BY JOHN ARTHUR, GENT.
[ Nero - York :] Printed and sold by James Parker, and Company, at the New
Printing-office, in Beaver- street. 1762. pp. 16 . 8vo.
9058 AN AUTHENTIC NARRATIVE OF THE LOSS OF THE DODDINGTON INDIAMAN , AND OF
THE SURPRISING ADVENTURES , AND DISTRESSES OF THOSE ON BOARD, WHO SUR
VIVED THE SHIP-WRECK, FROM THE JOURNAL OF ONE OF THE SURVIVING OFFICERS .
New - York : Printed by James Parker and Company. MDCCLXII. pp.
28. 12mo.
9059 BACON, NATHANIEL 1593-1660
A RELATION OF THE FEARFUL STATE OF FRANCIS SPIRA AFTER HE TURNED APOSTATE
FROM THE PROTESTANT CHURCH TO POPERY. COMPILED BY Nath. Bacon, ESQ .
Boston : 1762. pp. 36. 12mo.






9060 BARNARD, THOMAS 1714-1776
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV. WILLIAM WHITWELL, TO
THE JOINT PASTORAL CARE OF THE FIRST CHURCH AND CONGREGATION IN MAR
BLEHEAD , WITH THE REv. John BARNARD, AUGUST 25 , 1762. . . . TOGETHER
WITH THE CHARGE GIVEN MR. WHITWELL, BY THE REV. JOHN BARNARD,
PRECEDED BY AN INTRODUCTORY DISCOURSE IN DEFENCE OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL
ESTABLISHMENT OF THESE CHURCHES, AND FOLLOWED BY AN HISTORICAL ACCOUNT
OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN MARBLEHEAD . AND ALSO THE RIGHT HAND OF
FELLOWSHIP GIVEN BY THE REV. Simon BRADSTREET OF MARBLEHEAD.
Boston, New - England : Printed by J. Dpaper (sic). MDCCLXII. pp.
( 4 ), ( 51 ). 8vo . AAS. BA. BM. CHS. NYPL .
9061 BARTHOLOMEW , ANDREW 1714-1776
SOME REMARKS UPON THE CLAIMS AND DOINGS OF THE CONSOCIATION MET AT
WALLINGFORD, RELATIVE TO THE ORDINATION OF MR. Dana. AND ALSO UPON
SOME THINGS WRITTEN IN DEFENCE OF SAID CONSOCIATION .
New - Haven : Printed by James Parker, and Company. 1762. pp. 16. 8vo.
9062 BEISSEL, JOHANN CONRAD, and others.
NEU -VERMEHRTES GESANG DER EINSAMEN TURTEL-TAUBE, ZUR GEMEINSCHAFFT
LICHEN ERBAUUNG GESAMMELT UND AUS LICHT GEGEBEN. [Cut.)
Ephrata Typis Societatis Anno 1762. pp. (2), (4), 320, (3) , + 16mo.
9063 BELLAMY, JOSEPH 1719-1790
A DIALOGUE ON THE CHRISTIAN SACRAMENTS : WHEREIN THE NATURE AND IMPORT
OF AN ATTENDANCE ON THEM ARE ENQUIRED INTO , FROM THE SCRIPTURES : THE
PROTESTANT CHURCHES , AND DIVINES ARE CONSULTED ; AND THE SINGULAR
NOTIONS OF SOME ON THESE HEADS, WITH THEIR REASONINGS IN SUPPORT OF
THEM , ARE EXAMINED . THE WHOLE BEING DONE WITH A VIEW TO FURNISH A
SCRIPTURAL ANSWER TO THIS VERY SERIOUS AND IMPORTANT QUESTION, VIZ .
WHAT ARE THE QUALIFICATIONS THAT ARE NECESSARY, OR WHICH GOD REQUIRES
IN ANY PERSON , IN ORDER TO HIS ATTENDANCE ON THE SACRAMENTS OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT ? [One line from] ISAI. VIII, 20 .
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland, opposite to the Probate- Office,
in Queen - street. 1762. pp . (2) , 81. 8vo. BA. WL . YC.
Written anonymously on occasion of the dismissal of Jonathan
Edwards from the Church at Northampton, Massachusetts, in
1750. The dialogue is between Orthodoxus and Hereticus.
9064
.
AN ESSAY ON THE NATURE AND GLORY OF THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST. ...
DESIGNED AS A SUPPLEMENT TO THE AUTHOR'S LETTERS AND DIALOGUES ON THE
NATURE OF LOVE TO GOD. .
Boston , N. E.: Printed by S. Kneeland, in Queen -street opposite to the
Probate -Office. 1762. pp . xiv, 254. 12mo. AAS. BA . BM. UTS , YC.
Reprinted in London this year, and again in 1784 , and 1797 .
9065 A SERMON DELIVERED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF
CONNECTICUT, AT HARTFORD, ON THE DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , MAY
13TH . 1762. [ Three lines from ] St. Paul.
Neu -London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony
of Connecticut. (1762.) pp. 43 . 16mo. AAS. BM . BPL . CHS. UTS. WL . YC .









A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THAT PART OF AFRICA, INHABITED BY THE NEGROES ; WITH
RESPECT TO THE FERTILITY OF THE COUNTRY ; THE GOOD DISPOSITION OF MANY OF
THE NATIVES, AND THE MANNER BY WHICH THE SLAVE TRADE IS CARRIED ON.
EXTRACTED FROM SEVERAL AUTHORS, IN ORDER TO SHEW THE INIQUITY OF THAT
TRADE, AND THE FALSITY OF THE ARGUMENTS USUALLY ADVANCED IN ITS VINDI
CATION. WITH A QUOTATION FROM GEORGE WALLIS'S SYSTEM OF THE LAWS, &C.
AND A LARGE EXTRACT FROM A PAMPALET, LATELY PUBLISHED IN LONDON , ON
THE SUBJECT OF THE SLAVE TRADE..
Philadelphia : Printed in the year M.DCC.LXII. pp. 56. 16mo . NYPL .
9067 The same. A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THAT PART OF AFRICA , INHABITED BY
THE NEGROES. WITH RESPECT TO THE FERTILITY OF THE COUNTRY ; AND GOOD
DISPOSITION OF MANY OF THE NATIVES, AND THE MANNER BY WHICH THE SLAVE
TRADE IS CARRIED ON. EXTRACTED FROM DIVERS AUTHORS, IN ORDER TO SHEW
THE INIQUITY OF THAT TRADE, AND THE FALSITY OF THE ARGUMENTS USUALLY
ADVANCED IN ITS VINDICATION . WITA QUOTATIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF
SEVERAL PERSONS OF NOTE, VIZ. GEORGE WALLIS, FRANCIS HUTCHESON, AND
JAMES FOSTER, AND A LARGE EXTRACT FROM A PAMPHLET, LATELY PUBLISHED IN
LONDON , ON THE SUBJECT OF THE SLAVE TRADE. THE SECOND EDITION, WITH
LARGE ADDITIONS AND AMENDMENTS
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, in the year MDCCLXII. pp . 80.
8vo. HSP, MHS. NYPL .
.
9068 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID, FITTED TO THE TUNES USED IN
CHURCHES . By N. BRADY AND N. TATE,
Boston : Re- printed by D. & J. Kneeland , for T. Leverett. 1762. pp.






Boston ; New -England : Re-printed .by D. & J. Kneeland, for J. Wharton ,
and N. Bowe8. 1762. pp. 276 , 84, xiv. 12mo.
THE PSALMS, HYMNS, AND SPIRITUAL SONGS, OF THE OLD AND NEW -TESTA
MENT : FAITHFULLY TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH MEETER. FOR THE USE, EDI
FICATION AND COMFORT OF THE SAINTS IN PUBLICK AND PRIVATE, ESPECIALLY IN
NEW -ENGLAND . . THE TWENTY-SEVENTH EDITION.
Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas and John Fleet, 1762.
12mo . MHS. NYPL .
.
pp. 334.
9071 DER PSALTER DES KÖNIGS UND PROPHETEN DAVIDS, VERTEUTSCHT VON
D. MARTIN LUTHER MIT KURTZEN SUMMARIEN ODER INHALT JEDES PSALMEN ;
Mrr VIELEN PARALLELEN ODER GLEICHEN SCHRIFFT- STELLEN .
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu finden bey Nicolaus Hasselbach , in der
Second -strasse zwischen der Rässe und Wein - strasse. 1762. 8vo.pp. 239 , 9.
$ 45
9072 The same. DRITTE AUSGABE .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1762.
9073 BOLLES, JOSEPA, and others.
AN ANSWER TO PART OF A BOOK PUT FORTH BY SAMUEL HARKER, OF ROXBURY, IN
EAST-JERSEY, A PRESBYTERIAN MINISTER, ENTITLED , PREDESTINATION, &C.
WHEREIN SOME PEOPLE CALLED QUAKER -BAPTISTS, ARE CLEARED FROM THE
ASPERSIONS THROWN ON THEM, IN THE SAID BOOK, IN RELATION TO THE KEEPING
OF THE FIRST DAY OF THE WEEK AS A SABBATH . BY SOME OF THE SAID PEOPLE.










RULES FOR A FIRE CLUB.
Boston : 1762 .
9075 THE BOSTON EVENING -POST . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.
Boston : Printed by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown , in Cornhill.
1762. fol.
9076 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL. JANUARY -DECEMBER , 1762.
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, in Queen -Street. 1762. fol.
9077 THE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS-LETTER . JANUARY -NOVEMBER ? 1762.
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1762. fol.
Continued under the following title :
9078 DECEMTHE BOSTON WEEKLY NEW8 -LETTER AND NEW-ENGLAND CHRONICLE.
BER 2 ,-30 , 1762.
Boston : Printed and sold by Richard Draper. 1762. fol.
9079 --1652BROME, RICHARD
THE JOVIAL CREW. A FARCE .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1762.
9080
BUCKMINSTER , JOSEPH 1720-1792
MINISTERS TO BE PRAY'D FOR , IN THEIR OFFICE, BY THE PEOPLE , &c . &c. A
SER
MON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. EBENEZER SPAR
HAWK, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH AND CONGREGATION IN NARRA
GANSET, NUMBER 6 , SINCE CALLED TEMPLETOWN, Nov. 18. 1761 .
Boston : Printed by Benjamin Mecom , at the Nero Printing - Office, near the
Town - House. 1762. pp. 30. 8vo. BM. CHS . MHA .
.
9081 CAPTAIN O'BLUNDER .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1762 .
9082 1696-1744CAREY, HENRY
THE CONTRIVANCES ; OR, MORE WAYS THAN ONE. A COMEDY .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762 .
9083 CARSON, JEMMY
JEMMY CARSON'S COLLECTION , (of ballads ?]
Philadelphia . Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9084 CHAPMAN , THOMAS
THE CYDER -MAKER'S INSTRUCTOR, SWEET-MAKER'S ASSISTANT AND VICTUALER'S
AND HOUSEKEEPER'S DIRECTOR .
Boston : Re printed by Green and Russell, 1762. pp. 28. 8vo.
MES.
9085 The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9086 CHARLESTON. SOUTH CAROLINA. FELLOWSHIP SOCIETY.
RULES OF THE FELLOWSHIP SOCIETY.
Charles- Town : Printed by Peter Timothy ? 1762.








CHARLESTON. SOUTH CAROLINA. LIBRARY SOCIETY.
RULES AND BY - LAWS OF THE CHARLES -TOWN LIBRARY SOCIETY.
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION .
Charles-Town : Printed by Peter Timothy ? 1762. 4to .
9088 CHAUNCY, CHARLES 1705-1787
ALL NATIONS OF THE EARTH BLESSED IN CHRIST, THE SEED OF ABRAHAM . A SER
MON PREACHED AT BOSTON , AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV. MR. JOSEPH Bow
MAN, TO THE WORK OF THE GOSPEL -MINISTRY, MORE ESPECIALLY AMONG THE
MOHAWK-INDIANS ON THE WESTERN BORDERS OF NEW -ENGLAND, AUGUST 31 ,
1762. . . . (Four lines from ] THE INSPIRED DAVID.
Boston : Printed and sold by John Draper. 1762. pp. (2), viii , 50. 8vo.
9089 THE VALIDITY OF PRESBYTERIAN ORDINATION ASSERTED AND MAINTAINED.
A DISCOURSE DELIVERED AT THE ANNIVERSARY DUDLEIAN -LECTURE AT HAR
VARD - COLLEGE IN CAMBRIDGE, IN NEW-ENGLAND, MAY 12 , 1762 . WITH AN
APPENDIX, GIVING A BRIEF HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE EPISTLES ASCRIBED TO
IGNATIUS, AND EXHIBITING SOME OF THE MANY REASONS, WHY THEY OUGHT NOT
TO BE DEPENDED ON AS HIS UNCORRUPTED WORKS.
Boston, New - Englund : Printed and sold by Richard Draper, in Newbury





THE BEST ART OF DRESS : OR, EARLY PIETY MOST AMIABLE AND ORNAMENTAJ.. A
SERMON, PREACHED AT LEXINGTON, TO A RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF YOUNG MEN, ON
LORD'S - DAY EVENING SEPT. 13. 1761. . · [Six lines from ] Isai . 28. 9 , 10.
Boston : Printed by D. and J. Kneeland, opposite to the Prison in Queen
street. M ,DCC ,LXII. pp. 35. 8vo.
COCKINGS, GEORGE -1802
WAR : AN HEROIC POEM , FROM THE TAKING OF MINORCA, BY THE FRENCH ; TO THE
REDUCTION OF THE HAVANNAH, BY THE EARL OF ALBERMARLE, SIR GEORGE
POCOCK &C. THE SECOND EDITION, TO THE RAISING THE SIEGE OF QUEBEC :
WITH LARGE AMENDMENTS, AND ADDITIONS. BY THE AUTHOR.
Boston , N. E. Printed by S. Adams for the Author : and sold by T. Leo
erett, in Cornhill, Edes & Gill, and D. & J. Kneeland , in Queen - Street. 1762.
[ Price one dollar.] pp. [3.] vi-xvi, ( 1 ) , 2-190 ; [3.] 2-46 , (2 ). 8vo.
The first edition was printed in London in 1760.
MHS. NYPL . $13
9092
.
MSL . YC .
9093
CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
AN ACT OR LAW, MADE AND PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW -ENGLAND IN AMERICA :
BEGUN AND HELD AT NEW-HAVEN, ... MARCH , . 1762. [Colophon :]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green, Printer to the Colony of Con
necticut, 1762. pp. 341-342 . fol.
The same. ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT OR ASSEM
BLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW -ENGLAND IN
AMERICA: BEGUN AND HELD AT HARTFORD, . . May . . . 1762. [Colophon :]
Ner - London : Printed by T'imothy Green , Printer to the Colony of Con
necticut. [1762.] pp. 343-344. fol. MSL. NYSL . YC.
The same. ACTS AND LAWS, MADE AND PASSED AT NEW -HAVEN ,
. OCTOBER, . . . 1762. [ Colophon :]
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony













CONNECTICUT. COLONY, continued .
BY THE HONOURABLE THOMAS FITCH ESQ ; GOVERNOR OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENG
Lisa COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA. A PROCLAMA
TION. .. . APPOINT THURSDAY, THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF INSTANT NOVEMBER,
TO BE RELIGIOUSLY OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING . . . God
SAVE THE KING .
[ Neu -Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company. 1762.] Broad
side. fol . CHS.
9096 THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.
Nerd - Haven : Printed by James Parker , & Company. 1762. fol.
The publication of the Gazette appears to have been discontinued
in December of this year, and the title revived by Benjamin Mecom
late in the year 1764.
9097 THE COUNTRYMAN'S LAMENTATION, ON THE NEGLECT OF A PROPER EDUCATION
OF CHILDREN ; WITH AN ADDRESS TO THE INHABITANTS OF NEW JERSEY...
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, for the Author, MDCCLXII.
8vo.pp. iv, 52. LCP .
9098
.
CRISP , SAMUEL 1670-1704
TWO LETTERS WRITTEN BY SAMUEL CRISP, ABOUT THE YEAR 1702, TO SOME OF HIS
ACQUAINTANCE , UPON HIS CHANGE FROM A CHAPLAIN OF THE CHURCH OF ENG
LAND, TO JOIN THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS.
Philadelphia : Printed by and for Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in - Heart,
in Second - street, near Black - Horse- Alley. Price 4d. single, or 28 6d. to such as
buy to sell again, or give away. Sold also by Samuel Garwood, in the Jersies.
(1762.) pp. 16. 16mo. HSP.
9099 CROSWELL, ANDREW 1709-1785
A LETTER TO THE REVEREND ALEXANDER CUMMING ; ATTEMPTING TO SHEW HIM ,
THAT IT IS NOT BLASPHEMY TO SAY,-NO MAN CAN LOVE GOD, WHILE HE LOOKS
ON HIM AS A GOD WHO WILL DAMN HIM. IN WHICH ARE INTERSPERSED REMARKS
UPON MR. BELLAMY'S LATE PERFORMANCE .
Boston : Printed and sold by D. and J. Kneeland, opposite to the Prison
in Queen - street. 1762. pp. 31 . 8vo . AAS . BA. BM. HC. MHS.
9100 CUDWORTH, WILLIAM
A DEFENCE OF MR. HERVEY'S DIALOGUES, AGAINST MR. BELLAMY'S THERON,
PAULINUS AND ASPASIO.
Boston : Printed by Z. Fowle and S. Draper. MDCCLXII. pp. 36. 8vo .
9101 DAVIES, SAMUEL 1724-1761
RELIGION AND PUBLIC SPIRIT. A VALEDICTORY ADDRESS TO THE SENIOR CLASS,
DELIVERED IN NASSAU HALL, SEPTEMBER 21 , 1760. THE SUNDAY BEFORE THE
COMMENCEMENT.
Portsmouth in New Hampshire: Printed by D. Fowle, 1762. pp. 17. 8vo.
.
9102 DEAN, JASPER
A NARRATIVE OF THE SHIPWRECK OF THE NOTTINGHAM GALLEY, IN HER VOYAGE
FROM ENGLAND TO Boston . WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE MIRACULOUS ESCAPE OF
THE CAPTAIN AND HIS CREW ON A ROCK, CALLED BOONE -ISLAND ; THE HARDSHIPS
THEY ENDURED THERE, AND THEIR HAPPY DELIVERANCE . THE FIFTH
EDITION .
[Boston :) 1762. pp. 28. 8vo.












DEBTOR AND CREDITOR : OR, A DISCOURSE ON THE FOLLOWING WORDS, HAVE
PATIENCE WITH ME, AND I WILL PAY THEE ALL . NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED .
Boston : Printed and sold by B. Mecom , at the New Printing -office, near
the Town -House. 1762. pp. ( 14). 8vo.
DEVOTION , EBENEZER 1714-1771
FORTITUDE, LOVE AND A SOUND JUDGMENT, VERY NEEDFUL QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE
A SERMON DELIVERED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV
EREND MR. Enoch HUNTINGTON, TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE, OVER THE FIRST
CHURCH AND CONGREGATION , IN MIDDLETOWN, ON THE SIXTH DAY OF JANUARY ,
1762 :
New -Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company, at the Post- Office,
1762. pp. ( 2) , 20. 4to.
A DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE GOVERNOR OF THE COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND A
FREEMAN OF THE SAME COLONY.
Neroport : Printed by J. Franklin . 1762. pp. 10+ 4to .
AAS . CHS. YC.
9105
RIHS .
9106 THE DOUBLE DISAPPOINTMENT; OR, THE HUMOURS OF PHELIM O'BLUNDEROO, ESQ ;
A NEW PARCE.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart . 1762 .
9107 DRUMMOND, ROBERT Hay 1711-1776
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE CORONATION OF KING GEORGE III . AND QUEEN CHAR
LOTTE , IN THE ABBEY CHURCH OF WESTMINSTER , SEPTEMBER 22, 1761. By
ROBERT, LORD BISHOP OF SARUM . THE FOURTH EDITION. PUBLISHED BY HIS
MAJESTY'S SPECIAL COMMAND .
London Printed : Boston : Re- printed for, and sold by John Perkins, in
Union - street. MDCCLXII. pp. 14. 8vo. CHS. MHS.
DUCHÉ, JACOB, and HOPKINSON, FRANCIS
AN EXERCISE, CONTAINING A DIALOGUE (by Jacob Duché) AND ODE ON THE ACCES
SION OF HIS PRESENT GRACIOUS MAJESTY, GEORGE III. [by Francis Hopkinson.]
PERFORMED AT THE PUBLIC COMMENCEMENT IN THE COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA,
MAY 18TH , 1762 .
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap, in Market - Street, M ,DCC ,LXII.






AN ESSAY ON THE INVENTION , OR ART OF MAKING VERY GOOD , IF NOT THE BEST
IRON , FROM BLACK SEA-SAND.
New - York : Printed and sold by John Holt, at the Nero - Printing - Office,
near Burling's Slip . 1762. pp . 34. 12mo. MHS. NYHS .
ELLWOOD, THOMAS 1639-1713
DAVIDEIS. THE LIFE OF DAVID, KING OF ISRAEL ; A SACRED POEM, IN FIVE
BOOKS
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1762.
$31
9110
9111 ENGLAND. CHURCH OF.
A FORM OF PRAYER FOR THE FAST, May 7, 1762 , TO BE USED IN THE CHURCHES OF
NEW-YORK.
New - York : 1762. pp . 8. 8vo.
MHS.
9112 ES IST NOCH RECHT AM END .






9113 EVANS, NATHANIEL 1742-1767
ODE, ON THE LATE GLORIOUS SUCCESSES OF HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS, AND PRESENT
GREATNESS OF THE ENGLISH NATION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Dunlap. M.DCC.LXII. pp.








ANTI-CHRIST DISCOVERED, OR THE TRUE CHURCH SOUGHT FOR . [Ten lines of verse
giving anagram of author's name. ]
[ Boston : ) Printed in the year 1762. pp. ( 6), 29. 16mo.
FORRESTER, JAMES
THE POLITE PHILOSOPHER : OR, AN ESSAY ON THAT ART WHICH MAKES A MAN
HAPPY IN HIMSELF, AND AGREEABLE TO OTHERS .
Boston : Reprinted , 1762. pp. 48. 8vo.
FORTUNE, a negro man .
THE DYING CONFESSION AND DECLARATION OF FORTUNE, A NEGRO MAN, WHO WAS
EXECUTED IN NEWPORT, RHODE - ISLAND ON FRIDAY, MAY 14 , 1762 , FOR SETTING
FIRE TO THE STORES ON LONG WHARF.
Boston : Printed by Forle & Draper, 1762 .
FOX, THOMAS
THE WILMINGTON ALMANACK, OR EPHEMERIS FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1763 .
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams (1762.)
FRANCKE, AUGUST HERMAN 1663-1727
DER HEILIGE UND SICHERE GLAUBENSWEG EINES EVANGELISCHEN CHRISTEN .
THE HOLY AND SURE WAY OF FAITH OF AN EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN.
Philadelphia : Printed by H. Miller, 1762.
Printed in German and English, in opposite columns.
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN 1706-1790
ADVICE TO A YOUNG TRADESMAN . WRITTEN BY AN OLD ONE.
Sold at the New Printing -Office, by Benjamin Mecom , 1762. pp. (4) . 8vo.
GARDEN, ALEXANDER 1685-1756
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE DELUDED DUTARTRES; EXTRACTED FROM A SERMON,
PREACHED BY THE REv. MR. ALEXANDER GARDEN A. M. AT CHARLESTOWN, IN
SOUTH - CAROLINA.
New Haven : Printed and sold by James Parker and Company, at the
Post-office. 1762. pp. 8. 8vo.
GARRICK, DAVID 1716-1779
LILLIPUT. A FARCE.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrero Steuart, 1762.
GEISTLICHER IKRGARTEN , MIT VIER GNADENBRUNNEN .
Philadelphia , Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller , im Jahr nach der Erloesung






9123 THE GENTLEMAN'S NEW MEMORANDUM BOOK IMPROV'D ; OR, THE MERCHANT'S
AND TRADESMAN'S DAILY POCKET JOURNAL FOR THE YEAR 1763 . DISPOSED IN A
METHOD MORE USEFUL AND CONVENIENT FOR ALL SORTS OF BUSINESS , THAN ANY
OF THOSE WHO HAVE PRETENDED TO IMITATE IT,
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1762.















GERMANTAUNER ZEITUNG , ODER : SAMMLUNG WAHRSCHEINLICHER NACHRICHTEN
RICHTEN AUS DEM NATUR -UND KIRCHENREICH , WIE AUCH AUF DAS ALLGEMEINE
BESTE ANGESEHNE NÜTZLICHE UNTERRICHTE UND ANMERKUNGEN . JANUARY 1
DECEMBER 16 , 1762.
Germantaun : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1762. fol.
In a manifest attempt to clear his conscience as to the truth of
the news he was publishing, Saur inserted the word “probable”
before news : Wahrscheinlicher Nachrichten .
GESNER , SALOMON 1730-1788
THE DEATH OF ABEL. IN FIVE BOOKS.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , 1762.
The same.
Boston : Re printed by Forle & Draper, 1762. 12mo.
GODFREY, THOMAS 1736-1763
THE COURT OF FANCY ; A POEM . .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Dunlap, M ,DCC ,LXII. pp .
24. 4to .
GOODRICH, ELIZUR 1734-1797
THE DUTY OF GOSPEL-MINISTERS, TO TAKE HEED TO THEMSELVES, AND THEIR FLOCK .
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. ROGER NEW
TON , AT GREENFIELD, Nov. 18, 1761 . [ Two lines from ] Col. Iv. 17.
Boston : Printed & sold by Edes & Gill in Queen -street, M ,DCC ,LXII. pp.
30. 8vo. CHS.
GREEN & RUSSELL'S BOSTON Post- BOY AND ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1762.
Boston : Printed by Green & Russell. 1762. fol.
GREW, THEOPHILUS
THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD God, 1763. . By
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by Joseph Royle & Co. [1762.]
HABERMANN, or AVENARIUS, JOHANN 1516-1590
KLEINES CHRISTLICH GEBÄT-BUCH. [ Diese ausgabe ist in grosserer schrift .]
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1762.
HALL, JOSEPH 1574-1656
THE CHRISTIAN : LAID FORTH IN HIS WHOLE DISPOSITION AND CARRIAGE . AND A
SHORT CATECHISM, CONTAINING , A BRIEF SUM OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF RELIGION ,
FIT TO BE KNOWN BY ALL CHRISTIANS
. BY BISHOP HALL.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762 .
HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE , ORNATISSIMO VIRO
FRANCISCO BERNARDO, ARMIGERO, PROVINCIÆ MassaCHUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI,
REVERENDO PARITER ATQUÈ HONORANDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE COL
LEGIJ -HARVARDINI PRÆSIDI THESES HASCE , QUAS (DIVINO ANNUENTE
NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO -HARVARDINO DEFENDERE, · [ Colophon :)
Habita in Comitiis Academicis, Cantabrigiæ Noo - Anglorum , Duodecimo








EDGAR AND EMMELINE . A TRAGEDY .












CATECHISMUS, ODER KURTZER UNTERRICHT CHRISTLICHER LEHRE, WIE DERSELBE
IN DENEN REFORMIRTEN KIRCHEN UND SCHULEN DER CAUR -FÜRSTLICHER
PFALTZ, AUCH ANDERWERTS, GETRIEBEN WIRD. MIT ZEUGNISSEN DER HEILIGER
SCHRIFT ERKLÄRT UND BESTÄTIGT. NACH VORHERGEGANGENER COLLATION MIT
DEN ALTEN EXEMPLARIEN .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Peter Miller und Comp. M , D , CC ,LXII. pp .
(2), 14, 344. 16mo.
Prepared by Z. Ursinus, and C. Olevianus, under the direction of
the Elector, Frederich III ; and accepted by a Synod of the Palat
inate .
HERVEY, JAMES 1714-1758
A COLLECTION OF THE LETTERS OF JAMES HERVEY. TO WHICH IS PREFIXED AN
ACCOUNT OF HIS LIFE AND DEATH .
Boston : Reprinted by Fowle and Draper , 1762.
A TREATISE ON THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF DAUGHTERS. . [ Two lines
from ] PROV. XXII, 6.
Boston : Re-printed and sold by Fowle and Draper , at their office in Marl
boro' - Street. 1762. pp. 26. 12mo. AAS, NYSL .
THE HISTORY OF THE HOLY JESUS. CONTAINING. A BRIEF AND PLAIN ACCOUNT
OF HIS BIRTH , LIFE, DEATH, RESURRECTION & ASCENTION INTO HEAVEN ; AND HIS
COMING AGAIN AT THE GREAT AND LAST DAY OF JUDGMENT. BEING A PLEAS
ANT & PROFITABLE COMPANION FOR CHILDREN ; COMPOS'D ON PURPOSE FOR THEIR
USE. BY A LOVER OF THEIR PRECIOUS SOULS. THE EIGHTH EDITION.
New -London : Printed and sold by T. Green , 1762. 24 leaves, 2 por
traits, 6 cuts. 32mo.
9137
9138
9139 DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTA UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1763 .
Zum FUNFF UND ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. (1762.]





THE HOLY DISCIPLE , OR THE HISTORY OF JOSEPH OF ARIMATAEA, WHEREIN IS
CONTAINED A TRUE ACCOUNT OF HIS BIRTH , &C. ALSO THE OCCASION OF HIS
COMING TO ENGLAND, WHERE HE FIRST PREACHED THE GOSPEL AT GLASTENBURY
IN SOMERSETSHIRE, WHERE IS STILL GROWING THAT NOTED WHITE THORN WHICH
BUDS EVERY CARISTMAS DAY IN THE MORNING, BLOSSOMS AT NOON , AND FADES AT
NIGHT, ON THE PLACE WHERE HE PITCHED HIS STAFF IN THE GROUND.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Sleuart, 1762.
HOPKINSON, FRANCIS 1737-1791
SCIENCE , A POEM . [Two lines of Latin from ) HORACE.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap, in Market - Street, MDCCLXII.
pp . 19. 4to . LCP , MHS.
The same. ( Spurious edition.]
Philadelphia : Printed , and sold by Andrew Steuart at the Bible -in - Heart,
in Second - street. MDCCLXII. pp. 8. 12mo.





9143 The same, (Cheap edition .]








H - 08 - N'S SPEECH FROM THE PILLORY.





HUTCHINS' IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS .
YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1763 : .
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown, in
Hanover -Square where may be had the Nero - York pocket Almanack . [1762.1 pp.
36. 12mo. NYHS. NYPL .
9146 HUTCHINSON , THOMAS 1711-1780
A PROJECTION, FOR REGULATING THE VALUE OF GOLD AND SILVER COINS, PUBLISHED
IN THE Boston EVENING POST, DEC. 14Th, 1761 ; RE -PRINTED, TO BE PREFIXED
TO “ CONSIDERATIONS ON LOWERING THE VALUE OF GOLD COINS, WITHIN THE
PROVINCE OF MASSACHUSETTS -Bay.” [By Oxenbridge Thacher.]
[ Boston : Printed by T. & J. Fleet, 1762.] pp. 8. 8vo.
9147 IMRIE , DAVID
A LETTER FROM THE REVEREND MR. David IMRIE, MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL AT
ST. MUNGO IN ANNANDALE. To A GENTLEMAN IN THE CITY OF EDINBURGH.
PREDICTING THE SPEEDY ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE GREAT, AWFUL AND GLORIOUS
EVENTS WHICH THE SCRIPTURES SAY ARE TO BE BROUGHT TO PASS IN THE LATTER
TIMES.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart, 1762.
9148 JACK THE GIANT KILLER , pseudonym .
FOOD FOR THE MIND ; OR, A NEW RIDDLE BOOK . COMPILED FOR THE USE OF LITTLE
GOOD BOYS AND GIRLS IN AMERICA . BY JACK THE GIANT KILLER, ESQ .
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1762 .
9149 JEANNE, de la Nativité.
DAILY CONVERSATION WITH GOD, EXEMPLIFY'D IN THE HOLY LIFE OF ARMELLE
NICHOLAS, A POOR IGNORANT COUNTRY MAID IN FRANCE , COMMONLY KNOWN BY
THE NAME OF GOOD ARMELLE ; WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE, AT BRETAIGNE, IN
THE YEAR 1671. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
Wilmington , Printed by James Adams, in Market - Street. 1762. pp . 16 .
8vo . HSP.
9150 JETZT IST MEIN VIELER SCHMERTZ.
Ephrata : Der Brüderschaft. 1762.
9151
.
JOHNSON , JOHN 1706-1791
A MATHEMATICAL QUESTION PROPOUNDED BY THE VICEREGENT OF THE WORLD ;
ANSWERED BY THE KING OF GLORY. ENIGMATICALLY REPRESENTED AND DEMON
STRATIVELY OPENED .
Boston : Re-printed by Green & Russell, 1762. pp. 88. 8vo .
KENRICK , WILLIAM 1725-1779
THE WHOLE DUTY OF WOMAN ; COMPRISED IN TWENTY - FOUR SECTIONS. BY A LADY.
WRITTEN AT THE DESIRE OF A NOBLE LORD .
Boston : Reprinted by Forle & Draper, 1762. pp. 100. 8vo.
9152
9153 KLAUGEN EINES TAEILS DER EVANGELISCH -LUTHERISCHEN GEMEINDEGLIEDER ZU
PHILADELPHIA WIDER EINIGE DERMALIGE AELTESTEN DER GEMEINE.












LAMPE, FRIEDRICH ADOLPH 1683-1729
IN SEINEM LEBEN ERSTGEWESENEN THEOLOGIÄ PROFESSORIS ZU UTRECHT, NACH
HER ABER ZU BREMEN, UND SEHR GEISTREICHEN DIENERS DES GÖTTLICHEN
WORTES IN DER REFORMIRTEN KIRCHEN, &c. MIT HOHEM HOLLÄNDISCHEN
STAATEN PRIVILEGIO. ZU ERST AN DAS LICHT GEKOMMENE, UND IN DER HOL
LANDISCH-UND BREMISCHEN SCHULEN EINGEFÜHRTE, ERSTE WAHRHEITS-Milch,
FÜR SAUGIINGE AM ALTAR UND VERSTAND. (ODER KURTZGEFASSTE GRUND
LEHREN DES REFORMIRTEN CARISTENTHUMS) AUFS NEUE NACHGESEHEN VON
DUNCKELSCHEINENDEN REDENSARTEN GESÄUBERT, AUCH ETWAS
VERMEHRT UND MIT DER VORREDE DES PREDIGERS BEY DER REFORMIRT-Hoch
TEUTSCHEN GEMEINE ZU ANWEIL IN NEW JERSEY, DR. CASPAR MICHAEL
STAPLES, UNTER VORWISSEN DES EHRWÜRD. PENNSYLVANISCHEN CÖTUS, ZUM
DRUCK BEFÖRDERT, UND VERLEGT VON WILLHELM RÄss.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbruester. 1762. pp. 4 , (40 ). 8vo .
LEAVITT, FREEGRACE 1719-1761
THE MINISTERIAL OFFICE, A GOOD WORK. A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINA
TION OF THE REv. MR. JONATHAN LEAVITT IN WALPOLE, MAY 27 , 1761 .
Ner - Haven : Printed by Parker & Company. [1762.) pp. viii , 40. 8vo .
A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN ENGLAND TO HIS FRIEND IN PHILADELPHIA ,
GIVING HIM HIS OPINION OF THE COLLEGE IN THAT CITY .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
LEWIS, JOHN -1760
A NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE, TOGETHER WITH THE LAST SPEECH, CONFESSION AND
SOLEMN DECLARATION, OF JOHN LEWIS, WHO WAS EXECUTED AT CHESTER, ON
SATURDAY THE 21ST OF SEPTEMBER, 1760, FOR THE MOST INHUMAN, BARBAROUS
AND BLOODY MURDER OF HIS WIFE , WHICH UNNATURAL DEED HE COMMITTED ON
FRIDAY THE 27TH OF JUNE, PRECEDING. WITH HIS LETTER TO MR. RAINE, THE
SUB -SHERIFF OF CHESTER , CONCERNING THE PUBLICATION OF THE FOLLOWING
NARRATIVE : AND A PENITENTIAL PRAYER WHICH HE COMPOSED JUST BEFORE HIS
EXECUTION . [ Two lines from ] SHEKSPEAR.
New Haven : Re-printed by James Parker and Company, at the Post-office,
1762. pp . ( 9 ) , ( 1 ) . 8vo .
Dated, " From my cell , in Chester- Jail (Pennsylvania] September
30 , 1760 .
LEYDT, JOHANNES 1718-1783
WARE VRYHEYT TOT VREDE, VERDEDIGD TEGEN DE ZO GENOEMDE KORTBONDIGE
WEDERLEGGINGE DER VOORGEVENDE LIEFHEBBERS VAN WAARHEYT EN VREDE ;
AANWYZENDE DAT ZY DE TSAMEN VOEGINZE VAN WAARHEYT EN VREDE NIET
GELUKKIG GETROFFEN, NOG DE COETUS VERGADERINGE, NOG DERZELVER AUTHOR
ITEYT OM TE EXAMINEREN EN PROMOVEREN GELIJT HEBBEN.






9159 A LITTLE PRETTY POCKET - BOOK , INTENDED FOR THE INSTRUCTION AND AMUSEMENT
OF LITTLE MASTER TOMMY, AND PRETTY MISS POLLY. WITII TWO LETTERS FROM
JACK THE GIANT- KILLER .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1762.
9160 LIVINGSTON , WILLIAM 1723-1790
PAILOSOPHIC SOLITUDE : OR, CHOICE OF A RURAL LIFE. A POEM. BY A GENTLEMAN
EDUCATED AT YALE COLLEGE . [Two lines of Latin quotations.]
New - York : Printed , MDCCXLVII. Boston : Reprinted and sold by B.









9161 LLOYD, ROBERT 1733-1764
ARCADIA : OR, THE SHEPHERD'S WEDDING. A DRAMATIC PASTORAL. As It I8 PER
FORMED AT THE THEATRE ROYAL. BY THE REV. MR. LLOYD . THE MUSIC COM
POSED BY MR. STANLEY.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9162 LOOK E'ER YOU LEAP, OR THE HISTORY OF LEWD WOMEN. FROM THE TENTI LONDON
EDITION.
Boston : Reprinted by Foule & Draper, 1762. pp. 160. 12mo.
9163 LOVE HIS OWN RIVAL . A COMEDY.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9164 LOW, NATHANIEL 1740-1808
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ÆRA,
1763.
Boston : Printed and sold by D. & J. Kneeland , opposite the Prison in
Queen -8treet. [1762.] 12mo.
9165 MACKELLAR , PATRICK
A CORRECT JOURNAL OF THE LANDING OF HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES ON THE ISLAND OF
CUBA, AND OF THE SIEGE AND SURRENDER OF THE HAVANNAH, AUGUST 13 , 1762.
TOGETHER WITH A LIST OF THE MEN OF WAR TAKEN AND SURRENDERED
WITH THE CITY, AND THE RETURN OF GUNS, MORTARS, AND PRINCIPAL STORES .
THE SECOND EDITION .
Boston : Re printed by Green & Russell, 1762. pp. 19. 8vo. $12
9166 MARBURG HYMN BOOK.
VOLLSTAENDIGES MARBURGER GESANG -BUCH , ZUR UEBUNG DER GOTTSELIGKEIT,
IN 649 CARISTLICHEN UND TROSTREICHEN PSALMEN UND GESÄNGEN HRN. D.
MARTIN LUTHERS. UND ANDRER GOTTSELIGER LEHRER, ORDENTLICH IN XII.
THEILE VERFASSET, UND MIT NÖTHIGEN REGISTERN AUCH EINER VERZEICHNISS
VERSEHEN , UNTER WELCHE TITUL DIE IM ANHANG BEFINDLICHEN LIEDER
GEHÖRIG : AUCH ZUR BEFÖRDERUNG DES SO KIRCHEN -ALS PRIVAT-GOTTESDIENSTES,
MIT ERBAULICHEN MORGEN -ABEND - BusS - BERICHT-UND COMMUNION -GEBÄTLEIN
[Zweite auflage.]
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1762. pp.
527 , ( 14), 96 , 1 plate. 12mo.
VERMEHRET.
9167 MARCH, EDMUND 1703-1791
DIVINE PROVIDENCE ( TO APPEARANCE) VISIBLY ENGAGED IN FULFILLING SCRIPTURE
PROPHECIES, WHICH RELATE TO THE PURITY, PEACE, AND GLORY OF THE CHURCH
OF GOD, IN THE LATTER DAYS. BEING SEVERAL DISSERTATIONS, OF DIVERS
DATES, UPON THE PROPHECIES OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURE, &C. BY AN ANONYMOUS
AUTHOR. [Five lines from ] Isa. LVI, 17. 18.
Boston : Printed and sold by Z. Fowle and S. Draper, in Marlborough
street. MDCCLXII. pp. [40.] 8vo . AAS . BA. MHS.
9168 THE GREAT DIFFICULTY , AND DISTINGUISHING REWARD, OF THE FAITHFUL
DISCHARGE OF THE MINISTERIAL OFFICE : A DISCOURSE ON 2 COR. II. 15, 16. DELIV
ERED SOME YEARS SINCE AT AN ASSOCIATION MEETING, BY ONE OF THE REVEREND
MEMBERS ; AND NOW OFFERED TO THEIR VIEW, BY ONE WHO WOULD TAKE
PLEASURE IN THE SUPERIOR HONOUR AND HAPPINESS OF THE FAITHFUL OF THEIR
ORDER. [ Eight lines of Scripture texts .]










THE NECESSITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE : A DISCOURSE ON GEN. IV. 9. DELIVERED
MANY YEARS SINCE ON A SPECIAL OCCASION ; AND NOW PUBLISHED WITH A PAR
TICULAR VIEW TO THE BENEFIT OF THE PEOPLE TO WHOM IT WAS PREACHED,
AND OTHERS OF THAT VICINITY. BY A FRIEND OF THEIRS. (Four lines of Scripture
texts.
Boston : Printed by Fowle and Draper. 1762. pp. [36.] 8vo. BA. MHS.
9170 MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
A BILL FOR RAISING A SUPPLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE ; WHICH WAS FRAMED BY
THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF MARYLAND, AT A SESSION
HELD AT THE CITY OF ANNAPOLIS, IN MARCH 1762, AND REJECTED BY THE
UPPER HOUSE . TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, ALL THE MESSAGES WHICH PASSED
BETWEEN THE TWO HOUSES, RELATING THERETO.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green, 1762 . pp. 10, (4 ), 11-59 . 4to.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROV
INCE OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION DEGUN AND HELD THE 17TH OF MARCH ,
1762. [-24 April, 1762.]
Annapolis: Printed by Jonas Green , 1762. pp . 56. 4to.
9171
9172 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.




MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE .
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND
HELD AT Boston , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF MAY, 1761 ,
AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS UNTO WEDNESDAY THE THIRTEENTH
DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. [ Colopbon :]
Boston, N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Goo
ernor , Council, and House of Representatives. MDCCLXII. pp. 419-429 . fol.
The same. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS UNTO WEDNESDAY
THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF APRIL FOLLOWING AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Goo
ernor, Council and House of Representatives. M.DCC.LXII. pp. 430-431 . [ sic
431-432. ] fol.
The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
SIXTH DAY OF May, 1762. [Colophon :]
Boston , N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , byorder of his excellency the Gov
ernor , Council, and IIouse of Representatives. MDCC,LXII. pp. 433-436 . fol.
The same. AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
EIGHTH OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. ( Colophon :]
Boston, N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , byorder of his excellency the Goo
ernor, Council and House of Representatives. MDCCLXII. pp. 437-439 . fol .
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS-BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND,
BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF
MAY, 1761 , AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS UNTO WEDNESDAY THE
THIRTEENTH DAY OF JANUARY FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Governor ,











MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
The same. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS UNTO WEDNESDAY
THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF APRIL FOLLOWING AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Governor
Council & House of Representatives. MDCCLXII. pp. 537-540. fol.
9179 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
SIXTH DAY OF MAY, 1762 .
[ Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland. 1762.] pp. 541-550 fol .
9180 ANNO REGNI REGIS GEORGII TERTII, SECUNDO . AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT
AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston , ON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF May 1762. [ Colophon :]
Boston ; New -England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency
the Governor, and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1762. pp. 7 , [ 11.] fol .
9181 (Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF MASSACHUSETTS
Bay in New-ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLAMATION FOR
A DAY OF PUBLIC PRAYER. WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-EIGHT DAY OF THIS
INSTANT JULY . DATED, Boston , 9TH JULY, 1762. GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1762. Broadside. fol .
. .
AAS .
9182 [Arms.) BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, AND VICE - ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLA
MA
TION FOR A PUBLIC THANKSGIVING . THURSDAY TIIE SEVENTH DAY OF
OCTOBER , DATED, Boston, 230 SEPTEMBER, 1762. GOD SAVE THE KING .
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1762 . Broadside. fol . AAS. BA, MHS.
• .
9183 [ Arms.) BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLAMA
TION FOR A GENERAL THANKSGIVING . THURSDAY THE NINTH DAY OF
DECEMBER NEXT . .. DATED, BOSTON , 1114 NOVEMBER, 1762. GOD SAVE
THE KING. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council, 1762 . Broadside. fol. AAS. BA.
9184 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY's
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW - ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
Boston, IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK , ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SIXTH DAY
OF May, AnnOQUE DOMINI, 1762 (-15 June, 1762.] [Arms.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Edes and Gill, Printers to the honourable House
of Representatives. MDCCLXII. pp . 81. fol .
BA.







MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued .
The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW -ENGLAND ; BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , IN
THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF May,
BEING THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF SAID MONTH, ANNO DOMINI, 1762 ; AND FROM
THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE EIGHTH DAY
OF SEPTEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT BOSTON ; BEING THE SECOND
SESSION OF SAID COURT. [-18 September, 1762.]
[ Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill. 1762.] pp. 83-122. fol.
BA.
9186 The same. A JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
AT A GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY FOR HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF
TAE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND; BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON, IN
THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF MAY,
BEING THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF SAID MONTH, ANNO DOMINI , 1762; AND FROM
THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE TWELFTH
DAY OF JANUARY 1763, AND THEN MET AT BOSTON ; BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF
SAID COURT. [-25 February, 1763.) ( Colophon :]
Boston, N. E. Printed by Edes and Gill, by order of his excellency the
Governor, the honourable his Majesty's Council, and the honourable House of Repre
sentatives. 1763. pp. 123-287. xix . fol .
The Appendix consists of : A Brief state of the title of the Prov
ince of Massachusetts-Bay to the country between the Rivers
Kennebeck and St. Croix .
BA .
9187 MATHER, SAMUEL 1706-1785
OF THE PASTORAL CARE : A SERMON PREACHED TO THE REVEREND MINISTERS OF
THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, AT THEIR ANNUAL
CONVENTION IN Boston, ON May 27. 1762. AND NOW PUBLISHED AT THEIR
REQUEST. [ Thirteen lines of Latin quotations.)
Boston , New England : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet.
31. 8vo. AAS. BA . HC. MHS.
.
1762. pp.
9188 THE MILITARY GLORY OF GREAT- BRITAIN , AN ENTERTAINMENT, GIVEN BY THE
LATE CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREE, AT THE CLOSE OF THE ANNIVERSARY
COMMENCEMENT, HELD IN NASSAU -Hall, NEW - JERSEY SEPTEMBER 29TH, 1762 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. MDCCLXII. pp. 15, 5
folded leaves of music . 8vo. HSP . NYPL . $ 58
9189 MOODEY, or MOODY, SAMUEL 1670-1747
A DIALOGUE , CONTAINING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS TENDING TO AWAKE THE SECURE
AND DIRECT THE SEEKING SOUL, IN ORDER TO A BOUND CONVERSION . WITH THE
AUTHOR'S ADDRESS TO CHILDREN AND YOUTH .
Boston : Re printed & sold by Samuel Kneeland , 1762.
9190 MOORE, RICHARD, pseudonym .
THE NEW - YORK POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1763. CALCULATED FOR THE
USE OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK AND THE NEIGHBORING PROVINCES. BY
RICHARD MOORE, PHILO .
New - York : Printed and sold by and for H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown,










9191 MORE, ROGER, pseudonym .
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR 'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1763 . DOOR
ROGER MORE
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te Koop by John Holt, in de Druckery near Bur
ling's Slip . [ 1762.]]
9192 POOR ROGER'S, OR, THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1763. BY ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by John Holt, at the Printing - Office near
Burling's Slip. [1762.]
9193 POOR ROGER'S UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1763.
Nero - York : Printed and sold by John Holt, at Burling's Slip, and James
Parker, at Woodbridge. [1762.]
9194 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
Poor THOMAS, OR MORE'S GENUINE COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD, 1763. BY THOMAS MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , at the Nero - Printing -Office,
in Broad - street. [1762.] 12mo.
9195 1727-1805MURPHY, ARTHUR
THE OLD MAID. A COMEDY
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9196 MURTAGH O'LAVERY.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9197 A NARRATIVE OF THE UNHAPPY LIFE AND MISERABLE END OF SAMUEL STODDARD,
LATE OF TAE COUNTY OF BURLINGTON , AND PROVINCE OF WEST NEW-JERSEY ;
WHO WAS TRIED AT A SUPREME COURT, HELD AT BURLINGTON , AFORESAID , ON
SATURDAY, THE SIXTH OF NOVEMBER 1762 , FOR THE BARBAROUS, CRUEL AND
INHUMAN MURDER OF JACOB COLE ; OF WHICH CRIME HE WAS FOUND GUILTY, AND,
ACCORDING TO SENTENCE, WAS EXECUTED AT BURLINGTON, ON TUESDAY, THE 23D
OF THE SAME MONTH.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9198 NEU-EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -UND HAUS CALENDER.
AUF DAS JAHR 1763. ZUM ZEHNTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey A. Armbruester und N. Hasselbach in Mora
vian Alley nächt der Bruder Kirche. (1762.)
9199
. .
DER NEUESTE, VERBESSERT-UND ZUVERLÄSSIGE AMERICANISCHE CALENDER AUF
DAS 1763STE JAHR CHRISTI. -. ZUM ERSTENMAL HERAUSGEGEBEN .
Philadelphia , Gedruckt und zu finden bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten
strasse . · [ 1762.) pp. ( 40.) 4to . HSP.
9200 THE NEW BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE . SHEWING THE EFFECTS OF THE PLANETS AND
OTHER ASTRONOMICAL CONSTELLATIONS . TOGETHER WITH THE HUSBAND
MAN'S PRACTICE ; OR, PROGNOSTICATION FOR EVER,
Boston : Reprinted by Z. Forle, 1762. pp. 172. 12mo.









9201 THE NEW-ENGLAND PRIMER IMPROVED. FOR THE MORE EASY ATTAINING THE
TRUE READING OF ENGLISH . TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES,
AND Mr. Corrox's CATECHISM.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Adams, in Queen -street. 1762. pp. (80).
32mo.
A copy , supposed to be unique, sold at the sale of the Brayton
Ives collection, is now in the possession of Mr. E. Dwigbt Church
of Brooklyn-New York.
$105
9202 A NEW GIFT FOR CHILDREN : CONTAINING DELIGHTFUL AND ENTERTAINING STORIES
THE FOURTH EDITION. ADORN'D WITH CUTS.
Boston : Printed by Fowle & Draper , 1762. pp. 34. 12mo.
.
9203 NEW HAMPSHIRE. PROVINCE.
JOURNAL OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW -HAMPSHIRE .
Portsmouth : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1762. fol .
9204 THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed by D. Forle, 1762. 4to .
9205 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE .
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
New - JERSEY. HELD THE 3D OF MARCH, 1762. [-10 March, 1762.]
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1762. pp. 20. fol .
NJSL . PRO .
9206 The same. [26 April, - 28 April , 1762.)
Woodbridge: Printed by James Parker, 1762. pp. 8. fol.
NJSL . PRO .
9207 The same. [14 September - 25 September, 1762.]
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1762. pp. 24. fol. NJSL. PRO .
9208 NEW JERSEY. COLLEGE OF. Now popularly known as PRINCETON UNIVERSITY .
... HAEC PHILOSOPHEMATA, QUAE (NUMINE ADJURANTE) SUNT DESENDENDA,
JUVENES PRIMI GRADUS IN ARTIBUS CANDIDI
Philadelphia ? 1762. Broadside. fol . PU .
9209 THE NEW-LONDON SUMMARY, OR THE WEEKLY ADVERTISER. JANUARY - DECEM
BER, 1762.
Nero -London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1762. fol.
9210 NEW YORK. PROVINCE.
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEU
TENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW - YORK ,
A PROCLAMATION. WHEREAS HIS MAJESTY, BY HIS ADDITIONAL INSTRUC
TION TO HIS CAPTAIN GENERAL AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF [ Dated, Fort
George, February 17 , 1762.]
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1762.] Broadside. fol. PRO .
9211 [Arms.] BY THE HONORABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ; uis MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS IT HATH PLEASED ALMIGHTY GOD
TO PERMIT . [ Dated, Fort George, April 15 , 1762.)
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1762.] Broadside. fol. Nyus.
. .








9212 . . • YEAR OF THE
NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
THIS INDENTURE MADE DAY OF . . IN THE . .
REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD OF
GREAT BRITAIN, &c. , KING &C. ANNO DOMINI , ONE THOUSAND, SEVEN HUNDRED ,
AND SIXTY-TWO, BY AND BETWEEN COLONEL JOHN HENRY Lydius, OF THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF ALBANY, · · ·
[ New -York : Printed by William Weyman , 1762. ] Broadside. fol.
PRO.
9213
A . . .
LAWS OF NEW-YORK, FROM THE 11TH Nov. 1752, to 220 May, 1762. PUB
LISHED ACCORDING TO AN ORDER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. THE SECOND
VOLUME, WITH TABLE COMMON TO BOTH VOLUMES. DIGESTED BY
WILLIAM LIVINGSTON, AND WILLIAM SMITH, JUN.
New - York : Printed by William Weyman, Printer to the Government, at
the Nero Printing - Office in Broad -street, MDCCLXII. pp. (8) , 268. fol. NYPL .
The first volume was printed by James Parker in 1752.
$ 3
4
9214 . . . TOSPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY ROBERT MONCKTON . . • GOVERNOR
THE COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY, NOVEMBER 16 , 1762 .
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1762.]
9215
WL .
NEW YORK CITY. FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH .
THE COVENANT OF THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH IN THE CITY OF NEW-YORK.
[ Nero - York : 1762.) pp. 8. 16mo.
This church was formed of members living in New York City
dismissed from the Church at Scotch -Plains, in East New -Jersey.
Being met on 19th of June 1762 , the covenant was entered into ."
9216 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE ; OR THE WEEKLY POST -BOY. WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.
New - York, Burling's-Slip; Printed by John Holt, late partner in this
paper, and the printing business in New York, with James Parker, esq ; who has
resign'd that business in this City to him. 1762. fol. NYHS. NYPL .
In April James Parker leased his printing business, and the con
duct of the paper to John Holt, who continued its publication to
October, 1766. The name of Parker's was dropped from the title
when the change in management occurred .
9217
THE NEWS-BOY'S VERSES, FOR NEW-YEAR'S DAY, 1763. HUMBLY ADDRESS'D
TO HIS PATRONS, TO WHOM HE CARRIES THE THURSDAY'S NEW-YORK GAZETTE .
| New - York: Printed by John Holt. 1762.] Broadside. fol. NYPL.
9218 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES BOTH FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762 .
New - York : Printed by W. Weyman , in Broad - Street. 1762. fol. NYPL .
9219 THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.
[ Nero York :) Printed by Hugh Gaine, Bookseller, Printer and Stationer,
at the Bible & Crown, in Hanover - Square. 1762. fol .











9220 THE NEWPORT MERCURY. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1762.
Neroport : Printed by James Franklin . 1762. fol.
James Franklin died , 22 August, 1762, and the paper was con
tinued by his mother, Anne Franklin .
9221 NICHOLSON, THOMAS
AN EPISTLE TO FRIENDS IN GREAT BRITAIN. TO WHOM IS THE SALUTATION OF
MY LOVE, IN THE UNCHANGEABLE TRUTH. [Dated : Little River in North
Carolina, the 15th . of the ninth month, 1762.7
[ Nerbern : Printed by James Davis ? 1762.) pp. 4. 8vo .
9222 NOEL, GARRAT
A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, &C. , SOLD BY GARRAT NOEL, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER ,
FROM LONDON, AT HIS STORE NEXT DOOR TO THE MERCHANT’S-COFFEE -HOUSE ,
CONSISTING OF HISTORY, DIVINITY LAW PHYSIC, SURGERY, MILITARY, MISCELLANY,
PHILOSOPHY, MATHEMATICKS, ANTIQUITY, TRADE AND COMMERCE , HUSBANDRY,
GARDENING, AND FARRIERY, CLASICKS AND SCHOOL BOOKS, NOVELS, POEMS, PLAYS,
&C. AT WHICH PLACE WILL BE FOUND A CONSTANT SUPPLY OF BOOKS AND
STATIONARY WARE OF ALL SORTS, WITH ALL THE NEW PUBLISHED ARTICLES , AND
WHERE STORE-KEEPERS, PEDLARS AND OTHERS, MAY BE FURNISHED IN A WHOLE
SALE OR RETAIL WAY, AND ALL ORDERS DIRECTED TO HIM WILL BE PUNCTUALLY
COMPLIED WITH .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, in the year 1762. pp. 36. 8vo.
$15
9223 NOSUM NOSORUM : OR, A NEW TREATISE ON LARGE NOSES.
Philadelphia : Printed [by Andrero Steuart] for the Society of Noses.
MDCCLXII. pp. 8. 8vo. HSP .
9224
IN DER
EINE NÜTZLICHE ANWEISUNG ODER BEYHOLFFE VOR DIE TEUTSCHEN UM ENGLISCH
ZU LERNEN : WIE ES VOR NEU-ANKOMMENDE UND ANDERE IM LAND GEBOHRNE
LAND -UND HANDWERCKS- LEUTE, WELCHE ENGLISCHEN SPRACHE
ERFAHRENE UND GEÜBTE SCHULMEISTER UND PRECEPTORES ERMANGELEN, VOR
DAS BEQUEMSTE ERACHTET WORDEN ; MIT IHRER GEWÖHNLICHEN ARBEIT UND
WERCKZEUG ERLÄUTERT. NEBST EINER GRAMMATIC, VOR DIEJENIGEN , WELCHE
IN ANDERN. SPRACHEN UND DEREN FUNDAMENTEN ERFAHREN SIND.
Germanton . Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur, 1762. pp. (4),
287 , (4). 8vo . HSP .
9225 OTIS, JAMES 1725-1783
A VINDICATION OF THE CONDUCT OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY, MORE PARTICULARLY IN THE LAST
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill, 1762. pp. 53 . 8vo . BM. BPL . MHS.
9226 PAYSON , PHILLIPS 1737-1801
A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REv. MR. SAMUEL Payson, TO
THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE URCH LUNENBURGH . SEPTEMBER 8TH, 1762.
PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY PERSONS IN SAID TOWN. TO WHOM IT
IS HUMBLY DEDICATED. . . .















THE CHARTERS ANDACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA. IN TWO
VOLUMES. VOL. I. CONTAINING THE CHARTERS OF THE SAID PROVINCE, AND THE
CITY, BOROUGHS AND TOWNS THEREOF: THE TITLES OF ALL LAWS OF THE SAID
PROVINCE, SINCE ITS FIRST ESTABLISHMENT DOWN TO THE YEAR 1700 : THE ACTS
OF THE SAID ASSEMBLY FROM THE YEAR 1700 To 1743 , NOW IN FORCE ; AND THE
ROYAL CONFIRMATIONS AND REPEALS OF THE SAID Acts. COMPARED WITH PUBLIC
RECORDS. (Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed by Peter Miller and Comp. MDCCLXII. 2 vols.
pp. (2), 21 , 4, 164 ; iii , 116 ; ( 2 ), 18 ; 32. fol .
Second title : THE CHARTERS AND ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
PENNSYLVANIA . VOL. II . CONTAINING THE ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID
PROVINCE, FROM THE YEAR 1744 to 1759 , NOW IN FORCE : A COLLECTION OF ALL
THE LAWS THAT HAVE BEEN FORMERLY IN FORCE WITHIN THIS PROVINCE, FOR
REGULATING OF DESCENTS AND TRANSFERRING THE PROPERTY OF LANDS, BUT ARE
SINCE EXPIRED, ALTERED , OR REPEALED : FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
PROVINCE , DOWN TO THIS PRESENT TIME. COMPARED WITH THE PUBLIC RECORDS.
TOGETHER WITH AN INDEX, REFERRING TO THE MATTERS CONTAINED IN BOTH
THE VOLUMES. (Arms.]
Philadelphia, Printed by Peter Miller and Comp. MDCCLXII. pp. iii, 116.
Third title : An APPENDIX CONTAINING SUCH ACTS OF ASSEMBLY, AS HAVE BEEN
FORMERLY IN FORCE WITHIN THIS PROVINCE, FOR REGULATING OF DESCENTS, AND
TRANSFERRING THE PROPERTY OF LANDS, &C. BUT SINCE, EXPIRED, ALTERED, OR
REPEALED. [ Arms.] [Edited by Lewis Weiss and Charles Brockden .]
Philadelphia : Printed by Peter Miller and Comp. MDCCLXII. pp.
(2), 18 ; 32.
In local reference known as “ Big Peter Miller ” to distinguish it
from the following, which is called “ Little Peter Miller : "
The same. THE CHARTERS AND ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF PENNSYLVANIA , IN TWO VOLUMES. VOL. 1 . CONTAINING THE CHARTERS OF
THE SAID PROVINCE, AND THE CITY, BOROUGHS AND TOWNS THEREOF : THE TITLES
OF ALL THE LAWS OF THE SAID PROVINCE, SINCE ITS FIRST ESTABLISHMENT DOWN
TO THE YEAR 1700 : THE ACTS OF THE SAID ASSEMBLY FROM THE YEAR 1700 TO
1743, NOW IN FORCE ; AND THE ROYAL CONFIRMATIONS AND REPEALS OF THE SAID
Acrs . COMPARED WITH THE PUBLIC RECORDS.
Philadelphia, Printed by Peter Miller and Comp. MDCCLXII. 2 vols.
pp. (2), 653, ( 1 ) ; (2), xii , 464 ; (2), 71 ; 127. 8vo.
Second tille : THE CHARTERS AND ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
PENNSYLVANIA. VOL. II . CONTAINING THE ACTS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE SAID
PROVINCE FROM THE YEAR 1744 to 1759 , NOW IN FORCE : A COLLECTION OF ALL
THE LAWS THAT HAVE BEEN FORMERLY IN FORCE WITHIN THIS PROVINCE FOR
REGULATING OF DESCENTS AND TRANSFERRING THE PROPERTY OF LANDS , BUT ARE
SINCE EXPIRED , ALTERED , OR REPEALED : FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
PROVINCE DOWN TO THE PRESENT TIME. COMPARED WITH THE PUBLIC RECORDS .
TOGETHER WITH AN INDEX, REFERRING TO THE MATTERS CONTAINED IN BOTH
THE VOLUMES.
Philadelphia , Printed by Peter Miller and Comp. MDCCLXII. pp. (2),
xii, 464.
Third title : An APPENDIX. CONTAINING SUCH ACTS OF ASSEMBLY, AS HAVE
BEEN FORMERLY IN FORCE WITHIN THIS PROVINCE, FOR REGULATING OF DESCENTS,
AND TRANSFERRI
NG





Philadelphia : Printed by P. Miller and Comp. M.DCCLXII. pp. (2 ), 71.
Fourth title : An ABRIDGMENT OF THE LAWS OF PENNSYLVANIA, IN MANNER OF
AN INDEX.











ANNO REGNI GEORGII III . Regis, MagnÆ BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ
SECUNDO . At A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, BE
GUN AND HOLDEN AT PAILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, ANNO
Domini 1761 , IN THE FIRST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
GEORGE III . BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT-BRITAIN , FRANCE AND IRELAND,
KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY AD
JOURNMENTS TO THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1762. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLXII. pp. ( 2) 129-183 . fol . HSP . NYPL .
9230 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
TWENTY - SIXTH DAY OF MARCH, 1762.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Neu -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLXII. pp . (2) 187-211 . fol. HSP. NYPL .
9231 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
THIRD DAY OF May, 1762 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New -Printing
Ofice, near the Market. MDCCLXII. pp. (2) , 215-220 . fol. HSP. NYPL.
9232 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROV
INCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, MET AT PHILADELPHIA , ON THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER , Anno Domini 1761, AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS. (Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLXII. pp. 58 , ( 1 ) . fol.
HSP .
9233 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , Post-Master, and D. Hall, at the
Nero - Printing -Office, near the Market. 1762. fol.
9234 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1762.
9235 JANUARY - DECEMTHE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER .
BER, 1762.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the sign of the
Bible, the corner -house of Front and Market- streets. 1762. fol. HSP .
9236 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1762.
9237 THE PENNSYLVANIA POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1763.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford. [1762.)
9238 PHILADELPHIA , PENNSYLVANIA. CHRIST -CHURCH .
An Account OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN CHRIST-CHURCH PARISH, IN PHILA
DELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 25 , 1761 , to DECEMBER 25, 1762. BY CALEB CASH,
CLERK, AND JAMES WEYLEY, SEXTON.
[ Philadelphia : 1762.] Broadside. fol. LCP .











PHILADELPHIA. COLLEGE OF, afterwards UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA .
VIRIS PRÆCELLENTISSIMIS, THOMÆ PENN AC RICHARDO PENN, ARMIGERIS, PROV
INCIÆ PENNSYLVANIÆ, . . PROPRIETARIIS, Jacobo HAMILTON , ARMI
GERO, PRÆDICTE PROVINCIA VICE-GUBERNATORI PRÆCLARISSIMO , NEC
NON HUJUS COLLEGII & ACADEMIÆ PHILADELPHIENSIS CURATORI ; HÆC
PHILOSOPHEMATA SUB VICE - PRÆFECTI MODERAMINE ... DISCUTIENDA ; JUVENES
IN ARTIBUS INITIATI,
[ Philadelphia : 7 Typis Henrici Milleri, in vico vulgo dicti Second - street.
(1762.] Broadside. fol .
PHILADELPHIENSIS, pseudonym .
THE MANNERS OF THE TIMES ; A SATIRE. IN TWO PARTS. BY PHILADELPHIENSIS.





9241 PHILADELPHISCHE Fama. [ -- -DECEMBER 1762.]
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbrüster. 1762. fol .
This paper is only known through references to it made in con
troversy. No copies are known to be extant , but Seidensticker
thinks that it may have been continued until the printer and pub
lisher's failure in 1764.
9242 PHILOPATRIOS, pseudonym .
OBSERVATIONS ON TWO CAMPAIGNS AGAINST THE CHEROKEE INDIANS, IN 1760
AND 1761 . By PHILOPATRIOS .
Charles - Toron : S. C. Printed by Peter T'imothy. 1762. pp. 89. 8vo .
9243 SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE TWO CAMPAIGNS AGAINST THE CHEROKEE INDIANS,
IN 1760 AND 1761. IN A SECOND LETTER FROM PHILOPATRIOS.




POOR ISAAC, pseudonym .
THE NEW-YORK ROYAL SHEET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1763. By
POOR ISAAC.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. [1762.] Broadside. fol.
POTTS, JOHN
CONFUSION IS FALLEN , AND A SEAL OF THE GOSPEL IS OPENED. BEING FIVE
DISCOURSES ON CONTRARY SUBJECTS, PROVING EACH OTHER BY INFALLIBLE DEM
ONSTRATIONS ; ONE OF WHICH IS A MAP OF PURGATORY, MADE OUT BETWEEN
SCRIPTURE PARABLES AND PART OF THE SERMON CHRIST PREACHED TO THE




A PRESENT FOR CHILDREN . CONTAINING Dr. Isaac Watts's SECOND SET OF CATE
CHISMS, THAT ON THE PRINCIPLES OF RELIGION BEING INTERSPERSED WITH DR.
P. DODDRIDGE'S PARAPHRASE OF IT IN VERSE. FAMILIAR DIALOGUES ALL
DR. WATTS'S MORAL SONGS AND A CRADLE-HYMN . PRAYERS WITH
SOME OTHER DIALOGUES
Boston : Printed and sold by B. Mecom , 1762.
9247 A PRETTY BOOK FOR CHILDREN ; OR, AN EASY GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH TONGUE.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1762.
9248 THE PRIVATE TUTOR FOR LITTLE MASTERS AND MISSES .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1762.






9249 THE PROVIDENCE GAZETTE, AND COUNTRY JOURNAL . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . VOL 1. No. 1. OCTOBER 20TH ,
[ -December, 1762.]
Providence, in New -England : Printed by William Goddard opposite the
Court - House. 1762. fol . NYPL . RIHS.
This is the first newspaper printed in the Providence Plantations.
Founded by William Goddard, and continued by him to May 4,
1765. From May 11 , to August 24, 1765 , its publication was
suspended. On the latter date it appeared as “ A Providence Ga
zette Extraordinary , " printed by S. and W. Goddard, and after
wards as Printed by Sarah Goddard and Company. In August,
1766 , William Goddard announced his regret at being obliged to
leave and engage in other fields of enterprise, and subsequently
published newspapers successively in New York , Philadelphia, and
Baltimore, where he died in 1817. The Gazette then appeared
with the imprint, Printed (in the absence of WilliamGoddard) by
Sarah Goddard and Company. In September, 1767, Sarah God
dard and John Carter became the publishers. In November, 1768 ,
William and Sarah Goddard resigned their rights to John Carter,
who continuously published the Gazette, with William Wilkinson
as partner from November, 1793 , to May, 1799 , to the year 1814.
In February, 1814 , Hugh H. Brown and William H. Wilson suc
ceeded Carter as printers to the State and publishers of the Ga
zette until the retirement of Wilson in June, 1816 ,when Hugh H.
Brown became its sole publisher. With the close of the year 1819,
the first series of the Gazette as a weekly ended ; and beginning
with the number for January 3 , 1820 , a new series, as a semi
weekly, was begun with Hugh H. Brown and Walter R. Danforth,
Carter's son -in -law , as publishers. On October 8, 1825, appeared
the last issue of the Gazette, with H. H. Brown, publisher and
proprietor, and Albert Gorton Greene as editor. On October 11 ,
1825, the Gazette was united with , if not actually absorbed by,
the Rhode Island American, the first number appearing on that date
as the “ Rhode Island American and Providence Gazette," pub
lished by Carlisle & Brown, which was continued to the close of
the year 1832 .
The Rhode Island Historical Society posseses a nearly complete
file of the Gazette. The Massachusetts Historical Society has an
incomplete file from October , 1764 , to January, 1784.
9250 1723-1787REED, JOSEPH
THE REGISTER OFFICE . A COMEDY.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart, 1762.
9251 RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
FEBRUARY, 1762. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY
OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE -PLANTATIONS, IN
NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURNMENT, AT EAST
GREENWICH , WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE LAST MONDAY IN
FEBRUARY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY-TWO, AND SECOND OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN AND SO FORTH .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON THE EIGHTH DAY OF MARCH, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-TWO. BY HENRY WARD, SECRY.














RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued .
The same. MARCH, 1762. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOV
COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND , AND
PROVIDENCE -PLANTATIONS IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
. ( IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR THE GOVERNOR ) AT
SOUTH -KINGSTOWN , WITHIN AND FOR SAID COLONY, ON TUESDAY THE
TWENTY - THIRD DAY OF MARCH, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY -TWO, AND SECOND OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT- BRITAIN ,
AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON THE FIFTH DAY OF
APRIL , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY - TWO . BY HENRY WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1762.) pp. 85-108. fol. JCB.




The same. May, 1762. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT NEWPORT,
WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY IN MAY, IN THE
YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-TWO, AND SECOND
OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD BY THE GRACE
OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED ACCORDING
TO ORDER, ON MONDAY THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF MAY. BY HENRY WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by James Franklin , 1762.) pp. 109-119 . fol.
The same. JUNE, 1762. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS, IN NEW - ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURN
MENT AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE SECOND MONDAY
OF JUNE, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY - TWO, AND SECOND OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE THIRD BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OFGREAT BRITAIN, AND SO FORTH .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON THE TWENTY-EIGHTH DAY OF JUNE, BY
HENRY WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport : Printed by James Franklin , 1762.] pp. 120-138. fol. JCB .
9255
The same. AUGUST, 1762. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR
AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND , AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS, IN New - ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN BY ADJOURN
MENT, AT EAST -GREENWICII, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE FOURTH
MONDAY IN AUGUST, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND SIXTY -TWO, AND SECOND OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE THIRD BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH . ...
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON MONDAY THE SIXTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER ,
BY HENRY WARD, SECRY .
[ Newport : Printed by A. Franklin and S. Hall. 1762.) pp. 139-180. fol.
9256 The same. SEPTEMBER, 1762. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE-PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
BY ADJOURNMENT, AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON TUESDAY
THE TWENTY-FIRST DAY OF SEPTEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD , ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-TWO, AND SECOND OF THE REIGN OF HIS
MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF
GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH . ... PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER , IN
NEWPORT, THE FOURTH DAY OF OCTOBER, BY HENRY WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by A. Franklin and 8. Hall. 1762.) pp. 181-203. fol.








RHODE ISLAND . COLONY, continued .
The same. OCTOBER, 1762. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOV
ERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE-ISLAND, AND PROVI
DENCE-PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN AT
PROVIDENCE, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY OF
OCTOBER , IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD , ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY - TWO, AND THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE
THIRD BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE EIGHTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1762, BY
HENRY WARD, SECRY.
[ Newport: Printed by A. Franklin and S. Hall, 1762.) pp. 205-220. fol.
9258 1691-1761RICH, John
THE SPIRIT OF CONTRADICTION . A COMEDY.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9259
9260
RIVINGTON , JAMES 1724-1802
A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS SOLD BY RIVINGTON AND BROWN AT THEIR STORES IN NEW
YORK AND PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia ? 1762. pp . 90. 8vo .
ROBBINS, PHILEMON 1710-1781
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. AMMI-RUHAMAH
ROBBINS, TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE OVER THE CHURCH AND CONGREGATION IN
NORFOLK : OCTOBER 28 , 1761 . BY HIS FATHER , PUBLISHED AT THE
DESIRE OF THE PEOPLE. (Four lines of Scripture texts.]
New Haven : Printed by Parker and Company, at the Post -office.






A PLAIN ADDRESS TO THE QUAKERS, MORAVIANS, SEPARATISTS, SEPARATE-BAP
TISTS, ROGERENES, AND OTHER ENTHUSIASTS ; ON IMMEDIATE IMPULSES AND REV
ELATIONS, &C. · [Nine lines of Scripture texts.]
Printed by Parker & Comp. in NewHaven . [ 1762. ) pp. 213 , (7 ). 8vo .
SAUNDERS, RICHARD, pseudonym .
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1763. By R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. ( 1762.]
pp . (24). 24mo.
9262
$15
9263 . . • FOR
.
Poor RICHARD, IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1763 : . . BY RICHARD SAUNDERS PHILOM .




9264 SAUR , CHRISTOPH
EINE NÜTZLICHE ANWEISUNG ODER BEYHÜLFFE VOR DIE TEUTSCHEN UM ENGLISCH
ZU LERNEN : WIE ES VOR NEU-ANKOMMENDE UND ANDERE IM LAND GEBOHRNE
LAND-UND HANDWERCKS-LEUTE, WELCHE IN DER ENGLISCHEN SPRACHE ERFAH
RENE UND GEÜBTE SCHULMEISTER UND PRECEPTORES ERMANGELEN, VOR DAS
BEQUEMSTE ERACHTET WORDEN ; MIT IHRER GEWÖHNLICHEN ARBEIT UND
WERCKZEUG ERLÄUTERT. NEBST EINER GRAMMATIC, VOR DIEJENIGEN , WELCHE
IN ANDERN SPRACHEN UND DEREN FUNDAMENTEN ERFAHREN SIND.
Germanton . Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1762. pp. (4 ) ,











REASONS FOR NOT SIGNING THE ASSOCIATION OF NEW-YORK.
[ New - York : ] 1762.
9266 SCHWENCKFELDIANS.
NEU-EINGERICHTETES GESANG-BUCH IN SICH HALTEND EINE SAMMLUNG (MEHREN
THEILS ALTER) SCHÖNER LEHR-REICHER UND ERBAULICHER LIEDER, WELCHE
VON LANGER ZEIT HER BEY DEN BEKENNERN UND LIEBHABERN DER GLORIEN
UND WAHRHEIT JESU CHRISTI BISS ANJETZO IN UIBUNG GEWESEN : NACH DEN
HAUPT-STÜCKEN DER CHRISTLICHEN LEHR UND GLAUBENS EINGETHEILET, UND
MIT EINEM VERZEICHNISS DER TITEL UND DREYEN NÜTZLICHEN REGISTERN
VERSEHEN . ANJETZO ALSO ZUSAMMEN GETRAGEN , UND ZUM LOBE GOTTES UND
HEILSAMEN ERRAUUNG IM CHRISTENTHUM, ANS LICHT GEGEBEN.
Germantown, gedruckt bey Christoph Saur, auf Kosten vereinigter Freunden ,
1762. pp. xxiii , (3) , 760 , (40) . 16mo.
9267 SCULL, NICHOLAS 1700-1761
PLAN OF THE IMPROVED PART OF THE CITY OF PAILADELPHIA, SURVEYED BY THE
LATE NICHOLAS SCULL.
Philadelphia : 1762 . 1 sheet.
9268 SECCOMBE, JOSEPH 1706-1760
THE WAYS OF PLEASURE AND THE PATHS OF PEACE, DISCOVERED IN A DISCOURSE ,
WHICH WAS WRITTEN , ON BOARD A SHIP AT SEA. NEVER
BEFORE PUBLISHED.
[Six lines of verse . Cut of a ship. ]
Boston : Printed and sold by B. Mecom , at the New Printing - Office, near
the Toron -House. [1762.] pp ( 14 ). 8vo . BA. MHS.
9269 SEWALL, JOSEPH 1688-1769
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE THURSDAY -LECTURE IN Boston, SEPTEMBER 16 ,
1762, BEFORE THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OF THE PROVINCE OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND. ON THE JOYFUL NEWS OF THE REDUCTION
OF THE FAVANNAH. [Two lines from] Matt. vi . 13 .
Boston ; Nero -England : Printed by John Draper, Printer to his excellency
the Governor, and the honourable his Majesty's Council : and, by Edes and Gill,
Printers to the honourable House of Representatives. 1762. pp. 33. 8vo. NYPL .
Running title : THE VICTORY IS THE LORD's.
.
9270 1564-1616
ALTER'D FROMTHREE ACTS ,
SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM
CATHARINE AND PETRUCHIO . A COMEDY, IN
TAMING OF THE SHREW, BY DAVID GARRICK .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart, 1762.
9271 THE SHAM BEGGAR. A FARCE.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9272 SHEPARD, THOMAS 1605-1649
THE CHURCII -MEMBERSHIP OF CHILDREN , AND THEIR RIGHT TO BAPTISM ,
Boston : Re -printed. 1762 . 12mo.
9273 SMALRIDGE, GEORGE 1663-1719
THE ART OF PREACHING. IN IMITATION OF HORACE'S ART OF POETRY.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
















THE LAST SUMMONS . A SERMON PREACHED IN CHRIST- CHURCH , PHILADELPHIA ;
ON SUNDAY, JANUARY 10, 1762 . AT THE FUNERAL OF THE REV. ROBERT
JENNEY, L. L. D. RECTOR OF THE SAID CHURCH.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by A. Steuart, at the Bible- in - Heart,
MDCCLXII. Sold also by W.Bradford, D. Hall, W. Dunlapand J. Rivington ;
and by H. Gaine, in New -York. pp. 16. 16mo.
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE CALL OF GOD TO New-ENGLAND IN THE DISTRESSING
DROUGHTS OF THIS AND LAST SUMMER, OFFERED TO THE SERIOUS PERUSAL OF
EVERY ONE CONCERNED THEREIN. IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND .
[ Boston ? 1762.) pp. 8. 12mo.
THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.
Charles- Town : Printed by Peter T'imothy. 1762. fol.
THE SOUTH -CAROLINA AND AMERICAN GENERAL GAZETTE . JANUARY - DECEMBER,
1702.
Charlestown : Printed by R. Wells, 1762. fol .
STEUART, ANDREW
THE GENTLEMAN AND CITIZEN'S POCKET ALMANACK, BY ANDREW STEUART, BOOK
SELLER . FOR THE YEAR 1763 . FITTED TO THE USE OF PENNSYLVANIA AND
THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. CONTAINING MANY USEFUL LISTS AND TABLES,
NOT IN ANY OTHER ALMANACK PRINTED ON THE CONTINENT. THIS ALMANACK
CONTAINS MORE THAN DOUBLE THE QUANTITY OF ANY OTHER POCKET -ALMANACK
PRINTED IN THIS PLACE .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in - Heart, in
Second - street. [ 1762.] pp. (48). 24mo.
STILES, EZRA 1727-1795
A DISCOURSE ON THE CHRISTIAN UNION : THE SUBSTANCE OF WHICH WAS DELIVERED
BEFORE THE REVEREND CONVENTION OF MINISTERS ASSEMBLED AT BRISTOL,
RHODE - ISLAND, APRIL 23 , 1760. WITH AN APPENDIX CONTAINING A LIST OF ALL
THE NEW -ENGLAND CHURCHES.








STREPHON , pseudonym .
A PANEGYRICK. BY STREPHON.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Dunlap, M.DCC.LXII. pp.
11. 8vo .
TAG, TOMMY, pseudonym .
A COLLECTION OF PRETTY POEMS. BY TOMMY TAG , ESQ .
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1762.
TAYLOR, NATHANAEL 1722-1800
PRAISE DUE TO GOD FOR ALL THE DISPENSATIONS OF HIS WIBE AND HOLY PROVIDENCE .
A SERMON PREACHED AT CRowr-POINT, AT THE CLOSE OF THE CAMPAIGN, 1762.
[ PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE HEARERS.) [ Seven lines of Scripture
texts.]
Ner -Haven : Printed by J. Parker & Company. [1762.) pp. (28 ) . 8vo.
THACHER, OXENBRIDGE 1720-1765
CONSIDERATIONS ON LOWERING THE VALUE OF GOLD COINS, WITHIN THE PROVINCE
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY.









THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRYMAN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD 1763.
Germantown : Printed and sold by Christoph Saur ? [1763.]
9285 TRAPWIT, TOMMY, pseudonym .
BE MERRY AND WISE : OR, A GUIDE TO THE PRESENT AND FUTURE GENERATIONS.
CONTAINING CHOICE COUNSELS, USEFUL MAXIMS, AND PRUDENT CAUTIONS. BEING
SUITABLE FOR THE INSTRUCTION AND ENTERTAINMENT OF PERSONS OF ALL CONDI
TIONS IN LIFE. By T. T * * * * * T, A. M.
Boston : 1762.
9286 BE MERRY AND WISE ; OR, THE CREAM OF THE JESTS, AND THE MARROW OF
MAXIMS, FOR THE CONDUCT OF LIFE . PUBLISHED FOR THE USE OF ALL GOOD
LITTLE BOYS AND GIRLS . By Tommy TRAPWIT, ESQ . ADORNED WITH CUTS .
WOULD YOU BE AGREEABLE IN COMPANY, AND USEFUL TO SOCIETY ; CARRY SOME
MERRY JESTS IN YOUR MIND, AND HONEST MAXIMS IN YOUR HEART.
GROTIUS.
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1762.
9287 TREAT, JOSEPH
A THANKSGIVING SERMON, ON THE GLORIOUS NEWS OF THE REDUCTION OF THE
HAVANNAH PREACHED AT THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN NEW-YORK.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1762 .
9288 A TRUE COPY OF A GENUINE LETTER SENT TO THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY BY
EIGHTEEN PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERS IN AMERICA , WITH SOME REMARKS THERE
ON, IN ANOTHER LETTER TO THE CONGREGATIONS OF THE SAID MINISTERS. BY AN
OLD COVENANTING AND TRUE PRESBYTERIAN LAYMAN .
Boston : Reprinted , 1762. 12mo. AAS .
9289 TURNER, CHARLES -1818
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR FULFILLING THE GOSPEL MINISTRY. IN A SERMON AT
THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. GEORGE DAMAN TO THE PASTORAL CARE
OF THE CHURCH IN TISBURY, UPON THE ISLAND OF MARTIA'S VINEYARD, OCTOBER
1 , 1760. [ Three lines from ] APOSTLE Paul.
Newport, Rhode Island : Printed by A. Franklin and S. Hall, on the




ANNO REGNI GEORGII III, REGIS MagnÆ - BRITANNIÆ , FRANCIÆ ET HIBERNIÆ,
AT A GENERAL -ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN THE
CITY OF WILLIAMSBURG , ON TUESDAY THE 26TH OF MAY, IN THE 1ST YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE III, BY THE GRACE OF GOD OF
GREAT -BRITAIN , FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING , DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &c.
AND IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1761 , AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL
PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE 14TH OF JANUARY, 1762, IN THE 2D YEAR OF
HIS MAJESTY'S REIGN ; AND THEN HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN THE CITY OF WILL
IAMSBURG ; BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF THIS GENERAL-ASSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1762.) pp . 2. fol.
9291 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS
TO TUESDAY THE 30TH OF MARCH, 1762, IN THE SECOND YEAR OF HIS MAJESTY'S
REIGN ; AND THEN HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN THE CITY OF WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING
THE THIRD SESSION OF THIS GENERAL-ASSEMBLY.
















VIRGINIA . Colony, continued .
The same. ANNO REGNI GEORGII III. REGIS ... TERTIO . AT A GEN
ERAL-ASSEMBLY, BEGUN AND HELDAT THE CAPITOL, IN THE CITY [of] WILLIAMS
BURG, ON TUESDAY THE 26TH OF MAY, IN THE 1ST YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR
SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE III . BY THE GRACE OF GOD OF GREAT BRITAIN ,
FRANCE AND IRELAND, KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND IN THE YEAR
OF OUR LORD 1761 , AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SEVERAL PROROGATIONS
TO TUESDAY THE 2D OF NOVEMBER, 1762 , IN THE THIRD YEAR OF HIS MAJESTY'S
REIGN ; AND THEN HELD AT THE CAPITOL, IN THE CITY OF WILLIAMSBURG ; BEING
THE FOURTH SESSION OF THIS GENERAL-ASSEMBLY.
[ Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1762.] pp. 52. fol .
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [14-21 January , 1762.]
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1762. pp. 14. fol .
The same. [30 March,- 7 April , 1762.]
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1762. pp. 13. fol.
The same. [2 November - 23 December, 1762.]
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1762. pp . 113. fol.
THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC .
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1762.
Willliamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1762. fol.
WALLIN, BENJAMIN 1711-1782
EVANGELICAL HYMNS AND SONGS ; IN TWO PARTS. ... ADDED, A COLLECTION OF
HYMNS FROM DR. WATTS, AND MR. STENNET'S SACRAMENTAL HYMNS.
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill. 1762. pp. 155. 12mo .
WAR , TEMPORAL AND SPIRITUAL, CONSIDERED. [ Verses. Dated , Rowley, May 18th ,
1762.)
Boston : Printed by Foule & Draper, 1762. pp. 16. 12mo.
WATTS, ISAAC 1674-1748
HORÆ LYRICÆ. POEMS, CHIEFLY OF THE LYRIC KIND, IN THREE BOOKS. SACRED
1. TO DEVOTION AND PIETY. II . TO VIRTUE , HONOUR AND FRIENDSHIP . III . To
. THE TENTH EDITION , CORRECTE
D
.
[ Three lines of Latin from ] HoR. OD. I. IMITAT.
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, Bookseller and Stationer,
at the Bible and Crown, in Hanover- Square. MDCCLXII. pp. xxiii, ( 1 ), 212,





THE MEMORY OF THE DEAD. . .
9300 The same.
Boston : Re- printed by Fowle & Draper, 1762.
9301 WEATHERWISE, ABRAHAM, pseudonym .
FATHER ABRAHAM'S ALMANAC. FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1763. .
BY ABRAHAM WEATHERWISE, GENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. [1762. ]
WELLES, NOAH 1718-1776
THE REAL ADVANTAGES WHICH MINISTERS AND PEOPLE MAY ENJOY ESPECIALLY IN
THE COLONIES, BY CONFORMING TO THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND ; FAITHFULLY
CONSIDERED, AND IMPARTIALLY REPRESENTED, IN A LETTER TO A YOUNG GEN
9302
TLEMAN.
[ Neu - York :) Printed in the year 1762. pp. 47. 8vo.
BA. HC. NPL Yc.











9303 WEST, BENJAMIN 1730-1813
THE NEW-ENGLAND ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1763. .
Providence, in Nero-England : Printed and sold by William Goddard, at
the Printing - Office near the Court -House. [1762.] 12mo.
9304 WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES.
THE LARGER CATECHISM FIRST AGREED UPON BY THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES AT
WESTMINSTER . AND NOW APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, TO BE A PART OF UNIFORMITY IN RELIGION BETWEEN THE
CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE THREE KINGDOMS.




Printed by Andrer Steuart, 1762.
9306 THE SHORTER CATECHISM AGREED UPON BY THE REVEREND ASSEMBLY OF
DIVINES AT WESTMINSTER , WITH THE PROOFS THEREOF OUT OF THE SCRIPTURES,
IN WORDS AT LENGTH,
Boston : Printed by S. and J. Kneeland, for the Booksellers. 1762. pp.
48. 16mo. NYPL.
9307 The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, 1762.
9308 WHITAKER, NATHANIEL 1710-1795
THE TRIAL OF THE SPIRITS ; A SERMON , ON 1 JOAN IV. I. PREACHED AT NEWENT,
IN NORWICH, March 17 , 1762 ; AND PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THOSE WHO
( Fifteen lines of Scripture texts.]
Providence, in New -England : Printed by William Goddard, near the




A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO GRAMMAR . FOR THE USE OF THE COLLEGE AND
ACADEMY IN PHILADELPHIA . BEING A NEW EDITION OF WHITTENHALL'S LATIN
GRAMMAR, WITH MANY ALTERATIONS, ADDITIONS AND AMENDMENTS FROM ANTIENT
AND LATE GRAMMARIANS..
Philadelphia : Printed by Andreu Steuart, for the College and Academy of
Philadelphia , and sold at his Printing -Office at the Bibie - in - Heart, in Second - Street;
and by the rest of the Book - sellers, in Philadelphia, New York, & c . MDCCLXII.
pp. iv, 137 , 4. 8vo . HSP.
9310 WILLIAMS, ABRAHAM 1726-1784
A SERMON PREACH'D AT Boston, BEFORE THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR
ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND ,
MAY 26. 1762. BEING THE DAY APPOINTED BY ROYAL CHARTER, FOR THE
ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR SAID PROVINCE.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of the Honourable House of
Representatives. MDCCLXII. pp. (4), 28. 8vo. BA. BM. BPL . MHS. NYPL . WL.
9311 THE WILMINGTON COURANT.
Wilmington : Printed and published by James Adams. 1762. fol .








9312 DER WÖCHENTLICHE PHILADELPHISCHE STAATSBOTE. MIT DEN NEUSTEN FREM
DEN UND EINHEIMISCH POLITISCHEN NACHRICHTEN ; SAMT DEN VON ZEIT ZU
ZEIT IN DER KIRCHE UND GELEHRTEN WELT SICH EREIGNENDEN MERKWÜRDIG
KEITEN . NUMB. 1. JANUARY 18, [-December, 1762.]
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten -strasse.
1762. fol .
Founded by John Henry Miller, known as Henry Miller. In De
cember, 1762, the printing-office was removed to Second Street,
between Race and Vine streets. With the number for October 31 ,
1765, called “ Ein Abschieds Geschenk," the paper was discon
tinued during the period of the Stamp Act, and publication re
sumed November 18, 1765. In January, 1768 , the title was altered
to Der Wöchentliche Pennsylvanische Staatsbote, and in March,
1775, to Henrich Miller's Pennsylvanische Staatsbote, and its pub
lication made bi-weekly on a half-sheet until July 26 , 1776. July
9th a double sheet was issued with the full text of the Declaration
of Independence printed in large, conspicuous type. With the
approach of the British Army to Philadelphia, on September 17 ,
1777 , publication was discontinued . The press and type were
seized and taken to New York . After the evacuation of Phila
delphia Miller returned and, finding assistance, resumed on August
5, 1778, the publication of the Staatsbote, at first on a half sheet,
but after a few weeks in full size. On the 26th of May, 1779 ,
Miller, then 80 years of age, took formal leave of his readers, and
the publication of the Staatsbote ceased with that date. There is
a nearly complete file of the paper from April, 1763 , in the Li
brary Company of Philadelphia.
9313 WOLCOTT, JOSIAH ?
MEDITATIONS ON THE INCOMPREHENSIBILITY OF GOD, IN HIS WORKS OF CREATION ,
PROVIDENCE, AND REDEMPTION ; AS ALSO , ON THE GENERAL JUDGMENT. BY
J * * * * * W * * * * *
Boston : Printed and sold by Fowle and Draper, at their office, opposite




CONSIDERATIONS ON KEEPING NEGROES ; RECOMMENDED TO THE PROFESSORS OF
CHRISTIANITY , OF EVERY DENOMINATION . PART SECOND .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin ,and D. Hall. 1762. pp. 52. 16mo.
The first part was printed in 1754.
$13
9315 WUDRIAN , VALENTIN 1584-1625
M. VALENTIN WUDRIANS SEEL . CREUTZ -SCHULE , IN SICH HALTEND : EINE SCHÖNE
CHRISTLICHE UNTERWEISUNG VON DEM LIEBEN CREUTZ ; VOR ALLE CREUTZ
BRUEDER UND SCHWESTERN, ALS DURCH WELCHES MITTEL SIE SICH IN ALLERHAND
ZUSTOSSENDEM CREUTZ, TRÜBSAL, KRANCKHEIT NOTH UND TOD KRAFFTIGLICH
AUFHELFFEN UND AUS GOTTES WORT TRÖSTEN MÖGEN ; NEBST EINEM ZU END
EINES JEDEN CAPITELS ANGEHÄNGTEN GESPRÄCH ZWISCHEN CHRISTO UND DER
SEELEN. ZUSAMMEN GETRAGEN VON EINEM WOLGEPRÜFFTEN CREUTZ -BRÜDER
UND NACHFOLGER JESU CHRISTI. (Colophon :
Impressum Ephratae in Comitatu Lancastriensi Typis Sociatatis per Godo
fredum Zeusingerum , Kistrino- Brussum anno post partum virginis millesimo
septingentesimosexagesimo secundo. ]










QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D. THOMÆ
CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS, QUOD EST DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo -PORTU CON
NECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS . IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS CAN
DIDATIS MDCCLXII.




VIRO PRÆSTANTISSIMO, INGENUIS ARTIBUS AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE OMNIQUE
FELICISSIMÈ GUBERNANDI RATIONE ORNATISSIMO, THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO,
COLONIÆ CONNECTICUTENSIUM GUBERNATORI INSIGNISSIMO , .. VERÈ REVER
ENDO NEC NON SUMMO HONORE DIGNANDO D. THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS
PRÆSIDI HASCE TAESES QUAS (DIVINO NUMINE ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO
YALENSI DEFENDERE . · [Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis publicis, Anno MDCCLXII. Broadside. fol. YC.
9318 ZWÖLFF SIBYLLEN. WEISSAGUNGEN, VIEL WUNDERBARER ZUKUNST, VON ANSANG
BIS ZUM ENDE DER WELT BESAGEND, AUCH DER KÖNIGIN VON SABA, DEM KÖNIG
SALOMON GETHANE PROPHEZEYUNG WIE AUCH MERKLICHER KÜNFTIGER DINGE,
VON ST. BRIGITTEN, CYRILLO , METHODIO , JOACHIMO, BRUDER REINHARD, JO
HANNE LICHTENBERGER , UND BRUDER JACOB AUS HISPANIE, BESCHRIEBEN .
Philadelphia. Gedruckt und zu haben bey A. Armbrüster und N. Hassel
bach in Moraevian Ally nächst der Bruder Kirche. [1762.] 8vo.
9319 AGUECHEEK, ANDREW , pseudonym .
THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN ALMANACK, OR YEARLY ASTRONOMICAL, HISTORICAL
AND GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1764. By
ANDREW AGUECHEEK, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. ( 1763.) pp. (40.) 8vo.
9320 ALL'S WELL ! OR AN ADDRESS TO THE PUBLIC , OCCASIONED BY " METHODISM ANAT
OMIZ'D ; OR THE ” (UNREASONABLE) “ ALARM TO PENNSYLVANIA ," &c.
TO WHICH
IS SUFFIX'D A WORD OR TWO FOR THE SOLE BENEFIT OF THE AUTHOR OF THAT
ALARM .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart , 1763 .
9321
AMES, NATHANIEL 1708-1764
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1764. .
Boston : Printed and sold by R. & 8. Draper, in Newbury - Street ; Edes
& Gill, and Green & Russell, in Queen - Street ; and 1.and J. Fleet,at the Heart
and Croron in Cornhill. Sold also by the Booksellers. [1763.] pp. (24.) 16mo .
9322 The same.





Newport, Rhode Island : Re-printed and sold by Samuel Hall. [1763.]









AMES, NATHANIEL, continued .
The same. (A spurious edition .]




AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1764 .
Charleston , S. C.: Printed by R. Wells ? (1763.]
9326
APPLETON , NATHANIEL 1693-1784
SOME UNREGENERATE PERSONS NOT SO FAR FROM THE KINGDOM OF GOD AS OTHERS.
ILLUSTRATED IN A SERMON FROM MARK XII. 34. PREACHED SOME TIME PAST AT
THE THURSDAY LECTURE IN Boston . . . . [ Five lines of Scripture texts.)
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland in Queen - Street. MDCCLXIII.
pp. ( 4 ), 33. 8vo. BA. CH3.
9327 APLIN , JOHN
VERSES ON DOCTOR MAYHEW'S BOOK OF OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARACTER AND
CONDUCT OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN
PARTS ; WITH NOTES, CRITICAL AND EXPLANATORY . BY A GENTLEMAN OF RAODE
ISLAND COLONY.
Providence, in New England : Printed and sold by William Goddard , at
the Sign of Shakespear's Head. 1763. pp. 19. 8vo . AAS. BA. HC. JCB. MHS .
Written under the author's characterization of himself on the title
page of the copy in the John Carter Brown Collection of Brown
University is : “ one Applin a lawyer : alias Lyar."
9328 APTHORP, East 1732-1816
CONSIDERATIONS ON THE INSTITUTION AND CONDUCT OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROP
AGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS . . . [Nine lines from] EUSEB.
Boston , New - England : Printed by Green & Russell, in Queen -street, and
Thomas &John Fleet in Cornhill. MDCCLXIII. pp. (24). 8vo. HC. JCB , NYPL .
9329 THE FELICITY OF THE TIMES. A SERMON PREACHED AT CHRIST -CHURCH ,
CAMBRIDGE, ON THURSDAY, XI AUGUST, MDCCLXIII. BEING A DAY OF THANKS
GIVING FOR THE GENERAL PEACE.
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell. 1763. pp. (2), viii, 26. 4to .
9330 BACKUS, ISAAC 1724-1806
SPIRITUAL IGNORANCE CAUSETH MEN TO COUNTER -ACT THEIR DOCTRINAL KNOWLEDGE .
A DISCOURSE FROM ACTS XII 27. . . . [ Two lines from ] Tit . I. 16.
Providence , in New - England : Printed and sold by William Goddard , at
the sign of Shakespear ': Head . M.DCC.LXIII. pp. [29.) [2.] 12mo.
Some copies have added to the imprint: “ and by Philip Freeman ,
in Union Street, Boston .”
BM. RIHS.
9331 BALCH, THOMAS -1774
A SERMON PREACHED TO THE ANCIENT AND HONOURABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY
AT Boston, JUNE 6 , 1763. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR ELECTION OF
OFFICERS.
Boston , N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -Street,
M.DCC.LXIII. pp. [ 38.1 (1). 8vo . AAS . BA. BM. MHS.










A BRIEF INSTRUCTION IN THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION , AGREEABLE
TO THE CONFESSION OF FAITH , PUT FORTH BY THE ELDERS AND BRETHREN OF
MANY CONGREGATIONS OF CHRISTIANS (BAPTIZED UPON PROFESSION OF TIIEIR
FAITH ) IN LONDON , AND IN THE COUNTRY. To WHICH IS ADDED, THE PROOFS
THEREOF, OUT OF THE SCRIPTURES, IN WORDS AT LENGTH . THE SEVENTH EDI
TION, CORRECTED .
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams, in Market - street, 1763. pp. 48.
16mo.
9333 BARBA , ALBANO ALONSO
GRUENDLICHER UNTERRICHT VON DEN METALLEN, DARINNEN BESCHRIEBEN WIRD,
WIE SIE WERDEN IN DER ERDEN GENERIRT ; UND WAS MAN INSGEMEIN DABEY
SINDET . IN ZWEY BÜCHERN. VORMALS IM SPANISCHEN BESCHRIEBEN DURCH
ALBANO ALONSO BARBA, PFARRHERR ZU ST. BERNHARDI KIRCHSPIEL IN DER
KAISERLICHEN STADT POTOSI IN DEM KÖNIGREICH PERU, IN WEST - INDIEN ; IM
JAHR 1664. HERNACH IN DAS ENGLANDISCHE ÜBERSETZT DURCH EDWARD, GRAFF
VON SANPERICH , ANNO 1669 . UND NUN UM SEINER VORTREFFLICHKEIT WILLEN
ZUM ERSTENMAL INS HOCH - TEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZT, UND ZUM DRUCK BEFÖRDERT,
DURCH G. R. DIESER KUNST BEFLISSENEN . NEBST EINEM NEUEN ANHANG
BETREFFEND OBIGE MATERIE.
Ephrata : Gedruckt durch J. Georg Zeisiger, Anno 1763 . pp . 198 + 1
plate. 12mo.
9334 BARNARD, THOMAS 1714-1776
A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; GOVERNOR
AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF, THE HONOURABLE HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL, AND THE
HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, MAY 25TH. 1763. BEING THE ANNIVERSARY
FOR THE ELECTION OF HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCIL FOR SAID PROVINCE .
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. MDCCLXIII. pp. 45. 8vo.
NYPL . WL .
9335 BAXTER, RICHARD 1615-1691
THE SAINT'S EVERLASTING REST : OR, A TREATISE OF THE BLESSED STATE OF THE
SAINTS IN THEIR ENJOYMENT OF GOD IN HEAVEN. ABRIDGED BY BENJAMIN
FAWCETT. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford , 1763 .
.
9336 BEACH, JOHN 1700-1782
A FRIENDLY EXPOSTULATION , WITH ALL PERSONS CONCERN'D IN PUBLISHING A
LATE PAMPALET, ENTITLED , THE REAL ADVANTAGES WHICH MINISTERS AND
PEOPLE MAY ENJOY ESPECIALLY IN THE COLONIES BY CONFORMING TO THE
CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
New - York : Printed and sold by John Holt. 1763. pp. (4) , 48. 8vo. YC.
9337 BECKWITH, GEORGE 1703-1794
THE INVALIDITY, OR UNWARRANTABLENESS OF LAY-ORDINATION : OR, NO ORDAINING
POWER COMMITTED TO THE CHURCH BY JESUS CHRIST. AS THE SAME IS ASSERTED
AND PROVED IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND . TOGETHER WITH ANSWERS TO SUNDRY
OBJECTIONS. • (Eight lines of Scripture texts .]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1763. pp. 79. 16mo. MHS. UTS .








9338 BELKNAP, JEREMY 1744-1798
AN ECLOGUE , OCCASIONED BY THE DEATH OF THE REVEREND ALEXANDER CUM
MING, A. M. ON THE 25TH OF AUGUST A. D. 1763. ÆTAT 37. [ Two lines from ]
Psalm 112. 6. T & B.
Boston : Printed by D. & J. Kneeland for J. Edwards in Cornhill.
MDCCLXIII.
pp. (8).
4to . BA. MHS. NYPL .
$13
9339 BELLAMY, JOSEPH 1719-1790
A BLOW AT THE ROOT OF THE REFINED ANTINOMIANISM OF THE PRESENT AGE.
WHEREIN THAT MAXIM , WHICH IS SO ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL TO THEIR SCHEME,
THAT IT CANNOT SUBSIST WITHOUT IT, LAID DOWN BY MR. MARSHALL, VIZ. THAT
IN JUSTIFYING FAITH , “ WE BELIEVE THAT TO BE TRUE, WHICH IS NOT TRUE BE
FORE WE BELIEVE IT,” THOROUGHLY EXAMINED : MR. WILSON'S ARGUMENTS IN
ITS DEFENCE CONSIDERED AND ANSWERED ; AND THE WHOLE ANTINOMIAN CON
TROVERSY, AS IT NOW STANDS, BROUGHT TO A SHORT ISSUE , AND RENDERED PLAIN
TO THE MEANEST CAPACITY. · [ Four lines from ) ISAI LXII. 10.
Boston : Printed and sold by 8. Kneeland, in Queen - Street M ,DCC ,LXIII.
pp. (2) , 46. 8vo . BM. CHS, HC. MHS.
9340 REMARKS ON THE REVD. MR. CROSWELL'S LETTER TO THE REV. MR. Cum
MING. .. [One line from ] JESUS CHRIST :
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen - Street. M.DCC.LXIII.
pp. (36.) 8vo. AAS. BM. CHS. HC. MHS.
9341 BENEZET, ANTHONY 1713-1784
A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THAT PART OF AFRICA, INHABITED BY THE NEGROES. WITH
RESPECT TO THE FERTILITY OF THE COUNTRY ; AND GOOD DISPOSITION OF MANY
OF THE NATIONS, AND THE MANNER BY WHICH THE SLAVE TRADE IS CARRIED ON.
EXTRACTED FROM DIVERS AUTHORS, IN ORDER TO SHEW THE INIQUITY OF THAT
TRADE, AND THE FALSITY OF THE ARGUMENTS USUALLY ADVANCED IN ITS VINDI
CATION . WITH QUOTATIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF SEVERAL PERSONS OF NOTE ,
viz. GEORGE Wallis, Francis HUTCHESON , AND JAMES FOSTER, AND A LARGE
EXTRACT FROM A PAMPHLET, LATELY PUBLISHED IN LONDON, ON THE SUBJECT OF
THE SLAVE TRADE. THE THIRD EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap, 1763.
9342 EINE KURTZE VORSTELLUNG DES THEILS VON AFRICA, WELCHES BEWOHNT
WIRD VOX NEGROES. DARINNEN BESCHRIEBEN WIRD DIE FRUCHTBARKEIT DES
SELBEN LANDES, DIE GUTARTIGKEIT DESSEN EINWOHNER, UND WIE MAN DASELBST
DEN SCLAVEN -HANDEL TREIBT. AUSGEZOGEN AUS VERSCHIEDENEN AUTHOREN , UM
DIE UNGERECHTIGKEIT SOLCHEN HANDELS UND DIE FALSCHHEIT DERER GRÜNDEN,
WOMIT ER BEHAUPTET WIRD, ANTAG ZU LEGEN .
NEBST ANFÜHRUNG MANCHER
SCHRIFFTLICHEN ZEUGNÜSSEN VON VERSCHIEDENEN NAHM AFFTEN PERSONEN ALS :
GEORG WALLIS, FRANTZ HUTCHINSON UND JACOB FOSTER, UND EINEM AUSZUG
EINES IN LONDON NEULICH GEDRUCKTEN BÜCHLEINS, WELCHES AUCH VON GEDACH
TEM SCLAVEN -HANDELS HANDELT. ZWEYMAL IN ENGLÄNDISCHER SPRACHE UND
NUN ZUM DRITTENMAL, UND DAS DER HOCH - TEUTSCHEN NATION ZUR MITLEIDEN
LICHEN BETRACHTUNG DES ZUSTANDES IHRER ARMEN MIT -GESCHÖPFEN IN IHRER
SPRACHE HERAUS GEGEBEN.
Ephrata Drucks der Societat auf Kosten etlicher freunden Anno Domini








BIBLIA, Das ist ; DIE HEILIGE SCHRIFT ALTES UND NEUES TESTAMENTS, NACH
DER TEUTSCHEN UEBERSETZUNG D. MARTIN LUTHERS, MIT JEDES CAPITELS
KURTZEN SUMMARIEN, AUCH BEYGEFÜGTEN VIELEN UND RICHTIGEN PARALLELEN ;
NEBST EINEM ANHANG DES DRITTEN UND VIERTEN BUCHS ESR UND DES DRIT
TEN BUCHS DER MACCABÄER.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur, 1763. pp. (4 ) , 992 , 277 , ( 3).
4to. HSP. JCB . NYPL.
The second edition of the Saur Bible of 1743, printed by the son ,
with a new Preface.
$21
9344 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
A NEW VERSION OF THE PSALMS OF DAVID, EITTED TO THE TUNES USED IN
CHURCHES . By N. BRADY, D. D. LATE CHAPLAIN IN ORDINARY, AND N. TATE,
ESQ. LATE POET LAUREAT, TO THE KING OF ENGLAND.
Boston : Re- printed by D. & J. Knecland . 1763. pp. 276 , 84, 22. 12mo.
With tunes engraved by Thomas Johnston.
9345
The same.
Boston : Printed by D. and J. Kneeland, for Thomas Leverett in Cornhill.
MDCCLXIII. pp. 344. 12mo.
9346
BIBLIA . OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
THE PSALMS OF DAVID IMITATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT AND
APPLIED TO THE CHRISTIAN STATE AND WORSHIP . By Isaac WATTS. D. D. THE
TWENTY-FOURTH EDITION.
Boston : Printed by D. & J. Kneeland , 1763. pp. 304. 12mo.
9347
BIBLIA. NEW TESTAMENT.
Das NEUE TESTAMENT UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI, VER
TEUTSCHT VON D. MARTIN LUTHER . MIT JEDES CAPITELS KURTZEN SUMMARIEN .
AUCH BEYGEFÜGTEN VIELEN RICHTIGEN PARALLELEN . [Vierte Auflage.]
Germantown Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur, 1763. pp. (4),
679, (3). 12mo. HSP
9348
BIBLIA . NEW TESTAMENT. GOSPELS.
A HARMONY OF THE GOSPELS . TRANSLATED IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE DELAWARE
INDIANS. By Rev. BERNHARD ADAM GRUBÉ.
Friedensthal bei Bethlehem : Printed by Johann Brandmüller . 1763 .
No copy is known to be extant; but there is recorded evidence of
its printing.
9349 BOLLES, JOSEPH
AN ANSWER TO A BOOK, ENTITULED, THE PRESENT WAY OF THE COUNTRY IN MAIN
TAINING THE GOSPEL MINISTRY BY A PUBLIC RATE OR TAX , IS LAWFUL, EQUITABLE
AND AGREEABLE TO THE GOSPEL : AS THE SAME IS ARGUED AND PROVED BY WAY
OF DIALOGUE BETWEEN JOHN QUERISTICUS and Thomas CASUISTICUS. BY E. H.
As THE NAMELESS AUTHOR HAS WRESTED MOST OF HIS SCRIPTURE PROOF ,
AS WILL PLAINLY APPEAR ; THEREFORE THE ANSWER CIIIEFLY CONSISTS IN
EXPLAINING THE SCRIPTURES THAT HE HAS WRESTED, AND RESTORING THEM TO
· [Eleven lines of Scripture texts.]
Providence : Printed by Wm . Goddard, 1763. pp. (16) + 8vo. CHS . CL .
In answer to No. 6328 of this work.
M. A.
THEIR PROPER SENSE, .







9350 BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS .
NOTICE OF A TOWN MEETING IN FANEUIL HALL ON SEPTEMBER 21 , 1763, CALLED
RELATIVE TO “ AN ACT FOR MAKING MORE EFFECTUAL AN ACT, ENTITLED , AN
ACT DIRECTING HOW RATES AND TAXES SHALL BE ASSESSED AND COLLECTED ."
SIGNED WILLIAM COOPER, TOWN CLERK .
[ Boston : Printed by Richard Draper ? 1763.] Broadside. fol.
.
MHS.
9351 THE BOSTON EVENING -POST. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763.
Boston : Printed by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill.
1763. fol .
9352 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL. JANUARY-DECEMBER , 1763 .
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen Street. 1763. fol.
9353 JANUARYTHE BOSTON WEEKLY NEWS-LETTER AND NEW - ENGLAND CHRONICLE .
DECEMBER, 1763.
Boston : Printed and sold by Richard Draper. 1763. fol.
Continued as the Massachusetts Gazette.
9354 BOYDELL, JAMES
MERCHANT FREIGHTERS ' AND CAPTAINS OF SHIPS' ASSISTANT, .
Nero - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1763.
9355 BRISTOL, a negro boy. 1747-1763
DYING SPEECH OF BRISTOL, A NEGRO BOY OF 16 YEARS OLD , WHO WAS EXECUTED AT
Taunton, DECEMBER 1 , 1763 , FOR THE MURDER OF MRS. ELIZABETH MÄKINSTRY.
Boston : Printed by Edes & Gill ? 1763.
9356 BROWN, JOHN
AN ADDRESS TO TIIE PRINCIPAL INHABITANTS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES,
ON OCCASION OF THE PEACE. TOGETHER WITH A SERMON PREACH'D AT ST.
PAUL'S ON SUNDAY THE 6TH OF MARCH 1763, ON OCCASION OF THE BRIEF FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COLLEGES OF PHILADELPHIA AND NEW YORK. . .
Philadelphia : Re-printed by Andrew Steuart, 1763 .
9357 BROWNE, ARTHUR 1700-1773
REMARKS ON DR. MAYHEW'S INCIDENTAL REFLECTIONS, RELATIVE TO THE CHURCH
OF ENGLAND, AS CONTAINED IN HIS OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARTER, AND CON
DUCT OF THE SOCIETY , &c. BY A SON OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND . [One line
from] Psalm 120, 7 .
Portsmouth , Printed and sold by D. Fowle, 1763. pp. (31). 4to . HC. MHS.
9358 A BUNDLE OF MYRRH . OR RULES FOR A CHRISTIAN'S DAILY MEDITATION AND
PRACTICE .
Newport : Printed by Samuel Hall, 1763.
9359 CAMM, JOHN 1718-1779
A SINGLE AND DISTINCT VIEW OF THE ACT, VULGARLY ENTITLED, THREE -PENNY
ACT; CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF ITS BENEFICIAL AND WHOLESOME EFFECT IN
YORK -HAMPTON PARISH. IN WHICH IS EXHIBITED A SPECIMEN OF COL. LANDON
CARTER'S JUSTICE AND CHARITY ; AS WELL AS OF COL. RICHARD BLAND'S Salus
POPULI.






9360 CANER, HENRY 1700-1792
A CANDID EXAMINATION OF DR. MAYHEW'S OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARTER AND
CONDUCT OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROPOGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN
PARTS . INTERSPERS'D WITH A FEW BRIEF REFLECTIONS UPON SOME OTHER OF
THE DOCTOR'S WRITINGS. TO WHICH IS ADDED, A LETTER TO A FRIEND, CON
TAINING A SHORT VINDICATION OF SAID SOCIETY AGAINST THE MISTAKES AND MIS
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DOCTOR IN HIS OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDUCT OF
THAT SOCIETY. BY ONE OF ITS MEMBERS . [ Three lines from ] JAMES III , 16. 10.
Boston , New -England : Printed and sold by Thomas and John Fleet, in
Cornhill; and Green & Russell, and Edes & Gill, in Queenstreet, 1763. pp. (2),
(2), 93. 8vo. AAS. BA. CHR . HC. JCB. NYPL .
Pages 57-64 are misnumbered 49-56 .
9361 THE GREAT BLESSING OF STABLE TIMES, TOGETHER WITH THE MEANS OF PRO
CURING IT. A SERMON PREACHED AT KING'S CHAPEL IN Boston, August 11 ,
1763 , BEING A DAY OF THANKSGIVING APPOINTED BY PUBLIC AUTHORITY ON OCCA
SION OF THE GENERAL PEACE.
Boston : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet. MDCCLXIII. pp. (2), vi ,
24. 4to . AAS. BA. HC. MHS. NYH8. YC.
9862 THE CHRISTIAN'S DUTY, TO RENDER TO CÆSAR THE THINGS THAT ARE CÆSAR's
CONSIDERED ; WITH REGARD TO THE PAYMENT OF THE PRESENT TAX OF SIXTY
THOUSAND POUNDS GRANTED TO THE KING'S USE. IN WHICH ALL THE ARGUMENTS
FOR THE NONPAYMENT THEREOF ARE EXAMINED AND REFUTED : ADDRESSED TO
THE SCRUPULOUS AMONG THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS. BY A LOVER OF HIS
KING AND COUNTRY.
Philadelphia , Printed ; Parthenopolis: [ Ephrata :) Re-printed by J. George
Zeisiger. MDCCLXIII. pp. 28. 16mo.
9363 CLARK, PETER 1693-1768
Man's DIGNITY AND DUTY AS A REASONABLE CREATURE ; AND HIS INSUFFICIENCY AS
A FALLEN CREATURE : REPRESENTED IN A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ANNIVER
SARY DUDLEIAN LECTURE, IN THE CHAPPEL OF HARVARD - COLLEGE IN CAM
BRIDGE , MAY 11 , 1763 . [ Three lines of Latin from ) SEN. Epist. 76 .
Boston : New - England : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper, 1763 .
pp . [47.] 8vo . AAB. BA. BM. BPL. HC.
.
9364 CLEAVELAND , JOHN 1722-1799
AN ESSAY, TO DEFEND SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES IN THE PROTES
TANT REFORMED SYSTEM OF CHRISTIANITY, ON WHICH THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST
IN NEW-ENGLAND, WERE ORIGINALLY FOUNDED : MORE ESPECIALLY ; THE DOCT
RINE OF CHRIST'S SACRIFICE AND ATONEMENT, AS BEING ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY
TO THE PARDON OF SIN , CONSISTENTLY WITH GOD'S INFINITE AND UNCHANGEABLE
RECTITUDE ; AGAINST THE INJURIOUS ASPERSIONS CAST ON THE SAME, BY JONA
THAN MAYHEW, D. D. IN HIS LATE THANKSGIVING SERMON ON PSAL. CXLV. 9. IN
WHICH SOME OF THE DOCTOR'S MISTAKES, INACCURACIES AND INCONSISTENCES,
ARE POINTED OUT.
Boston : Printed by D. and J. Kneeland . 1763. pp. 108. 12mo. YC.
The nature of this tract may be inferred from the title of Dr.
Mayhew'sscathing reply in the following year : “ A Letter of re
proof to Mr. Job Cleaveland occasioned by a defamatory libel
published under his name.”







ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD AT HARTFORD, ... May, . . 1763. [ Colophon :]
Neu - London : Printed and sold by T. Green , Printer to the Colony of Con
necticut. (1763.) pp. 347-352. fol. MSL . NYSL . YO.
9366 . .The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT New-HAVEN, . OCTOBER,
1763. [ Colophon :]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor and
Company, MDCCLXIII. pp. 353-355. fol. MSL . NYSL .
9367
[Arms. ) BY THE HONORABLE THOMAS FITCH , ESQ ; GOVERNOR AND COM
MANDER IN CHIEF OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN
NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA. A PROCLAMATION. . . . APPOINT WEDNESDAY
THE SIXTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT, . . . GOD SAVE THE KING. (Colophon :]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony of Con
necticut, 1763. Broadside. fol. CHS.
9368 BY THE HONORABLE THOMAS FITCH, ESQ ; GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN
CHIEF, IN, AND OVER HIS MAJESTY's COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW -ENGLAND,
IN AMERICA. A PROCLAMATION FOR A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING.
THURSDAY, THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER NEXT, .. GOD SAVE THE
KING.
[ Neu -Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company. 1763.] Broad
side. fol. CHS .
9369
A CUDGEL TO DRIVE THE DEVIL OUT OF EVERY CHRISTIAN PLACE OF WORSHIP :
BEING A SECOND EDITION (WITH NECESSARY IMPROVEMENTS, WHICH NOW RENDER
THE SAME ENTIRELY PLAIN) OF THE LAWFULNESS, EXCELLENCY AND ADVANTAGE ,
OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, IN THE PUBLIC WORSHIP OF GOD, BUT CHIEFLY OF
ORGANS. [One line from] JOE MILLER.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in - Heart in Second
Street. 1763. pp. 16 . 16mo.
This pretended second edition is evidently in satire of the true







CUMBERLAND, (COLONY OF RHODE -ISLAND)APRIL 16, 1763. TO THE PUBLIC.
[ An address against the official conduct of Governor Ward . Signed , A. Freeman .]
[ Providence : Printed by William Goddard, 1763.) Broadside. fol.
CUMMING, ALEXANDER -1763
ANIMADVERSIONS ON THE REVEREND MR. CROSWELL'S LATE LETTER, &C. DESIGNED
TO REMOVE PREJUDICES IT TENDS TO EXCITE AGAINST THE TRUTH : AND TO SHEW
THAT THE PRINCIPAL DOCTRINES CONTAINED AND CONTENDED FOR THEREIN , ARE
NOT ONLY NOT ACCORDING TO TRUTH , BUT OPPOSITE THERETO. «
TAKE
HEED WHAT YE HEAR
Boston, Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen -street. M.DCC.LXIII.
pp . (4) , (40). 8vo. AAS. BA. BM. CHS. HC.
D., N.
A RICH TREASURE AT AN EASY RATE ; OR, THE READY WAY TO TRUE CONTENT.
TWELVE CHAPTERS . THE THIRD EDITION. [ Signed, N. D.]
Boston, New England : Printed and sold by Zechariah Fowle, at his
















9373 DE FOE, DANIEL 1663-1731
THE DREADFUL VISITATION IN A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE PROGRESS AND EFFECTS
OF THE PLAGUE, THE LAST TIME IT SPREAD IN THE CITY OF LONDON IN THE YEAR
1665 EXTRACTED FROM THE MEMOIRS OF A PERSON WHO RESIDED THERE,
DURING THE WHOLE TIME OF THAT INFECTION : WITH SOME THOUGHTS ON THE
ADVANTAGES WHICH WOULD RESULT TO CHRISTIANITY, IF A SPIRIT OF IMPARTIALITY
AND TRUE CHARITY WAS SUFFERED TO PRESIDE AMONGST THE SEVERAL RELIGIOUS
DENOMINATIONS, &c. [ Three lines from ] DEUT. 32, 29 .
Germantown : Printed by Chr . Sover, 1763. pp. 16. 16mo. AAS.
9374 DE LAUNE, THOMAS 1667-1728
A PLEA FOR THE NONCONFORMISTS, SHEWING THE TRUE STATE OF THEIR CASE ; IN
A LETTER TO DR. BENJAMIN CALAMY. ADDED, A PARALLEL SCHEME OF THE
PAGAN, PAPAL, AND CHRISTIAN RITES AND CEREMONIES : AND A NARRATIVE OF THE
SUFFERINGS UNDERWENT BY THOMAS DE LAUNE. WITH A PREFACE BY D.
DE FOE.
Boston : 1763. pp. xii , (2) , 150. 12mo.
9375 DELAWARE. COUNTIES UPON.
LAWS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW-CASTLE, KENT, SUSSEX, UPON DELAWARE.
VOL. II . (Arms.]
Wilmington , Printed by James Adams, in Market -street. 1763. pp. (2),
( 2 ), iv, 81. fol.
Volume one was printed in 1752, by Franklin and Hall, in Phila
delphia.
HSP.
9376 DICKINSON, JONATHAN 1688-1747
A BRIEF ILLUSTRATION AND CONFIRMATION OF THE DIVINE RIGHT OF INFANT
BAPTISM ; IN A PLAIN AND FAMILIAR DIALOGUE BETWEEN A MINISTER AND ONE
OF HIS PARISHIONERS .
Providence : Reprinted by William Goddard, 1763. pp. viii , 42 , iv. 8vo.
9377 DILWORTH, W. H.
THE COMPLETE LETTER WRITER ; OR POLITE ENGLISH SECRETARY.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, 1763. 12mo.
9378 DODDRIDGE, PHILIP 1702-1751
SERMONS ON THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF CHILDREN, PREACHED AT NORTHAMPTON .
WITH A RECOMMENDATORY PREFACE BY THE REVEREND MR. DAVID




Boston , N. E. Re- printed and sold by S. Kneeland, in Queen - Street.
M.DCC.LXIII. pp. 98. 12mo.
DUCHÉ, JACOB 1738-1798
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF THE RIGHTEOUS. A SERMON, PREACHED AT CHRIST
CHURCH , PHILADELPHIA , ON SUNDAY FEBRUARY THE 13TH , 1763 , AT THE
FUNERAL OF MR. EVAN MORGAN ,
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. MDCCLXIII. pp.
iv , 24. 8vo.
0
HSP .
9380 DUMMER, JEREMIAH 1680-1729
A DISCOURSE ON THE HOLINESS OF THE SABBATH -DAY. BEING A SERMON PREACHED
AT BOSTON , NEW -ENGLAND, OCTOBER 29TH 1704. .
Boston : Re- printed by Edes & Gill, in Queen -street. 1763. pp. [8]









9381 DUNBAR, SAMUEL -1783
THE MINISTERS OF CHRIST SHOULD BE CAREFUL, THAT THEY DO NOT IN THEIR
MINISTRY CORRUPT THE WORD OF GOD. A SERMON PREACH'D IN THE FIRST
PARISH IN SCITUATE, APRIL 20 , 1763. AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND
MR. EBENEZER GROSVENOR, TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland , in Queen -street. M.DCC ,LXIII.
pp. (2) , 27. 8vo . AAS. BA. CUS. NYPL .
.
9382 DUNSTER, ISAIAH -1791
MINISTERIAL AUTHORITY . A SERMON PREACHED AT THE INSTALMENT OF THE
REVEREND MR. JOSEPH GREEN, JUNR. IN THE PASTORAL OFFICE OVER THE
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST IN YARMOUTH ; SEPTEMBER 15, 1762. . TO WHICH
IS ADDED THE CHARGE AND THE RIGHT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP, ON THAT OCCASION .
Boston : M ,DCC,LXIII. pp. 24. 8vo. BA. HC. HS.
9383 EDWARDS, MORGAN 1722-1795
A SERMON, PREACHED, IN THE COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA, AT THE ORDINATION OF
THE Rev'd SAMUEL JONES, A. B. . . . TO WHICH ARE ANNEXED, A NARRATIVE
OF THE ORDINATION ; AND, A CHARGE DELIVERED ON THE OCCASION .
Philadelphin : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in -Heart, in
Second - Street. MDCCLXIII. pp. 48. 8vo.
HSP.
9384 DER EHRLICHE KURTZWEILICHE DEUTSCHE AMERICANISCHE GESCHICHTS UND HAUS
CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER GNADENREICHEN GEBURT UNSERS HERRN
UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1764. ... Zum EARSTENMAL HERAUS GEGEBEN .
T -Schern üt-Hüll. Gedruckt und zu haben bey N. Hasselbach, gegenüber dem
Wirthhaus zum Schiff. Auch sind solche zu haben bey G. Christoph Reinhold , Buch
binder, in Philadelphia in der Second - Strasse, und bey A. Armbrüster und bey den
auswärtigen Krämern . [1763.) pp . (40 ). 4to .
9385 ENGLAND. CHURCH OF.
THE MORNING AND EVENING PRAYER. THE LITANY, AND CHURCH CATECHISM .
NE ORHOENGENE NEONI YOGARASKHAGH YONDEREANAYENDAGHKWA, NE ENE NIYOH
RAODEWEYENA, NEONI ONOGHSADOGEAJHTIGE YONDADDERIGHWANONDOENTHIA .
Boston , New - England : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper. 1763.
pp. (2), 24 , 18. 4to .
This appears to be a reprint of a part of the edition printed in
1715 , omitting the several chapters of the Old and New Testa
ment, and founded on the translation made by the Rev. Bernardus
Freeman, by Lawrence Claesse, the Indian interpreter.
NYPL. $115
9386 EVANS, NATHANIEL 1742–1767
A DIALOGUE ON PEACE , AN ENTERTAINMENT, GIVEN BY THE SENIOR CLASS AT THE
ANNIVERSARY COMMENCEMENT, HELD AT NASSAU -HALL SEPTEMBER 28TH, 1763 .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. M.DCC.LXIII. pp. 27. 4to .
9387 FINLEY, JAMES
An Essay ON THE GOSPEL MINISTRY WHEREIN, THE NATURE OF THIS MINISTRY, THE
PROPRIETY OF EMPLOYING MEN THEREIN, THE IMPORTANCE OF IT, THE QUALIFI
CATIONS REQUISITE IN A GOSPEL MINISTER, AND THE MEANS OF PRESERVING AN
ABLE AND FAITHFUL MINISTRY, AND PREVENTING ITS BEING CORRUPTED , ARE
BRIEFLY CONSIDERED. TO WHICH ARE ADDED, THREE ADDRESSES ON THE
SAME SUBJECT.









9388 FOLGER, PETER 1618-1690
A LOOKING GLASS FOR THE TIMES, OR THE FORMER SPIRIT OF NEW-ENGLAND
REVIVED IN THIS GENERATION . To WHICH IS ADDED, THE REPORT FROM THE
LORDS OF THE COMMITTEE OF COUNCILS , AND THE KING'S ORDER RELATING TO
THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS IN NEW-ENGLAND.
Boston ? Reprinted , 1763 .
First printed in Boston in 1676 .
9389 FOX, THOMAS
THE WILMINGTON ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1764 .
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams. [1763.]
9390 FRAENKEL, DAVID BEN NAPHTALI HIRCH.
A THANKSGIVING SERMON, FOR THE IMPORTANT AND ASTONISHING VICTORY OBTAIN'D
ON THE FIFTH OF DECEMBER, M.DCC,LVII, BY THE GLORIOUS KING OF PRUSSIA .
OVER THE UNITED AND FAR SUPERIOR FORCES OF THE AUSTRIANS, IN SILESIA :
PREACHED ON THE SABBATH OF THE TENTH OF SAID MONTI, AT THE SYNAGOGUE
OF THE JEWS, IN BERLIN . BY DAVID HIRCHEL FRANCKEL, ARCH -RABBI. TRANS
LATED FROM THE GERMAN ORIGINAL, PRINTED AT BERLIN .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, and sold at his Printing - office ,
at the Bible - in - Heart in Second - street. 1763. pp. 16. 8vo. LCP .
9391 FRINK, SAMUEL -1771
THE MARVELLOUS WORKS OF CREATION AND PROVIDENCE, ILLUSTRATED . BEING
THE SUBSTANCE OF A SERMON PREACHED AT THE NORTH PRECINCT SHREWSBURY
ON THURSDAY THE 7TH OF OCTOBER, 1762. A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING ,
OCCASIONED BY THE REDUCTION OF THE HAVANNAH.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . 1763. pp. 39 , ( 1 ). 8vo. MHS. NYPL.
.
9392 A FULL STATEMENT OF THE DISPUTES BETWIXT THE GOVERNOR AND HOUSE OF
ASSEMBLY. WITH THE PROPER VOUCHERS AND REASONS IN SUPPORT OF THE PRO








EINE RESTITUTION, ODER EINE ERKLÄRUNG EINIGER HAUPT - PUNCTEN DES GESET
WIE ES DURCH CHRISTUM ERFÜLLET IST, UND VOLLKOMMEN
WIRD, WERDEN SEINEM GROSSEN TAGE ; Nach INHALT DER HEILIGEN
SCHRIFT, DES NEUEN UND ALTEN TESTAMENTS . AUFGESETZET IN 25 THEIL
DURCH EINEN LEHRER DES NEUEN UND ALTEN TESTAMENTS, IN DER GEMEIN
DER GLÄUBIGEN IN JESUM CHRISTUM : DIE MAN MIT DEM BEY-NAMEN NENNET
DIE WIEDER-TÄUFFER ODER MENONISTEN. VERLEGT UND ZUM DRUCK
BEFORDERT DURCH DIE Von HENRICH FUNCKS UNTERLASSENEN KINDERN.
Philadelphia, Gedruckt bey Anton Armbruester, in Moravian Ally. 1763 .
pp. (7), 308, ( 1 ). 8vo. HSP
9394 GAY, EBENEZER 1696-1787
THE EVANGELICAL PREACHER . A SERMON DELIVERED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE
REV'D MR. BUNKER GAY, AT HINSDALE, AUGUST 17TH , 1763 [Four lines
of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by Richard & Samuel Draper in Newbury - Street. 1763 .









THE GEORGIA GAZETTE . VOL . I. NUMB. 1. APRIL 17 , [ -December, 1763.]
Savannah : Printed by James Johnston , at the Printing - Office in Brough
ton Street. 1763. fol.
This was the first and only newspaper printed in Georgia before
the Revolutionary War. The publication was continued by the
founder , with the exception of seven months, from October, 1765,
to April, 1766 , occasioned by the Stamp Act ; and for a brief sus
pension during the war, for twenty -seven years, and continued by
his successors . There is a file of the Gazette from April 17 , 1763 ,
to May 23 , 1770 , in the Library of the Massachusetts Historical
Society.
GERMANTAUNER ZEITUNG. JANUARY 1-DECEMBER 16 , 1763
Germantaun : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1763. fol.
9396
9397 GREAT BRITAIN .
THE DEFINITIVE TREATY OF PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN HIS BRITANNICK
MAJESTY, THE MOST CHRISTIAN KING, AND THE KING OF SPAIN, CONCLUDED AT
PARIS, THE 10TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1763. TO WHICH, THE KING OF PORTUGAL
ACCEDED ON THE SAME DAY. PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
London : Printed by E. Owen and T. Harrison , in Warwick - Lane : Charles
town : Re-printed by Robert Wells, and sold at his Shop on the Bay. 1763. pp.
14. 4to . AAS.
9398 GREEN & RUSSELL'S Boston Post -BOY AND ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER
1763.





THE VIRGINIA ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1764. . By
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by Joseph Royle & Co. [1763.)
GRUBÉ, BERNHARD ADAM 1715-1805
DELLAWÆRISCHES GESANG-BÜCHLEIN
Friedensthal bei Bethlehem : Gedruckt bey Johann Brandmueller. 1763.
8vo.
A hymn book in the language of the Delaware Indians. An in
complete copy , which is the only one known to be extant, is in
the Library of the Pennsylvania Historical Society.
HARKER, SAMUEL
Ax APPEAL FROM THE SYNOD OF NEW - YORK AND PHILADELPHIA, TO THE CHRISTIAN
WORLD, RELATING TO THE CENSURE AND SENTENCE OF THE SAID SYNOD, IN THEIR
LAST SESSION AT PHILADELPHIA, AGAINST THE Rev. MR. SAMUEL HARKER,




Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. M.DCCLXIII. pp . 40. 8vo .
HARVARD COLLEGE.
ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE , ORNATISSIMO VIRO
FRANCISCO BERNARDO , ARMIGERO, PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNA
TORI, REVERENDO PARITER ATQUÈ HONORANDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE,
COLLEGIJ -HARVARDINI PRAESIDI ... THESES HASCE ,QUAS (DIVINO ANNUENTE
NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO -HARVARDINO DEFENDERE, · [ Colophon:]
Habita in Comitiis Academicis, Cantabrigiæ , Nov -Anglorum , Decimo












9403 HAVEN, SAMUEL 1727-1806
JOY AND SALVATION BY CHRIST ; HIS ARM DISPLAYED IN THE PROTESTANT CAUSE.
A SERMON PREACHED IN THE SOUTH PARISH IN PORTSMOUTH ; OCCASIONED BY
THE REMARKABLE SUCCESS OF HIS MAJESTY'S ARMS IN THE LATE WAR, AND BY
THE HAPPY PEACE OF 1763. .
Portsmouth , in New Hampshire: Printed and sold by Daniel Fowle, 1763 .




DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1764 .
ZUM SECHS UND ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN .
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. · [1763.]
pp . (48.) 4to . HSP.
HOOPER, WILLIAM -1767
A SERMON PREACHED IN TRINITY CHURCH AT THE FUNERAL OF Thomas GREEN,
ESQ ; AUGUST 5. 1763. .
Boston : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper, and Thomas and John
Fleet. MDCCLXIII. pp. 34. 4to . AAS. BA. CHS.
HOPKINSON, FRANCIS 1737-1791
A COLLECTION OF PSALM TUNES, WITH A FEW ANTHEMS AND HYMNS, SOME OF
THEM ENTIRELY NEW, FOR THE USE OF THE UNITED CHURCHES OF CHRIST
CHURCH AND ST. PETER'S CAURCH IN PAILADELPHIA , 1763.




9407 ERRATA ; OR, THE ART OF PRINTING INCORRECTLY : PLAINLY SET FORTH ,
BY A VARIETY OF EXAMPLES TAKEN FROM A LATIN GRAMMAR, LATELY PRINTED
BY ANDREW STEUART, FOR THE USE OF THE COLLEGE AND ACADEMY OF THIS
CITY.





same. THE SECOND EDITION.
Philadelphia , [ Printed by William Bradford . ] M.DCC.LXIII. pp. xii ,
8vo .23. HSP.
9409 HORROCKS, JAMES -1772
UPON THE PEACE. A SERMON. PREACH'D AT THE CHURCH OF PETSWORTH , IN THE
COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, ON AUGUST THE 25TH, THE DAY APPOINTED BY AUTHOR
ITY FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF THAT SOLEMNITY. BY THE REVEREND JAMES
HORROCK , A. M. FELLOW OF TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, AND MASTER OF THE
GRAMMAR SCHOOL IN WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE .
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle, MDCCLXIII. pp. 15. 4to.
HOW, SAMUEL
THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE SPIRIT'S TEACHING, WITHOUT HUMANE LEARNING : OR A
TREATISE TENDING TO PROVE HUMAN LEARNING TO BE NO HELP TO THE SPIRITUAL
UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORD OF GOD.
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams, 1763.
BA.
9410
9411 HUTCHINS, JOHN NATHAN
HUTCHIN'S IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS . . FOR THE YEAR
OF OUR LORD, 1764 :











MINUTES OF CONFERENCES, HELD AT LANCASTER, IN AUGUST, 1762. WITH TIE
BACHEMS AND WARRIORS OF SEVERAL TRIBES OF NORTHERN AND WESTERN
INDIANS. [Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall, at the Nero
Printing- Office, near the Market. MDCCLXIII. pp. 36. fol. $ 45
9413 INGLIS, JOHN
BY THE WAY OF A SCRIPTURE INTERPRETATION. THEISM : A PROPHESY : OR, PRO
PHETICAL DISSERTATION. PREDICTING AND DECLARING THE COMING OF THE
EXPECTED MESSIAH IN THE CHARACTER OF LORD AND KING ; THE BETTING UP
OF A NATIONAL THEOCRACY, IN THE CALLING OF THE JEWS, AND REDEMPTION OF
THE GENTILE CHURCH . PART 1. CONSISTING OF AN ASTRO - THEOLOGICAL UNFOLD
ING OF CERTAIN FORMERLY OBSCURE , BUT HIGHLY - INTERESTING AND CAPITAL
POINTS OF DOCTRINE . ADAPTED TO THE PRESENT CRISIS OF AFFAIRS. By J ..
I ..
Philadelphia : Printed [ by William Dunlap ) for the Author. MDCCLXIII.
pp . ( 2), ( 2 ), ( 2), li, 281 , ( 2), 1 plate. 8vo. HSP. NYSL.
9414 KELPIUS, JOHANNES 1673-1708
A SHORT, EASY, AND COMPREHENSIVE METHOD OF PRAYER. TRANSLATED FROM
THE GERMAN. [By Dr. C. Witt.] AND PUBLISHED FOR A FARTHER PROMOTION,
KNOWLEDGE AND BENEFIT OF INWARD PRAYER. By A LOVER OF INTERNAL
DEVOTION . THE SECOND EDITION WITH ADDITION .
Germantown, Printed by Christopher Sower . MDCCLXIII. pp. 34. 12mo.
9415 LANGDON , SAMUEL 1723-1797
THE DUTY AND HONOR OF A MINISTER OF CHRIST. A SERMON PREACHED AT
WINDHAM, NEAR Casco BAY, AT TIE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. PETER
THACHER SMITH , TO THE GOSPEL MINISTRY, AND THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE
CHURCH THERE, SEPTEMBER 22 , 1762. . . • [Two lines from ) 1 Sam. 2. 30.
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed and sold by Daniel Forle. 1763 .
pp. 40. 8vo. AAS . BA .
9416 LEWIS, JOSEPH
MOTHER MIDNIGHT'S COMICAL POCKET - BOOK : OR, A BONE FOR THE CRITICKS.
BEING A SURE AND CERTAIN CURE FOR THE HIP. CONTAINING THE NICEST AND
LARGEST DISI OF NOVELTIES , THAT EVER WAS SEEN HEARD SMELT
OR TASTED ; CAREFULLY COOK'D -UP BY MOTHER MIDNIGHT'S MERRY
GRANDSON ; CONTAINING NOTHING BUT ORIGINALS , ALL VERY HUMOROUS, PRODIGI
OUS SATYRICAL, AND QUITE UNCOMMON ; INFORMING THE PUBLICK , THAT THIS DISH
OF DISHES WAS WROTE IN AN UNCOMMON PLACE, AT AN UNCOMMON TIME, BY AN
UNCOMMON HAND, HUMPHREY HUMDRUM, ESQ.
London : Printed. Boston, Nero-England ; Re-printed and sold by Zecha
riah Fowle, in Marlborough-street, MDCCLXIII. pp. 62. 8vo. AAS . MAS.
9417 LOCKWOOD, JAMES 1714-1772
A SERMON PREACHED AT WEATHERSFIELD , JULY 6TH, 1763. BEING THE DAY
APPOINTED BY AUTHORITY FOR A PUBLIC THANKSGIVING, ON ACCOUNT OF THE
PEACE, CONCLUDED WITH FRANCE AND SPAIN.
Nero - Haven : Printed by James Parker and Company. [ 1763.) pp. 35.








9418 LORD, BENJAMIN 1694-1784
CHRIST'S EMBASSADORS FURNISHED WITH HIS OWN MEANS AND ARGUMENTS TO PER
SUADE MEN TO BE RECONCILED TO GOD. A SERMON DELIVERED AT THE ORDINA
TION OF THE REVEREND MR. LEVI HART AT PRESTON, N. SOCIETY, NOVEMBER
4 , 1762 . WITH THE CHARGE THEN GIVEN HIM. ALSO , THE RIGHT HAND
OF FELLOWSHIP GIVEN BY THE REVEREND MR. FISH, OF STONINGTON . PUB
LISHED AT THE GENERAL DESIRE OF THE PEOPLE .
Providence in New England : Printed and sold by William Goddard .
M ,DCC,LXIII. pp . ( 2 ) , 44. 8vo . BPL. CHS. HC, MHS. UTS.
. .
9419 GREAT PREPARATIONS NECESSARY FOR HEAVEN, AN EVIDENCE OF THE GLORY
AND WORTH OF HEAVEN. A SERMON, PREACHED AT THE FUNERAL OF THE REV.
HEZEKIAH LORD, JUNE 25, 1761 .
Providence, in New - England : Printed by William Goddard. 1763. pp.
26. 8vo. CHS. MHS. UTS .
9420
0
MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL UNDER SPECIAL OBLIGATIONS, TO UNIVERSAL CON
STANT PURITY , A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
John HUNTINGTON, AT SALEM, PASTOR OF THE IIID CHURCH THERE, SEPTEMBER
28TH, 1763 . Also, THE CHARGE, GIVEN BY THE REV. MR. CLARK OF DAN
VERS, AND THE RIGHT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , BY THE REV. MR. BARNARD OF
SALEM . PUBLISH'D AT THE DESIRE OF THE PEOPLE THERE. SOME
PASSAGES ,
FOR BREVITY SAKE , OMITTED IN THE DELIVERY ; INSERTED IN MARGINAL NOTES.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen - street. MDCCLXIII.
pp. 41. 8vo. AAS. MHS. YC.
9421 SOBER -MINDEDNESS, AN EXCELLENT CHARACTER OF YOUNG MEN ; CONSIDERED
IN A DISCOURSE ADDRESS'D TO THE YOUTH : (BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF THREE
SERMONS) DELIVERED AT NORWICH ; CHIEFLY ON MARCH 13 , 1763. PUB
LISHED AT THE DESIRE OF THE YOUTH . [Four lines from ] PSAL. CXLIV . 12. 15.
Providence, in New England : Printed and sold by William Goddard .
M.DCC.LXIII. pp. [42.] 8vo. CHS. NYPL.
9422 LOW, NATHANIEL 1740–1808
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ÆRA,
1764.
Boston : Printed and sold by D. & J. Kneeland , opposite the Prison in
Queen -street. [1763.) 12mo .
9423 LUTHER, MARTIN 1483-1546
DER KLEINE DARMSTÄDTISCHE CATECHISMUS HERRN D. MARTIN LUTHERS NEBST
BEYGEFÜGTEN FRAGSTÜCKEN FÜR DIEJENIGE SONDERLICH WELCHE CHRISTLICHEN
GEBRAUCH NACH CONFIRMIRET WORDEN UND HIERAUS ZUM ERSTEN MAHL DER
HEILIGE ABENDMAHL GEBRAUCHEN.
Germanton . Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1763 . 16mo.
9424 LYON, JAMES ? 1735-1794
THE LAWFULNESS, EXCELLENCY, AND ADVANTAGE OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSICK, IN THE
PUBLIC WORSHIP OF GOD URG'D AND ENFORC'D , FROM SCRIPTURE, AND THE
EXAMPLE OF THE FAR GREATER PART OF CHRISTIANS IN ALL AGES. ADDRESS'D
TO ALL ( PARTICULARLY THE PRESBYTERIANS AND BAPTISTS) WHO HAVE HITHERTO
BEEN TAUGAT TO LOOK UPON THE USE OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSICK IN THE WORSHIP
OF GOD AS UNLAWFUL. BY A PRESBYTERIAN . [ Two lines from ] CONGREVE .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Dunlap, at the Newest Print









LYON, JAMES ? continued .
The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Dunlap, at the Newest Print
ing -Office, in Market - Street. 1763.
MARYLAND ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR, 1764 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green , (1763.]
THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1763.
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1763. fol.
9427
9428 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT Boston , UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - SIXTH DAY OF May, 1762,
AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE TWELFTH OF JANUARY
FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET. (Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of his excellency the Gov
ernor , Council and House of Representatives. 1763 . pp. 441-444.
fol.
9429 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON , UPON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY - FIFTH DAY OF MAY, 1763. [ Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by 8. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the God
ernor , Council and House of Representatives. MDCCLXIII. pp. 445-450. fol.
9430 TEMPORARY ACTS AND LAWS OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE Massa
CHUSETTS - Bay in NEW -ENGLAND. [ Arms.]
Boston ; New -England : Printed by order of his excellency the Governor,
Council and House of Representatives : and sold by Green and Russell in Queen
Street. MDCCLXIII. pp. (2) , x , (2) , viii , 179. fol.
NYSL.
9431 The same. ACTS AND Laws, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW
ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY
FIFTH DAY OF May, 1763. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Green and Russell, by order of his excellency the
Governor , Council and House of Representatives. 1763 . pp. 181-190 . fol.
9432 THE ACTS CONTAINED IN THIS BOOK WERE ORDERED TO BE LEFT OUT OF THE
LAST IMPRESSION OF TEMPORARY LAWS AND PRINTED BY THEMSELVES, VIZ.
IMPOST ACT, FROM PAGE 1 to 8. ACT FOR GRANTING AN EXCISE UPON SPIRITS,
&c. 9 TO 22. ACT FOR PROVIDING AND MAINTAINING TWO ARMED VESSELS, &C.
23 to 29. ACTS RESPECTING THE POOR, 29 to 38. ACTS RESPECTING HIGH
WAYS, 39 TO 43. ACTS RESPECTING ALEWIVES AND OTHER FISH , 43 to 51. Acts
RESPECTING DEER, 52.
Boston ; New - England. Printed by Green and Russell, by order of his ex
cellency the Governor, Council and House of Representatives. MDCCLXIII. pp.
( 2 ), 52. fol.
9433 ANNO REGNI REGIS GEORGII TERTII, TERTIO. AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT
AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT BOSTON, ON WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY -FIFTH DAY OF May, 1763. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor







MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE , continued .
[ Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLAMA
THURSDAY THE FOURTEENTH
APRIL NEXT . . DATED, Boston, 19TH MARCH 1763. GOD SAVE THE KING.
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council, 1763. Broadside. fol. AAS. MHS.
TION FOR A GENERAL FAST. DAY OF
9435
DAY OF
(Arms.] By his EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD , ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL
AND GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROC
LAMATION FOR A THANKSGIVING . THURSDAY THE ELEVENTH
AUGUST NEXT DATED, Boston , 27TH JULY, 1763 . GOD SAVE THE KING .
[ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1763. Broadside. fol.
. .
AAS. BA. MHS.
9436 [ Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSA
CHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND, AND VICE - ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROC
LAMATION FOR A PUBLIC THANKSGIVING.. THURSDAY THE EIGHTH DAY OF
DECEMBER NEXT .. DATED, BOSTON, 30 NOVEMBER 1763. GOD SAVE THE
KING. (Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1763. Broadside. fol. AAS.
9437 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK, ON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIFTH DAY
OF MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1763. [Arms.] [-16 June, 1763.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Green and Russell, Printers to the honourable
House of Representatives. MDCCLXIII. pp . (116) . fol. BA.
9438 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY - FIRST DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET
at Boston ; BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT. 1-4 February , 1764.]
[ Boston : Printed by Green and Russell. 1764.] pp. (117)-(275). fol.
9439 MATHER, MOSES 1719–1806
DIVINE SOVEREIGNTY DISPLAYED BY PREDESTINATION : OR, THE DOCTRINE OF THE
DECREES CONSIDERED IN ITS PROPER LIGHT, AND REAL TENDENCY.
Nero - Haven : Printed by James Parker & Company. 1763. pp. 44. 8vo.
Reprinted at Norwalk in 1820.
9440 MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-1766
CHRISTIAN SOBRIETY : BEING EIGHT SERMONS ON TITUS II. 6 . PREACHED WITH A
SPECIAL VIEW TO THE BENEFIT OF THE YOUNG MEN USUALLY ATTENDING THE
WEST CHURCH , IN Boston.
Boston , Nero -England : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper. 1763.










OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARTER AND CONDUCT OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROP
AGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS ; DESIGNED TO SHEW THEIR NON
CONFORMITY TO EACH OTHER. WITH REMARKS ON THE MISTAKES OF East
APTHORP, M.A. MISSIONARY AT CAMBRIDGE, IN QUOTING, AND REPRESENTING THE
SENSE OF SAID CHARTER , &C. As ALSO , VARIOUS INCIDENTAL REFLECTIONS
RELATIVE TO THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND, AND THE STATE OF RELIGION IN NORTH
AMERICA , PARTICULARLY IN NEW-ENGLAND. [Five lines from] Ap. Paul.
TO THE GALATIANS.
Boston, New - England : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper, in New
bury- Street, Edes and Gill, in Queen -street, and Thomas and John Fleet at the
Heart and Crown in Cornhill. MDCCLXIII. pp. 176. 8vo. JCB . NYPL . YC.






A DEFENCE OF THE OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARTER AND CONDUCT OF THE
SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS, AGAINST AN
ANONYMOUS PAMPHLET FALSLY INTITLED, A CANDID EXAMINATION OF DR. May
HEW's OBSERVATIONS, &C. AND ALSO AGAINST THE LETTER TO A FRIEND
ANNEXED THERETO , . . SAID TO CONTAIN A SHORT VINDICATION OF SAID
SOCIETY . BY ONE OF ITS MEMBERS . · [Four lines of Scripture texts.)
Boston : Printed and sold by R. and S. Draper, in Newbury - Street ; Edes
and Gill, in Queen -street ; and T. & J. Fleet, in Cornhill. 1763. pp. 144. 8vo.
Reprinted in London in 1764.
Two SERMONS ON THE NATURE, EXTENT AND PERFECTION OF TAE DIVINE
GOODNESS . DELIVERED DECEMBER 9 , 1762. BEING THE ANNUAL THANKSGIVING
OF THE PROVINCE, &C. On Psalms 145. 9 PUBLISHED WITH SOME ENLARGE
MENTS .
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by D. and J. Kneeland , opposite to the
Probate -Office, in Queen -street. 1763. pp. 91. 8vo . BA. CHS. HC. MHS. NYPL . YC.
METHODISM ANATOMIZ'D ; OR AN ALARM TO PENNSYLVANIA. BY A LOVER OF TRUE
PIETY , IN OPPOSITION TO ENTHUSIASM. WITH SOME REMARKS ON A DISCOURSE
DELIVER'D SEPTEMBER 24TH, 1763. .
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed for the Author, and sold by John Morris, at the
Green -man in Fishamble -street. MDCCLXIII. pp. 16. 16mo.
LCP .
MOORE, RICHARD, pseudonym .
THE NEW - YORK POCKET ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR 1764. CALCULATED FOR THE
USE OF THE PROVINCE OF New-YORK, AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. BY
RICHARD MOORE, PHILO .
New - York : Printed and sold by and for H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown,
in Hanover- Square. [1763.) pp . (48 interleaved ). 24mo. NYHS.
MORE, ROGER, pseudonym .
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR'T JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1764. DOOR
ROGER MORE.
Nieuw - York : Gedrukt en te Koop by John Holt in de Nieve Druckery at
the Exchange. [1763.]
POOR ROGER'S, OR, THE AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT 1764. BY ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by John Holt, at the New - Printing -Office at
the Exchange. [1763.).
POOR ROGER'S UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR, 1764.












9449 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
Poor THOMAS, OR MORE'S GENUINE COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD, 1764 By Thomas MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman , at the new Printing - Ofice, in
Broad - street. [1763.]
THE NEW UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR, 1764.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman in Broad -street. [1763.]
9450
9451 NADERE TROUWHARTIGE
WAARSCHOUWINGE TEGEN DE VERLEINDUNGEN DER
HERRNHUTHERS ; DOOR DEN KERKENRAAD VAN AMSTERDAM VOORGESTELD AAN
DE GEMEENTE IN DIE STAD.
Neiur - York : Gedrukt bey W. Weyman ? 1763. 4to .
9452 NEU - EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS-UND HAUS -CALENDER . AUF
DAS JAHR 1764. ZUM ELFTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN .
Philadelphia : Gedrukt bey Anton Armbruester. [1763.]
9453 DER NEUESTE, VERBESSERT -UND ZUVERLÄSSIGE AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF
DAS 1764 STE JAHR CARISTI, ... Zum ZWEYTENMAL HERAUSGEGEBEN .
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu finden bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten
strasse. [1763.) pp. (48). 4to .
HSP
9454 THE NEW -ENGLAND PRIMER ENLARGED . FOR THE MORE EASY ATTAINING THE
TRUE READING OF ENGLISH. TO WHICH IS ADDED , THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES
CATECHISM .
Boston : Printed and sold by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown in
Cornhill. 1763. 32mo. $ 80
9455 THE NEW-HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1763.
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1763. 4to .
DOMESTICK .
9456 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE .
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW - JERSEY. HELD THE 25TH OF May, 1763. (-3 June, 1763.)




THE NEW-LONDON GAZETTE. WITH THE LATEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMES
No. 1. NOVEMBER 1. [ -December, 1768.]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1763. fol.
Timothy Green, who established the Gazette, was the third printer
of this name in New-London . On the 17th of December, 1773 ,
the name of the paper was altered to “ The Connecticut Gazette . "
In May, 1793 , Timothy Green resigned his right in the paper to his
son Samuel, who continued its publication. It changed owners
often after this, the last member of the Green family surrendering
his rights in 1841 ; and in 1844 it was discontinued, after an exis
tence of more than eighty years.
9458 THE NEW-LONDON SUMMARY, OR THE WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY -AUGUST,
1763.
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1763. fol.















[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ ; His MAJESTY'S LIEU
TENANT GOVERNOR, AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW - YORK,
. A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS I HAVE RECEIVED HIS MAJESTY'S ROYAL
PROCLAMATION, GIVEN AT THE COURT OF ST. JAMES. • [ Dated, Fort George,
December 1 , 1763.]
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1763.] Broadside. fol. NYSL .
(Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW.
YORK, .. A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS KING CHARLES THE SECOND , BY
HIS SEVERAL LETTERS PATENT . [ Dated, Fort George, December 28, 1763.]
[ New - York: Printed by William Weyman, 1763.) Broadside. fol.
SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ; ...
COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY NOVEMBER 9, 1763. TOGETHER WITH
THE LETTER FROM SIR JEFFREY AMHERST, DATED New-York, OCTOBER 30,
1763 .
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1763.]
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF
New - York. ( November 8-25, 1763.)
[ New - York : ] William Weyman, Printer . [1763.) pp. 24. fol.
NEW YORK CITY.
LAWS, STATUTES, ORDINANCES AND CONSTITUTIONS, ORDAINED, MADE AND ESTAB
LISHED, BY THE MAYOR, ALDERMEN , AND COMMONALTY, OF THE CITY OF NEW
YORK, CONVENED IN COMMON - COUNCIL , FOR THE GOOD RULE AND GOVERNMENT
OF THE INHABITANTS AND RESIDENTS OF THE SAID CITY. PUBLISHED THE NINTI
DAY OF NOVEMBER, IN THE THIRD YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD ,
GEORGE THE THIRD , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE AND
IRELAND, KING , DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &C. ANNOQUE DOMINI 1762. AND
IN THE MAYORALTY OF JOHN CRUGER, ESQ ; TO WHICH IS ADDED, AN APPENDIX
CONTAINING EXTRACTS OF SUNDRY ACTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, OF THE
COLONY OF NEW-YORK, IMMEDIATELY RELATING TO THE GOOD GOVERNMENT OF
THE SAID CITY AND CORPORATION . [Seal.]
Printed and sold by JohnHolt, atthe New Printing Office, at the lorder end




9464 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES, BOTH FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763.
New - York : Printed by W. Weyman , in Broad -street. 1763. fol . NYPL.
9465 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE ; OR, THE WEEKLY POST -BOY. WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1763.
Nero - York, Burling's- Slip ; Printed by John Holt, late partner in this
paper, and the printing -business in New York , with James Parker, who has resigned
that business in this City to him. 1763 . fol. NYHS.
9466
NYHS. NYPL .
THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763 .
[ New - York :) Printed by Hugh Gaine, Bookseller, Printer and Stationer,
at the Bible & Crown, in Hanover - Square. 1763. fol.
From May to October the Printing-Office was removed, tempo
rarily to Rotten -Row , next doorto that corner opposite the Mer
chants' Coffee House. Late in this year the cut of the Royal Arms










THE NEW-YORK PACQUET. CONTAINING FRESH NEWS, ADVERTISEMENTS, AND
OTHER AFFAIRS, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC . No. 0. JULY 11 , 1763. [ -August,
1763.]
Neu - York : Printed by Benjamin Mecom , at the Modern Printing - Office, on
Rotten -Row . 1763. fol.
Isaiah Thomas by a typographical error ascribes the publication of
the Pacquet to the year 1753, and supposed the first number to be
the only one issued. It was, however, certainly continued to
August 22, and how much longer is not known ; but, probably, only
for a short time.
THE NEWPORT MERCURY. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763 .
Neroport: Printed by [Anne ) Franklin & [ Samuel ] Hall, in Thames
Street. 1763. fol .
Mrs. Franklin died 19 April, 1763, and the paper was continued
by Samuel Hall as printer and publisher.
NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE.
AN ACT FOR THE MORE EFFECTUAL OBSERVING OF THE QUEEN'S PEACE AND
ESTABLISHING A GOOD AND LASTING FOUNDATION OF GOVERNMENT IN NORTH
CAROLINA .
Nerobern : Printed by James Davis, 1763.
Ordered printed, by the Governor, April 22 , 1763.
LAWS AND JOURNALS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH -CAROLINA ,
NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1762.
Newbern : Printed by Jumes Davis, 1763.
Ordered to be printed, December 11 , 1762.
OTTERBEIN , WILLIAM 1726-1813
DIE HEILBRINGENDE MENSCHWERDUNG UND DER HERRLICHE SIEG JESU CHRISTI
ÜBER DEN TEUFEL UND Top. VORGESTELLT IN EINER IM J. 1760 IN DER RE
FORMIRTEN KIRCHE ZU GERMANTOWN ÖFFENTLICH GEHALTENEN ERBAULICHEN
PREDIGT.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1763. pp. 15. 8vo .
PENNSYLVANIA. PROVINCE .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII III , REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIA
TERTIO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , BEGUN
AND HOLDEN at PHILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, Anno
DOMINI 1762, IN THE SECOND YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
GEORGE III , BY THE GRACE OF God, OF GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE AND IRELAND,
KING , DEFENDER OF THE FAITII , &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY AD
JOURNMENTS TO THE FOURTH DAY OF March, 1763. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the New - Printing





9473 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
EIGUTH DAY OF JULY, 1763 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Ner - Printing - Office,
near the Market. MDCCLXIII. pp. ( 2), 279-286 . fol. HSP . NYPL.
9474 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
THIRTIETH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1763.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New - Printing









PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE, continued .
ANNO REGNI GEORGII III . REGIS, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ,
TERTIO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, BEGUN
AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA, THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER , ANNO
DOMINI 1763, IN THE THIRD YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
GEORGE III , BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF GREAT BRITAIN , FRANCE AND IRELAND,
KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURN
MENTS TO THE TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF OCTOBER, 1763. [Arms. )
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B.Franklin, at the New -Printing - Office,
near the Market. MDCCLXIII. pp. (2) , 299-311 . fol. HSP. NYPL .
9476 LAND OFFICE, PAILADELPHIA , MARCH 10, 1763. [Notice that warrants must
be obtained before entry upon vacant lands. Signed, William Peters.]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, 1763. ) Broadside. 4to . HSP .
9477 VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROV
INCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, MET AT PHILADELPHIA , ON THE FOURTEENTH OF
OCTOBER, Anno DOMINI, 1762, AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS . (Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin ,at the New Printing- Office,
near the Market. MDCCLXIII. pp. 67 , ( 1 ). fol.
HSP .
9478 THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763 .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, Post - Master , and D. Hall, at the
Nero - Printing -Office, near the Market. 1763. fol.
9479 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1763.
9480 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEM
BER, 1763.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the Sign of the
Bible, the corner - house of Front and Market -streets. 1763. fol. HSP .
9481 NEW -YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1763.
9482 THE PENNSYLVANIA POCKET ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR 1764.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1763.
9483 PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA . CHRIST - CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN ST. PETER'S AND CHRIST -CHURCH
PARISH, IN PHILADELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 25, 1762, TO DECEMBER 25, 1763 .
BY CALEB CASH, CLERK, AND JAMES WEYLEY, SEXTON .
[ Philadelphia : 1763.] Broadside. fol. LCP .
9484 PHILADELPHIA. COLLEGE OF, afterwards UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA .
AN EXERCISE, CONTAINING A DIALOGUE [by Rev. Nathaniel Evans.) AND ODE ON
PEACE. (by Dr. PaulJackson .] PERFORMEDAT THE PUBLIC COMMENCEMENT
IN THE COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA, May 17 , 1763. .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart, at the Bible -in -Heart, in
Second - street. M.DCC.LXIII. pp. 8. 8vo.
LCP .
















PHILADELPHIA . COLLEGE OF, continued .
VIRIS PRÆCELLENTISSIMIS THOMÆ PENN AC RICHARDO PENN, ARMIGERIS,
PROVINCIÆ PENNSYLVANIÆ, PROPRIETARIIS ; JACOBO HAMILTON ,
ARMIGERO, PRÆDICTA PROVINCIÆ VICE GUBERNATORI PRÆCLARISSIMO ,
NEC NON HUJUS COLLEGII & ACADEMIÆ PHILADELPHIENSIS CURATORI ; .
Hæc PHILOSOPHEMATA SUB VICE - PRÆFECTI MODERAMINI DISCUTIENDA ;
JUVENES IN ARTIBUS INITIATI,
[ Philadelphia : ] Typis Henrici Milleri. [1763.] Broadside. fol. HSP.
PHILADELPHISCHE FAMA. JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1763 .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbrüster. 1763. fol.
PHILANTHROPOS, pseudonym .
A VALEDICION, FOR NEW -YEAR'S DAY. 1763. [22 lines . Signed ,] PHILANTHROPOS.
[ Boston : 1763.] Broadside. 4to .
PHILLIPS, SAMUEL 1690-1771
A SERIOUS ADDRESS TO YOUNG PEOPLE ; BY WAY OF A FAMILIAR CONFERENCE
BETWEEN A MINISTER AND A YOUNG-MAN:
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland . MDCC,LXIII. 16mo .
PHILO -BRITANNICUS, pseudonym .
A LETTER FROM Scors SAWNEY THE BARBER, TO MR. WILKES AN ENGLISH
PARLIAMENTER. [censuring him for stirring up ill -feeling against Scotland .
Signed , Philo -Britannicus. Dated, 25th June, 1763.]
[ Printed by 2. Fowle . ] Sold at the Printing-office, in Back -street, Boston .
( Price 4 coppers.) (1763.] pp. (8.) 12mo.
POOR ISAAC, pseudonym .
THE EW - YORK ROYAL SHEET ALM NACK FOR 164. BY POOR ISAAC.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, [1763.] Broadside. fol.
A PROPHECY, LATELY DISCOVERED ; IN WHICH ARE PREDICTED MANY GREAT AND
TERRIBLE EVENTS .
[ Philadelphia :) Printed, [ by A. Armbruester ] in the 1763d year of the
Christian Æra . pp. 14. 16mo. LCP .
THE PROVIDENCE GAZETTE, AND COUNTRY JOURNAL . CONTAINING THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763.
Providence, in New -England : Printed by William Goddard opposite the
Court - House. 1763. fol. NYPL. RIHS.
After July, the “ Printing -office just removed to the Store of Judge
Jenckes, near the Great Bridge, and published at his Book Shop,
just above it at the Sign of Shakespear's Head, at both which
places Subscriptions, Advertisements, and Letters of Intelligence
for this paper, will be thankfully received and where a Variety of
Books, and all kinds of Blanks, may be had at a cheap Rate . All
Business in the Printing Way, for Gentlemen in this Colony, the
Massachusetts Bay, and Connecticut, will be correctly , expedi





9493 PUTNAM , AARON -1813
THE WORK OF A GOSPEL MINISTER OPENED AND APPLIED ; IN A SERMON PREACHED
AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. JOSEPH SUMNER, TO THE FIRST
CHURCH IN SHREWSBURY, JUNE 23, 1762.










A LETTER TO THE COMMON PEOPLE OF THE COLONY OF RHODE-ISLAND ; CONCERN
ING THE UNJUST DESIGNS, AND ACTUAL ATTEMPTS, OF A NUMBER OF MISERS , AND
MONEY JOBBERS, ( PARTICULARLY SUCH OF THAT CHARACTER AS ARE IN PLACE AND
POWER,) TO COMPEL ALL THE OLD TENOR DEBTORS IN THIS COLONY TO PAY NEAR
THREE TIMES AS MUCH AS THEY OWE. BY T. R. COOPER .
Providence : Printed for the Author, by William Goddard . 1763. pp.
[4.] 4to . RIHS.
REFORMED DUTCH CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA.
NEU -VERMEHRT-UND VOLLSTÄNDIGES GESANG-Buch, WORINNEN SOWOHL DIE
PSALMEN Davids, Nach D. AMBROSSII LOBWASSERS, UEBERSETZUNG HIN UND
WIEDER VERBESSERT, ALS AUCH 730. AUSERLESENER ALTER UND NEUER GEIST
REICHEN LIEDERN BEGRIFFEN SIND, WELCHE ANJETZO SÄMTLICH IN DENEN
REFORMIRTEN KIRCHEN DER HESSISCH - HIANAUISCH -PFÄLTZISCH -PENSILVANISCHEN
UND MEHREREN ANDERN ANGRÄNTZENDEN LANDEN ZU SINGEN GEBRÄUCHLICH,
IN NÜTZLICHER ORDNUNG EINGETHEILT, AUCH MIT DEM HEYDELBERGISCHEN
CATECHISMO UND ERBAULICHEN GEBÄTERN VERSEHEN . ZWEYTE AUFLAGE .
Germantown, Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur, 1763. pp. (2) ,
208, ( 2) ; 536 , (10) ; 24 ; 82, ( 1 ). plate. 24mo. HSP. NYPL.
Second title : GEISTREICHE LIEDER, WELCHE SOWOHL BEY DEM OFFENTLICHEN
GOTTESDIENSTE IN DENEN REFORMIRTEN KIRCHEN DER HESSISCH -HANAUISCH
PFAELZISCH -PENNSYLVANISCHEN UNDMEHRERN ANDERN ANGRÄNTZENDEN LANDEN ,




Germantown, Gedruckt und eu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1763. pp.
536 , (10).
Third part : HEIDELBERGISCHER CATECHISMUS. pp. 24 .
Fourth part : EVANGELIA UND EPISTELN . pp . 82 , ( 1 ),
REID, JAMES
A SERMON, “RECOMMENDING THE ESTABLISHING PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR THE EDU.
CATION OF YOUTH," PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF NORTH-CAROLINA, NOVEMBER, 1762.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1763 .
Ordered printed and dispersed in the several counties within this
Province .
REMARKS UPON A MESSAGE, SENT BY THE UPPER TO THE LOWER HOUSE OF
ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, 1762. CONTAINING A VINDICATION OF THE LATTER , IN
THEIR CONDUCT RELATIVE TO A SUPPLY BILL FOR HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE ; AND
OCCASIONALLY INTERSPERSED WITH SOME CURIOUS AND INTERESTING PARTICULARS,
RESPECTING THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SAID PROVINCE. BY A FRIEND TO
MARYLAND.
Printed in the year MDCCLXIII. pp. 71. 8vo.
RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
FEBRUARY, 1763 . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF
TAE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN
NEW - ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN, BY ADJOURNMENT AT PROVI
DENCE, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE LAST MONDAY IN FEBRUARY,
IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-THREE,
AND THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD , BY
THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN , AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED
ON THURSDAY, THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF MARCH, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND SIXTY-THREE. HENRY WARD, SECRY. [Colophon :]











RHODE ISLAND. COLONY, continued .
The same. [Arms.] May, 1763. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW - ENGLAND IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE FIRST WEDNESDAY IN
MAY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY
THREE, AND THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE
THIRD , BY THE GRACE F GOD, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN, AND SO FORTH . .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF May, 1763. By
HENRY WARD, SECRY. [Colophon :]
Newport : Printed by Samuel Hall. (1763.] pp. 10. fol . HSP. JCB.
9500 The same. [Arms. ] JUNE, 1763. At a GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE -ISLAND , AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE
SECOND MONDAY IN JUNE, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND SIXTY - THREE, AND THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN,
AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, THE TWENTY -SEVENTH
DAY OF JUNE, 1763 . BY HENRY WARD, SECRY. ( Colophon :]
Neroport : Printed by Samuel Hall. [1763.) pp. 11-47 . fol. HSP. JCB.
9501 The same. [Arms.] August, 1763. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RAODE-ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE FIRST
MONDAY IN AUGUST, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND SIXTY-THREE, AND THIRD OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY
GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN, AND SO
FORTH . . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, IN NEWPORT, ON TUESDAY THE
SIXTEENTH OF AUGUST, 1763. BY HENRY WARD, SECRY. (Colophon :]




The same. [Arms.] OCTOBER, 1763 . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE
WEDNESDAY IN OCTOBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND SIXTY -THREE, AND FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN ,
AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER . IN NEWPORT, ON THE
SEVENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1763. BY HENRY WARD , SECRY. [Colophon :]
Neroport : Printed by Samuel Hall. [1763.) pp. 69-93 . fol . JCB . NYPL.
.
9503 AN ACT. DECLARING WHAT IS, AND SHALL BE, LAWFUL MONEY IN THIS
COLONY,
Newport : Printed and sold by Samuel Hall. [1763.] pp. 4. 4to .
9504 RITZEMA, JOHANNES
AAN DEN EERWAARDEN DR. JOHANNES LEYDT, PREDIKANT IN N. BRUNSWYK, &C.
In te Philadelphia , Gedruckt by Hendrik Miller, in de Twede Straat.







9505 ROGERS, NATHANIEL 1703-1775
THE CHARACTER OF THE GODLY AND FAITHFUL : WITH THE DUTY OF SURVIVORS,
WHEN THEY CEASE AND FAIL , TO PRAY TO GOD FOR HELP. A DISCOURSE OCCA
SIONED BY THE DEATH OF DEACON SAMUEL WILLIAMS, WHO DECEASED FEBRUARY
5тн , 1763 . ÆTATIS 63. . . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF MANY OF THE
HEARERS. [Six lines of Scripture texts .]
Boston : New - England, Printed by Thomas and John Fleet, at the Heart
and Crown, in Cornhill, 1763. pp. 32. 8vo.
BA.
9506 THE OFFICE OF GOSPEL MINISTERS, IN PREACHING THE WORD OF GOD-A
SERMON PREACH'D AT LYNN, MARCH 2. 1763. AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV.
MR. JOHN TREADWELL, M. A. TO THE PASTORAL OFFICE OVER THE FIRST CHURCH
IN THAT PLACE. To WHICH IS ADDED, THE CHARGE, BY THE REv. MR.
WIGGLESWORTH : AND THE RIGHT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , BY THE REv. MR. ROBIE .
Boston, New - England : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet. 1763. pp.
41. 8vo . BA. CHỊ.
9507 RONDE, LAMBERTUS DE
A SYSTEM : CONTAINING THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION, SUITABLE TO
THE HEIDELBERG CATECHISM ; BY PLAIN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS . USEFUL FOR
THE INFORMATION OF ALL PERSONS IN THE TRUE CONFESSION OF FAITH ; AND
NECESSARY TOWARDS THEIR PREPARATION FOR THAT AWFUL AND SOLEMN ORDI
NANCE, THE LORD'S SUPPER. TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, A PARTICULAR ADDRESS
TO PARENTS IN GENERAL, SHEWING THE RELATION THEY STAND UNDER TO THEIR
CHILDREN, TO INSTRUCT THEM IN THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CHRISTIAN KELIGION.
AND, TO WHICH IS ADDED, AN APPLICATION UPON THE WHOLE SYSTEM. SHEWING
THEREIN , THE GREAT IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING AND PRACTISING CHRISTIAN
RELIGION ; BEING BOTH THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD, AND SALT OF THE EARTH.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, at the Bible & Crown, in Hanover - Square.
. pp. (2), vi , v, ( 1 ), 7, ( 1 ) , 184, (2) , iv. 16mo. NYHS. NYPL .
RUGGLES, Thomas 1704-1770
THE DEATH OF GREAT, GOOD, AND USEFUL MEN LAMENTED. A DISCOURSE , DELIV
ERED IN THE FIRST SOCIETY OF KILLINGWORTH, LORD'S -DAY, APRIL 24, 1763 ,
UPON THE LAMENTED DEATH OF THE GREAT AND VENERABLE DR. JARED ELIOT,
PASTOR OF THE CHURCH THERE. . [ Four lines of Scripture texts.]
Neu - Haven : Printed by J. Parker and Company. 1763. pp. 30. 4to .
9508
9509 SAUNDERS, RICHARD , pseudonym .
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1764. B8 R. SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1763.]
pp . 24. 24mo. $ 21
9510 .POOR RICHARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS FOR
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1764 : . . . BY RICHARD SAUNDERS, PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1763.)
pp. (36). 8vo. HSP. NYPL . 30
9511 SCHABALIE, JOHANN PHILIPP
DIE WANDLENDE SEEL, DAS IST : GESPRAECH DER WANDLENDEN SEELEN MIT
ADAM NOAH UND SIMON CLEOPHAS ; VERFASSET DIE GESCHICHTEN VON DER
ERSCHAFFUNG DER WELT AN BISS ZU UND NACH DER ZERSTÖRUNG JERUSALEMS.
. IN NIEDERLAENDISCHER SPRACH GESCHRIEBEN ; ANJETZO ABER IN DIE
HOCHDEUTSCHE SPRACH ÜBERSETZT VON B. B. B.
Germanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1763 .









CATECHISMUS, ODER ANFAENGLICHER UNTERRICHT CHRISTLICHER GLAUBENS
LEHRE ; ALLEN CHRISTLICHEN GLAUBENS-SCHÜLERN JUNG ODER ALT, NÖTHIG
UND NÜTZLICH SICH DARIN ZU ÜBEN.
Philadelphia, Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten - Strasse. 1763 .
pp. (4) , 146. 12mo. BM. HSP. NYPL.
9513 SEWALL, JOSEPH 1688–1769
THE CHARACTER AND REWARD OF THE FAITHFUL MINISTERS OF CARIST. A SER
MON PREACI'D AT THE SOUTH CHURCH IN BOSTON , ON THE LORD'S DAY AFTER
THE FUNERAL OF THE REVEREND MR. ALEXANDER CUMMING, LATE COLLEAGUE
PASTOR OF SAID CHURCH . WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE , AUGUST 25 , 1763. Ætat
37 , . . . [ Five lines from] Rev. xiv. 13 .
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland , 1763. pp. (4) , 20, (2) . 8vo.
BA . CH3.
9514 SEWALL, STEPHEN 1734-1804
AN HEBREW GRAMMAR, COLLECTED CHIEFLY FROM THOSE OF MR. ISRAEL LYONS
TEACHER OF HEBREW IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE ; AND THE REV.
RICHARD GREY, D. D. RECTOR OF HINTON , IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. To WHICH
IS SUBJOINED A PRAXIS , TAKEN FROM THE SACRED CLASSICS, AND CONTAINING A
SPECIMEN OF THE WHOLE HEBREW LANGUAGE : WITH A SKETCH OF THE HEBREW
POETRY, AS RETRIEVED BY BISHOP HARE. .
Boston , New England : Printed by R. and S. Draper, for the Honorable
and Reverend the President and Fellows of Harvard - College . MDCCLXIII. pp.
(2), v, ( 1 ) , 83. 8vo. BA. BPL. HC. NYPL. WL.
The Hebrew types used in its printing were destroyed by fire in
January, 1764 .
.
9515 SMITH , CALEB 1723-1762
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE OF THE LATE REVEREND CALEB SMITH, A. M.
MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL, AT NEWARK MOUNTAINS ; WHO DIED OCTOBER 22 ,
1762. CHIEFLY EXTRACTED FROM HIS DIARY AND OTHER PRIVATE PAPERS.




9516 THE SOUTH -CAROLINA GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763 .
Charles-Town : Printed by Peter Timothy. 1763. fol .
9517 JANUARY-DECEMTHE SOUTH -CAROLINA AND AMERICAN GENERAL GAZETTE.
BER, 1763.
Charlestorn : Printed by R. Wells. 1763. fol.
9518 STEINER, JOHANN CONRAD
DIE HERRLICHE ERSCHEINUNG DES HERRN JESU ZUM ALLGEMEINEN WELT
GERICUIT, SAMT DESSELBEN FOLGEN FÜR DIE GERECHTEN UND UNGERECHTEN,
AUF DIE ENDLOSE EWIGKEIT : IN ACHTZEHN PREDIGTEN , NACH ANLEITUNG DER
EIGENEN WORTE DES ZUKÜNFTIGEN RICHTERS JESU, BEY MATTH . XXV. 31. U. S.
F. VORGESTELLET, UND WIE ZUR AUFMUNTERUNG DER FROMMEN, ALSO ZUM
SCHRECKEN UND ERWECKUNG DER GOTTLOSEN , ANGEPRIESEN VON JOHANN CON
RAD STEINER, WEYLAND REFORMIRTEN PREDIGER ZU PHILADELPHIA . NEBST
DER DEM SEL. VERFASSER AM 7TEN JULII DES VERFLOSSENEN JAHRS GEHALT
ENEN LEICHEN-REDE ; UND KURZEN NACHRICHTVON DESSEN LEBENS -UMSTAENDEN .
Philadelphia , Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten Strasse. 1763.











The Ass IN THE LYON'S SKIN ; LUCKILY DISCOVER'D BY HIS BRAYING.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Andrew Steuart, in Second - Street. 1763 .
pp . 8vo.
A reply to Francis Hopkinson's Errata .
LCP .
9520 THE GENTLEMAN AND CITIZEN'S POCKET -ALMANACK , BY ANDREW STEOART,
BOOKSELLER. FOR THE YEAR 1764 .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in - Heart in Sec
ond - Street. [ 1763.] pp. (48). 24mo.
9521 A TABLE OF THE VALUE OF THE LAWFOL MONEY BILLS OF TIS COLONY, IN OLD
TENOR, AT TWENTY - THREE AND ONE THIRD FOR ONE, INTEREST INCLUDED.
Providence, New -England : Printed and sold by William Goddard , at the
Printing - Office near the Court - House. 1763 .
9522 THORNE, WILLIAM
A NEW SET OF COPIES, IN LARGE MODERN ROUND TEXT, FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS.
By WILLIAM THORNE, WRITING -MASTER AND ACCOMPTANT IN PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1763.
9523 TOBLER, JOHN
THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRY- MAN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD 1764 .
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams. [1763.]
9524 TODD, JOHN -1793
An HUMBLE ATTEMPT TOWARDS THE IMPROVEMENT OF PSALMODY : THE PROPRIETY ,
NECESSITY AND USE, OF EVANGELICAL PSALMS, IN CHRISTIAN WORSHIP. DELIV
ERED AT A MEETING OF THE PRESBYTERY OF HANOVER IN VIRGINIA, OCTOBER
втн, 1762 .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible - in - Heart in Second
Street . MDCCLXIII. pp. 40. 8vo. HSP, MHS.
9525 A TRUE COPY OF AN INIMITABLE AND INCOMPREHENSIBLE DOGGREL POEM, SENT BY
PARSON ALL-SENSE, ALIAS SMALLSENSE, ALIAS, NONSENSE, TO D. J. DOVE, AT
GERMANTOWN -SCHOOL.
Philadelphia : 7 Printed by Black - Beard, [ Andrew Steuart . ] 1763.
Broadside. fol. LCP .
9526 TUNES IN THREE PARTS, FOR THE SEVERAL METRES OF DR. WATTS'S VERSION OF THE
PSALMS; SOME OF WHICH TUNES ARE NEW.
Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster. 1763. pp. 43, ( 1 ) . 12mo.
9527 UNITED BRETHREN , or UNITAS FRATRUM commonly called MORAVIANS.
A HYMN - BOOK FOR THE CHILDREN BELONGING TO THE BRETHREN'S CONGREGA
TIONS. TAKEN CHIEFLY OUT OF THE GERMAN LITTLE BOOK . IN THREE
BOOKS.
Philadelphia : Printed [by Henry Miller ) in the year MDCCLXIII. pp.
(2), xxx , 64. 12mo .
.
HSP.
9528 DER LEHR - TEXTE DER BRÜDER-GEMEINE UND INSONDERHEIT DER KINDER
AUS DEN BRIEFEN PAULI AN DIE GEMEINEN AUS DEN HEIDEN. ZWEYTE AUFLAGE ,
ZUM GEBRAUCH DES JAHRS 1764 .









UNITED BRETHREN, continued .
DIE TAEGLICHER LOOSUNGEN DER BRÜDER-GEMEINE FÜR DAS JAHR 1764 .
Gedruckt zu Philadelphia [ bey IIenrich Miller ), 1763. pp. (46), (9 ). 8vo .
9530 VIRGINIA. COLONY.
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [19-31 May, 1763.]
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1763. pp. 31. fol . PRO. VSL.
9531 THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1763 .
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1763. fol .
9532 W., J.
AN ADDRESS TO THE FREEHOLDERS OF NEW -JERSEY, ON THE SUBJECT OF PUBLIC
SALARIES. [Signed , J. W.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in - Heart,







WEATHERWISE, ABRAHAM, pseudonym .
FATHER ABRAHAM'S ALMANAC . . FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1764. , . By
ABRAHAM WEATHERWISE, GENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. [1763.]
WELLES, NOAH 1718-1776
ANIMADVERSIONS, CRITICAL AND CANDID, ON SOME PARTS OF Mr. Beach's LATE
“ FRIENDLY EXPOSTULATION," IN A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN NEW-ENGLAND
TO HIS FRIEND IN PENNSYLVANIA. [ Signed , A. Z.] [ Two lines of Latin .]
Nero - York : Printed by B. Mecom . 1763. pp. [22.] ( 1 ). 16mo. BA. CIIS .
THE DIVINE RIGHT OF PRESBYTERIAN ORDINATION ASSERTED, AND THE MINIS
TERIAL AUTHORITY, CLAIMED AND EXERCISED IN THE ESTABLISHED CHURCHES OF
NEW-ENGLAND, VINDICATED AND DISCOURSE DELIVERED
STANFORD LORD'S -DAY APRIL 10 , 1763 . PUBLISHED AT THE DESIRE OF
THE HEARERS, WITH SOME ENLARGEMENTS. [Seven lines of quotations .)
Nero - York : Printed by John Holt, at the New -Printing -Office, near the
Royal Exchange. 1763. pp. 78. 8vo.
9535
PROVED : IN A AT
.





THE NEW-ENGLAND ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1764 .
Providence : Printed and sold by William Goddard. [1763.] 12mo.
WHEELOCK, ELEAZAR 1711-1779
A PLAIN AND FAITHFUL NARRATIVE OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN, RISE, PROGRESS AND
PRESENT STATE OF THE INDIAN CHARITY-SCHOOL AT LEBANON, IN CONNECTICUT.
[Four lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper, in Newbury -street.
MDCCLXIII. pp. [55.] 8vo .
AAS. BA. CHS. HC. JCB. NYPL. WL. $12
9538 WHITE, STEPHEN 1718-1794
CIVIL RULERS GODS BY OFFICE , AND THE DUTIES OF SUCH CONSIDERED AND EN
FORCED . A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, AT HARTFORD, ON THE DAY OF THEIR ANNIVERSARY
ELECTION , MAY THE 12rii, 1763. .
Nero -London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Colony








9539 WHITEFIELD, GEORGE 1714-1770
OBSERVATIONS ON SOME FATAL MISTAKES, IN A BOOK LATELY PUBLISHED , AND
ENTITLED, THE DOCTRINE OF GRACE ; OR, THE OFFICE AND OPERATION OF THE
HOLY SPIRIT VINDICATED FROM THE INSULTS OF INFIDELITY , AND THE ABUSES OF
FANATICISM . By DR. WILLIAM WARBURTON , LORD BISHOP OF GLOUCESTER. IN
A LETTER TO A FRIEND.
London, printed : Philadelphia, Reprinted , by William Bradford, at the
corner of Market and Front- Street, MDCCLXIII. pp. 24. 12mo. LCP .
.
9540 WHITNEY, JOSIAH 1731-1824
THE CHRISTIAN MINISTER , THE GOOD SOLDIER . A SERMON PREACH'D AT THE
ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR. EZRA WELD, TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE
SECOND CHURCH OF CHRIST IN BRAINTREE . ON NOVEMBER 17TH , 1762. .
[Two lines from] St. Paul.
Boston : Printed by Samuel Kneeland in Queen -street MDCCLXIII. pp.
(4 ), 25. 8vo. AAS . CHS. MIS. UTS . WL.
.
9541 WIGGLESWORTH , EDWARD 1693-1765
THE DOCTRINE OF REPROBATION BRIEFLY CONSIDERED : BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF
SOME LECTURES IN HARVARD COLLEGE.
Boston, Nero - England : Printed by Richard & Samuel Draper in Newbury
street, and Thomas & John Fleet in Cornhill. 1763. pp. 48. 8vo. BA. HC. NYPL.
9542 WILKES, JOHN 1727-1797
AN AUTHENTICK ACCOUNT OF THE PROCEEDINGS AGAINST John WILKES, ESQ ; MEM
BER OF PARLIAMENT FOR AYLESBURY, AND LATE COLONEL OF THE BUCKINGHAM
SHIRE MILITIA . CONTAINING ALL THE PAPERS RELATIVE TO THIS INTERESTING
AFFAIR , FROM THAT GENTLEMAN'S BEING TAKEN INTO CUSTODY BY HIS MAJESTY'S
MESSENGERS, TO HIS DISCHARGE AT THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS. WITH AN
ABSTRACT OF THAT PRECIOUS JEWEL OF AN ENGLIBAMAN, THE HABEAS CORPUS
Act. Also, THE North BRITON, No. 45. BEING THE PAPER FOR WHICH MR.
WILKES WAS SENT TO THE TOWER. ADDRESSED TO ALL LOVERS OF LIBERTY .
Philadelphia , Re-Printed : and to be sold by W. Dunlap. 1763. pp. 48. 8vo.
9543 The same.
London , Printed . Boston : Re printed , 1763. pp. 36. 8vo .
BM. MHS.
9544 The same.
New - York : Printed by H. Gaine, 1763.
9545 THE NORTH BRITON, No. 45 .
Boston : 1763. 8vo.
9546 WILSON , SAMUEL 1703-1750
A SCRIPTURE MANUAL : OR, A PLAIN REPRESENTATION OF THE ORDINANCE OF
BAPTISM , CET IN A CLEAR LIGHT.
THE THIRD EDITION.
Philadelphia : Re -printed by Anthony Armbruster, 1763 .
.
9547 DER WÖCHENTLICHE PHILADELPHISCHE STAATSBOTE. JANUARY -DECEMBER,
1763 .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten - Strasse. 1763.
fol . HSP.







9548 WORCESTER , FRANCIS 1698-1783
A BRIDLE FOR SINNERS AND A SPUR FOR SAINTS, OR SOME COGENT ARGUMENTS
FETCH'D FROM SCRIPTURE AND REMARKABLE EVENTS BOTH OF JUDGMENT AND
MERCY, TO CURB IN THE WICKED FROM THEIR CAREER IN SIN, AND QUICKEN THE
GODLY IN THEIR CHRISTIAN COURSE . BY FRANCIS WORCESTER, A LOVER OF
PIETY, AND A WELL - WISHER TO THE SOULS OF MEN . (Eight lines of Scripture
texts.] THE THIRD EDITION .
Boston , Nero-England : Printed by Zechariah Fowle, for Shem Chapin ,
and to be sold at his house in Springfield. 1763. ( Price 9 coppers.) pp. 44. 16mo.
The colophon reads : From the House of my pilgrimage, in the
wilderness of this world , Anno Domini 1729.
9549 RISE, TRAVILS, AND TRIOMPH OF DEATH , IN VERSE .
Boston : 1763. pp . 150. 12mo.
9550 A WORD IN SEASON TO ALL PROTESTANTS OF ALL DENOMINATIONS THROUGHOUT
GREAT BRITAIN , IRELAND, AND AMERICA; OR GENUINE CHRISTIANITY AND POPISH
BIGOTRY ALWAYS THE SAME. As EXEMPLIFIED IN THE LATE MARTYRDOM AND
CONDUCT OF THE REVEREND MR. ROCHETTE , AND THREE NOBLEMEN, WHO WERE
EXECUTED WITH HIM AT TAOULOUSE IN FRANCE, FEB. 19 , 1762, ON ACCOUNT OF
THEIR ATTACHMENT TO THE PROTESTANT RELIGION. IN A LETTER , WRITTEN THE
DAY AFTER , BY A PERSON WHO WAS AN EYE -WITNESS TO THE BLOODY TRANS
ACTION .
London printed. Philadelphia Reprinted by Anthony Armbruster, in Race
Street. [1763.] pp. 7. 8vo .
HSP.
9551 WREN, ROGER
SENTIMENTS OF THE HUMOURS AND AMUSEMENTS OF THE TIMES ; WITH REFLEXIONS
ON PRESENT CAPITAL DISORDERS, THEIR REAL SOURCE AND PROPER REMEDY.
Boston : 1763. pp. 20. 8vo. BA.
9552 YALE COLLEGE.
CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO YALENSI, QUOD EST in Novo -PORTU CON
NECTICUTENSIUM , AB ANNO 1702, AD ANNUM 1763. ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA
DONATI SUNT. [Colophon :]
Novo- Portu Connecticutensium , M,DCCLXIII. Broadside. fol. YC.
9553 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS, QUOD EST DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo - PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS. IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS MDCCLXIII.
[ No0o -Portu , excudebat Jacobus Parker et Socii, 1763.] Broadside. fol.
9554 AC SUBLIMIVIRO PRÆSTANTISSIMO INGENUIS ARTIBUS VIRTUTE OMNIQUE
FELICISSIMÈ GUBERNANDI RATIONE, ORNATISSIMO, THOMÆ FITCH, ARMIGERO,
COLONIÆ CONNECTICUTENSIUM GUBERNATORI INSIGNISSIMO ; VERÈ REVER
ENDO NEC NON SUMMO HONORE DIGNANDO D. THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII - YALENSIS
PRÆSIDI Hasce TAESES, QUAS(DIVINO NUMINE ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO
YALENSI DEFENDERE ( Colophon :]
Habita in Comitiis publicis No0o -Portu Connecticutensium , xviii die
Calend : Octob : Anno M.DCCLXIII. Broadside. fol. YC.
9555
ZEUGNIS DER WAHRHEIT ODER : EINES CHRISTEN GEDANCKEN VON DER VERGAN
GENEN UND VON DER KUNFFTIGEN REFORMATION.
Erstlich in Franckfurt und Leipzig 1760, nun aber zu Germantown gedruckt
bey Chr. Saur, 1763. pp. 40. 16mo. HBP .







9556 AN ACCOUNT OF THE FIRE AT HARVARD - COLLEGE IN CAMBRIDGE ; WITH THE LOSS
SUSTAINED THEREBY.
Boston : Printed by R. & S. Draper. 1764. Broadside. fol .
Reprinted, with slight changes, in the Massachusetts Gazette for
February 2, 1764, and re -issued in smaller type and on a smaller
sheet, as follows :
9557 FROM THE MASSACHUSETTS -GAZETTE , THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2 , 1764 . AN
ACCOUNT OF THE FIRE AT HARVARD-COLLEGE IN CAMBRIDGE ; WITH THE LOSS
SUSTAINED THEREBY.
[ Boston : Printed by R. & S. Draper ? 1764.] Broadside.
fol . HC.
9558 AN ACCOUNT OF TWO TERRIBLE FIRES. WHICH HAPPENED IN THE CITY OF
BROTHERLY- LOVE, ON FRIDAY THE 26TH. OF OCTOBER.
[ Philadelphia :) Printed [by Anthony Armbruster ) in theyear MDCCXLIV .
[sic 1764.] pp . 7 , ( 1 ). 8vo . LCP .
9559 AN ADDRESS LATELY PRESENTED TO J.(oseph ] G.[alloway) ESQ .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1764.] Broadside. 4to .
9560 AN ADDRESS OF THANKS TO THE WARDENS OF CHRIST-CHURCH AND ST. PETERS,
AND THE REVEREND W[illiam] s [mit]u, D. D. PROVOST OF THE COLLEGE AND
TOOL TO THE P[ roprieto ]R, ANDJ [aco ]B D [uch ]í, a . M. AND Mv. D. FROM
F[rancis] A [lison D. D. AND J [oh]N E [windoin THEIR OWN NAME AND IN THE
NAME OF ALL THE PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERSIN PENNSYLVANIA.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster. 1764.] Broadside. fol.
9561 AN ADDRESS TO THE FREEHOLDERS AND INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF PENN
SYLVANIA. IN ANSWER TO A PAPER CALLED THE PLAIN DEALER.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Anthony Armbruster, at the German
and English Printing - Office ; in Moravian - Alley. 1764. pp. 12 . 8vo. LCP .
In opposition to the existing proprietary government.
9562 ADVERTISEMENT AND NOT A JOKE. A SPEECH THERE IS, WHICH NO MAN SPOKE .
PHILADELPHIA , OCTOBER 1. 1764.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1764.] Broadside. 4to .
A doggerel electioneering address, referring to Joseph Galloway's
Speech.
9563
AN AFFECTIONATE LETTER FROM A SOLICITOUS MOTHER TO HER ONLY SON, BOTH
LIVING IN NEW -ENGLAND.
Boston : Reprinted . 1764. 8vo.
9564 AGRICOLA , pseudonym .
THE SQUABBLE, A PASTORAL ECLOGUE . BY AGRICOLA . THE SECOND EDITION .




9565 THE SQUABBLE ; A PASTORAL ECLOGUE . BY AGRICOLA . WITH A CURIOUS AND
WELL-DESIGN'D FRONTISPIECE.
Printed ( from the first edition .) By Andreu Steuart, in Second - street.
Philadelphia. [ 1764.] pp. 8. 8vo . LCP . NYPL .








9566 AGUECHEEK, ANDREW , pseudonym .
THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN ALMANACK, OR YEARLY ASTRONOMICAL, HISTORICAL AND
FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1765... By
ANDREW AGUECHEEK , PHILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. [1764.]
GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE .
9567 ALLEINE, JOSEPH 1633-1688
AN ALARM TO UNCONVERTED SINNERS ; IN A SERIOUS TREATISE : SHOWING I. WHAT
CONVERSION IS NOT, AND CORRECTING SOME MISTAKES ABOUT IT. II. WHAT
CONVERSION IS, AND WHEREIN IT CONSISTED. III . THE NECESSITY OF CONVERSION .
IV. THE MARKS OF THE UNCONVERTED . V. THE MISERIES OF THE UNCONVERTED .
VI. DIRECTIONS FOR CONVERSION . VII. MOTIONS OF CONVERSION . WHEREIN
ARE ANNEXED DIVERS PRACTICAL CASES OF CONSCIENCE JUDICIALLY RESOLVED.
Boston : Printed for S. Kneeland, 1764. pp. 198 . 12mo.
9568 WILDENDIE ALLMÄCHTIGE ERRETTUNGSHAND GOTTES AUS DEN
MEERES
WELLEN ; WUNDERBAR ERWIESEN AN EINER ANNO 1735 DEN 10DEN OCTOBER
VON ALTONA NACH LONDON SCHIFFENDEN FRAUENS -PERSON .
Germantoron : Gedruckt bey Chr. Saur, 1764. pp. 14. 16mo. HSP.
9569 THE AMERICAN COCK ROBIN : OR, A CHOICE COLLECTION OF ENGLISH SONGS, BOTH
OLD AND NEW, BEING SUCH AS ARE GENERALLY ESTEEMED , AND AGREEABLE TO
THE NORTH -AMERICAN TASTE .
New - York : Printed and sold by John Holt, at the Exchange. 1764.
9570 AMES, NATHANIEL 1741-1822
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY : OR, ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST,
1765. .
Boston : Printed and sold by R. and S. Draper, in Newbury -street ; Edes
and Gill and Green and Russell, in Queen -street ; and T. & J. Fleet at the Heart
and Crown in Cornhill. Sold also by the Booksellers. [1764.) pp. (24.) 16mo.
9571
The same.
Boston : Printed and sold by R. and 8. Draper, in Newbury - street ; Edes
and Gill, and Green and Russell, in Queen street ; and by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart
and Crown in Cornhill. Sold also by by (sic ) S Hall at Newport [1764]. pp.
(24). 16mo. NYPL .
9572
The same.
Hartford : Re-printed and sold by Thomas Green , at the Heart and Crown,
CHS.
near the North -Meeting-House. [1764.] pp. (24) . 12mo.
9573
The same.
Re-printed and sold by B. Mecom , at the Post - Office in Neu -Haven. Where
may be had Father Abraham's Speech , shewing the best and truest ways how to get
three good things — money, credit, and respect. [1764.] pp. 24. 16mo. CHS.
9574
The same. [A spurious edition.]
Boston : Printed ; New -London : Reprinted and sold by Timothy Green,
(1764.) pp . (24 ). 16mo.
9575 AN DIE FREYHALTER UND EINWOHNEB DER STADT UND COUNTY PHILADELPHIA ,
· DEUTSCHER NATION .
[ Philadelphia : ] Gedruckt [bey Anton Armbruester, ] im Jahre 1764.








9576 EINE ANREDE AU DIE DEUTSCHEN FREYHALTER DER STADT UND COUNTY PHILA
DELPHIA .
HISP .
Philadelphia , Gedruckt [ beyAnton Armbruester ] 1764. pp 8. 8vo.
A tract in favor of abolishing the existing proprietary government.
9577 EINE ANDERE ANREDE AU DIE DEUTSCHEN FREYHALTER DER STADT UND COUNTY
PHILADELPHIA VON ETLICHEN VON IHREN LANDSLEUTEN.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbruester. 1764. pp. 8. 8vo.
Favoring the abolition of the existing proprietary government.
9578 ANMERKUNGEN ÜBER EIN NOCH NIE ERHÖRT UND GESEA EN WUNDER THIER IN
PENNSYLVANIEN, GENANNT STREITUND STRAUSS VOGEL, HERAUS GEGEBEN VON
EINER TEUTSCHEN GESELLSCHAFT FREYER BORGER UND GETREUER UNTERTHA
NEN SEINER GROSS BRITTANISCHEN MAJESTÄT.
[ Germantown : ] Gedruckt ( bey Christoph Saur ) in diesem Jahr. [1764.)
pp. 16. 8vo .
This tract opposes the re -election of Benjamin Franklin to the
Assembly, and is in favor of the existing proprietary government.
MHS .
9579 WITH SEVERAL PIECES FOLAN ANSWER TO A LETTER OF DECEMBER 26 , 1763.
LOWING IT. [Two lines of quotations ].
[ Boston ? 1764.] pp. 56. 8vo . AAS. N
YPL .
9580 AN ANSWER TO THE PAMPHLET ENTITULED TAE CONDUCT OF THE PAXTON MEN,
IMPARTIALLY REPRESENTED : WHEREIN THE UNGENEROUS SPIRIT OF THE AUTHOR
IS MANIFESTED , &C. AND THE SPOTTED GARMENT PLUCKT OFF. .
Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster, in Moravian Alley. 1764 .
pp. 28. 8vo . HSP . NYPL .
Denouncing the Paxton men as murderers.
$11
9581 AN ANSWER TO THE PLOT.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster, 1764.) Broadside. fol.
Ten verses not very complimentary to Franklin.
9582 AN ANSWER TO THE QUERIES ON THE PROPRIETARY GOVERNMENT OF MARYLAND,
INSERTED IN THE PUBLIC LEDGER . ALSO , AN ANSWER TO REMARKS UPON A
MESSAGE SENT BY THE UPPER TO THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF MARY
LAND , 1762. PUBLISHED IN 1763. CONTAINING A DEFENCE OF THE LORD
PROPRIETOR FROM THE CALUMNIES AND MISREPRESENTATIONS OF THE REMARKER,
AND ALSO A VINDICATION OF THE UPPER HOUSE, IN THEIR CONDUCT RELATIVE TO
A SUPPLY BILL FOR HIS MAJESTY'S SERVICE. BY A FRIEND TO MARYLAND .
( Annapolis :) Printed in the year 1764. pp. (2), 160. 8vo . LOC .
9583 APTHORP, EAST 1733-1816
THE CHARACTER AND EXAMPLE OF A CHRISTIAN WOMAN. A DISCOURSE AT CHRIST
CHURCH , CAMBRIDGE, ON THE DEATH OF MRS. ANNE WHEELWRIGHT.
Boston : Printed and sold by Green and Russell. 1764. pp. 32. 4to . NYSL.
9584
.
OF BACRED POETRY AND MUSIC . A DISCOURSE AT CHRIST-CHURCH , CAM
BRIDGE, AT THE OPENING OF THE ORGAN, ON TUESDAY, XXI AUGUST, 1764. .
[ Three lines of Latin from ] QUINCTILIAN. LIB. I. C. X.








9585 AUTENRIETH , F. W.
MERKWÜRDIGE NACHRICHT VON F. W. AUTENRIETHS EARLICHEN ABKUNST, GOTT
LOSEN LEBEN, UND GERICHTLICHEN TODE, ALS EINES VERLORNEN UND WIEDER
GESUNDENEN SOHNS.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anthon Armbruester. 1764.
9586
THEAUTHOR OF QUAKER UNMASK'D, STRIP'D START NAKED, OR THE DELINEATED
PRESBYTERIAN PLAY'D HOB WITH.
Philadelphia : Printed [by Anthony Armbruster ] in the year M,DCC,LXIV.
8vo.
Charges Franklin with the authorship of the “ Quaker unmasked . "
Pp. 12.
HSP. NYPL.
9587 BACKUS, Isaac 1724-1806
A LETTER TO THE REVEREND MR. BENJAMIN LORD, OF NORWICH ; OCCASIONED BY
SOME HARSH THINGS, WHICH HE HAS LATELY PUBLISHED AGAINST THOSE WHO HAVE
DISSENTED FROM HIS SENTIMENTS ABOUT THE MINISTRY, THE CHURCH, AND BAP
TISM . . . [ Five lines of Scripture texts.]
Providence, in New -England : Printed and sold by William Goddard .
MDCCLXIV. pp. (40). 8vo . BM. JCB. RIHS.
9588 BAPTIST CHURCH .
A CATECHISM FOR THE USE OF THE BAPTIST CHURCHES.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart. 1764.
9589 A CONFESSION OF FAITH. ADOPTED BY THE PHILADELPHIA BAPTIST Asso
CIATION , 1742 .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart. 1764.
9590 THE ORIGINAL STATES OF THIRTY ONE BAPTIST CHURCHES WHOSE MESSENGERS
ANNUALLY MEET IN ASSOCIATION AT PAILADELPHIA.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1764.] Broadside. fol.
9591 BARKLY, GILBERT
A REPRESENTATION TO THE PUBLIC, OF AFFAIRES BETWEEN GILBERT BARKLY OF
PHILADELPHIA, AND JOHN HAY OF QUEBEC.
Philadelphia : 1764 .
9592 BARNARD, EDWARD 1721-1774
A SERMON PREACH'D APRIL 12, 1764, ON THE PUBLIC FAST, IN THE MASSACHUSETTS
BAY, AT HAVERHILL AND BRADFORD, WEST Parish.
Portsmouth in Nero -Hampshire: Printed by Daniel & Robert Fowle. 1764 .
pp. 22. 8vo . BA. UTS .
9593 BARNES, DAVID 1731-1811
A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REV. MR. ABIEL LEONARD, TO
THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH OF THE FIRST SOCIETY IN WOODSTOCK ,
JUNE 23 , 1763. By David Barns [sic.) PASTOR OE [sic] A CHURCH IN SCITUATE.
TOGETHER WITH THE CHARGE GIVEN MR. LEONARD , BY THE REV. NATHAN
BUCKNAM OF MEDWAY. AND ALSO THE RIGIT HAND OF FELLOWSHIP , GIVEN BY
THE REV. TIMOTHY HARRINGTON , OF LANCASTER.
Boston , Nero -England : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet.
(34). 8vo .
1764. PP.
AAS. BA . MHS.













THE CONDUCT OF THE PAXTON -MEN, IMPARTIALLY REPRESENTED : WITH SOME
REMARKS ON THE NARRATIVE.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. MDCCLXIV . pp. (2), 24. 8vo .
Second title : THE CONDUCT OF THE PAXTON -MEN, IMPARTIALLY REPRESENTED ;
THE DISTRESSES OF THE FRONTIERS, AND THE COMPLAINTS AND SUFFERINGS OF
THE PEOPLE FULLY STATED ; AND THE METHODS RECOMMENDED BY THE WISEST
NATIONS, IN BUCH CASES, SERIOUSLY CONSIDER'D . WITH SOME REMARKS UPON
THE NARRATIVE, OF THE INDIAN-MASSACRE, LATELY PUBLISH'D . INTERSPERS'D
WITH SEVERAL INTERESTING ANECDOTES, RELATING TO THE MILITARY GENUIS, AND
WARLIKE FRINCIPLES OF THE PEOPLE CALL'D QUAKERS: TOGETHER WITH PROPER
REFLECTIONS AND ADVICE UPON THE WHOLE. IN A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN
IN ONE OF THE BACK -COUNTIES, TO A FRIEND IN PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by A. Steuart, and sold by John Creaig, shop -keeper
in Lancaster . 1764. pp. (2) , 24 .
A BATTLE ! A BATTLE ! A BATTLE OF SQUIRT, WHERE NO MAN IS KILL'D, AND NO
MAN IS HURT ! TO THE TUNE OF THREE BLUE BEANS, IN A BLUE BLADDER ;
RATTLE BLADDER RATTLE . TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE QUAKER'S ADDRESS , AND
THE SCHOOL -BOY'S ANSWER TO AN INSOLENT FELLOW WHO ACCUS'D HIM OF STEAL
ING HIS CHERRIES .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster .] Sold by Eduard Mere
field , at the corner of Arch -street, and opposite the Church - Burying-Ground, in
Philadelphia . 1764. pp. 20. 8vo.
Second title : KING WAMPUM. OR HARM WATCH , HARM CATCH. AND THE LORD
DEPARTED FROM Is - - - L, AND BEHOLD HE WENT A WHOREING AFTER HIS OWN
INVENTION UNTIL HIS ABOMINABLE INIQUITY WAS FOUND OUT.
Sold by Edward Merefield , at the corner of Arch - Street, and opposite the
Church -Burying -Ground in Philadelphia . 1764.
A BATTLE ! A BATTLE ! A BATTLE A SQUIRT ; WHERE NO MAN IS KILL'D , AND NO MAN
IS HURT ! TO THE TUNE OF THREE NEW BLUE BEANS, IN A NEW BLUE BLOWN
BLADDER ; RATTLE BLADDER RATTLE BLADDER ! To WHICH IS ADDED, THE
QUAKER'S ADDRESS, VERSIFY'D ; AND KING WAMPUM , OR HARM WATCH HARM
CATCH,
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [by Andrew Steuart) and sold at the Blue-Nose,
near Brazen - Nose -College, Germantown. [1764.1 pp . 11 , ( 1 ) , 1 plate. 12mo.
BAYLEY, ABNER
THE DUTY OF MINISTERS TO PREACH NOT THEMSELVES, BUT JESUS CHRIST,
EXHIBITED. A SERMON PREACHED DECEMBER 218T, 1763, AT THE ORDINATION OF
THE REVEREND MR. JOHN PAGE TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH AT
HAWKE IN KINGSTON, IN THE PROVINCE OF New-HAMPSHIRE. · [Three
lines of Scripture texts.]
Portsmouth in Neu - Hampshire: Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1764. pp.
[23.) 4to .
BAYLEY, DANIEL, editor.
A NEW AND COMPLETE INTRODUCTION TO THE GROUNDS AND RULES OF MUSIC, IN
TWO BOOKS. BOOK I. CONTAINING THE GROUNDS AND RULES OF MUSIC ; OR AN
INTRODUCTION TO THE ART OF SINGING BY NOTE , TAKEN FROM THOMAS WALTER ,
BOOK II . CONTAINING A NEW AND CORRECT INTRODUCTION TO THE GROUNDS
OF MUSIC RUDIMENTAL AND PRACTICAL ; FROM WILLIAM Tans'urs ROYAL MELODY ;
THE WHOLE BEING A COLLECTION OF A VARIETY OF THE CHOICEST TUNES [34]
FROM THE MOST APPROVED MASTERS .
[ Boston :) Printed for, and sold by, Bulkly Emerson , and Daniel Bayley,
















BAYLEY, DANIEL, continued .
The same. [ The second edition , containing 48 tunes.)
Boston : Printed for, and sold by Daniel Bayley, in Newbury - Port.
1764 . 16mo .
9600 The same. [The third edition .]
Boston : Printed for, and sold by Mascoll Williams, in Sulem . 1764. 16mo.
9601 BEACH, JOHN 1700-1782
A FAMILIAR CONFERENCE , UPON SOME ANTINOMIAN TENETS, SOMETIMES MISCALLED
TIE DOCTRINES OF SOVEREIGN FREE GRACE : WITH SOME REMARKS UPON A
PAMPHLET, ENTITLED, ANIMADVERSIONS, CRITICAL AND CANDID. [One line
of Latin from ] VIRGIL.
New - York : Printed by John Holt, near the Exchange. 1764. pp. 35. 8vo .
9602 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
Das KLEINE DAVIDISCHE PSALTERSPIEL DER KINDER ZIONS, VON ALTEN UND
NEUEN AUSERLESENEN GEISTES-GESAENGEN ALLEN WAHREN HEYLS - BEGIERIGEN
SANGLINGEN DER WEISIIEIT, INSONDERHEIT ABER DENEN GEMEINDEN DES
HERRN, ZUM DIENST UND GEBRAUCH MIT FLEISS ZUSAMMEN GETRAGEN , UND IN
GEGENWAETIG - BELIEBIGER FORM UND ORDNUNG, NEBST EINEM DOPPELTON , DARZU
NÜTZLICHEN UND DER MATERIEN HALBEN NÖTLIGEN, REGISTER, ZUM DRITTEN
MAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN.
Germantoron , gedruckt bey Christoph Sauer , 1764. pp. (6 ), 570, (24), 4 .
12mo. HSP.
9603 BIBLIA. OLD TESTAMENT. PSALMS.
THE NEW-ENGLAND PSALTER : OR, PSALMS OF DAVID : WITH THE PROVERBS OF
SOLOMON , AND CARIST'S SERMON ON THE MOUNT. BEING AN INTRODUCTION FOR
THE TRAINING UP CHILDREN IN THE READING OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Boston , Printed by D. and J. Kneeland, for Wharton and Bowes. 1764 .
pp 159. 8vo.
9604 THE BOSTON EVENING-Post. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.
Boston : Printed by T. & J. Fleet, at the Heart and Crown, in Cornhill.
1764. fol.
9605 THE BOSTON GAZETTE, OR COUNTRY JOURNAL. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1764.
Boston : Printed by Edes and Gill, in Queen Street. 1764. fol.
9606 BOSTWICK, DAVID 1720-1763
A FAIR AND RATIONAL VINDICATION OF THE RIGHT OF INFANTS, TO THE ORDINANCE
OF BAPTISM : BEING THE SUBSTANCE OF SEVERAL DISCOURSES FROM ACTS XI. 39 .
CONTAINING : 1. THE SCRIPTURE GROUND, ON WHICH THE RIGHT OF INFANTS
TO BAPTISM IS FOUNDED . II . THE EVIDENCE BY WHICH IT IS SUPPORTED .
SOLUTION OF THE MOST MATERIAL OBJECTIONS. · [Two lines from] St. Paul.
New - York : Printed by John Holt, at the Exchange, in Broad street ; and
sold by Garrat Noel, near the Coffee- House, M.DCCLXIV. pp. viii, [36. ] 4to .
III. A
9607 The same.

















BRAY, THOMAS WELLS 1738-1808
REFLECTION ON DEATH AND ETERNITY : OR, A FUNERAL ORATION ON THE DEATH OF
SAMUEL HYDE, OF NORWICH, WHO DIED MARCH THE 15TH , A. D. 1763, BEING A
MEMBER OF YALE-COLLEGE, IN New HAVEN : WHICH WAS PRONOUNCED IN THE
COLLEGE-HALL, ON THE 21ST OF JUNE , A. D. 1763. By Thomas WELLS BRAY,
A CLASS -MATE OF THE DECEASED ; AND PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THE BE
REAVED PARENTS . [Six lines of verse.]
Ner -Haven : Printed by Benjamin Mecom . 1764. pp. (23), ( 1 ). 8vo.
BUFFIN, JOHN
TAE TRUE QUAKER, REPROVING THE FALSE ONE. OR THEM THAT WOULD BE
COUNTED QUAKERS AND ARE NOT : SO SET FORTII BY JOHN BUFFIN , FORMER
BOOKSELLER IN THE JERSEYS, AND PENNSYLVANIA. BEING US THIRD IM
PRESION (sic) . .
Philadelphia, Printed [by Anthony Armbruster ) for the Author according
to copy . 1764. pp . 17. 8vo.
BYLES, SAMUEL 1743-1764
PIOUS REMAINS OF A YOUNG GENTLEMAN LATELY DECEASED.
Boston : Printed by R. Draper, junior, 1764 . 12mo.
C. , G.
A LITTLE LOOKING -GLASS FOR THE TIMES ; OR, A BRIEF REMEMBRANCER FOR PENN
CONTAINING SOME SERIOUS HINTS , AFFECTIONATELY ADDRESSED TO
PEOPLE OF EVERY RANK AND STATION IN THE PROVINCE : WITH AN APPENDIX, BY
WAY OF SUPPLICATION TO ALMIGHTY GOD. By G. C. .
Wilmington, Del.; Printed and sold by James Adams, 1764. pp. 24. 8vo .
CAMM , JOHN 1718-1779
A REVIEW OF THE RECTOR DETECTED : OR THE COLONEL RECONNOITRED . PART
THE FIRST. [One line Latin quotation.]
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle, MDCCLXIV. pp . 29. 4to. NYPL .
CARTER, LANDON
THE RECTOR DETECTED : BEING A JUST DEFENCE OF THE TWO-PENNY ACT, AGAINST
THE ARTFUL MISREPRESENTATIONS OF THE REVEREND JOHN CAMM, RECTOR OF
YORK-HAMPTON, IN HIS SINGLE AND DISTINCT VIEW. CONTAINING ALSO A PLAIN
CONFUTATION OF HIS SEVERAL HINTS , AS A SPECIMEN OF THE JUSTICE AND CHARITY
OF COLONEL LANDON CARTER . . [Six lines from] Pope's EPISTLE TO Doc
TOR ARBUTINOT.
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. MDCCLXIV. pp. 39 , ( 1 ) . 4to.
THE CHEAT UNMASK'D : BEING A REFUTATION OF THAT ILLEGITIMATE LETTER , SAID
TO BE WROTE BY A CLERGYMAN IN TOWN : IN A TRUE COPY OF A LETTER FROM
THAT CLERGYMAN TO HIS FRIEND .
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [by Henry Miller ) in the year MDCCLXIV .
pp. 8. 8vo. JCB, LCP .
THE CLOVEN FOOT DISCOVERED.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrer Steuart, 1764.
CONANT, SYLVANUS -1777
THE BLOOD OF ABEL, AND THE BLOOD OF JESUS CONSIDERED AND IMPROVED, IN A
SERMON DELIVERED AT TAUNTON, DECEMBER THE FIRST, 1763 . UPON THE DAY
OF THE EXECUTION OF BRISTOL, A NEGRO BOY, OF ABOUT SIXTEEN YEARS OLD
FOR THE MURDER OF Miss ELIZABETH MCKINSTRY. · [Six lines of Scripture
texts.]


















A CONFERENCE BETWEEN THE D [evi]L AND Doctor D[ov] E TOGETHER WITH THE
DOCTOR'S EPITAPH ON HIMSELF.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart. 1764.] Broadside. fol .
9618 CONNECTICUT. COLONY.
AN ACT AND LAW , PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S
ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW - ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND
HELD AT NEW-HAVEN , JANUARY . . . 1764. [ Colophon :]
Nero - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor and
Company, 1764. p. 357. fol. MSL. NYPL . NYSL.
9619 The same. ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT, OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW-ENGLAND IN
AMERICA : BEGUN AND HELD AT HARTFORD, ... MAY, . . . 1764. [Colophon :)
New - London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor
and Company, 1764. pp. 359-360 . fol. NYSL.
9620 The same. ACTS AND LAWS, MADE AND PASSED BY THE GENERAL COURT,
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT IN NEW
ENGLAND IN AMERICA : BEGUN AND HELD IN New-HAVEN, . OCTOBER,
1764. [Colophon :]
New -London : Printed and sold by Timothy Green ,Printer to the Governor
and Company of the Colony of Connecticut. [1764.7 pp. 361-365. fol.
YC.
9621 GOVERNOR OF HIS[Arms.] BY THE HONORABLE TAOMAS FITCH , ESQ ;
MAJESTY'S ENGLISH COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION FOR A DAY OF PUBLIC FASTING AND PRAYER. WEDNES
DAY, THE ELEVENTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT, ... GOD SAVE THE KING. [Colophon :]
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Governor and
Company, 1764. Broadside. fol. CHS,
9622
[ Arms.) BY THE HONOURABLE Thomas FITCH, ESQUIRE, GOVERNOR OF HIS
MAJESTY'S COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA . A PROC
LAMATION. . . . APPOINT THURSDAY THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER NEXT,
TO BE OBSERVED AS A DAY OF PUBLIC THANKSGIVING . GOD SAVE THE KING.
( New -Hacen : Printed by Benjamin Mecom . 1764.] Broadside. fol.
9623 THE CONNECTICUT COURANT. NUMBER 00. MONDAY, OCTOBER 29 , 1764. Num
BER 1. DECEMBER, (- December, 1764. ]
Hartford : Printed by Thomas Green , at the Heart and Crown, near the
North Meeting House. 1764. fol .
This was the fourth newspaper established in Connecticut. In
April, 1768 , Green took into partnersbip Ebenezer Watson , who
had learned the trade of printing from him, and removed to New
Haven . Watson managed the Courant for two years for the firm of
Green & Watson , becoming its sole proprietor at the close of the
About 1774, the title was altered to " The Connecticut
Courant and Hartford weekly intelligencer. ” Watson died 16
September, 1777 , and his widow continued the Courant with
George Goodwin , her husband's apprentice, under the firm name
of Watson & Goodwin, until her marriage to BarzillaiHudson, in
March, 1779 , when it was continued by Hudson & Goodwin till
the dissolution of the partnership in 1815. The publication of
the Courant has been continuous to the present time.
year 1769.









THE CONNECTICUT GAZETTE . JULY ?- DECEMBER, 1764.
Printed by Benjamin Mecom , at the Post- Office in Ner - Haven . 1764.
After a brief suspension, Benjamin Mecom , who succeeded James
Parker as postmaster, revived the Gazette and continued it until





9625 CONSIDERATIONS UPON THE ACT OF PARLIAMENT, WHEREBY A DUTY IS LAID OF
SIX PENCE STERLING PER GALLON ON MOLASSES, AND FIVE SHILLINGS PER
IIUNDRED ON SUGAR OF FOREIGN GROWTH, IMPORTED INTO ANY OF THE BRITISH
COLONIES. SHEWING SOME OF THE MANY INCONVENIENCES NECESSARILY RESULT
ING FROM THE OPERATION OF THE SAID ACT, NOT ONLY TO THOSE COLONIES BUT
ALSO TO THE BRITISH SUGAR - ISLANDS, AND FINALLY TO GREAT BRITAIN.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street MDCCLXIV .
pp. (28 ), ( 1 ). 8vo . AAS . WL.
9626 CUDWORTH , WILLIAM
REAL UNION OF CHRIST AND HIS CHURCII CONSIDERED AND RESCUED FROM THE
GROSS MISREPRESENTATIONS OF MR. JAMES RELLY , . . BY THE AUTHOR
OF THE DEFENCE OF THERON AND ASPASIO.
Boston : 1764 ? 12mo.
9627 D., H.
THE PAXTON EXPEDITION. INSCRIBED TO THE AUTHOR OF THE FARCE. By H. D.
[ Philadelphia : 1764.]
A copper plate, with six doggerel verses .
LCP .
9628 DANA, JAMES 1735-1812
THE CHARACTER AND REWARD OF THE GOOD AND FAITHFUL SERVANT. A SERMON
OCCASIONED BY THE MUCH LAMENTED DEATH OF CHARLES WHITTELSEY, ESQ ;
WHO DEPARTED THIS LIFE JULY 2D, 1764 , IN THE 41ST YEAR OF HIS AGE.
PREACHED THE LORD'S -DAY AFTER HIS FUNERAL. · [ Four lines of verse
from] DR. YOUNG .
Boston : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper, in Newbury -street.
1764. pp. 30. 8vo.




LITTLE CHILDREN INVITED TO JESUS CHRIST. A SERMON, PREACHED IN HANOVER
COUNTY, VIRGINIA , MAY 8, 1758. WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE LATE REMARKABLE
RELIGIOUS IMPRESSIONS AMONG THE STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF New
JERSEY.
Boston : Reprinted by R. and S. Draper ? 1764. 12mo.
9630 A DECLARATION AND REMONSTRANCE OF THE DISTRESSED AND BLEEDING FRONTIER
INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, PRESENTED BY THEM TO THE
HONORABLE THE GOVERNOR AND ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE, SHEWING THE
CAUSES OF THEIR LATE DISCONTENT AND UNEASINESS AND THE GRIEVANCES UNDER
WHICH THEY HAVE LABOURED, AND WHICH THEY HUMBLY PRAY TO HAVE RE
DRESS'D .
[Philadelphia : ] Printed [byWilliam Bradford )in the year M ,DCCLXIV .











EINE DEM HOCHEDLEN HERRN GUVERNÖR UND DER LANDESVERSAMMLUNG DER
PROVINZ PENNSYLVANIEN ÜBERGEBENE ERKLÄRUNG UND VORSTELLUNG VON
DEN BEDRÄNGTEN UND IN TODESGEFAHR STEHENDEN EINWOHNEM AN
GRENZEN DIESER PROVINZ : WORIN DIE URSACHEN IHRER LETZTHERINGEN
UNZUFRIEDENHEIT UND KUMMERS ANGEZEIGT SAMT DEN BESCH
WERUNGEN, DIE SIE AUSGESTANDEN HABEN, UND UM DEREN ABSCHAFFUNG SIE
UNTERTHÄNIG BITTEN . AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN ÜBERSETZT.
[ Philadelphia : ] Gedruckt [ bey Henrich Miller ] im Jahr 1764. pp .
16. 8vo . HSP
WERDEN :
9632 DELAWARE. COUNTIES UPON .
ANNO QUARTO GEORGII III . REGIS. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEGUN AT New
CASTLE , IN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE COUNTIES OF NEW-CASTLE, KENT AND
Sussex, UPON DELAWARE, THE TWENTIETH DAY OF OCTOBER, IN THE THIRD YEAR
OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE THIRD, KING OF GREAT
BRITAIN , &C. ANNOQUE DOMINI 1763 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TILL
THE THIRTY-FIRST DAY OF MARCH FOLLOWING , THE FOLLOWING ACTS WERE PASSED
BY THE HONOURABLE JOHN PENN, ESQ. , GOVERNOR ;




The same. ANNO QUINTO GEORGII III . REGIS. AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY
BEGUN AT NEW-CASTLE, THE FOURTHI YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR
SOVEREIGN LORD GEORGE THE THIRD, 1764, THE FOLLOWING ACT WAS
PASSED .
[Wilmington : Printed by James Adams. 1764.) pp . 99-106 . fol .
A DIALOGUE BETWEEN ANDREW TRUEMAN, AND THOMAS ZEALOT; ABOUT THE
KILLING THE INDIANS AT CANNESTOGOE AND LANCASTER.
Printed at Ephesus. [ Philadelphia : by Anthony Armbruster. 1764.]
pp.





[ Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster. 1764.] pp . 8. 8vo .
DIALOGUE BETWEEN AN UNCLE AND HIS KINSMAN. BEING A SERIOUS ENDEAVOR
FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF YOUTH IN THINGS OF IMPORTANCE TO THEIR TEMPORAL,
SPIRITUAL , AND ETERNAL WELFARE .
Boston : 1764. pp. 6 , vi, iii . 18mo.
9637 A DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE GIANT POLYPHEME AND HIS SON JACK NOTHING ; ON
OCCASION OF HIS LIFE BEING PUT OUT BY A STRANGER.
Philadelphia ? 1764 ?
9638 A DIALOGUE, CONTAINING SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE LATE DECLARATION AND.
REMONSTRANCE, OF THE BACK-INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA.
WITH A SERIOUS AND SHORT ADDRESS, TO THOSE PRESBYTERIANS, WHO (TO THEIR
DISHONOR) HAVE TOO MUCH ABETTED, AND CONNIV'D AT THE LATE INSURRECTION.
BY A MEMBER OF THAT COMMUNITY.
Philadelphia , Printed : [by Andrew Steuart. ] And sold by all the pam
phlet-sellers. M.DCCLXIV . pp. 16. 16mo. HSP.
9639 DICKINSON, JOHN 1732-1808
LAST TUESDAY MORNING MR. GALLOWAY CARRIED A WRITING CONTAINING SOME
REFLECTIONS ON ME, TO A PRINTER IN THIS CITY,











DICKINSON, JOHN, continued .
A REPLY TO A'PIECE CALLED TAE SPEECH OF JOSEPH GALLOWAY, ESQUIRE .
[Six lines from POPE.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at his Book - Store,
in Market - Street, adjoining the London Coffee -House. MDCCLXIV . pp. iv,







A SPEECH, DELIVERED IN THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
PENNSYLVANIA, MAY 24TH, 1764. BY JOHN DICKINSON, ESQ ; ONE OF THE MEM
BERS FOR THE COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA . ON OCCASION OF A PETITION, DRAWN
UP BY ORDER, AND THEN UNDER CONSIDERATION , OF THE HOUSE ; PRAYING HIS
MAJESTY FOR A CHANGE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THIS PROVINCE . WITH A
PREFACE .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at his Book Store
adjoining the London Coffee -House. MDCCLXIV . pp. xii , 30 . 8vo.
The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at his Book - Store,
adjoining the London Coffee - House. MDCCLXIV . pp. xv, 30. 8vo.
Reprinted in London this year.
EINE REDE, GEHALTEN IN DEM HAUSE DER ASSEMBLY DER PROVINZ PENNSYL
VANIEN, AM 24TEN May, 1764. VON HERRN JOHN DICKINSON , EINEM DER
MITGLIEDER DES HAUSES FÜR PITILADELPHIA Caunty. BEY GELEGENHEIT
EINER VITTSCHRIFT, DIE AUF BEFEHL DES HAUSES AUFGESETZT, UND DAMALS IN
UEBERLEGUNG GENOMMEN WAR, WORIN SEINE KÖNIGLICHE MAJESTÄT UM EINE
VERÄNDERUNG DES GUVERNEMENTS DIESER PROVINZ ERSUCHT WIRD . MIT
EINER VORREDE . .. AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN ÜBERSETZT, NACH DER ZWEYTEN
AUFLAGE.
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu finden bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten
Strasse. [ 1764.] pp. xvi, 35. 8vo .
DODDRIDGE, PHILIP 1702-1751
A PLAIN AND SERIOUS ADDRESS TO THE MASTER OF A FAMILY, ON THE IMPORTANT
SUBJECT OF FAMILY RELIGION. . . THE FIFTH EDITION.
London Printed : Portsmouth in New Hampshire. Reprinted : and sold
by Daniel Fowle . MDCC,LXIV . pp. 64+ 12mo.
DOVE, DAVID JAMES ?
[Cut.] THE ADDITION TO THE EPITAPH, WITHOUT THE COPPER -PLATE .
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster. 1764.] Broadside. fol.
THE QUAKER UNMASK'D ; OR PLAIN TRUTH : HUMBLY ADDRESS'D TO THE CON
SIDERATION OF ALL THE FREEMEN OF PENNSYLVANIA .
Philadelphia : Printed [by Andrero Steuart 7 in the year of our Lord .
M.DCC.LXIV . pp . 15. 8vo.
The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, in Second - Street. 1764. pp.
16 . 16mo. JCB. LCP . NYPL.
The last page contains a list of fifteen pamphlets relating to the
Paxton boys to be sold by the printer.
DRELINCOURT, CHARLES 1595-1699
CHRISTIAN'S DEFENCE AGAINST THE FEARS OF DEATH. WITH SUITABLE DIRECTIONS
HOW TO PREPARE OURSELVES TO DIE WELL .















9649 EDWARD AND EMMA. A POEM .
Boston : 1764. 12mo.




[ Philadelphia : 1764.] Broadside. fol.
Engraved on copper, with a view of the election at the top.
ELLSWORTH, SAMUEL
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD CHRIST, 1765.
Hartford : Printed and sold by Thomas Green , ( 1764. ] 12mo.
9652 AN ESSAY ON RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS. IT CONSISTETH OF A SCRIPTURE INTERPRETA
TION , AND IS PROFESSEDLY ADAPTED TO THE TIMES .
Philadelphia : 1764 .
9653 AN ESSAY ON THE TRADE OF THE NORTHERN COLONIES OF GREAT BRITAIN IN
NORTH AMERICA.
Philadelphia : 1764 .
Printed in London this year.
9654 ESTEN , CORNELIUS
TO THE PUBLIC.
[ Philadelphia : 1764.) pp. 4. 8vo .
Against bribery , partly in doggerel verse .
ETLICHE MERKWÜRDIGE PUNCKTEN, BETREFFENDE DIE VERWECHSELUNG DES Gov.






Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbrüster. 1764. pp. 4. 4to .
EXPLANATORY REMARKS ON THE ASSEMBLY'S RESOLVES ( asking for the substitu
tion of a royal for the proprietary government of the Province) PUBLISIED IN
THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE , No. 1840.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1764.) pp. 2. fol.
FINLEY, SAMUEL 1715-1766
THE SUCCESSFUL MINISTER OF CHRIST DISTINGUISHED IN GLORY. A SERMON , OC
CASIONED BY THE DEATH OF THE REVEREND MR. GILBERT TENNENT, PASTOR OF
THE SECOND PRESBYTERIAN CONGREGATION , IN PHILADELPHIA . PREACHED ON
THE 2D. DAY OF SEPTEMBER , 1764 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford , at his Book - Store
in Market-Street, adjoining the London Coffee - House. M.DCCLXIV. pp. 28,
Xv, xvi . 8vo.
Second title : A FUNERAL EULOGY, SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF THE LATE REV
EREND GILBERT TENNENT, A. M. PASTOR OF THE SECOND PRESBYTERIAN CHCRCH
IN PHILADELPHIA. WROTE BY A YOUNG GENTLEMAN OF PHILADELPHIA.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1764.] pp. xvi .
BM . LOC . MHS.
9658 FITCH, Thomas 1699-1774
REASONS WAY THE BRITISH COLONIES IN AMERICA, SHOULD NOT BE CHARGED WITH
INTERNAL TAXES, BY AUTHORITY OF PARLIAMENT, HUMBLY OFFERED, FOR CON
SIDERATION, IN BEHALF OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT.
Neu - Haven : Printed by B. Mecim M.DCC.LXIV . pp. (39) . 8vo. WL.














A COLLECTION OF THE BEST PSALM TUNES , IN TWO, THREE, AND FOUR PARTS ; FROM
THE MOST APPROVED AUTHORS, FITTED TO ALL MEASURES, AND APPROVED OF BY
THE BEST MASTERS IN Boston, NEW-ENGLAND ; TO WHICH ARE ADDED SOME HYMNS
AND ANTHEMS ; THE GREATER PART OF THEM NEVER BEFORE PRINTED IN
AMERICA. ENGRAVED BY PAUL REVERE.
Boston : Printed and sold by Paul Revere and Josiah Flagg 1764. 8vo.
FORSEY, Thomas, versus WADDEL CUNNINGHAM.
THE REPORT OF AN ACTION OF ASSAULT, BATTERY AND WOUNDING , TRIED IN THE
SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE FOR THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, IN THE
TERM OF OCTOBER, 1764 , BETWEEN THomas FORSEY, PLAINTIFF, AND WADDEL
CUNNINGHAM, DEFENDANT.
New - York : Printed by John Holt, in the year 1764. pp. iii , v, 14. 4to.
FOX, THOMAS
THE WILMINGTON ALMANACK OR EPHEMERIS FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1765.
Wilmington : Printed by James Adams. [1764.]
A FRAGMENT OF THE CHRONICLES OF NATHAN BEN SADDI ; A RABBI OF THE JEWS.
LATELY DISCOVERED IN THE RUINS OF HERCULANEUM : AND TRANSLATED FROM
THE ORIGINAL, INTO THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE. BY THE COMMAND OF THE KING
OF THE Two -SICILIES. AND NOW FIRST PUBLISH'D IN ENGLISH ,
Constantinople : [ Philadelphia : ] Printed in the Year of the Vulgar Æra,
5707. [ 1764 ]
Apparently a reprint of the edition printed in Philadelphia in 1758.
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN 1706-1790
COOL THOUGHTS ON THE PRESENT SITUATION OF OUR PUBLIC AFFAIRS. IN A LETTER
TO A FRIEND IN THE COUNTRY. (Signed , A. B. ]
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. MDCCLXIV. pp . 22. 8vo.
The same.
Philadelphia : Printed by A. Steuart, at the Bible - in -Heart. M.DCCLXIV.
pp . 20. 8vo .
First published as a supplement to the Pennsylvania Journal,
April 26 , 1764 .
FATHER ABRAHAM'S SPEECH TO A GREAT NUMBER OF PEOPLE, AT A VENDUE OF
MERCHANT GOODS ; INTRODUCED TO THE PUBLIC By Poor RICHARD, A FAMOUS
PENNSYLVANIA CONJURER AND ALMANACK-MAKER, IN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS: PRAY, FATHER ABRAHAM , WHAT THINK YOU OF THE TIMES ? Won't
THESE HEAVY TAXES QUITE RUIN THE COUNTRY ? How SHALL WE BE EVER ABLE
TO PAY THEM ? WHAT WOULD YOU ADVISE US TO ?
New Haven : Printed by B. Mecom . [ 1764.] pp. 16 . 12mo.
HISTORISCHE NACHRICHT VON DEM NEULICH IN LANCASTER CAUNTY DURCH
UNBEKANTE PERSONEN AUSGEFÜHRTEN BLUTBADE ÜBER EINE AUZAHL INDIANER,
WELCHE FREUNDE DIESER PROVINZ WAREN. MIT EINIGEN HINZER GEFÜGTEN
ANMERKUNGEN . AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN UEBERSETZT.








9667 A NARRATIVE OF THE LATE MASSACRES, IN LANCASTER COUNTY , OF A NUMBER
OF INDIANS, FRIENDS OF TIIIS PROVINCE, BY PERSONS UNKNOWN. WITH SOME
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SAME.
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed by Anthony Armbruster . ] in the year









FRANKLIN , BENJAMIN , continued .
PROTESTATION GEGEN DIE BESTELLUNG HERRN BENJAMIN FRANKLINS ZU
EINEM AGENTEN FÜR DIESE PROVINZ.
Followed by ANMERKUNGEN ÜBER EINE NEULICHE PROTESTATION GEGEN DIE
BESTELLUNG HERRN BENJAMIN FRANKLINS ZU EINEM AGENTEN FÜR DIESE
PROVINZ.
[ Germantown: Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur . 1764.] pp. (4). fol.
The Protest occupies the first page, the other three Franklin's
Remarks upon it.
9669 REMARKS ON A LATE PROTEST AGAINST THE APPOINTMENT OF MR. FRANKLIN
AN AGENT FOR THIS PROVINCE.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1764.] pp. 7. 8vo.
9670 FRIENDS. SOCIETY OF.
THE ADDRESS OF THE PEOPLE CALL'D QUAKERS, IN THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYL
VANIA, TO JOHN PENN, ESQUIRE , LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF THE SAID PRO
VINCE, &C.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible - in - Heart in Second
Street, a little below the Friend's Meeting - House. 1764. pp. 11. 8vo.
9671 GALLOWAY, JOSEPH 1730-1803
THE SPEECH OF JOSEPH GALLOWAY, ESQ ; ONE OF THE MEMBERS FOR PHILADELPHIA
COUNTY : IN ANSWER TO THE SPEECH OF John DICKINSON , ESQ ; DELIVERED IN
THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY, OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , May 24 , 1764 .
ON OCCASION OF A PETITION DRAWN UP BY ORDER, AND THEN UNDER THE CON
SIDERATION OF THE HOUSE ; PRAYING HIS MAJESTY FOR A ROYAL, IN LIEU OF A
PROPRIETARY GOVERNMENT..
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, in Market - street.
MDCCLXIV . pp. xxxv, (3), 45. 8vo . BA. BM . JCB. MHS. NYPL.
9672 The same. THE SECOND EDITION.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by W. Dunlap, in Market -street.
MDCCLXIV . pp. xxxv, (3) , 45. 8vo .
Reprinted in London in 1765 .
9673 DIE REDE, HERRN JOSEPH GALLOWAYS, EINES DER MITGLIEDER DES HAUSES
FÜR PHILADELPHIA CAUNTY, ZUR BEANTWORTUNG DER REDE WELCHE HR.
JOHN DICKINSON GEHALTEN IM HAUSE DER ASSEMBLY DER PROVINZ PENNSYL
VANIEN, AM 24TEN May, 1764. BEY GELEGENHEIT EINER BITTSCHRIFT, WELCHE
AUF BESEIL DES HAUSES AUFGESETZT, UND DAMALS IN UEBERLEGUNG GENOM
MEN WAR, WORIN SEINE KÖNIGLICHE MAJESTÄT UM EIN KÖNIGLICHES ANSTATT
DES JETZIGEN PROPRIETORS GUVERNEMENTS ERSUCHT WIRD. MIT EINER VOR
.. AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN ÜBERSETZT.
Philadelphia, Gedruckt und zu finden by Henrich Miller, in der Zueyten
strasse. [1764.) pp. xliv, (4) , 46. 8vo. HSP
. NYPL .
REDE.
9674 TO THE PUBLIC. [In answer to John Dickinson's charge that his speech of
May 24th , was never spoken .]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by W. Dunlap. 1764.] Broadside. fol. LCP.
9675 GARDEN, ALEXANDER 1730-1791
AN ACCOUNT OF THE MEDICAL PROPERTIES OF THE VIRGINIA PINK-ROOT.












EIN GEISTLICHES MAGAZIEN, ODER : AUS DEN SCHÄTZEN DER SCHRIFFTGELEHRTEN
ZUM HIMMELREICH GELEHRT, DARGEREICHTES ALTES UND NEUES.
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur, 1764. pp. (4), 406 , (4), (4).
8vo.
The numbers of this religious magazine were not dated , but they
appeared irregularly between the years 1764 and 1770, when its
publication was discontinued after fifty numbers had been printed .
They were not for sale , but were given away freely. Number 12
contains a poem by Alexander Mack, printed with the first Ger
man types cast in America, which were made in Germantown.
With the exception of “ The Christian history , ” periodically pub
lished by Thomas Prince , junior, from 1743 to 1745 , this is the
first distinctively religious magazine printed in the United States.
GEORGIA. COLONY.
[ VOTES OF THE FOURTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY, MARCH 24, 1761 , TO SEPTEMBER
24, 1764.]
[ Savannah : Printed by James Johnston ? 1764.]
The Session laws are said to have been regularly printed at Charles
ton and Savannah from 1756 .
THE GEORGIA GAZETTE. JanuarY-DECEMBER, 1764.
Savannah : Printed by James Johnston , at the Printing- Office in Brough
ton - Street. 1764 . fol . MAS.
GERMANTAUNER ZEITUNG. JANUARY 1 ,-DECEMBER 16 , 1764.
Germanton : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1764. fol .
GREAT BRITAIN. King .
[ Arms.) A PROCLAMATION. GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF
GREAT-BRITAIN . . . KING . . . [Dated, “ at our Fort, in our City of New
York , ” August 7 , 1764.] SIGNED, CLARKE.
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman ? 1764.] Broadside. fol . PRO.
Text printed in black letter.
GREAT BRITAIN. PARLIAMENT.
AN ACT FOR GRANTING CERTAIN DUTIES IN THE BRITISH COLONIES AND PLAN
TATIONS IN AMERICA ; FOR CONTINUING , AMENDING AND MAKING PERPETUAL, AN
ACT PASSED IN THE SIXTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF HIS LATE MAJESTY KING
GEORGE THE SECOND, INTITULED, “ AN ACT FOR THE BETTER SECURING AND
ENCOURAGING THE TRADE OF HIS MAJESTY'S SUGAR COLONIES IN AMERICA."




9682 Two ACTS OF PARLIAMENT, ONE PASSED IN THE SIXTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF
KING GEORGE THE SECOND : FOR ENCOURAGING THE TRADE OF THE BRITISH
SUGAR COLONIES. THE OTHER , PASSED IN THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF
KING GEORGE THE THIRD : FOR GRANTING CERTAIN DUTIES IN THE BRITISH
COLONIES. [Arms.]
London : Printed by the King's Printer. Boston, N. E. Re- printed by
Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor and the honorable his
Majesty's Council of the Province of Massachusetts Bay. MDCC,LXIV . pp. (2),
459-477 , 507-518 . (7 ) . fol .
The copy in the American Antiquarian Society , with this title
page , has a colophon on page 518: Boston : Printed by Richard
and Samuel Draper, and Green and Russell , Printers to the Gov
ernment. 1766. Pages 460-462 are misnumbered 160 , 161 , 164.
The last is the celebrated “ Stamp Act.”
AAS.








9683 GREEN & RUSSELL'S POST-BOY AND ADVERTISER. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.





TAE VIRGINIA ALMANACK, FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD GOD, 1765. .
THEOPHILUS WREG, PHILOM .
Williamsburg : Printed and sold by Joseph Royle & Co. [1764.)
9685 GYMNAST, CHRISTOPHER, pseudonym.
THE PAXTONIADE. A POEM. BY CHRISTOPHER GYMNAST, ESQ. WITH THE
PROLEGOMANA AND EXERCITATIONS OF SCRIBLERUS.
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [ by Anthony Armbruster , ] in the year , 1764 .
pp. 8. 4to. HSP.
9686 THE SECOND EDITION. PRINTED WORD FOR WORD, FROM THE FIRST
GRAND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by John Morris, opposite the Three Reapers
in Third - Street. [1764. ) pp. 8 . 8vo. LCP .
9687 HABERMANN, or AVENARIUS, JOHANN 1516-1590
CHRISTLICHE MORGEN-UND ABEND GEBÄTER, AUF ALLE TAGE IN DER WOCHEN,
DURCH D. Joh . HABERMANN. SAMT ANDERN SCHÖNEN GEBAETERN, WIE AUCH D.
NEUMANNS KERN ALLER GEBAET UND SCHÖNEN MORGEN-ABEND-U ANDERN
LIEDERN.
Gerinanton : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. 1764. pp. 62,
55. 24mo.
9688 HALL, JOSEPH 1574-1656
THE CHRISTIAN : LAID FORTH IN AIS WHOLE DISPOSITION AND CARRIAGE.
AND A
SHORT CATECHISM , CONTAINING, A BRIEF SOM OF THE PRINCIPLES OF RELIGION ,
FIT TO BE KNOWN BY ALL CHRISTIANS
. . [ Three lines of Scripture texts .]
Newport, Rhode Island : Printed and sold by Samuel Hall. MDCCLXIV .
pp. [24.] 16mo. RIHS.
.
9689 HARVARD COLLEGE.
CATALOGUS EORUM QUI IN COLLEGIO - HARVARDINO QUOD EST CANTABRIGIÆ Nov.
ANGLORUM, AB ANNO 1642 AD ANNUM 1764 . ALICUJUS GRADUS LAUREA DONATI
SUNT.




ILLUSTRISSIMO AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE , OPTIMAQUE ERUDITIONE, ORNATISSIMO VIRO
FRANCISCO BERNARDO , ARMIGERO, PROVINCIÆ MASSACHUSETTENSIS GUBERNATORI,
REVERENDO PARITER ATQUÈ HONORANDO D. EDVARDO HOLYOKE, COL
LEGIJ -HARVARDINI PRÆSIDI THESES HASCE, QUAS (DIVINO ANNUENTE
NUMINE) IN COLLEGIO-HARVARDINO DEFENDERE,





A SERMON PREACHED JULY 4 , 1764, AT THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND MR.
EDWARD BROOKS, TO PASTORAL CARE THE CHURCH IN NORTH
YARMOUTH
Boston : Printed by Richard and Samuel Draper, at the Printing-office in
Newbury -street. MDCCLXIV. pp. 55. 8vo.









ANSWERS TO A PRINTED LIBEL, ENTITLED “ A REPRESENTATION TO THE PUBLIC OF
AFFAIRES ” BETWEEN GILBERT BARKLY OF PHILADELPHIA , AND JOHN HAY OF
QUEBEC.” [Dated, Quebec, 220 October, 1764.]
[ Philadelphia ? 1764.) pp . 4. fol. HSP.
9693 HAYES, RICHARD
TIE NEGOCIATOR'S MAGAZINE : OR THE MOST AUTHENTIC ACCOUNT YET PUBLISHED
OF THE MONIES, WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, OF THE PRINCIPAL PLACES OF TRADE
IN TIE KNOWN WORLD .
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford . 1764.
.
9694 HEIDELBERG CATECHISM.
THE HEIDELBERGH CATECHISM OR METHOD OF INSTRUCTION , IN THE CHRISTIAN
RELIGION , AS THE SAME IS TAUGHT IN THE REFORMED CHURCHES AND SCHOOLS OF
HOLLAND . TRANSLATED FOR THE USE OF THE REFORMED PROTESTANT DUTCH
CHURCH, OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK.
New - York : Printed and sold by John Holt, MDCCLXIV . pp. 46. 8vo.
HERVEY, JAMES 1714-1758
CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PREVAILING CUSTOM OF VISITING ON THE SABBATH .
Boston : 1764. 8vo. BM.
9695
9696 AN HISTORICAL ACCOUNT, OF THE LATE DISTURBANCE, BETWEEN THE INHABITANTS ;
OF THE BACK SETTLEMENTS ; OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND THE PHILADELPHIANS, &C.
IMPARTIALLY RELATED BY A WELL WISHER. PRINTED AT ROME BY A. S.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster. 1764.) pp. 8. 8vo .
.
9697 BTHE SECOND EDITION , MAY BE CALLED A PIRACY. I said PRINTED
AT ROME; I MEANT NOTHING BUT + PRINTED IN SECOND -STREET, BY ANDREW
STEUARS -STOCKFISH .
( Philadelphia :) Printed by Anthony Armbruster, in Moravian -Alley.
[ 1764. ) pp . 8. 8vo.
An apologetic account of the action of the Paxton men .
HSP, NYPL.
$18
9698 EINE HISTORISCHE BESCHREIBUNG VON DEN LETZTHIN GESCHEHENEN UNRUHEN
ZWISCHEN DEN HINTERN EINWOHNERN D. PROVINTZ PENNSYLVANIEN U. DENEN
zu PHILADELPHIA . AUS DEM ENGLISCHEN INS HOCHTEUTSCHE UEBERSETZET.
Philadelphia, gedruckt bey Anton Armbruester . 1764. pp. 8. 8vo. JCB .
9699 DER HOCH-DEUTSCH AMERICANISCHE CALENDER, AUF DAS JAHR NACH DER
GNADENREICHEN GEBURTH UNSERS HERRN UND HEYLANDES JESU CHRISTI 1765.
ZUM SIEBEN UND ZWANTZIGSTEN MAL HERAUS GEGEBEN.
Germantown : Gedruckt und zu finden bey Christoph Saur. [ 1764.) pp.
( 48 ). 4to . HSP.
.
9700 HOOKER, JOHN 1729-1777
CHRIST'S MINISTERS, MEN. A SERMON PREACHED AT THE ORDINATION OF THE
Rev. Mr. Thomas ALLEN TO THE PASTORAL CARE OF THE CHURCH IN PITTSFIELD,
APRIL 18 , 1764 . [ Three lines from] Acts xiv. 15.
Boston : N. E. Printed and sold by Edes and Gill in Queen - Street,








9701 HUNT, ISAAC 1751-1809
A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN TRANSILVANIA TO HIS FRIEND IN AMERICA
GIVING SOME ACCOUNT OF THE LATE DISTURBANCES THAT HAVE HAPPEN'D IN THAT
GOVERNMENT ; WITH SOME REMARKS UPON THE POLITICAL REVOLUTIONS IN THE
MAGISTRACY , AND THE DEBATES THAT HAPPENED ABOUT THE CHANGE. HUMBLY
INSCRIBED TO COUNSELLOR QUONDAM BY HIS FRIEND Isaac BICKERSTAFF, OF THE
MIDDLE TEMPLE.
New - York, [ Philadelphia : ] Printed ( by Anthony Armbruster ) in the year
1764. pp. 12. 8vo. JCB. NYPL .
(NUMB. I.) A LOOKING-GLASS FOR PRESBYTERIANS. OR A BRIEF EXAMINA
TION OF THEIR LOYALTY , MERIT, AND OTIIER QUALIFICATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT.
WITH SOME ANIMADVERSIONS ON THE QUAKER UNMASK'D. HUMBLY ADDRESS'D
TO THE CONSIDERATION OF THE LOYAL FREEMEN OF PENNSYLVANIA. [Four lipes
of verse from] TRUE-BORN ENGLISHMAN.
Philadelphia : Printed ( by Anthony Armbruster ] in the year M.DCCLXIV.





The same. NUMB. II .
[ Philadelphia : 7 Printed [ by Anthony Armbruster ] in the year
MDCCXLIV . [sic 1764.] pp. 13-43. 8vo.
HUTCHINS, John NATHAN
HUTCHIN'S IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
OF OUR LORD, 1765 :
New - York : Printed and sold by Hugh Gaine, at the Bible and Crown, in
Hanover- Square: where may be had, the New - York pocket Almanack . [1764.]
pp. 48. 12mo.





HUTCHINSON , THOMAS 1711-1780
THE HISTORY OF THE COLONY OF MASACHUSETTS - BAY, FROM THE FIRST SETTLE
MENT THEREOF IN 1628. UNTIL ITS INCORPORATION WITH THE COLONY OF
PLIMOUTII, PROVINCE OF Main. &C. , BY THE CHARTER OF KING WILLIAM AND
QUEEN MARY, IN 1691. [One line of Latin from] Plin, EPIST. L. 7. E. 33. [Vol
ume one.) BY MR. HUTCHINSON, LIEUTENANT -GOVERNOR OF THE MASSACHU
SETS PROVINCE.
Boston , New -England : Printed by Thomas & John Fleet, at the Heart and
Crown in Cornhill. MDCCLXIV. pp. (2) , (2) , iv, 566. 8vo .
The second edition printed in London wrongly bears the date of
MDCCLX . This error was corrected in another second edition
printed in London in MDCCLXV, with no other changes from the
former impression than this change on the title-page. Reference
is made to the copy in the Lenox Collection of the New York
Public Library, because it is a presentation copy from Lieutenant
Governor Hutchinson to Governor Lynde, who has added , besides
numerous notes, twenty pages of manuscript of the Annals of
Salem, giving to that copy a special interest and importance over
other copies contained in the large public collections. The second
volume was published in Boston in 1767. And the third volume
in London in 1828 .
9706 INDIANS . SOUTHERN .
JOURNAL OF THE CONGRESS OF THE FOUR SOUTHERN GOVERNORS, AND THE SUPER
INTENDENT OF THAT DISTRICT, WITH THE FIVE NATIONS OF INDIANS, AT AUGUSTA,
1763 .
South -Carolina , Charles - Town : Printed by Peter l'imothy. MDCCLXIV .










9707 JOHNSON , JOHN 1706-1791
THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE MARRIAGE-STATE, AS ENTERED INTO
WITH RELIGIOUS OR IRRELIGIOUS PERSONS : REPRESENTED UNDER THE SIMILITUDE
OF A DREAM. THE SEVENTH EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible - in - Heart, in Second
Street : MDCC,LXIV. pp. 24 . 8vo.
9708 KINNERSLY, EBENEZER 1711-1778
A COURSE OF EXPERIMENTS, IN THAT CURIOUS AND ENTERTAINING BRANCH OF
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, CALLED ELECTRICITY ; ACCMPANIED [sic] WITH EXPLANATORY
LECTURES : IN WHICH ELECTRICITY AND LIGHTNING WILL BE PROVED TO BE THE
SAME THING. . . .
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed by A. Armbruster, MDCCLXIV . pp. 8. 8vo .
9709 LEBENS -REGUL WIE SIE ZU ROM AUS PÅBSTLICHEM BEFEHL AN DER PABSTLICHEN
CANTZLEY-THUR ANGESCHRIEBEN STEHET.
[ Ephrata : 17641) Broadside. fol. HSP.
9710
LETTER TO A FRIEND, IN WHICH ARE CONSIDERED THE MOST GENUINE AND DISTIN
GUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF A CHILD OF GOD.
Boston : 1764. pp. 15. 12mo.
9711 LIFE OF REV. JAMES HERVEY.
Portsmouth , in New Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle, 1764. pp.
30. 16mo .
9712 LOCKE, JOHN 1632–1704
A LETTER CONCERNING TOLERATION . . . THE FOURTH EDITION .
Wilmington : Printed and sold by James Adams, in Market - Street. 1764 .
pp . 77. 16mo.
9713 DER LOCKVÖGEL WARNUNGSGESANG VOR DEN STOSSVÖGELN : ODER NÖTHIGE
BEANTWORTUNG DER SOGENANNTEN GETREUEN WARNUNG , GEGEN DIE LOCK
VÖGEL, &c.
[ Philadelphia :) Gedruckt [bey Henrich Miller, ) am 29ten September,
im Jahr 1764. pp. 8. 4to.
Favoring the existing proprietary government and opposed to the
policy advocated by Franklin .
9714 LOW, NATHANIEL 1740-1808
AN ASTRONOMICAL DIARY, OR AN ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF CHRISTIAN ARA
1765. .
Boston : Printed and sold by D. & J. Kneeland, opposite the Probate
Office in Queen -street. [1764.] 12mo.
9715 EINE LUSTIGE- ARIA , ÜBER DIE LETZTGESCHEHENE UNRUHEN IN PHILADELPHIA .
[ Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller . 1764. ] pp. (2). 4to .
9716 MC CLANACHAN , WILLIAM ?
A LETTER, FROM A CLERGYMAN IN TOWN ; VINDICATING HIMSELF AGAINST THE
MALEVOLENT ASPERSIONS OF A LATE PAMPHLETEER LETTER -WRITER .
[ Philadelphia :) Printed [by Andrer Steuart) in the year M.DCCLXIV.







9717 MADAN, MARTIN 1726-1790
AN ACCOUNT OF THE TRIUMPHANT DEATH OF F. S. A CONVERTED PROSTITUTE ,
WHO DIED APRIL 1763 , AGED TWENTY-SIX YEARS . BY THE REV. MARTIN MADAN
ESQ ; LATELY AN EMINENT COUNSELLOR AT LAW BUT NOW AS EMINENT AND ABLE
A MINISTER OF THE NEW-TESTAMENT IN LONDON . IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND.
JESUS CHRIST THE SAME YESTERDAY TO DAY AND FOREVER .
London : Printed . Boston : Re -printed and sold by Z. Fowle, at his
printing -office, in Back - Street. [1764.]
BM. JCB.
9718 MARKHAM, GERVASE, and others.
THE CITIZEN AND COUNTRYMAN'S EXPERIENCED FARRIER . CONTAINING , I. THE
MOST BEST APPROVED METHOD OF ORDERING, DIETING, EXERCISING, PURGING,
SCOURING , AND CLEANSING OF HORSES; ALSO CHOICE RESTORATIVES TO CHEAR
[ sic] THE HEART, PROCURE AN APPETITE, AND TO CLEAR THE LUNGS AND PIPES,
80 AS TO STRENGTHEN WIND, AND GIVE LARGE BREATH TO THE RUNNING OR RACE
HORSE. II . A CERTAIN SURE METHOD TO KNOW THE TRUE STATE OF ANY HORSE'S
BODY, AS TO SICKNESS OR HEALTH. III. THE TRUE SHAPE OF A HORSE EXPLAINED.
WITH CHOICE DIRECTIONS FOR BUYING. IV. AN EXPERIENCED AND APPROVED
METHOD FOR RAISING OF HORSES, AS TO ORDER TG , KEEPING, &C. Also , MARES,
COLTS AND STALIONS. v . A SURE AND CERTAIN RULE TO KNOW THE AGE OF ANY
HORSE , FROM ONE YEAR TO TEN , WITH GOOD OBSERVATIONS AS HE FURTHER
ADVANCES IN YEARS. VI . THE BEST AND EXPERIENCED WAY OF KEEPING THE
COMMON HACKNEY, OR HUNTING HORSE, SO AS TO KEEP HIM LIVELY, CHEARFUL,
FREE FROM COLDS, STRAINS , WINDGALLS , AND GROSS HUMOURS. VII . AN
APPROVED
METHOD OF PURGING, BLEEDING AND FEEDING CATTLE ; WITH CHOICE APPROVED
RECEIPTS FOR THE DISEASES THEY ARE INCIDENT TO ; WITH SIGNS TO KNOW THE
DISEASE, AND DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF MEDICINES . TO ALL WHICH IS ADDED,
A VALUABLE AND FINE COLLECTION OF THE SUREST AND BEST RECEIPTS IN THE
KNOWN WORLD FOR THE CURE OF ALL MALADIES AND DISTEMPERS THAT ARE INCI
DENT TO HORSES OF WHAT KIND SOEVER, WITH DIRECTIONS TO KNOW WHAT IS THE
AILMENT, OR DISEASE . By J. MARKHAM, G. JEFFERIES, AND DISCREET INDIANS.
London , Printed ; and, Wilmington, Re-printed , and sold by Jumes Adams,
at his Printing -Office, 1764. pp . 364. 16mo. HSP.
9719 MARYLAND. PROVINCE.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE LOWER HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE
OF MARYLAND. AT A SESSION BEGUN AND HELD THE 4TH OF OCTOBER, 1763 .
[ -26 November. 1763.]
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green , 1764. pp . 57-127. 4to. мно.
9720 THE MARYLAND GAZETTE. JANUARY- DECEMBER, 1764 .
Annapolis : Printed by Jonas Green . 1764. fol.
9721 MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE.
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS
MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND : BEGUN
AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -FIFTH DAY OF May 1763 ,
AND CONTINUED BY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF
DECEMBER NEXT, AND THEN MET. [Colophon :]
Boston : N. E. Printed by S. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Gov
ernor , Council, and House of Representatives. MDCC,LXIV . pp. 451-455. fol .
9722 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT CONCORD, UPON WEDNESDAY THE
THIRTIETH DAY OF May, 1764. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by 8. Kneeland , by order of his excellency the Governor ,








MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
The same. An Act OF PARLIAMENT, PASSED IN THE SIXTH YEAR OF THE
REIGN OF HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE THE SECOND . 1733 .
| Boston : Printed by 8. Kneeland . 1764.] pp. 459-477. fol.
This “ Act for better securing and encouraging the trade of his
Majesty's Sugar Colonies in America ," is followed by “ An Act
for granting certain duties, etc.,” better known as the Stamp Act.
Pages 460, 461 , and 462 are misnumbered 160, 161 , and 164.
9724 The same. ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT
OR ASSEMBLY OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS -BAY, IN
NEW -ENGLAND : BEGUN AND HELD AT CONCORD UPON WEDNESDAY THE THIRTIETH
DAY OF May, 1764. AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY
THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT Boston .
[ Colophon :]
Boston: Printed by S. Kneeland, by order ofhisexcellency the Governor,
Council and House of Representatives. 1764. pp. 479-480 . fol .
9725 ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY
OF HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS - BAY IN NEW - ENGLAND :
BEGUN AND HELD AT Boston, UPON WEDNESDAY THE TWENTY -FIFTH DAY OF
May, 1763 . AND CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO WEDNESDAY THE
TWENTY -FIRST DAY OF DECEMBER FOLLOWING, AND THEN MET. [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Green and Russell, by order of his excellency the Goo
ernor, Council, and House of Representatives. 1764. pp. 191-202. fol.
9726 The same. BEGUN AND HELD AT CONCORD, UPON WEDNESDAY THE
THIRTIETH DAY OF May, 1764. [Colophon :]
Boston ; N. E. Printed by Green and Russell, by order of his excellency the
Governor, Council, and House of Representatives. 1764. pp. 203-213 . fol.
9727 The same. An Act, . AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY
PROROGATIONS TO THURSDAY THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING ,
AND THEN MET AT BOSTON, IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK.
Boston; N. E. Printed by Green and Russell, by order of his excellency the
Governor, Council, and House of Representatives. 1764 . p. 215. fol.
9728 ANNO REGNI REGIS GEORGII TERTII, QUARTO . AN ACT PASSED BY THE GREAT
AND GENERAL COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
BAY IN NEW -ENGLAND ; BEGUN AND HELD AT CONCORD, ON WEDNESDAY THE
THIRTIETH DAY OF MAY, 1764 . [ Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor ,
and the honorable his Majesty's Council. 1764. pp. 8. (13.) fol.
9729 [Arms.] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF, IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLAMATION
FOR A GENERAL FAST. THURSDAY THE TWELFTH DAY OF APRIL NEXT
[ Dated ,] Boston, 14th March , 1764. GOD SAVE THE KING. ( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to his excellency the Governor











MASSACHUSETTS BAY. PROVINCE, continued.
[Arms. ] BY HIS EXCELLENCY FRANCIS BERNARD, ESQ ; CAPTAIN -GENERAL AND
GOVERNOR IN CHIEF , IN AND OVER HIS MAJESTY'S PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHU
SETTS -BAY IN NEW-ENGLAND, AND VICE - ADMIRAL OF THE SAME. A PROCLAMATION
FOR A GENERAL THANKSGIVING . THURSDAY THE TWENTY-NINTH DAY OF
NOVEMBER INSTANT. [ Dated ,] Boston, 7TH NOVEMBER, 1764. GOD SAVE
THE KING. ( Colophon :]
Boston : Printed by Richard Draper, Printer to the Governor and Council.
1764. Broadside. fol . AAS. BA.
.
9731 THE CASE OF THE PROVINCES OF MASSACHUSETTS -BAY AND NEW-YORK,
RESPECTING THE BOUNDARY LINE BETWEEN TIE TWO PROVINCES. [By Thomas
Hutchinson .]
Boston : New England , Printed by Green and Russell by order of his excel
lency the Governor , the honorable his Majesty's Council, and the honorable House
of Representatives. 1764. pp. (xxx), ( 2). fol.
Appended to the Journal of the House of Representatives of
Massachusetts -Bay for 1763 .
BA. NYPL. NYSL . WL . $13
9732 JOURNAL OF THE HONOURABLE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OF HIS MAJESTY'S
PROVINCE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS- BAY, IN New-ENGLAND, BEGUN AND HELD AT
CONCORD, IN THE COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX, ON WEDNESDAY TIE THIRTIETI DAY OF
MAY, ANNOQUE DOMINI, 1764. [ Arms.) ( -15 June, 1764.]
Boston : N. E. Printed by Green and Russell, Printers to the honourable
House of Representatives. MDCCLXIV. pp. (91 ) . fol.
BA .
9733 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
THURSDAY THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER FOLLOWING , AND THEN MET AT
BOSTON , IN THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK ; BEING THE SECOND SESSION OF SAID COURT.
(-3 November, 1764.]
( Boston : Printed by Green and Russell. 1764.] pp. (93)-(189). fol .
BA .
9734 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY SUNDRY PROROGATIONS TO
WEDNESDAY THE NINTH DAY OF JANUARY 1765 , AND THEN MET AT Boston, IN
THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK ; BEING THE THIRD SESSION OF SAID COURT. [ -9 March,
1765.)
[ Boston : Printed by Green and Russell. 1765.) pp. ( 141)-(311). fol .
9735 THE MASSACHUSETTS GAZETTE, AND BOSTON NEW8-LETTER . JANUARY - DECEM
BER, 1764.
Boston : Published by Richard Draper, Printer to the Governor and Coun
cil, and by Samuel Draper, at the Printing -Office in Newbury - Street. 1764. fol.
9736 THE MAY BE OR SOME OBSERVATIONS OCCASION'D BY READING A SPEECH DELIVER'D
IN THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY, THE 24TH OF MAY LAST, BY A CERTAIN EMINENT
PATRIOT.
Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster, in Arch - Street. [1764.]
8vo .
Favoring a change in the existing proprietary government.







9737 MAYHEW, JONATHAN 1720-1766
A LETTER OF REPROOF TO MR. John CLEAVELAND OF IPSWICH , OCCASIONED BY A
DEFAMATORY LIBEL PUBLISHED UNDER HIS NAME, INTITLED, AN ESSAY TO DEFEND
SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES IN THE PROTESTANT REFORMED SYS
TEM OF CHRISTIANITY , & C .-- AGAINST THE INJURIOUS ASPERSIONS CAST ON THE
SAME, BY JONATHAN MAYHEW, D. D. IN HIS LATE THANKSGIVING SERMONS ON
PSALM CXLV. 9. IN WHICH , &C. · [ Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Boston : Printed and sold by R. and S. Draper, in Newbury - Street ; Edes





REMARKS ON AN ANONYMOUS TRACT, ENTITLED AN ANSWER TO DR. MAYHEW's
OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARTER AND CONDUCT OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROP
AGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS. BEING A SECOND DEFENCE OF
THE SAID OBSERVATIONS.
Boston : Printed and sold by R. and S. Draper, in Nerbury - Street; Edes
and Gill in Queen - Street ; and T. & J. Fleet, in Cornhill. 1764. pp. 86 , ( 1). 8vo .
MITCHEL, JONATHAN 1624-1668
MR. MITCHEL'S LETTER TO HIS BROTHIER . [ Dated, May 19 , 1649.]
Boston : Printed and sold by 2. Fowle, at his Printing- Office in Back
Street, near the Mill - Bridge. [1764.] pp. 21 , ( 1 ) . sm. 8vo.
Second title : THE LIFE OF FAITH . IN A LETTER WROTE BY THE Rev. MR.
JOHN [sic Joseph] ELIOT OF GUILFORD DECEASED, TO HIS BROTHER MR. BENJAMIN
ELIOT OF ROXBURY . [ Dated, Guilford May 18 , 1664. J. E.) pp . 18-21 .
Followed by : THE LATE Rev. MR. KILLINGHALL, IN ENGLAND, UPON READING
THE FOREGOING LETTER , WROTE THE FOLLOWING LINES. [ Three, four- line verses.]
p. (22. )
MOORE, RICHARD, pseudonym .
THE NEW-YORK POCKET ALMANACK , FOR THE YEAR 1765 . . BY RICHARD
MOORE, PHILO .
Nero - York : Printed , and sold by H. Gaine, [ 1764.)
MORE, ROGER, pseudonym .
DE AMERICAANSE ALMANAK VOOR HET JAAR NA CHRISTI GEBOORTE 1765 .
Gedruckt en te koop by James Parker, en John Holt, in de Nieuwe Druckery,
by te Exchange. [ 1764.]
Poor ROGER'S AMERICAN COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR TIIE YEAR OF OUR LORD
1765. BY ROGER MORE, PHILODESPOT.





9743 Poor ROGER'S UNIVERSAL POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1765 .
New - York : Printed and sold by John Holt, at the New -Printing - Office,
at the Exchange. [ 1764.]
9744 MORE, THOMAS, pseudonym .
POOR THOMAS IMPROVED : BEING MORE'S COUNTRY ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF
CHRISTIAN ACCOUNT, 1765. ... BY THOMAS MORE, PHILODESPOT.
New - York : Printed and sold by W. Weyman, opposite Synagogue-Alley,
in Broad - street. [ 1764.] pp. 40. 12mo.
MURRAY, JOHN 1742-1793
AN EXTRACT OF A LETTER TO REv. MR. MOORHEAD, IN BOSTON, DATED JUNE 6 , 1764.









9746 NEU-EINGERICHTETER AMERICANISCHER GESCHICHTS -UND Haus -CALENDER, AUF
Das Jahr 1765. Zum ZWÖLFTENMAL ANS LICHT GEGEBEN.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbruester. [1764.]
9747 .EINE NEUE ANREDE AN DIE DEUTSCHEN IN PHILADELPHIA CAUNTY, &C.
[ Philadelphia : ] Gedruckt [bey H. Miller ] zur Zeit und in dem Jahr , Da
einer wider'n andern war. (1764.7 pp. (4). 4to. HSP.
9748 DER NEUESTE, VERBESSERTE-UND ZUVERLÄSSIGE AMERICANISCHE CALENDER AUF
Das 1765STE JAHR CHRISTI. ZUM DRITTENMAL HERAUSGEGEBEN .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller . (1764. ]
HSP .
9749 THE NEW HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE . WITH THE FRESHEST ADVICES, FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764 .
Portsmouth in New Hampshire : Printed by Daniel Fowle , 1764. fol .
In September, Robert Fowle, bis nephew, was taken in as partner
in the printing - office.
9750 NEW JERSEY. PROVINCE.
THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF
NEW-JERSEY. HELD THE 15TH OF NOVEMBER, 1763. [-7 December, 1763.]
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1764. pp. 38. fol. NJSL . PRO .
9751 The same. [14 February, -23 February, 1764. )
Woodbridge : Printed by James Parker, 1764. pp. 22 . fol . NJSL . PRO .
9752 NEW JERSEY. COLLEGE OF, now popularly known as PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.
AN ACCOUNT OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW-JERSEY. IN WHICH ARE DESCRIBED THE
METHODS OF GOVERNMENT, MODES OF INSTRUCTION , MANNER AND EXPENCES OF
LIVING IN THE SAME, &C. WITH A PROSPECT OF THE COLLEGE NEATLY ENGRAVED .
PUBLISHED, BY ORDER OF THE TRUSTEES, FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC ;
PARTICULARLY OF THE FRIENDS AND BENEFACTORS OF THE INSTITUTION , IN
EUROPE AND AMERICA .
Woodbridge in Nero- Jersey : Printed by James Parker. 1764. pp. [47.]
plate. 8vo . BA . BM. CHS, HSP. NYPL . PU. $ 65
9753 THE NEW-LONDON GAZETTE. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.
New - London : Printed by Timothy Green . 1764. fol .
9754 NEW YORK. PROVINCE .
BY THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK,
To ...GREETING : WHEREAS BY HIS MAJESTY'S ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
TO HIS CAPTAIN -GENERAL . . • [ Dated, Fort George, 1764.)
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1764.] Broadside. fol.





[ Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, . . A PROCLAMATION . WHEREAS HIS MAJESTY BY HIS ROYAL PROC
LAMATION , GIVEN AT ST. JAMES'S THE SEVENTH DAY OF OCTOBER • [Dated,
Fort George, December 8 , 1764.
[ New - York: Printed by William Weyman, 1764. ] Broadside. fol. PRO .









NEW YORK. PROVINCE, continued .
JOURNAL OF THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLONY OF NEW-YORK. BEGAN THE 9TH DAY OF APRIL, 1691 ; AND ENDED THE
27TH OF SEPTEMBER , 1743. Vol. I. PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY. [Arms.] [ Edited by Abraham Lott, jun.]
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine, at his Book -store and Printing -Office
at the Bible & Crown, in Hanover -Square. MDCC,LXIV. pp. iv, 840 , ( 2 ). fol.
The Actof reversing the attainderof Jacob Leisler, and others, pp.
(2) , is often lacking. The second volume was published in 1766.
SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN , ESQ ;
COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY . . . APRIL 19 , 1764.
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman , 1764.)
9757 TO THE
9758 THE SPEECH OF THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY's
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW
YORK, . . . ( Dated , Fort George, September 5, 1764.]





TO THE HONOURABLE CADWALLADER COLDEN, ESQ ; HIS MAJESTY'S LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK, .
THE HUMBLE ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW-YORK.
[Dated, Fort George, September 5 , 1764.)
[ New - York : Printed by William Weyman, 1764.] Broadside. fol.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF NEW
YORK. ( April 17-21 , 1764.]
[ New - York : ] William Weyman , printer . [1764 ] pp . 9. fol.
THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES BOTH FOREIGN
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.





9762 THE NEW-YORK GAZETTE; OR, TILE WEEKLY POST - BOY. WITH THE FRESHEST
ADVICES FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.
Nerd - York, Broad -Street, near the Exchange : Printed by John Holt, late
partner in this paper , and the printing business in New York, with James Parker,
who has resigned that business in that City to him . 1764. fol. NYPL.
9763 THE NEW-YORK MERCURY. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN AND
DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.
[ New - York : ] Printed by Hugh Gaine, Bookseller, Printer and Stationer,
at the Bible & Crown, in Hanover - Square. 1764. fol . NYH8 . NYPL .
9764 NEWPORT. RAODE ISLAND. REDWOOD LIBRARY.
LAWS, &C. OF THE REDWOOD - LIBRARY COMPANY.
Newport : Printed by Samuel Hall. MDCCLXIV. pp . [7.] [ 28.] 8vo.
Second title : A CATALOGUE OF THE BOOKS BELONGING TO THE COMPANY OF THE
REDWOOD-LIBRARY, IN NEWPORT, ON RAODE -ISLAND .
Newport : Printed by S. Hall. 1764.. pp. [28.]
The Catalogue consists of the Books hought in London by John
Thomlinson , Esq ; with the five hundred pounds sterling given by
Abraham Redwood, Esq ; to the Company of the Redwood -Library,
twenty-one pages ; and four pages of Books given by several gen











9765 THE NEWPORT MERCURY. JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.
Newport: Printed by Samuel Hall 1764. fol .
9766 NORCOTT, JOHN
BAPTISM DISCOVERED, PLAINLY AND FAITHFULLY, ACCORDING TO THE WORD OF GOD.
AGREEABLE TO THE GLORIOUS PATTERN GIVEN BY OUR BLESSED SAVIOUR JESUS
CHRIST. TO THE EXAMPLES OF THOUSANDS BAPTIZED AFTER THEY BELIEVED.
RECORDED IN SACRED SCRIPTURE. THE FIFTH EDITION, WITH AMENDMENTS.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible - in - Heart, in
Second - Street. 1764. pp. 47 , ( 1 ) . 8vo.
9767 NORTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE.
A COLLECTION OF ALL THE ACTS OF ASSEMBLY, OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH
CAROLINA, IN FORCE AND USE SINCE THE REVISAL OF THE LAWS IN THE YEAR
1751. TOGETHER WITH THE TITLES OF ALL SUCH LAWS AS ARE OBSOLETE, HAD
THEIR EFFECT, EXPIR'D OR REPEAL'D. WITH AN EXACT TABLE
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, MDCC,LXIV. 4to .
.
9768 LAWS AND JOURNALS OF ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF NORTH-CAROLINA,
JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH SESSIONS.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1764.
9769 The same. NOVEMBER SESSION, 1764.
Newbern : Printed by James Davis, 1764 .
Apparently the Session Laws were also printed by Andrew Steuart.
9770 THE NORTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE AND WEEKLY POST-BOY. NUMB. 1.
OCTOBER ?
1 - December, 1764.]
Wilmington : Printed by Andrew Steuart, Printer to the King's most excel
lent Majesty. 1764. fol.
This title is given on the authority of Lossing, who agrees with
Thomas regarding the year of publication of the first paper
printed in Wilmington, and the third in North Carolina ; but the
latter doubtfully recalls its title as : “ The Cape Fear Gazette and
Wilmington Advertiser." The Gazette was discontinued about
1767 for want of proper support.
9771 NORTH -CAROLINA MAGAZINE, OR UNIVERSAL INTELLIGENCER . VOL. 1. No. 1 .
FRIDAY, JUNE 1 , TO JUNE 8 , 1764. [-December, 1764. ]
Neubern : Printed by James Davis. 1764. 4to.
It is not known how long this publication was continued , but it
is surmised , by Weeks, that it was continued to the revival of the
North -Carolina Gazette in May, 1768, and the reappearance of
the Gazette simply marks a reversion, by Davis, to the name first
used by him in 1755 .
9772 OBSERVATIONS ON A LATE EPITAPI , IN A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN THE
COUNTRY, TO HIS FRIEND IN PHILADELPHIA :
Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster, in Arch- street, by whom
all manner of printing -work is done, both in English and German, with the great











OTIS , JAMES 1725-1783
THE RIGUTS OF THE BRITISH COLONIES ASSERTED AND PROVED. [ Four lines
of Latin from] VIRG .
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill, in Queen -street. M.DCCLXIV .
pp. [80.) 8vo . BA. NYPL. WL.
Reprinted in London in the following year.
P. , W.
A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN AT ELIZABETH -Town, TO HIS FRIEND IN NEW-YORK.
(Signed, W. P.]
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, MDCCLXIV . pp. 8. 8vo .
PARKER , JAMES -1770
CONDUCTOR GENERALIS : OR, THE OFFICE, DUTY, AND AUTHORITY OF JUSTICES OF
THE PEACE, HIGH -SHERIFFS , UNDER -SHERIFFS, CORONERS, CONSTABLES, GAOLERS,
JURYMEN , AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR. As ALSO THE OFFICE OF CLERKS OF
ASSIZE, AND OF THE PEACE, &C . COMPILED CHIEFLY FROM BURN'S JUSTICE, AND
THE SEVERAL OTHER BOOKS ON THOSE SUBJECTS , AS FAR AS THEY EXTEND AND
CAN BE ADAPTED TO THESE AMERICAN COLONIES. BY JAMES PARKER, ONE OF
HIS MAJESTY'S JUSTICES OF THE PEACE FOR MIDDLESEX COUNTY IN NEW -JERSEY.
THE WHOLE ALPHABETICALLY DIGESTED UNDER THE SEVERAL TITLES ; WITH A
TABLE DIRECTING TO THE READY FINDING OUT THE PROPER MATTER UNDER THOSE
TITLES. To which IS ADDED, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF DESCENTS IN FEE
SIMPLE : BY WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, ESQ ; BARRISTER AT LAW, VINERIAN PRO
FESSOR OF THE LAWS OF ENGLAND : WITH SEVERAL CHOICE MAXIMS IN LAW , &C.
Woodbridge in New - Jersey : Printed [ byJames Parker ]for , and sold by
Garrat Noel, near the Merchant's Coffee-House in New - York. MDCCLXIV . pp.
xvi, 592. 8vo . NYPL .




the yearPrinted [ by Anthony Armbruster ] in
16mo.
pp. 16. HSP. NYPL .
9777 The same. THE SECOND EDITION.
Philadelphia , Printed and sold by Anthony Armbruster, at the German




The same. [A reprint of the above.]
[ Without title. 1764 ?] pp. 8. 8vo.
PENNSYLVANIA. PROVINCE.
ANNO REGNI GEORGII II . Regis, MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, FRANCIÆ & HIBERNIÆ
QUARTO . AT A GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, BE
GUN AND HOLDEN AT PHILADELPHIA , THE FOURTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, Anno
DOMINI 1763 , IN THE THIRD YEAR OF THE REIGN OF OUR SOVEREIGN LORD
GEORGE III . BY THE GRACE OF God, oF GREAT-BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND IRELAND,
KING, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH , &C. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED
ADJOURNMENTS TO THE TWENTY -FOURTH DAY OF March, 1764. [Arms.]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the New -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLXIV . pp. (2) , 315-330. fol. HSP . NYPL .
BY
9780 The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
THIRTIETH DAY OF May, 1764.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the New - Printing









HSP . NYPL .
9782
PENNSYLVANIA . PROVINCE, continued.
The same. AND FROM THENCE CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS TO THE
TWENTY -SECOND DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1764 .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , at the Neu -Printing
Office, near the Market. MDCCLXIV . pp . (2) , 361-369 . fol.
ANNO QUARTO GEORGII I. REGIS. AN ACT FOR PREVENTING TUMULTS AND
RIOTOUS ASSEMBLIES, AND FOR THE MORE SPEEDY AND EFFECTUAL PUNISHING THE
RIOTERS.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin . 1764.] pp . 4. fol.
[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE JOHN PENN, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR AND
COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND COUNTIES OF
NEW-CASTLE, KENT AND SUSSEX, ON DELAWARE, A PROCLAMATION. (Against
the Paxton boys. Dated, January 2 , 1764.] [ Colophon :]






[Arms.] BY THE HONOURABLE JOHN PENN, ESQ ; LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR AND
COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA , AND COUNTIES OF
NEW -CASTLE, KENT AND SUSSEX, ON DELAWARE , A PROCLAMATION. [Offering
rewards for Indian scalps. Dated, July 7 , 1764.] [ Colophon :]
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1764.] Broad
side. fol .
A PETITION TO THE KING [for revocation of the proprietary charter ).
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1764 .
Hall says an edition of three hundred copies was printed . Re
ferred to probably in the following:
TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL, THE REPRESENTATION
AND PETITION OF YOUR MAJESTY'S DUTIFUL AND LOYAL SUBJECTS, FREEHOLDERS
AND INHABITANTS OF THE PROVINCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, MOST HUMBLY SHOWETH ,
THAT HAVING RECEIVED CERTAIN INFORMATION THAT THE ASSEMBLY OF THIS
PROVINCE, DURING THEIR LAST SITTING, HAD DRAWN UP A PETITION TO YOUR
MAJESTY SETTING FORTH (the necessity for a change of government] . . . WE
THEREFORE MOST HUMBLY PRAY, THAT YOUR MAJESTY WOULD BE GRACEOUSLY
[ sic] PLEASED, WHOLLY TODISREGARD THE SAID PETITION OF THE ASSEMBLY, AS
EXCEEDINGLY GREVIOUS [ sic] IN ITS NATURE , AS BY NO MEANS CONTAINING A
PROPER REPRESENTATION OFTHE STATE OF THIS PROVINCE,
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Henry Miller ? 1764. ] pp . (2 ). fol .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROv
INCE OF PENNSYLVANIA, MET AT PHILADELPHIA, ON THE FOURTEENTH OF OCTO
BER, ANNO DOMINI 1763 , AND CONTINUED BY ADJOURNMENTS. [Arms.)
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall, at the Nero
Printing - Office, near the Market. MDCCLXIV . pp. 113. fol.
THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE. CONTAINING TIE FRESHEST ADVICES FOREIGN
AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, Post - Master , and D. Hall, at the
New -Printing-Office, near the Market. 1764. fol.
THE NEW-YEAR VERSES, OF THE PRINTERS LADS, WHO CARRY ABOUT THE
PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE TO THE CUSTOMERS. JANUARY 1 , 1764 .














9790 THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL, AND WEEKLY ADVERTISER . JANUARY-DECEMBER,
1764.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at the sign of the
Bible , the corner -house of Front and Market -streets. 1764. fol . ASP.
9791 NEW-YEAR VERSES OF THE CARRIERS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA JOURNAL.
[ Philadelphia: Printed by William Bradford. 1764.]
9792
9793
THE PENNSYLVANIA POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1765.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. [1764.)
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA . CHRIST -CHURCH .
AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTHS AND BURIALS IN ST. PETER'S AND CHRIST-CHURCH
PARISH, IN PHILADELPHIA , FROM DECEMBER 25 , 1763, To DECEMBER 25 , 1764.
By CALEB CASH, CLERK , AND JAMES WEYLEY, SEXTON.
[ Philadelphia : 1764. ] Broadside. fol .
9794 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA. LIBRARY COMPANY.
THE CHARTER, LAWS, AND CATALOGUE OF BOOKS OF THE LIBRARY COMPANY OF
PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin and D. Hall. MDCC ,LXIV. pp.
26 , 150 . 8vo . HSP. LCP . NYPL . WL .
9795 PHILADELPHIA . PENNSYLVANIA. TEUTSCHEN GESELLSCHAFT.
DIE REGELN DER TEUTSCHEN GESELLSCHAFT IN PHILADELPHIA .
Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur . 1764. pp. 8. 8vo.
The German Society of Pennsylvania was founded 26 December,
1764 .
9796 PHILADELPHISCHE FAMA. JANUARY - ? 1764.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbrüster, 1764. fol.
With Armbrüster's failure in this year the Fama probably ceased
publication, if not before . No copy of the paper is known to be
extant.
9797 PHILANTHROPOS, pseudonym .
THE UNIVERSAL PEACE -MAKER, OR MODERN AUTHOR'S INSTRUCTOR. By PHILAN
THROPOS.
Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster, in Moravian - Alley . 1764.
pp. 15. 8vo. BM.
9798 PIKE, SAMUEL, and HAYWARD, SAMUEL.
SOME IMPORTANT CASES OF CONSCIENCE ANSWERED AT THE CASUISTICAL LECTURE ,
IN LITTLE ST. HELEN'S BISHOPGATE -STREET, LONDON.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1764. 2 vols.
9799 THE PLOT. BY WAY OF A BURLESK , TO TURN F[rankli] N OUT OF THE ASSEMBLY;
BETWEEN H.[ockley) and P.[ugh] ; PROPRIETARY OFFICERS, BEING TWO OF THE
WISER ( Conrad Weiser] sort.




POOR ISAAC, pseudonym .
THE NEW YORK ROYAL SHEET ALMANACK FOR 1765 . By Poor Isaac.
New - York : Printed by Hugh Gaine. [1764.] Broadside . fol .








THE WRITING MASTER'S ASSISTANT.
Philadelphia ! 1764 .
9802 A PRIMER.
Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. 1764 .
Over thirty -five thousand copies of this Primer were printed
between the years 1749 and 1765.
9803 PROTESTATION GEGEN DIE BESTELLUNG HERRN BENJAMIN FRANKLINS ZU EINEM
AGENTEN FÜR DIESE PROVINZ.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller. 1764. Broadside. fol . ASP.
9804 THE PROVIDENCE GAZETTE, AND COUNTRY JOURNAL. CONTAINING THE FRESHEST
ADVICES, BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTICK . JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1764 .
Providence, in New - England : Printed by William Goddard , at his
Printing - Office, near the Great Bridge. 1764. fol. RIHS.
9805
.
THE QUAKER VINDICATED ; OR, OBSERVATIONS ON A LATE PAMPHLET, ENTITULED,
THE QUAKER UNMASK'D, OR, PLAIN TRUTH .
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [by Andrew Steuart ] in the year MDCCLXIV .
pp . 16. 8vo. HSP. JCB.
9806 THE QUAKERS ASSISTING TO PRESERVE THE LIVES OF THE INDIANS IN THE BAR
RACKS, VINDICATED AND PROVED TO BE CONSISTANT WITH REASON , AGREEABLE
TO OUR LAW, HATH AN INSEPERABLE CONNECTION WITH THE LAW OF GOD, AND
EXACTLY AGREEABLE WITH THE PRINCIPLES OF THE PEOPLE CALL'D QUAKERS. .
Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster, in Moravian Alley. 1764 .
pp . 16. 16mo. ISP .
9807 THE QUAKERS ASSISTING , TO PRESERVE THE LIVES OF THE INDIANS, IN THE
BARRACKS, VINDICATED : SHEWING WHEREIN, THE AUTHOR OF THE QUAKER UN
MASK'D, HATH TURN'D KING'S EVIDENCE ; IMPEACHED IIIMSELF , AND CLEARED THE
QUAKERS FROM ALL THE HEAVY CHARGES HE HATH PUBLISHED AGAINST THEM.
NUMBER II.
Philadelphia : Printed [by Anthony Armbruster ) in the year MDCCLXIV.
pp. 12. 8vo. LCP .
9808 RANDALL, JOHN
THE SEMI- VIRGILIAN HUSBANDRY, DEDUCED FROM VARIOUS EXPERIMENTS ; OR, AN
ESSAY TOWARDS A NEW COURSE OF NATIONAL FARMING. BY MR.
RANDALL.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1764 .




COPY OF A LETTER FROM CHARLES READ, ESQ ; TO THE HON : Joun LADI) , ESQ ;
ASSOCIATES JUSTICES OF THE PEACE FOR THE COUNTY OF Glou
CESTER . [Cut. ]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in -Heart,
in Second - Street. 1764. pp. 8. 8vo. HSP. NYPL.
9810 The same. THE SECOND EDITION .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in -Heart,
in Second-Street. 1764. pp. 8. Svo. HSP.















READ, CHARLES, continued .
The same. THE THIRD EDITION . [Cut.]
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible-in - Heart, in
Second- Street. M.DCC,LXIV of whom may be had, all the pamphlets, that hate
been publish'd on the same subjects. pp. 8. 8vo. NYHS.
REASONS AGAINST THE RENEWAL OF THE SUGAR ACT, AS IT WILL BE PREJUDICIAL TO
THE TRADE, NOT ONLY OF THE NORTHERN COLONIES, BUT TO THAT OF GREAT
BRITAIN ALSO .
Province of the Massachusetts- Bay. Boston : N. E. Printed for Thomas
Lederett, MDCCLXIV . pp. 19. 4to .
REMARKS ON THE QUAKER UNMASK'D ; OR PLAIN TRUTH FOUND TO BE PLAIN FALS
HOOD : HUMBLY ADDRESS'D TO THE CANDID .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by John Morris, opposite the Three
Reapers, in Third - Street. [1764.1 pp. 8. 8vo.
REMARKS UPON THE DELINEATED PRESBYTERIAN PLAY'D HOB WITH ; OR CLOTHES
FOR A STARK NAKED AUTHOR .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Anthony Armbruster, at the German
and English Printing-Ofice ; in Moravian - Alley. 1764. pp. 8. 8vo .
RHODE ISLAND. COLONY.
[ Arms.] JANUARY, 1764. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE GOVERNOR AND
COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLAN
TATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN, IN CONSEQUENCE
OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR THE GOVERNOR, AT SOUTH -KINGSTOWN, WITHIN
AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON TUESDAY TAE TWENTY - FOURTH DAY OF JANUARY,
IN THE YEAR OF our LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY -FOUR , AND
FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY
THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED
ACCORDING TO ORDER IN NEWPORT ON TUESDAY THE SEVENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY,
1764. BY HENRY WARD , SECRY.
[ Neroport : Printed by Samuel Hall. 1764.) pp. 95-97. fol. JCB. NYPL .
The same. [Arms.) FEBRUARY, 1764. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
BY ADJOURNMENT, AT East-GREENWICH, WITHIN AND FOR THE COLONY AFORE
SAID, ON THE LAST MONDAY IN FEBRUARY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY - FOUR , AND FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS
MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND SO FORTH . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER IN
NEWPORT, ON THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH, 1764. BY HENRY WARD, SECRY.
[ Colophon :]
Newport : Printed by Samuel Hall. [1764.] pp. 99-130. fol.
The same. [ Arms.] May, 1764. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE COLONY AFORESAID , ON THE FIRST WEDNES
DAY IN MAY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY- FOUR, AND FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF God, King OF GREAT-BRITAIN AND SO FORTH .
. PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT, ON THE SIXTEENTH DAY OF May, 1764. By
HENRY Ward , SECRY . [ Colophon :]
Newport : Printed by S. Hall. [ 1764.] pp . 1-16 . fol. HSP. JCB .
9816
JCB . NYPL .
9817













RHODE ISLAND . COLONY, continued.
The same. [Arms.] JUNE, 1764. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE ISLAND , AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
BY ADJOURNMENT, AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE COLONY AFORESAID , ON
THE SECOND MONDAY IN JUNE, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND SIXTY-FOUR, AND FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT- BRITAIN
AND SO FORTH . . PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT, ACCORDING TO ORDER, ON THE
25TH DAY OF JUNE, 1764. WITNESS HENRY WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport: Printed by Samuel Hall. 1764.) pp. 17-29 . fol. HSP. JCB.
The same. ( Arms.] JULY, 1764 . AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE-ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN New-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN,
(IN CONSEQUENCE OF WARRANTS ISSUED BY HIS HONOR THE GOVERNOR) AT New
PORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE COLONY AFORESAID , ON MONDAY THE THIRTIETH
DAY OF JULY , IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY - FOUR, AND FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE
THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN AND SO FORTH .
PUBLISHED IN NEWPORT, ON THE THIRTEENTH DAY OF AUGUST, ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY - FOUR , BY HENRY WARD, SECR'Y.
[ Newport: Printed by Samuel Hall. 1764.) pp. 31-36 . fol. HSP. JCB.
The same. [Arms.] SEPTEMBER, 1764. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF TAE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND,
AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND
HOLDEN , BY ADJOURNMENT AT NEWPORT, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON
THE SECOND MONDAY IN SEPTEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY -FOUR , AND FOURTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN
AND SO FORTH . . . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, IN NEWPORT, THE
TWENTY - FOURTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY
BY HENRY WARD, SECR’Y.
[ Newport: Printed by Samuel Hall. 1764. ) pp. 37-48. fol.
The same. [ Arms.] OCTOBER, 1764. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND, AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW -ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND HOLDEN
AT PROVIDENCE, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY, ON THE LAST WEDNESDAY
IN OCTOBER , IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND
SIXTY -FOUR , AND FIFTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED MAJESTY GEORGE THE
THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT-BRITAIN, AND SO FORTI .
PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, IN NEWPORT, ON MONDAY THE TWELFTH DAY
OF NOVEMBER, 1764. BY HENRY WARD, SECR’y. (Colophon :]
Newport: Printed by Samuel Hall. 1764. pp. 49-66 . fol. JCB. NYPL .
The same. [Arms.) NOVEMBER, 1764. AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF THE ENGLISH COLONY OF RHODE - ISLAND,
AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, IN NEW-ENGLAND, IN AMERICA ; BEGUN AND
HOLDEN (BY ADJOURNMENT) AT ProVIDENCE, WITHIN AND FOR THE SAID COLONY,
ON THE LAST TUESDAY IN NOVEMBER, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND
SEVEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY -FOUR , AND FIFTH OF THE REIGN OF HIS MOST SACRED
MAJESTY GEORGE THE THIRD, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, KING OF GREAT BRITAIN,
. . PUBLISHED ACCORDING TO ORDER, IN NEWPORT, ON MONDAY
THE NINTH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1764 . BY HENRY WARD, SECR'Y.















9823 RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE, afterwards BROWN UNIVERSITY.
AN ACT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A COLLEGE, OR UNIVERSITY , WITHIN
THIS COLONY OF RHODE- ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS IN NEW -ENGLAND ,
IN AMERICA. [Colophon :]
Newport : Printed by Samuel Hall. [1764.] pp. 8. fol.
The original draft of this Act was written by the Rev. Dr. Ezra
Stiles .
9824 SANDEMAN , ROBERT 1718-1771
SOME THOUGHTS ON CHRISTIANITY. IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND . TO WHICH IS
ANNEXED BY WAY OF ILLUSTRATION ; THE CONVERSION OF JONATHAN THE JEW, AS
RELATED BY HIMSELF.
Boston , N. E.: Printed and sold , by W. M'Alpine and J. Fleeming,
MDCCLXIV. pp . 54 . 12mo. BM. HC.
9825
THREE LETTERS ON THERON AND ASPASIO (By James Hervey ): ADDRESSED TO
THE AUTHOR OF THAT WORK.
Boston : [1764.)
9826 SAUNDERS, RICHARD, pseudonym .
A POCKET ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR 1765. FITTED TO USE OF PENNSYLVANIA,
AND THE NEIGHBOURING PROVINCES. WITH SEVERAL USEFUL ADDITIONS. By R.
SAUNDERS, PHIL.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. [1764.]
pp. (24). 24mo. LOC .
9827 FOR.Poor RICHIARD IMPROVED : BEING AN ALMANACK AND EPHEMERIS
THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1765 : . By RICHARD SAUNDERS, PAILOM .
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall. [1764.]
pp. (36). 8vo .





EINE ZU DIESER ZEIT HÖCHSTNÖTHIGE WARNUNG UND ERINNERUNG AN DIE FREYE
EINWOHNER DER PROVINZ PENSYLVANIEN VON EINEM, DEM DIE WOHLFAHRT
DES LANDES ANGELEGEN UND DARAUF BEDACHT IST.
[ Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1764.) pp. (2) . fol.
HSP.
9829 $ . .A SCENE IN THE FIRST ACT OF THE NEW FARCE . PUBLISHED AS A SPECIMEN .
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed ( by Anthony Armbruster / in the first year of
the New Hegira Secundus, the Paxtonian Expedition. [1764] pp. 8. 8vo.
LCP
9830 EIN SCHÖN WELTLICH LIED. MELODIE : EIN SOLDAT BIN ICH EBEN UND STEH VOR
MEINEM FEIND .
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbrüster. 1764. pp. (2). 4to .
A burlesque on the peaceful Quakers arming themselves to protect
the Indians in Philadelphia.
9831 THE SCRIBLER : BEING A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN IN TOWN TO HIS FRIEND IN
THE COUNTRY, CONCERNING THE PRESENT STATE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS ; WITH A
LAPIDARY CHARACTER (of Dr. William Smith ).
[ Philadelphia :) Printed by Anthony Armbruster in the year MDCC ,LXIV .
pp. 24. 8vo. HSP. NYPL .









9832 SECKER, THOMAS 1693-1768
AN ANSWER TO DR. MAYHEW'S OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARTER AND CONDUCT OF
THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROPOGATION OF THE GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS.
London : Printed. Boston : Reprinted , and sold by R. and 8. Draper, in
Newbury -street; Edes and Gill in Queen -street ; and T. & J. Fleet, in Cornhill.
1764. pp. 59. 8vo . AAS . BA. BM. CHS. HC. JCB. NYPL .
9833 SEINER KÖNIGLICHEN ERHABENSTEN MAJESTÄT IM HOHEN Rath, NAHE SICH DIESE
DEMÜTHIGSTE VORSTELLUNG UND BITTE VON SEINER MAJESTÄT GEHORSAMST
GETREUEN UNTERTHANEN, DEN FREYEN EINWOHNERN DER PROVINZ PENNSYL
VANIEN.
[ Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Anton Armbruester. 1764.1 pp. (2). fol.
A petition in favor of the existing proprietary form of government.
9834 A SERIOUS ADDRESS, TO SUCH OF THE INHABITANTS OF PENNSYLVANIA , AS HAVE CAN
NIVED AT, OR DO APPROVE OF, THE LATE MASSACRE OF THE INDIANS AT LAN
CASTER ; OR THE DESIGN OF KILLING THOSE WHO ARE NOW IN THE BARRACKS AT
PHILADELPHIA .
Philadelphia : Printed [by Anthony Armbruster ] for the Author. 1764.
pp. 12. 16mo. HSP. JCB. $14
9835 The same. THE SECOND EDITION.




9836 A SERIOUS ADDRESS, TO SUCH OF THE INHABITANTS OF PENNSYLVANIA , AS HAVE
CONNIVED AT, OR DO APPROVE OF, THE LATE MASSACRE OF THE INDIANS AT LAN
CASTER , OR THE DESIGN OF KILLING THOSE WHO ARE NOW IN THE BARRACKS AT
PHILADELPHIA. REPRINTED FROM THE FIRST EDITION (PRINTED BY MR. ARM
BLUSTER ) [ sic] AND DILIGENTLY COMPARED AND REVISED WITH THE SAME.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible-in - Heart, in Second
street, 1764. pp. 8. 8vo. LCP .
9837 The same. THE DEMAND FOR THIS PIECE HAS BEEN SO GREAT, THAT THIS
FOURTII EDITION IS CALL'D FOR IN A FEW DAYS ! TO WHICH IS NOW ADDED, A
DIALOGUE BETWEEN ANDREW TRUEMAN AND THOMAS ZEALOT, ABOUT THE KILL
ING THE INDIANS AT CONNESTOGOE AND LANCASTER. (AN EXCELLENT PIECE !)
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, in Second -street. MDCCLXIV.
pp . 8. 8vo. LCP .
9838 SHEBBEARE, Joun ? 1709-1788
A LETTER, From Batista ANGELONI, WHO RESIDED MANY YEARS IN LONDON, TO
HIS FRIEND MANZONI. WHEREIN THE QUAKERS ARE POLITICALLY AND RELIG
IOUSLY CONSIDERED. TO WHICH IS ADDED THE CLOVEN - FOOT DISCOVERED
Printed at Carolina : and sold by Edward Merefield, at the corner of Arch





Ephrata : Re-printed and sold by several Store - Keepers in the County of
Lancaster . [1764.) pp. 8. 8vo . LCP . NYHS .








9840 SMITH , E.
THE COMPLEAT HOUSEWIFE ; OR, ACCOMPLISH'D GENTLEWOMAN'S COMPANION : BEING A
COLLECTION OF SEVERAL HUNDRED OF THE MOST APPROVED RECEIPTS, IN COOKERY,
PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY, PRESERVING, PICKLES , CAKES , CREAMS, JELLIES, MADE
WINES, CORDIALS . AND ALSO BILLS OF FARE FOR EVERY MONTH IN THE YEAR .
TO WHICH IS ADDED, A COLLECTION OF NEAR TWO HUNDRED FAMILY RECEIPTS OF
MEDICINES, VIZ . DRINKS, SYRUPS, SALVES, OINTMENTS, AND MANY OTHER THINGS
OF SOVEREIGN AND APPROVED EFFICACY IN MOST DISTEMPERS, PAINS, ACHES,
WOUNDS, SORES, &C. NEVER BEFORE MADE PUBLICK IN THESE PARTS : FIT EITHER
FOR PRIVATE FAMILIES, OR SUCH PUBLICK-SPIRITED GENTLEWOMEN AS WOULD BE
BENEFICENT TO THEIR POOR NEIGHBOURS.
Nero - York : Re-printed , 1764.
9841 SMITH , WILLIAM 1727-1803
An ANSWER TO MR. FRANKLIN'S REMARKS ON A LATE PROTEST.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford, at his Book - Store,
in Market - Street adjoining the London Coffee - House. M.DCC.LXIV . pp. [22.]
8vo . AAS. HSP . NYPL .
9842
The same. [A second impression with changes, and eleven lines added
on last page .]
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by William Bradford at his Book - Store,
in Market- Street, adjoining the London Coffee-House. MDCCLXIV. pp. (22.)
8vo. NYPL ,
9843 SOUTH CAROLINA. PROVINCE .
AN ACT TO IMPOWER CERTAIN COMMISSIONERS THEREIN MENTIONED, TO KEEP
CLEAN , AND IN GOOD ORDER AND REPAIR, THE STREETS OF CILARLES - Town: AND
FOR ESTABLISHING OTHER REGULATIONS IN THE SAID Town . [Arms. )
South -Carolina : Charles-Town , Printed by Peter Timothy, Printer to the
honourable the Commons- House of Assembly , 1764. pp. 4+. fol . NYPL .
9844 THE SOUTH-CAROLINA GAZETTE. JANUARY - DECEMBER, 1764.
Charles - Town : Printed by Peter Timothy. 1764. fol .
9845 THE SOUTH-CAROLINA AND AMERICAN GENERAL GAZETTE . JANUARY-DECEMBER ,
1764.
Charlestown : Printed by R. Wells. 1764. fol.
9846 SPERRY, BENJAMIN , and others.
A VINDICATION OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE EASTERN ASSOCIATION, IN FAIRFIELD
COUNTY ; AND OF THE COUNCIL THAT CENSURED MR. WHITE, AND DISMISSED HIM
FROM HIS PASTORAL RELATION TO THE FIRST CHURCH IN DANBURY : IN A LETTER
TO THE REVEREND MR. JOSEPH BELLAMY, IN WHICH THE WHOLE PROCESS 18
FAIRLY REPRESENTED CONTRARY TO THE FALSE REPRESENTATIONS AND ABUSIVE
REFLECTIONS CONTAINED IN A PAMPHLET CALLED A BRIEF NARRATIVE OF THEIR
PROCEEDINGS. BY THECOMMITTEE OF THE FIRST SOCIETY IN DANBURY. [Signed,
Benjamin Sperry, Daniel Taylor, jun . , John Wood, Thaddeus Benedict , Samuel
Dickinson .) [ Three lines of Scripture texts.]
Ner - Haven : Printed by B. Mecom . 1764. pp. 78, ( 1 ) . 8vo. NYPL .
9847 -1769STEUART, ANDREW
THE GENTLEMAN AND CITIZEN'S POCKET ALMANACK FOR TIIE YEAR 1765.









9848 THE SUBSTANCE, OF A COUNCIL HELD AT LANCASTER, AUGUST THE 28TH. 1764.
BY A COMMITTEE OF PRESBYTERIAN MINISTERS AND ELDERS DEPUTED FROM ALL
PARTS OF PENNSYLVANIA, IN ORDER TO SETTLE THE ENSUING ELECTION OF MEM
BERS FOR THE ASSEMBLY. PUBLISHED AT THE REQUEST OF THEIR RESPECTIVE
CONGREGATIONS
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [ by A. Armbruster ] in the year MDCCLXIV.
pp. 19. 8vo . LCP . NYPL.
A coarse lampoon. Said to have been written by Benjamin
Franklin .
$22
9849 THE SYNOD OF NEW-YORK AND PHILADELPHIA VINDICATED. IN A REPLY TO MR.
SAMUEL HARKER'S APPEAL TO THE CHRISTIAN WORLD. BY A MEMBER OF THE
SYNOD.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. 1764.
9850 TERSTEEGEN , GERHARD 1697-1769
Das ANHAGEN AN GOTT, EIN UNTERRICHT DES ALBERTUS MAGNUS GEWESENEN
BISCHOFFS ZU REGENSBURG .
Germantown gedruckt bey Christoph Saur, 1764. pp.(7 ),56. 16mo.
HSP.
9851 THACHER, OXENBRIDGE 1720-1765
THE SENTIMENTS OF A BRITISH AMERICAN . [ Occasioned by An Actto lay certain
duties in the British Colonies and Plantations.] [Seven lines of Latin from]
PHÆDRUS.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes & Gill, next to the Prison in Queen
Street. 1764. pp. 16. 12mo. BA. JCB . NYPL .
9852 (Arms.] TO THE COMMISSIONERS AND ASSESSORS , OF CAESTER COUNTY, FOR THE
YEAR 1764.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1764.) Broadside.
fol.
A return of the tax paper in doggerel verse , printed in double
columns.
LCP .
9853 TO THE FREEHOLDERS AND ELECTORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA .
[ Philadelphin : Printed by William Bradford. 1764.) pp. 2. fol. LCP.
In opposition to Franklin's election .
9854 TO THE FREEHOLDERS AND OTHER ELECTORS FOR THE CITY AND COUNTY OF PHILA
DELPHIA , AND COUNTIES OF CHESTER AND BUCKS.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by B. Franklin , and D. Hall. 1764.) pp. (2). fol.
An anti- proprietary election address.
9855 TO THE FREEMEN OF PENNSYLVANIA . [ Dated, September 28, 1764.]
[ Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford. 1764.] Broadside.
An attack upon the new militia law.
fol.
9856 TOBLER, JOHN
THE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN AND COUNTRYMAN'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR
LORD 1765.










TRUE COPY OF A LETTER, FROM A MEMBER OF St. P [au ]L'S TO AN INTIMATE FRIEND :
SHEWING THE REAL SOURCE FROM WHICH THE PRESENT WRANGLINGS IN THAT
CONGREGATION HAVE SPRUNG.
[ Philadelphia : ] Printed [by Andrew Steuart ) in the year M ,DCC ,LXIV .
pp . 8. 8vo. LCP .
9858 TUNES IN THREE PARTS , FOR THE SEVERAL METRES IN DR. WATTS'S VERSION OF THE
PSALMS ; SOME OF WHICH TONES ARE NEW. This COLLECTION OF TUNES IS MADE
FROM THE WORKS OF EMINENT MASTERS ; CONSISTING OF SIX TUNES FOR SHORT
METRE ; EIGHT FOR COMMON METRE ; SEVEN FOR LONG METRE ; AND A TUNE FOR
EACH SPECIAL METRE . TO WHICH ARE ADDED THE GAMUT, WITH DIRECTIONS TO
LEARNERS OF MUSIC. THE SECOND ADITION ( sic ). PRICE 18. 6D. STITCHED .
Philadelphia : Printed by Anthony Armbruster, in Arch -Street, 1764,
pp. viii, 43, ( 1 ). 12mo. HSP
9859 UNITEI) BRETHREN , or UNITAS FRATRUM, commonly called MORAVIANS.
GEMEIN-LITANEY DER VEREINIGTEN BRÜDER. ZUM GEBRAUCH DER PENNSYLVAN
ISCHEN GEMEINEN.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller. [1764.] pp. 8. 8vo .
9860 DIE TÄGLICHER LOOSUNGEN DER BRÜDER GEMEINE FÜR DAS JAHR 1765.
[ Philadelphia : Printed by Henrich Miller. 1764.) pp. (12 ). 8vo.
9861 VIRGINIA. COLONY.
JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES. [12-21 January, 1764].
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1764. pp. 20. fol.
VSL .
9862 THE VIRGINIA GAZETTE. WITH THE FRESHER ADVICES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.
JANUARY - DECEMBER , 1764.
Williamsburg : Printed by Joseph Royle. 1764. fol.
9863 VON DER HISTORIA DES APOSTOLISCHEN KAMPFFS, ZEHEN BÖCHER, WIE SIE DER
ABDIAS ANFÄNGLICH IN DER HEBRÄISCHER SPRACIE BESCHRIEBEN , EUTROPIUS
ABER INS GRIECHISCHE UND JULIUS AFRICANUS INS LATEINISCHE ÜBERSETZTE
HABEN, WELCHEN DANN WOLFGANGUS LAZIUS AUS ALTEN SCRIBENTEN AUCH
BEYGEFÜGET HAT DAS LEBEN DES APOSTELS MATTHAEI UND DES HEILIGEN
MARCI, CLEMENTIS, CIPRIANI UND APOLLINARIS ; NUNMEHRO FÜR EINIGE UNPAS
SIONIRTE LIEBHABER WAHRHEIT INS DEUTSCHE ÜBERSETZET; NEBST ETLICHEN
MERCKWORDIGEN REDEN JESU , DIE MAN ZWAR NICHT IN DEN EVANGELIEN ,
ABER BEY ANDERN BEWÄHRTEN SCRIBENTEN SINDET : AUCH DER MARTER
GESCHICIITE DER HEILIGEN UND HOCABERÜHMTEN ERSTEN MÄRTYRIN UND APOS
TOLISCHEN JUNGFRAU THECLĂ.
Vormals in Amsterdam ; nun aber in Ephrata gedruckt durch die Brüder
schafft auf Kosten der Brüder in Canegotshiken , in Jahr 1764. pp. 388 ; 52. 16mo.
Second title : DES JÜNGERS NICODEMI EVANGELIUM VON UNSERS MEISTERS UND
HEYLANDS JESU CHRISTI LEYDEN UND AUFERSTEHUNG .
Ephrata : Gedruckt im Jahr MDCCLXIV. pp. 52.
9864
By
WEATHERWISE, ABRAHAM, pseudonym .
FATHER ABRAHAM'S ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1765.
ABRAHAM WEATHERWISE, GENT.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Dunlap. [ 1764.)
TOUSLS15 0 :







9865 WEISS, LUDWIG ? 1717-1796
GETREUE WARNUNG GEGEN DIE LOCKVÖGEL, SAMT EINER ANTWORT AUF DIE
ANDERE ANREDE AN DIE DEUTSCHE FREYHALTER DER STADT UND COUNTY VON
PHILADELPHIA . DURCH GERMANICUS
Philadelphia, gedruckt [bey Henrich Miller ) im Jahr 1764. pp . 15. 8vo .
In opposition to the re - election of Benjamin Franklin to the
Assembly, and in favor of the existing proprietary government.
9866 WELLES, NOAH 1718-1776
PATRIOTISM DESCRIBED AND RECOMMENDED , IN A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, AT HARTFORD , ON THE
DAY OF THE ANNIVERSARY ELECTION , MAY 10TH, 1764 . [ Eleven lines of
quotations .]
Nero - London : Printed by Timothy Green , Printer to the Gocernor and
Company, M ,DCC ,LXIV . pp. 30. 4to . AAS. BA. CHS. MHS. NYPL . YC.
.
9867 WESLEY, JOHN 1703-1791
PRIMITIVE PHYSIC : OR AN EASY AND NATURAL METHOD OF CURING MOST DISEASES
THE TWELFTH EDITION, CORRECTED AND MUCH EXLARGED .
Philadelphia : Printed by A. Steuart, 1764 . pp. 80 , (8) 24mo.
.
SGO .
9868 WEST, BENJAMIN 1730-1813
THE NEW-ENGLAND ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 1765.
Providence : Printed and sold by William Goddard , [1764.] 12mo.
BM.
9869 WEST, SAMUEL 1731-1807
CHRIST THE GRAND SUBJECT OF THE GOSPEL MINISTRY. A SERMON PREACHED AT
THE ORDINATION OF THE REVEREND SAMUEL WEST, NEEDHAM, APRIL 25 , 1764.
Boston : 1764. pp. 28. 8vo.
9870 WHEREAS THE NUMBER OF POOR IN AND AROUND THIS CITY, IS AT PRESENT GREAT,
AND EVERY YEAR INCREASING ; AND AS FOR WANT OF EMPLOYMENT, MANY OF
THEM, ESPECIALLY IN WINTER , ARE REDUCED TO GREAT STRAITS, AND RENDERED
BURTHENSOME TO THEIR NEIGHBOURS ; THEREFORE , IN ORDER TO ALLEVIATE THEIR
WANTS, BY FINDING THEM EMPLOYMENT, IT IS PROPOSED TO ERECT A LINEN MAN
UFACTORY, IN OR NEAR THIS CITY , AND FOR THAT END THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES
ARE AGREED ON, VIZ.
[ Philadelphia : 1764.) pp. 2. fol .
LCP .
.
9871 WHITE, EBENEZER 1709-1779
A BRIEF NARRATIVE OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE EASTERN ASSOCIATION , AND
EASTERN & WESTERN CoxsOCIATIONS IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, AGAINST MR.
WHITE, PASTOR OF THE FIRST CHURCH IN DANBURY ; SINCE THE YEAR 1762. To
WHICH ARE ADDED, SOME REMARKS, EXTRACTED FROM A LETTER, SENT BY A
GENTLEMAN TO HIS FRIEND. [Two lines of quotations.]
New Haven : Printed in the year 1764. pp. 31 , ( 1 ). 8vo. CHS,
9872 WHITEFIELD, GEORGE 1714-1770
OBSERVATIONS ON SOME FATAL MISTAKES, IN A BOOK LATELY PUBLISHED , AND
INTITLED , THE DOCTRINE OF GRACE ; OR, THE OFFICE AND OPERATIONS OF THE
HOLY SPIRIT VINDICATED FROM THE INSULTS OF INFIDELITY, AND THE ABUSES OF
FANATICISM . By DR. WILLIAM WARBURTON.










WHITEFIELD , GEORGE, continued .
The same.
Philadelphia : Reprinted, 1764.
9874 WIDDER, PHILIP
ER. Ehrw. HRN . PHILIP WIDDERS, EHEMALIGEN CHUR-PFÄLZISCHEN REFORM
IRTEN KIRCHENRATHS UND PFARRHERRN IN MANNHEIM, SECHS UND ZWANZIG
PASSIONS-PREDIGTEN.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller. 1764.
9875 WILLIAMSON , Hugh 1735-1819
THE PLAIN DEALER : OR , A FEW REMARKS UPON QUAKER - POLITICKS, AND THEIR
ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE THE GOVERNMENT OF PENNSYLVANIA. WITH SOME OBSER
VATIONS ON THE FALSE AND ABUSIVE PAPERS WHICH THEY HAVE LATELY
PUBLISH'D. NUMB. I. TO BE CONTINUED .
Philadelphia : Printed , [by Andrer Steuart] Anno MDCCLXIV . pp.
19 . 16mo. JCB. NYPL.
9876 THE PLAIN DEALER ; NUMB. I. OR, A FEW REMARKS UPON QUAKER
POLITICKS, AND THEIR ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE THE GOVERNMENT OF PENNSYL
VANIA. WITH SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE FALSE AND ABUSIVE PAPERS WHICH
THEY HAVE LATELY PUBLISHED. TO BE CONTINUED.
Philadelphia : Printed by Andrew Steuart, at the Bible -in - Heart, in
Second -street ; of whom all the succeeding numbers may be had ; and all other politi
cal pamphlets that have been publish'd since the commencement of the present dis
putes. [1764.] pp. 16. 8vo. NYH8 .
9877 THE PLAIN DEALER : NUMB. II . BEING A TICKLER, FOR THE LEISURE
HOUR'S AMUSEMENT OF THE AUTHOR OF COOL THOUGHTS. WHEREIN THE FORCE
OF HIS SEVERAL ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF A CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT IS STATED
IN A CLEAR LIGHT AND ACCOMODATED TO THE COMPREHENSION OF READERS OF
EVERY CAPACITY. By X. Y. Z. GENTLEMAN . TO BE CONTINUED .
Philadelphia : Printed [by Andrew Steuart ) in Second -street, where Numb.
I may be had . MDCCLXIV. pp. 16. 8vo. JCB, NYPL .
9878
VANIA .
THE PLAIN DEALER : OR REMARKS ONQUAKER POLITICS IN PENNSYL
NUMB. III . TO BE CONTINUED . By W. D. AUTHOR OF No. I.
Philadelphia : Printed [by William Dunlap ) Anno MDCCLXIV . pp. 24 .
8vo. JCB. NYPL .
9879 WHAT IS SAUCE FOR A GOOSE IS ALSO SAUCE FOR A GANDER. BEING A SMALL
TOUCH IN THE LAPIDARY WAY. OR TIT FOR TAT, IN YOUR OWN WAY. AN EPI
TAPH ON A CERTAIN GREAT MAN.
WRITTEN BY A DEPARTED
SPIRIT AND NOW




HIM BY THE NAME OF A PATRIOT. DEAR
CHILDREN,
I SEND YOU HERE A LITTLE BOOK
FOR YOU TO LOOK UPON,
THAT YOU MAY SEE YOUR PAPPY'S FACE
WHEN HE IS DEAD AND GONE .
THOU HAST TAUGHT US TO SPEAK EVIL OF DIGNITIES.
Philadelphia : Printed [ by A. Armbruster ] in Arch -street. 1764. pp.
8 . 8vo. HSP. JCB. $ 85











Germantown : Gedruckt bey Christoph Saur. 1764. pp . (4). 12mo.
HSP.
9881 WITHERSPOON , JOHN 1722-1794
A LETTER FROM A BLACKSMITH , TO THE MINISTERS AND ELDERS OF THE CHURCH
OF SCOTLAND . IN WHICH THE MANNER OF PUBLICK WORSHIP IN THAT CHURCH
IS CONSIDERED ; ITS INCONVENIENCES AND DEFECTS POINTED OUT ; AND METHODS
FOR REMOVING THEM HUMBLY PROPOSED. [Six lines of Scripture texts.] THE
THIRD EDITION . [Signed , A. T. blacksmith .]
London Printed : Neu - York Re-printed and sold by John Holt, at the Ex
change, 1764. pp. (4) , 72. 8vo.
CHS.
9882 The same.
Philadelphia : Reprinted by William Dunlap, 1764.
9883 DER WÖCHENTLICHE PHILADELPHISCHE STAATSBOTE . JANUARY -DECEMBER, 1764.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Henrich Miller, in der Zweyten - strasse.
1764. fol . HSP.
9884 WOOD, WILLIAM -1639
NEW - ENGLAND'S PROSPECT . BEING A TRUE , LIVELY, AND EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIP
TION OF THAT PART OF AMERICA, COMMONLY CALLED NEW-ENGLAND : DISCOVERING
THE STATE OF THAT COUNTRY, BOTH AS IT STANDS TO OUR NEW - COME ENGLISH
PLANTERS ; AND TO THE OLD NATIVE INHABITANTS. AND LAYING DOWN THAT
WHICH MAY BOTH ENRICH THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE MIND - TRAVELLING READER, OR
BENEFIT THE FUTURE VOYAGER. THE THIRD (fourth ] EDITION.
London , Printed 1639. Boston, New - England, Reprinted by Thomas and
John Fleet, in Cornhill ; and Green and Russell, in Queen - Street. 1764. pp. (2),
xviii, 128. 8vo. BPL. JCB. MHS. NYPL.
First printed in London in 1634, in 1635, and 1639. The intro
ductory essay has been ascribed to both James Otis, and to Na
thaniel Rogers. Reprinted by the Prince Society in Boston in 1865.
$20
9885 YALE COLLEGE.
COLLEGII YALENSIS, QUOD EST Novo-PORTU CONNECTICUTENSIUM, STATUTA, A
IN USUM JUVENTUTIS ACADEMICÆ.
Novo - Portu : Excudebat Benjamin Mecom , MDCCLXIV . pp. (4) , [24],
( 4 ). 4to .
PRÆSIDE ET SOCIIS SANCITA.
CHS.
9886 QUÆSTIONES PRO MODULO DISCUTIENDIÆ SUB MODERAMINE REVERENDI D.
THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII- YALENSIS, QUOD EST DIVINIÂ PROVIDENTIÂ Novo - PORTU
CONNECTICUTENSIUM RECTORIS. IN COMITIIS PUBLICI A LAUREA MAGISTRATIS
CANDIDATIS MDCCLXIV .
[ Novo - Portu, Excudebat B. Mecom . 1764.] Broadside.
sm . fol. YC.
9887 VIRO PRÆSTANTISSIMO INGENUIS ARTIBUS AC SUBLIMI VIRTUTE
OMNIQUE
FELICISSIMÈ GUBERNANDI RATIONE ORNATISSIMO, TuomÆ FITCH , ARMIGERO,
COLONIÆ CONNECTICUTENSIUM GUBERNATORI INSIGNISSIMO ; VERÈ REVER
ENDO NEC NON SUMMO HONORE DIGNANDO D. THOMÆ CLAP, COLLEGII-YALENSIS
PRÆSIDI • HascE THESES QUAS (DIVINO NUMINE ANNUENTE) IN COLLEGIO
YALENSI DEFENDERE .. (Colophon :)
Habiti [sic] in Comitiis publicis Novo -Portu “ Connecticutensium , pridie
idus Septembris, Anno M.DCC.LXIV . . . Excudebat Benjamin Mecom . Broad
side. fol. YC.









9888 YOUNG, EDWARD 1684-1765
RESIGNATION . IN TWO PARTS, AND A POSTSCRIPT. TO MRS. B.(oudinot. By
Eliz. Græme Ferguson .] ·
London , Printed : Philadelphia , Re- printed : By W. Bradford , at the
corner of Market and Front-Streets. M.DCCLXIV. pp. (2), 74. 8vo. BM.
9889 YOUNG, THOMAS
SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE DISPUTES BETWEEN NEW-YORK, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
AND COL. JOHN HENRY LYDIUS OF ALBANY. TO THESE REFLECTIONS ARE ADDED,
SOME RULES OF LAW - FIT TO BE OBSERVED IN PURCHASING LAND, &C. (By
Philodicaios.]
New Haven : Printed and sold by Benjamin Mecom . 1764. pp. 21 , (2 ).
8vo.
BPL. NYPL. WL .
$ 28
9890 ZWEY WAHRHAFTE NEUE ZEITUNGEN VON GANTZ BESONDERN HIMMELS-ZEICHEN,
WELCHES ERSTERE SICH BEY DER HAUPT -UND SEESTADT RIGA IN LIFLAND ZUGE
TRAGEN, ALLWO SEHR VIELE MENSCHEN, AM HIMMEL EINEN SARG , FEURIGE
RUTHEN, 3 TODTENKÖPFE, EINE SCHLANGE UND PYRAMIDE GESEHEN . Das
ZWEYTE IST GESEHEN WORDEN ZU KIRSCHBERG, 4 MEILEN VON DER STADT UND
FESTUNG ELBING, UND ZEHN MEILEN VON DER KAUF -UND HANDELSTADT DANTZIG
GELEGEN, ALLWO NEMLICH VOM 6 zum 7 May 1763 DIESES HIMMELS -ZEICHEN , 48.
STUNDEN LANG MIT EINEM STARCKEN BLITZ UND DONNERSCHLAG GESTANDEN .
WELCHES AUS NACHFOLGENDEN MIT MEHRERM ZUERSEHEN IST . [ Cut.]
Philadelphia gedruckt bey Anton Armbruester, in Moraevien Alley, 1764.
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6847 , 6853, 6863 , 6869 , 6890, Spanish 6741 BARFORD, R. Virgin queen 8792
6917 , 6937 , 6950 , 6964 , 6991 , BELKNAP, J. Eclogue, A.




7162 , 7163 , 7210, 7357 , 7359 , GENERAL works : 6668 , 6754, BEVERIDGE , J. In obitum
7372, 7401 , 7443 , 7496 , 7551 , 6935, 7128, 9097, 9410, 9496 N. Smiberti 7845
7564, 7565, 7570, 7681 , 7582, GERMANTOWN . Academy
BLAIR, R. The Grave 6966
7604, 7610, 7627 , 7633 , 7646 , Agreements 8606 BRADSTREET, A. D. Several
7663, 7683, 7687, 7693, 7787, HARVARD COLLEGE poems 8091
7805, 7844 , 7848 , 7922, 7924, Catalogus. Triennial 6690 BREWSTER, M. Poems 7855
8016 , 8053 , 8129 , 8159 , 8262 , Pietaset gratulatio 8877 Same, 1758 8093
8347, 8360, 8390, 8507 , 8548, Theses. Annual 6691 BROME, R. Jovial crew 9079
8549 , 8579, 8594, 8620, 8644 , Works relating to : 8574 , 9556 BYLES, M. Poems 7376
8645, 8778, 8799 , 8841 , 8870, INDIAN CHARITY SCHOOL CANADA forever 8304
8897, 8936, 9015, 9042 , 9043 , Wheelock , E. Narrative 9537 | CAPTAIN O'Blunder 9081
9047, 9062, 9071 , 9072, 9112, NEW JERSEY COLLEGE CAREY, H. The Contrivances 9082
9118, 9122, 9131 , 9135, 9150, Account of College 9752 CARSON , J. Ballads 9083
9153 , 9154, 9166, 9199, 9224 , Catalogue of books 8683 CENTLIVRE , S. Basset- table 8812
9241 , 9264, 9266 , 9312, 9315, Theses, 1760, 1762 8684 CHURCH, B. The Choice 7872
9318 , 9333 , 9342, 9343 , 9347, Works relating to : 8337 , 8508 , Poem on J. Law 6651
9384, 9393, 9423 , 9451 , 9471 , 9108, 9188, 9629 CIBBER, C. She would and
9495, 9504 , 9511 , 9512, 9518 , NEW YORK COLLEGE she would not 8815
9528, 9529 , 9555, 9568 , 9575, Charter, 1754 7279 CICERO, M. T. Cato -major 8101
9576 , 9577 , 9578, 9585 , 9602, Additional Charter, 1755 7515 CLEAVELAND, J. An Epiced
9631 , 9643 , 9655, 9666 , 9668, Works relating to : 6935, 7121 , ium 6980
9673, 9676 , 9687 , 9698, 9709 , 7228 , 7282 COCKINGB, G. War : a poem 9091
9713 , 9715, 9747 , 9795, 9803 , PAILADELPHIA. College and COLMAN , G. Jealous wife 8818
9828, 9830 , 9833, 9850, 9859 , Academy CONANT, S. Poem on A.
9860, 9863, 9865 , 9874, 9880, Additional Charter, 1755 7540 Conant 8323
9890. Prayers 7093 CROXALL, S. Fair Circassian 7178
HEBREW LANGUAGE .
Theses, 1761 , 1762, 1763 8981 Davies, S. Ode on peace 8831
Works relating to : 6668, 6754 , Poems 6834
SEWALL, S. Hebrew grammar 9514 7122, 8041 , 8882, 9156, 9484 DESTOUCHES, P. N. The
INDIAN LANGUAGES.
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE Libertine 8837
Act for establishment
Works in Indian :
9823 DIETRICH, Prinz . Der Letzte
9348, 9385,
WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE Wylle 6991
9400
Charter and Statutes 8284 DOUBLE disappointment 9106
LATIN LANGUAGE.
YALE COLLEGE DOVE, D.J. The Lottery 8114
BRATTLE, W. Compendium Catalogue of books 7598 DRYDEN , J. Aurenge - Zebe 8843
logicæ 8092 Catalogus. Triennial 6800 Spanish fryar 8844
Davys, P. Adminiculum Quæstiones. Annual 6802 DUCHÉ, J. A Dialogue 9108
puerile 8111 Theses. Annual 6801 Pennsylvania
7648
GREGORY, F. Nomenclatura Statuta, 1755 7599 | E
DWARD and Emma 9649
brevis 6850 Same, 1759 8523 ELLWOOD, T. Davideis, 1751 6667
HOPKINSON, F. Errata 9407 Same, 1764 9885 Same, 1753 7
000
OTIS, J. Rudiments of Latin 8701 Works relating to : 7171 , 7423 , Same, 1754 7192
Ross, R. Introduction to Latin 6928 7876 , 8352 , 8353, 8357 , 8358, Same, 1760 8591








EVANS, N. Ode 9113 PAILANTHROPOS, pseud. A
MAGAZINES.
Dialogue on peace 9386 Valedicion
9487
AMERICAN magazine, 1757
F. , A. Poem on Boston fire 8595 POEM on James Wolfe, 8471 1758 7829
Fall of Saguntum 8852 POEM on Gov. Law 7298
GEISTLICHES Magazien, 1764 9676
FARQUHAR ,G.The Inconstant 8853 POMFRET, J. Poems 6762
New American magazine,
Twin rivals 8854 POPE, A. The Messiah 8242
1758-1760 8199
Food for the mind 9148 Essay on man
8718
New - ENGLAND magazine,
FORDYCE , D. Temple of Vir- RACINE, J. Distrest mother 8986
1758 8200
tue 8123 REED, J. Register office 9250
FRIEDRICH II. Relaxation of REMARKABLE account 7103
NEWSPAPERS.
8133 Rich, J. Spirit of contra
Fry, J. Essay on conduct 6846 diction 9258 AMERICAN Chronicle, 1761
Same, 1753 7004 ROWE, N. Jane Shore 8999 1762 8785
Same, 1754 7203 SCULL,N. Kawaniochekeeteru 7788 Boston Evening Post, 1751
GARRICK, D. Lilliput 9121 SERIOUS reflections on times 8036 1764 6639
Gay, J. Beggar's opera 6673 SHAKESPEARE , W. King Lear 9004 Boston Gazette and weekly
GESNER, S. Death of Abel 9125 The Tempest 9005 journal, 1751-1752 6640
GODFREY, T. Court of fancy 9127 Catharine and Petruchio 9270 | BOSTON Gazette or weekly
GREEN, J. Grand arcanum 7426 Sham beggar 9271 advertiser, 1753-1754 6971
HARVARD COLLEGE . Pietas 8877 SHIRLEY, J. The Gamester 9007 Boston Gazette or country
HAWKESWORTH, J. Edgar SAIRLEY, W. Antigionian journal, 1755–1764 7365
and Emmeline 9134 beauties 7317 Boston Weekly Advertiser,
HOPKINSON , F. Ode 9108 SMALRIDGE, G. Art of 1757-1759 7853
Science, a poem 9141 preaching 6785 Boston Weekly News-letter
,
HOWARD, R. The Committee 8883 Same, 1762 9273 1751-1762
6641
INDIAN songs of peace 7217 SMITH , W. Poem 7122 Boston Weekly News-letter,
Same, 1754 7321 STEELE, R. The Funeral 9014 and New England chronicle,
INDUCEMENT to thinking 8623 STREPHON. A Panegyrick 9280 1762-1763 9077
JEAN GRAY : a tragedy 8889 SURVEY of man 8744 BOSTON Weekly Post-boy,
Jonson, B. Volpone 8894 SWIFT, J. Journal of gam 1751-1755 6642
JUDGE Wolcott. A poem 8629 ing lady 8265 CONNECTICUT Courant, 1764 9623
LABOUR in vain 8160 |T. , T. Suspected daughter 6790 CONNECTICUT Gazette, 1755
LAWER's pedigree 7446 Tag, T. , pseud. Pretty poems 9281 1762, 1764 7399
LEE, N. Nero : a tragedy 8901 TAVERNER, W. The Maid , the GEORGIA Gazette, 1763–1764 9395
Theodosius 8902 mistress 9022 GERMANTAUNER Zeitung ,
LEWIS , J. Mother Midnight 9416 TILDEN, S. Poems. 7802 1762-1764 9124
LIBERTINE destroy'd 8904 Same, 1757 8045 GREEN & RUSSELL'S Boston
LINES after earthquake 7450 Same, 1758 8268 Post-boy, 1760-1764 8609
LITTLE pretty pocket -book 9159 TRAPwIT, T., pseud. Be INDEPENDENT reflector, 1752–
LIVINGSTON , W. Philosophic merry and wise 9285 1753 6866
solitude
9160 TRUE copy of doggrel poem 9525 THE INSTRUCTOR, 1755 7437
LLOYD, R. Arcadia 9161 | Two mothers 8506 LANCASTERISCHE Zeitung,
LOVE his own rival 9163 VANBRUGH, J. Provoked wife 9029 1752-1753 6863
MAYLEM , J. Gallic perfidy 8194 WANDERING Jew 8761 MARYLAND Gazette, 1751
Conquest of Louisbourg 8193 War considered 9298 1765 6704
MILITARY glory of Great WAREING, E. On death of J. MASSACHUSETTS Gazette and
Britain 9188 Wagstaffe 8762 Boston News-letter, 1764 9735
MIRACULOUS power of clothes 8930 Watts, I. Divine songs,1753 7134 NEW-HAMPSHIRĖ Gazette,
Same, in German 9043 Same, 1757 8059 1756-1764
7726
MURPHY, A. Old maid 9195 Same, 1760 8764 NEW -LONDON Gazette, 1763
MURTAGH O’Lavery 9196 Horæ lyricæ 9299 1764 9457
NEW -ENGLAND's misery 8201 WIGGLESWORTH, M. Day of New -LONDON Summary ,
New gift for children
doom 6796 1758-1763 8208
Nosum nosorum 9223 WORCESTER, F. Triumphs of NEW-YORK Evening Post,
Old Ireland's misery 6904 Death 9549 1751-1752 6738
OLIVER, P. Poem , on J. Wil. YOUNG , E. Last day 7140 | NEW-YORK Gazette, revived
lard 7988 Resignation 9888 in weekly post -boy, 1751






New-YORK Gazette, or weekly OATHS 7756 IMPRISONMENT 7215 , 7451 , 7418,
post-boy, 1753-1759 , 1762- PROCLAMATIONs. See Author 7481
1764 7078 Index GAMBLING 6938, 7448, 8265
New-York Gazette, 1759 PROVINCE Journals. See Au. LOTTERIES 8031, 8114, 8979
1764 8443 thor -Index PROSTITUTION 7110, 9162, 9717
NEW-YORK Mercury, 1752- PROVINCE Laws. See Author- TEMPERANCE 6862, 7321
1764 6901 Index CHARITY 6827, 6984, 7027, 7155,
NEW - YORK Pacquet, 1763 9467 | TREATIES 7906, 8348, 9397 7569 , 7570, 8078, 9870
NEW-YORK Weekly Journal, TREATIES with Indians 6861 , SLAVERY 7201, 7341, 8298, 8542,
1751 6740 7026 , 7688, 7844 , 7925, 8157 9066, 9067 , 9314 , 9341, 9342
NEWPORT Mercury, 1758– TRIALS 6635 , 6832, 7001 , 7455, WOMAN 8896, 9152
1764 8220 7824, 7805, 7890, 7891 , 7892, MARRIAGE 6856 , 7133, 8132,
NORTH - CAROLINA Gazette, 7927 , 9542, 9660. 8262. 8735, 8891 , 9707
1755-1760 7522 THE FAMILY 6659, 6660, 6661 ,
NORTH -CAROLINA Gazette and POLITICAL SCIENCE, 6836, 6837, 6838, 8113, 8307 ,
weekly post-boy, 1764 9770 8310, 9051 .
NORTH -CAROLINA Magazine,or
PATRIOTISM 7786, 8239
SOCIAL ethics 6846, 6859, 7004,
universal intelligencer, 1764 9771
CIVIL government 6626 , 6692,
7036, 7203 , 7285, 8124 , 8125,
OCCASIONAL reverberator,
6793 , 6868, 7068 , 7229, 7230,
8161 , 8296, 9086, 9115, 9240.
1753 7081
7439 , 7451 , 7564, 7664, 8030, INSURANCE 6757
PARKER'S New - York Gazette,
8094, 8386 , 9101 , 9551 , 9843
SOCIETIES
FREEDOM of press
6756, 9086 , 9795
1759-1762 8444
7418, 7481 ,
FREEMASONS 7370, 7571 , 7792,
PENNSYLVANIA Gazette, 1751












MATHEMATICS 6786 , 7378, 8044 ,









COMMERCE and trade 6677, 6678, CALENDAR
6679, 6680, 6682, 6684, 7009,
1755-1757 7541
ALMANACS.
7905, 7982, 8596 , 8643 , 8928,
PLEBEAN , 1754 7297 AQUECHEEK, A., 1760-1765 8291
9103 , 9119 , 9123, 9354, 9653 ,
PROVIDENCE Gazette , 1762 ALMANACK of Almanacks,
9682, 9693, 9723 , 9812.
1764 9249 1752 6805
BANKRUPTCY
SOUTH - CAROLINA Gazette ,
7215, 7495, 7949
6628
MONEY 6676, 6683, 6686, 6933 ,
AMES, N., 1752-1765
1751-1764 6788
7097 , 8631 , 9146 , 9283 , 9494,
Disputes about Ames' Al
SOUTH - CAROLINA and Ameri . manack 8288
9503, 9521 .
can general gazette, 1758
8533
TAXATION ANDREWS, G., 1760-1764
7530, 7531 , 7635,
1764 8261 BALL, W., 1752-1759 6634
7887, 8131 , 8944 , 9852, 9350,
VIRGINIA Gazette , 1751-1764 6794 6638BIRKETT, W., 1752
WEYMAN's New - York Gazette ,
9362, 9497, 9658, 9665, 9754
CHRISTOPHER, G. , 1754-1755 6978
DUTIES 7476 , 9625, 9681 , 9723 ,
1759 8520 6979In Dutch, 1754
9851
WILMINGTON Courant, 1762 9311 Excise 7176, 7179, 7186, 7227, Davis, J. , 1755-1758 7180
WÖCHENTLICHE Philadelph EDDY, J. , 1760-1762 8341
7232, 7233 , 7271 , 7296 , 7303,
ische Staatsbote, 1762 9384




ELLSWORTH , S. , 1765
DIE ZEITUNG, 1751 6803 8858PROPERTY Fo
x, T., 1762-1765
7165, 7828
FRANKLIN , B., 1752-1758 6670
LANDS 6877, 7010, 7055, 7414,
LAW.
6669
8493 , 8780 , 8970, 9476 , 9889
Pocket, 1752-1758
G. , G., 1752 6672
BELLAMY, J. The Law , our GREW, T. Barbadoes, 1752 6687
school-master
SOCIAL SCIENCE.
7618 N-Y. Pocket, 1755-1759 7206
Das LANDMANN's Advocat 8897 | CRIME and criminals 6624, 6647, Virginia , 1752--1765 6688
COURTS
7502 6886, 7063 , 7168 , 7333 , 7404 , HOCH -DEUTSCHE, 1762-1765 6695
JUDGES
8636 7415, 7494 , 7796, 8356 , 8638, HUNTINGTON, J., 1761–1762 8621
JUSTICES 7270, 9009 , 9775, 9809 8829, 9116 , 9144, 9157 , 9197 , HUTCHINS, J. N., 1753-1765 8857
9810, 9811 9355, 9616. In Dutcb, 1755–1756 7214
THE
439 CLASSIFIED SUBJECT INDEX OLOGY
g
JERMAN, J. , 1752-1760 6696 Tryon, T. Way to health 8271 CRITICISM 6854
Low , N., 1762-1765 8906 TWEEDY, J. Catalogue of PROPHECY 7685 , 7686 , 7687 ,
MARYLAND, 1759 , 1704 8173 drugs 8753 7870, 8761 , 9318
MOORE, R., 1762-1765 8932 WESLEY, J. Primitive physic 9867 |COLLECTED works 7166 , 7322
MOORE, T. , 1760-1761 8419 | HOSPITALS 7197, 8862, 8972
MORE, R., 1752 , 1756-1765 6723 INOCULATION 7701 , 8367 , 8477 ,
APOLOGETIC THEOLOGY.
In Dutch, 1756-1765 7489 8581 NATURAL religion
7578 , 8354
Pocket, 1756–1765
7491 | SMALL-POX 6689, 6697 , JUDAISM 8890
MORE, T., 1752-1757 , 1760
6871 , 6947 , 7801 , 8862 IIEATAENISM 6918
1765 6719 | Yellow fever 7040 CHRISTIAN evidences 7488 , 7990,
In Dutch , 1752-1755 6721 83
85, 8451
Pocket, 1754-1755 7067
USEFUL ARTS. DOCTRINAL THEOLOGY.
NEDERDUYTSCHE, 1752-1753 6723
NEU - EINGERICHTETER , 1752 METALLURGY 9333 SYSTEMATIC works 6630, 7807,
1765 6724 AGRICULTURE 6666 , 6998, 6999 , 7814 , 8538, 8982
NEUESTE Americanische, 7190 , 7191 , 7356 , 7631 , 8344 , TRUTA 6927 , 8639 , 9158 , 9555
1763-1765 9199 8590, 8847 , 8929 , 9200 , 9808 GOD 8664 , 9313
PARSONS, J. , 1757 7745 SILK cultur
e 6682 CHRIST 6759, 7204 , 7211 , 7314 ,
PENNSYLVANIA Pocket, 1760- VETERINARY 9718 7616 , 7650, 7862 , 7911 , 8081 ,
1765 8465 FISHING 6681 8793 , 9057, 9138, 9874 .
PERPETUAL, 1761
8942 DOMESTIC economy 6934 , 8607 , DIVINE decrees 7032, 7856 , 8083 ,
Poor Isaac, 1760-1765 8472 9010, 9084 , 9840 8874 , 9073, 9439, 9541 .
Poor ROBIN , 1752-1758 6763 CAEMICAL technology 6685, 7575, PROVIDENCE 6658, 6940 , 7553,
PRINDLE , J., 1760 8474 7940, 9109 7646, 7747, 8285, 8418, 8492,
SAUNDERS, R., 1759-1765 8255 ELECTRICITY 6816 9167 , 9282, 9364 , 9737.
Pocket, 1759-1765 8254 MANUFACTURES
6681, 8078 MAN 6950, 7193 , 7805, 8122,
Beauties of Poor Richard ,
LINEN manufacture 7027, 9870 8539, 9099, 9340, 9371
1760 8730 MILITARY art 7127 , 7163 , 7154 , SIN 6963, 6968, 6996, 7984,
SHEPHERD, J., 1752-1758 6780 7269 , 7360, 7361 , 7621 , 7677 , 8060, 8080, 8081 , 8100, 8102,
SHERMAN, R., 1752-1761 6781 7736 , 7902 , 7903, 7904, 7912, 8103, 8118, 8166 , 8283, 8345,
STEUART, A., 1762-1765 9016 7997, 8012, 8013 , 8015, 8142, 8372, 8541, 8563, 8962.
STEWARD, J. , 1759-1761 8263 8143 , 8209, 8212 , 8300, 8355, MORAL agency 7187, 7188, 7680 ,
Thomas, T., 1760-1762 8502 8475, 8518 , 8680, 8866 , 8920, 8561
TOBLER, J. , 1755-1765 7324 8947 , 9855.
SALVATION 6955, 7033, 7126,
WEATHERWISE,A.,1759-1765 8280 NAVAL art
8686 7613, 7860, 8245, 8272, 8453,
Pocket, 1760-1762
8517 SHIPWRECKS 9058 , 9102 8873 , 8926, 9403.
WEST, B., 1763-1765 9303 | FIRES 8626, 8628, 8665, 9074, CHRISTOLOGY 6743, 6776 , 7800,
WHETEN, G. , 1753 6946 9373, 9556 , 9558 7894, 8051 , 8368, 8576 , 9064 ,
RECREATIVE arts 8942 9471 .
ASTRONOMY 7012, 7038, 9040, 9200 | THEATRE 7077 , 7175, 7294 GRACE 6996 , 7889, 9539, 9601 ,
COMETS 8301 , 8522 | MUSIC 7350, 8528 , 8940, 9569 , 9872
EARTHQUAKES 7374, 7375, 7380
9584 REGENERATION 6969
7391 , 7450, 7453, 7486, 7487 , CONVERSION 6631 , 6633, 8029 ,
7518, 7549, 7550, 7553 , 7597 , PHILOSOPHY. 8597 , 8790, 8909, 9189, 9567,
7602, 7634 , 7653, 7654, 7665 ,
9710 , 9717 .
7768, 7785 , 7819, 7820, 8667, LOGIC 6859 Faith 7449, 7666, 8297 , 8346 ,
8851 SUPERSTITIONS 7101 , 7379, 7582, 8872 , 9100, 9118, 9739
7633 , 8279, 8499 , 8620, 8676 , JUSTIFICATION 0646 , 6652, 6764 ,
MEDICINE.
8778, 8861 , 9026 , 9140 , 9491 , 8110
9890 . REPENTANCE 7656
ARMSTRONG , J. Art of health 7836 SACRAMENTS 6840, 6952, 8850,
GARDEN, A. Virginia pink THEOLOGY.
9063
root 9675 BAPTISM 7983 , 8338, 8752, 8937
GROSVENOR, B. Health : an EXEGETICA
L THEOLOGY. 9546 , 9766
essay 8869 THE BIBLE. See Author INFANT-BAPTISM 6829, 8294, 9376,
KEARSLEY, J. Case of T. L. 8630 Index 9587 , 9606
SHORT, T. Medicina Britan- Aids to exegesis 7198, 8052 LORD's Supper 6957 , 7588, 7649




DEATH 7355 , 7825, 8331 , 8389 , Lewis, J. Church Catechism 7039 CONGREGATIONALISM 7386, 7866 ,
9549 , 9608 , 9648 LUTHER, M. Das Kleine 7867, 7873 , 7881 , 8342, 8370,
JUDGMENT 6806, 9518 Catechismus 6869 8540, 8613, 8614 , 8880, 9041
HEAVEN 6701 , 7673 Kleine Darmstädtische CHURCI offices 6961 , 6962 , 7111
HELL 6643, 6644 Catechismus 9423 CHURCH membership 6797, 6798,
SECOND Advent 8048, 8081 , 8317, Small Catechism 8907 6839, 8794, 9272
8318 , 8319, 8320, 8351 , 9114, SCHWENCKFELDIANS. Cate WORSHIP 7323, 9011 , 9308
9147, 9413. chismus 9512 LITURGIES 8339, 8360, 8892, 9859
Watts, I. First sett of Cate- PRAYER · 7014, 7093, 7888, 8120,
CONTROVERSIES.
chisms 7135 8627 , 8633 , 8895, 9111 , 9385,
ANTINOMIANISM 9339 , 9601 Second sett of Catechisms 9246 9414 , 9687
ARMINIANISM 8469, 9825 WESTMINSTER Assembly. SABBATH 7849 , 8302, 8313 , 8802,
CATHOLIC Church 6775, 7100 , Larger Catechism 7334, 9304 9380, 9695
7795, 9059 , 9709 Shorter Catechism 6795, 7335, Fasts and feasts 6712, 6881 , 6882,
ENGLAND, Church of 6637 , 6693 , 7336 , 7337 , 8063 , 8519, 8767, 6883, 7056 , 7057 , 7251 , 7252,
7007 , 7028, 7124, 7229 , 7440, 9306 . 7477, 7478, 7479, 7480, 7590,
7456, 7457 , 7573 , 7698, 7765, 7606, 7710, 7712, 7713, 7784 ,
8238, 8490, 8577, 8578 , 9302, ETHICAL THEOLOGY. 7950, 7951 , 7952, 8107, 8120,
9327 , 9328 , 9336, 9357, 9360, APPEALS to unconverted
8185, 8186 , 8187, 8327 , 8406 ,
7746 ,
9374 , 9441 , 9442, 9534, 9560, 8407, 8408, 8409 , 8568, 8569,
8050, 9326
9832.
CASUISTRY 7037 , 8009 , 8470,
8570, 8571 , 8658, 8659 , 8823,
EPHRATA Community 7610 , 7627, 8824, 8825, 8919, 9095, 9181 ,8716, 9798
9315
CHILDREN
9182, 9183, 9367, 9368, 9434,
8337 , 8984 , 9019 ,
FRIENDS, or Quakers 6671 , 7016 , 9435, 9436, 9621 , 9622, 9729,
9246, 9378, 9629
7200 , 7422, 7840, 7900, 8008,
9730.
CHRISTIAN ethics
8069 , 8350, 8486, 8603 , 8859 ,
6902, 1993 , SINGING 7442, 8082, 8760, 9369,
7647, 8515, 8612, 8745, 9132,
9098, 9221 , 9261 , 9388 , 9609 9424 , 9598, 9599, 9600, 9659,
9137, 9169, 9644 , 9688.
GERMAN Reformed Church 6828, 9858OATHS 7388 , 8773, 8865
6937 , 6977, 8053
PSALMODY 6820, 6965 , 7149 ,
YOUTH 8104, 8670, 9090, 9421 ,




7772, 7846, 7847 , 7848, 8082,
PROTESTANTISM 6804, 6842
6627, 6698 ,
8543, 8544, 8545, 8546 , 8547 ,
6744, 6791 , 7005, 7015, 7083,
ROGERENES 7310, 7622 , 7849,
7094, 7096, 7115, 7130, 7161 ,
8548, 8549, 8795, 8797, 8908,
8028, 8084, 8085, 8302, 8575, 9021 , 9068, 9069 , 9070, 9071 ,
7162, 7163 , 7167 , 7169 , 7184,
8802, 9073, 9261 , 9349. 9344, 9345, 9346, 9406, 9324 ,
SANDEMANIANISM
9824
7210, 7218, 7311 , 7330, 7357,
7362, 7372, 7523, 7524, 7565, HYMNS 6632, 6847, 6917, 6945,
9526, 9602, 9603
SCOTLAND, Church of 9881 , 9882
7580, 7589 , 7655 , 7671 , 7683 ,
UNITED BRETHREN or Mora 7034 , 7102, 7147 , 7496 , 8390,
7787 , 7805, 7957 , 8033 , 8034,
vians 7112, 7136, 7581 , 8159 ,
8035, 8065, 8146, 8150, 8309 ,
8593 , 8870, 9036, 9062, 9131 ,
8507 , 9261 , 9451 , 9528 , 9529 ,
8361 , 8364, 8380, 8521 , 8583,
9166 , 9266, 9297 , 9400, 9495,
9860.
9527
8594, 8625, 8644, 8832, 8845,
CONFESSIONS OF FAITH . 8849, 8857 , 8885, 8931 , 9122, PASTORAL THEOLOGY.
9149, 9268, 9330, 9335, 9358, THE MINISTRY 6760, 6870, 6954,BAPTIST Church 9215, 9332, 9589
9372, 9511 , 9548 , 9568, 9610,
CONGREGATIONAL Church 7850, 7145, 7185, 7338, 7416 , 7643,
9652.
8730 7691 , 7842, 7989, 8070, 8414,
GERMAN Reformed Church 7262, 8616 , 8618, 8635, 8838, 9000 ,
7351 , 9507
ECCLESIASTICAL THEOLOGY.
9020, 9168, 9337 , 9387
ECCLESIOLOGY 7629, 7674, 7863 , MAINTENANCE of ministers 9349 ,
CATECHISMS.
7864, 8058, 8415, 8789. 9359
BAPTIST Church . Catechism 9588 UNION of churches 9018 , 9279 , HOMILETICS 6785, 8015, 8987,9273
BARCLAY R. Catechism 6812, 6959 9626
HALL J. Short Catechism 9132, TOLERATION 9712
ORDINATION SERMONS .
9688 PAPACY 8604 ALLEN, THOMAS. By J.
HEIDELBERGH Catechism 6853 , PRESBYTERIANISM 7151 , 7182, Hooker 9700
9135, 9694 7300, 8224 , 8807 , 8819 , 8903, ALLEN, TIMOTHY. By himself 8782
JOHNSON, S. Short Catechism 7030 8927, 9003 , 9027 , 9089 , 9288 , BADGER, STEPHEN. By N.






Baldwin , SAMUEL. By W. HUNTINGTON, John. By B. SMITH , COTTON M. By E. Gay 7425
Cook 7879 Lord 9420 SMITH , PETER T. By S.
BARBER, JONATHAN. By E. JACKSON, JOSEPH. By S. Langdon 9415
Prime 8244 Cooper 8573 SPARHAWK, EBENEZER. By
BAYLEY, JOBIAI . By T. Bar- JONES, SAMUEL. By M. Ed
J. Buckminster 9080
nard 7841 wards 9383 STILES, EZRA. By I. Stiles 7577
BILLINGS, EDWARD. By T. KINGSBURY, SAMUEL. By A. STONE, ELIAB. By M. Bridge 8806
Frink 7202 Adams 9048 SUMNER , JOSEPH . By A. Put
BORDWELL, JOEL. By J. Lee 8384 Knox, Hugh. By himself 7444 pam 9493
BOWMAN, JOSEPH. By C. LEAVITT, JONATHAN . By F. SYMES, WILLIAM . By S.
Chauncey 9088 Leavitt 8900 Cooke 8329
BOYD, ALEXANDER . By D. LEONARD, ABIEL. By D. Tarr, Moses. By J. Shaw 7116
Mc Gregore 7234 Barnes 9593 TALLMADGE , BENJAMIN . By
Same, 1755 7454 LOMBARD, SOLOMON . By T. S. Buell
7371
BRIDGE, Josiah. By J. Clark 8817 Smith 6787 TREADWELL, John. By N.
BROOKS, EDWARD . By J. LORD, BENJAMIN . By him Rogers
9506
Haven
9691 self 8905 TRUE, HENRY. By E. Barn
BROWN, AARON. By M. Cabot7164 Mc CLINTOCK , SAMUEL. By ard 6815
BROWN , THOMAS. By J. S. Langdon 7694 TRUMBLE, BENJAMIN. By
Cushing 8332 MAY, ELEAZAR. By J. Lock E. Wheelock
9039
BRUSH, ABNER. By E. Prime 8244 wood 7699 TURNER, CHARLES. By W.
BYLES, MATHER, JUNIOR. NEWTON, ROGER . By E.
Rand 7773
By M. Byles 8098 Goodrich 9128 WELD, EZRA. By J. Whitney 9540
CARMICHAEL, JOHN. By J. Noyes, EDMUND. By J. WEST, SAMUEL. By S. West 9869
Blair 8800 Tucker 6792 WHEELER , JOSEPH . By S.
CARPENTER, EZRA. By E. OccuM , SAMSON. By S. Buell 8808 Woodward 8771
Gay 7006 PAGE, JOHN. By A. Bayley 9597 WAITNEY, JOSIAH . By J.
CHANDIER, SAMUEL. By S. PALMER, JOSEPH . By J. Cogswell 7875
Phillips 6915 Palmer 7062 WHITWELL, WILLIAM . By T.
CHESNUT, By C. Beatty 6817 | PATTEN, WILLIAM. By T. Barnard 9060
CUMMING, ALEXANDER. By Balch 7838 Wight, ELNATHAN . By bim
himself 8830 Payson, SAMUEL. By P.
self 7595
DAMAN , GEORGE. By C. Payson 9226 WIGHT, JABEZ. By B. Lord 6867
Turner 9289 PEABODY, OLIVER , JUNIOR . WILLARD, JOHN. By T. Frink 7901
DARBIE, JOHN. By E. Prime 8244 By N. Appleton 6629 SERMONS. Collections 7152, 7785,
DARBY, JONATHAN , By E. PERRY, JOSEPH. By S. 7806 , 8039, 8266
Gay 6848 Porter 7544
CONVENTION SERMONS.
EAMES, JONATHAN. By B. PRINCE, THOMAS. By J.
Parker 8450 Sewall 8257 | 1750 JAMES PIKE 6760
ELLIS , JOHN. By S. Dunbar 6994 Ramsay, WILLIAM . By C. 1753 SAMUEL PHILLIPS 7095
FARRAR, STEPHEN . By W. Beatty 7843 1757 WILLIAM RAND 8014
Lawrence 8899 RAWSON, GRINDALL. By E. 1758 JONATHAN TOWNSEND 8270
FOWLER, JOSEPH. By H. Gay 7670 1760 WILLIAM BALCH 8537
Estabrook 6841 By T. Skinner 6784 | 1761 EBENEZER PARKMAN 8965
GANO, John. By I. Eaton 7409 RICHARDSON , GIDEON . By 1762 SAMUEL MATHER 9187
Gay, BUNKER. By E. Gay 9394 I. Loring 7231
ARTILLERY ELECTION SERMONS.
GREEN , JOSEPH , JUNIOR. By RIPLEY, DAVID . By E. Devo
J. Green 7011 tion 6990 | 1751 SAMUEL COOPER 6655
By I. Dunster 9382 ROBBINS, AMMI R. by P. 1752 EBENEZER BRIDGE 6825
GROSVENOR, EBENEZER. By Robbins 9260 | 1756 EBENEZER PEMBERTON 7749
S. Dunbar 9381 ROBBINS, CHANDLER . By P. 1758 THOMAS BARNARD 8079
HART, Levi . By B. Lord 9418 Robbins 8727 | 1759 AMOS ADAMS 8289
HEDGE, LEMUEL. By E. ROBBINS, NATHANAEL. By S. 1761 JASON HAVEN 8878
Forbes 8856 Cooke 6654 1763 THOMAS BALCH 9331
HOLT, Nathan . By S. Phil . ROBERTS, JOSEPH. By A.
lips 8468 Eliot
7189
ELECTION SERMONS - CONNECTICUT.
HUNTINGTON , ENOCH. By E. Shaw, OAKES. By J. Shaw 9006 1750 Noah HOBART 6692







1752 AssBEL WOODBRIDGE 7137 LECTURE -SERMONS_Boston . 1670 JOSEPH PARK 8963
1753 EBENEZER DEVOTION 6989 1751 SAMUEL DONBAR 6664 NATHAN STONE 9019
1754 JAMES LOCKWOOD 7230 1754 CHARLES CHAUNCY 7168 ELIPAALET WILLIAMS 8769
1755 MosES DICKINSON 7407 | 1756 CHARLES CHAUNCY 7634 SAMUEL WOODWARD 8772
1756 GEORGE BECKWITII 7617 EBENEZER PEMBERTON 7748 | 1762 JONATHAN MAYHEW 9443
1757 PETER REYNOLDS 8017
THOMAS PRENTICE 7768 JOSEPH TREAT 9287
1758 BENJAMIN TAKOOP 8267 1757 NATHANIEL APPLETON 7835 1763 East APTHORP 9329
1759 JAMES LOCKWOOD 8386 1761 Jonn BARNARD 8793 HENRY CANER 9361
1760 JOSEPH Fish
8598 | 1762 JOSEPH SEWALL 9269
SAMUEL FRINK 9391
1761 Jonathan INGERSOLL. 8888 1763 NATHANIEL APPLETON 9326 JAMES LOCKWOOD 9417
1762 JOSEPH BELLAMY 9065
1763 STEPHEN WHITE 9538 DUDLEIAN LECTURES --- HARVARD. CHURCH HISTORY.
1764 Noah WELLES 9866 1755 EDWARD HOLYOKE n . p. CHURCHES of Virginia 6657
ELECTION SERMONS --MassACHU .
1756 JOHN BARNARD 7616 COUNCILS 6974
SETTS . 1757 EDWARDWIGGLESWORTH8064 ASHFORD. Church 6636
1751 WILLIAM WELSTEED
9401
6793 1758 NATHANIEL APPLETON n . p. BLACK-RIVER. Church
1752 (No sermon
1759 EBENEZER GAY 8354 BRAINTREE . First Church 6975
1753 JOHN COTTON 6985
1760 SAMUEL WIGGLESWORTH n. p. DANBURY. Church 9846, 9871
1754 JONATHAN MAYHEW 7256





1763 PETER CLARK 9363 | HAVERAILL. Church 7911 , 8562,
1756 SAMUEL COOPER 7642
8617, 8814, 88731757 EBENEZER PEMBERTON 7991 1764 HULL ABBOT
7020LANCASTER. First Church
1758 THOMAS FRINK 8135
THANKSGIVING SERMONS.
1759 JOSEPH PARSONS 8452
LYME. Church 7930







7671 , 8040 , 8137
1762 ABRAHAM WILLIAMS 9310
JONATHAN MAYHEW 8192 , NORTHAMPTON. First Church
8417
1763 THOMAS BARNARD
6645, 6665, 6694, 9063
9334
1759 AMOS ADAMS 8290 PELHAM . Church 7142, 7720,
1764 [No sermon ]
Joun BURT 8312 7826, 8224
FAST SERMONS. SAMUEL CAANDLER 8316 PHILADELPHIA . Lutheran
1750 SOLOMON WILLIAMS 0797
ANDREW ELIOT 8343 Church 9153
1753 ANDREW ELIOT 6997 SAMUEL LANGDON 8632 | PHILADELPHIA . St. Paul's
1755 AARON BURR 7373 JONATHAN
TOWNSEND 8750 Church 9857
JOSEPH FISH 7417 SOLOMON WILLIAMS 8770 PLAINFIELD . Church 9000
SAMUELWIGGLESWORTH 7593 1760 WILLIAM ADAMS 8779 PLYMOUTH. Church 8727
1756 EBENEZER BOOGE 7623 NATHANIEL APPLETON 8536 RUMBOUT. Church
6675
THOMAS FOXCROFT 7665 MATHER BYLES JUNIOR 8560 WALLINGFORD. Church 8342,8363,
CHAUNCEY GRAHAM 7675
JOSEPA EMERSON 8592 8370, 8504, 8614 , 8634, 8749 ,
1757 ARTHUR BROWNE 7857 ELI FORBES 8855 8794 , 8838, 8880, 9035, 9061
John COTTON
7880 THOMAS FOXCROFT 8599 | WEYMOUTH. Church 6849
MATTHIAS HARRIS 7909
DAVID HALL 8871 MISSIONS. 7651 , 8737, 9327, 9328
1759 THADDEUS MACCARTY 8388 JONATHAN MAYHEW 8668 | REVIVALS 6674
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CONNECTICUT, 1709 , A. D.
HARTFORD , 1764 .
THOMAS GREEN, Printer and Publisher. At the
Heart and Crown, near the North -Meeting
House , 1764.
NEW HAVEN , 1754.
SARAH DIODATE, Bookseller, 1761 .
Тн AS GREEN, Printer. With James Parker,
1760–1763.
JOHN HOLT, Printer. With James Parker, 1755
1759.
BENJAMIN MECOM , Printer and Publisher. At
the Post -Office, 1764.
JAMES PARKER, Printer and Publisher. At the
Post-Office, near the Hay -Market ( near the
Sign of the White Horse ), 1754-1755. 2.
James Parker and Company, at the Post
Office, 1755-1763.
NEW LONDON, 1709.
JOHN BOLLES, Author - Bookseller, 1756-1758.
JOSEPH BOLLES, Author -Bookseller, 1757-1763.
JOHN GREEN , Printer and Publisher. 1. With
Timothy Green, senior, 1754-1756. 2. Printer
to the Governor and Company, 1757.
NATHANAEL GREEN, Printer and Bookseller .
Nathanael Green and Timothy Green , junior,
1758.
TIMOTHY GREEN , SENIOR, Printer and Publisher,
1. Printer to the Governour and Company,
1751-1756. 2. Timothy and John Green,
1754-1756.
TIMOTHY GREEN , JUNIOR , Printer and Publisher.
1. With Nathanael Green , 1758. 2. Printer
to the Governor and Company, 1758–1763 .
TIMOTHY GREEN, 3rd ., Printer and Publisher.
Printer to the Governor and Company, 1763–
1764.
ELISHA STANBURY, Bookseller, 1757.
DELAWARE, 1761 , A, D.
WILMINGTON , 1761 .
JAMES Adams, Printer and Publisber. In Mar
ket-Street, 1761-1764.
GEORGIA, 1762, A. D.
SAVANNAH, 1762.
JAMES JOHNSTON, Printer and Publisher. At
the Printing -Office in Broughton - Street, 1762–
1764.
MARYLAND, 1726 , A. D.
ANNAPOLIS, 1726.
Jonas GREEN , Printer and Publisher Printer
to the Province, 1751-1764 .
MASSACHUSETTS, 1639. A. D.
BOSTON , 1675.
SETH ADAMS, Printer. In Queen -Street, 1702–
1764 .
Joshua BLANCHARD, Bookseller, 1751-1755.
SAMUEL BLODGET, Author-Bookseller, 1755.
NICHOLAS Bowes, Bookseller. With John Wbar
ton, 1761-1764 .
Thomas BROMFIELD, Bookseller, 1755-1760.
GEORGE COCKINGS, Author- Bookseller, 1762.
MICHAEL DENNIS, Bookseller. At the corner of
( near ] Scarlet's Wharf, 1751-1763.
JOHN DRAPER , Printer and Publisher. 1 .
Printer to the Governour and Council, in
Cornbill, 1751-1762. 2. At bis shop in
Cornbill, and Printing -Office in Newbury
Street, 1757–1762.
RICHARD DRAPER, Printer and Publisher. 1. In
Newbury -Street, 1751-1762. 2. Printer to
the Governor and Council, 1763-1764 . 3.
Richard and Samuel Draper, In Newbury
Street, 1763-1764.
RICHARD DRAPER, JUNIOR , Printer, 1764.
SAMUEL DRAPER, Printer. 1. With Zechariah
Fowle, 1757–1762. 2. With Richard Draper,
1763-1764.
BENJAMIN EDES, Printer and Publisher. 1. B.
Edes and J. Gill , At their Printing -Office
near the east end of the Town -House , in
King-Street, 1754-1755. 2. Next to the Prison
in Queen -Street, 1755-1764 . 3. Printer to the
Honourable House of Representatives, 1762.
JOSEPH EDWARDS, Bookseller . In Cornbill,
1751-1763.
Josiah FLAGG, Author-Bookseller, 1764.
JOAN FLEEMING, Bookseller. With William
McAlpine, 1764.
.JOHN FLEET, Printer and Publisher. With
Thomas Fleet, 1757-1764.
THOMAS FLEET, SENIOR, Printer and Publisher.
At the Heart and Crown in Cornbill, 1751–
1757 .
THOMAS FLEET, JUNIOR, Printer and Publisher.
Thomas and John Fleet, at the Heart and
Crown in Cornbill, 1757-1764 .
DANIEL FOWLE , Printer and Publisher. 1. In
Queen -Street next to the Prison, 1751-1753.
2. In Ann - Street facing the Town -Dock (near
the Conduit ), 1753-1756.
ZECHARIAH FOWLE , Printer and Bookseller.
1. At the Printing -Office in Back - Street,
1751-1754 . 2. In Middle-Street, below the








Mecom , 1757. 4. Z. Fowle and S. Draper.
At their Printing -Office opposite the Lion and
Bell in Marlborough -Street, 1757–1762. 5.
Opposite the Founder's Arms, Marlborough
Street, 1762. 6. At his Printing-Office, in
Marlboro ' -Street, 1763. 7. At his Printing
Office, in Back -Street, 1763–1764.
PHILIP FREEMAN, Bookseller. In Union -Street,
next to the Cornfield , 1754-1764.
John Gill, Printer and Publisher. With Ben
jamin Edes, 1754-1764.
DANIEL GOOKIN, Bookseller. In Marlborough
Street, opposite ( very near Dr. Sewall's
Meeting House, 1751 .
John GREEN, Printer and Publisher. 1. Printer,
1751–1754. 2. Opposite Mr. Church's Ven
due House , 1755. 3. J. Green and J. Russell,
At their Printing-Office near the Custom
House, and next to the Writing -School, in
Queen -Street, 1755–1756 , 4. Opposite to the
Probate -Office in Queen -Street, 1757-1764 .
5. Printers to the Governor, Council and
House of Representatives, 1763–1764 .
TIMOTHY GREEN, JUNIOR, Printer. With Samuel
Kneeland, 1751 .
DANIEL HENCHMAN, Bookseller. In Cornbill,
1751-1761 .
ELLIS Huske, Publisher. Postmaster, 1751
1755.
THOMAS JOHNSTON, Engraver, Author-Book
seller. In Brattle -Street, 1755–1760
DANIEL KNEELAND, Printer and Publisher. 1 .
Daniel and John Kneeland, opposite to the
Prison in Queen -Street, 1759-1760. 2. D.
Kneeland, 1762-1764 .
John KNEELAND, Printer and Publisher. With
Daniel Kneeland, 1759-1760
SAMUEL KNEELAND, Printer and Publisher. 1 .
S. Kneeland and T. Green, 1751. 2. S. Knee
land, Opposite ( over against] the Prison in
Queen -Street, 1751-1755. 3. Opposite the
Probate - Office in Queen -Street, 1756–1764 .
4. Printer to the Honourable House of Rep
resentatives, 1751-1764 .
J. LEVERETT, Bookseller. J. and T. Leverett,
in Cornbill, 1754-1758.
Tuomas LEVERETT, Bookseller. 1. 1752-1753.
2. With J. Leverett, in Cornhill, 1754-1758.
3. In Cornhill, 1758–1764.
WILLIAM MCALPINE, Bookseller. 1. In Marl.
borough - Street, 1760-1763 . 2. W. M'Alpine
and J. Fleeming, 1764 .
Boston , continued.
BENJAMIN MECOM , Printer and Publisher. 1 .
With Zechariah Fowle , 1757. 2. At the New
Printing-Office, near the Town-House ( Court
House, on Corn - Hill ], 1757–1762.
JOHN PERKINS, Bookseller. 1. Near the Mill.
Bridge, 1760–1761 . 2. In Union -Street, 1762.
John PHILLIPS, Bookseller. At the Stationer's
Arms in Cornhill, 1751-1761 .
Thomas RAND, Bookbinder and Bookseller . In
Cornhill, 1751-1756 .
PAUL REVERE, Engraver and Bookseller, 1764.
JOSEPH RUSSELL, Printer and Publisher . With
John Green , 1755-1764.
SAMUEL WEBB, Bookseller. In Ann - Street,
1759-1761 .
JOHN WHARTON, Bookseller. J. Wharton and
N. Bowes, 1761-1764 .
JOSHUA WINTER, Bookseller. Over against




DANIEL BAYLEY, Bookseller, 1761-1764.
BULKELEY EMERSON, Bookseller, 1760-1764.
SALEM .
MASCOLL WILLIAMS, Bookseller, 1755-1764.
SPRINGFIELD.
SHEM CHAPIN, Bookseller. At his house , 1763.
NEW HAMPSHIRE, 1756 , A. D.
PORTSMOUTH, 1756 .
SAMUEL Fabyan, Bookseller, 1757 .
DANIEL FOWLE , Printer and Publisher. 1 .
1756-1764. 2. Daniel and Robert Fowle ,
1764.
ROBERT FOWLE, Printer. With Daniel Fowle,
1764 .
NEW JERSEY, 1755, A. D.
HACKENSACK .
LAWRENCE VAN BOSKERK, Bookseller , 1754.
WOODBRIDGE, 1755.
JAMES PARKER, Printer and Publisher. 1 .
1755-1764. 2. Printer to the Province,
1759-1764.
SAMUEL GARWOOD, Bookseller. In the Jersies,
1762.
NEW YORK, 1693, A. D.
NEW YORK , 1693 .
HENRY DE FOREEST, Printer and Publisher.









JAMES RIVINGTON , Bookseller. Rivington and
Brown , 1762-1764.
WILLIAM WEYMAN, Printer and Publisher. 1 .
With James Parker, 1753–1759 . 2. At the
New Printing -Office, in Broad - Street, in the
house whereMr. John Cox now lives, oppo
site Synagogue -Alley, 1759. 3. Printer to
the Honourable the General Assembly ( the
Government) of theColony of New York , at
the NewPrinting -Office in Broad -Street, 1759–
1764. 4. In Broad - Street, near (not far from]
the Exchange, 1759–1764 .
JOHN ZENGER, Printer and Publisher. At the
Printing -Office in Stone- Street, near Fort
George, 1751 .
NORTH CAROLINA, 1751 , A. D.
NEWBERN, 1751 .
JAMES Davis, Printer and Publisher. At the
Printing-Office in Front- Street, 1751-1764.
WILMINGTON, 1764.
ANDREW STEUART, Printer and Publisher. Prin
ter to the King's most excellent Majesty, 1764 .
NEW YORK, continued .
GEORGE EDMONDS, Bookseller. At the sign of
the Bunch of Grapes near the Widow Rutgers,
1751 .
SAMUEL FARLEY, Printer and Publisher, 1761
1762.
Hugh GAINE, Printer Bookseller and Stationer.
1. At his Printing -Office on Hunter's Key,
next door to Mr. Walton's Storehouse, 1752
1753. 2. Opposite the Old -Slip Market,
1753–1754. 3. In Queen - Street (next door to
Mr. Robert T. Livingston's] between the Fly
and Meal-Markets, 1754-1755. 5. At the
Bible and Crown in Queen -Street, between
the Fly and Meal-Markets, 1755-1757. 6 .
At theBible and Crown in Hanover- Square,
near the Meal-Market, 1757-1760. 7. At the
[only ] Old London Book - Store and Printing
Office, at the Bible and Crown, in Ilanover
Square, 1761-1764.
MICHEL HOFFMANN, Bookseller, 1758.
JOHN HOLT, Printer and Publisher. 1. With
James Parker and Company, 1760-1762. 2 .
At the New - Printing-Office, near Burling's
Slip, 1762 . 3. At the New -Printing- Office,
at the lower end of Broad -Street, opposite
( near] the [ Royal] Exchange, 1763–1764.
ARCHIBALD KENNEDY, Author-Bookseller, 1754.
BENJAMIN LEIGH, School -Master, and Book
seller, 1751 .
BENJAMIN MECOM , Printer and Publisher. At
the Modern Printing Office, on Rotten -Row ,
1763 .
GODFRIED MULLER, Reader in the Lutheran
Church , and Bookseller, 1754.
ALEXANDER NOEL, Bookseller. With Garrat
Noel, 1761 .
GARRAT NOEL, Bookseller. 1. In Dock -Street,
1753-1755. 2. Near Counts's Market, 1756–
1758. 3. Garrat Noel and Company, at the
Meal-Market, 1759-1760. 4. Garrat and Alex
ander Noel, 1761 . 5. Garrat Noel, near the
Merchant's Coffee -House, 1762-1764 .
JAMES PARKER, Printer and Publisher. 1. At the
New Printing-Office, in Beaver -Street, 1751
1752. 2. Printer to the Government, 1752,
1756–1759 . 3. J. Parker and W. Weyman,
at the New Printing Office in Beaver- Street,
1753-1759 . 4. James Parker, at the New
Printing-Office, in Beaver -Street, 1759. 5.
James Parker and Company, 1760–1762.
SAMUEL PARKER, Printer and Publisher. At the
New Printing -Office, in Beaver- Street, 1759–
1760.
PENNSYLVANIA, 1685, A. D.
CHESTNUT-LEVEL.
ALEXANDER MURE, Bookseller, 1755.
T -SCHESNÜT-HÜLL, 1763.
NicolAUS [ Nicholas] HASSELBACH, Printer and
Bookseller. Gegenüber dem Wirthhaus zum
Schiff, 1763–1764.
EPARATA, 1745.
DER BRÜDERSCHAFT, Printers, Book -Binders,
and Publishers, 1751-1764.
J. GEORGE ZEISIGER, Printer, 1763 .
GODFREY ZEUSINGER, Printer. Impressum
Ephratae in Comitatu Lancastriensi Typis
Societatis, 1762.
FRIEDENSTHAL BEI BETHLEHEM, 1763.
JOHANN BRANDMÜLLER, Printer, 1763–1764.
GERMANTOWN , 1738.
CHRISTOPH SAUR, Printer and Publisher, 1751
1758.
CHRISTOPH (Christopher] Saur, [Sowr, Sower,]
JUNIOR, Printer and Publisher, 1753-1764 .
LANCASTER, 1747 .
JAMES CHATTIN , Printer and Bookseller. At the
New Printing -Office, near the Market, 1751 .








WILLIAM DUNLAP, Printer and Bookseller. 1 .
At the New -Printing -Office in King-Street,
1754. 2. At the New -Printing -Office in
Queen -Street, 1755-1757 .
SAMUEL HOLLAND , Printer and Publisher. 1 .
With Henrich Müller, 1752. 2. At the Post
Office, in King -Street, 1753 .
HENRICH (John Henry ] MÜLLER (Miller ), Printer
and Bookseller. H.Müller and s. Holland, At
the New - Printing -Office, in King -Street, 1752.
LUDWIG LAUMANN, Bookseller, 1758.
HENRICH WALTER, Bookseller, 1754 .
PHILADELPHIA, 1685.
THOMAS ABEL, Author -Bookseller, 1761 .
ANTON (Anthony] ARMBRÜSTER [Armbruster ),
Printer and Publisher. 1. Wohnhaft in der
Arch -Strasse , 1751-1753 . 2. Wohnhaft in
der dritten -Strasse, 1753. 3. B. Francklin
und A. Armbruster, in der dritten -Strasse ,
Zwischen der Marck -und Erd Strasse, 1754
1756. 4. In der 4ten Strasse, 1756-1759. 5.
A. Armbrţister und N. Hasselbach in Moravien
Alley, nicht der Bruder Kirche, 1762. 6. At
the German and English Printing -Office in
Moravian -Alley, 1763-1764.
JOHANN Bönm. Printer. With Benjamin Frank
lin , 1751 .
CORNELIA BRADFORD , Printer and Publisher,
1751-1752.
WILLIAM BRADFORD , 3rd , Printer and Publisher.
1. Printer to the King's most excellent
Majesty for the Province of New -Jersey,
1751-1758. 2. At the Sign of the Bible, the
corner of Black Horse Alley in Second -Street,
1751-1753 . 3. At the corner House of Front
and Market Streets , 1754-1758. 4. At the
London Coffee House, in Front and Market
Streets, 1759. 5. At the Sign of the Bible, the
corner House of ont and Market Streets,
1760–1764. 6. At his Book - Store, adjoining
the London Coffee - House, 1764 .
Brown, Bookseller. With James Riving
ton, 1762 .
John BUFFIN, Author- Bookseller, 1764.
John BULKELEY, Author -Bookseller, 1757.
JAMES CHATTIN , Printer and Bookseller. 1 .
Next door to the Pipe, in Church -Alley, 1752
1755. 2. At the Newest- Printing -Office, on
the South side of the Jersey -Market, 1756
1757 .
THOMAS COOMBS, Bookseller. In Front -Street,
1758.
John Davis, Printer, 1756-1759 .
PHILADELPHIA , continued .
WILLIAM DUNLAP, Printer and Publisher. At
the Newest-Printing -Office, on the South side
of the Jersey-Market, and but three doors from
the corner of Second -Street, 1758–1764.
LEWIS EVANS, Author -Bookseller. In Arch
Street, 1755-1756 .
Joshua FISHER , Map -Publisher, 1756.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, Printer and Publisher ..
• 1. Printer to the Province of Pennsylvania,
1751-1764. 2. B. Franklin [ Post-Dlaster) and
D. Hall, at the New -Printing Office at the
Post-Office) in Market-Street (near the Mar
ket ), 1751-1764. 3. Benjamin Francklin und
Johann Boebm , 1751. 4.Benjamin Francklin,
in der Buchdruckery in der Arch - Strasse,
1751-1753. 6. B. Francklin und A. Arm
brüster, in der dritten Strasse , zwischen der
Marck -und Erd - Strasse, 1754-1756. 6. In
der 4ten Strasse, 1756-1759.
SOLOMON FUSSELL, Bookseller. At the sign of
the Hand-Saw over against the Church in
Second -Street, 1757-1759 .
John GORDON , Author -Bookseller, 1758.
DAVID HALL, Printer and Publisher. With
Benjamin Franklin , 1751-1764.
DAVID “ BLACK" HARRY, Bookvinder. In
Laetitia -Court, 1755.
NICOLAUS (Nicholas) HASSELBACH, Printer and
Bookseller. 1. In der Second -Strasse, zwi.
schen der Råsse und Wein -Strasse, 1762. 2.
A. Armbruster und N. Hasselbach , in Morar
ien -Alley, nůcht ner Bruder Kirche, 1762.
HERMAN HUSBANDS, Author-Bookseller, 1761 .
JOHN INGLIS, Author -Bookseller, 1763.
DAVID LIMBECK, Bookbinder and Bookseller,
1753 .
CHRISTOPHER MARSHALL, Bookseller, 1757-1758.
Thomas MAULE , Bookseller. In Second -Street,
1755.
EDWARD MEREFIELD, Bookseller. At the cor
ner of Arch -Street, and opposite the Church
Burying-Ground, 1764.
HENRICH( John Henry ] MÜLLER (Miller ), Prin
ter and Publisher. In Second -Street, at the
second House on the left hand from Race .
Street, 1760-1764.
PETER MILLER, Printer and Publisher. 1. Teu
tsche Buchdruckerey, 1759-1760. 2. P. Miller
and Company, at the German Printing - Office
in Race-Street, 1760-1762.
JOHN MORRIS, Bookseller. 1. At the Green -man
in Fishamble-Street, 1763. 2. Opposite the
Three Reapers in Third -Street, 1764 .
1751
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NEWPORT, continued .
ANNE FRANKLIN , Printer and Publisher. 1 .
Anne Franklin and Samuel Hall , on the
Parade, 1762. 2. Franklin and Hall , in
Thames-Street, 1763.
SAMUEL HALL, Printer and Publisher. 1. With
' Anne Franklin, 1762-1763. 2. Samuel Hall,
1763-1764.
PROVIDENCE, 1762 .
William GODDARD, Printer and Publisher. 1 .
Opposite [near] the Court - House , 1762. 2.
At the Sign of Shakespear's Head , 1763-1764.
3. Near the Great-Bridge, 1764.
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1732, A. D.
PAILADELPHIA, continued .
W. MUIR, Bookbinder. Near Market Wharf,
1753 ,
G. CHRISTOPH REINHOLD, Bookbinder and Book
seller. In der Second -Strasse , 1763 .
JAMES RIVINGTON , Bookseller, 1761 . 2. Riv.
ington and Brown, 1762.
Thomas Say, Bookseller, 1757 .
W.SCHIPPIUS (or Schuppey) Bookbinder and
Bookseller. În Strawberry -Alley, 1753 .
MR. SCHLEYDORN , Bookseller, 1754 .
NICHOLAS SCULL, Map - Publisher, 1759 .
ANDREW STEUART, “ Black -Beard , ” Printer and
Bookseller. 1. In Laetitia - Court, 1758. 2.
At the Bible-in-Heart, the corner of Black
Horse Alley , in Second -Street, 1759-1764 . 3 .
At the Bible - in - Heart in Second -Street, a
little below the Friend's Meeting -House, 1764.
DAVID TAESCHLER, Bookseller, 1751-1758.
Thomas THOMAS, Author -Bookseller, 1759.
JAMES TURNER, Engraver, 1759.
LUDWIG WEISS, Printer and Publisher. With
Peter Miller, Teutsche Buchdruckerey, 1759
1762.
JONATHAN ZANE, Bookseller, 1758-1759
YORK COUNTY.
Thomas BARTON, Author-Bookseller, 1755 .
RHODE ISLAND , 1727, A. D.
NEWPORT, 1727.
JAMES FRANKLIN , Printer and Publisher. 1. At
the Printing - Office under [at] the Town
School -House, 1751–1757. 2. At the Post
Office near the Town - School- House, 1758
1762.
CHARLESTON, 1732 .
GEORGE BRUCE, Printer. With Robert Wells,
1758-1760.
PETER TIMOTHY, Printer and Publisher. 1. In
King -Street, 1751-1764 . 2. Printer to the
Honourable Commons House of Assembly,
1760-1764.
ROBERT WELLS, Printer and Publisher. At the
great Stationery and Book - Store on the Bay,
1758–1764 .
VIRGINIA, 1730, A. D.
WILLIAMSBURGH , 1730.
Jonn Camm, Author- Bookseller, 1763 .
WILLIAM HUNTER, Printer and Publisher. At
the Post -Office, 1751-1761 .
JOSEPH ROYLE, Printer and Publisher. Joseph
Royle and Company, 1761-1764. مسا
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